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ABSTRACT 

After a decade of rapid &rOWth. Cypriot •anufacturing remained 

stationary in 1986. as export markets fell and doaestic consumption 

grew aore slowly. This slower growth is likely to continue. and ~ 

coupled with increased competition both froa low cost mass producers 

in the third world. and a new design intensive competition froa the 

first world. 

Cyprus is fe~ed with a choice between a strategy of low cost mass 

production or one of flexible specialisation based on flexible 

production systems. design. and acros~ the board improvements in 

working capital productivity. This report argues that it is the 

second of these which offers t..~e best hope for Cypriot industrJ. 

Fo1· it to succeed, however. there needs to be a re-orientation or 

~orporate and government industrial policy, with a new emphasis being 

:rut on design, product development, stock minimisation. quality 

control, multi skilled labour, and new forms of ind~strial relations. 

It will also need a framework enabling firms to provide common 

services for themselves, an expansion and re-direction of development 

banking, the establishment of a Strategic Planning Council, a revised 

incuntive scheme, and a t>ange of new publicly funded infrastructural 

se1vices. 
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PREFACE 

Teras or Reference 

The purpos~ of thi~ study is to exuine the prospects for Cypriot 

aanufacturing. its current characteristics and possibl~ strategies 

for its restructuring in the light of trends in international 

competition. 

The detailed teras or reference are reproduced in Appendix I or the 

11ain Report. A synopsis of the aain objectives as prepared by UNIOO 

runs as follows: 

(1) A critical techno-economic study and analysis of the present 

structure. pace and pattern of growth and constraint of the 

aRnufacturing sector and sub-sectors. particull\rly textiles and 

gBt'l1lents; foot~·ear and leather products; wooden furniture: 

aetal-working industry; and food processing industry sub

sectors. 

(2} Identificatio;.1 of industrial sub-sectors and products/product 

groups with higher development potential and comparative 

advantage in export markets particularly in the EEC countries. 

(3) Formulation of a plan and progr&1111e of industriel 

restructuring/rationalisatior. in the medium and long0 :- terms. 

with a clearly defined objective. direction and strategy, such 

u improving and strengthening the structure, efficiency and 

coapetitiven~BS or the aanufacturing sector and sub-sectors; 

proRoticn of i~ter-and intra sectoral linkages and 

interdependencies; greater technological orientation; promotion 

or investment, employment and manufactured export etc. 

(4) Recoaendation of industrial policies and po.Hey instruments 

and reculations required for the i·,plementation or the 
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country's industrial restructuring and development plan and 

progruae and realisation of the objective and target thereof. 

(5) Review or the existing aachinery and aechanisa of industrial 

planning. developaent and proaotion and consideration of ways 

or optiaising co-ordination and involvement of existi;ig 

relevant institutions and agencies in the country's industrial 

restructuring/rationalisation tasks with a view to iaprove and 

strengthen institutional and operational capability for 

industrial developaent. 

Str .. ~ture of the Report 

The report is in eight parts: 

I 'lbe Jllain Report 

A. Prospects. The first two chapters consid~r the a>rospects for 

Cypriot aanufacturi~g the light of its development since 1974. 

paying particular attention to the possible effects of Cyprus 

entering a Customs Union with the EEC. 

B. Strategic Approach. Chapter 3 outlines the sector strategic 

approach to industrial policy. 

c. Ch8racteristics. Chapter 4 analyses the present 

characteristics and problems or Cypriot manufacturing. 

D. International Competition. Chapter 5 outlines the two main 

trends in international competition: volume production and 

flexible specialisation. 
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E. 

II 

StraUgy. Chapters 6 and 7 outline a strategy for Cypriot 

aanufacturing and what is needed to put it into practise. 

A S:laulation llodel of llanufacturing within the Context of the 

CJpriot Economy 

In order to understand the growth of manufacturing ar.d its sub 

sectors related to the overall economy, the mission developed 

an econoaic aodel which extended and disaggregated the general 

equilibrium model currently in use in the Planniug Bureau. 

This part of the Report presents the structure of the new 

•odel, computes the present levels of protection, and estimates 

the likely effects of the Customs Union, and of a prcgramme of 

industrial restructuring, on manufacturing, on the five main 

manufacturing s~o sectors and on the economy as a whole. 

III Knowledge Intensive Industries 

With respec~ to new industries, the Mission concentrated on 

knowledge intensive industries which could build on Cyprus's 

high level of technical know how, and the island's existing and 

potential specialisation. The report covers in particular 

development opportunities in the field of water management, 

renewable energy, computer software, and bio technology. 

IV-VIII The bulk of the report comprises det~iled sector studies ~f 

the five main manufacturing sectors, Food, a.'ld Beverages, 

Clothing, Footwear and Leather Prod1.1cts, Furniture er. i Wood 

Products, and ME;tal Working. 7ogether th~se accounted for 

78% of lilanufacturing employment and 77% of m!mufacturing 

value added in l986 (see Appendix II of the mai~ report). 

Each sector study analyses the trends in international 

competition in the industry, the structure and perforgance 
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of the sector in Cyprus. and outlines a strategy for 

industrial restructuring. 

The tea which undertook the report was as follows: 

Robin llurray Te- Lader. Fellow or the Institute of 

Development Studies. University of Sussex. formerly 

Lecturer at the London Business School. and Director of 

Industry at the Greater London Council. 

Michael Best Furniture Sector. Professor of Economics at 

Amherst. Massachusetts. Formerly furniture specialist at 

the Greater London Enterprise Board, and currently Board 

!lember cf tht MllSsachusetts New Product Development 

Corporation . 

David Evans Simulation Model. Fellow of the Institute of 

Development Studiet, University of Sussex, specialising in 

Input-Output modelling L"'\d Tr~ce Policy. 

Jan' H..-phries Footwear mu! Leather Products sector . 

Fellow or Economics at Newnham College, Cambridge. and 

specialist in the footwear industry, and labour aarket and 

pnder issues. Member of the adi torial board of the 

Cambridge Joumal of Economics . 

Raphie Kaplinsky Knowledge Inten•ive Induetries. Fel"..o"' 

of the lnstitt:te of Development Studiai., UniverJ;ity of 

Sussex, specialhin.1 in new technology L"'>d de,•elopment. 
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James ~ferty Metal Working sector. Managing 

Director of SME Services, a division oi .. Eurofi (UK) Ltd. 

Also Lecturer in Business Policy at the University of 

Buckinghaa. Foraerly with General Motors (UK). Granada 

(head of Corporate Planning), and Broe.hill Electronics 

(where he vas Managing Director). 

Peter Snell Food Md Bevenges sector. Food Technologist 

and F.conc.ist with the London Food ec-i.ssion, formerly 

plant aanager with Unilever. 

Jonathan Zeitlin Clothing sector. On the facl•lty of 

Birkbeck College. London. specialising in the clothing 

industry, and industrial policy in Northern Italy. 

The tea was assisted by Harriet Lamb in research, and by the 

administrative and support staff at the Institute of Developwent 

Studies. 

'l'he Preparation of the Report 

The mission team visited Cyprus during January 1987. with three 

follow up visits by individual team members in March, May and 

June/ July. The bulk of the time was spent in talking to enterprises, 

both through factory visits, and eveninr meetings with groups of 

industrialists. A list of those enterprises visited is given in 

Appendix III or the main renort. The team als'l held extensive 

discussions with employers organisations and their sectoral 

associations, who kindly organised and participated in the evening 
' 

aeetinrs. as well as with the principal public and private banks. and 

with the trade ~ions. 
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We also held meetings vi th Ministers and offici 'lls at tt.e •ain 

Government Ministries. and vith the quasi ·pu~lic institutions 

involved with providing aoervices for industry. (see the list in 

Appendix III j • 

To all thoce in private and public organisations vho took out tiae to 

talk to us. provide us with information. and help us in our research. 

we would like to extend our ~t appreciation • 

Members of the teu wo:"ked throughout the project with a counterpart. 

es follows: 

Te• llellber 

R. Murray 

M. Best 

D. Evans 

J. Humphries 

R. Kaplinsky 

J. Rafferty 

P. Snell 

J. Zeitlin 

Counterpart 

P. Koutourousis. (MCI) Director 
of Industry and responsible for 
the aission on behalf of the 
Cyprus government . 

S. Zavros (MCI) 

M. Jensen (Planning Bureau) 

H. Paikos (HTI) 

S. Kuinis (MCI,) 

P. Pantelis (M~l) 

' P. Hadjiluca (~CI) 

' 

S. Labrianou (~CI) 
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as well as vi th Bubos Charalaabous. principal support officer for 

the Mission• s visits. Each of the counterparts. and Bambos 

Charalaabous. played a central role in the work of the aission. and 

we owe a aajor debt to thea as to the Minister of Coaaerce and 

Industry and to the Director General of the MCI. both of whoa were 

generous or their tiae and support. 

1bere were ll8llY others in the Ministry and COllllerce and Industry -

both officers and support staff - as well as in the Planning Bureau. 

the Departaent of Statistics and Research. the Ministry of Finance. 

the Exchange Control Departaent of the Central Bank. the Company 

Registry. and the Hotel and Catering College. who worked with us on 

one or aore aspects of the study. and to whom we are also most 

grateful. 

Finally the UNDP office itself has exemplified the United Ne dons 

Technical Assistanc~ programme at its be~t. from th~ drivers and 

support staff. to Luis Gomez. until May 1987 the UN Resident 

Representative in Cyprus. Sean Finn. who succeeded him in June. and 

Krishno Dey. the Deputy Resident Representntive. We v.->uld like to 

acknowledge. too. the advice and assistance cf Arjun Upadhya from 

UNIDO. 

To them and to all those with whom we have worked - as well as to ;he 

families in Cyprus and elsewhere whose pat~erns have been affected by 

the work of the mission - we express our thanks. 
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11IE CYPRUS INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY 

GENERAL StlllAftY 

Past Growth and Prospects 

1. After a decade of sustained srowth. Cypriot aanufacturing is 

facing and will continue to race increasing difficulties during the 

second half of the 1980s. This is quite apart fl'Oll the possible 

impact of the Customs Union. The two aain warning signs are: 

aanufacturing exports ceased to grow in the 1980s. In real 

terms. the average value of domestic manufacturing exr:-orts in 

the four years 1982-5 was down by 9% on 1981 value~. 

real manufacturing growth which had averaged 10% between 1976 

and 1980. fell to an average of 4% between 1980 and 1985. and 

to zero (a marginal decline) in 1986. 

2. The causes of the pr~ssure on manufacturin~ were largely the 

weakening of the growth markets which had unjerpinued the post 

invasion manufacturing boom: 

the resettlement construction programme. 

a slow down in the rate of growth of resident private 

consumption. 

' ' 

a sharp fall in the level of Middle East demand (,between, 1982 

and 1985 Saudi Arabia's imports from the rest of the world' fell 



by 70% in current prices. Libya's by 63%. Lebanon's by 59% and 

Kuwait's by 42%). 

With static export aarkets. internal demand was sustained (if not at 

pre-1980 levels) by an expansion of non resident consumpt:ion. Of the 

overall growth of private final consumption in Cyprus between 198o 

and 1984. non residents accounted for 43%. nine tenths of it coming 

from tourists. 

3. Over the next four years, Cypriot aanufacturing is likely to 

encounter increasing pressur~. Partly this will be ~cause of the 

further weakening or growth in its •ain •arkets: 

Middle East marke~s may expand relative to 1986. but they are 

unlikely to return to the pre 1982 levels. 

reside~t domestic consumption will be linked to the overall 

growth of the national economy. which is itself slowing do~'n. 

tourist demand will continue to expand but at less than half 

the rate it did in the first half of the 1980s. This is partly 

because of a .likely slow down in the number of tourists. and 

partly because of a decrease in spending per tourist. 

4. The dynamic factors in the Cypriot economy which are still 

sur.taininr a rate of rrowth rreater than that of most advanced 

industrial countries have little immediate impact on manufacturing as 

did the construction boom of the 70s and the tourist bocm of the Sos. 
or the £18. 7 million spending by offshore. companies. only C£2. 5 

million was on fixed ~ssets (little of that oh the products of Cyprus 

industry) and C£1 million on paper and printing. The Free TradP Zone 

is still in its early stages. The growth of business services offers 

little in the way of demand for Cypriot interm~diate products, sa\'e 
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tl?'."Ough construction. or the internal develoJ)llent factors which are 

still strong in Cyprus cOllllercialisation. urbanisation and 

aotorisation - their direct effects on aanufacturing are largely 

confined to construction related sectors and to a lesser extent to 

'aetal se~icing' production • 

"lbe evidence suggests that the slow down in Cypriot aanufacturing 

growth is largely the result of a decline in the growth of its key 

aarkets rather thar a loss in aarket share. This is true of the 

lliddle East as of domestic deaand. Until 1985 Cypriot market share 

l\eld up surprisingly well in the aain Middle East markets. w~~le on 

the doaestic market, the proportion of imports in Cypriot final 

consU11Ption was 24.8% in 1984 as against 24.3% in 1980. only a 

marginal increase. By the second half of the 1980's however. 

manufacturers were reporting increased competition both at home and 

abroad. to an extent which has yet to be reflected in published 

figures. On the evidence of our visits and of the broad movements in 

international competition in those sectors of principal importance to 

Cyprus. it is probable that the market shares of Cypriot 

manufacturers will be threatened irrespective of the Customs Union . 

"lbe Customs Union 

In the absence of a programme of restructuring. the Customs Union 

will further weaken Cypriot manufacturing. A cut in tariffs on the 

terms provisionally agreed would be likely to cut manufacturing 

output by 13% by the end of the transition period. 

Ot the five main sectors under study, some are liable to suffer more 

than others. specifically: 

clothing is likely to be affected chiefly by the entry of 

fashion goods at the higher end of the market, which will work 

their way down to the middle ma• ·.et ranges es the transition 

xi 



period proceeds. At the cheaper end of the aarket we see 

Cyprus remaining competitive. This is based on a coaparison of 

wage and productivity levels between a saaple of 15 Cypriot 

clothing firms and ~e aain European t.:>apetitor countries. 

footwear will be aore heavily hit. since for its quality 

Cypriot footwear is not price cmpetitive in Europe. 

furniture will also be heavily hit. The industries problems 

are: lnw production efficiency: lack of product specialisation 

low capital productivity (high stock turns). lack or collective 

services and specialised aanagement. 

food processing will be only marginally affected. 

aetal products too will only minimally lose. because of the 

service sub cJntract character of the industry. 

Most industrial products have free access to the European market, 

hence immediate gains for Cypriot industrial exports will be slight. 

One potential beneficiary is the fruit juice industry. Another could 

be quality clothing producers who - in the event of successful 

restructuring - would face ceilings were Cyprus to to join the Union. 

The Spanish clothing industry - which has followed the Italian aodel 

- has had a large increase in exports to the EEC following Spanish 

accession in 1986. At the moment. how2ver. Cyprus doe~ not reach her 

clothing export ceilings. 

A number of secondary factors should be taken into account: 

a cut in the price level following tarriff reductions. 
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the impa::t on the labour aarket and the govel'Tlaen~ budget of a 

proportional loss of eaployaent. 

the exchequer loss of import duty. and or tax on lost output. 

the balance or payaents errects or a worsening industrial trade 

balance. 

lbe sillulation aodel 

lbe sillulation aodel confiraed tne aain features or these forecasts. 

It showed overall growth in the economy slowing down in the period 

until 1991. being particularly sensitive to the t;erms of trade, 

tourist spending, ane the pace or manufacturing productivity growth, 

and auch less so to reductions in wages, a.~d the level or protection. 

It shoved the Customs Union having a modest negative effect both on 

aanuracturing and on the economy as a whole, and confirmed the point 

that it was the rate of gr'>wth or productivity rather than the 

Customs •Jnion that was the major issue for Cypriot aanufacturing at 

the present time. 

Two foras or international COllpetition 

Cyprus currently faces twin pressures. On the one hand there are the 

low wage 8US producers, particularly those from the Far East who 

have faced reatricttons in the EEC and the USA, and who have looked 

to third country market:: in partial compensation. 

illportant presence in the Middle East. 

They are an 

On the ether hand, there is increasingly sharp competition from high 
' 

wage producers, particularly those who have managed to ,combine 

design, quality, and new forms of flexible production to cut 'working 
' 
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capital costs and i9prove response ti.aes. In a nuaber or the 

manufacturing sectors of significance to Cyprus - clothing, footwear. 

furniture. aachinery and food - old forms of aass production are 

losing out to what has coae to be cdled flexible specialisation. 

nexibly specialised product.ian is often found in saall uni ts sited 

close together in indusU'ial districts and co-ordinated by co

operative distribution companies or advanced retailers. Thus in 

Italy ... .ich has bec09e the largest net exporter of textiles and 

pnents in the world. specialising in aediua and high priced fashion 

praents, the average size of fira is 5. 5 workers. Average wage 

costs per direct employee are twice those in Britain. four tiaes 

those in Hong Kong; and nearly 20 ti.aes those in Sri Lanka. Between 

1971 and 1981 while clothing aployaent in the UK fell from 338.000 

to 216.000 in Italy it rose from 416.000 to 443.000. There is a 

sillilar story in footwear. where Italy with an average employment of 

14 per firm. has grown while other European cOllpetitors have 

declined. In spite of new cc.petition fl'Oll Brazil. Italy still holds 

over a third of world export aarkets for leather. rubber and plastic 

shoes (1984 data). In furniture. while the German furniture industry 

(centred on advanced aass production) saw its share of world export 

ll&rkets fall from 28% to 18_. between 1976 and 1984. Italy's share 

rose from 14% to 22% over the sue period. In certain food products. 

agricultural and food processing aachinery. jewellery. tiles and 

speciality steels. the industrial districts of the so called third 

Italy (the reg!on defined by Venice. Florence and Ancona) have been 

siailarly successful. 

Other regions with siailar structures have also been points or 

powth: Jutland in Denaark. Saalend · in Sweden, the Rhone Alps 
province in France and Baden Wuertteaburs in Geraany (where the 

specialised textile ll&Chineey fins have prospered at the sue time 

as their larse scale coapetitors in the USA are, declininc). In some 

industries - autoaobiles tor example tlexibU:i ty. design, working 
' 

capital etticiency. and close links to consuaers have been •arried to 
.... production (the so called flexible automation) and have 

' 

underpinned the succeH or Japan. In each of, the cues it is the 
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~ign and quality of the product, coupled with high degrees of 

capital productivity, rather than scale and lab\>ur costs which have 

deterained c~titive outcomes. 

In the long run this 'new' competition poses the greatest challenge 

to Cypriot produce.~. Not only is it expanding in Western European 

markets at the expense of low cost imports (in clothing the share of 

developing cowitries in UK iaports fell froa 46% in 1980 to 39% in 

1985. while Western Europe's share rose fl'09 26J to 36% over the sue 

period). But it is also extending to the mediua incme aarkets as 

well. Exporters to Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait report a new concern for 

quality. while in Cyprus itself, design intensive, flexible fir111s 

like Benneton and Next are iaporting in spite of the height of the 

tariff. 

The choice for Cyprus 

The key issue for Cypriot manufacturing - irrespective of the Customs 

!Jnion - is wh~ther it can aeet the new competition by lowering costs 

L-id increasing productivity in line with the aass production model. 

or whether it can re-orient itself and adopt the principles of 

flexible specialisation. 

In our view, there is little long term hope for Cyprus in competing 

through voluae production. Its situation as a small island economy 

on the margins of the EEC works -.ainst such a strategy. The small 

internal aarket is the principle factor widerlying many of the 

recognisec! weaknesses of Cyp;oiot •anufacturing: low capacity 

utilisation, lack of specialisation, liai ted sources of locally 

produced inputs, and frapented ownership structures. Its narro..-

labour •arket means that there is an in built tendency for a labour 

shortage and wage increases, in periods of sustafoed growth. 
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The 'proto •ass production' industries which have managed to grow on 

the basis of low veges, and high rates of protect! O•"l, now fina 

theaselves undercut in third country markets by econoaies whose costs 

Cyprus can never hope to aatch, and are liable to find even their 

saall intemal .arket being eroded as protection falls. In Europe, 

Cyprus still does have low wages relative to the EEC, and 11. nuaber of 

clothing and footwear fi1'8S have followed a strstegy of acting as low 

cost sub contractors to EEC fi1'8S. But the aargir~ are tight, and 

the scope for independent expansion liaited, so that further wage 

drift is liable to lead to a shift in sourcing to cheaper North 

African locations, a similar displaceaent to that which took place in 

labour intensive industries in Ireland. 

With flexible specialisation the prospe~ts are more pl'Ollising. Many 

of the characteristics which under aass production are a li•i tation 

can be positive factors within the context of flexible 

specialisation. 

saall firms, have been one of the key features or successful 

Italian industries, allowing for flexibility and encouraging 

innovation. In fumi ture, clothing and footwear, the size of 

Cypriot firms is not out of line with Italy. 

Cyprus has a close family based culture which provides a aeans 

for networking between small firms. 

the emphasis on high quality training, which has left a surplus 

or unemployed graduates, provides an important resource for 

skill intensive flexible production. 

the Cypriot domestic ar"' tourist aarkets. while small, are 

fashion conscious and demanding. They can thus be a stimulus 

for design led strategies in consumer goods sectors. 
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the fluctuations in overseas aarkets put a preaiua on 

flexibility. while penalising infleAible voluae production. 

Furthel'llOre. during the course or our aission, we visited a number of 

Cims who were llOVU.C in the direction of flexible specialisation. 

Industrialists. particularly in the clothing industry. have been 

investing in desip. ap!lasisine quality end skills. end adopting -

within ~r liaited meE..is - fiexible production systells. A nuaber 

of tbeae tims have used the bme market as a testing ground for 

their products. before expcwling overseas. notably in Euror:e. They 

have developed their °"" brand naaes. independently of foreign firms. 

contracting overseas designers to work for thell rather than vice 

versa. 1beir existence and high standard of performance shows the 

potential which exists. Each sector report confined the general 

picture of the difficulties of aass·production. and the potential for 

flexible specialisation. In none of the sectors was the path to 

flexibility easy. but it was the 110re proaising strategy in the light 

of the developaent of international aarlcets. and Cyprus's particular 

characteristics. 1bis is the first aajor rec01111endation. therefore. 

that Cyprus adopts a policy of upgrading Cypriot aanuf acturing 

according to the principles or flexible specialisation rather than 

attempting to compete th.rough voluae production and labour cost 

cutting • 

Europe versus the Kiddle East 

'lbere bu been a tendency to equate a policy of upgrading with a 

•hit't or orientation ff'09 the Middle East towards Europe. While in 

1986 a relative shift bas taken place. this is not neceHarily 

usociated with upgrading. Part of the increase in aanufacturing 

exports to Europe has taken the fora or low vap sub contracting. 

where the designs and of ten the aaterials are supplied by the 

European contractor. while the Cypriot fira is confined to low margin 

labour intensive production. Similarly there has been a growing 

dnand ror more design intensive products in the aarkets or the 

Middle East. What is required therefore is not the abandonment or 
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thr Middle East for Europei Cyprus will for some time have a 

particular advantage as a bridgehead between Europe and the Middle 

East. Rather what is needed is aarket planning. distinguishing at 

least thl"ee phases: 

proch.ct development within Cyprus for dollestic consumers and 

tourists 

expansion in targetted European aarkets to gain direct 

experience of quality competition at source 

expansion t~ Middle East markets. 

The ai• should be to upgrade products in both the European and the 

Middle East aarkets rather than shift from one to the other. 

Sector priorities and new products 

Faced with increased competiti~n in traditional sectors. some 

countries have decided to allow old sectors to run down. in favour of 

new industries. But as the Germans and the Italians have underlined. 

there are no old sectors - only old processes and old products. 

Shoes. clothing and furniture will still be required. What is at 

issue is how to produce them. 

We recOllaend that Cyprus does not abandon her traditional industries. 

They represent a body or knowledge end experi~nce which it takes time 

to build up. Rather the priority should be to transform them. before 

embarking on diversiric&tion. .~or would we : give a priority to any 

one existing industry. Solle are more advanc1ed. or more vulnerable. 

than others. but all are capable of becoming competitive through 
I 

upgrading. It will depend centrally on the 1 industrialists. and the 
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government should be willing to help those who help themselves. In 

this way priorities will be settled in practise. 

Where divex-sification <does take place we believe it should be 

'organic'. that is to say it should start rroa an existing industry 

or point or expertise rather than aia to set up a aanufacturing 

enclave f1'09 scratch. In aetal worlcing for exaaple there is scope 

for 'reverse engineering' to produce CQllPOnents for incorporation in 

upgraded 11achine production. Other exaaples ere given in the sector 

reports. The starting point aay be a non aenufacturing industry. 

such as water aanagecent or energy conservation systems. much of 

which could be developed in Cyprus in such a way as to expand the 

aam•facturing sector. Computer software has already led to the 

aanufacture of electronic displays. Bio technology opens up new 

possibilities in food processing. Retailing and distribution. 

catering.and the leisure and cultural industries all have potentially 

close links with manufacturing and require further study. In each 

case the task of an Industrial Strategy is to bring out the 

i.l.plications for manufacturing of potential developments in the 

priaary and tertiary s~ctors. 

Putting Strategy into Practise 

In order to encourage the adoption of flexible specialisation the 

following steps are required: 

1. Industry Consortia. The starting point for any change must be 

the industrialists themselves. They need not only to re-orient their 

business strategies where they have not already done so, but also to 

consider how certain necessary services could be provided, which 

small firms cannot afford by themselves. One answer favoured by the 

employers organisations and the government has been that firms should 

crow bigger and merge. But in spite of the incentives provided, firm 

•ize has decreased. The share !n output firms with more than 100 

workers has ~allen from 41% to 34% between 1981 and 1985, while that 
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or r:.:.ms wah l,~ss ttv.m 20 workers has risen froa Z7% to 34% over the 

saae period. Uiven the resilience of saall firas. industrialists 

should seek to provide the necessary services on a co-operative 

basis. ranging froa joint CAD systeas. to joint export •arkating, 

overseas design and market intelligence. training. technical and 

managerial consultancy. joint put'Chasing of inputs. plus couon 

business facilities such as cmputers and telex uchines. The 

Italian consortia pt'O\.'i.de one 80del. the Swedish export co-operatives 

or the Geraan export cartels anothe". What is illportant is that 

these servic~s are provided by institutions vhie~ are largely 

financed and •anaged by the _.ber enterprises. 

2. A Strategic Planning Council. Currently there is little 

strategic planning capacity within the Government. This is an 

essential go'"1ernaent function in the context of a programme of 

restructuring. What is needed is a body with not only a strategic 

capacity. but the power to co-ordinate the different Ministries and 

Departments whose work has bearing on a sector. and to implement 

decisions. We propose that a STRATEGIC PLANNING COUNCIL be 

established. composed of the relevant Ministers, and including 

industrialists. trade Wlions, banks, and the quasi-publics. It 

should be assisted by a small SECRETARIAT or secondees, and one off 

work teams brought together to develop sector strategies and produce 

other policy documents. 

3. The llinistey of ~rce Md lndustey should be the key 

Ministry in government charged with assisting the implementation of 

the Industrial Strategy, with specific reference to technology, 

•anacement standards, and industrial approvals. It, too, needs to 

expand its strategic planning capacity, and to establish itself as a 

llOdel of modctm administration. 

report to meet these ends. 

Proposals are made in the main 

4. Development Bankinc. One of the key institutions for strategic 

implementation is an industrial bank with the financial and technical 

capability for sectoral reatructurins and long term fina."lce. The 
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Cypnis Development Bank has a hands-on ethos. and the basis of a 

sectoral approach. However. it has lacked the funds to adequately 

finance its development objectives.and has thus been forced - like 

development banks elsewhere in the wrld - to diversify into 

financial supemarketing as a way or maintaining its position in 

competition with the comercial banks. It is important that the 

CDB's role be re-interpreted in the context cf industrial 

restructuring, that it can boC' adequately financed to fulfill this 

role and that it can be expanded. Consideration should also be given 

to the establishment of a second development bank. to be known as the 

Cypnis Industrial Bank. which wuld be jointly owned by the aain 

~al banks on the llOdel of the British 31' s. and financed by 

the priority funds. Side by side witt. an expanded and restructured 

CDB this lllO\lld provide front line support capacity for the task of 

sectoral restructuring which lies ahead. 

5. Revised Incentives. 1be current system of tax incentive3 is 

geared to investaent in hardware. We propose that the aystem bt: 

revised to encourage investaent in software - design. aarketing, 

aanagment information systems. training - all of them central to 

successful flexible specialisation. 1be review of the existing 

system should also consider the effectiveness of tax allowances, and 

the potential benefits which would follow from allocating at least 

soae of the finance through special purpose grant funds. 

6. Foreign Investment. We do not believe that flexible 

specialisation will be carried forward through foreign investment as 

such. for design intensive or computerised retailing firms tenc! to 

substitute license or purchasing contracts for direct ownership. The 

transfer of technology takes place throuih different channels in 

flexible specialisation than it does in iapart substituting or export 

oriented aass production. What is iaportant in any contract with an 

overseas technology supplier is that the Cypriot firm can learn 

through the contract, rather than being constrained to act as a lo~ 

aargin sub contractor, with little scope for development. 1bere are 

ex .. ples of both types or contract in the clothing industry. 

Government policy should encourase the former. 
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7. Design. The great aajority or Cypriot fins have inadequate 

design capacity. One reaedy can be sought through industrial 

consortia. A publicly financed Design fund should also be 

established which encourages individual and joint investaent in the 

hardware and software of design. At the sue tiae, aeasures need to 

be taken to er.courage a new design culture in Cyprus. To this end Vi: 

propose the establishaent of a CYPRUS COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN 

offering courses to 120 students at l!!'-Y one tiae, both foundation and 

post graduate courses. as well as refresher courses for those already 

working in industry. The College should be the core of a c011plex 

which would • lso include saall start up workshops, design facilities 

for industrial firms and a Cyprus Museua of Contemporary Art and 

Design. The College. initially a·~ least, should be linked to one or 

aore leading Design Colleges in Europe. and together with the museum 

should be responsible for encouraging a design culture through 

exhibitions. annual prizes. work with schools. and visits. 

8. Technology Centres. To encourage the use of equipment and the 

provision or information and technical advice, we propose that the 

government encourage the setting up of a network of technology 

centres. These would be sited in the premises of industrial 

consortia, at the Higher ~~chnical Institute or the Cyprus College of 

Art and Design. They would ordinarily provide co111111on services on the 

model of the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit at the JUI, together 

vi th advice on machine purcha&~. and technical consultancy. ~e 

specifically recommend that the JUI be considered as a site for such 

units in Food Technology, Footwear and Leather (through an expansion 

of the current testing unit) and Metal Working, with an acco•1 mying 

prototype workshop. 

9. Labour and Trainin1 A re•orientat1on of industrial rc.:lations 

practi•es, workins conditions, and terms of employment ia a c~ntral 

requirement of a policy of industrial upgrading. The current pilot 

schemes on Quality Circles being undertaker by the Cyp,:-us 

Productivity Centre are of central import.vice. and should be 

expanded. A Fund should be established to provide incentives tei 

adopt the new approach, and to contribute to any costs of so doing. 
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This should include the iaproveaent of the facilities at the 

workplace. the provision of childcare facilities. and the adoption of 

health and safety at work codes. Training is equally important. but 

here the ITA is already operating productively. What is important is 

to recognise that in the new competition the key asset of a finr is 

its labour: it is labour which innovates. ensures quality. and 

permits the flexibility thct is at the heart of a just in time S)'.stem 

of production. 

10. Jlanagement In spite of extensive training provision throl!gh 

the CPC. and aore recently the ITA. the general level of a3Jlagement 

in Cypriot aanufacturing still remains strikingly deficient. This 

aay be partly due to i"ira size. and partly to generation. Whatever 

the cause. it is essential that the overall average level of 

aanagement be raised in the early part of the period or 

restructuring. To this end we propose the er.tablishment of an 

F.aergency Management Unit in the MCI. staffed by consultants and 

governaent counterparts. who will be responsible for establishing 

aodel systems in particular firas and promoting a programme of 

aanageaent upgrading. This should be complemented inter alia by a 

aanageaent consultancy fund to be administered by the Cyprus 

Development Bank. which would contribute matching finance for 

aanagement consultancy services. particularly those aimed at 

improving aana!ter;ent systems. 

11. Industrial Districts. In a small firm econoJ1y. geograph.ical 

proximity is an important basis for informal co-opet"ation between 

firas. Although there is a small industrial district in old Nicosia, 

the aajority of Cypriot firms are not clustered by sector. We 

propose that the MCI in planning its long term strategy for 

Industrial Estates consider how se::tor clustering could be 

encour:aged. particularly on the unused section of the Lanarca Free 

Trade 'Zone were this to be transferred for use by domestic producers. 

12. ,Jntesration of production and retailing. In the domestic 

market'.. f1 rms 1n the furniture, footwear and clothing sector have 
' 
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established their own retail outlets. For •BnY this has aeant the 

production of a full product range with resulting inefficiency. It 

is iaportant that wherever possible fil"9S establish joint outlets or 

other arrangements which would allow thea to specialise. and at the 

sue tiH develop the necessary systeas (including Electronic Point 

of Sales systeu) which would facilitate the rapid adjustllent of 

production to sales in oreer to 9iniaise stocks. In overseas 

aL-kets. such co-ordination is 80re difficult though it should be 

retained as a long tera aid. In the .eantiae. firu should form 

consortia to fund the gathering of overseas •arket intelligence and 

.arket representation. in conj..nction vith the Export Proaotion 

Organisation. 

13. Raw 11".terials and inte~iate supplies. One of the handicaps 

of Cypriot aanufacturers is that they have to draw so large a 

proportion of their inputs from abroad. The result is large 

stockholdings. delays, and unpredictable prices. Each sector report 

commented on the need for domestic investment in key intermediate 

supplies. Some of it could be undertaken by a consortium of u~ers. 

In other cases, the Development Bank(s) would be the appropriate 

initiator(s). We propose that a Strategic Industry Fund be 

established to finance the difference between the normal market rate 

of return. and the rate of return in projects which have been 

recommended by the Strategic Planning Council as desirable for the 

efficiency of the user industries. 

14. Tilling. The first phase of the Customs Union transition period 

covers ten years, while increased competition in domestic and 

overseas aarkets underlines the urgency of the formulation and 

iapleaentation of an industrial strategy. To this end we propose an 

initial four year tiaetable for the extended revision of the 

Industrial Strategy. the production of a Technology Strategy and a 

Cyprus Labour Plan, a.1d for the first round of institutional and 
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policy changes. The current report is intended to be a first stage 

in tl:e process of discussion and c01111on agreement which is a 

necessary coaponent for the successful iaplementation of a programme 

of this kind. 

'l'he events of 1974 led to a aajor restructuring of the Cypriot 

economy. The prospects for Cypriot aanufacturing requi!'e as profound 

a change. and a siailar cOllllon purpose to that which lay behind the 

reconstruction and growth of the post 1974 period. 
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AN INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY FOR CYPRUS 

INTROC:JCTION 

In 1986. f'or the first tiae since the imaediate aftermath of the 

events of 1974. aanufacturing value added fell. This brought to an 

end a decade of unparalleled industrial growth. Between 1975 and 

1985. real value added of the Cypriot aanufacturing industry grew by 

137%. Tvo thirds of' this growth occurred between 1975 and 1980. and 

in spite of a slower and aore erratic rate of growth since then. the 

expansion of Cypriot aanufacturing perf oraance has remained a 

reaarkable development perfol'llance at a time of slow international 

growth and de-industrialisation. 

During the 1980's a number of studies questioned whether this 

perforaance could be sustained. They pointed to the increasing 

\DlCertainty of Middle East markets. the lack of competitivity of non 

food industrial products in West European aarkets. the decline of 

Cypriot wage competitivity. as well as the continuing low labour 

productivity. small size. and lack of i!lnovation of Cypriot 

aanufacturing firms. On top of this. the prospect of entry into a 

Custoas Union vi th the EEC promised - in the words of the most 

substantial industry study - "no decisive impulses for industrial 

exports". but rather "heavy competition" for clothing. knitwear and 

footwear. and negative effects, too, for furniture, paper and 

paperboard products, and the chemical industry. The industrialists 

and the employ Jrs organisations echoed many of these forecasts and 

assessments froa their own experience. The overall picture has been 

one of the fragility of much of Cypriot manufacturing. To those 

reading these numerous. often highly critical studies afresh, the 

striking thing is how well Cyprus has performed in spite of its 

weaknesses. 
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1be negative growth in 1986, and the iainent entry into Customs 

Union has now brought the issue of industrial strategy to a head. 

Its iaportance is not aerely to be seen in teras of the industrial 

sector itself, but in relation to the contribution of aanufacturing 

to Cypriot growth as a whole. Between 1975 and 1985. Cypriot real 

gross domestic product grew by 121%. Although it is too liaiting to 

see this growth as a aanu~acturing-led growth. and even aore so to 

see it as predoainanUy led by aanufactumg exports. nevertheless. 

aanufacturing has played an iaportant part in overall growth. 

contributing 18% to the increase of value added over the decade 1975-

85. Hence any substantial clecline in aanufacturing would have a 

significant iapact on the perforaance of the national economy, not 

least on eaployaent where aanufacturing accounts for 20% of the jobs 

in the formal economy. 

In successive plans, the Cypriot government has resisted any 

suggestion that aanufacturing should be allowed to run down. not 

least because of the dangers of overdependence on what is seen as a 

potentially wlnerable. and volatile international service economy. 

The current fifth emergency plan. like the fourth one just ending. 

thus sees •anufacturing as one of the three priority sectors for the 

economy, along with agriculture and tourism. An effective strategy 

for industry has thus become one of the most urgent issues facing the 

Cyprus economy during the next four year planning period. 

Fortunately there has already been substantial discussion and 

experience of stratepc public intervention in support of Cypriot 

industry during the 1980's. Many of the rec:omaendations of earlier 

consultancy reports have been and are being put into effect. 

Policies have been followed to increase capital intensity, encourage 

larpr firms, extend export aarketing support. and training 

provision, provide incentives for foreign investors. and stimulate 

professional aanagement. Overall if we are to judge by 

aanufacturing performance - these policies are not yet having the 

effect required. This ••Y be because it takes time for them to work 

- this is true in the tra1ning field for ex!Ylple. It may be because 

they have not been adequately iJlplemented. or that some necessary 
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earlier recomaendations have not been iapleaented at all. Or -

learning fro11 those policies which have not worked as auch as from 

those which have - it aay be necessary to approach what it generally 

agreed as a problea - the fragaented industrial structure for example 

froa another angle. or look for the appropriate point of 

intervention elsewhere. 

1be purpose of the current report is to extend previous work on the 

Cypriot aanufacturing industry. and of public policy towards it. 

'lbis involves the following: 

- assessing the overall context of industrial growth and its 

1ikely development over the period of the fifth plan (1987-

91). 

- exaaining the princirle sectors of Cypriot aanufacturing -

food processing. footwear. clothing. furniture and metal 

products - to assess their sectoral prospects and the value -

if any - of governaent policies directed at specific sectors. 

- considering these sectors in the context of the international 
I 

competitive developments in thos,e sectors. particularly in 

Weste111 Europe. 

I 

- outlining potential avenues for industrial diversification in 

particular with ~spect to knowledge intensive industries. 

- in the light of the above. and the experience of industrial 

policy to date. assessing the direction and instruments cf 
I 

industrial policy as they currently exist, and providing both 

a framework and detailed proposaiaJ for furthering an 

errective industrial strategy for 1 Cyprus. 



- estiaating the iapact - through the use of a sectorally 

disaggregated llOdel of Cyprus econOlly - or the Customs 

Union on Cypriot aanufa.:. 'ring, and or alternative policies 

open to the Cyprus governaent aiaed to iaprove aanufacturing 

perforaance. 

There are two distinct areas of strategy with which we are concemed. 

1be first is the appropriate industrial strategy for the five 

principal. sectors, considered fl'Oll an econOllic point of view. The 

second is the appropriate edainistrative strategy for the Cyprus 

governaent to pursue in order to aake its support for the industrial 

strategy effective. These two issues are often elided. with the 

first being given greater eaphasis than the second. Success in both 

areas, however, will be required. if an industrial strategy for 

Cyrpus is to achieve the aims set doir.11 for it by the governaent. 

The report is in five parts. The first looks at the factors external 

to the industry which lay behind its rapid growth, and assesses the 

prospects for the development of these factors over the next five 

years. This will provide the context within which Cypriot industry 

will have to plan. 

The second outlines the sector strategic approach to industrial 
' 

policy, and considers the question of priority sectors and 

diversification. 

The third examines the present state' of Cypriot aanufacturing, in 

particular the five aain sectors under, study. 

The fourth enslyses the aain trends' in international competition 
' ' 

relevant to Cypriot industry. 
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• 
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1be fifth considers existing end potential industrial strategies in 

the light or the above. end suggests ways in tlhi.ch industrial 

policies and institutions can be changed end develope.i in order to 

implement tbe recom.aended strategy aost ef!ectively . 
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11IE DEVELOPllENT AND PROSPEC'IS ~F llANUFAC'l'lJRING 

DDlJS'l'RY IN CYPRUS 

There have been three aain periods in the de,,,elopaent of 

aanufacturing industry in Cyprus in the period since independence. 

The first was from 1960 up to 1974; the second ran through the second 

half of the 1970s; and the third through the first half of the 198Cs. 

Current evidence suggests that Cyprus is now at the beginning of' a 

fourth phase. 

1.1. 1960-1974 

The firs~ period was characterised by an initial modest growth from a 

low base, with a quickening in pace in the early 1970s. By the end 

of the 1960s, manufacturing contributed little more than a tenth of 

GDP, and only a fifth of commodity exports (21% in 1970). Of those 

manufactured exports the great bulk were processed foods and 

beverages (78%) or processed raw materials (13%). Processed food and 

drink, building aaterials and a variety of light consumer industries 

made up the bulk of manufact·.iring output itself (see Table 1). 

From 1970 there were signs of an industrial take-off. In the four 

years 1970-73, manufacturing value-added went up by more than 50%, 

and there was a gr~wing diversification away from agricultural and 

primary product processing. New factories were started, new 

industrial areas developed north of Nicosia and in Famagusta and 

productivity was rising sharply. Production was still largely geared 

to the home market (89%). 
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1.2. 1975-1980 

1he events of 1974 left 45% of manufacturing capacity - including the 

new industrial estate - in the Tu~kish Cypriot part cf the economy in 

the north of the island, outside the control of the Government. 

Output in the rest of the island dropped proportionately. In 1975 

aanufacturing value-added in the southern part of the island was 45% 

down on the 1973 figure for the whole island (see Table 1). Within 

four years industry was restored. Output (in real terms) and 

employment in the Greek Cypriot economy exceeded the pre-1974 levels 

for the whole of Cyprus. During the second half of the 1970s real 

manufacturing growth averaged over 18% a year. 

In the aftermath of the events of 1974 the government adopted what in 

the development literature would be called a 'big push' programme of 

economic reconstruction. Its main features we~~ the following: 

a programme of emergency housing for the refugees. 

a social security programme which guaranteed a minimum income 

for all adults, a decision which - in the light of initial 

unemployment levels of 40% and reduced productive capacity -

involved one third of the government budget being directed to 

social security. 

a programme to encourage labour-intensive manufacturing, 

through: 

the setting up of a capital fund for priority sectors, 

which required the commercial banks to allocate a 

proportion of their deposits to a fund which could only 

be lent to priority sectors. 
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the provision of government guarantees. 

the continuation of a 9% ceiling on interest rates 

the introduction of a regille of tax incentives. notably 

large dPpreciation allowances. 

capital progrmes and allowances to encourage two other 

priority sectors: basic infrastructure. and tourism ( 80% of 

hotel accomodation had been in the North). as well as incentive 

schemes to encourage business services (consultancy. legal and 

acco\Dltancy services). 

a strategy of government deficit financing. with supporting 

foreign aid. to provide f\Dlds for the programme as a whole. 

The action to expand manufacturing capacity meant that the consumer 

boom was largely met by domestic production. Although private final 

consumption doubled in real terms between 1975 and 1980. the ratio of 

imports to final consumption was the same. 24% (Table 16). 

In part. thE! success of domestic manufacturing can be explained by 

protection. which had been traditionally high. In part. it was due 

to the direct stimulus to domestic producers provided by the 

construction programme. During this period th£ government built 

20. 000 eaergency dwellings. This provided a secure demand for 

building •&terials - froa cement. to wood. roofing materials, a 

multitude of metal fixtures. as well as tiles. The rapid growth of 

non-metallic mineral products. as well as metal manufacture, can be 

largely explained in terms of the building boom. In addition, each 

house had to b .. , furnished. Bulk orders were placed for chairs, 

tables and beds - and as with the building materials - orders were 

distributed in order to encourage the expansion of many firms, and 
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not aerely the largest. Public sector purchasing policy played a 

critical part in aanufacturing expansion at this tiae. 

The consuuction firas also becue the centre of a nU8ber of new 

econoaic networks. Being involved in not only housing but also hotel 

end office construction, sme of tbea set up their own furniture 

firas (the Lordos group. f'or example). Others developed long tera 

relationships with particular doEst.ic suppliers, and & nuaber of 

furniture firas becaae specialists in the furnishing of hotels -

providing furniture, fittings, curtains and a aeasure of interior 

aesign. 

The importance or the construction boom in the overall development of 

the economy in the second half of the 1970s is clear from Table 3. 
It contributed around a q~arter of GDP growth in 1977 and 1978, and 

its influence was wider - stimulating not only the high rates of 

~th in the building materials and furni tu:-e sectors in 

aanufacturing (Table 2), but also the sharp increase in rents and 

property values reflected in the growth of real estate (Table 3). 

The construction industry also played an important pa:-t in the 

expansion to Middle East aarkets, which had taken off after the oil 

price rise in 1973. A number of Cypriot construction firms obtained 

large contracts for building military installations, ports, road. 

airports and housing. Firms like J&P - bankrupt by the events of 

1974 - became systemic planners of a whole Cypriot sub-contract 

econcmy. or technical services, and supervisory labour, which was 

used to design and carry throush these contracts. In 1976 some 

12,000 Cypriots were working abroad in Greece and the Middle East, 

aany or them linked to C11>riot construction projects. Not only were 

their remittances an important part or the economy's foreign exchange 

earnings, but they, like the unskilled Asian workers on the 

construction sites, also formed a market for the export of Cypriot 

consumer roods. 
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The construction contract network provided an informal channel which 

allowed Cypriot aanufacturers to respond rapidly to the growing 

Middle Eastern deaand for clothing and footwear. There were cases of 

construction coapanies being asked for introductions to Cypriot 

manufacturers of substance. Through these and other aeans. Cypriot 

manufacturing exports to the Middle East took off. Between 1973 and 

1976 the value of exports from Cyprus to the Arab countries rose ten 

fold - from C£5a to C£49a in three years. B!' 1980 they had risen 

further to C£92a. of which 90% were manufactured goods. aainly 

clothing and footwear {Tables 10 and 11) • 

The remarkable growth of Cyprus' Middle East market has led some 

economists to talk of an export-led boom. Certainly for the shoes 

and gBl'lleJlt sector this is an accurate picture. Two thirds of its 

increased output went to export. primarily to the Middle East. For 

aanufacturing as a whole some 35% of the increased output in real 

terms went to exports. 70% of it to the Middle East. Industrial 

products destined for the Middle East alone accounted for more than a 

fifth (22%) of the increase in manufacturing output between 1975 and 

1980. Whether or not we call this an export led boom is immaterial. 

If by using such a phrase we are led to underestimate the importance 

of the home market then it is misleading. On the othe~ hand, exports 

clearly made a maJor contribution to growth, both in certain sect~rs 

and in certain years (Table 5). 

One significant part of the Middle East market where exports were not 

directly linked to the oil price rise was the Lebanon. The eruption 

or the war there took place at the same time as the oil price rise 

and the events in Cyprus. One result was a disruption of domestic 

production. and Cyprus was in a good position to fill some of the 

saps. Cypriot exports to the Lebanon rose from a level of around 

C£1m in the early 1970s to C£18m in 1976 (or 17% of total exports) 

(Table 10) • A second consequence was the emigration to Cyprus of 

significant numbers of Lebanese entrepreneurs, especially traders and 

bankers. 
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Thirdly. and alongside the exodus of Lebanese. part of the function 

that the Lebanon had perforaed as a regional services centre was 

displaced to Cyprus. 1be fourfold increase in the volume or re

exports between 1975 and 1980 (Table 6) in part reflects this. the 

doub1ing of employment in the business services sector likewise. 

Just as the growth or South Korea cannot be understood vi thout 

recognising its role as an industrial supply platfora for the var in 

Vietnaa. so the lliddle East var has had its effect on the econoaic 

crowth or Cyprus. 

In summary we can see the second half or the 1970s in Cyprus as 

•arked by sharp increases in demand. internal as well as external. 

which acted as a strong pull factor for industrial expansion. On the 

supply side the existence of a nucleus of industrialists who had 

established themselves before 1974 was illportant. even where they had 

lost their assets as the result of the events of that year. The 

government - which played such a central role in the provision of 

housing for refugees and the sustaining of internal demand - limited 

its action on the industrial supply side largely to the creation of 

favourable conditions for private capital growth - cheap loans. 

public guarantees. an advantageous tax regime. and protection of 

final goods from foreign competition in the domestic market. 

As far as other produrti ve factors were concerned. the increase of 

exports and the inflow of foreign aid and eaigrants' remittances 

allowed the necessary technology (mainly machinery) to be imported 

from abroad. With respect to labour, between 1974 and 1977 there was 

a aubstantial surplus of the semi and WlSkilled labour required for 

the expanding light industries. For two years the union» had 

accepted a 20% cut in wages u part or the reconstruction err ort. 

while the record of industrial disputes remained low until the end or 
the decade. The result vu a period of high prori tabili ty and re

investment. In 1976 the proportion ot income 1oin1 to capital was 

47%. In 1980 it had fallen to 39% but this vu still much higher 
' 

than comparable tiiurea for We•t•rn European economies. 
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Much of this was re-invested. Gross capital foraation averaged 33% 

or GDP between 1976 and 1980. In aanufacturing the figure was lower. 

averaging 23% of aanufacturing GDP over this period. vi th metals. 

chemicals and non metallic ainerals all sl\owitc higher rates. and 

food processing (16%). textiles. clothing and leather (14%) and wod 

and furniture (11%) auch lower ones. For these industries. expansion 

was extensive rather than intensive. Faplo)'llellt expanded only a 

litUe more slowly than real value added (40% as against 49% between 

1976 and 1980). vith value added per worker rising by only 1.5% per 

year. This was as planned. Light aanufacturing had been encouraged 

precisely because of its labour intensity and its capacity to 

contribute to the return to full employment. Once full employment 

was achieved. bolilever. labour supply began to become an issue. vi th 

the rate or increase of average rates of pay and the share of wages 

and salaries in aanufacturing GDP rising by the end of the decade. 

While deaand vas strong and profitability buoyant. problems on the 

supply side acted as a break on the rate of expansion rather than a 

threat to expansion itself. Already by 1979 aanufacturing was facing 

raw aaterial shortages. higher fuel costs, a tighter labour aarket. 

and in SOiie cases capacity constraints. By 1980 it was recording 

auch sharper coapetition in export aarkets as well. 

During the first half of the 1980s, a number of the factors which had 

contributed to the booa became aarkedly weaker: 

a) doaestic aanufactured exports - in spite or a good year in 1984 

- had actually declined by 10% in real terms in 1986 by 

c<>11parison to 1980. 

b) the once-and-for-all effect of the rehousing and re-equipping 

the 160,000 refusees from the North was weaker in the early 
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1980s. the level of dwellings coapleted falling sharply after 

1983. 

as a result. there vas a sharp downturn in the construction 

industry - with construction registering negative growth in 

four or the five years between 1982 and 1985 {Table 3). 

d) the growth or final consumption which had been running at an 

average or 10% a year between 1975 and 1980. fell to an average 

or 5% a year between 1980 and 1985. 

Set against this were a nuaber of newer growth areas. First and 

foreaost was the expansion of tourism. To some extent tourism did 

ror manufacturing in the 1980s what the refugee programme had done 

for it in the 1970s. While there had already been an earlier growth 

in tourisa {the number of arrivals doubled between 1976 and 1980 to 

353.000) the pace of expansion accelerated ever. more in the next six 

years {with 550.000 more arrivals in 1986 than in 1980). Fro• 12,800 

licensed beds in 1980 the nuaber expanded to 31.300 in 1986. If 

unlicensed accommodation is added the total number of beds has risen 

to over 50,000. Expenditure also increased from {in 1981 prices) 

C£213m in 1976, to C£720m in 1980, to C£256m in 1986. 

'lbe impact on manufacturing was in part direct. 'lbe hotels required 

concrete, wood and numerous forms of metal for their construction. 

'Ibey needed tiles, and fittings, and they needed to be furnished. 

Solle of this material had to be imported - air conditioning equipment 

for example. A number of hotels imported their furniture and 

fabrics, too, notably from Italy. But it is striking h0t,; even the 3-

5 star hotels were often fitted out by Cypriot manufacturers, 

including one furni:ture maker who specialised in copying Italian 

designs. 
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There were also direct purchases by the hotel and catering industry 

to provide for tourists. Table 18 shows that in 1984 the industry 

spent C£47• in direct production costs. the greater part of it on 

food and beverages . No data exists on the breakdown of these 

purchases between domestic production and illports. The hotel 

11&nagers we talked to indicated that they purchased the following 

from the domestic aarket: beverages, juices. fresh vegetables. bread 

and cakes. processed aeats and for the aost part. j811S. Beef and 

laab were often illported, as were cheeses. butter. some fish. frozen 

vegetables and saall quantities of specialist vines and spirits. The 

saaller the establishaent, the lower the iaport content is likely to 

be. If we assuae the saae iaport propensity of 17% as holds for 

final private consumption of these products in the economy as a 

whole. then hotel and catering spending on Cyprus raw and processed 

products would be C£24.8m. or about 10% of total consumption of 

Cypriot prillary and processed output in the food and beverages 

sector. For many processing sub-sectors the proportion would be 

considerably higher. 

Thirdly there is the indirect effects of tourists' shopping 

expenditure. The most up to date estimates we have for this are for 

1981. when it was estimated that 21% of tourists' spending went on 

shopping. If that is applied to the 814,000 tourists who visited 

Cyprus in 1985. and spent an estimated C£284 per person. then this 

represents C£49m spending in shop£, some of it on clothing, footwear 

and leather goods, whose overall sales in the domestic market in 1985 

were C£73m. A number of firms we visited in this sector confirmed 

the illJ)Ortance of tourist demand. one indicating that 40% of his 

Liaasol sales were to tourists. while others ranged from 5-30%. 

Without more detailed survey information we can be no more precise at 

this llOlle!lt, other than to register the significance of tourist 

spendinc for sectors such as this, as well as wine and jewellery. 

Overall. we can put an order of magnitude on tourist spending and its 
I 

significance. , Table 17 presents figures for total private 

consumption in Cfl>rus, and the proportion represented by non-resident 
I 

households. The lattesr includes spending by foreign militar) and 
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United Nations persOMel, diplomats and tourists. At the end or the 

1970s non-resident consumption accounted for 13% of total private 

consumption. By 1984 this had risen to 26%. Between 1980 and 1984. 

whereas Cypriots• final consuaption grew by 28% in real terms (7% 

p.a. on average), non-residents' consuaption grew by 91% or by an 

average of 23% per annua. or the overall increase in private 

consumption during those years. no less than 1&3% ~::!S accowited for by 

non-residents• deaand. or the latter tourists were responsible for 

nine tenths, or 38% or the real increase in total private consumer 

spending. Thus, while the aarkets abroad for Cypriot products were 

falling, this was •ade up for by the spending of foreign residents in 

Cyp!."US. This is the central fact about the deaand for Cypriot 

•anufacturers in the 1980s. 

Two further developments had less significance for manufacturing. 

1be first was the rise of re-exports. reflecting the continuing ~ar 

in the Lebanon. In real terms they expanded by 95% between 1980 and 

1986. rising from 16% of total exports in 1980 to 30% in 1986 (see 

Table 6) 1bis has tended to mask the decline faced by Cyprus in the 

export markets for its domestically manufactured products, without 

providing any significant stimulation to domestic manufacture save in 

potential transport and trading economies. 

1be second is the expansion of offshore companies and the development 

of an Industrial Free Zone. By January 1987. the1e were 4.095 

offshore companies registered in Cyprus. the majority of them brass 

plate comparfies. There were records of 560 of them having 

established local offices. spendin1 C£18. 7m a year in Cyprus. with 

brass plates accounting for another C£6m and non resident shipping 

companies (more than 1,000 active ones) accounting for a further 

C£3m. 

Overall the offshore •ector i• now estimated to inject C£35m into the 

Cyprus economy - a significant boost for the business services sector 

which had cross output of C£30m in 1984. Its growth is one 

reflection of the displacement of the Lebanon's re1ional business 
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service function to Cyprus - half the active offshore companies being 

Arab owned. the aajority of thea Lebanese. However. their iapact on 

aanufacturing is ainiaal. Of the C£18. 7• local expenditure. only 

C£2.5a is on fixed ass~ts and C£1• on paper and printing. The 

remainder was spent on a variety of services. wages. taxes and fees. 

The Lanarca Free Trade 7.one on the other hand was specifically 

directed at aanufacturing. It was created on the basis of a 1975 

lav. aaended in 1981. and was intended to be an export processing 

zone on the aodel or those operating in the Far East. or Ireland. It 

was not until 1985 that the first factory started operation, and by 

early 1987 there were nine factories operating there. employing 100 

workers. They included the .Japanese company YKK, one of the world's 

leading zip manufacturers, a bakery machine company, a reproduction 

fumi ture company, a Lebanese aanufacturer of high quality 

chocolates, a printing machinery producer and a Yemeni producer of 

non-alcoholic perfume for the Islamic world. With less than 0.25% of 

aanufacturing employment, the zone is as yet of 11·nor importa.'lce. 

In SUlllllary, the significant new boost to manufacturing during the 

1980s caae from the growth of tourism. In addition a number of the 

original conditions of the 1970s boo• remained, notably government 

deficit financing to sustain intemal domestic demand, and high rates 

of protection (in a number of cases the tariffs had been increased). 

This ensured that the end of export growth did not leave 

manufacturing becralmed. It did mean that it was now centrally 

dependent on thE! growth of tourism, the maintenance of protection, 

and the overall growth of the Cypriot economy. The first two of 

these held through into 1986. Domestic growth, however, though 

fluctuating, ran at a considerably lower level in the 1980s than in 

the second half of the 1970s and in 1986 showed its lowest rate of 

increase for a decade. The results were reflected in the declining 

growth of private consumption - which had averaged 10% p.a. between 

1975 and 1980. fell to an average of 5% p.a. between 1981 and 1985, 

and to 1.8% in 1986. It was in 1986 that manufacturing showed a 

negative growth rate for the first time since 1975, 
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The forces of deaand that had pulled Cypriot aanufacturing to its 

feet in the 1970s had therefore changed. declined in strength but not 

disappeared by the aid 1980s. The slower rate of growth that 

resulted caused attention to be switched to the supply side. and the 

extem. to which the fall off in industrial perforaance was due to 

rising costs and declining coapetitivity. 

Labour continued to be in short supply. in spite of a 10% increase in 

the eaployed population in Cyprus between 1980 and 1984. and a 

siailar increase in aanufacturing eaployaent. Real average earnings 

in aanufacturing rose by 23. 5% during this period. higher than the 

rate of growth of productivity. but lower than the average earnings 

rise for the economy (26.3%). Studies of unit labour costs in 

aanufacturing indicate a worsening competitivity relative to Spain. 

Korea and the EEC. but an improvement with respect to Portugal and 

Greece. 

Other than labour. supply conditions remained similar to those in the 

1970s: the interest rate was still pegged at 9% (though rising in 

real terms as inflation fell). government incentives were maintained 

and in some cases improved. restrictions were rarely enforced against 

the import of capital goods. and the commercial banks priority funds 

continued. 

In export markets aanufacturers reported increased competition from 

the Far East. p£:-ticularly in the Arab countries. Yet by and large 

the evidence does not suggest that a major cause of the slow down of 

manufacturing growth has been a loss of Cypriot market share. In the 

home aarket. imports as a proportion of final consumption reached a 

record 29% in 1982, but fell back to 25% in 1984 {Ta~le 16). In the 

clothing sector. the proportion of imports in domestic consumption 

was at the same level (17%) in 1984 as in 1980. Imports as a whole 

fell back from' 33% of aggregate demand in 1984 to 30% in 1985. and 
I 

26% in 1986. 
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Overseas there is a siailar picture. In the critical Middle East 

aarkets. notably the three aost significant ones for Cyprus (Saudi 

Arabia. Libya and Lebanon) the Cypriot share in total iaports held up 

or actually rose after 1982. (Table 12). The central fact in the 

ll&in oil producing aarkets was the decline in the oil price and the 

consequent reduction of i9ports. Table 14 shows that Saudi Arabia's 

imports fell by 70% in current prices between 1982 and 1985. Libya's 

by 63%. Lebanon's by 59%. and Kuwait's by 42%. At the level of 

individual products, the effects of sharpening low wage, high volume 

competition aay well be evident. Clothing exports to Saudi Arabia, 

for exaaple. fell 69% between 1982 and 1985. but the losses were 

outweighed by large increases to North Yemen. F.gypt and Libya. In 

footwear. volumes increased to Saudi Arabia. North Yemen, Dubai and 

Egypt. even though the aargins •ay have been squeezed. 

The important point to note is 'that declining market share does not 

appear to be at the heart or the slow down of Cypriot manufacturing 

growth. The fortunes of Cypriot manufacturing in the first half of 

the 1980s, as in the second half or the 1970s. were largely 

determined by changes in the volume and pattern of demand, both at 

hOlle and abroad. 

1.4. Prospects: 1987-91 

The prospects for Cypriot aanufacturing depend principally on the 

following factors: 

a) developments in the Middle East markets. 

b) the continued growth or tourism. 

c) the overall growth prospects of the Cyprus economy and 

Government policy towards it. 
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1.,.1. nae lliddle East 

In 1985, domestic aanufacturing exports aaounted to C£15Qm, 61% of 

which went to the Arab countries. The 1986 figures are likely to be 

significantly lower because of the fall of the oil price froa $27 a 

barrel in 1985 to SlO a barrel in 1986. Since then it has recovered 

to S18 p.b., though at the cost of reduced output. Although another 

aajor oil price rise could take place. the events of the 1980s have 

encouraged aany Arab countries to cut their public budgets, and re

orient thea towards intemal. development. The Saudi Arabian Fourth 

Plan, for .. .xaaple, places greater eaphasis on the development of 

domestic manufacture (in addition to petrochemical production). 

Libya has cut its planned budget sharply. Kuwait has a commitment to 

expand manufactudng, and introduced a new system of industrial 

protection in August 1985. In Oman, manufacturing grew at an annual 

rate of 31% between 1980 and 1984. and the expansion of light 

industry is a central fdature of the 1986-90 development plan. Qatar 

similarly aims to diversify its industry from the heavy petrochemical 

steel and cement sectors, to mediWD and light industry. 

Thus. while there is likely to be a recovery in the overall level of 

Middle East demand relative to 1986, the prospects are that overall 

levels of import demand are unlikely to reach those of the early 

1980s in real terms by the end of the decade. In addition, Cyprus 

manufact1~rers are likely to face increasing competition from 

protected domestic industries as well as other foreign suppliers. 

There is a further important fact, however, with respect' to the 
' Middle East markets. It is that they are still very large fiU\d that 

Cyprus has only a tiny •hare or them, even for those products which 
' have been 110st successful there. Table 12 shows that even in the 

Lebanon. Cypriot exports counted tor only 2% of total Lebanese 
' 

imports in 1985. In Libya during the good year of 1984 tne figure was 

only 1% and for Saudi Arabia in all years since 1979 it has been less 
' 

than two thousandths. Table 13 presents a more detailed breakdown of 

Saudi Arabian imports from Cyprus t. 111c t. Only biscuits'. cakes. 
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cheese. potatoes and grapes showed aore than a 1% share in 1985. with 

potatoes highest at 3. 7% Cypriot clothing - where it had any 

presence at all - •ade up a •axillUll of 4 thousandths of the Saudi 

•arket. COllPletely dwarfed by iaports from the Far East. What this 

table also 118kes clear is that the principal coapetition is not 

•rely froa the Far East. Only in SOiie food products are third world 

countries aaong the two ujor suppliers. For the rest. in food, 

wood. and •tal products it is advanced industrial countries who 

dominate. 

Hence. while Middle East •arkets cannot be expected to 'pull' Cyprus 

industry forward in the next four years. the overall downturn and the 

volatility of these markets are not on their own sufficient cause for 

either Cypriot industry or the Cypriot Government to abandon the 

Middle East from their central strategic focus. The increased 

concern for quality which has been a feature of some of these markets 

(notably Saudi Arabia) parallels longer term changes in European 

•arkets. but in no way constitutes a reason for switching out of the 

Middle East into Europe. European markets for Cypriot manufactured 

goods have themselves been falling (in money terms as well as in 

constant 7alues). and are in general even more demanding than those 

of the Middle East. What w:· 1 be required in both cases is less a 

switch in region. or in sectors. but in the strategic direction of 

existing sectors. 

1.ll.2. Touri• 

'lbe expansion or tourist incoae since 1980 has been, like industrial 

srovth in the 1970s, extensive rather than intensive, that is to say 

it has coae froa an increase in the number of tourists rather than in 

the amount spent per tourist. In 1986 the average tourist spent 10% 

less in real terms than in 1983. The strategy of the Cyprus Tourism 

Organisation. confirmed in the Fifth Emergency Plan. is to upgrade 

tourism and increase real spending per tourist as a result. Present 

evidence is that the trend is coing t!le other way, and that it is 
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unlikely that any marked increase in the average per capita spending 

will take place by the end of the decade. 

The major question is then one of numbers (bed-nights). and how far 

the increases of the 1980s cui be sustained. The CTO assumed a 6% 

per annUll increase in numbers as against an annual average of 18% 

between 1977 and 1985. In absolute terms this means a rise of 

313.000 to 1.127.000 between 1985 and 1991. compared with a rise of 

564.000 between 1980 and 1985. The feasibility and advisability of 

the cro target has been questioned on a number of grounds: a slowdown 

in the growth of short haul international travel; saturation of 

existing tourist centres in Cyprus. with the exception of the west 

coast; water shortages; labour constraints~ anc a medium term limit 

on bed capacity t<> an estimated 1.o40.ooo visitors. If this is the 

medium term limit. then the growth of tourist numbers to 1991 would 

be less than half of that - in absolute numbers - which occurred in 

the first half of the 1980s. With 1986 arrivals up to 900,000, it 

seems likely that this limit will be exceeded. But the constraints 

to expansion are real , and, together with the decline in real 

spending per tourist, they imply a substantial medium term weakening 

in the external contribution to internal manufacturing demand, with 

an even more severe dampening of expansion in the 1990s. 

1. 4. 3. Overall growth prospects of the Cypriot economy 

In 1986 real GDP grew at 3.2%, the lowest rate since 1975, though 

still above national growth rates for many European countries. A 

number of factors which have contributed to earlier high rates of 

growth are now weaker, and are likely to remain so in the forseeable 

future: construction. exports, and traditional manufacturing itself. 

Tourism, though positive, will be less dynamic than previously. 

Set against this is Cyprus' continuing role as a regional services 

centre. The growth of the offshore companies is one reflection of 

this. The directors of the offshore companies include substantial 
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numbers of business •anagers and accountants as well as journalists. 

the last reflecting the fact that Cyprus has become a regional news 

centre, specialising on the Middle East. A number of multinationals 

have aoved their regional offices to Cyprus (NCR, Johnson Wax and 

Pepsi Cola for example) , while others organise their principal 

regional Middle East aeetings in Cyprus. The growth of the business 

service sector - fl'Oll 1,411 employees in 1976 to 4,305 in 1985 

(nearly 10% of' aanufacturing eaployaent) - aust also be understood in 

part within the regional context. '-lle Cypriot construction firms 

serving the Middle East have been of particular significance in this 

regard, though they have recently been severely hit by the downturn 

in Middle East capital projects. Similarly the growth of re-exports 

- with a spin off in terms of trading employment and transport value 

added - is another side of the regional role of the Cypriot economy. 

Apart from the offshore companit:s, it is difficult to give precise 

estimates on the growth rates and quantitative economic significance 

of these regional functions. One partial measure is the increase in 

international telecommunications: the number of international call 

minutes went up from 5.4 million in 1976 to 12.2 million in 1980 and 

to 24 million in 1984, with telPx traffic growing at a similar rate. 

Like airport traffic and shipping tonnage. these figures also reflect 

developments in the tourist industry on the one hand, and domestic 

commodity imports and exports on the other. All we need to register 

at this point, however. is the macro significance of these parts of 

the economy. Communications, transport and business services all 

grew faster (in real terms) between 1980 and 1984 than they did 

between 1976 and 1980. Together they accounted for 22% of the 

increase in GDP in the marketed sector between 1980 and 1984. Growth 

in finance and insurance, in trade, and in non-residential real 

estate (including offices as well as hotels and shops) accounted for 

a f'urther 37% of the increase between 1980 and 1984. and have some 

element of Cyprus' regional role contained within them. 

They also reflect internal development processes within Cyprus 

itself. Commercial is a ti l, urbanisation, and 'motorisation' all 

provide a sharp developmental impetus, which has not yet run its 
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course. The growth of retailing and finance has been slower in the 

1980s than in the 1970s. but was still significant. trade and finance 

together contributing 25% of the growth of aarket sector GDP between 

1980 and 1984. The effects of urbanisation are shown in 

construction, real estate. and expenditure on furniture and other 

household goods. While construction growth was negative in the 

1980s, both furniture and owner-occupied real estate continued to 

rise (the latter by 25% between 1980 and 1984, contributing 7% of all 

GDP aarket sector growth). The growth of aotor vehicles has also 

been sustained, their numbers doubling between 1977 and 1984, with a 

24% increase in real consumer spending on personal transport 

equipment between 1980 and 1984, and complementary increases in road 

construction. Given the slow down in various internationally traded 

activities. it is important to note the continuing internal 

developmental dynamic within Cyprus. 

With the exception of construction. public works, furniture. and a · 

small amount of metal 'servicing' production around transport. the 

bulk of the internal developments, and of regional service activity 

has had little direct impact on manufacturing. Their main 

significance is indirect, via employment and the overall level of 

growth. 'Ibey represent the material dynamic which Wlderlie the 

various changes in the financial aggregates of macro economic 

analysis. 

The financial aggregates themselves may act as constraints on 

potential growth. Three macro economic issues are of particular 

concern at the moment: 

a) the balance of payments. Cyprus has had a growing trade 

imbalance, which in 1986 amounted to 171% of exports. This 

imbalance has been covered partly by a positive balance of the 

invisible account, and partly by capital inflows (see Table 4). 
On the invisible account, tourism is the key growth item, 

though invisible payments were also rising, notably interest 

payments on foreign debts whose C£39 million if.crease between 
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1980 and 1984 was 45% of the increase in all domestic exports 

over this period. On the capital account. government borrowing 

has been increasing during the 1980s reaching C£97 million or 

41% of domestic export receipts in 1984 • 

Short_tera forecasts as of early 1987 suggest: 

a small upturn in the low 1986 level of exports. due to a 

rise in aanufacturing exports • 

a sharp increase in the value of imports reflecting 

volume and import price rises . 

a continued increase in tourist e~ings. but with lower 

rates of growth • 

reduced emigrants remittances reflecting depressed 

conditions in the Middle East • 

increased paym~nts for service imports, mainly freight 

and insurance payments rising in parallel with the import 

of goods • 

an increased capi~al outflow 

a cut in Government foreign borrowing, following 

government commitmen~s 

domestically . 
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a continued ~epreciation or the Cypriot poand against a 

basket or currencies or Cyprus' aajor trading partners. 

The Governaent has soae leeway, in that although external debt 

is soae 40% of GDP, coaparable to the levels of Bruil and 

South Korea. the debt servicing ratio in 1986 was relatively 

aodest at 13%. Nevertheless. for the aediua tera. a decrease 

in tourist earnings would have an iaaediate balance of payaents 

effect as would a significant increase in private consuaers' 

propensity to iaport. Critical to the outcoae will be the 

extent to which Cyprus' role as a regional centre will 

encourage invisible earnings and private capital inflow 

sufficient to offset a worsening trade balance and slower 

growing tourist receipts. 1be probability is that by the end 

of the 1980s the balance of payments will for the first time be 

a constraint on Cypriot growth, with the performance of 

manufacturing in export and domestic aarkets being one of the 

key variables determining the severity of the constraint. 

b) the Government resource gap. 1bere has been growing pressure 

on the Government to reduce its deficit, which averaged 7% of 

GDP during 1983-5. In both 1985 and 1986 there was a positive 

current balance, while capital spending was financed 

principally by domestic borrowing (1985) and foreign borrowing 

(1986). Between 1984 and 1986 the overall balance as a 

propor~ion of GDP fell from 5.6% to 3.7%. Difficulties on the 

balance of payments aay increase the pressure on the Government 

to cut back, and thus affect the level of internal demand. For 

the immediate future, however, it appears that the Government 

will continue its policy of sustaining the expansion of the 

overall level or demand. 

c) the increase in private credit. During 1986 the private banks 

expanded credit by an estimated £100. against a Government 

target or £6Pm, lar1ely through an expansion of consumer credit 

and hire purLhase. Private consumption nevertheless increased 
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in real teras by only 1.8% in 1986 (as ageinst 4.6% in 1985} in 

part because of an increase in the savings ratio. 

In conclusion. therefore. there are still dynaai.c forces st:iaulating 

growth in Cyprus. though not at the rate of the last decade. Most of 

them have litUe direct impact on aanufacturing. save througil the 

construction industry and the private consumption of those whoa they 

employ. We aay expect grotfth to continue at existing aodest rates 

through to 1991. subject to possible balance of payllellts constraints. 

with private consumption running in line with growth. 

1.11.11. Growth Prospects and the Simulation llodel 

As part of the aission's teras of reference. we were asked to develop 

a siaulation aodel which would relate the aanufacturing study to 

changes in the macro econoay. In spite of the liaitations of the 

data and the aodel assuaptions - which renders it inappropriate for 

precise quantitative forecasting - the aodel does effect effectively 

highlight soae of the structural eleaents of the Cypriot economy 

which are significant for long tera growth. 

In particular what the model highlights is: 

the central role of demand in providing the dynamic to Cypriot 

growth. 

the sensitivity of the growth forecasts to projected changes in 

tourist expenditure 

the aajor impact of changes in the terms of trade on a small • 

open economy like that of Cyprus. 
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the liaited iapact of wage reductions on the growth rate, in 

part because or the consequent daapening or internal ~CO!lland, in 

part because a lower wage rate increases eaployaent and leaves 

the aggregate wage bill auch the saae. 

For the period between 1984 and 1986, there was in fact a 6% 

iaprovement or the tems or trade, principally because of the fall in 

oil prices. 1be windfall gain to Cyp·~ was largely passed on to 

workers, and although the private savings rate increased, higher 

wages did expand internal demand. When added to the rise in tourist 

spending, this offset the fall in fixed investaent and exports, and 

helped 118intain growth at a rate above 3%. 

The oil price. however, is likely to rise - if not to its early 

1980's level. Tourist spending, too, is due to slow down. If 

exports and private inves1:ae!1t also reaained depressed - the latter 

reflecting declining profitability - then government action will be 

required to aaintain growth in the range of 3-4% per annum. 

The aodel shows how this might be done, by increased public 

investment, transfer payments and Government consumption. The 

result, as aight be expected, is a worsening of the Balance of 

PaymPnts and an increase in foreign capital inflow. 

If the Government w~shes to avoid such a deterioriation, it will have 

to settle for a lower growth rate, or attempt to increase tourist 

spending. The latter aay be possible in the short run - for tourist 

numbers still appear to be buoyant. The medium-term question remain, 

however. of the number of bed spaces in peak periods • occupa.,cy 

rates, the island's 'leisure capacity', and the labour constraint. 

The manufacturing sector js unlikely to be able to act as a source of 

renewed dynamism in the short and aedium run. Import penetration of 

key consumer goods has been gradually increasing, and exports of the 
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two main subsectors - clothing and footwear - are likely to remain 

static. according to the aodel. 

1.'l.5. s~ of prospects 

The fourth phase of Cypriot aanufacturing development is therefore 

liable to be distinguished by the following; 

declining rates of growth - and in some instances absolute 

declines - in a number of key markets. at home and abroad. 

for the first time a significant loss of market share in the 

home market as the result of the cut in protection. and 

potentially in the Middle East markets as well. 

for the first time a sustained tightening of Government 

capacity to maintain levels of internal spending by the end of 

the decade. together with the first signs of balance of 

payments problems. 

a decoupling of the growth sectors of the economy ( the role of 

Cyprus as a regional service economy) from manufacturing. 

a period of static or negative growth for manufacturing. 

These are the tendencies. How quickly they come about is not 

certain. Events in the Middle East. and the movement in oil prices 

will have n bearing on the immediate prospects of Cypriot 

industrialists. What seems likely is that Cypriot manufacturers will 

face increasing pressure from competitors and that dynamic market 

growth will not pull them thro~gh. 
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1.5 s~ and conclusion 

This chapter has analysed four stages in the development of Cypriot 

munufacturing. The •ain characteristics are presented in the 

accompanying chart. and can be sUllllarised as follows: 

the first phase. 1960-74 was characterised by: 

the predominance of prioary product ar.d raw material 

processing. 

production geared to home market (87% of output). 

exports principally to Western Europe 

acceleration of growth in the early 1970s with 

development of consumer and construction related light 

industries. 

the second phase, 1975-80: 

rapid recovery from effects of partition, with average 

real growth rates of 14% over the period. 

the main factors behind this growth were: 

the resettlement of the refugees from the North 

' 
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the governaent emergency programme to restore 

industrial consumption 

the oil price rise and its impact on Middle East 

demand 

the civil war in the Lebanon. 

exports. principally clothing and footwear for the Middle 

East. accounted for 35% of output growth. 

in the internal market the construction boom. centred on 

the Government's rehousing programme played a central 

coordinating role for the revival and expansion of 

manufacturing. 

growth was extensive rather than intensive, with 

employment expanding in line with the growth in value 

added. 

profitability was high, and real investment rose to a 

level of 23% of value added in the late 1970s. 

by the end of the period supply constraints were 

beginning to limit the pace of growth. 

the great bulk of the growth was in consumer goods and 

construction-related industries. 

manufacturing was a central engine in domestic 
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expansion. contributing an annual average of 19.% to 

national growth during the period. 

the third phase, 1980-1985: 

manufacturing growth fell to an annual average of 

4% 

the real value of manufacturing exports fell in 

absolute terms by the end of the period. 

construction activity and the rate of growth of 

Cypriot final consumption both declined. lowering 

the growth of indigenous domestic demand. 

tourism replaced exports as the sector of dynamic 

demand for manufacturing. Of the growth of overall 

final consumption in Cyprus during the period, 43% 
was accounted for by non-resident demand, 90% of 

which was that of tourists. 

growth continued to be largely extensive, though 

with a small upward trend in value added per 
worker. 

profit margins fell, as did the share of 

manufacturing profits in value added from the high 

levels of the 1970s, as well as the level of 

investment. 

by the latter part of the period (1983-85) 
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aanuf&cturing was contributing less than 10% to the 

overall growth of the national econo~y. 

the fourth phase, 1986-91: 

in 1986 aanufacturing experienced negative growth 

for the first tiae in a decade. 

the prospects are that this period will be one of 

zero or negative manufacturing growth for the 

following reasons: 

continued lower level of Middle East demand. 

slower growth of tourism and indigenous 

consumer spending in the domestic market. 

loss of market share in the domestic market, 

with increased quality demand and consumer 

durable imports; 

potential loss of market share in the Middle 

East as a result of import substitution, 

international competition, and quality 

demands by the Arab market. 

inability of Cyprus government to offset 

falling rates of growth of private 

consumption and domestic market share by 

deficit financing, because of potential 

balance of payments constraints. 



the growth sectors of the economy - business 

services. offshore investment and transportation. 

will provide little direct stiaulus to 

aanufacturing. 

profitability and investment are liable to remain 

depressed. 

manufacturing eaployaent is likely to fall. as 

growth stops. and productivity increases. 

The above phases are not water-tight compartments. Tourism was 

growing in the 1970s. just as exports could still make a significant 

contribution to sales as in 1984. Neverthel~ss the pattern is clear. 

Cypriot industry had established its foundation before 1974. Without 

that the dema~d-led boom of the post partition period would not have 

been possible. The growth of the first half of the 1980s was slower. 

but beli~d some of the warnings issued ty those who had surveyed the 

supply side of the industry. and questioned its competitiveness. In 

the event. Cypriot manufacturing broadly sustained its ma~ket shares 

at home and abroad. and its fortunes were determined more by shifts 

in the overall level of demand (downwards in the Middle East. upwards 

in the tourist sector) rather than losses in market share. 

By 1986. however, it appears that competition was eating into home 

and overseas markets. This marks an important turning point for 

industry and government. For a decade, the key issue for both had 

been how to meet the expanding demand. Concern had been expressed 

about competitivity. but only now has it become of necessity the 

central issue. 

To a problematic future has now been added a furtho.r factor. In May 

1987 the Government came to a provisional agreement with the EEC on 

the formation of a customs union. As of June 1987, the agreement 
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atiiaits approval by Parliuent. but its teras are now by and large 

settled. The aain beneficiaries of the Custoas Union will be 

agricultural producers. With pc.licies as they presently stand. the 

aain problems are liable to be faced by industrial firas. for Cypriot 

aanufacturing goods have had effectively free access to the C<>1111unity 

sin~e 1978 and are now being called on to reaove the protection they 

have enjoyed against aanufactured i.aports fro11 the EEC. To the 

slower growth of internl\l. aarkets. and the collapse of Middle East 

deaand. is now to be added addi t5 onal coapeti tive pressure froa the 

EEC. 1be direction. intensity and tiaing of that pressure is the 

subject of the next chapter. 
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Ti:ible 1 

Sectoral growth in manufacturing 1968-75 
constant 1980 prices 

Food drink and tobacco 

Textiles. clothing. 
footwear and leather 

Wood and furniture 

Metal products and 
machinery 

Paper and publishing 

Chemicals, rui>ber and 
petroleum 

Non metallic Minerals 

Total 

Source: Statistical Abstract 
Economic Report 

1968 

2LO 

10.8 

4.1 

9.3 

3.1 

2.6 

7.1 

59.5 

31 

1973 1975 

34.3 19.0 

20.7 13.3 

9.3 4.1 

24.7 9.2 

6.0 3.9 

10.0 6.0 

11.8 8.0 

1~8.8 65.2 

Change 73-5 

' 
- 45 

- 35 

- 56 

- 63 

- 36 

- 40 

- 34 

- 45 



Table 2 

Sectoral growth in manufacturing 1976-84 
constant 1980 2rices 

Value Added Percentaqe Chan9e 

1976 1980 1984 76-80 80-84 76-84 

Food, drink and 
tobacco 29.3 36.6 46.l 25 26 57 

Textiles, c~othing, 
footwear and :eather 19.3 31.2 35.4 62 13 83 

Wood anc furniture 6.4 12.0 17.7 88 48 177 

Metal products and 
machinery 7.C 15.2 18.8 117 24 169 

Paper and publishing 5.3 8.6 9.5 62 10 79 

Chemicals, rubber and 
petroleum 9.6 10.7 16.7 11 56 74 

Non metallic minerals 8.4 14.7 11.2 75 -24 33 

Total 89.0 132.2 159.7 49 21 79 

Note: Table 2 is not exactly comparable to Table 1 because of 
changing sectoral definitions. 

source: Economic Report 
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• 

• 
1976 

• 1977 

1978 

1979 

• 1980 

1981 

1982 

• 1983 

1984 

l985 

• !986 

76-86 

Note: 

Source: 

Table 3 

Sectoral contributions to growth 1976-86 
{GDP at constant market Erices2 

\ of growth by sector 

Agric. Man. Const. Trade Trans. Finance All growth in 
& & Comn. & real 1980 prices. 

Hotels estate C£mil1Jon 

8 21 14 25 10 11 85.0 

18 23 22 7 14 76.0 

- 5 17 28 15 11 18 Sl. 3 

.; 17 19 30 1 19 64.0 

10 24 8 19 7 13 41.2 

- 2 33 -43 27 15 65 26.5 

1 17 - 1 31 10 27 45.4 

- 2 6 - 1 27 20 6 41.0 

10 14 2 22 14 20 65.3 

- 1 9 - 1 22 25 14 34.7 

2 - l 3 27 21 18 31.0 

2 15 7 24 12 20 481.6 

1976 figure is GDP at constant factor cost (1973) = 100), 
~ith growth figure expressed in 1980 prices. 

Economic Reports. 
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Tllble 4 

SIRE!!• i !!l•DS• i[ t!X!!!D~I 1!1! • 1!11 
- - - - - - - -

c.1111 

bport• l..,orU Trede Tr•de tnvh- of Inv1•1ble of Inv!- current Met C.ntral Private Cfob) (fob) bal· deficit !bl• which: P•Y1119ntl which: eibla Ac: count capital Ovt r:apital - aa ' receipts 9ro•a forel9n Worll•n Official lntereat bal• bal- M11t1 borrow• lhort • of travel 111111tary r•lt• aid paY1119nta ancH anc:aa 1119 lon9 
e!IPOl't• of expend!· tancea 

forel9n ture 
vleitor• 
in Cypru1 

1914 52 ue ... 165 404 - 45 60 - 27 19 1 11 

1915 52 Ul - 59 Ul 86 5 28 4 21 - u 4 '5 - 14 l 2 

49'16 lOl 16l - 61 59 112 21 211 1 20 • !Hi s 56 - ' 21 10 11 

19'1'1 124 228 -104 .,, U8 24 33 14 24 - 70 6 .. - 36 36 16 20 

1978 122 255 •lll 109 ISO ll ll l'1 11 - 76 I '1S - It S7 u " 
w 1919 150 lll -112 115 197 50 38 
~ 

19 16 - 98 12 9t •Tl 54 12 42 ,.., lll Jal -zoe uo 246 72 u 22 14 -120 16 121 • 13 '19 :n ,. 
1981 214 U9 ·226 106 lll 102 51 24 15 •147 Z5 165 • 61 H 24 62 

1992 238 518 •280 118 l91 ll9 S4 26 22 •lll l6 208 -n 109 52 S7 

1983 211 576 -lo 149 455 115 62 29 27 •204 45 252 - tl 17 26 61 

1984 308 121 -•ll 134 Sl5 212 11 ll 1l ·238 S5 297 •117 147 so 97 

1985 255 wn -432 169 582 232 72 ll 11 •2Sl SI l:U •100 10 

1996 222 602 •lllO 111 360 • 20 

Sou~: Depart.ent of Statl•tic• 

• • • • • • • • • • • 



1975 

1976 

:977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

\ 
change 

Ta!:>l.e 5 

Manufacturing outp~t and domestic exports 
CE million (current prices) 

Gross Output Exports 
Output for home 

market 

108 84 24 

162 114 48 

208 143 65 

258 18t3 70 

322 236 86 

404 297 107 

489 346 143 

535 334 141 

58: 446 135 

663 491 172 

686 436 150 

75- 535 518 525 
85 

Source: Industrial Survey. 
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22 

30 

31 

27 

27 

26 

29 

26 

23 

26 

22 



Table 6 

Domestic Exports and P.d-~XPOrts 
CE million 

• 
Tc;tal Domestic Re-exports Re-exports ·s \ 
Exports Exports of all exports 

1975 56 49 7 13 • 
1976 106 86 21 20 

1977 130 111 19 15 

1978 128 106 22 17 • 
1979 162 135 27 17 

1980 188 157 31 16 

1981 235 201 34 14 • 
1982 264 205 59 22 

1983 261 189 72 28 

1984 337 244 93 28 • 
1985 291 211 80 27 

1986 260 181 79 30 

• 
So~rce: Statistics or Imports and Expor!s 



1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

Source: 

Table 7 

Manufacturing [Xports and their 
contribution to total exports. 

CE million 

Manufactured All 
domestic domestic 
exports exports 

14.9 54.0 

18.3 46.4 

24.0 48.8 

47.7 85.2 

65.2 109.5 

69.9 103.6 

86.3 127.6 

107.3 148.5 

143.2 193.3 

140.6 196.5 

135.3 189.0 

171.5 244.3 

149.8 210.7 

126.2 181.1 

Economic Reports 
Industrial Survey 
Monthly,Economic Indicat~rs 
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28 

39 

49 

56 

60 

67 

68 

72 

74 

72 

72 

70 

71 
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1975 

1980 

1984 

Change in \ 

1975-1980 

1980-1984 

Table 8 

Growth of Cyprus exports 1975-84 
in constant 1980 prices. 

Total Total Total 
exports exports exports to 

to EEC Middle East 

60,553 28,951 17 ,213 

188,036 57,727 92.464 

221,742 61.207 111,532 

211 99 437 

18 6 21 

Source: Economic Reports 
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Table 9 

S.'lare of CyPros Exports by area 

Arab Value of 
EEC Countries Other Exports 

in C£ m. 

1973 63 8 29 60 

1974 55 17 28 55 

1975 48 28 24 56 

1976 35 47 18 106 

1977 37 48 15 130 

1978 34 47 19 128 

1979 35 44 21 162 

1980 31 49 20 188 

1981 29 51 20 235 

1982 31 49 20 264 

1983 28 48 24 261 

1984 28 50 22 337 

Source: F.conomic Reports 
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Table 10 

Exports to the Middle East • 
C£ million (current prices) FOB 

• Exports to: 
Total Arab Saudi 
exports countries Arabia Libya Lebanon 

• 1973 6G 5 .3 2 l 

1974 55 10 .4 3 3 

1975 56 16 1 4 2 

• 1976 106 49 6 6 18 

1977 130 62 16 7 12 

1978 128 6n 12 6 13 

1979 162 71 12 8 15 

1980 188 92 14 16 19 

1981 235 120 20 23 15 

1982 264 128 24 5 32 

1983 261 124 22 14 36 

1984 337 169 25 39 48 

Source: Economic Reports 
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Table 11 

eomposition of Cyprus domestic e?CPOrts to EEC and 
Middle East, 1979-84 

\ of product exports going to region 

1979 1984 

EEC M. East EEC M. East 

Primary agricultural 
produ:ts 73 13 73 14 

Processed agric-
ultural products 45 25 43 26 

other non primary 
manufactures 26 68 18 75 

All exports 42 44 35 53 

These figures exclude shipstores and re-exports 

Source: Economic Reports 
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Table 12 

cyprus share of major Middle East markets 1979-85 

US$s million 

• Saudi Arabia 
All SA Imports SA Imports cyprus share of 

from cyprus all SA Imports \ 

1979 24,465 42 .17 
1980 30,165 47 .16 • 1981 35,269 64 .18 
1982 40,644 54 .13 
1983 39,197 50 .13 
1984 33,696 48 .14 
1985 23,816 39 .16 

• 
Libya 

All Libyan Libyan Cyprus share of 
Imports Imports all Libyan 

from Cyprus Imports \ • 
1979 5,311 23 .43 
1980 6,777 23 .34 
1981 8,382 19 .23 
1982 7,175 12 .17 
1983 7,392 29 .39 • 1964 6,732 71 l.05 
1985 n.a. 41 n.a. 

Lebanon • All Lebanese Lebanese Cyprus share of 
imports Imports all Lebanese 

from Cyprus Imports ' 
1979 2,916 47 1.6 
1980 3,807 58 1.5 • 1981 3,792 39 1.0 
1982 3,471 73 2.1 
1983 3, 726 75 2.0 
1984 2,940 89 3.0 
1985 2,18, 46 2.1 

Source: Direction of Trade Statistics Yearbook. 
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Table 13 

eyprus share of Saudi Arabian Imports: selected camnodities 1985. 

Saudi Riyals millions 

All SA M fran Cyprus as Shares of major 
Imports Cyprus \of all importers into SA. 

SAM 

Food pre-ducts 

Biscuits 218 1.8 1.8 UK 21\, Turkey 18\ 
Chocolate 101 0.2 .2 UK 36\, Holland 19\ 
cakes 39 0.9 2.2 France 25\, Kuwait 24-\ 
Oraa;.ge ' other 

citrus juice 138 0.4 .3 Japan 78\, USA 6\ 
Vegetable and 

fruit 
concentrate 79 0.2 .3 USA 61', Denmark 14\ 

Milk (unsweetened 
solids) 344 0.1 w. Germany 4n, Holland 21\ 

Cheese 307 5.0 1.6 Australia 44\, France 20\ 

Toffee, turkish 
delight, nougat 45 0.4 .9 UK 21\, Spain 17\ 

Potatoes 45 1. 7 3.7 Egypt 55\, Holland 10\ 
Oranges 138 0.9 .7 Swaziland 44\, Morocco 13\ 
Grapes 44 0.5 1.2 Chile 55\, Spain 9\ 

Clothing 

Mens & boys outer 
garments: 

- synthetic or 
re-generated 
material 889 1.4 .2 Taiwan 33\, China(PPR) 9\ 

- other woven 
fabric 156 0.6 .4 Taiwan 17\, s. Korea 16\ 

Womens, 9 ir la ' inf ants outer 
garments: 

- syntheti; ' 
regen. 970 l. 7 .2 Taiwan 30\, S. Kor .. a 11\ 

- other woven 
fabric 147 0.2 .2 Taiwan 16\, UK 12\ 

~ 

Non pine wood 274 0.2 .1 Sweder. 17\, Austria 14\ 
' 
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Cyprus share of Saudi Arabian Imports: selected cOl'llllOdities 1985/continued 

• 
Saudi Riyals millions 

All SA M from Cyprus as Shares of major 
Imports Cyprus \ of all importers into SA. • SAM 

Metal Products 

Locks & padlocks 112 0.4 .3 Italy 41\, USA 2u\ • Lamps & lighting 282 0.2 .1 Italy 1(,\, USA 14\ 

Agric. pumps 251 1.8 .7 USA 63\, France 14\ 

Other pumps 187 0.1 .1 USA 36\, Japan 19\ 

Industrial fans 44 0.1 .3 Italy 41\, Japan 29\ 

Domestic refrig-
era tors 279 1.3 .5 Japan 38\, USA 22\ • Other refrig-
erators 106 0.1 .1 USA 37\, Italy 24\ 

Agric. fire 
exting .. ishers 
and sprays 219 0.5 .2 USA 75\, Spain 8\ 

Centrifuges. • filtering & 
purifying 
machinery 160 0.1 .1 USA 40\, Japan 24\ 

• 
Note: approx 7 Saudi Royals = en 

Source: Saudi Economic Survey, 1986, (various issues) • 

• 

• 

• 
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Table 14 

Middle East Imports 1980-85 

US$ m • 

Saudi Libya Lebanon Iran Kuwal.t 
Arabia 

1S80 30,166 6, 776 3,807 n.a. n.a . 

1981 35,268 8,382 3,792 15,300 6,736 

1982 40,653 e,437 3,471 13,400 7,811 

1983 39,181 7,572 3,726 21,000 6,892 

1984 33,695 6,854 2,940 18,000 ~.705 

1985 23,816 5,186 2,184 17,000 5,5!9 

Source: Direction of Trade Statistics Yearbook 
Lloyds Bank 
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Oman Qatar 

1,800 1,400 

2,200 1,500 

2,600 2,000 

2,400 1,500 

2,600 1,100 

n.a. n.a . 



Table 15 

Private Consumption §pendinq 1980-84 
in 1980 con$tant prices. 

1980 1984 

C£ ' C£ 

1. Food 140 23 173 

Beverid9es 21 3 25 

Tobacco 12 2 14 

Food, Beverages ' Tobacco 173 29 212 

2. Clothing 43 1 80 

Footwear 11 2 18 

Clothing and footwear 54 9 9!3 

3. Gross rent, fuel & 
power 47 8 73 

4. Furniture & ether 
household expenditure 66 11 100 

of which: 
furniture, fixtures, 
carpets etc. 17 3 29 

5. Medical care 10 2 18 

6. Transport and 
cOJllmlnication 133 22 141 

7. Recreation, entertain-
ment, education, & 
cultural services 40 1 56 

8. Other goods and 
services 84 14 110 

of whii::h: 
expenditure in hotels, 
restaurants & caf es 44 7 72 

9. Total 607 100 809 

Source: ~conomic Reports. 
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' Change in 

' 
2!. 23 

3 22 
2 15 

26 23 

10 87 
2 63 

12 82 

9 56 

12 51 

4 78 

2 72 

17 6 

7 40 

I 14 31 

I 9 65 

,100 33 
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Table 16 

Share of Imports in Final Consumption 1975-84 

\ 

1975 1980 

Food, Drink a.,d Tobacco 17 17 

Clothing 44 17 

Footwear 9 13 

Furniture 23 26 

All final consurnytion 7-4 24 

Source: Economic Reports 
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1984 

17 

17 

19 

32 

25 



1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

SO-.Jrce: 

Table 17 

Non residents component in t~tal final consumption 
current prices 

CE million 

Total Direct Non resident Tourist 

final purchases purchases as receipts 

con sump- in domestic \ of all 
tion market by non- final CE as \ 

residential consumption final 
households con sump-

tion 

264 45 17 

231 29 13 

295 39 13 

379 47 12 24 6 

437 60 14 33 8 

547 71 13 50 9 

607 111 18 72 12 

715 149 21 102 14 

806 188 23 139 17 

943 231 25 173 19 

1,062 277 26 210 20 

229 

256 

Tourism, Migration & Travel Statistics 1985 
Economic Reports. 
Cyprus Tourist Organisation, Annual Report 1985 
Cyprus '.":>urist Organhation, Expenditure Survey 1980, 1985 
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Table 18 

Direct Production Costs of the cyprus Hotel and 
catering Industry, 1984 

C£m 

Hotels Other 
catering 

Food and beverages 7.4 22.5 

Linen, other material 
and replacements 2.2 0.8 

FU el 1.0 0.9 

Electricity 4.6 1. 7 

Payments for services 
by others 2.2 0.2 

other 3.1 0.8 

Total 20.5 26.9 

source: Services Survey, 1984 • 
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Total 

29.9 

3.0 

1.9 

6.3 

2.4 

3.9 

47.3 



-------~ 

II 

THE CUSTOMS UNION AND llANUFAC'llJRING INDUSTRY 

The provisional agreeaent between the Cypnis government and the EEC 

was initialled in May 1987. It covers 90% of exports and 8o% of 

illports. and provides for the reduction of protective barriers in two 

phases: the first lasting 10 years upto 1997. and the second a 

further four or five years beyond that. It requires the dismantling 

or all tariffs by the end of the first phase. the gradual adoption of 

the Common Custocs Tariff by Cyprus. and the abolition of all quotas 

on EEC goods. lbough there are significant exc~ptions. there is no 

doubt that the Customs Union constitutes a major change of direction 

in Cyprus' industrial trade policy from a closed to an open domestic 

economy. 

2.1. The Structure of Protection 

The extent nf the change can be judged by considering the present 

level of protection and the proposed rates under the Customs Union. 

We should note the following points from the data presented in Tables 

1 and 2. 

a. Cypriot consumer goods have enjoyed high levels of nominal 

protection, reac~ing 174% in the ~ase of tobacco. 

b. • nominal rates on consumer goods 'have been increasing steadily 

over the last twenty years, with, the exception of tobacco. On 

intermediate goods, however, nomi'nal rates have fallen. 
I I 

c. with Cypriot manufact~ring contributing a relatively low 

proportion of value added to the final product, the effective 
I I 
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d • 

e . 

rate of protection is auch higher. By effective rate we aean 

the nominal rate as applied to that proportion of the value 

added in Cyprus. In the case of ;.,"';)f)d and wood products for 

example a nominal rate on final goods of 33% is an effective 

rate of 114%. Thus if we assuae that Cypriot and o'lerseas 

producers can both obtain their interaediates at the sue 

price. Cypriot producers of wood and wood products have a 114% 

rate of protection against foreign producers on the final 

production process undertaken in Cyprus. 

in addition to tariffs. imports of many products into Cyprus 

are banned, or subject to quota restrictions. 

the Customs Union would not only lead to a major reduction in 

tarriffs and quotas ~ith respect to EEC goods entering Cypr-Js, 

it would also lead to lower duties against third countries. 

This can be seen by comparing the level of the Common Customs 

Tarriff with the previous general tariff level. In some rases, 

such as clothing, the EEC themselves operate quota restrictions 

against third countries, and thes~ would also serve to prctect 

Cyprus industry • 

f. on a number of raw materials currently irilported into Cyprus 

from t~ird countries without duty, the CCT will raise the cost 

of inputs for Cypriot producers after the first phase. The 

carton manufacturers, for example, are likely to face a 4-6% 

increase in total costs as a result of the CCT on their 

mate.dals. Suitcase manufacturers estimate that CCT will add 

13% to total costs once the drawback and relief system is 

ph83ed out • 
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2. 2. the Impact on llanuf acturing 

In assessing the likely impact on •anufacturing we have considered 

four sources of evidence: the tel'llS of the provisional agreementi the 

assessment of earlier studies; the Mission's five sector case 

studies. and the results of the llOdel simulation. Each suggest that 

the iapact of the agreeaent will be less severe than was originally 

feared. 

2.2.1. the Provisional Agreellent 

As far as the agreement itself is concerned, we should note the 

following: 

a. petroleum products { which make up 9.4% of industrial 

output) and 15 other vulnerable products {constituting 

8.2% of industrial output) are excluded from the Customs 

Union. 'lbe excluded products are primarily from the food 

processing and beverage sector, plus black cement, 

chipboard, the turbine pumps. 

b. the bulk of processed food products are regarded as 

agricultural rather than manufactured products by the 

EEC, and since Cyprus is not demanding privileg~d entry 

for them into the EEC, they too are omitted from the 

agreement. 'lbese include meat processin1, coffee, dairy 

products, ani•al feeds, raw tobacco and a number of 

bakery products, and together account for 11% of 

industrial sector output. 

c. at least 5% or industrial output is composed of service

type output, such as printing and repairs, and will 

therefore be unaffected by lPvels of protection. 
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d. at least 16% of industrial products enjoy natural 

protection, (such as hand aade ceramic tiles, wooden 

windows. and structural steel products) or are geared 

alaost entirely to export markets and will not therefore 

be affected by an opening up of the home aarket 

(bentonite. uaber and coaaercial refrigerators). 

Thus some 50% or industrial output lies largely outside the potential 

iapact of the Customs Union. and the figure - particularly among 

snall-rira producers in fumiture. aetal working. and clothing - is 

probably higher • 

For the rest: 

e. there are 48 product categories which will be permitted 

to lower their tariff rates and quotas more slowly than 

f. 

g. 

the norm, as well as introduce quotas which may be 

allowed to continue during the second phase. They 

account for 27% of industrial output, while another 32 

categories (10% of output) are also to be allowed slower 

transition rates thar. the norm • 

where the impact of the customs union is too severe, 

Cyprus will be allowed to reintroduce tariffs of 20-25% 

on upto 15% of imports from the EEC 

in clothing, during the second phase. Cyprus ~ill share 

the EEC's protective measures against clothing imports 

from third coun~ries, and will 110 longer face quotas on 

men's and boy's outer garments while the rules of origin 

restrictions on the~e items will only be applied in terms 

of Cyprus exports having to be under a different tarriff 

heading than they were when imported from third 

countries . 



The above does not minimise the potential damage that may be done to 

some sectors. But it is clear that the agreement has been drawr, up to 

liait the duage, particularly in the short and medium term. Its 

long tera significance aay indeed be less in relation to existing 

Cyprus industry, than to industry wh~ch Cyprus aight seek to develop 

behind protective walls. 

2.2.2. Studies 

l'be reaoval of protection does not of courSf! mean the necessary 

destruction of industry. Much will depend on the industry's 

c~petitiveness. and the extent of natural protection which it 

enjoys. Two earlier studies have considered the question. The GOPA 

report - whose main survey was done in 1981 - saw the likely results 

as follows: 

knitwear, clothing and footwear would be most seriously 

aff Pcted. and to a lesser extent furniture, paper products and 

chemicals. 

there would be minor negative effects on leather and leather 

goods, chipboard. rubber soles and shoes, battery production 

and car assembly 

much of the metal sector, electrical machinery, transport 

equipment. wood and rubber products were service type industry 

and would be unlikely to be seriously hit. 

there would be little impact on exports - since the gre'at 

majority had free entry into the EEC, and those facing quot,as 

(such as mens and boys outer garments) may not have fill'ed 
I 

their quotas. Only if there was an upgrading of product,s, 
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improving their competitivity in European markets. would entry 

significantly expand opportunities • 

A more recent survey was undertaken by a consultant provided by 

UNIOO. His results are summarised in Table 3. His findings were in 

line with those of GOPA. with the main impact being on the; clothing. 

footwear. furniture. paper products and chemicals. He considered 

that losses in the plastics sector would go further than GOPA 

suggested. that travel goods would be hit by the CCT on materials. 

and that jewellery. cement. pumps and plywood would also be 

negatively effected. In the field of food (which GOPA had excluded) 

the report considered that the more durable food products (chocolate • 

sugar confectionary. macaroni, biscuites, and cakes) would be 

adversely effected, as well as vegetable oils and margerines. On the 

export side, he saw a potential benefit for canned fruit juices and 

canned vegetables, and confirmed that the quota of 525 tons a year 

for men and boys outerwear (without rules of origin requirements) had 

been unfilled . 

2.2.3. Sector Studies 

The broad contours of this assessment were confirmed as the result of 

the present mission's visits. Our work was confined to five 

principal sectors. For them our ~ain conclusions are: 

the clothing industry is likely to be affected principally by 
' 

the entry of Italian and other fashion goods at the higher enp 

of the market, which will work their way down to the middle 

market ranges as the transition period proceeds. At the 

cheaper end of the market we see Cyprus remaining competitive'. 

From an analysis of wage costs in Cypriot clothing firms 

relative to clothing industries elsewhere, Cyprus wage cos ts 

(including social costs) were below those of Switzerlanj, (73~ 

less) Malta (72~,. West Germany (71%). Italy (70%), Britain 
I 

(44%), Spain (37%), Greece (32%) and Ireland (29%). They were 
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157% above those of Portugal. as well as Egypt (85%). Tunisia 

(87%) and Morocco (409%). For the 15 leading Cyprus firms 

visited. output per head in 1986 was 74% below the level of 

intermediate clothing firms in the UK, and 60% below the level 

of large British firms. 

These results support judgeaent of previous consultants that 

productivity in Cyprus clothing firms is 65-75% of European 

levels. and that wage cost advantages should be discounted by 

25-35% to take account of low,~r productivity levels. In the 

case of the UK. this still leave.:: Cyprus with an advantage of 

29-33% in unit labour costs. These calculations were confirmed 

by estimates of cost differentials made by the clothing 

industrialists. The expansion of subcontracting from European 

firms to Cyprus also indicates that Cyprus is competitive in 

cost terms and thus could be expected to hold its own at the 

lower (and initially the middle range) of the market. We 

estimate therefore that Customs Union entry could double the 

rate of import penetration (from 17% to 34%). though it might 

well be less. Some of the firms might go out of business, and 

exports could thus also be affected, as they could by a cut in 

domestic output (of 20%). Given the possibility of domestic 

manufacturers switching their attention to exports, the overall 

loss of exports might be closer to zero. The erosion of 

exports markets by European competition and mass producers from 

low wage countries is a more serious threat to exporters than 

the effects of the cut in protection on the Cyprus producers. 

the footwear industry could be more seriously affected. 

Independent evidence (Incubon 1986) suggests that for its 

quality, Cypriot footwear is not price competitive in European 

terms. This is confirmed by estimates of productivity, which 

shows Britain with a 40% productivity advantage over Cyprus, 

set against a 46% wage differential in favour of Cyprus: but 

this comparison must take into account Cypriot disadvantages 

with respect to design, delivery dates and material costs 

relative to the UK, and the fact that Britain is itself losing 
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out in international coapetition. With free entry of European 

footwear, we believe that as auch as 30% of output could be 

affected, import penetration rising to 40% of the domestic 

aaricet, with knock -on effects on exports. It is not aerely a 

question or the larger factories, for aany of the smaller firms 

depend on the larger ones for sub -contract wcrk and they, too, 

vou1d be affected. 

the furniblre industry is also likely to be seriously hit. On 

the basis of visits to 15 or the leading fi;miture firms 

accounting for a quarter of the industry's employment in 

Cyprus, we believe the great majority of them are highly 

vulnerable to imports - particularly from Italy and Greece. 

'!be fundamental problem was low production efficiency: labour 

costs as a proportion of output varied from 20-43% whereas 

furniture makers even in high wage countries COIDIDOnly get 

direct labour costs down to around 15% of total costs. 30% of 

value added in this sector (1985) was accounted for by firms 

with less than 5 employees, and we found no evidence of a 

widespread system of sub-contracting for larger firms operating 

here. Assuming that these small firms may be less wlnerable 

to foreign competition, we estimate that as much BS 50% of the 

industry could be lost BS the result of Customs Union. 

the impact on the food sector will be slight, given the terms 

of the provisional agreemen~. 

in the .. tal sector likewise, the effects will be marginal on 
' 

the bulk of the small fir;ms engaged in job shop service type 

work. Of the traded goo(Ss, turbine pumps are exempt. Air 

filters could, however, ,be severely hit, while aluminium 

extrusions are currently Under threat from cheap imports from 
' 

Greece. 
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------------ ------------------------------ -------

In Table 4 we present the results of our quantitiative assessment of 

Customs Union entry on the basis of our estimates. and the earlier 

studie£ wh-!re appropriate. The results suggest that wher. the full 

impact of the Union is Celt. output will fall by 13%. 

This excludes aeasures which firms or the government could take to 

offset this decline. It also excludes a number of secondary f"actors. 

notably: 

the reduction in the cost of living due to lower prices. 

particularly of consumption goods. though this may be 

counteracted by the introduction of VAT. 

the public finance implications of a loss of impor~ duty 

revfnue and of taxation on the firms and employees who 

are affected by the increase in exports. 

the balance of payments effects of the increase in 

imports and a potential loss or exports. which ~ould be 

~alanced against tha expansion of agricultural exports. 

the terms of trade effects of export price reductions by 

firms facing increased competition in the home market. 

the effect on the labour market and the government budget 

of a loss of 6,100 jobs (assuming a fall proportional to 

output). 

These secondary factors, when taken together, will not in our vie"" 

alter , the message of our direct conclusions. This is that the 
' 

Customs Union will involve losses, but on a scale which is less than 

we ha~ originally expected. In the medium term the effect will be 
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even less - certainly for the 5th F.llergenc Plan period upto 1991 -

unless the aere fact of entry leads to fall in investment as 

aanufacturers plan to switch out of those sectors most liable to 

decline. 

2.2.4. The Customs Union in the Simulation llodel 

While too auch weight should not be put on the detailed projections 

the si.llulation aodel confil'lled the orders of aagni tude of the above 

discussion. For the econoay as a whole. the aodel forecasts a fall 

of 3-5% in GDP for the period upto 1991. relative to the base year. 

That is to say. the economy will still grow (by an annual average of 

3.4%) but at a slower rate than without the customs union. The gap 

will in practice be saaller because of the delayed reductions in 

tariffs for a substantial number of products. but it remains negative 

principally because Cypriot producers. facing a loss of domestic 

market share. attempt to increase exports by cutting prices thus 

turning the terms of trade against themselves. 

In the manuf actuI·ing sector. clothir.g and textile output falls by 13% 

to 1991 and footwear and leather by 29% with little change in either 

food processing or metal products. All these are in broad line with 

our earlier estimates. Furniture and wood are less severely hit in 

the model projections. principally because the way in which tarrif 

redu..:tions are measured underplays the likely effect on the f•.irni ture 

sub sector itself. 

2.3. eo.parative experience 

Thr effects of EEC entry on other peripheral economies in Europe 

suggest that Cyprus should expect a substantial impact on formerly 

highly protected domestic manufacturing. In Ireland, which first 

joined a Customs Union with the UK in 1965, and then the EEC in 1?72, 

much of the traditional manufacturing which had developed under an 
I 



iaport substitution regime since the 1920s has been undercut by 

imports. 

In Greece. there have been serious effects of accession on 

aanufacturing. with the Greek government intervening to support 

threatened fins. (the government foraerly owned 10-15% of Greek 

industry; that share is now reported to have risen to 50%). The 

Governaent negotiated extensions of the transition period. but by 

1986. the full iapact was being felt. Between 1983 and 1985 the 

trade deficit with the EEC grew from 200 to 324 mrd drachmas. with 

average aonthly rises of 34% in the deficit relative to a year before 

being registered in the first 11 months of 1986. Imports have risen 

particularly sharply in 1986. 

Port•1gal and Spain have only recently joined the EF.C with the first 

stage of reductions taking effect at the beginning of 1986. During 

the year. Portugal has shown a 21% increase in exports to the EEC 

( 11% for all countries) and a 37% increl'se in imports from the EEC 

(compared to 7% for all countries). 

Spain has traditionally been a highly protected market. and in this 

it is similar to Cyprus. Under the transitional arrangements. 

import barriers have to be removed in seven stages, with the first 

10% in 1986. The movegent of trade is shown in Table 5. Non energy 

exports declined by 4% while imports ros~ by 4%. with manufactured 

goods up by 31% and consumer goods by 44%. With the EEC, exports 

rose by 7% and im:>e>rts by 32%. 

Among particular industries, 'durable' food products have been 

severely hit. In the first half of 1986, biscuit imports rose to 

J ,900 tons from 142 tons a year earlier. Chocolate was similarly 

affected. On the export side, there has been a significant growth of 

clothing exports, thnugh in other t'ields it has proved difficult to 

expand. A number of industr1as in Northern Spain - textiles, steel, 

st.iipbuilding, and car assembly - have found difdculty in getting 
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into crisis cartels which have been formed within the EEC to limit 

•arket shares and stabilise competition. Similarly in food products 

- processed t<>11atoes and wine for example - Spain has faced a 

European •arket suffering fro11 overcapacity. and a Commission anxious 

to restrain further investment. The same has happened with Greece 

and olive oil. 

Part of Spain's difficulty appears tc be the timing of entry - in a 

period of generalised recession in some sectors. and over production 

in others. Part. too. stems from the fact that for many products, 

Spain like Cyprus has had preferential accE:ss to Europe as the result 

of her Associate membership of the EEC, so that a once and for all 

potential for expansion has ~· largely exhausted. On the other 

hand. full •embership has meant the dismantling of her previously 

maintained import barriers. and the sharp increase of imports as a 

result. More detailed sub sectoral analysis of the trade figures 

will be required to oetermine how far the rise in imports have been 

at the expense of Spanish domestic production, and how far ~hey have 

consisted of additional commodities - for instance capi,al goods, 

where there has been an increase in imports as the result or a rise 

in investment. Initial results suggest. however, that even quite 

small reductions in pro·,ection can lead to a rapid and substantial 

increase in imports. The same appears to have happened with Greece 

and Portugal. 

2.4. S...ary and conclusion 

F.ntry into a Customs Union with the EEC on the terms as p~ovisionally 

agreed in May 1987 promises to be of less significance for the b·'.lk 

of Cyprus industry in the short and liledium term than the declining 

grc..wth rate in the home market, the sh!"inking or the Middle East 

market, and the increasing intensity of competition both at ~ome and 

abroad. Those industries which have won exemption from the Customs 

Union will not be exempt from these other pressur·es. Those 

industries which stand to , oaie protection from European competition 

in the home market, are already faci~g that competition abroad, and 
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even - despite the height of the tariffs - in the Cyprus market as 

well. If Cyprus industr) faces a difficult period over the next five 

years, it will not have been primarily caused by the Customs Union. 

Nevertheless, for individual sectors and firms the medium and long 

term consequences or the CUstoms Union are liable to be severe. 

Clothing, footwear and furniture - t;he three largest consumer goods 

sectors other than food processing, - all stand to lose significant 

shares of the hOlle aarket. Furniture is particularly vulnerable, as 

are sections of the paper and chemical industries. But furniture is 

already facing increased import penetration, up from 26% to 32% of 

the home market between 1980 and 1984. For them, the Customs Union 

focusses attention on what was anyway necessary - the need to 

restructure production and sales. 

None of tt.?se sectors should at this point be written off by 

Government ~~licy. Those we have studied have developed rapidly. 

have gained substantial experience on the way, and are now in a 

position to benefit from restructuring. In other words there is the 

basis of an industry to restructure. The danger of the Customs Union 

is that it could lead to a sense of defeatism in firms which are 

already feeling the pressure, and a redirection of investment into 

the distribution of imports, into tourism, or even abroad. For the 

individual industrialist this might make sense. For the economy as a 

whole it does not. It will be one of the principal tasks of the 

government at this moment to ensure that the potential gains from 

restructuring a1·~ not passed by because of the lack of collective 

institutions ar.d resources ~ achieve them. If the Government cannot 

achieve this, the Customs Union which has been spoken of as the 

midwife to a new ind-.1stry may serve only as a gravedigger for the 

old. 

What ii true for manufacturing is also true for the economy. A 

restructured manufacturing industry could provjde an imporlant 

r.timulus to Cyprus's rat3 of growth. Perhaps the most significant 

result to emerge from the model si~ulation was that losses f~o~ the 
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Customs Union are •~re than outweighed by increased rates of 

productivity growth in the aanufacturing sector. If manufacturing 

productivity grows by 2% a year more than is assumed in the base 

projection. then the growth rate of the economy as a whole - even 

w~th the Customs Union - increases by 12% above the base rate 

projection upto 1991. and by 25% upto 1996. 

What the aodel suggests is that the rate of growth of the Cyprus 

econoay shows a 11Uch greater response to changes in industrial 

productivity than to changes in wages or the rate of protection. The 

need for Cypriot manufacturing to improve its productivity is 

therefore not merely to offset any negative impact which the Customs 

Union aay have on the manufacturing sector. It is also to restore 

thP. dynamic role that manufacturing has played in the overall economy 

- but on chis occasion through the intensive growth arising from the 

application of new technology rather than the 'extensive' growth of 

the decade after 1974. 
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------------------------------ -----------

• 
Table 1 

Nominal and Effective Tariffs by Major Industrial Group • 
Customs 

Industry 1967 1984 Union 
NOllinal Effect- Noainal Effective Nominal • Food 13-8 81.3 20.9 ) 19.1 

Beverages 29.3 58.1 70.1 ) - 255.99 48.0 
Tobacco 281.9 -296.2 174.0 ) 76.5 
Textiles 40.0 123.8 53.9 ) 8.9 
Clothing & ) - 451.6 • • footwear 45.0 151.8 71.9 ) 5.8 

Leather 25.5 73.6 55.7 -1694.2 •• 2.7 
Wood & woc.d 

products 15.8 62.0 1.0 ) o.4 
) 33.2 • Fumiture & ) 

fixtures 41.6 148.4 62.8 ) 0.8 

Paper & paper 
products 17.8 190.9 12.9 2.6 

Rubber products 23.2 90.9 19.6 0.9 • Chemicals arad 
chemical 
products 37.5 132.4 9.1 0.2 

Non metallic 
mineral • products 16.5 30.9 13.6 4.2 

Metal products 18.8 58.8 10.7 ) 2.0 
Machinery (except ) 43.3 

electrical) 13.7 24.9 6.6 ) 0.1 
) • Electrical ) 

machinery 31.8 77.9 10.5 ) 1.7 

Trans Port 
Equipment 20.9 64.7 15.2 1.8 

Miscellaneous 29.9 163.6 79.0 176.0 ••• 2.9 • 
• excludes footwear 
•• includes footwear 
••• includes paper products, rubber and chemicals and 

non-metallic minerals .1 
I 

Source: Demetriades, The Measurement and I 

structure of protection of 
manufacturing (for 1967 figures) 

Planning Bureau and MCI data for • Nominal 1984 & Customs Union 
figures. Missfon for £P for 1984 
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Table 2 

Current protection for selected products and proposed EEC/CCT levels 

Current protection % 
Cust<>'.il..c; Union 

EEC General Other EEC CCT 

Food 
Biscuits 54 65 
Macaroni 16 w Banned 
Chocolate a. 

sugar 
contection-
ary 65 75 Proposed 

exemption 
Ice Creaa 10 16 Banned 
Yoghurt. Free Banned 
Refined oils 6 8 
llargerine 16 20 

Beverages 
Beer C£ 1.79 C£ 2.0 

per gallon 
Spirits C£46.38 C£49.72 

per gallon 
Soft drinks 37 45 

Tobacco 
Cigarettes £25.63 £ 

per thousand 
(Ave. production 
value in 1984 
£9.37 per 
thousand) 

Clothing 
Knitwear & 

• clothing 8o 93 Selective 15 
bans 

Footwear 
Footwear 70-76 82 6-20 

• Travel Goods & 
Handbags 69 85 6-13 

Metal 2roducts 
Metal rurni-
tu re 65 75 

• Crown corks 29 33 Banned 
Metal 

containers 26 36 Quota 
Air. oil and 
car filters 20 30 Quota 

Pumps Nil Nil Banned 

• Aluminium 
doors and 
windows 16 24 
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• 
current Erotection for selected Eroducts and Ero~sed EEClCCT levels 
/continued 

• Current protection % 

Customs Union 
EEC Gene:-al Other EEC CCT 

Metal Eroducts 
Solar water 

(continued) • 
heaters 16 24 

Dry cell 
batteries 31 48 

Wood & Furniture • Wooden furni-
ture 70 80 

Doors & 
windows 5 8 

Cbipboards Banned 

Pa~r Eroducts • 
Paper bags 21 25 Banned 12 
Paper boxes 
other than 
cigarettes 16 24 Generally 

Banned 13 • 
PlP..:;i:.ics 

Domestic 
goods 40 50 12 

Plastic bags 35 45 12 
Plastic sacks 10 15 Quota 12 • Plastic 
containers 16 24 12 

Chemicals 
Paints & 
varnishes 41 42 • Drugs and 
medicines 8 12 

Cosmetics 133 184 
Detergents 56 64 

Non metallic 
minerals 

Cement C£ 0.36 C£ 0.56 Black Exclusion 
per ton cement sought 

banned 

Mosaic tiles 16 24 Banned 
Floor tiles 16 24 

Jeweller~ 
Jewellery 114 125 4 - 12 

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry Planning Bureeu 
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Table 3 

Impact of Customs Union on Manufacturing: 1985 survey estimates 

Industry 

Food, beverages and tobacco 

Canned t"ruit, juices and 
vegetables 

Beer, biscuits, aacaroni, 
chocolate and sugar 
confectionary 

Spirits 

Soft drinks 

Vegetable oils and 
margerines 

Tobacco 

Clothing 

Textiles 

G1:trments 

Footwear 

Footwear 

Travel goods 

Travel f,oods 

Jewellery 

Wood and furniture 

Chipboard & plywood 

Wooden furniture 

Non-metallic minerals. 

Prospects 

Possible expan.~ion be<'ause of abolition 
of remaining EEC tarriffs. 

Vulner"lble. 

Potential benefit from removal of EEC 
restrictions, but unlikely to e~pend 

Little impact 

Vulne.:."able. 

Little impact 

Much of the industry likely to fail. 

50% of the industry destroyed 

6o% of the industry potentially 
destroyed 

Rise of costs through CTT on raw 
materials, likely to further weaken 
industry in export mark~ts and 
thr~atens survival. 

Italian competition will reduce 
industry 

Both vulnerable. 

Vulnerable to Greek and Italian 
competition. 

Cement vulnerable from Greek & 
Spanish competition. 
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Impact of Customs Union on Manufacturing: 1985 sul-vey estimates 
/continued 

-.etal products 

Metal and engineering 
products 

Paper and packaging 

Plastics 

Chemicals 

Other than switchgear. turbine 
pumps. batteries. crown corks. 
metal pipes. electrodes. not 
adversely effected. 

Much of the industry could be 
destroyed 

Specialised products. 
particularly household goods. and 
joint fittings highly vulnerable. 

Except for drugs and pesticides, 
entire i,dustry could be 
destrc.:;cd. 

Source: Report by consultant provided by UNIDO. 1985. 
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Table 4 

Value of Industrial Eroducts likel~ to be 
affected by the Custo3s Union 

Products Impact of Value of Change as a 
EEC output result of 

1986 Customs 
C£m Union 

Caruied :fruit + 10% 11.0 + 1.1 

Wines & grape must + 20% 13.oe + 2.6 

.... ::Jttiles - 40% 21.2 - 8.5 

Clothing - 20% 87.0 - 17.4 

Footwear - 30% 29.1 - 8.7 

Furniture - 50% 29.1 - 14.6 

Wood & wood products - 10% 32.1 - 3.2 

Travel goods - 15% 6.1 - 0.9 

Paper and Paperboard - 60% 16.3 - 9.8 

Chemicals other than 
drugs aud pesticides - 60% 24.0 - 14.4 

• Plastic products Selective 20.2 - 5.0 
losses 

Metal ~roducts - 10% 85.7 - 8.6 

Jewellery - 10% 11.8 - 1.2 

• Net change - 88.6 

Products for which 
exemption sought 56.4 

• Total output 688.8 

Percentage loss 12.9 

Note : 

• e indicates estimate. 
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Notes on Table 4 

!be Table looks at the once and for all effect of a full reduction of 
protection. holding all other things constant. !bus it assuaes that 
nothing is done by industrialists or the government in the face of 
the fall in protection. 

!be ec;tiaates of loss and gain have been aade on the basis of the 
studies of the five sectors - clothing. footwear. food processing. 
furniture and aetal works - undertaken by the present mission, 
supplemented by the results of earlier reports by GOPA and UNIDO. In 
all cases we have worked fl'Oll the teras of union as of June 1987. 

The f;gures for 1986 industrial output are taken from the preliminary 
results of the 1986 Industrial Survey, and are iiable to adjustment 
once the full survey is completed. 

The output of wine end grape must is estimated. 

In each sector we have assumed that exports are affected in parallel 
with production for the home market. !bis is a pessimistic 
a .. sumption. On the one hand a reduction of domestic market share 
will put some firms out of business. end cut expo"ts as a result. 
For surviving firms domestic profit rates will be reduced with the 
fall in protection, end this may not allow a cross subsidisation of 
exports from domestic profit. If export prices are forced higher as 
a result this will lead to a los~ in overseas markets. On the other 
hand, there may be a prospect that firms which are strong in the 
competitive export market are also likely to be the ones to hold 
their own in an unprotected domestic market. The firms to be first 
affected therefore would be those with low exports. Hence, a fall in 
domestic mE.rkets share for Cypriot producers would not lead to a 
parallel fall in exports. We have kept the assumptions pessimistic, 
however, in order to indicate en upper bound of possible losses on 
the export (and by implication the total output) side. 
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• 
Table 5 

Spanish lnp>rts and E!ports. 1984-6 

• Annual Changes in value \ 

1984 1985 1986 • 
Exports 

Energy products 33 15 -38 

• Non energy products 32 10 - .. 

Food 35 5 1 
prices 10 8 3 
volume 19 - 3 - 2 

Manufactures 32 10 - 5 • prices 13 8 4 
volume 17 2 - g 

Semi-Manufactured products 29 10 -16 
prices 16 6 - 2 
volume 11 4 -14 

capital goods 35 13 - 3 • pricas 9 11 8 
volume 24 2 -10 

Consumer goods 34 10 6 
prices 12 9 9 
volume 20 1 - 3 

• All Exports 32 10 -7 

IJ!!POrts 

Energy products 4 4 -49 • Non energy products 15 13 21 

Food ' 6 23 
prices 11 2 - 3 
volume -10 8 18 • Manufactures 16 17 31 
prices 7 5 - 1 
volU118 8 12 32 

Semi llanuf actures 17 15 31 
prices 10 6 - 6 
volume 7 9 39 • capital Goods 20 19 21 
prices 7 3 -
volume 12 15 22 

Consumer goods 9 19 44 
pricea 5 5 4 
volume 4 14 39 • All imports 11 10 - .. 

I 

Source:' Sintesas Mensual de Indicadores Economicos, February 1987 . 
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III 

3.1. Sector strategy 

In considering a strategy for Cyprus manufacturing we have followed a 

sector strategic approach. Since this differs from some other 

approaches to industrial policy. we begin by setting out its main 

characteristics before looking at its implications for Cyprus. 

The starting point is the sector. This is the arena in which firms 

find themselves competing. It is a particular market place. with its 

own structures and contours. Just as in warfare. a aili tary strateg~

involves general principles applied to a particular terrain. so in 

the econ~my. an industrial strategy requires general principles 

applied to the specific characteristics of the sector. 

Thus the sector is defined not as a statistical category but in terms 

of a competitive 'space'. The French refer to it as a 'filiere' -

the thread along which competition runs. Let us take the food 

industry as an example. There is a food chain which runs from 

agriculture throulh food processing to catering and retail 

distribution. At one tiae the primary, secondary and tertiary 

sections of this chain were relatively separate. In the tirst half 

of the 20th century the major productivity gains were made in food 

processing; in the second half it is the primary and tertiary sectors 

where the sreatest changes have been taking place. Agriculture 

itself is commonly integrated into processing. Equally food 

processing can no longer be considered apart from retailing and 
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distribution fl'Oll a sector strategic point of view. 1be thread has 

extended itself across aanufacturing and services. 

Not all firas are organised around sectoral expansion. Congloaerates 

for exaaple are aul ti -sector&!. and eaphasise financial a.-id 

aanagerial disciplines at the level of their constituent firms. 

This. however. is the exception. Most firas. or divisions of large 

firas. operate according to a sectoral logic. The sector is the 

primary level for corporate strategic planning. 

It is also the level of the aost successful national strategic 

planning. In Japan the Ministry of International Trade and lndustr~· 

(MIT!) is organised on a sectoral basis. In close conjunction with 

industry. it has developed detailed sector strategies. and orients 

its foreign trade technology. and finance policies around these. A 

similar system of strong sector strategic planning has been a feature 

of South Korean industrial policy. In Western !:urope. it hes been 

the industrial banks which have played the key r<~le of sector 

planners. In the UK the tradition has been weaker. though it is 

noticeable that many of the ll)cal and regional development banks of 

the 1980's have been organised on sectoral principles. 

The logic for the sectoral organisation of government and financial 

industrial institutions is similar to that of the industrial firm. 

It allows the industrial planner. or the industrial banker to develop 

a detailed knowledge of the sector - where its competitive edges lie. 

what innovations from other sectors could be introduced, where 

potential growth areas exist and so on. If every sector has its own 

distinct econoaic terrain, then those who wish to compete on it, or 

influence that competition, •~st know that terrain. The reason that 

firms are predominantly organised on a sectoral basis is that there 

are returns from the knowledge of sectoral detail. The same applies 

to public or quasi public industrial development institutions. 
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'Ibis explains the i•portance of the sectoral focus. What of the 

strategy? Strategy is defined as 1 irshalling one's forces in such a 

way as to iapose upon the ene1ay the place. tiae and conditions for 

fighting advantageous to oneself. It is a word with a •ilitary 

history. but which has becoae increasingly used in the world of 

corporate planning. It involves assessing the contours of the 

sector, assessing the strengths ar.d weaknesses of the coapeti tors. 

relative to the strategist's own enterprises or industry. and framing 

a plan of action in the light of these judgesents. 

Take first the contours. Within a sector t."lere are key points of 

control. In the food sector these • conanding heights• have changed 

from food processing to retailing. In agriculture a new commanding 

height is the control of seeds. In clothing and furniture it is the 

system linlring production and retailing. In engineering it may be 

assembly (as in the auto industry). In the cinema and other cultural 

industries it is the distribution network. wholesaling. cable 

networks. television channels. In telecommunications and data 

processing there is a battle for control of the new international 

integrated systems of communications end data processing involving 

giants from both camps like AT&T end IBM who formerly remained apart. 

For them the effective sector has been changed by technology, and sc 

too have the commanding heights. 

What is important about controlling the key positions is that it 

gives the controller strategic end economic dominance within the 

sector. The British retail furniture aul tiples can force down the 

prices of their aanufacturing suppliers. thus widening the gap 

between the retailers' and the aanufacturers' rate of return (the 

case is discussed in the acc011panyinc funliture report). The Italian 

fil'll, Benneton, now the largest clothing firm in Europe, need not own 

its shops (they are franchised to independent retailers), nor the 

bulk of its manufacturing capacity (it has sub-contract relations 

with a a.\oS of small and aedium size contractors around its 

headquarters in Northern Italy). Its automated warehousing and 

dyeing plant, and its international aanageaent information system 

gives it control without ownership. 
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In soae industries it is the control or design and aarketing which is 

sufficient. In industcies as diverse as electronics. engineering and 

clothing. there has been an eaerging patt~rn of designers engagir.g 

aanufacturers as sub-contractors. The aoney is to be aade in the 

desi.p or the llf!V product. not the aaking or it. We cue across just 

such a case in Cy}lrus. where a French design Cira used a Cypriot 

mmufact11rer • its aa.i.n producer for the French as well 8!t the 

international aarket. 

1'hus if - as Saul Steinberg once reaarked - it is necessary. for 

success. to be in the right sector. it is equally 

necessary to be in the right place within the sector. In the llbt 20 

years aanuracturers have too often found t1:'2a&elves as low aargin sub 

contractors. while the higher aargins were being earned elsewhere. 

The ecOllOllic landscape is thus uneven. What. then. if an industry or 

a country finds itself in the lowlands plains rather than on the 

commanding heights? ln other words. what if it lacks sectorai.. 

industrial power? This after all is the position of many firms in 

Cyprus. and of Cyprus itself within the context of the European 

Comauni ty. Strategy means no aore than lor.g run planning to improv~ 

that relative position. Each dcy decisions are taken which may 

entrench a fir11' s position within the economic valleys, or on the 

other hand help it climb at least part of the way out. The latter 

aay be iapossible for a firm acting on its own. It will have to 

cooperate with others. It aay need the support of government. But 

its atratel)' provides the criteria against which individual or 

collective action can be judged. 

The ~bove is aerely to set down what is the daily coaon sense of 

most enterprises. Not all of them have the time and resources for 

atratesic sector planning. Thia is one of the economies of fir111 

size. since the large firms can afford to have a specialised 

stratesic planning function in a ~•y that small firms cannot. Yet 

even if small firas cannot afford a specialist, their owner or 

manager will adopt some parts of the above approach nonetheless. 
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What is comaon sense for the enterprise. is. however. not al"'1ays 

c011110n sense for governments. Without sectoral expertise and regular 

Lontact with the enterprise. civil servants are at a disadvantage in 

contributing to the development of strategic planning. 'lbe 

separation of the governaent froa the daily life of production is one 

of its structural weaknesses in the industrial field. Soae have 

argued that because of this govemaentc> should have no industrial 

policy. But this aerely registers one side of the problem. while 

ignoring the other. For the fact reaains that governments do affect 

sectoral competitiveness in innU11erable ways. while in aany instances 

sectoral coepeti tiveness cannot be achieved by firas acting alone. 

The weaker and saaller the economy. the 11e>re this is the case. 

The core of the problem of industrial policy can therefore be put as 

follows: enterprises by themselves may be unable to plan 

strategically. let alone be successful in following a strategic plan. 

Yet public institutions which have the resources and can take a 

broader sectoral view are too often divorced from the detail which 

their plans must necessarily address. Enterprises require collective 

support, but the institutions which can give that support are 

established in such a way that they cannot adequately deliver it. 

This is the central dilemma of industrial policy. 

It is a dilemma not without solution. Indeed, it is a mark of all 

successful economies that they have found solutions, albeit in 

different ways. In Japan the key institution has been MITI; in 

Germany it has been the industrial banks and regional governments; in 

Italy it has been groups or firms supported by local and national 

governaent. Britain. with the worst industrial record of the major 

OECD countries, has by and large lacked all of these. 

A sector strategy approach therefore involves not only strategic 

planning at a sectoral level, but collective institutions which have 

the capacity to work with productive enterprises in putting the 

sector plan into practice. These institutions may be private, public 

or quasi public, or a consortium of all three. What will mark them 
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out is a detailed knowledge or the sector. and ar. agreed strategy 

towards it. 

3. 2 Al temative approaD"les to industrial policy 

Sector strategic planning has grown in iaportance as it has become 

clear that firms can actively shape the er.virollllellt within which they 

operate, rather than ha\.":lng to react passively towards it. By 

innovation and planning they can aove to new product areas. and can 

shape whole sub econo3ies as the retailers have done in the consumer 

sectors. From the traditional theory of the firm which emphasised 

demand forecasting ar.d minimising costs. we have aoved to a netr: 

theory of the corporation where the emphasis is on innovation and 

strategic position. Fi·om the old theory of the industry centred on 

arms length price competition we have moved to a new theory of 

sectors emphasising product competition within intra industry 

cooperation. From the viewpoint or national industrial policy. we 

have moved from the theory of static comparative advantage where 

advantages are conferred by nature or history, to that of dynamic 

comparative advantage. where the advantage can be planned for and 

created. These new approaches which have found more fertile soil in 

business s-.;hools than in university economics departments. reflect 

post war char3es in industry and the centrality of innovation. 

Much industrial policy still addresses the new issues by proxy. In 

Britain. for example. the proxy for the restructuring of the 

engineering industry during the 1960's and 70's was size. Public 

institutions like the Industrial Reorganisation Corporation 

concentrated on encouraging mergers and takeovers. only for it to be 

found that the resulting engineering conglomerates remained 

aggregations or unreformed firms unfitted for the new forms of 

international competition. 

In France, the proxy has been new technology, with large subsidies to 

new technology investment but little regard to the organisational 
' 
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struct~s vithin uhich the investllent was aade. In the USA. too. 

tinas ( ratlaer than governments) have installed new technology as a 

means of coapeting with the Jai:anese L"ld Geraans without recognising 

the C011Pleaentary managerial r·hilosophies. product strategies. and 

labour relatio!lS which were so iaportant a part of their rival's 

success (the ca11parative perforaance of Flexible Manufacturing 

Systems in Japan and the USA provides a recent, striking conf~raation 

or this point) . 

For soae countries the proxy has been foreign investllent. They have 

sought to attract it by the availability or cheap labour, or by tax 

incentives. leaving the strategic decisions to the foreign firms 

themselves. In this case national industrial policies have been 

centred on strategies for factors of production rather than for 

particular sectors. Any country seeking to enter this competition 

must assess not only the results of the development paths of those 

countries which have attracted direct investors; it must also assess 

the likelihood or a new country's success in so fiercely compe~itive 

a field. 

A third approach, particularly for countries with declining 

manufacturing industries, has been to abandon the so called smoke 

stack or sunset industries and shift the focus of policy on to the 

sunrise ones. In some cases this has meant running dowr. 

manufacturing in favour of services - one theme of British economic 

policy in the 198o's. In others it is a matter of stimulating ne~ 

technology industries. through incentive schemes, technology parks, 

venture capital funding, and public procurement policies (notably in 

defense). 

Our own view on this is that the choice betwer1 old industries and 

new should be seen in the context of sectoral strategy. Those 

industries which some class as sunset are in other areas being 

transformed into sunrisers. The decline of large volume shoe 

production in Northern Europe does not mean that people have stopped 

wearing •hoes. Nor does it mean that shoe production has moved to 
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cheap labour areas of the .iorld. It signifies rather that those who 

are competing successfully in the international shoe industry have 

developed new methods of produccion and design. so that the issue for 

North-West European policy aakers is whether or not to aatch the 

sunrise footwear producers by restructuring the sunset footwear 

industries they have inherited. There are no old industries only old 

p~esses. US policy aakers have now recognised this in the concept 

or 'deaaturing' industries. 

The issue or new technology industries should be approached in a 

siailar way. One part of a new technology policy should be to see 

how such technology could be applied to aake old industries nei... 

A.'lother aight consider how new technology components in use by 

existing industry could be import substituted (through the 

development of printed circuit board capacity for example). A third 

could consider the import substitution of software. In each case, 

however. we are dealing with a particular sector - software. pcb's, 

chip production - and each needs to be analysed in terms or sectoral 

potential. in the same way as any existing industry. There are 

::imits to the concept of new technology as a guide to industrial 

policy. just as there are to 'manufacturing'. It is not that both 

are not important. It is that they remain at too general b level for 

effective policy intervention. 

A switch from the old to the new as a guideline f c,r policy is too 

often a means of avoiding strategic discussion rather than furthering 

'lt. If we consider how new industries develop we find that most 

spring from existing firms responding to new needs in related areas, 

rather than investing in 'greenfield' products which have little 

relation tc their previous know how. Existing industry needs a 

policy or diversification - but the aim should be organic growth 

starting from where an industry is rather than an enclave development 

which has little connection to what has gone before. 

The present report is not the place for a full consideration of 

alternative policies. In our view, it would be valuable for 
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industrial policy aakers in Cyprus to c01111ission a survey of 

industrial policies and perforaance in countries at a similar stage 

of developaent. Our concern in this report is to register the 

existence of alt~rnative approaches. and aake clear the reasons why 

we have followed the sector strategic one. We should also aake clear 

that a sector strategic approach will need to address the issue 

raised by the other approaches: fira size; technology intensive 

investaent; fore;_gn investment; labour policy; tax incentives; new 

industries. The point is that we approach the question of strategy 

by the sectoral path. and ask how these other issues bear on the 

sector strategy. rather t&'lan starting fro11 general topics a."'ld then 

applying them to sectors. The distinction is one between a sector as 

against a gene~ic approach. 

3. 3. The relevance of the approach to Cyprus 

The Cyprus government has in the past followed a mix of strategies. 

After 1974 it pursued a sectoral policy, identifying priority 

sectors, encouraging them through the priority fund, and through 

government procurement policy. In the mid 1970' s the main ii:..ue •.\'.'a.s 

how tc re-establish these industries so thet they could supply the 

growing demand in the Middle Eastern countries and at home. At this 

time there was little need for detailed sectoral strategy and 

restructu!':'ing. 

Side by side with this growth, the goverm .mt followed a number of 

general policies: encouraging fixed investment through the incentive 

system; encouraging the growth of firm size and professional 

aanagement; expanding training, and establishing an export promotions 

organisation 

With the decline in demand. th' pros~ctive fof'lllation of the Customs 

Union, and the increasing il'tentity of international competition, it 

is clearly recognised by the government, industry and the trade 

unions that the question of restructuring has move~ to the top of the 
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agenda. If the decade up to 1985 re-established the industrial 

structure of Cyprus. the decade up to 1995 will need to ~structure 

that industry if it is to remain coapetitive. Once the question of 

restructuring arises. so does sector strategy. For restructuring to 

be effective it needs to be done in the context of a sector strategy. 

We will ccmaent on the existing indust~ial policies at the 

appropriate point. We see them as supplementary to. and needing to 

be redefined in terms or. the sector strategies: not in necessary 

contradiction to them. We are arguing for an extension and 

systeaatisation of policy rather than a sudden reversal. What we 

would stress. however.is the importance of the discussion of 

industrial strategy starting from the exist~ng strengths and 

structures of Cypriot aanufacturing. and from the specific character 

of the rest of the eccnomy. This is what we aean by the need for 

strategy to be organic. New Cypriot growth will be strongest when it 

co•es from Cypriot stock. 

3.4 The procedure of the study 

It follows from the above that the kernel of our report lies in the 

sectoral studies. These have assessed ~he sectors as they operate in 

Cyprus in the context of the t:-ends in international competition. 

Each of them starts with an analysis of the international sector and 

competitive trends within it. They go on then to consider 

appropriate strategies for Cyprus at the sectoral level. It is at 

the sectoral level that the first action must be taken. In terms of 

the aain conclusions c~ our ~ission, therefore, they should be so~ght 

1.n the Cietails of the sectoral studies and their 1~0 recommendations. 

Summaries of each are attached to this general report. 

There are, however, certain issues common to each, and policies which 
' 

require cross sectoral action. There are also inter-sectoral i~sues, 

both in terms of the priority to be accorded to each sector, and in 
' 

terms of the relationship between different manufacturing an~ non 
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aanuf"acturing sectors in the economy. n1ese cross sectoral issues 

will be the subject aatter of this report. 

In the next three chapters ve consider the strategic choices which 

now face aanufacturing. Having argued for a sector strategy. these 

chapters go into what that strategy should be. Our starting point is 

to briefly look at Cyprus industry as it actually exi:;ts and in 

particular at the five priority sectors. Then we shall conside· 

international coapeti tion and assess the problems faced by Cypriot 

industry in following either of" the two strategic paths between which 

both industrialists and government need to choosE:. Finally in 

~apter 7 we aake suggestions about what action can be taken both to 

implement the strategy ve recommend and to further the discussion of 

the strategy bong those who will have to implement it. 

3.5 SU11111ary and conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the advantages of a sector strategic 

approach industrial policy. This approach is the basis for Japanese 

industrial planning. which has been so important a part of Japanese 

industrial growth. It allows the policy maker to understand the 

SJ,lecific characteristics of the sector and how they are changing -

where its competitive edges lie. what irJlovations from other sectors 

could be introduced. who the leading firms are, where potential 

growth areas exist, and so on. Just as firms need to know about the 

economy at this level of detail. which is why most firms are 

organised sectorally. the same is true of governments. For 

governaents can thereby frame Policies which are targe ;ted to the 

specific needs of particular firms and industries. 

More 1eneral policy issues - such as the size of firms. ne~ 

technology. foreign investment, the run down of old industries and 
' 

the encouragement of the, new are often most usefully approached 

through the study of sectors, since what is advisable for one sector 
' 

may be inapprop~iate for another. 
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IV 

CYPRiar llANUFACTtJRING IN 'l1IE LATE 1980 • s 

After aore than a decade of rapid growth. Cypriot industry still has 

llllch the sue character as it did at the start of the period. It is 

primarily labour intensive. light industry, geared to consumer markets, 

operated by f•ily firms. with a predominance of semi-skilled manual 

labour. Government policy has tried to change these characteristics -

encouraging aore capital intensive industry. professional management a.rid 

larger firms with a aore skilled labour force. but overall its policy 

has been more successful in stimulating the expansion of the early mode~ 

of industry rather than changing its character. In this chapter we look 

in more detail at this character. 

4.1 llanufacturing in an island economy 

Cypriot manufacturing structure must first be understood in the :ontext 

of Cyprus's position as an island economy. Like other such economies, 

Cyprus has a small internal market. long supply lines for many ra~ 

materials. and for servicing export markets. These are the 

disadvantages of an island economy only partially offset by the measure 

of protection afforded by the sea. As a result the manufacturing 

industry of islands share ~ number of characteristics: 

- industries are located in sectors in which scale economies are 

less &ilJlificant 

- aany of them serve home aarkets which are protected by distance 

fl'Oll international competition 

- some plants process primary products for export 

- the balance of industry is towards consumption goods rather 

than intermediate or capital goods. 
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'lbese features are reflected in Cypriot industr-3 as broken down in the 

accoapanying Table. We have distinguished four types of industry. The 

first is concerned with processing doaestic aaterials for the home and 

export aarkets. It includes aeat processors. cheese and yoghurt aakers. 

fruit juice and vegetable canners and brewers of wine and brandy. In 

each there are soae aodest advantages to voluae production. which could 

put C)prus at a disacivantage in the international aarket. but where this • 

is the case tariff and non tariff barriers have arisen to protect the 

hoee aarket. (for example in the dairy industry). 

• 'lbe second ~d third categories contain industries where there are 

substantial voluae economies. and where. therefore. Cyprus stands at a 

significant disadvantage to estabiished overseas producers, and to 

producers with large internal •arkets. As far as the processors of t 
primarily domestic aaterials for the home aarket are concerned (the 

second category) the protection in part comes from the costs of 

transport (high weight: value ratios for bread and building materials} 

and the need for freshness (bread) . In the case of bakery products the 

government also substantially subsidis~s the grain import prices. 

Where the processed materials are imported, substantial tariff and no~ 

tariff protection is required. 'lbe nominal rate of protection or. 

cigarettes for example ~s more than 2i times the unit value of domestic 

production. On sugar and chocolate confectionery the general nominal 

rate is 75% on final import values. in an industry where domestic value 

added is only 27% of output. Soft drinks - which are in any case 

protected by the cost of transporting a low price water product - in 

addition receive a 45% rate of nominal tariff protection. 

In both categories, therefore, domestic production is only possible with 

some form of protection, and this means that in general their export 

ratios are low. What acts as natural protection for Cyprus products in 

their home market, also acts as protection against Cyprus products 

abroad. ThE:re is some regional export of cigarettes and tobacco, 

confectionery, plastic products, and particular metal products like 

turbine pumps, switchgear, and aluminium extrusions. but in most or the 

sectors exports are 10% or less of total output. 
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Cypriot aanufacturing by origin of inputs 

and destination of output, 1984 

percentages 

Processed dallestic aaterials imported raw aaterials 
for hoae and export aarkets as J of all raw 

.aterials 

lleat products 
Dairy products 
"egetable and aniaal oils 
Canning 
Alcoholic drinks 
Ceaent 

Processed priaarily doaestic 
aaterials for home aarket 

Grain milling 
Bakery products 
Non metallic mineral 

products other than cement 
(bricks, tiles) 

Processed imported materials 
for home market 

Soft drinks 
Cigarettes and tobacco 
Chocolate and sugar 

conf ectionary 
Textiles 
Printing and publishing 
Plastic products 
Paints and varnishes 
Petroleum refinery 
Wooden furniture 
lletal products except 

aachinery 

Processed i!pOrted aaterials 
for home and export markets 

Clothing 
Leather and fur products 
Footwear 
Paper and paper products 

22 
7 

33 
7 

32 
19 

22 

77 
99 

93 
92 
97 

100 
97 

100 
61 

94 

98 
58 
81 

100 

Exports as 
J of total 
outpu~. 1984 

20 
20 
34 
56 
47 
33 

4 

11 

1 
19 

10 
3 
8 

21 
1• 

2 

11 

69 
58 
6o 
50 

Note: the proportion of imports in materials is based on 1976 r~tios 
applied to actua: materials usage in 1984 . 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
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There is a fourth category. however. which while using priaarily 

imported raw -terials, and receiving high rates or protection in the 

doaestic aarlcet. nevertheless also exports 50% or aore or total output. 

The great majority or these sales are to regional rather than European 

urkets. where exporters have been able to compete by aarrying aodes t 

volume production to low labour costs. With a highly protected home 

market. they have also been able to cover overheads on doaestic sales. 

allowing increaental cost prieing in foreign aarlcets, although at times 

the foreign aarkets have been strong enough to offer even greater 

• 

• 

profits than the domestic aarket. Yet in general the fortress principle • 

which has been the traditional comerstone of internationllll. traQe (high 

price in doaestic aarket. increaental cost price in world aarkets) also 

applies here. It is this principle which stands to be set aside by 

entry into the Custoas Union. e 

1be industries in the fourth ~ategory will all be vulnerable to foreigr. 

competition, their high export content reflecting the existence of e 
volUlle economies. In the third category too the aajority of industries 

are vulnerable, with low export volumes C01111only indicat~ng the 

inefficiency of th~ Cyprus scale or production rather than any natural 

protection. Some of these industries are to be exempt from the union; e 
others like soft drinks. jobbing printing. small scale joinery and metal 

work job shopping have a natural protection. Textiles. some plastics. 

paints and varnishes. wooden furniture, and some of the traded metal 

products remain at risk. The first two categories, on the other hand, e 
with the exception of cement. will not be vulnerable. From the 

viewpoint of international competition therefore it is with the third 

and fourth categories that we need to be particularly concerned. 

lt.2 A conamer p>Od industry 

The small aize of the internal market also explains another 

characteristic or the structure or Cypriot •anuracturing. It is that 

the creat bulk of its industry ia pared to the consuatfr •arket. The 

rollowinc table shows the risures tor 1984. 75% or value added was tn 
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consU11er goods production. A significant proportion of construction 

aaterials was also geared to domestic housing demand. Only 10% of all 

value added was made up of non construction intereecliate products a.'1d 

investaent goods • 

llanufacturing Activity and Manufactured Iaports 

by Econc.ic Destination 198'1 

Value Added laports 

ConsUller goods 
of which: 

Intermediate goods 
of which: 

Investment goods 

Transport equipment 

Processed fuel and 
lubricants 

Total 

durable 8 
food. drink and 
tobacco 28 

other non 
durable 

construction 
aaterials 

other 

39 

15 

5 

Source: Industrial Statistics 1984 

75 

20 

5 

100 

23 
7 

5 

11 

38 

12 

18 

10 

100 

On the other hand less than a quarter of aanufactured iaports were 

consumer soods. 'lbe bulk were -.de up of intermediate and capital goods 

(including transport equipment). As a result. when we compare the 

absolute nuabers. we find that two thirds of the home aarket for 

aanufactured goods are supplied by dOMstic producers. 'lbe equivalent 

figure for intermediate goods is 31% and for capital goods 19~. Thus 

Cyprus is considerably aore self sufficient in consumer goods than in 

the provision of intermediate or capital goods. In parallel . 

approximately 75% of Cypriot exports are consumer coeds. 
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The reason for this structure of production is that ever. in a small 

urket there is a substantial deaand for certain relatively standard t 
comaodities. There are a number of such cmaodities which have been 

resistant to full scde aass production because of the awkwardness of 

-terials and th.g existence of llaJlY labour intensive processes. In the 

case of inter8edi.ates. on the other hand. ainiaua volU8e sizes tend to 41 
be llUch higher (coapare textile fabrics to ladies clothing for instance. 

or chipboard to a piece of designer furniture). The sue is true of 

certain investment goods (such as tractors). Soae -chinery on the 

other hand is only produced in saall batches. but here. too. the extent t 
to which Cyprus can build up the specialised skilled labour force 

required will be liaited by the size or its aarket. Thus the 

preponderance of consuaer goods in Cyprus is in part the result of the 

structure of deaand and in part because the goods in which Cyprus has t 
concentrated have been ones that ".!njoy a certain econOIDy of volume 

production but not too auch. 

As Cyprus develops ve should expect a number of trends. 1be growth of 

the aarket itself encourages voluae production. 1bis should i~ 

principle favour local producers. On the other hand, productfre 

efficiency •a:f have been developing faster abroad, and together with 2 

tendency for wages to rise rela-:..lve to countries with slower gro"'t!": 

rates, this will put Cypriot producers at a disadvantage. A aore recent 

development has been for consumer aarkets to become more differentiated 

with the level of income, again putting producers in a smaller aarket at 

a disadvantage relative to acre specialised production abroad. Hence ~e 

would expect Cyprus to become less competitive over tiae in consume!" 

goods. save in those products where enterprises have been able to 

specialise. 'lbe gradual increase in consuaer goods tariff in the post 

1974 period. and the upward dr!.ft in i8port penetration noted in Chapter 

1 indicates that such a trend has taken place. 

At the same time, we would expect a srowth in the proportion of demand 

tor interaediate and capital Sood• relative to consumer goods. as the 

production structure 'deepens' • 1bis has happened in Cyprus., and with 

iaport substitution aore difficult in the non consumer goods sectors. 
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imports have risen relative to domestic production for the Cypriot 

aarket. from 126% in 1976 to 139% in 1984. .laports of interaediate and 

capital goods which were 90J more than consumer goods imports in 19i6. 

by 198'1 were 210% greater. (see Table 1.) 

If large volmes 1.mpl.7 capital intensity. we would expect Cyprus 

manufacturing to be labour :intensive. With the exception of two large 

cement works. a nuaber of che9ical plants and the oil refinery. this is 

the case. No detailed figures for capital stocks exist after 1981. One 

proxy is the uount of depreciation per employee. 1be 1984 figures are 

given 1n the table. 1bey de11<>nstrate the labour intensiveness of the 

two -jor non food export sectors. with the depreciation for employee in 

clothing being one twenty fifth of that in industrial chemicals . 

4.4 Capital investment and capacity utilisation 

In spite of the predoainance of labour intensive industry. government 

policy has attempted to increase capital investment as a path to 

productivity growth. There have been substantial incentives for capital 

investaent in Cypriot industry over the past decade. 

included: 

They have 

- investaent allowances (up to 45% of capital expenditure 

incurred is allowed as an investaent allowance) 

- depreciation allowances (any capital expenditure on plant, 

aachineey and the construction of industrial buildings is 

allowed as a deduction trora ince11e in the year in which it is 

incurred) 

- profit tax reduction frora 42t% to 25% on profits set aside for 

investaent in new •achinery 
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- duty free iaports or capital goods 

- llOSt recently. duty free iaports of coaputers. 

Factor intensity in Cyprus industry, 1984 

C£s 

Food 

Food. drink and tobacco 

Textiles and wearing apparel 

Leather products and footwear 

Wood and .,.-ood products 

Paper products, printing and publishing 

Petroleum Refinery 

Industrial chemicals, (insecticides and 
(pesticides) 

Other chemicals. rubber and plastic 
products 

Cement 

Other non metallic minerals 

Metal products, machinery and equipment 

Other manufacturing 

All manufacturing 

Source: Industrial Statistics 1984 

Depreciation per employee 

525 

609 

197 

294 

317 

736 

2,889 

4.957 

861 

2,303 

653 

463 

380 

484 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
Note: The measure or depreciation against employees can give no Eore 

than an indication of capital intensityi a comparison of the 
depreciation figures with those for the total value of fixed • 
capital (for 1981) suggests, however, that depreciation employee 
ratio does serve as a suitable proxy for fixed asset employee 
ratio, as far as ranking is concerned. 

• 
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Since the depreciation allowance is granted in addition to the 

investaent allowance. aanufacturing firms receive an allowance of 145% 

(or 155% for a public coapany) on the capital expenditure on plant and 

•achinery and 120% (130% for public companies) on industrial buildings. 

They can also carry forward losses indefinitely. which means they can 

enjoy in effect a tax holiday for a number of years. With interest 

rates controlled at 9% and high profits particularly in the 1970's. the 

cliaate for •anufacturing investaent has been very favourable. 

The policy has lDldoubtedly had its effect. By and large the sample of 

firms which we visited were relatively well equipped. In some cases the 

equipment was state of the art. and more advanced than would be 

customary in firms of an equivalent size in Europe. Nevertheless. there 

are still a number of common problems: 

(a) auch of the machinery. particularly the most modern, was operating 

below capacity. The meat processing sector was a stark example 

where five of the firms had modern machines each of which could 

(b) 

have supplied the Cypriot market on its own. In part these 

investments reflected a view that Cypriot producers could remain 

competitive with the Europeans if they invested i.1 the most modern 

machines. In part, however, it was the result of careful 

feasibility studies which - because of the incentive systP.m -

still allowed the investments to show target rates of return in 

spite of over capacity in the industry. From the point of view of 

the economy, this is over-investment. 

examples. 

There were many similar 

one aspect of the over capacity problem was that investments had 

been made in specialised machines geared to large batch or mass 

production. For industries like furniture, organised as it is to 

producing a range of products for the domestic market there is 

limited scope for full use of such machinery. In export market 

industries like footwear, the down-tum in the Middle East left a 

number of firms stranded with specialised equipment w~ich could 
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not easily be turned over to other uses. In these cases the 

problem was with the inflexibility of the •achinery in the face of 

fluctuating aarkets. 

(c} surplus capacity extended to the use of buildings. Particularly 

in the aetal wcrking sector we found firas in premises far too 

large for them. When taken together with surplus capacity 

aachinery. it led to an often chronic problem of asset 

utilisation. One aeasure of this is the fixed asset: turnover 

ratio. nus indicates how often the value of fixed assets turns 

over in a year. In the case of the aetals sector. 90% of the 

firms had fixed assets of 50% or more of annual sales. with 18% of 

the sample exceeding 100%. In clothing the figures were 42% and 

21%. w! th one fira having fixed assets of twice the value of 

sales. In furniture the majority of the sample exceeded 100:.;. 

These. moreover. are labour intensive industries with low capital 

labour ratios. 

(d) in some instances new machines had not been bought because of the 

current market size. One furniture manufacturer who had ~ecided 

not to go ahead with a £1 million investment programme to 

introduce flowline production commented that the investment .. as 

' too small for Europe and too big for Cyprus' . 

(e) in spite of the incentives. Cyprus had relatively little 

computerised machinery. We found only three firms in the metal 

working sector with CNC machines. In clothing nearly a third of 

the sample firms had some form of computer controlled equipment. 

but this was exceptional. The furniture industry had no CNC or 

electronically controlled equipment. There was a similar picture 

in footwear. We found no CAD machines in any of the sectors. nor 

any of the electronic materials measurement and lay out equipment 

which has been spreading in the European shoe industry. 
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Machin•rx· acal• and capacitx utiliaation 

Meat production 

Dairy induatry 

Bread bakiDCJ 

htra pak juice 

Knitwear ' underwear 

Clothing 

Footwear 

FUrniture 

Metal working 

rive 1'11U\Ufactur•r• had rnodern machine•, each of which could have 119t the entire domeatic demand by 
thelNlalY••· conaequently they were producin9 with exc••• capacity, 

Dated equipment relative to Europa, but appropriate to th• volu.. of Cypriot raw material •uppli••· 

Dated equipment, but appropriate to th• •ize of th• Cypriot mark•t. 

Modern .. chinery with exc••• capacity. 

Mac.ainery deaigned fo~ long atandard run•, with low capacity utili•ation. lxmll>l• of computer 
controlled knittin9 mitchin•• to give greater flexibility. 

Level• of fixed a•••t• par worker comparable to UK, All firms in •ample had •pec:iali•ed machinery 
(cQftll)ared to 73\ in ITA •urvey); 6 out of 19 had •ome for111 of C°"'"1ter controlled equipment. More 
than half the compan\e• had automatic or ••mi automatic laying up machine•, though marker making 
relM\ined manual, and there waa no computer controlled cutting. Mo CAD equipment in the indu•try. 

Fo;>twear technical expert judged that th• average quality of equipment in Cypru• compared favourably 
wit~ Britain and Australia. Sewing machine• relatively new. All manager• had inve•ted in DOme form 
of machinery over laat five yeara, but atronqeat in late 1970'•· llllaller fina11 complained that they 
had been mialed by aupplier~. Even large firm• complained that they had bought •paciali••d equipment 
which required long run•. 

In 11any firms modern electro-mechanical equipment for large batch production wa1 idle much of the 
tine. NO CMC or electi~~ically controlled machin••· One firm had an electro-mechanical ma•• 
production panel saw which could hav~ •upplied whole indu•try, Another had idle ma•• production 
•praying line. A third had modern ki~n drying equipment operating at SO' capacity, where•• many 
fir918 had inadequate kiln drying faciliti••· 

J firm• out of a •aft1>l• of 23 had ctlC machines, a total of nine machine• in all. They included a 
computer controlled inve•t.ment ca•ting foundry, a •tat• of the art aluminiWll extru1ion unit, and a 
break pr•••• all of which w~r• operating well below capacity. 
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There is th· llixed picture. with examples of over investm~nt and e 
under invest- <•t as seen froa the viewpoint of international 

coapetition. The incentive systea ensures that the cost of over 

investaent is born by the exchequer rather than the individual firms. 

In the case of under-investaent. its existence in spite of the generous e 
tax allowances only underlines the difficulties which Cypriot firas face 

in so saall a aarket. 

These difficulties aay go soae way to explaining a disturbing downward 

trend in the share of investaent in aanufactur5ng GDP. As shown in 

Figure 1, although the level of investment has aarginally risen bet..-een 

• 

1977 and 1985. its proportion of value added has fallen from 15% to 11~. e 
at a tiae when certain types of equipment - critical for the improvement 

of productivity - remain unpurchased. Moreover capital investment as a 

share of gross profit has declined from 60% to 44% in 1985 (see Table 

2). The above suggests that the incentive schemes need re-assessing, e 
both in terms of their levels and generality. and in ter:ns of 

complementary action to help off set the problems of over capacity. 

4.5 Specialisation and rationalisation 
• 

One feature of Cypriot manufacturing, which compounds the problems of e 
scale and capacity. is lack of specialisation. The issue is 

particularly evident in the furniture industry. where the practice of a 

aanufacturing firm also having its own showroom (as was the case with 

45% of those firms with aore than 5 employees} means that each has to • 

produce a full product range. As one industrialist put it, he had to 

produce 10 bedroom ranges even though only 3 sell because the customer 

would otherwise ask. 'ls that all you have?' The result is small runs, 

low productivity, a greatfsr variety of inventories. and larger finished e 
stocks. It was a pattern we found repeated in a number of sub sectors 

in the metal products industry. 

• 
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180, Manuracturing tnvestment and ODP 1976-85 (con•tant 1980 prices) 
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There is an argument which suggests that the lack or specialisation, 

like overcapacity, or investaents too large for any one existing firm, 

will be overcome through coapetition. If there is a lack of 

specialisation, we would expect a firm which specialised to be able to 

uradercut those that do not. If there is overcapacity we aay expect 

rationalisation, as has been happening in the fruit juice industry, with 

less efficient plant being taken out of production. If coaputer-aided 

design facilities are valuable then we would e· ;pect a new entrant to 

provide a CAD service to the industry as a whole. 

There are reasons to doubt whether the market by itself will be an 

adequate instrument for rationalisation in the Cypriot case: 

(a) there has to date been remarkably little rationalisation, in spite 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

of declining profitability in a number of sectors (meat processing • 

for example) • Competition has led as much to product 

diversification as to specialisation. 

(b) the provision of specialist services such as CAD depends on 

existing manufacturers being aware of the benefits of such 

systems, as well as on the capacity of the new ent,..~~! t.o p.:::i.·suade 

• 

them of its value, and to command sufficient risk finance to • 

(c) 

bridge the period of adoption. 

there are risks cf a firm urdertaking specialisation individually 

- as in the case of a C£200,000 single product flow line in the 

furniture industry - which would be much less if undertaken 

collectively. These include the risk of demand for the particular 

product, the problem of sales outlets for a specialist product 

even if it undercut one item in a competitor's product range, and 

the loss of flexibility from less dedicated equipment. 
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Specialisation 

Food proceHincJ 

Clothi"9 

Footwear 

Furniture 

Metal worki"9 

• • • • • 

In 8Clfte ca••• firms have failed to specialise within a single product area, p~ucing fruit juice1, 
frozen vegetables, end canned v99etables within the same factory. In other cases the lack of 
specialisation is within a single product area, such as meat processin9, where f il'lll8 of 10-15 employees 
11ay have sales lists of SO or more products. 

-n.e home market demands variety. Export customers oblige Cypriot firms to accept small order8 alon~side 
the large. 

Many firms are seriously unspecialised, producing mens, womens and childrensshoes in alternative 
colours and foot aizes. In some cases this is linked to the need for a full range in their own retail 
outlets. Others have begun to specialise, p·oducin9, for example, high quality ladies shoes with 
different lines aimed at market segments. 

Nearly half those firms with more than 5 employee• have their own ahowrooma. Thi• ha1 meant that 
manufacturers have to produce a full product range, with re1ultant 1hort run• and overstocking. 

The air filter manufacturer produces a range of more than 1,000 filters. 

• 



(d) ti•e is limited for those industries facing increasing 

international competition, intensified by potential entry into the 

EEC Custoas Union. Rationalisation through the market is liable 

not to •atch the time scale of the proposed transition period. 

• 

• 

particularly in the furniture industry. • 

4.6 Labour Productivity 

Labour intensity, under-utilisation or capacity. and lack or 

specialisation all contribute to a low level of productivity in the 

• 

manufacturing sector. We noted in the last chapter than even in labour • 

intensive sectors like clothing and footwear, Cypriot productivity "as 

considerably below that in Europe. However, productivity has recently 

bagun to increase more rapidly. As the accompar.ying table shoa-s • 

between 1976 and 1985. real output per workers rose by 19%. with the 

rate of increase improving from an average of 1.4% p.a. in the second 

part of the 1970's, to 2.5% in the first half of the 1980's. In 1985 
the rate of increB!.;e reached 2.6%. 

4.7 Raw materials finished goods and working capital productivity 

The fact that the great bulk of intermediate goods have to be imported 

is another aspect of the difficulties of specialisation in a small 

economy. As with machinery investment, attempts to develop supplier 

industries wi thir. Cyprus have met with problems. even where they have 

been using local raw materials. Too often finished goods manufacturers 

have been in conflict with local suppliers, and with the government when 

protection to local suppliers prevented manufacturers tapping the world 

market for cheaper or better quality goods. 
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Labour Productivity in Cyprus Manufacturing 1976-85 

Annual average 

change 

1976 

1980 

1985 

1976-80 

1980-85 

Source: Industrial Statistics 

Output per worker in 
constant 1980 prices 

C£ 

3.139 

3.315 

3.727 

1.4% 

2.5% 

In each of the five sectors WE: looked at. raw materials and intermediate 

inputs were of major concern. Long supply lines for imported 

intermediates led to manufacturers overstocking. both because of minimum 

quantity orders (as in steel) and/or because of the danger of running 

out of stock if the imports did not arrive on time. In the footwear and 

clothing sectors. industrialists commented on the danger of fashion 

obsolescencl! when material might take 1-3 months to arrive even from 

Europe. Individual firms in these two sectors had invested. or had 

considered investing. in intermediate processing plants; the problem was 

one of the high capital cost and scale of operation required in order to 

be viable for the individual firm. In the furniture sector there was 

consic~rable tension between the furniture makers and the main timber 

supplier. I.n food. the problem was with synchronisation of supply and 

the manufacturers requirements. and. in the case of grapes. with 

quality. 

For Cyprus industry as a whole the issue of materials supply and 

management is of central strategic importance. Nearly two thirds (65%) 
of the value of manufacturing output is made up of material inputs. Of 

these. two thirds are imported materials. so that overall 42% of the 

value of all Cypriot industrial output represents imported materials 

(see Table 3). Yet we repeatedly found firms grossly overstocked with 
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aaterials. and unaware of the working capital cost of this practice. 

Similarly. firas with low capacity utilisation. or producing a variety 

of saall batches to aake up a product range. tended to aanufacture for 

inventory. increasing their working capital costs. and commonly beir:g 

forced to aark down obsolescent stock. When added to the high input 

stocks. the results were stock ratios that put Cypriot producers at a 

serious disadvantage with respect to their overseas competitors. 

In the metal working sector of the 23 firas in our saaple (representing 

50% of sectoral output in 1985). only 37% had stock: turnover ratios of 

less than 1.5 times. and f~r 16% the ratio was less than one. That 

mea.'ls that they had 110re stocks than their entire annual sales. In the 

furniture industry. of the 15 firms visited. one had a stock turnover 

ratio of over 6 times. the others were much less. though precise figures 

were not available since none of the firms kept figures on their working 

and fixed capital utilisation. In the clothing industry the ratio was 

better with only one fira in the sample of 19 being below the 1.5 times 

ratio. with three others being less than 3. In the footwear industry, 

of the 15 firms for which data was available on stocks excluding 

finished goods outside the fac~ory. one firm had 1.4 times more stocks 

than annual sales. and six had stock turns of 4 or less (i.e. stocks 

turned over once every three months or more). Of a sample of the 

balance sheets of ten public companies, 50% had turns of 3.5 or less, a 

further 10% were under 5, while at the other end Pancyprian Bakeries had 

a turn of 14.9 times, Lanitis Bros of 22.4 times, and Carreras of 31.1 

times. For manufacturing as a whole the turnover stock ratio has been 

worsening. falling from 5.3 in 1981 to 5.0 in 1985 (Table 4). 
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Dairy products 

Vine products 

Froaen vegetable• 

Clothi"9 

..... 
0 

Footwear 
..... 

Furniture 

Metal products 

l 

• • • • • • • 

Maw .. terial and intermediate supelx problem• 

S...-a1onality of milk 1upply, and particularly 1horta9e1 of •h••P• milk. Linked by manufacturer• to 
1y1tem of milk price aupport. 

• 

I19Provement in grape quality hindered according, to manufacturer1, by 1y1tem of grape price aupport. 

Froaen varietiea of v99etable1 are not grown locally. 

Lack of fabric 1upply within Cypru1. Lead time• of one to three month• for luropean fabric1, and four 
..anth• or 110r• frcm the Far !aat. Fabric atock• ordered on thia timeacale riaked faahion obaoleacence. 
2 COll!panie• vi1ited were writing down £0.5 million of •tock for thi1 reaaon. 

Dyeing, bleachi119 and fini1hi119 capacity. Exiatin9 bleaching and dyein9 company had •ome advanced and 
amae outdated equipaent. Conaiderable dissatisfaction reviatered by a number of fir111•. Company facing 
capacity utilisation difficulties becauae of seaaonal demand (50\ rather than targeted 80·85\) and 
preaaure to detoxify waste products. 

Lo119 over•••• aupply linea and danger of unavail~ility led to overatocking of leather. lxi1ting 
cto.eatic auppli•• of leather insufficient. Importance of high quality donle1tlc leather f ini1hing plant 
expreaaed by ...-inufacturera. Price and quality problems with monopoly laat producer, and with domeatic 
h .. l auppliera. 

Furniture 118ker• c()ft1)lained about the quality of Cypriot chipboard not being up to luropean atandarda, 
yet they cannot ift1>ort chipboard because of an import ban. They al10 complained about the middleman 
1yat .. which prevented manufacturer• buying directly from Cypru1 Fore•t Indu1tri••· CPI argue that the 
probl .. is with the lnC'~ufacturera production technique•. There i• al10 an i11ue of the long term 
clolle1tic aourcea of aupply of good quality, knot free wood. 

The .. jor raw inaterial i• 1teel, which ha• to be imported in minimum quantitiea and r11ulta, therefore, 
in overstocking. 
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1be evidence froa our sui-"7ey suggests that aany Cypriot industrialists .. 

underestiaate the illportance of stock control. and find themselves 

liai ted in potential action over inputs. Yet the significance of both 

aay be judged by the rullowing figures. In 1985. the quantity of ra"' 

aaterials used by Cypriot manufacturers was 2.6 tiaes the aaount they e 
spent on labour. A 41 reduction in aaterial costs would be equivalent 

to a 10% reduction in labour costs (a £ector breakdown of the relation 

of labour to raw aaterial costs is given in Table 5). In the saae year. 

the year end stock figure for Cypriot aanufacturers was alaost exactly e 
equal to the annual labour bill. A halving of stock holding wuld yield 

a saving in interest on working capital of 4. 51 of the wage bill. 

assuaing a 9% rate of interest. 

If. 8 llanufacturers and aarkets 

'Ille retailing revolution whit~ has occurred in Europe over the past 25 

years has still scarcely begun in Cyprus. 1be food. clothing. foot•ear 

and furniture sectors - all of which have seen the balance of po~er 

• 

• 

shift fro• aanufacturers to retailers in Europe - are still firmly under e 
the control of the aanufacturers as far as the Cyprus domestic market is 

concerned. In the food sector. for example. the super •arkets which do 

exist are largely family owned single outlet operations. 1bey cannot, 

therefore. afford the central varehousing, distribution systems operated e 
by the large grocery aultiples in Europe nor their computerised systems 

of stock control and ordering. distribution is rather in the hands of 

the producers. operating their own expensive van delivery systems. ~e 

found examples of the suppliers controlling stock levels within their e 
client shops as well. 

In the clothing sector. while an increasing nWDber of manufacturers are 

opening their own retail shops and in two cases are planning to 

introduce electronic point or sales system. there are no parallels to 

the innovatory clothing chains in Western Europe - Benneton, Next. 
I 

Principles. Richards - except through the preser.ce in Cyprus of Benneton 

and Next themselves. 
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Manu(acturera and market• 

Food 

Clothin9 

Footwear 

Furniture 

Metal Products 

Distribution riysten. supplier rather than retail.er controlled, with HlHmen and delivery vMn• 
controlling store stock levels. 

Retailing largely by aingle outlet family owned atores, with no retail own label production. 
Little use of bar codes. 

No formal links betwe•n food and hotel sector asanciations. 

Export• largely throu9h a9ents and wholesolwrs; nne case (in dairy industry) of contracts with 
British retail multiple. 

32\ of sample had their own retail shops (compared to 27\ in 1983/4 ITA sample), 2 companies 
planned to instal tPOS (Electronic Point of Snle• system•). Others without shops monitoring sal•• 
by close contact with major buyers. Some brand name advertising. 

Most exports through wholesalers, convni••ion agents and other middlemen. Only one company with 
permanent marketing organisation abroad. Substantial sub-contract work on Cut Make encl Tri111 basis 
for European customers. Also long term sub-contract work for European ret4il•r•, manu!actur•r• And 
d~si9ner companies. 

47\ of sample had own shops, with 26\ having more than 3 shops. Other •••king direct access to 
retail market. own brand and independent shoe shops largely archaic. No IPOS. 

Some overseas marketing done by foreign associate producer• (Clark•, !cco) who also provide 
domestic and overseas adv·ictt (Data). 

Exports to Eastern Bloc through trading companies. 

The majority of firms sell either direct from their factory (42\) or from their own ret~il. et:op~ 

(45\), Little •~porting. Sub-contract relation• with UK manufacturers/importers of pine chairs. 

Over two thirds (68\) of output is 1114de from stock direct to cu&torner, with 92\ of the production 
of the small firms in the sector undertaken in response to customers orders. Thus 93\ of companies 
sell their products directly from the factory, with only 18\ having their own retail shops. 



• 

In footwear. one aanufacturer had at one time 23 retail shops but had • 

run them down. while other producers who had their own shops (4"1% of the 

ITA"s sample) had not integrated the distribution and retailing systems 

in the manner of European footwear chains. 

In f"umiture the integration between retailing and manufacturing had led 

to less efficiency rather than aore (through the lack of product 

• 

specialisation to which it had given rise). while the metal working • 

sector retailing was 11Uch less significant because the bulk of products 

are aade to order. 

In Europe the retailers have played a central role in linking product 

and customer through computerised information systems in order to 

minimise stocks and maximise throughput. They have also shaped the 

• 

industry sometimes positively as in food. or negatively as in • 

furniture. The best food and clothing multiples have established 

productive relationships with their sub-contractors. providing advice on 

quality control. product design. and production systems. In turn they 

have drawn on innovations and new product development from sub- • 

contractors. 

In Cyprus no such relationship exists. The producers determine the e 
product range and see retail outlets as a privileged means of selling. 

The retail outlets are as it were sub-contractors for the producers 

rather than the other way round. 

In overseas markets. some output is in the form of sub-contract work for 

European manufacturing and distribution companies. Much of it. however, 

• 

is sold through sales agents and other intermediaries. e 

One need for Cypriot exporters is to have more overseas marketing 

capacity. The Export Promotions Council was set up to promote such e 
things. But one of the ke~ points about contemporary competitivity is 
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thte need to have direct and automated links between retailers and 

producers. Such links provide the manufacturers with consumer 

information which will allow i11111ediate adjustment of the production 

process. and a reduction of finished stocks. Improvements in 

aanufacturing production thus depend in part on improvements in 

retailing and distribution. 

Similarly selling through sales agents and other intermediaries in 

overseas aarkets cuts off a rroducer from the aarket intelligence gained 

from f'irst hand experience - of competitors. of changing styles and 

products. and the context for innovation. In as much as innovation is a 

matter of tailored response to customer needs - as in the engineering 

industry - then selling through an intermediary is cutting a link ~hich 

has become ever more important in modem production. 

IJ.9 Design. product development and R a. D 

In each of the sectors undc~· review. design where it existed at all was 

largely geared to imitating •reign design. or it was bought in from 

abroad. Given the long lead time in de~eloping fashions in the European 

clothing and footwear markets. the Cypriot practice of copying existing 

foreign fashion. meant that Cypriot goods tended to be 6-12 months out 

of date. 

markets. 

This weakened their :ompetitivity in home and overseas 

In the clothing sector there was a new wave of firms which gave central 

importance to design. employing up to 10% of their staff on design, and 

spending up to 4% of turnover on design costs. Their success in us and 

European export markets reflect the value of their design intensity. 

They were, however~ exceptional. The majority of clothing firms either 

had designs supplied to them by European customers, or survived on 
I 

simple designs and,dated imitation. 
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In the footwear sector designers were accorded an importance within • 

their firas but their nuabers were liaited and they. too. were primarily 

concerned with imtation. In the furniture sector. while there were 

some outstanding exaaples of design. the bulk of the sector invested 

little in design. and was facing growing iapcrt penetration as a result. e 

Both the food and aetal products sector were production rather than new 

product oriented. Their designs and products co111Donly came as a • 

coapleaent to the imported machinery. In both cases there is little if 

any Research and Development capacity. 

In none of the sectors did we find CAD equipment in use. through a 

number of manufacturers were aware of its advantages and of its cost. 

By and large the appearance and packaging of products tended to be 

inferior to those from developed country markets. as did the interior 

design of shops selling the products in the domestic market. 

In general we were aware of a contrast between a keen sense of design by 

many Cypriot consumers - reflected in the imports (despite the tariff 

barriers) of Italian and other design intensive consumer goods - and the 

lack of strong 'design culture' in the production sector. We understand 

that a greater emphasis is being put on design in the secondary school 

syllabus. But this has yet to work itself through to the level of 

specialised design institutions. and strong professional organisations 

of designers. 

Similarly with research and development. There are no facilities for 

manufacturing which compare with those built up at the Agricultural 

Research Institute. This is one area where the small size of the 

Cypriot firms puts them at a particular disadvantage, particularly in a 

country without higher level research institutions. 
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Design product develof!!nt. and RID 

Food 

Clothing 

Footwear 

Furniture 

Metal products 

In meat products, the supply ol new continental sausage recipe• came large through overseas 
trade fairs, through the suppliers ol ingredients such as spice•, and through independent 
consultants lrom Germany. 

Many other food products have been based on traditional recipe•, from ch•••••, to vine leaves 
preserved capers, mosphito berries, herbal teas, rusks flavoured with •Pie• seeds, and sugar 
free 'l\lrksih delight. These have not had to be 'invented' •o much as prepared and packaged 
in ~ firm presentable to the overseas market. A number ol th••• can potentially supply the 
health food market (particularly goats and sheeps milk products, carob•, and herbal teas) 
and it is the design and marketing of these products in relation to that market niche which 
becomes critical for market expansion. 

For most Cyprus clothing firms, design means copying foreign styles from fashion magazines, 
photographs of shop windows or garments purchased abroad. Mo•t ~ium to large lirms had in 
in house design departments, but they concentrated on adapting existin9 patterns to production 
requirements and grading, rather than originating new styles. This meant that many firms 
had styles 6-12 months out of date, which accord1ng to market research reports weakened 
demand for Cypriot ~roducts in Western Europe. A number ol firms were attempting to go beyond 
this, hiring in professional designers from abroad, spending up to 4\ ol turnover on fashion 
forecasting reports, foreign travel and salaries lor in house staff, One firm had a design 
department of 10 staff, another had one of 7 out of a staff of 80. No clothing firms had 
been able to invest in Computer Aided Desi9n equipment. 

In the CMT and European customer led section of the market, Cypriot firms received designs 
as samples or patterns direct from the customer. 

Most of the larger firms employed a designer, usually with an assistant. In many cases the 
designers were partners, and in some they were the original founders. The predominant design 
approach was imitation - usually of Italian designs - with some modification• for particular 
customers. There were no CAD machines in use in the sector. 

Two of the successful furniture firms are owned by designers trained in !ngland1 another has 
grown on the basis of imitating Italian designs. In general, however, there is little 
investment in design or the development of new products. The reason given by firms was that 
any successful investment would be imitated by others, thus negating the value of the design 
investment to the original firm. 

The majority of producers rely on product designs which copy foreign products, or are baaed 
substantially on foreign designs. There is a tendency in each of these cases for Cypriot 
products to be underaesigned. There was little research and development capacity, new procesaea 
being brought in the form of imported machinery. 
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The govel'tlllent has recognised the ~rtance of new product development • 

by extending a ten year inCOlle tax holiday to •anutacturing enterprises 

investing in a new product developaent. However. the tel'llS of the 

incentive are limited to a specified list of standard products. which 

would have to comprise .are than 35% of gross output. and involve • 

investaent in aachinery or .ore 'than C£100.000. This directs the 

incentive •ore towards the development of existing products which are 

new to Cyprus. rather than the development new products and designs on 

the basis of existing Cypriot aanufacture. 

4.10 Finance and Bant-.ing 

There are five distinct issues in the field of industrial finance and 

manufacturing industry: 

- the problems of financing industries with high raw material: 

fixed asset ratios 

- venture capital funding 

- turnaround support finance 

- long-term finance 

- sectoral restructuring and diversification services 

We will comment briefly on each of these. 

High working capital requirements. The fact that much Cypriot industry 

has a low value added: output ratio. means that many firms have 

substantial working capital needs with little fixed asset backing. In 

the table overleaf we present the proportion of stocks to fixed assets 

for 16 public companies. Carreras had stocks valued at nearly four 

times the value or the fixed assets, Jevtro, the clothing firm, had a 

ratio or more than 2:1, and in all half the sample had stocks exceeding 

the value of the fixed assets. From our interviews, clothing firms in 
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Public Companies: Fix.-d Assets and Stocks 

Tobacco 

carreras 

BAT 

Clothing 

Jevtro• 

Footwear 

Atlas 

Alfa 

Ba ta 

Textiles 

Covotsos• 

Wood products 

Cyprus Forest Industries 

cement and Non Metallic Minerals 

Cyprus Pipes• 

Vassiliko• 

Metal Products 

Rational Can 

ALCO 

Food and Beverages 

Lambrianides Farm Products 

Labrianides Brothers 

Pancyprian Bakeries 

LAnitis Brothers 

stock as a percentage of fixed assets 
at book value, 1984. 

377 

169 

225 

136 

119 

97 

80 

136 

122 

17 

106 

25 

64 

42 

24 

15 

Source: Company Accounts 
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particular had found dif!'icul ty in raising capital for expansion ahen 

the bulk of it was needed to finance increases in working capital. 

The problem arises because of a concern by the banking sector to lend on 

the basis of fixed asset security. The Cyprus Development Bank said 

that this was not a condition for their loans: they judged the project 

on the basis of feasibility studies, and once decided they then sought 

• 

• 

• 

security through floating as well as fixed charges. Their investment e 
aanager told us that he could not think c r a loan he had not made 

because of inad~uate security. In the course of our interviews with 

firms. industrialists certainly believed that the absence of collateral 

made it more difficult to obtain ;:apital. irrespective of the e 
feasibility of the expansion. 

Venture Capital Funding. The problem of expansion funds ahere e 
collateral is lacking is compounded when the venture itself is nea, and 

is engaged in product development. Venture Capital has proved to be a 

high risk. high profit area in the UK anci USA, with required rates of 

return averaging bet"'een 50-80% to allow for failures. The s: ..:e of 

risks has led some funds to re-orient themsel· !S towards p~oduct 

developmeL~ and expansion funding within existing firms. and this may be 

one avenue to follow for Cyprus. Currently. there is to our ~nowledge 

only one private venture capital fund operating in Cyprus, together with 

a limited venture capital facility at the COB. For start up~ ~he CDB 

administers a small scale industries loan guarantee scheme, which has 

bee promoted by the Government and the World Bank. 120 fi!"lllS have been 

involved to date. though many of the projects failed to perform to 

target and could not service their debts. We have no information on the 

proportion of industrial lending going to small firms in the commercial 

banking sector. 

Turnaround support and finance. The strength of Cypriot growth has 

•eant that manufacturing industry has had a low failure rate. Over the 

next five years this is likely to rise. In some cases, a firm in 

difficulty may be taken over and reconstructed by another industrialist. 
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Finance and banking 

Food 

Clothing 

Footwear 

Furniture 

Metal products 

• • • • • • • • 

Finance did not arise as a proLlem in the course of our diacuaaiona. 

Mest of the sample firms had working capital of more than SO\ of fixed assets. This 
reflects the importance of working capital in the sector to finance caah flow problems 
created by seasonal peaks in sales, and the needs for forward payments on materials and 
w~ges. Nearly half the firms had long term loans, (3-4 years for those from the co11111ercial 
banks, 5-6 years for those from the Cyprus Development Bank). There wa• only occasional 
evidence of sample firms having problems in obtaining long-term finance, for the co11111ercial 
banks were reportea as anxi~us to lend money to manufacturers out of their priority funds. 
Industrialists did criticisa the banks for the heavi dependence of bank lending on 
disposable assets. The CDB had investments in nine textile and clothing firms (10\ of its 
industrial portfolio) and had a strategic view of ttir. industry's need to move towards a 
higher value products and more flexible production processes. 

Access to funds was not a major issue in the footwear sector. 

Many firms said th~t finance was a constraint. Yet they had large stocks and low asset turns, 
suggesting sub optimal use of those funds they had received. When a group of furniture 
firms approached the CDB with a propos~l for restructuring, finance waa forthcoming. 

Large stockholdings put pressure on working capital. Almost all companiea were operating at 
their maximum overdraft limit. Nearly half (44\) were up to the gearing norm of 60:40 for 
fixed assets loans, and in a number of companies working capital was being uaed aa hard core 
finance rather than to fund short term cash needs. With the commercial banka evidently 
lending with particular regard to collatoral, some firms had borrowed to a point where cash 
flow before interest and tax was not sufficient to cover interest and principal repayments. 
As a consequence there are serious financial difficulties in th~ sector, but not due to 
inadequ3cies in the financial markets. The commercial banks may be overexposed and will find 
difficulties in asset realisation in the event of continuing depression in the sector. 
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But there have already been cases where larger firms in difficulties 

have been threatened with receivership and liquidation. at the cost of 

overseas export contracts and internal capacity. The key requirement in 

these circumstances is for a supply of 'company doctors' • officers -

usually from a bank or business services fir.a - who are able to play a 

role ir. turning the enterprises round. During the 1980's many of the UK 

clearing banks established first aid departments. principally to 

preserve the value of their loans via direct management. In Cyprus this 

resource is still small. The Popular Bank has recently built up a 

limited capaci~y in this field. as have the CDB (one of whose staff was 

responsible for the tum round at Alpha Shoes} • All in all this is a 

facility which will be increasingly called upon in the coming period. 

Long term finance. We found a prevailing view among industrialists that 

the banking system and other private sources of funds suffered from 

'short termism'. We were told that private investors looked for pay 

back periods of as little as 2-3 years. and that eveu the Cyprus 

Development Bank sought a 6-7 year pay back on their loans. Certainly a 

number of the firms we visited were using substantial short term funds 

to cover lon'?; term fixed assets and working capital needs. But other 

than this somewhat unusual financial structure. we :ound little clear 

evidence that the absence of long term funds as such was a limiting 

factor. The bulk of Cypriot industry is still labour intensive. and 

would not be subject to long gestation periods before achieving 

profitability. 

' 

Sectoral restructuring ~ diversification. There is no tradition of 

industrial banking in Cyprus. providing industrial expertise and the 
' 

ability to make loans according to a sectoral strategy and not merely in 

terms of individual pro'jects. This is partly because of the short and 
' 

dynamic history of Cypriot manufacturing, and partly because of the size 

of the economy. and the: difficulties even for the larges banks of being 

able to develop such specialist expertise. The Cyprus Development Bank 

has attempted to develop a measure of sector strategy as a context for 
' 

its project finance. lllis was most clearly exemplified in their support 

and financing of the Limmasol furniture makers. ,but it is also evident 
' ' 
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in the clothing industry and tourism. With gathering pressures on 

aanufacturing. not least through prospective entry into the Customs 

Union. we aay expect a to rise in the nUllber of industrial failures. 

The issue of how restructuring is to take place if at all is already 

urgent and will become aore so. The absence of a tradition of pro

active industrial banking is. therefore. a matter of immediate concern. 

In summary the present problems facing Cyprus' industry are not 

primarily ones of finance. Two of the sector studies - clothing and 

metal working - came to the view that if anything the private banking 

system may have been too kind to some of the firms, and was vulnerable 

to firm failure since the book value of assets on which the loans ~ere 

secured often considerably overstated the resale value. There ~ere 

cases of dynamic firms which had found it difficult to raise runds 

because of lack of collateral, and this may well have a greater adverse 

P.ffect on industry as now constituted than the absence of long term 

funds. 

4.11 Small firms 

Cypriot manufacturing is made up of predominantly small firms. It is an 

industrial structure which has been remarkably resilient in the face of 

government policy to change it, and in spite of the potential which 

aight be assumed to exist from mergers and takeovers to bring about 

economies or specialisation. Indeed during the 1980' s, small firms 

(under 20 workers) have increased their share of output from 27 to 34~. 

while the output share or those with more than 100 workers has fallen 

from 41% to 34%, as shown in the Table. 
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Manufacturing firm size in Cyprus 

1981 1983 1984 

Nuabers of firms with 
aore than 100 employees 32 54 58 

percentage of: 

employaent 4.1 23.4 23.9 

output 40.9 37.7 38.0 

value added 33.5 28.1 33.7 

NU11ber of firms wit.Ji less 
than 20 employees 4959 5174 5274 

percentage of: 

employment 40.5 41.3 41.1 

output 26.8 29.7 29.6 

value added 32.4 35.9 33.0 

Source: Industrial Statistics 

More detailed figures are presented in Tables 6-9. 
note the following: 

1985 

56 

22.2 

33.8 

31.1 

6184 

43.6 

33.6 

36.2 

From these we should 

There are still only 56 firms in the economy out of 6.616 with 

more than 100 workers. In a European context these would qualify 

as being medium sized firms. In the us. where the cut off point 

fo: small firms is taken as 500 employees or less. only one 

Cypriot manufacturer would be classified as not being small. 

Sticking to the European definition. the 56 medium sized firms 

accounted for 31% of value added. and 22% of employment. 

Firms with less than 10 workers account for 84% of all 

manufacturing enterprises. just under a quarter (24%) of valued 

added. and 30% of employment. 
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The fumi ture sector has no fil'9S vi th more than 100 workers. and 

more than half (52%) of its employment. and half (50%) of its 

value added come froa f"il'llS with less than 10 workers. The aetal 

products sector is silli.larly saall. vit.h only one fira with •ore 

than l 00 workers. and 55% of employment. and 49% of value added 

caE.ng froa firas vi th less than 10 workers. In the food drink 

and tobacco sector by comparisora. 54% of value added comes from 

the 16 firas vi th llOl'e than 100 workers . In footwear the figure 

is 38% and in clothing 25%. 

For manufacturing as a whole there is an average of 6. 6 workers 

per fira. with figures highest in the footwear sector (16.9) as 

against 3.8 for metal products. This reflects a relatively high 

number of footwear Ciras vi th 10 workers or aore ( 38%) • and the 

jobbing shop nature of the metal industry . 

There has been no general upward trend in the average number of 

workers per fira over the decade: some sector like furniture and 

clothing show a marginal upward trend. others like food show a 

downward one. with the overall industry average falling bet.,.een 

1981 and 1985. 

The significance of the larger firms has diminished over the 

decade in spite of government policy to encourage firm size 

growth. Though the number of firms with 50 or more workers 

increased from 87 in 1976 to 142 in 1981 and to 151 in 1985. their 

share in aanufacturing value added fell from 49% in 1976 to 46% in 

1985. In footwear and metal products the number of firms of this 

size fell between !981 and 1985. 
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There appears to be no consistent !"E!lationship between firms size 

and labour productivity between sectors (Table 9 and Figure 1). 

In food. drjr.Jc and tobacco there is a sharp increase for firms 

with 110re than 50 workers. principally because of the large drink 

and tobacco firas. Metal products. too. shows a distinct upward 

trend. But in clothing and footwear. productivity drops with the 

large firms. while in furniture the saallest and the largest have 

the same level 

For the three sectors llOSt subject to international competition 

following the Custoas Union. the industrial structure is similar 

to that of Italy (Table 8). There is preponderance of small 

firms. with the average size of firas being aarkedly smaller than 

in the UK. 

If .12 F-.ily ownership 

The aanufacturing firas are predominantly family owned. There have been 

attempts to encourage public companies and an informal stock exchange. 

but these still account for a ainor proportion, some 20%, of the number 

of firas with 11e>re than 50 workers. The fuily pattern holds for the 

economy in general. In 1984, the Government's Statistical Department 

esti-ted i•puted wages. salaries and other benefits of working 

proprietors and unpaid faaily aeabers at one third of actual payments to 

labour, excluding profits. For manufacturing in the same year, the 

proportion of working proprietors and partners and their share of wages 

and salaries is shown by sector in Table 10. Furniture and metal 

products - vi th the ••allest average employment per firm - have the 

highest proportion of working proprietors and partners. In the case of 

rumiture over a quarter or all workers in the sector fall into this 

category. Yet even in those sectors like food, drink and tobacco and 

footwear. with lower figures, our firm surveys indicated that the great 

proportion of even the larger firms were still family owned and run, and 

that this had an impact on their operations. Some owners had as 

i•portant ai• the ability to pass on a going concern to their sons. In 
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a significant nuaber of firms, sons {and in one case a niece) had been e 
sent abroad to develop rel9vant business and technical skills to apply 

to the original business. A nuaber of firms used their relations abroad 

- parti •.:ular ly in Britain - as the •ain network for exporting. 

It .13 Labour and skill 

lbe particular characteristics or Cypriot industry are reflected in its 

•anufacturing labour force. It has the following features: 

(i) it is predominantly a manual labour force with 85% 

classified as production workers, and 15% as service 

workers. In Western European manufacturing, the proportion 

• 

• 

• 

of manufacturing employment made up of service workers has e 
risen to 50% (the figure includes white collar technical and 

professional workers, managers, sales and clerical staff. 

and cleaners, caterers, security staff and so on.) 

(ii) in the assembly industries the labour force is largely semi 

skilled working on fragmented tasks. Some branches of 

clothing like women's and children's wear demand a higher 

level of skill than men's wear. In food production and the 

majority of footwear, semi skilled operatives predominate. 

(iii) in the small scale jobbing industries (as found in 

woodworking. furniture making. metal working and printing) 

skills tend to general but unsophisticated. Thus in tt-.e 

• 

I • I 

furniture trade. the skills possessed are those of a • 

carpenter rather than a cabinet maker. There is a relative 

absence of high level specialised skill. 

• 
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(iv) the lack of specialisation is also a feature of management. 

Just over 1.000 aanufacturing workers were classed as 

aanagers (2.4%) and only 724 as professional and technical 

workers. the latter in particular indicating the loia 

technical development of Cypriot aanufacturing {Table 11) . 

These two categories combined amount to less than 40% of the 

working proprietors in aanufacturing. indicating the large 

nUllber of firas owned by artisan workers. 

(v) those with accredited skills have often been found working 

outside their trades. for example in the metal working 

industry 

Occupations in Manufacturing Industry 198~ 

Ma."lagers 

Professional and 
technical workers 

Clerical workers 

Sales worker~ 

Service workeo.<J 

Primary product workers 

Production workers 

Total employment 

1 of labour force 

r .... 1ufacturing All Industries Women as % 
of each 
occupation 

2.4 

1.7 

5.8 

2.7 

2.9 

84.5 

100 

1.6 

11. 7 

16.1 

12.2 

14.8 

0.6 

43.0 

100 

7.5 

19.9 

64.3 

19.0 

79.5 

45.0 

Source: Registration of Establishments 1985 
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Labour and skill 

Food Manufacturers showed little interest in a proposed HTI food technoloqy manufacturing courae. Main basic training 
required is in food hygiene and equipment maintenance, with specialist skill training in process engineering, 
marketing and food technology (for recipe development). 

Clothing 88.5\ of all employees received no formal traj ng in 1985; l\ had served an apprentic••hip; 4\ had been to private 
vocational schools; 6\ had taken courses at ' l CPC and the ITA. Only 1\ had received in firm training on ITA 
sponsored courses. With sectoral employmen~ averaging over 10,000 between 1979 and 1986, and with a 24\ labour 
turnover, including woman leaving the industry, only 1,732 had received any formal basic vocational training in this 
period. The number of such trainees fell from 455 in 1984 to 237 in 1986. Industrialists spoke positively of the 
ITA in house training courses (organised by 10 of the sample firms viaited), though noted a ahortage of specialist 
instructors. They felt the CPC courses for machinists and deaignera needed UP9rading. 

Footwear 

Furniture 

Metal 
NOrking 

• 

63\ of the sample c· "f>8nies reported labour shortages, with skilled ~orkera being in shortest supply in the Nicosia. 
area. 89\ of the employees in the industry are women, 61\ of them married. There were no nursery provisions close 
to the garment factories. 

Menswear companies geared to volume production· tended to operate sectionalised factories, with highly aub•divided 
operations and a low •killed workforce. Thia was a feature of the large knitwear and underwear firms alao. Women'• 
wear and children'• wear had more flexible production systems with a skilled workforce, more experienced and older, 
but with recruitment problems. outwork waa a conl'CIOn feature of thi• aector. 

60·77\ of the labour force is female, with a third of all workers being aged between 20 and 29. There was 
significant turnover •. Firms often relied on a few key workers, and were vulnerable to th••• workers leaving or bein~ 
absent. Smaller firms tended to have more multi-skilled employees. Firm• with older buildin9• and poor toilet and 
canteen facilities had higher turnover rates. There were no childcare faciliti•• linked to the industry. The HTI 
provides no service course explicitly for footwear, although the industry could abaorb 40 vocational training 
graduates a year. 'l'he ITA is operating a numt>er of schemes to u,1;>9rade skill levels in the industry. Wages are 
92\ of the average for manufacturing. 

The industry depends on carpenters using basic tools rather than on cabinet makers. The latter would need a diKtinc~ 
set of skills, and would allow a greater product sophistication than currently exists in the great majority o! 
Cypriot firms. In moat factories there is a graditional division of labour, with machine set ups and modification 
the responaibility of the plant manager rather than the operatives. No skill shortages reported. 

There is a serious lack of a well tr~ined and experienced workforce. In recent years there ha• been ft precess of 
deskillinq, with skilled and semi skilled workers leaving the industry and being replaced by newcomers with low 
levels of skill. In 1985 the quit rate from the industry was 20\, 78\ of them skilled and semi skilled. 61\ of n6w 
entrants had no previous work experience and 17\ came from ott•r industries. Of trained workers, few had received 
training in their current trade. Only one third of the companie• in the ITA aample had nominated training officials • 
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(vi} there has recently been an observed lowering of skill levels 

in the metal working and furniture industries. In both 

cases it has been suggested that the reason for this was a 

concern by the owners to reduce the wage bill. In metal 

working a quarter of all craftsmen and semi skilled 

operatives left the industry in 1985, and aost skilled 

trades were being filled by people with no previous 

experience in the aetal industries. or with other metal 

working skills. 

{vii} a further feature of the manufacturing labour force is that 

it has a large proportion of women workers ( 45% of total 

employment}. As the following table shows. the structure of 

employment is one of male proprietors, (89% of them are men) 

a largely male group of salaried workers, and a wage labour 

force comprising 55% women. 

Em2lo~ent in Manufacturing industr~ b~ categor~ of 
earning and gender 1985 

Total Women Women as % 
of total 

Working proprietors 4.550 494 10.9 

Unpaid family workers 426 335 78.6 

Salary earners 10,131 3,048 30.1 

Wage earners 28.523 15,789 55.4 

All employment 43,630 19,666 45.1 

Source: Registration of Establishments 1985 
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4.14 llanagelment end ~t information systellS • 
One of the features of Cypriot aanufacturing is that it is still young. 

Its owner proprietors often learnt their skills as artisan tradesmen - e 
as butchers. or carpenters. shoemakers or tailors. blacksmiths or 

aechanics. Many have remained so. but others - within a decade - have 

built up their businesses. and find themselves in charge of sizeable 

factories. In soae industries - in shoes and clothing for example - the e 
incentives to produce were so strong that some people started firms with 

little previous experience of that trade - or in some cases of business 

itself. While demand raced ahead. 'craft' management sufficed. But now 

it has slowed down, managerial problems have come to the fore. 

Reports throughout the eighties, including our own. have registered the 

problems: a lack of financial systems and accurate price estimation 

techniques; inadequate stock control; the absence of systematic training 

provision; insufficient quality control, design and product development; 

sub optimum plant lay out. A recent CFJ'C consultant - an accountant ~ho 

had been asked to provide technical support to firms - reported that 

many firms did not have adequate manual accounting systems let alone 

computerised ones. 

There are some notable exceptions. One firm was able to produce up to 

date management accounts from a desk top computer. Another had computer 

controlled tracking of materials. About half the firms we visited had 

• 

• 

• 

• 

computers principally for pay role and accounting purposes. or the 37 e 
computer machine operators employed in manufacturing industry in 1985, 

the majority were likely to be attached to computers geared to improve 

managerial efficiency. 

So the picture is not uniform. The contrast between old and new can be 

found in all sub-sectors. One contrast is between traditional owner 

proprietors, and firms with strong overseas links. The soft drink 

industry for example, or a handful of shoe firms, are run with a 
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Management, information systems and strategic planning 

Food 

Clothing 

Footwear 

Furniture 

The foreign linked beverage firms stood out, with management training couraea, and tight financial 
control systems. Management information systems were often restricted to monthly or even three 
monthly profit and loss accounts, rather than daily monitoring again1t budget of •al•• and stock• 
of finished goods. Computers are largely used for wage payment1 there i• little computer 
9anerated management information of an up-to-date nature. 

33\ of the sample firm visited used computers in their accounting department (a• again•t 23\ in 
the 1985 ITA study). Three of the firms also used computers for order planning, atock control, 
product costing and production monitoring. A further 33\ of the aample were planning to compute~!•• 
their operations in the near future. A number of the large firma uaed rudimentary accounting 
procedures and were unable to calculate key indicators of performance auch a• work in progre•• or 
stock turnover. Costings were often made on a rule of thumb basis, and few made ayatematic uae of 
work study methods. Firms reported difficulties in recruiting production manager•, technician• and 
supervisors, while none of the firms had used either domestic or foreign management consultant• who 
were specialists in the garment industry. 

There was little specialist management. Considerable savings stand to be gained from the introduction 
of microprocessors into accounting departments, and into payroll function• and atock control. 

There is a lack of managerial specialisation, with the manager (usually the proprietor and family) 
sinultaneously trying to cover marketing, production control, accounting, design, labour relations, 
product development and materials purchasing. 

Metal products 'ftlere was inadequate stock control, production planning, marketing, design, atrategic planning, 
quality control, financial control and job shop estimating. 
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professional aanagerial system exemplified in aanagement information e 
systems. aarkP.ting. and internal training. 

Another contrast is between the first and second generation of e 
industri!llists. Those in the second generation had often been sent 

abroad for technical or professional training. Some had had experience 

in large Eul'\•pean firms. like Mercedes Benz. The experience was not 

necessarily in ~e sectors to which they returned in Cyprus. but they e 
have ca.aonly brought with them an attention to the importance of high 

level aanageaent inforaation. and a aodern approach to management and 

labour relations which differs aarkedly from the craft management of the 

first generation. e 

Yet even in the case of the ~econd 0~~eration owner/managers, the small 

size of their firms limits the extent to which they can develop e 
specialised managerial skills, or. if they have them, cannot devote 

suffi~ient time to each in order to maintain and update theg. Automated 

management systems help. But other methods need to be found to allo~ 

the small and medium sized firms to match the pr~fessional competence of e 
their overseas competitors. 

4.15 51.lllDal'Y and conclusion 

Cypriot manufacturers face a whole series of difficulties: 

capital utilisation 

lack of specialisation 

limited sources of locally produced inputs 

long supply lines for imported inputs 

concentration in labour intensive, low productivity sectors 

lack of direct links to overseas markets 

little design capacity 

high working capital requirements 

restricted industrial banking expertise 
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tight labour markets, with lack of specialised high level skill 

fragaented ownership structure 

Most of these features - for which aanufacturing industry has often been 

criticised - stem froa the aall size of the internal aarket and its 

isolated location. 'l'he aajor problems of Cypriot aanufacturing can be 

traced to this single f'act. Adam Smith's celebrated dictum that the 

degree of specialisation is limited by the size of the market is no 

clearer than in the case of •anufacturing in Cyprus. The limited 

domestic aarket lies behind ~e capacity problems. It leads to the 

anomalies of the air filter producer having to make 1,000 different 

types or filter. It results in monopoly supply industries, and the need 

to carry large stocks of imported inputs just in case the next c ',d does 

not arrive on time. It presses manufactur to produce . volume 

lines for stock in order to lower unit cost. Any strategy must sta::-t 

from this central limitation facing Cypriot industry. 

On the other hand, in spite of its recent origins, and the fact that the 

broad characteristics of Cyprus remain much the same as they were ten 

years ago, many of the industries are in some ways stronger now than 

they were t.hen. The industrial boom bas allowed them to accumulate 

experience. It has allowed them to build a modern capital base, 

whatever the current capacity difficulties. It has seen the emergence 

of a new wave of industrialists - who have experimented with new 

products and designs and are now pro·.·ing t!leir success in intr·matic-nal 

aarkets. Firms whose initial task was simply to supply booming markets, 

are now in the process of aaking themselves into an industry. 

Yet the objective limitations of the Cypriot economy remain. Ec;ually 

seriously, the downturn in the Middle East and in industrial 

profitability has led to a number of damaging developments: price 

cutting in the internal market; downgrading of the labour force; and 

considerable mutual suspicion between competitors in the industry. We 

obtained the impression from our diSCl'S9ions with industrialists that 

they were aware that these short-term .1:e:sponfles might damage their long-
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tena pros::,,ects. but they expressed themselves genuinely puzzled about t 
which direction to take. 

If Cyprus industry is t.o pass successfully to a new stage in its 

development. it needs to see clearly the broad strategic options which 

are open to it. That v111 allow each fira to develop a coherent concept 

and avoid the current dangers of negative respt>DSe. In the next chapter 

we outline the two contending concepts which we see operating 

inumationally in those industries of concem to Cyprus. 
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Consumer goods 

Intermediate goods 

Capital goods 

Table 1 

Cypriot Manufacturing activity by 
Economic Destination 1976 - 84 

% 

Output Imports 

1976 198o 1984 1976 198o 

63 60 66 29 25 

33 34 30 43 41 

3 6* 4 12 16 

Fuels and lubricants 15 19 

1984 

20 

39 

23** 

18 

Source: Industrial Statistics 

• includes repairs 
•• includes transport equipment a.~d parts 
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Table 2 

Manufacturing Profits and Investment 

C£s 
Gross Profit 

before Pre tax Capital 
interest, profit Investaert 

depreciation 
and tax 

1978 40.3 25.8 24.o 

1980 50.0 29.0 27.4 

1982 52.7 26.7 27.4 

1984 66.7 31.8 30.9 

1985 67.9 30.4 30.0 

Source: 'Manufacturing Profitability' 
Hellenic Bank Review, no. 1 
1986 
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Gross Profit as 
J of turnover 

15.8 

12.5 

10.9 

10.2 

10.0 
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Table 3 

Value Added and Iaported raw materials 
as a proportion gross aanufactJring output 1984 

Food 
Alcoholic Beverages 
Soft drinks 
'T ·' -r:-o 
'I.:. es 
Clo~r .• ag 
Leather and leather goods 
Footwear 
Wood and wood products 
Furniture 
Paper. paper products 

and printing and 
publishing 

Cheaicals 
Plastics 
Petroleum 
Non •etallic minerals 
Metal products excluding 

machinery 
Non electrical machinery 
Electrical machinery 
Jewellery 
All manufacturing 

Census 
Valued added as 
% of gross output 

2-
4: 
53 
69 
44 
40 
37 
43 
47 
50 

49 
15 
35 
14 
36 

41 
49 
37 
29 
36 

Iaported raw 
aaterials 

as % of gross 
ou~put 

27 
9 

30 
25 
46 
56 
36 
43 
23 
28 

45 
80 
60 
95 
25 

46 
44 
53 
69 
42 

Source: Industrial Statistics 

Note: the proportion of imported materials is based on tbe 1976 ratios of material 
origin applied to 1984 material figurP.s. and then related to 1984 gross 
output. 
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• Table 4 

All aanufacturing: stock: output ratios 

Manufacturing Closing Output • Output stocks stock 
ratio 

1981 473.359 88.588 5.3 

1984 650.687 127.666 5.1 

1985 684.223 136.037 5.0 

Table 5 

Share of labour costs in output 1 and as 
share of raw materials 1976-85 

Labour as % of output Labour as % of raw 
materials 

1976 1981 1985 1976 1981 1985 

Food 11 14 14 16 24 24 

Food. drink and 
tobacco 11 15 15 20 29 31 

Clothing 22 25 27 39 47 55 

Footwear 22 26 28 40 48 56 

Fumiture 31 34 32 69 77 72 

Metal products 
and machinery 19 24 24 40 45 43 

Source~ Industrial Statistics 
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Food. Drink 
and Tobacco 1976 

1981 
1985 

Clothing 1976 
1981 
1985 

Footwear 1976 
1981 
1985 

Fumitt:re 1976 
1981 
1985 

• Metal Products 1976 
1981 
1985 

All 

• Manufacturing 1976 
1981 
1985 

Tab __ 6 

Fira Size and Average rira employment in 
Cypriot aar.uracturing. 1976-85 

Nuaber or firas by no of eaployees 

Total less than 10-49 50-99 100 and 
10 over 

570 480 63 14 13 
689 579 82 13 15 
966 849 86 15 16 

1278 1175 87 15 1 
1322 1129 157 29 7 
13o6 1100 154 32 10 

135 91 35 7 2 
146 79 52 9 6 
169 104 52 5 8 

463 437 24 2 
726 675 47 4 
774 717 47 10 

433 393 37 3 
629 568 57 3 1 
850 788 59 2 1 

4730 4209 434 54 33 
5613 4796 675 90 52 
6616 5744 721 95 56 

Average 
no. or 
eaployees 
per rira 

10.0 
9.8 
7.8 

4.4 
6.8 
7.6 

14.~ 
21.4 
16.9 

3-3 
3-5 
3-9 

3.8 
4.2 
3.8 

5-7 
1.2 
6.6 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
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Table 7 

Value added in aanuf acturinlt bl size or fira 
% or all aanufacturing value added 

No or eaployees 1976 1981 1985 

less than 10 24.3 20.6 24.4 

10-49 28.6 30.4 29.3 

50-99 11.5 15.5 15.2 

!00 and over 37.6 33.5 31.l 

Source: Industrial Statistics 

Table 8 

Averase employees per firm in Cyprus, Italy and the UK 

Cyprus Italy UK 

Clothing 100 

Footwear 110 

Wooden Furniture 

41 

17 

4 

52 

17 

6 n.a. 

Source: Sector studies 

Note: The clothing figures are for firms with ten workers and 
above. For all firms, the Italian figure is 6 as against 8 
for Cyprus 
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Table 9 

Value added per worker by size of firm 1985 in CEs 

Firms by size of employment 

less than :J/9 10/19 20/29 30/49 50/99 100 All 

5 and over firms 

Food, Drink and Tobacco 4,969 5,768 6,523 5,899 6, 121 10,792 13 ,656 9,328 

Clothing 3,922 3 ,425 3,218 3,222 3,824 3,943 3,802 3,694 

- Footwear 3,911 4,090 4,286 4,004 4,851 4 ,954 4,413 4,438 
w 
w 

Wooden Furniture and 
Fixtures 4,861 4,425 5,386 4,807 4, 188 4,915 - 4 ,873 

Metal Products 4 ,542 4,973 5,207 6,432 6,789 5,564 B,033 5,341 

All Manufacturing 4,674 5,015 4,995 5,057 5,548 5,942 8, 183 5,849 

Source: Industrial Statistics 



Table 10 

Working Proprietors and partners 
in CyPrus Manufacturing Industry 1984 

% of employment % of wages and salaries 

Food. drink and tobacco 7 8 

Clothing 11 15 

Footwear 3 4 

Furniture 26 29 

Metal Products 21 23 

All Manufacturing 12 13 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
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T.t>le 11 

!!u!b!r• An different occupttiOD! in CXRru• 11nuC1ctyr1na 1!11 

rooa ... ,,. hxtllee, t"nod, Paper, Ch•lcall Non• Metal Other All All 

' 'l'obac:~ Clc>thi119, rurnlture PrintinCJ Petrole1111 Ntallic Product• Manuf ac• Manufac· ICOncllll\' 

raotwear, Pub 11 eh inCJ Rubber 111lneral Machinery turee facturlllCJ ' ' 
""-'Jere 224 378 68 51 133 56 lU 11 1,064 2.4 2,872 1.6 

Profeeelonal and 
'hc:hnicel tlorkere ll3 27 11 271) 99 64 114 6 724 1. 7 21,103 11. 7 

of ..tlich: 
phyeical ac1ent1et• Ii 
1'9lated technician• 64 - - 2 39 20 2 . 127 389 

Clerical '9Gl'k•r• 644 605 148 252 307 164 394 JS 2,549 5.1 29,054 16. l 

_. of .ttich: w booklleeper•. 2)6 178 44 61 110 45 143 7 124 1,250 
U1 

cc..,util'ICJ .achina 
operator• 19 3 3 7 3 - 2 - 37 288 

Sal•• worllere 567 191 58 65 147 12 74 55 1,169 2.7 21,921 12.2 

Service worker• 218 836 45 25 36 23 67 l 1,251 2.9 26,670 14.8 

Prillary Product worll•r• 4 l 1 - 1 1 2 - 12 1,008 

Production worker• 5,469 14,642 5,5'11 1,695 1,879 2,098 4,736 771 36,861 84.5 77,499 u.o 

of ..tlich: 
eupenieore and 
f~n and 
fo~n 115 615 134 56 139 122 154 11 1,423 3,158 

f)f'naral production 22 60 11 6 30 623 9 105 166 887 

Total 7,259 16,612 5,902 2,358 2,602 2,418 5,530 1'19 U,630 100 180,297 100 



Table 12 

Women bx occupation in Cypru• manufacturina 1985 

Food. Bev. Text ilea. Wood, Paper. Chemicals Mon- Metal Other All All 

' Tobacco clothi"9 Furniture Printing ' Petroleum metallic Product• Manuf ac- Manufac- Induatri•• 
Foot-ar Publiahing Rubber mineral Machinery tu re• turin1,1 
Leather Plastic product• 

llanll«)era 12 46 - l 15 - 3 1 80 201 

Professional 
and Technical 
tlorkera 29 5 8 57 20 3 18 4 144 8,253 

Clerical 
workers 350 423 118 151 211 77 280 28 1,638 15, 738 

Sale• workers 114 36 16 13 6 - 6 32 223 7,946 

Service worker• 128 732 34 17 28 8 46 1 994 11, 721 

~ 
Pri•ry product 

w worker a - - - - - - 169 

0\ 

Production 
workers 2,294 11,891 357 593 579 217 458 198 16,587 19,219 

Superviaora 
and forewo.en 12 344 4 5 8 2 2 4 381 391 

General 
production 
workers 20 58 3 4 9 66 5 78 243 245 

Total "'-" 2,927 13,133 !133 834 859 305 811 264 19,666 63,247 

Total Workera 7,259 11,682 5,902 2,358 2,602 2,418 5,530 879 43,630 180,297 

Wallen aa \ of 
all wks 40 '19 CJ JS l3 13 15 30 45 35 

source: Re1,11•tratlon of latabliahllent• 1985 
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Table 13 

Composition of Manufacturing Labou~ Force and 
relative wages 1976-84 

Real average pay in 
Number constant 81 prices 

1976 1984 Change % 1976 1984 Change ,.; 

Working Proprietors and 
partners 4.831 4.912 2 1.924 2.516 31 

Operatives 18.101 31.631 69 1.254 2.050 63 

Other employees 2.671 6.069 127 2.032 2.904 43 

All employment 26.792 42.612 59 1.425 2.232 57 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
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11IE NEW INTERNATIONAL <XllPETITION: RASS PRODUC'l'ION VERSUS FLEXIBLE 

SPECIALISATION 

Any strategy for Cypriot aanufacturing mcst start from an appreciation 

of the aajor changes that have been taking place over the last twenty 

years in the way in which production and distribution is organised. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

What we have been witnessing is a shift from a traditional model of mass ~ 

production to a new model which has been called flexible specialisation. 

It is a change as profound in its implication as was the original 

introduction of mass production in the early years of this century. 

demanding ziew approaches to technology. skill, retailing. firm e 
structure, and managerial philosophy. It underlies the success of the 

Japanese and West Germany economies, and of other fast i;rowing regions 

in Western Europe - the so called Third Italy, the 'second' Denmark. and 

more recently the growth of the Spanish clothing industry and Brazilian ~ 

footwear. 

5.1. Mass Production • 
The contrast between the two models is summarised in. Figure 1. Mass 

production - or Fordism as it has become known - is distinguished by the e 
following: 

it achieves scale economies through the volume of production of e 
standardised goods, baaed on the principle of flow l 1ne assembly 

and the continuous production of standardised parts. 
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l. Production concept 

2. T9cbnol09Y 

l. Proclucta 

4. lftP',1ta 

s. llorll r-rocea• and aklll 

6. PayMnt a19t.-

1. Ol'9eftl••tlon and 
~nt 

a. •rll:.•t• .M c:uatcm.ra 

9. Sups:liara 

10. ~titlve atrat91JY 

• • • • • • 
r19ure I 

Feature• or old and new production •Y•t•ll9 

f'ordi• 

... a• production. 
lcOl\Olliaa thl'QU9h fixed capital and 
labour productivity within th• 
prodllction proee••· 

it.chinary purpou buU t and 
dedicated 
R•D functionally 
•eparate an~ discontinuoua 

Lhlited r•ncJe of atandardi•ed 
product• 

... tariala and anar9y intanaive 

Fra911'8"ted and atandardiaed ta•k• 
Strict divi•ion between .. ntal and 
.. nual labour. S..i akilled 
worker• 

Rat• for tha job 
roniialiaed pay bartJ•inint 

... nacaerial hiararchJaa 
CentraUaation 
Multidiviaional corporation 

~ination of ...,ufactur•r• over 
retailer•, of producer• over uaera. 
One way relational .. •• advarti•iftll 

Anus 1•119th/atocka held 'ju1t in 
caae' 

~titiOI\ throu9h full capacity 
utiliaation and coat cuttlnv 
'l'end• to over production, 1tock 
p1lint and .. rk down• 

rl•xibl• production 

Fl•~1bla 1peciall1ation/flax1bl• autall9t1on 
l!cona11ia1 t~rou9h workint capital productivity 
between production procaaaa1 and in diatrillutlon. 

General purpoae, adapt.bl• MChlnart 

150 inteqrated with production and oontinuou1 
l11tX>rtanc• or deai1n. 

Product variety and apeclali .. tion for 
for 'niche' .. rkata 

Matarlal1 and •nal'9Y a.,,int/infort1atlon 
lntenalve 

Open anded tHka/Hal autoncmou• tl'GUP• 
and decentrali•ed raaponalbllity/cloaar 
lnteqratlon of •ntal and Mm&al tuka/ 
core of 1111ltl •killed workara linked to 
1ub•contract .-i •killed J.ua.r 

PaYMnt for tha paraon/ri•lnt inaa11a 
for •killed cora 
Mora lnfor.al wete Httl-nt 

Flatter hl•rarchi•• 
centrali•ed infor.-tion and plannint •y•t
with decantraliaed production. 
Network•, aub·contractlnt, franchlalnt. 

Dalllnatlon of retaillnt/two way 'relation• 
between cuat011ar and .. nufaclurer/f lrwi 
rather than product adverlial119. 

Tlilo way ralat1ona/atools8 arrive 'juat in tillll' 

Competltlon throu9h l~novatlo.l 
Rei;p·: " •o falli119 .. rkela lhrou9h 
div•··· ! ion, innovation and 1ub•contract1119 
or 
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it uses 'dedicated' or P\11"90Se built aachines for these long e 
runs; there is thus substantial down time when a factory or line 

is switched from producing one model to another. 

research and development is discontinuous. focussing on the ne~ 

aodel; once the new llodel is in production. coapetition is based 

on cost reductions, aaintaining the speed of production, anc:t full 

• 

utilisation of capacity. tt 

one consequence of the need to keep the line moving is that 

products will be produced for stock, and stocks will be held e 
'just in case' • so that shortages of inputs do not hold up 

production. 

labour is deskilled, with the design of tasks being undertaken by 

managers; this strict division between mental and manual labour, 

and the fragmentation of tasks, was the basis of the principles 

of scientific management introduced by F W Taylor. 

wages at·e linked to the job rather than the worker (as had been 

• 

• 

the case with craft workers) ; there are clear demarcations of e 
jobs; seniority is reflected in access to better paid jobs; and 

disputes settled ir. formalised procedures away from the shop 

floor. 

gi"en the high fixed costs and low marginal costs, there is an 

inbuilt incentive to: 

produce for stock 

develop adverti ..... ing and other forms of marketing 
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extend credit 

aaintain aggregate demand in the economy. the state coming 

to play a role of aaintaining income levels at times of 

recession through wiemployment pay. 

the company organisation associated with mass production is the 

aultidi·1isional. corporation. consisting of a head office and 

fwictionally separate departaents. ln the post war period these 

expanded internationally. aore recently developing an 

international division of labour within the multinational firm . 

The post war boom was based on the econ~mies achieved by the application 

of this model of production to a wide range of industries - from cars, 

to consumer durables. and even to large capital goods like ships. In 

the 1960's however. the dynamic of this system began to slow down. and 

in the 1970's found itself in trouble. In part this was because of 

market saturation. in part because of labour difficulties. Over

capacity was temporarily hidden by an extension of credit. but the 

recessions of 1974/5 and of 1980/82 led to shake outs anJ restructuring. 

One response has been an even further extension of the model 

exemplified by the world C'lr. and the movement during the 1970' s of 

production lines to Southern Europe Bnd the ~hird world. Another has 

been the introduction of flexible specialisation and flexible 

automation • 

5.2 Flexible production 

The main features of flexible production are the following: 

instead of standar~ised products from specialised machines, FP is 

based on a variety of i-roducts from general purpose machines. 
I 

This has been made possible by the application of computers to 
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aachinery. An early example was in the aetal working sector. e 
Solle 50-75% of production in this sector involves batches of 50 

or less. It was low voluae. highly skilled craft production. It 

took ti.ae to re-tool. and re-set the machines. Mass production 

was not appropriate to it. '!be introduction of cOillputer 

controlled aachines. and computers to co-ordinate a set of 

aachines revolutionised saall batch production. 'Ibis was a case 

of automating what was in any case a varied output. '!be same 

principle allowed asseably lines to be switched to allow more 

variety il1 place of standardised products. Toyota for example 

now change their product lines once a day. (compared to every 10 

days fo1· US motor aanufacturers) and have brought down the set up 

• 

• 

time for a diesel engine bed planner from 4 hours to three e 
minutes. 

a continuous two way interaction with the market has been 

developed; instead of producing for stock. manufacturers see ~hat 

sells. and through electronic point of sale systems get instant 

feed back from the market. and adjust output accordingly. In 

many industries this has led automated retailing and distrib\Jtio11 

companies to dominate manufacturers. turning manufacturers into 

effective sub-contractors. producing to order. with close 

m.:-nitoring of quality and productive efficiency. 'Ibis is the 

case for furniture. clothing. shoes and groceries in many parts 

of Europe. 

s;tocks and work in progress are fur·ther reduced by the adoption 

of 'just in time' systems, involving closf: relations with 

suppliers (who may del~vcr components right beside the assembly 

line) as well as planning production using closed loop 

manufacturing resource planning, anj cutting production queues by 

optimising factory lay outs. 

innovation is continuous, with new products and designs being 

tried out to see to:hich succeeds. With flexible systems, a 

manufacturer does not have to concentrate on getting the single 
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optiaal aodel, like the •ass producer. What has been found in 

•any consumer •arkets during the 1970's and 80's is that the 

•arket had become •uch less easily forecastable; it is more 

volatile and differentiated. ln the record industry for example, 

only one out or every 16 relaases is profitable. In clothing • 

there are now up to 3 or 4 changes within every season. with 

aanufacturers maintaining spare capacity to be able to respond to 

a 'revealed preference'. New styles are tried out, and then 

stopped if they are not successful. This unpredictability puts 

new e.phasis on regular ir.novation and design. 

- one result of the nee~ for continuous innovation and the 

unpredictability of demand, is that there has been an extension 

and redefinition of sub-contracting. Japanese firms encourage 

sub-contractors to innovate, and provide them with finance, and 

managerial and other technical advice. The German engineering 

firm Bosch, has adopted what is called the 15-20 rule, according 

to which none of its sub-contractors is more than 20% de~endent 

on Bosch. This is partly to di.versify the sub-contracttjr's risk, 

and partly to ensure they Iemain part of othe:· innovating 

networks. 

flexible production has also put a pr~-mium on skill, and on a 

closer integration of mental and mar..~al labour among the core of 

skilled workers. Quality cont!'ol ar.d the zero defect policy 

(further reducing work in prrJgress) are critically dependent on 

the skill and commitment af the work force, and are incompatible 

with the traditional industrial relations of mass production. 

Siailarly Ford'P fragmentation of tasks is inappropriate in 

factories which are regularly producing new designs and short 

runs: what is requir.ed are 11Ulti skilled people, ~ith an interest 

in muving from job to job. 

similarly, demands of flexibility and 'creativity has led to 

flatter aanagerial hierarchies, with an emphasis on problem 
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oriented work teaas and networking. rather than the inflexible • 

structures of the aulti-divisional corporation. 

More generally, whereas aass production achieved its economies through t 
optiaising the use of fixed capital, flexible specialisat~on gains its 

advantages through optimising the use of working capital. I ts targets 

are the cutting of stocks and inventor!es, the reduction of down time or 

the ti.lie taken for a part to pass froa process to process. It aims to t 
make fuller use of aaterials, and reduce energy inputs. Its target is 

to eliainate waste - of time, aaterials, labour and aachinery. Its 

goals are similar to those of •ass producers. but it pursues them in 

different ways. 

The Japanese have not so m\•ch replaced mass production but re

interpreted it with flexible automation. Computer Numerically 

Controlled (CNC) machine tools have brought scale economies to small 

batch. Computer Aided Design linked to Computer Aided Manufacturing 

(CAD-CAM) has introduced variety into continuous production systems. 

The economies of working capital have been added on to those of fixed 

capital, to produce what has been called 'total competition'. 

5.3 Flexible specialisation and the Third Italy 

In a nw..Jer of industries - aost notably those with which Cyprus is 

directly concerned - the leading edge of competition has not been 

provided by a newly flexible aas& production, but by a quite different 

type of industrial organisation, flexible specialisation. Italy - or 

more specifically, the Third Italy extendin1 from the Appenines up to 

the Adriatic - exemplifies the new aodel. Its success is clear from ~he 

tabl~ overleaf. This table shows that in 1984 Italy accounted for .Q!}.! 

third of world exports of footwear, 30% of world exports in pullovers, 

more than 20% of world exports in furniture, and well over 10% of a 

variety of types of clothing. As our sector reports show, while Western 

European mass producers were losing market share in cloth:.f.ng, footwear, 

furniture, and even rood, the ltaliar.s were gaining. lrideed the Third 
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Italian exports as a share of world exports 
in selected cOllllOdities, 1978-8 

%ages 

Glazed ceraaic ae.terials 

Ceaent and artificial stone products 

Handbags 

Leather footwear 

Rubber and plastic footwear 

Men suits 

Mens trousers 

Men's cotton trousers 

Jersey's and pullovers 

Woollens jer.i;eys 

Synthetic jerseys and pullovers 

Clothing accessories 

Furniture 

Wooden furniture 

Chairs 

Leather clothes 

Wine of fresh grapes 

Metal storage tanks 

Steel storage tanks 
. 

Iron and steel, nuts and bolts 

Locksmith wares 

Cultivating •achinery 

Weaving and felting machinery 

Looms 

Paper product machinery 

Non domestic refrigeration equipment 

Domestic refriserators and freezers 

1978 

58.6 

16.4 

39.9 

39.6 

39.8 

18.1 

9.0 

8.3 

40.0 

28.2 

40.0 

18.3 

19.; 

21.0 

26.3 

14.7 

21.7 

9.7 

9.9 

9.7 

11.7 

7.8 

6.9 

4.0 

6.9 

15.7 

32.8 

1984 

56.4 

28.5 

35.1 

33.7 

34.8 

21.9 

13.7 

15.2 

30.1 

31.6 

30.1 

21.5 

21. 7 

23.5 

2.g.o 

11.6 

22.0 

41.0 

42.0 

11.1 

12.3 

13.0 

10.2 

7.0 

9.6 

14.2 

27.9 

United Uationa, Internati~nal Trade Statistir.s Yfarbook 1984, New 
York 1986. 
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Italy becaae the fastest growing region in Western Europe as a result. 

based on aany of those industries which are present in Cyprus. 

The principle features of the Third Italy aodel are as follows: 

- it is a predoainantly saall fira economy. In footwear. the 

average size of firas is 17 eaployees; (as aga!nst 110 in the I 
UK); in furniture it is 5.8. in clothing 5.5. 

these firms are not isolated competitors. however. but are linked 

together by industry associations. co-operative consortia. joint 

facilities. and geographical proximity. The geographical link is 

all important. Towns have come to specialise. Carpi in knitwear. 

Ancona. Florence and Montebelluno in shoes. Prato and Como in t 
woollen and silk textiles. Brianza. Pesaro. Poggibonzi in 

furniture. t...,d so on. Within each town enterprises have formed 

'consorzia' • whose operatior.s are described in the relevant 

sector reports. Taking the Poggibonzi furniture consorzia as an 

example. it has a staff of 6 and 85 •ember firas who pay S6.000 a 

year. covering 25% of the cost. the rest being paid by the 

regional and national governments. Services provided by the 

consorzia to the firms include the following: export promotion. t 
fair and exhibition organisation; sales missio:is to foreign 

markets; market research; links to government bodies; an export 

office i:i Florence with translation factlities; bulk buying of 

raw materials; computer and telex facilities; advice OI '"·.1dget 

and tax returns; training facilities as well as files :he 

financial soundness of existing and potential clients. lH -979 

there were 79,000 co-operative aarketing ventures of this kind in 

Italy. There are also aany financial consorzia. All p:.ay the 

role that the admirtstret:ion of a large firm would play ror its 

component parts. 
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- the firas themselves specialise. soae producing particular parts, 

others assembling. each able to share '>Ut production to others if 

deaand exceeds capacity • 

they also tend to be well equipped. a saall workshop housing 

state or the art .achinery. or the artisans having access to CAD 

equip11e11t through the consorzia • 

1be aain point about the resulting structure is that it has been 

remarkably innovative. In clothing. footwear and furniture. the 

innovation has taken the foI'll of design. It is design and quality which 

has given them their edge in the international markets. In other areas, 

the innovation has come about through modification and improvement (in 

the machinery sector for example) a gradual process rather than a 

discontinuous change. Thus what the industrial districts have lacked in 

productive efficiency. they have made up through design innovation, and 

quality. Their organisational flexibility has been matched to a multi 

skilled (and usually unionised) work force, which has enabled them to 

race the recession of the 1980's with more success than larger mass 

production and even flexibly automated firms. 

In addition to specialisation in production, there is alsc a 

specialisation by market segment. Flexible production allows the 

development of products aimed at niche markets, where quality. design 

and customer tailored products can command a premium over standardised 

items. The Italian and Germany car industry provide one example, with 

the mass producers. Volkswagen and Fiat, standing in contrast to the 

high quality niche producers, BMW, Daimler-Benz, and Audi. The food 

industry is another. in which the growing predominance of retailers has 

provided the aeans of small specialist food producers to find a market 

against the aass food producers like Heinz, Unilever or Nabisco . 

• 

In each aecto1· 'the pattern of competition between traditional mass 

production and new forms or flexibility may be different. In food the 

mass producers have l:>een entering hotels and catering in order to escape 
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the power of the retailers. Solle have been diversifying into new • 

specialist products, such as heal th foods. Others have been trying to 

increase flexibility in their own production processes. In furniture, 

the new retailers like IKEA in Sweden, and MFI and Harris Queensway in 

the UK have developed a stranglehold on aass producing sub-contractors, e 
and provided little opportunity for the design intensive. niche quality 

t')roducts. In clothing. the new wave retailers - Next. Burtons and 

Richards in the UK are now following the Benneton aodel - providing 

thei:- own designs to a large network of sub-contractors. pioneering e 
flexible specielisation froa the sales rather than the production end. 

What is CetmlOll to all, however. is that there is currently great scope 

for flexible specialisation as traditional •ass producers struggle to 

adjust. 

5.4 S....aary and conclusion 

Over the past tweuty years there has been increasing competition in the 

world economy between two different systems of production. The first. 

• 

• 

mass production, has been the dominant system during this century, and e 
is associated with the United States and to a lesser extent with 

Britain. It involved the production of standardised goods. in long 

runs. from purpose built, and inflexiblP. production lines. Its 

economies came from the productivity of fixed capital. e 

The development of the computer led to the introduction of a new system 

of flexible specialisation. It allowed mass production to become • 

flexible, with rapid change overs of machines, a new capacity to produce 

a variety of products and respond rapidly to market dema~d rather than 

producing for stock. Added to a just-in-time system of intermediate 

delivery, it led to economies through improved productivity of working 

capital. For small b9tch producers, who had previously been flexible 

but with few scale economies, it allowed continuous production as 

computerijed desicn and manufacture permitted rapid switch overs and 

redesicn or products, and computerised routing quickened the passage of 

part• through their many varied proceases. 
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Flexible specialisatio: .. as been the basis of the high growth ra · · :Jf 

aanufacturing in Japan. Germany and Italy. It has heen only slowly 

adopted in the USA a.id the Britain. where the manufacturing outlook. the 

systems of industrial relations. the organisation of retailing. and the 

structure of consuaption itself have all been shaped by aass production . 

For Cyprus, the Italian experience is of particular interest since Italy 

bas achieved considerable shares in world aarkets on the basis of 

flexible specialisation in those products which are the core of Cypriot 

production and which Lre the subject or the present missions study • 

In determining an industrial strategy for Cyprus it is necessary tc 

consider which model to follow since corporate and government policy 

will be different for each • 
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VI 

THE STRATEGIC CHOICE 

The central strategic choice for Cyprus industry is whether to follo~ 

the path of mass production. or that of flexible specialisation. At 

the moment it is caught between the two. Some firms we have called 

'proto mass producers' in that they follow a mass production model. 

but are restricted by the small internal markets and the competition 

abroad from realising the necessary volume economies. Others are 

small flexible firms. but with neither the specialism, nor the 

quality to match the leading competitors overseas. The rapid growth 

of the domestic and Middle East markets for light consumer goods have 

allowed this choice to be suspended. Changes in both markets mean 

that the choice must now be made • 

It is the unanimous view of our mission that Cyprus should follow the 

flexible spec_alisation route. In part this is because we think that 

there is no longer-term future for mass production in Cyprus. More 

important, we think that Cyprus has the conditions which could allow 

flexible specialisation to succeed. The former without the latter 

would have suggested that the Cypriot Government should assign a 

smaller role for industry in future development plans. The existence 

ot the latte!' scheme allows that industry in a restructured form 

could continue to play a dynamic role within the Cyprus economy. The 

remainder of this chapter outlines in more detail the basis for this 

judcem~nt • 
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6.1 'lbe aass production route 

Cyprus has five aajor disadvantages as a long term site for mass 

production, all or which have been indicated in Chapter 3. 

(i) it has a saall internal aarket; this lilli ts the secure 

local demand, paying average cost plus prices, and 

consequ!ntly hinders competitive price cutting in export 

markets. 

{ii) its traditional advantage - the low cost of labour - is 

gradually being eroded by wages rises and increased 

competition from lower wage countries both in the 

Mediterranean and in Asia. 

(iii) the small size of the market restr·icts the development of 

supply industries for mass produced consumer goods. Those 

volume suppliers who have set up - in cement. petroleu:n 

refining, and chemicals have been operating at low capacity 

and high cost. 

(iv) its external markets have fluctuated. whether due to 

mo~ements in the oil price (the Middle East oil exporters). 

centralised political decisions (Eastern Europe and Libya}, 

or the politico-11ilitary situation (Lebanon). Such 

fluctuations have been particularly serious for those 

exporters with inflexible aachinery seared to volume 

production. 

( v) Cyprus's 1eographical position al though advantageous for 

the Middle East market, imposes substantial transport ~osts 

on supplies from and exports to Western Europe. 
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These disadvantages aeke the aass prodlaction route •ore difficult; 

thay do not rulE it out. What has eroded Cypriot manufacturing 

growth has been the decline in the low cost standardised market in 

the Middle East. The greater part of this has been the result of 

falling Middle East demand rather than falling aarket share. but the 

industrialists to wham we talked all indicated that coapetition had 

become auch tigflter. and that with increasing attention being paid to 

quality in the 11e>re developed lliddle East aarkets (such as Saudi 

Arabia and Kuwait) Cypriot exporters were being forced into the 

region's aarginal aarkets • 

Faced with this decline. Cypriot volume producers have reacted in the 

following ways: 

(i) a number of footwear and clothing firas have established 

technology agreements with European firms. giving them 

access to design and brand names in the Cypriot and 

regional aarkets. The accompanying table summarises 

contracts with 12 such firms. 8 of them signing contracts 

from 1984 onwards. 5 of the contracts limit sales to 

Cyprus. while the remainder also serve regional markets. 

with only three serving wider international markets 

including those in advcnced industrial countries. 

(ii) these agreeaents have been part of a more general return to 

the domestic aarket, with increased competition reflected 

in price cutting. (as in •tal working) • a move into 

retailing (in footwear). 110re sales ot"fers, and in one case 

increased specialisation (in fashion shoes) • 

(iii) some fil'lls have attempted to turn towards Europe. They 

have entered i1!to sub contract '.'elations vi th European 

retailers. desisrier• and manufacturers, orrering them an 

established low cost source or supply. The designs, 

a&rketinc, and in some c .. e• aateriala specification, are 
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Fontltn T!shnologx Agr ...... ntl in the L!•ther, Pootwt.r •nd Clothlna ln4uttri!! in CYpEUI 

Cypriot Dllt• of Matlon- Type of Lenlilth , .. TechnolOllY 1upplied Are• of eal• 

~y eontr11ct •lltr of Aljlrfftll9nt of •• 
Supplier contr•ct '• of 

(JHrB) ••l•• 

A 1965 ~ lnow how 10 1\ or ov•r•ll 11111n~e111ent •nd tec:hnicel veriou• 

• equity C$10lc 1upport 

• 1919 U1t Man419 ..... nt, s 2l\ of v•riou1 

know-how, ljlrOll 
Mrketlnljl lncOlll9 
• equity 

c 1992 rranc• Ucenc• 3 10\ aupply of de1iljln 11cetcbe1 Cyprul 

tr•de 1Mrk 

D 1982 uu tr.de 1Mrk 6 6\ 
Cyprua 

... aupply of deliljln aketch•• 

"' I 1984 franc• UcenH 3 10\ Cypru1 

w trade 11111rk 

, 1984 rr•nc• .. 3 10\ -- ... Cyprua 

G 1984 Italy .. 6\ contr•ct c•ncell•d bec•u•• of d•l•Y• 

H 1984 o..-rk llc•n•• s 5\ techr.ic•l •nd 11111rk1tln1j1 knowhow Cyprua, Gulf, 

•nd /pattern• l•udi Ar•bl•, 

purch•H 
Liby•, 1oci1li1t 
countri11, other 
Middle !Ht 

I 1985 UK Uc•n•• 4 5\ de1l1jin1, 1m11Pl••• tec:hnic•l Cypru1 •nd 

tr11de 1Mrk peraonnel Greece 

.J 1985 USA .. .. st net 1al11 1upply of 11111t1ri•l1, 12 tr•de•proc.' ... r1c1 Cypru1, lr•n, Liby• 

- prod. /1 1110nth technlc•l co1t1 •dvlce/pattern• Syri• 

coat• + 2 and HlllPlH • 2 

1t 1985 Greece . . .. 5\ 
cypru• 

L 1986 Den11111rk .. .. 4 4\ 40 1tyl11 per ••••on/br•nd nm111 Cypru1, Gr1ec1, Libya 
Middle !Ht 
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supplied by t.!... client. In clothing. Cyprus has for 

soaetae undertaken Cut, Make and Tri• (CMT) sub contract 

work for London wholesalers. The 1983/4 ITA survey found 

just over a third of 70 Cypriot clothing companies engaged 

in arr work. In 1987 we fO\Dld 45% of our suple engaged in 

arr. though one leading industry source estiaated the 

current fi~ at 70% for the clothing industry as a whc:e. 

Fraa our saaple. only 10% had aore than half their turnover 

acCO\Dlted for by CNF. ,,.-:th aost firas seeing it as a 

contributor to cash flow . :ither than as a central part of 

their strategy. Other voluae clothing fins had 

established longer tel"ll contracts; one providing shi~ts to 

three large European jeans aanufacturers. another unden.-ear 

to Germany . 

In the otber sectors this model :>f low cost sub contracting for 

advanced country aarkets is less advanced. In footwear it was 

confined to Bata. who were soureing the US from their plant in Cyprus 

(ha~ing aoved production from France). to Atlas (the Far East). and 

to Alpha (Canada). All three of these compe.nies had foreign equity 

and or licensing agreements. For footwear. aore generally it is sub 

contract work for the East European economies which is more 

important. In furniture. cheap sourcing for Europe was confined to 

the three exporters of pine chairs to the UK. while in aetal working 

the p~actice did not exiet • 

(iv) a aaal.l n~ber of firas have attempted to diversify withi.n 

w•t> CYJ)l'\.~s market. This was the case of the svi tchgear 

p~ucer seeking to start printed circuit board pro.:iuction 

in Cyprus. A number or firms •ee their future as much in 

the illport trade aa in production. 

F.ach or the above represent a strategic response to the decline or 
th~ Middle East market, but all face limitations in the long tenu. 

Those oriented towards the home market, face the crowth limits we 

discussed earlier. Those acting u a staging post for European 
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branded goods and designs in the regional aarket have greater scope. 

but the fees. ranging froa 4J to 10% of sales for arms-length 

suppliers. are likely to take a significant cut of Cypriot profits 

wt.··.ch averaged 6. 7% of sales in our saaple of 19 clothing firms. 

Cut. llake and Tria. like sub-contract work for the advanced country 

aarkets, generally. also offers restricted aargins. 

'lbis is not to say that Cyprus could not expand its role as a low

cost sub-contractor for the European aarket. There has been a 

tendency in the European clothing sector to aove some processes to 

the southern periphery of Europe, and the evidence suggests that 

Cyprus still has a wage-cost advantage over other EEC countries with 

the exception of Portugal. though a disadvantage relative to North 

Africa. 

Though Cyprus may lose out to Asian low-wage competitors in the 

Middle East, EEC protection should shelter them from that 

competition, at least in the clothing sector, ·~ithin the Customs 

Union. 

The central question is how long can Cyprus maintain i~s position as 

a low-wage supplier to Europe. Over the last decade w&f'!S have risen 

faster than GDP, with wages and salaries increasing from 38.3% of GDP 

in 1976 to 48.4% in 1985. Between 1980 and 19d5 while t~e index of 

labour coats in European countries increased by 17%. in Cyprus it 

rose by 58%. In short, the sap between Cypriot wages and the rest of 

Europe is nL-r?Winc, and on present evidence, will continue to do so. 

Much of the c01111ent•·"1 on pay increases has emphasized institutional 

factor.: strong unicns; we,e indexation; the impact of wage 

~attlement• tor the 13% ot eaployees in the publ~c sector. This has 

led the employers orranisations to press ror the de-indexation of 

wages, and employers themselves to aore vigorously cof'test sector 

wal'e settlements. 1987 has seen a sharp increase in ind;.11trial 
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action. notably in clothing. and most recently in the financial 

sector. 

Undoubtedly these institutional factors are significant. 'lbe strong 

collective organisation or both employers and eaployees. and the 

central bargaining between them is one or the features of the Cypriot 

econoay. and is itself part of the broader consensus established 

since 1974. But these institutions operate within the context of a 

labour aarket which is itself distinct. Given that growth in Cyprus 

has been 'extensi•re' rather than 'intensive' increased growth has 

required substantial increases in employment. Between 1977 and 1985 
while unemployment remained constant. the employed labour force gre~ 

by a third. 'Ibis expansion has had to be sourced out from a number 

or 1abour reservoirs: Cypriots working abroad. a reduction in 

emigration; people leaving the land as their prime employment; women; 

older people; and even some public employees taking a second job in 

spite or this being against the law. 

We have seen no detailed study of the extent tc which the rise in 

real wages has been the result of excess demand for labour. Within 

the 11anufacturing sector we came across evidence of competitive 

bidding up of wages for scarce skilled labour. More generally, the 

rates or pay in tourism and business services ~ave moved ahead faster 

than those of other often more strongly unionised sectors. notably 

aanuf3cturing and Government aervices (aee Table 1). In the absence 

or aore detailed work. all we register here is the fact that the 

deaand tor labour has been consistently running up against the 

barrier or supply. That supply has a01De flexibility. But we should 

note that e nuaber or these sources or extra labour are drying up: 

aisration hu fallen frOID 5.647 in 1976 to 98 in 1984; !he number of 

C71>riota tellpOrarily workinc abroad has ai•ilarly declined; the rural 

population is now down to 36% of the total population; women's 

participation rates in the labour force are already high by 

international standards. While labour force projections forecast a 

natural increase, this has to be set asainst the lab<"ur intensive 

character or the tourist industry, which is expected to need a 

further 25,000 workers over the next thirteen years (a 14% increase 
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in the nuaber of jobs outside agriculture as of 1986), together with 

a continuing expansion in business services, and trade. 

CircUllStantial evidence suggests that demand pull has been an equal 

force in the rise in wage rates as institutional push. Furthermore, 

we aay expect t.'le labour shortage to get aore rather than less 

pronounced, with aanufacturing being e.t a disadvantage relative to 

the less wage sensitive tourism and business services sectors. In 

such circumstances a strategy of lowering wages would be a diversion 

from the aajor issues. A low wage sub contracting strategy requires 

a substantial labour reservoir, or as developaent economists would 

put it, 'unlimited supplies of labour'. Cyprus is no longer in this 

position. Other economies when faced with a tightening labour supply 

have drawn in labour from abroad. Some industrialists have suggested 

that CypI"US should do this. But to date the government has had a 

clear policy of restricting the inflow of expatriate workers. 

Other economies which have followed a path of labour intensive volume 

production - Ireland, Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore - hsve all 

found a tendency for wages to rise and foreign owned or contracted 

production to •ove to a n?W set of lower wage countries. In each a 

labour int.ensive stage ha!: been followed by an attempt to upgrade 

production. Cyprus has been through its labour intensive stage. 

There is still some scope for European sub contracting, or regional 

market servicing in the short to medium term. But as a long-run 

strategy f'lr copirg with the second phase impact of the Customs 

Union, it is important that Cyprus look towards upgrading its 

industry, 1•&ther than confirming its reliance on a low-wage, semi

skilled labour force in circumstances of an ever-tightening labour 

market. 

In sum~ary, we do not believe that volume production ha& a long term 

future f~r Cypriot producers. Th~ small size and slower prospective 

growth of the domestic market offers only a limited platform for 

exporters. In the Middle 3ast we can expnct low wage competition 
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against Cypriot goods to intensify. Quality prvducts made in Cyprus 

either under licensing agreements or directly by foreign fi!.'Gls and 

destined for the Middle East aarket have better opportunities. but 

their iapact on growth in Cyprus will be less than has been the case 

with Cypriot owned and 'designed' exports. Finally. Cyprus's role as 

a low cost labour platfora for sourcing advanced industrial country 

aarkets will be liaited not only by its geographical characteristics, 

but aore iaport91ltly. by the structure of its labour aarket. Cyprus 

will not becoae the Hong Kong of the Eastem Mediterranean on the 

basis of low-wage voluae production. 

6.2 Flexible specialisation 

A number of features of the Cypriot economy which have worked against 

efficient volume production paradoxically provide the basis for a 

strategy or flexible specialisation: 

(i) small fir11s have been one of the key features of many of 

the success,. Jl Italian industries. As we have seen the 

size of Cypriot firms in furniture. clothing and footwear 

is not out of line with Italy. What we know less about is 

the networking between tbese firms. and their ability to 

share work amongst themselves. Although there are strong 

sector and sub-~ector organisations, there appen~s to be a 

stronger rivalry and non co-operation between Cypriot firms 

than is the case in the Third Italy. 

(ii) the fragmentation of ownership exists within the context of 

a saall, closely knit community, in which family ties are 

strong. Family links have been important in exporting, as 

well as in organising business networks within Cyprus. 

Another similar feature bet~een the Third Italy and Cyprus 

is the strength of the trade unions in organising an 

otherwise fragmented labour force. 
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(iii) Emphasis has been put upon educating a high-quality labour 

force in both universities and polytechnics abroad. One 

aspect of this is the large nuaber or unemployed graduates. 

But conversely. this pool of highly-trained labour is an 

important resource for a strategy of flexible 

syecialisation. 

(iv) The Cypriot doaestic and tourist aarkets. though saall. are 

quality conscious and de11anding. They thus act as a 

stimulus for design-led strategies in the consuaer goods 

sectors. 

(v) the fluctuations in overseas aarkets put a premium on 

flexibility. The fact that a market fluctuates is not a 

reason to abandon it. but rather to develop flexible 

production systems that can respond rapidly to those 

fluctuations. 

What from one angle appears as a handicap - such as the small size of 

firms Nld of the domestic economy as a whole - from another offers an 

advantage - of flexibility, and of a tight-knit culture which serves 

as a means of synthesising an economy in which ownership is 

fragmented. It is an informal type of synthesis. and contrasts 

strongly with the formal synthesis of a large corporate organisation. 

In the course of our visits. we found a number of firms who were 

following a strategy of flexible upgrading. particularly in the 

clothing industry. One aediU11-sized childrens' wear firm. fo..

exaaple, designers aade up 9% of the workforce. As a result. the 

firm had been able to establish and promote its own brand name in the 

Cypriot market. Its owner. who had at one time worked as an engineer 

for an upmarket European car firm, had brought many of the quality 

lessons vi th him from the engineering industry. as well as an 

emphasis on mana1ement informations systems. and skilled labour. 

This firm has already been exporting to Sweden. and has recently 
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broken into the Dutch aarket. using its own brand naae. after two 

years of aarketing effort. 

There are a group of firas like t&'lis: one exporting 100% of its 

fashionwear output throu,r!'a relatives in the United States. another 

producing up-market leather clothing for export. a third producing 

Jeni twear. buying its collection each year fl'Oll a freelance designer 

based in Milan. So far these firas have not been able to afford CAD 

systems. but they have installed computerisei accounting and 

mmageaent info1"98tion systems to varying degrees • 

'!be success or these firas in advanced country export aarkets shows 

the potential which exists in Cypriot industry. even though it has 

yet to develop along such lines in the footwear. furniture and metal 

products sector. In food processing. the situat:ion is different . 

Here tnere are a number of products which are suited for niche 

markets in advanced countries. '!be diary producers are parallel to 

the new-wave clothing firas. actively marketing such niche products 

in Western Europe. ln some cases they h~ve been so successful that 

there are shortages of supply. In others. the full potential of 

particular Cypriot producers remains to be realised • 

A number or lessons can be drawn from the experience of these firms. 

First. a number of them have used their albeit small home market as a 

testing ground for their products. In contrast to mass producers, 

the home aarket is important as a site tor product devalopment rather 

than a protected market allowing high aark-ups to finance their 

coapetition abroad. '!be presence of large numbers or tourists from 

Western Europe offers particular potential here. Tourists on holiday 

are open to new product•, and those which are successful thereby have 

a potential core demand overseas when the tourists return home. One 

rusk manufacturer now exports to Scandinavia as the result of demand 

1enerated b;,r Scandinavian tourists in Cyprus • 
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Secondly. these firas are coapeting on design and quali t.y .. ·ather than 

price. The fashionvear clothing firas spend considerable sums on 

keeping abreast of design intelligence f'rt.m abroad. one fira spending 

ct800. 000 a year on fashion forecasting reports. f'lreign travel and 

salaries for its 10 person design st11ff. or 4% of its total turnover. 

Others in addition to investing in design. have sent their daughters 

to London and Paris for specialised training in garaent design. In 

the shoe industry. a nuaber of firas have sub contracted design to 

Italy as a step towards aaking themselves cmpetitive in Europe. In 

furniture. they were cases of outstanding design. but in these the 

problea was one of how to shift from being one-off. luxury producers 

to being aore aut011ated. low-priced, yet still high-quality firas. 

Thirdly. these firms placed an emphasis on the quality of their 

labour force. and the importance. of good industrial relations. In 

the clothing industry. for example. it was the quali ty-consciot;s 

firas which undertook training. and who were unanimous in the view 

that aoderate increases in wages would not pose major difficulties 

for their businesses. In the footwear industry. there wFs a clear 

correlation (0.7~; between average wages and value added per worker. 

In the furniture industry. one of the design-led firms had also 

introduced the most productive ~rking system within the industry as 

a whole. 

Fourth. !1rith one exception. these firms remained independent of 

foreign firas who wished to use them as sub-contract producers. One 

design-oriented furniture fin had refused an offer for " joint 

venture with lfabitat. a large UK retailer. on the grounds that the 

contract stipulated 100% Habitat designs. As we have seen the design 

oriented clothing firms have preferred to sub-contract design abroad. 

rather than tie themselves to a licensing and trade mark contract 

which restricted them to Cyprus and the local regional market. Only 

one of these 'designer' clothing firms had entered into a sub

contract with a European firm. in this case French and British 

designer co11oanies. The French company sent its design team to 

Cyprus several times a year to work out final samples with the local 

Cypriot management. The Cypriot fact.,ry produced for the French 
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aarket. a.~d was allowed to sell the output anywhere outside France. 

1be Cypriot firm had a design team of its own working with the Fre11ch 

designers. and developing original designs of their own for thP. 

regional market. In this case the owner/manager saw the link up 

vi th the overseas designers as a aeans for learning about the -

equireaents of design in the European aarket. rather than as a long 

tera substitute for developing his Olin eesigns. 

Finally. these new-wave firas are priaarily oriented to the European 

and North American rather than Middle Eastern aarkets. This is a 

different version of the 'tum towards Europe' to that of the low

cost sub-contractors. Fe~ the new wave firms are taking upon 

themselves the responsibility for both overseas marketing and for 

design. the key to competitive success in the modern European 

industry. 'lbe less developed design capacity in the footwear 

industry is one reason why it has not made the independent 

breakthrough into the European market as have a number of the 

clothing firms. 

1be evidence and performance of these firms indicates the potential 

which exists. 'Ibey are as yet few in number. more common in the 

clothing industry than in the other sectors studied, yet showing by 

their strategy in practice a way which other firms could follow. 

What is important about these examples i~ not only that they make a 

virtue out of a number of features of Cypriot industry which to mass 

producers appear as a weakness. They also address the changing 

patterns of demand in Europe 'lnd in Cyprus itself towards more 

differentiated designer products. 

Each sector case study carried with it a simjlar message: 

in food procesainJ, the most intense competition was in 

processed commodities - fruit juices, crapefruit segments, 

seedless ,rapes. bulk wines and grape must; higher value 

added opportunities existed for specialised Cypriot 
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products - high quality vine. halva. tahini. preserved vine 

leaves. preserved capers. aosphi to berries. herbel teas. 

sesame rusks, goat and sheep's ai.lk yoghurt and cheese. 

hallC1uai cheese. anari. trahanas and kefalotyri • In these 

cases not only was greater niche aarketing normally 

required, but in soae of thell production, too. needed to be 

systematised. 

in clothing. deaand has become increasingly differentiated 

between basic clothes like t-shirts and jeans which are 

produced in large voluaes in low wage countries, and more 

fashionable clothes, produced in sho~ter nIDS closer to the 

domestic market, using flexible production techniques and 

integrated production and marketing &istems. The &ector 

report notes that Cypriot producers were losing out in the 

former aarket in the Middle East, and that what they needed 

to do WE., develop a distinctive Cypriot style which would 

give them a long term position in the fashion market. both 

at home and abroad. 

in footwear there has been a similar movement in internal 

demand; Cypriot producers have largely copied foreign 

designs, but this left them behind in fashion markets, and 

explained the increase in import penetration in the Cypriot 

market itself. The opportunities for Cypriot footwear 

firms lies less in competing in the mass market products -

sport shoes and simple sandals for e:icample - than in 

upgrading their products for the quality home and export 

markets. 

in furniture, the sector report points to the difficulties 

of a strategy centred on sub-contract production for mass 

European retailers like IKEA and MFI. Part of the problem 

is shorta1e of solid wood resources; part, the continuous 

switching of ma£s reta!lers to ever lower cost sources of 

supply. Such a strategy even if it could be realised - and 
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aost Cypriot producers are at present not geared up for it 

- would at most be temporary. On the other ha;1d, the 

report suggests that there is scope for a policy of 

flexible specialisation, initially improving design. 

production efficiency and product quality for the home 

aarket, and then developing exports from that base. 

in mt: ::&l working, the sector report sees the main export 

opportunities coming from specialising in niche products. 

emp~.asizing quality, design, reliability and service (e.g. 

in commercial refrigerators, and centrifugal pumps). This 

would need to be matched by improvements in production 

effic~ency, based on computer controlled design and machine 

systems, as well as an adaptive R&D capacity. It sees 

little opportunity for basic volume production exports 

either in Europe or the Middle East. 

In none of these sectors is the path to flexible specialisation easy. 

The point made by the reports is that it is a more promising strategy 

- in the context of the development of European industry - than the 

alternative of volume production. 

6.3 Europe versus the Middle East 

We have noted that the new-wave •anufacturers have concentrated on 

the European market at the expense of the Middle East, and that a 

number of producers have also oriented themselves to the European and 

North American markets as low-cost volume producers. Since 1984 
there has been increasing emphasis both within Government and 

industry circles that Cyprus industry must turn towards Europe, away 

from the uncertain markets of the Middle East. The Customs Union has 

been discussed in these terms as furthering such a re-orientation. 
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The view of the aission is that priaary eaphasis should be put on the 

type of productive strategy pursued rather than simply on a 

geographical area. A strategy of flexible specialisation is 

applicable for Europe and Middle East aarkets. just as volume 

production is possible for both. The aarket area by itself does not 

detel'lline the strategy. 

That said. there is a need for a geographical strategy to set 

alongside a productive one. We suggest considering three phases: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

product development within Cyprus for domestic r.onsumers and 

tourisa. 

expansion in targeted European markets. to gain direct 

experience of competition at source. 

expansion to Middle East markets. 

Existing new-wavE" firms have principally followed the first two of 

these phases. They have not. by-and-large entered the third. Yet it 

is important in pursuing the new strategy. not to forget Cyprus's key 

position in the regional market. It stands ~twPc&1 Europe and the 

Middle East. and can act as a gateway between the two. In the case 

of metal working and some tood products. the Middle East should be 

the primary focus ot any new orientatio~. The capacity or producers 

of turbine pumps. solar heater or commercial refrigerators to tailor 

their products to the specific requirements of the Middle East 

market. and to provide a supporting service organisation, would give 

Cypriot firms a strong eompetitive position. There are equally 

possibilities for expanding Cypriot food exports to the Middle East, 

and for having Cyprus as a food broker between Europe and the Middle 

East (this is discussed in more detail in the Food Processing 

Report. ) Even in clothing, footwear and furniture, the increasing 

concern with quality would provide a suitable target for expansion 
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for a fira which has established an independent design and flexible 

production capacity. 

It is important. therefore. that a policy of upgrading Cypriot 

industry should not go along with a growing neglect of traditional 

regional markets. 1be Export Promotion Organisation will need to 

ensure that Cypriot producers uintain as close a two-way relation 

with lliddle East aarkets and direct custoaers as they aia to achieve 

in Europe. and that they see their role as adapting their own and 

other European designs to the tastes and requirements of the Middle 

East aarkets. In the long-run. we expect that the Middle East 

aarkets will remain the prillary •arkets for Cypriot aanufacturing 

goods. 

The European aarket will be as iaportant as a aeans for learning 

about aarketing. design and technology as it will be as an expanding 

outlet in itself. The ai• for Cypriot producers should be to upgrade 

their products in both the Middle East and Europe. rather than shift 

entirely from one to the other. 

6.4 Sector priorities and new products. 

Just as Cyprus industry should not abandon the Middle East. nor 

should it abandon its traditional sel. '"".'t·s. As we indicated in an 

earlier chapter. there are no old sectors. only old products and 

processes. The task is how to redesign the products and upgrade the 

processes. This can best be done when there is a foundation of 

experience within the industry. a pool ot skill. and an existing 

network of suppliers and outlets at home and abroad. Such a 

tounclation takes time and substantial resources to establish from 

scratch in a new industry. For the time being at least. Cyprus is 

not in the position ot Japan. or South Koree, ot choosing to abandon 

some traditional sectors, and switching to leading edge industrial 

products. Its economy is too small, its industrial culture too 

recent. to be able to successfully initiate naw internationally 
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competitive enclaves fro11 scratch. 

More appropriate is the Italian sodel. where intemational 

competitiveness has been built on a aixture of tradition and 

innovation. Prato for example - nov one of the world centres of t1.e 

intemational prllellt industry - was an area where agricultural 

cmauni.ties ..ere known for their skill in ll8king straw hats. It then 

built up a clothing industry in the post-War period on the basis of 

cloth aade out of second-hand clothes. whose poor quality was 

cmpP.nSated for by highly-coloured designs developed for export to 

the ~ iddle East. This was the historical root of Prato's modern 

industry. We refer to it as 'creative continuity•. It applies not 

only to the consumer goods industries. but to the ways in which 

capital goods ..ere developed in this area of Italy. through 

continuous modifications of machinery imported for the consumer goods 

industries. 

Creative continuity is a relevant model for industry in Cyprus as it 

now exists. Cyprus should therefore be looking for organic growth and 

diversification from existing points of strength, rather than opening 

up 'pioneer' sectors. 

In practice this means two things. First, each sector needs to have 

its own diversification strategy. For example the metal working 

sector report proposes, as a long-term aim that the sector should aim 

at reverse engineering, with a view to firms carrying out complete 

product manufacture. Core products for development would include 

valves, ball valves, lobe valves, s:lugs, gears and worm screws, 

actors and couplings, and would require increased expertise in 

casting, forcing, pressing and forming, metallurgy aachining, welding 

and joining, finishing and embellishing. This reverse engineering 

would be in support of groups of upgraded products currently produced 

in Cyprus, notably pumps, aola1• heaters and refrigeration equipment. 

This, and similar policies for the other sectors covered by the 

mission, are discussed more fully in the sector reports. 
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Secondly. there L""e soae non-aanufecturing areas of expertise in 

CJPrus which could be used as a basis for nev aanufacturing 

developac.l1t. 'lbe first is water aa.~ageaent. Cyprus has 

intenwtionally-1"eCognised expertise in water aanageaent, in water 

aanap11e11t construction, and in associated agricultural developaent. 

The acccmpan.ying report on the Knowledge-Based Industries recomaends 

that a Water llanagellent Agency be set up to co-ordinate these inputs 

as part or a water aanageaent package for export. One part or this 

package would be aanufactured products, not only hydraulic puaps, but 

other components of water aanegement systeas which could be developed 

in Cyprus. The report has a siailar view of the potential for export 

of energy conservation systeas. again including existing and yet-to

be-lieveloped outputs froa the Cypriot aetal working sector. Other 

proposals for the developaent or fertigration have implications for 

the COllputer software sector, and would also require higher quality 

plastic irrigation pipes. In each of these instances the 

aanufacturing opportunity arises fro• a strategy centred on an 

existing non-manufacturing area of specialisation. It represents the 

principle of organic diversification nonetheless. 

The identification of new industries thus needs to be derived from 

the analysis of existing sectors, whether or not they currently 

involve manufacturing. It follows from what we said earlier about 

the 'filiere' or thread of economic activity, that new manufacturing 

may result from a service industry, or that develop•ent in services 

may help to strengthen and transform existing manufacturing. Thus 

the growth of the computer software sector in Cyprus - which is 

discussed in the Knowledge Based Industries report - has already led 

to initiatives in the manufacture of electronic displays. Th~ 

development of bio-technology in fish farming and animal husbandry 

opens up new opportunities in the area of food processing. One task 

tor en overall Industrial Strategy for Cyprus is therefore to draw 

out the implications tor manufacturing of developments in primary and 

service sectors of the economy. This is a more p~omising approach to 

industrial diversification than the compiling of lists of potential 

products which have no orranic link to existing areas of productive 

experience in Cyprus. 
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During the present mission. we have not had the time to undertake 

detailed st~dies outside our five ~ain sectors. The fnowledge-Pased 

Industries report indicates a nuaber of non-•anufacturing sectors of 

iaportance in the new industry context. particular' v those in which 

Cyprus has a potential coapeti tive advantage in the Ea.stern 

Mediterranean and Africa. The report recmaends a nuaber or further 

steps to be taken with respect to these industries. 

In this general report we are concerned with the approach to rather 

than the details of the Knowledge-Intensive Industries and their 

diversification. We rec011mend that in any further studies undertaken 

of non-118nufacturing industries, the potential for aanufacturing be 

brought out within the context of overall Industrial Strategy 
framework. 

More particularly we rec011J11end that urgent studies be undertaken on 

three sectors of partic~lBI significance to manufacturing: 

(i) retailing and distribution 

(ii) catering 

(iii) the leisure and cultural industries 

Each or these has been traditionally classified as a service 

industry. Each is relatively underdeveloped in Cyprus. and each has 

substantial implications for Cypriot aanufacturing. In the case of 

retailing an~ distribution the link is with quality control, stock 

reduction, and marketing infor11ation. In the case of catering, 

recent developments in Western Europe have transformed significant 

parts of the catering industry into branches of factory-based food 

processing. In the case of the leisure and cultural industries, 

llUSeumB link up with local desip; the growth of live music has fed 

back into an expansion of the record industry; live theatre and sport 

has been the basis for the growth of indigenous televisi~n and film 

production; while education has strengthened the local production of 

books and other written publications. 
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What is important in these sectors is that aajor developaents have 

been taking place in all of thea internationally. L'"ld that in Cyprus 

all are a part or the tourist industry. The already strong li~ 

between tourisa and manufacturing. and the potential for closer 

integration between the tvo sectors vi.th respect to product 

de'Jelopment. would be further strengthened by developaents in the 

above three fields. 

Equally iaportct. aanufactaring industry can contribute to the 

develop11e11t or these other sectors or the economy. For exaaple. a 

catering industry based Oil the principles or flexible specialisation 

rather than aass production. would aaintain the individual 

distinctiveness sought by many Cypriot hotels at the sue ti.ae as 

substantially r~cing costs. It could indeed be one part ir. a 

broader strategy or flexible specialisation in the tourist industry 

itself. where the saae tension bet..een flexible specialisation and 

aass production exists as is foWld in manufacturing sectors. 

Siailarly a local supply of high-quality products is an iaportant 

aspect of any successful just-in-tiae system of retailing. 

6.5 

1bere are three aain conclusions we have drawn with respect to the 

strategic orientation of Cyprus industry: 

(i) it should follow a strategy of flexible specialisation 

rather than aass production. as aore appropriate to the 

size and strengths of the Cypriot econo11y 0 and offering 

nch firmer prospects for aaintaining aarket shares at 

holle and expanding abroad. 

(ii) while seeking to 1ain experience and some aarket position 

in Europe on the basis of own-design products, Cypriot 

industry should aaintain its orientation towards the 
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Middle East 6Jld African aarkets. particularly where it 

can act as an adaptor cf Europeun-type products for the 

p&rticular requirements of the regional aarket. 

(iii) Cypriot industrial strategy should start with existing 

sectors. looking for expansion and diversification on the 

basis of already-established skills. either in 

aanufacturing or in the agricultural and services 

sectors. The aia should be to foster an organic growth -

aixing innovation with continuity rather than 

attempting to start from scratch enclave innovations 

which have no current link with the economy. 

Of these. the first is the aost iaportant. The future for Cyprus 

industry will depend on the extent to which existing industry can be 

restructured. The stronger is existing industry. the more will 

diversification be possible. The search for new industries should be 

a complement to. not a substitute for. a programme of restructuring 

the old. That such a restructuring is possible is shewn by the 

growth of a new wave of firms. notably in the clothing sector, which 

have followed many of the principles of flexible specialisation. At 

the moment, however. this growth is at an early stage. If it is to 

be expanded and generalised. then major changes will have to take 

place in the approach of the firms themselves and in the general 

framework of industrial policy. The changes required. in strategic 

c!~:-ctction and institutions. are t~.e subject matter of the next 

chapter. 

) 
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Table 1 

Index c-f average rates of pay in real teras 1985 

1980 • 100 

Finance, insurance, real estate and 
busineas services 

Municipalities and iapro~1t boards 

Wholesale and retail trade, restaurants 
and hotels 

Other services 

Average for whole economy 

Transport, storage and couunication 

Manufacturing 

Mining and quarrying 

Government (all activities) 

Agriculture 

Electricity, gas and water 

Construction 

140.2 

137.2 

135.4 

134.1 

132.9 

132.2 

131.9 

130.9 

130.3 

128.3 

127.1 

122.3 

Source: Econ11.."'ic Report 
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Agriculture 

Mining and quarrying 

Manufacturing 

Electricity. gas and 
water 

Construction 

Wholesale and retail 
trade and hotels 

Transport. storage and 
communication 

Table 2 

Cyprus e.ployaent 1976-85 

(thousand persons) 

1976 1985 % Change 

36.9 36.3 - 2 

2.3 1.0 -57 

28.4 44.8 58 

1.3 1.5 15 

10.7 21.4 100 

24.5 47.3 93 

8.3 12.6 52 

% increase 
in real GDP 

14 

-37 

85 

90 

62 

182 

103 

Finance. insurance. real 
estate and business 
service 6.1 11.2 84 140 

Community. social and 
personal services 27.8 41.7 50 111 

Total 146.3 217.8 49 95 

Source: Economic Report. 
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VII 

PU'ITING 11IE STRATEGY IN'l'O PRACl'ICE 

7.1 Systemic Flexibility 

In putting the strategy into practice there are two issues. First 

how should existing policy be redire~ted and strengthened. and 

second. what is the best institutional means of carrying any new 

policy through. On the first we have already indicated the direction 

which we think Cyprus should take. This will involve the recognition 

of the importance of design. of stock control. of effective 

aanagemer-t information systems. of flexible machine systems and the 

capacity to adapt them. It will require a new approach to labour and 

skill. to finance and to the relations between firms and their 

customers and between firms and their suppliers. In the three main 

spheres of economic life - production. circulation and non-exchange 

relationships /shown in Figure 1) - the landscape of the corporate 

economy has been changing. and Government policy needs to change with 

it. 

A policy which restricts its horizons to making sure the markets are 

working is not enough. What the Government is concerned with is how 

the just-in-time principle can be applied at the level of the sector. 

and this requires that each link of the sectoral chain is in place. 

that each knows what the other is doing. and that short-term 

interests do not prejudice long-term growth. Just-in-time requires 

planning and coordination. It moves too fast for the market. 
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Policy needs also to assist innovation within the sectoral chain. 

Here the task is one of supporting the creation of a culture - in 

design for exaaple or in a new approach to management. For this the 

approach required of the policy aaker is that of the garden rather 

than the aechanic. new cultures are not made by incentives alone. 

7.2 The t'lexible state 

New directions deaand new approaches from the policy maker. They 

also require new institutions. In countries where f ~exible 

specialisation has been successful, we can observe that there has 

been a redefinition of the role and the institutions of the state 

with respect to industry. Flexible spe~ialisation in industry has 

been aatched by the growth of a flexible state. 

In many ways the changes in the state have paralleled the changes in 

the structure or large business organisations. During the period of 

mass production. a new form of business structure was developed kno1io'11 

as the multidivisional corporation. It had an extended hierarchical 

structure, strong centralisation, a clear division of labour between 

departments and functions, and bP.tween innovators and operators. It 

also showed a tendency towards vertical integration, so that the 

whole chain of production could be under a single command. 

The flexible corporation of the 1970's and Bo's has changed this. 

The growth of information technology and the c&pacity of control 

system means that. as we noted earlier, a firm like Benneton can 

decentralise retailing and production, keeping control of a design, 

aarketing. dyeing. automated distribution system. and a c~ntralised 

business information flow. Greater centralisat:on has allowed a 

simultaneous decentralisation, with increased a,1tonomy (even separate 

ownership) for component suppliers and retail outlets within tightly 

defined limits. Managerial hierarchies; have become flatter (the 

Japanese have been the pioneers in this), with a more fluid division 

of labour, work teams being brousht together for a particular task, 
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and then dissolved when the task is done. Head offices have been 

slimaed down. with services sub-contracted. central routine functions 

computerised and then decentralised geographically. leaving the head 

office to concentrate on strate.o. aniaation. aonitoring. and high 

level dipl011acy. In Oi!signing corporate structures M emphasis has 

coae to be put on institutions which encourage creativity and 

learning rather than aechanical delivery. What is striking is that 

private business found itself fdcing siailar problems of inflexible 

bureaucracy to those faced by public organisatir,ns. Indeed the 

public bodies had often been set up on aodels drawn trom the private 

corporations of the aass production age. But with the discipline of 

international coapetition pr...ssing aore upon the private corporations 

than on the state. it. was the former who had to respond and 

restructure first. 

The lessons of the new flexibility in private corporations have only 

recently begun to work their way into the public sector. But already 

there is a pattern clearly emerging in a number of European 

countries. Its key featurP.s are as follows: 

a decentralisation of services towards the user {UK. Sweden) 

an increase in sub-contracting. with the state maintaining 

control over system design, and the terms of licensing, as 

well as providing any necessary subsidies, {TV franchises. 

bus transport, postal services) 

increased user control, through user councils. fines for 

failures in service delivery, choice and competition within 

the public sector, consumer research, ombudspersons, 

increased information on service delivery 

the finance 'Jf voluntary groups, both to deliver services, 

and to act as seed beds of innovation 
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a new emphasis on strategy within public services, with the 

involvement of •anagement, unions and consumers in the 

development of such strategies 

- within public administrations, flatter hierarchies, problem 

solving teus, mechanisms for cross-departmental co-

ordination. 

ftUditing, 

target performance and monitoring. internal 

the computerisation of routine functions. the 

creation of new un~ts and the more continuous restructuring 

of internal organisation • 

an increased role for local and regional Government in 

service innovation and delivery • 

There is as yet no fixed model of the flexible state - the above have 

been largely innovatory responses to particular problems rather than 

the imposition of a pre-conceived model drawn from industry. But the 

fact that they can be seen emerging in a range of services in 

different places suggests that the new model may be emerging in 

practice before it is generalised in administrative theory . 

In the field of industrial policy there are many examples of the new 

model • In Germany, Italy, the UK and the USA it is local and 

regional Governments which have taken the initiative in strategic . 
thinking and industrial service provision rather than the Departments 

of Industry in central Government. Massachusetts State has set up a 

range of institutions dealing with industrial turnarounds, industrial 

expansion, new product development, high-level technical training, 

and venture capital operations. The Italian municipalities have 

worked closely with groups of industrialists, subsidising their 

initiatives, and organising a variety of basic services like 

industrial property and training. In the UK the municipalities have 

been the most innovative public institutions in the development of 

sector strategy, and in the public verature capital, and public 

turnaround fields. They have set up enterprise boards which are 
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usually controlled by the aunicipal authorities. within clearly 

defined guidelines and with a aunicipally appointed board. The 

municipalities themselves have concentrated on strategic research. 

training. and the operations of local and national public services. 

In Cypros. there are soae parallels with these experiences abroad. 

The aain industrial institut~ ·ns now operating in Cyprus are a 

mixture of governmental. quasi public and private bodies. In the 

field of training. there is a specialist strategic unit. the ITA. 

responsible for training strategy. the stiauladon of new training 

courses. and the funding of other organisations to carry this out. 

including two other quasi public bodies. the HTI and the CPC. As a 

structure. this has the fl~ibility which is required. In the field 

of exports. there is shortly to be set up another qua-;i public 

institution. the Export Promotion Organisation. which is also 

responsible for strategy. some implementation. and the funding of 

other bodies to carry through the required tasks. New forms of 

production organisation and industrial relation have been the 

responsibility of the Cyprus Productivity Centre. The Cyprus 

Development Bank is a fourth institution which exemplifies the ne~ 

mode. It has been subject to a number of pressures which raise the 

question of its strategic direction though not its institutional 

form. 

There are other policy areas where the specialised institutions do 

not exist. for example design. machinery supply, research and 

development, and sanagement consultancy. Either these are undertaken 

by a number or different agencies and institutions, or, as in the 

case of dedgn, they are not undertaken at all. We will discuss 

these in the appropriate place later in the chapte1·. 

Looking at this structure as a whole, there are a number of 

institutional gaps which need to be filled: 
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- associations of industrialists to carry out collective 

services for theaselves 

- an adequately fW'lded financial institution to undertake 

sectoral restructuring. a long-tera strategic investaent. 

- a re-oriented incentive scheme. with a nuaber of targeted 

support f W'lds 

- a centre to encourage the development of industrial design 

- a network of sectoral technology centres 

In addition there are a nuaber of other policies which can be carried 

out by existing institutions. and which we will discuss under the 

relevant functional headings. 

7.3 Sectoral consortia for collective services 

The starting point for any change must be the firms themselves. 

Theirs is the prime responsibility for re-orientation. It is the 

producers who need first consider the relevance (if any) of flexible 

specialisation as applied to their current and potential business and 

what would be required to re-orient their firms accordingly. The 

Government. external consultants. even a fully resourced industrial 

bank cannot do this for them. There is no magic solution which can 

be telivered from outside. Rather the question is one or strategic 

change starting from within. 
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In large firas. the task or thinkir..g about strategic changes is a 

specialised f\mction within the firm. 1bere are corporate planning 

departments. whose aembers are not only trained in strategic skills. 

but provide the11&elves with constantly updated information about 

their industry and where it is going. Journals. conferences. 

professional organisations. business information reports. 

intemational travel and discussion - these are the means by which 

corporate planners keep abreast or the tilles. This is impossible in 

firas the size or those in Cyprus. • So is specialisation in the 

skills of aanagerial illplementation. Figure 2 sets out saae of the 

areas which need to be aanaged vi thin a firm. In Cypriot firas. the 

owner-aanagers are having to deal vi th all these issues. and in the 

smaller firms are involved r.s direct producers as well. In a small 

nUJ1ber. the owner-aanagers or their relations have specialised 

managerial knowledge from their previous work - design. accounting. 

in one case marketing. But they cannot for the aost part continue to 

specialise. Nor. quite simply. do they have the time to undertake 

many of these functions. Finally. where information is involved. 

whose gathering and processing js subject to substantial economies of 

scale. small finas lack the resources to finance what is required. 

The lack of managerial time to spend on strategic planning and its 

implementation. with the accompanying problems of lack of specialised 

skill and information. is one disadvantage faced by small firms. A 
second is the problem of technological indivisibilities. For 

exaaple, a number of clothing firms would have liked to buy CAD 

systeas. but their turnover did not justify it. The same was true of 

some aachines in the furniture industry. As currently constituted, 

fir11s either have to do without this equipment or use it at under

capacity. 
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Given that the size of Cypriot firas has reaai.ned remarkably stat-le 

and has not responded to the incentives to aerge and expand. the 

central rocus or policy needs to turn to the provision or aany or 

these services on a joint basis. On the need for such joint services 

we f'ound ca.on agreement between industrialists. within the 

employers' organisations. in Government, and in a range of 

consultancy reports. Where there is aore uncertainty is the best 

institutional fora for the provision of these comaon services. 

It is the view of this llission that sector industry associations 

should becoae a pri.ae focus for the provision or cc.aon services. It 

is such sectoral associations which have been sa important to the 

success or Italian saall-fira industry. and to the export strength or 

saall firas in Geraany and Sweden. Financed and controlled primarily 

by the firas theasel ves, they have shown theasel ves to be flexible. 

capable of responding rapidly to the partiC1Jlar needs of their 

aeabers. and highly productive. As well as specialising by sector. 

they have also coaaonly soae specialisation by function. 

If we take the Italian case as an example. the industrial consortia 

have been encouraged by national law to provide COllJIOn services to 

firms with less than 20 M>rkers. They cannot theaselves be 

profitable and aust be accO\Dltable to their ar2bers. Some co

operation between firas takes place informally - determining firm 

specialisation in a particular area for instance. The formal 

framework or the consortia have been used largely for joint finance. 

marketing 1IDd T'llW uatezial parchaaing. By 1979 there were 79.000 co

operative marketing ventures in Italy. One example, the consortia of 

fumiture and allied producers in Poggibonsi. south of Florence is 

di•CU9Hd iD the accompanying furniture report. It has 85 •eabers, 

eaploying 2,000 people, who each pay approxiaately S6.000 a year as a 

meabership fee. Thia allows the consortia to employ a staff of six. 

who provide a range of aarketing and jo{nt purchasing services. 

Another exuple is the Centro Intormazione Tessile Emilia-Romagna 

(CITER), a joint public -private orcanisation located in Carpi, the 
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centre of the Italian knitwear industry. The CITER grev out of a 

aanagement training course sponsored by the european Social Fund. It 

has a budget of $250.000 751 of it drawn from its 500 lle9ber firas 

(most of' them with less than 50 employees) who each subscribe $400 a 

year. It provides a ~rebensive range of infomation services in 

the areas of design intelligence. market research and fabric 

sourcing. as 1'ell as technology and aanagement consultancy. 

The advantages of the consortia llOdel are as follows: 

(i) the responsibili~y of initiating.organising. and funding 

the association lies priaarily vi th those who are to be 

helped by it. 

(ii) it is flexible. with an association being foraed to •eet 

the particular needs of a given set of firas. The 

flexibility is one of function. membership. and extent of 

public participation. Within the overall terms set by 

the legal framework. there is no one standardised llOdel. 

(iii) it is pluralistic. Firas •ay be in aore than one 

association - one for credit tor example. another for 

marketing; 

(iv) the contributions are llOdest given the services provided. 

(v) they exemplify the advantages or sectoral specialisation; 

tor instance, an overseas aarket intelligence system can 

ala•> provide intoraation on new products. and new 

technolol)'; it can report on changing strategic 

developments within the sector, and potential overseas 

partners; it can identify sources of intermediate 

aaterials or of specialist industry consultancy. Just as 
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-· ~ find large firas specialising by sector. so these 

collective services have found economies in sectoral 

specialisation. 

We see aany advantages in Cyprus of developing stnictures of this 

kind. The initiative would have to coae fl'Oll the industrialists 

theaselves. but the fruework. together with incentives. would be the 

responsibility or the Govemaent. In order to get this off the 

ground we rec01111end the following: 

{i) groups of industrialists should take the opportunity of 

visiting Italian consortia in their respective sectors of 

industry 

{ii) a represeratetive of the National Confederation of 

Artisans of Italy be invited to Cyprus to advise on the 

establishment of consortia and of an appropriate national 

framework for industrial consortia. 

(iii} that a study be undertaken of the German export cartels 

and the Swedish joint marketing co-operatives to identify 

features which it would be of advantage for Cypriot 

associations to adopt. 

(iv) that the Government undertake to set up a national 

framework for industrial consortia. and provides funds 

throuch specific incentives schemes to encourage the 

development of both formal and informal co-operation 

between firms. 

(v) that' the industry associations and the trade unions agree 

to •upport this programme for the provia:f on of common 

services. 
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In teras of the range of services to be provided in this w~y we would 

give priority to the following: 

a) design intelligence 

At the aoaent for the cl.othing industry the Ministry of 

Collaerce and Industry organises well-attended twice-yearly 

seainars by a French design intelligence L .pany called 

Prollostil on fashion trends for the coming seas:.~1; they also 

hire international consultancy firas to undertake one-off 

surveys of overseas •arkets {Austria-Switzerland, and Canada). 

A number of clothing exporters also invest considerable sums on 

purchasing comaercial design forecasts at C£500 and on overseas 

research visits. There are scale economies in these areas - an 

individual subscription to a clothing association could well be 

less than ;:;he cost of a single design forecast, yet provide 

access to much more. 

b) export marketing 

There is a clear need for a 

particularly for smaller firms. 

joint sales organisation, 

Many firms use commission 

agents and pay a premium for their services; a joint sales 

organisation would enable them to avoid the middlemen and at 

the same time would provide logistic and technical support for 

exports, as well as contributing to the foreign market 

intelligence. Such an organisation could also help impose 

quality standards, which are so important in the middle and 

upper sesaents or the market. 
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c) 

d) 

COllpUter aided desi&n and .. terials lay out facilities; 

In clothing. footwear and metal working there were evident 

opportunities for the sharing or advanced design and layout 

equipaent. 

unagement consultancy end technical assistance 

While the larger firms are relatively knowledgeable about 

current developments in aachinery and other types of 

technology. the sue is not true of smaller iiras; similarly 

there are serious shortages of technically trained people in 

local industry. and of specialist aanagement skills. An 

industry association could build up an ap~roved list of 

consultants as well as providing a channel for technological 

information. 

(e) operative training 

A joint association could provide a fruitful link between the 

work of the ITA and individual firms, o~ganising joint training 

schemes for industry, and advising member firms en training and 

good labour practices. 

These are the priorities which emerged from the sector studies. 

Other functions could be included, including raw material sourcing, 

joint financing, the establishment of child care facilities, and the 

supply of labour market information. Certainly any centre should 

offer access to co•on business services like telex and computer 

facilities, printing, design and layout, and access to translation 

services. 
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'1be question of representation and funding go closely together. In 

the Cypriot case there is an arguaent for tripartite institutions. 

~ith representation froa trade unions and Govemaent on the board of 

the industry associations along with the industrialists. For example 

it would make sense to have representatives from the MCI and the ITA 

as well as the Export Proaotion Organisation involved. But it is 

iaportant that the Government retain a back seat. even if it provides 

significant initial funding to get the consortia off the ground. In 

the long run. the bulk of the core finance of the consortia should be 

funded by member subscriptions though additional functions could be 

taken on. at least part-funded by the Govemaent. 

The above proposals in part reflect the princirle that institutions 

should be as close and as responsive to the users as possible. and in 

part derive from the success of these institutions abroad. They 

would fora a new critical layer in Cypriot industrial organisation 

between the individual firms and the state. To date this 

intermediate layer has largely been missing. 

In discussions of these issues during our mission two points were 

raised with us. First a number of industrialists told us that 

Cypriots would not co-operate. that their competit!ve i~dividualism 

was too strong. For the second. cases were cited where att~mpted co

operation had broken down becausP one of the parties to the agreement 

had gone behind the backs of the others. There were clearly long

standing rivalries between some firms which would make co-operation 

difficult. 

Our response to this is that without co-operation much Cypriot 

industry is unlikely to have a long-term future. It is as simple as 

th~t. The kind of common services we have discussed cannot by and 

large be supplied ao effectively by the Government. If firms cannot 

au~sume their internal rivalry in the face or a much greater external 

competitive threat. then there ia nothing outside organisations can 
' do, to secure their future. Some firms are already co-operating. of 

which the Linasol furniture makers are a recent example. Whatever 
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the outcoae of this particular proj"!ct, the initiative they have 

already shc...m is a guide to what is 11<>re generally required. 

What is exemplified in the U...asol case is that co-operation does 

not have to take place at the level or the whole sector. It need 

only involve the fil'9S who feel they can work together on the 

specifi:: task in hand. The iaportant thing is not that all firms co

operate but that s~e do, and that Governaent incentives should be 

geared to that end. 

The creation or this new lliddle institutional layer will have to be 

approached pragmatically. Different fol'9S aay suit different 

industries. The Governaent will play 11<>re of a role in some than in 

others. Whatever the mix, industrial consortia in some form are, we 

believe. indispensable to the project or flexible specialisation. 

They promise the kind of flexible, creative, and closely-targeted 

service to small firms which more centralised institutions, public or 

private, will find it difficult to match. 

7.4 Strategic Planning 

One of the precqnditions for effective decentralisation is the 

existence of an agreed overall strategic framework. In a firm this 

is prepared by the head office. In an economy it should be provided 

by the state. For Cypriot industry the present report is interjed as 

the basis for such a framework. What is currently lacking an 

appropriate structure to continue this work of strategic planning, 

and co-ordinate its implementation. 
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7.lt.1 The existing structure 

( i) strategic planning capacity 

Within the Cypnis Governaent there is at present little if any 

capacity for strategic industrial planning. In the Ministry of 

eo..erce and Industry. there is a research ar.d development unit. of 

seven :-eople tilhicb is largely taken up with day-to-day issues such as 

the industry guarantee scheme. ~rai ts for aachinery imports and for 

foreign shareholding. In the Planning Bureau. there is one industry 

specialist. who also has aany immediate demands on his tiae. The 

Planning Bureau sees its pr:ille functions as r.o-ordinating industry 

with the rest of the economy. rather than developing industrial 

strategy directly. Thus the Industry section of the 5th National 

plan was Grafted by the MCI. for consolidation by the Planning Bureiu 

with the Plan as a whole. Most of the strategic documents which 

exist have been produced by overseas consultants on short-term 

contracts. 

This is not enough. There has to be an internal strategic capacity -

not least to make full use of external reports. There has to be a 

regular domestic source of strategic ideas. one which has close links 

to the rapidly changing circumstances of particular industries and 

international markets. 

The aanage11ent of the strat~gic planning programme will require not 

only auch 11e>re tiae than is currently allocated in the relevant 

lliniatries, but new skills (a•.;ratepc research and consultative 

planning) end new aethods {or international data gathering. for 

example). 
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(ii) intra-Government co-ordination 

At the aoment there are a variety of aechanisas for co-ordination on 

indust:-ial matters within the Govemaent: 

there is a planning structure which consists of: 

Central Planning Collaission 

Working Planning Committee 

1be Planning Bureau: 

comprising llinisters and chaired 
by the President 

composed of ministers and chaired 
by the Minister of Finance. 

which acts as the servicing body 
to these Committees. 

since 1980 there has been a mechanism for co-ordination on 
Custom Union issues 

A Ministerial Committee on 
EEC matters 

~ technical co-ordinating 
committee on EEC matters 

An advisory committee on 
EEC matters 

An economic council 

chaired by the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, and including 
the Ministers of Finance, 
Commerce and Industry and 
Agriculture 

chaired by the head of the 
Planning Bureau, and 
including the Director Generals 
of the Ministries represented on 
the Ministerial Committee 

run by the Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry and including 
representatives from the 
F.mployers organisations. 

chaired by the Minister of 
F1nan~e. and including 
representatives of the banks and 
industry 

None of these is suited in their present form for the specific task 

in hand. Overall economic planning, the impact of the Customs Union, 

and the issues of immediate economic policy, all have a bearing on 

strategic industrial planning but they are not coincident with it. 
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To convert any of them into the necessary strategic industrial 

planning body would require them to abandon some of their current 

functions which need to be undertaken. To ask them to add the 

strategic planning functions to their iexisti~g responsibilities would 

be to overburden them as they are currently constituted. 

7.4.2 A new body 

To take account of both of these gaps, we recommend the establishment 

by December 1987 of a STRATEGIC PLANNING COUNCIL for industry. It 

would have the following features: 

it would be temporary, running in the first instance for 

the four years to 1991 

it would be multipartite, including in its membership 

representatives from Governm~.t. industry, the trade 

unions, banking and the quasi public bodies 

it would have an Executive Committee comprising the 

Ministers of Commerce and Industry, Finance. Labour, 

Education and Agriculture. 

1be Strategic Planning Council should be serviced by a small 

STRATEGIC PLANNING SECRETARIAT for Industry of high quality officers, 

comprising: 

one senior economist as the head of the Unit 

a deputy 
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two secondees vi th sectoral expertise drawn from other 

Ministries. with at least ooe from the MCI 

three support staff drawn froa the participating 

Ministries 

In addition at any one time it would put together specialist 

teams to work on a particular sector. In addition to the core 

staff. these would include: 

short-term secondees from the sector in question 

short-term secondees with relevant expertise dra'-'Jl from 

other parts of Government (for example the sector desk 

officer from the extension service) 

ott.er short-term secondees and consultants as required. 

1be Secretariat would have a budget of C£200.000 p.a., of which 60% 

would cover salaries, 10% consultants fees, 10% foreign and internal 

travel, and 20% running expenses, including printing and publishing. 

1be tasks of the secretariat would be as follows: 

the preparation of detailed strategic plans on each major 

industrial sector in Cyprus, using the sector reports of 

the present mission as a starting point 

ensuring the widespread discussion of the reports 
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submission of the revised reports. including proposals 

for action and funding to the SPC 

producing an updated Cyprus Industrial Strategy based on 

at least eight sector studies by llid 1990 in tiae for 

incorpora'tion into the Sixth Eaergency Plan. 

co-ordinating the production of a Cyprus Technology 

Strategy by llid 1990 

producing or causing to be produced other papers as 

required, including: 

an assessment of statistical requirements for the 

Industrial. Labour. and Technology Strategies and 

for industry on a regular basis. 

proposals o~ the revision of the industry incentive 

schemes. 

submitting to the SPC a bi-monthly report on progress by 

Government. quasi public and private bodies in carrying 

out agreed recommendations with explanations for non

performance. These reports should not dominate the 

Council agenda but should be primarily for note with 

necessary action taken outside the meeting. 

The Secretariat would be acting as initiator. animator. synthesiser, 

progress chaser. and reporter for a wide range of activities only 
I 

some of which would be undertaken within the secretariat itself. 
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The ai• of liaiting it in tiae and staff numbers, as well as staffing 

it with secondees and teaporary postings, is to ensure that is 

strengthens static work and iapleaentation in existing Ministries 

rather than supplants thea. Government secondees having worked in 

the Secretariat would return to their Ministries with a better sense 

of overall strategic di::.-ection, and would hopefully fora the core of 

a new strategic work force within the respective Ministries. 

The Strategi. Planning Council and its Secretariat would be the focus 

of responsibility. It would be charged with identifying problems and 

reporting to the Council of Ministers on performance and achievement. 

The work of both Council and Secretariat; should be the subject of 

independent assessment annually, the assessors' report being 

submitted directly to the Council of Ministers. A final independent 

assessment covering the years of the fifth emergency plan period 

should be submitted by the end of 1991. 

7.5 The Ministl')" of Coaaerce and lndusll')" 

A temporary Strategic Planning Council of the kind proposed requires 

a lead Ministl')" to carry through many of the recommendations on a 

permanent basis. This should be the Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry. The specific functions we have in mind include: 

acting as the main focus within the Government for industrial 

technology imports and administration of advisory services 

co-ordination of Government administrative controls over 

machinery imports and foreign investment 
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operation of an emergency aanagement unit to raise the level 

of aanageent in Cypriot industry 

acting as reference point between Govemaent and sectoral 

industry associations 

acting as sector strategy promoter within the Government on 

behalf of the Strategic Planning council. 

While the Strategic Planning Council will have the overall 

responsibility for implementing and monitoring the industrial 

strategy. the bulk of the wo:-k of implementation will fall to the 

MCI. 1beir task will require a aixture of administrative. 

diplomatic. aniaating, and progress-chasing skills. At the same time 

it will be necessary for the Ministry to build up its own strategic 

capacity. both because the process of strategy development and 

implementation can never be entirely separated, and because the 

Ministry will be a major source of strategic inputs into the work of 

the Strategic Council itself. The Ministry will have to have the 

capacity to submit papers to the Strategic Planning Secretariat on a 

range of issues over which the Ministry currently has 

responsibili~ies. 

If it is successfully to undertake these tasks, it will be necessary 

for some intemal restructuring to take place within the Ministry. 

1be existing organisational structure is presented in Figures 3-6. 
1be main poiri.ts to make about the present structure are as follows: 
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(i) the Industry Division is predominantly concerned with 

administration and iapleaentation. or the 68 staff in 

the division. 95% are concerned with advisory work. the 

introduction of new syst£.aS (like the aetrication group 

and the Cyprus Standards Organisation). routine 

processing of applications and requests. or the 

operation of projects (such as the Industrial Estates 

and the Free Trade Zone) • 

(ii) There is little capacity for strategic planning ar.i 

long-term research. The Research and Development unit 

are largely taken up with routine work. 

(iii) The day-to-day pressure on the Division is such that 

those with analytic skills are too often (and 

understandably) pressed into immediate tasks - preparing 

tariff data for the Customs Unions negotiations. looking 

after visiting consultants. and so on. 

(iv) there is a low level of automation, with the 

administration of the industrial estates, the issuing of 

import licenses, the granting of conditional reliefs and 

drawbacks, the calculation of the costs of allowing 

reliefs and drawbacks, the drafting and redrafting of 

standards, and the issue of standards, and the issue of 

standards for conversion in connection with metrication 

e.li having to be done manually without the aid of a 

computer system. Not only have funds not been allocated 

to the Ministry for word processors, but the Ministry 

have not been able to invest in a range of modern office 

equipment, including an up-to-date telephone system. 

The lack of telephone lines has been a constant 

frustration to the management of the Ministry, the 

staff, and those whom the Ministry is intended to 

service. 
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(v) as in aany countries. the existence or adainistrative 

controls - such as iaport licenses - leads to frequent 

challenges by applicants or the decisions on desk 

officers. and appeals working their way up the hierarchy 

until on occasion they reach the Director General and/or 

the Minister. 

(vi) there is little direct professional support to either 

the Director General or the Director or Industry in 

spite of their wide range or illaediate responsibilities. 

(vii) as in other sections of the Government. there is a 

relatively sharply defined division of function with the 

Industry Division. 

If the Division is to play the role that is necessary for the 

implementation of the Industrial Strategy. then some changes will be 

required. Although additional staff would undoubtedly help, they may 

not be immediately forthcoming, and were they to be agreed it would 

be some time before they were in post and operational. We have 

assumed therefore that changes will have to be made within existing 

staff numbers. For this to be possible, either the tasks currently 

performed will have to decrease, or ways will need to be found to 

improve current staff productivity. 

The first should be considered as part of an internal review and a 

report made to the Strategic Planning Council. As to the second, 

there are considerable productivity gains that could be realised 

through improvements in office automation. It is of the upmost 

urgency that the potential automation identified for the Ministry in 

the 'Master Plan for the Introduction of Comput.ers and Information 

Technology in the Public Sector in Cyprus' be implemented as soon as 

possible. We understand that the responsibility lies with the 

Department of DatEt Processing Services (DDPS) of the Ministry of 

Finance. We also recommend that the Telecommunications Authority 
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takes urgent action on the telephone system and other aspects of 

office equipment within the Ministry. 

If' the Ministry is to becoae the principle point in Government for 

the stiaulation or technology and productivity in industry. then it 

aust itself be a aodel in the use of technology. and the productivity 

of its labour. The Ministry should a.ill to become a pace setter in 

aodern administrative aethods. With this in lli.nd. we a!so recommend 

that the teaa that undertook the Organisation and Methods study of 

the ministry of Agriculture be invited to undertake a similar study 

in the MCI. 

One way in which the expansion and restructuring of the Industry 

Division's work could be organised is given in Figure 7. The main 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

suggestions we make are as follows: • 

(i) that a new Sectoral Technology unit be established, 

incorporating the existing extension service, and 

organised like the extension service on the basis of 

sector specialisations. It would take on the Ministry's 

responsibilities for advising the Central Bank on 

machine imports and foreign shareholdings (since the 

sector specialists would in any cesa be well acquaintf.d 

with machine importers in their sector, and the 

potential effects of foreign shareholdings) as well as 

the work on protection. They would continue their 

extension service work, and take on further the 

administration of the technology equipment fund, and the 

management equipment fund, as well es the liaison with 

sectoral associations, and other Government departments 

(including their own trade and consumer affairs 

divisions) in order to push forward the Industrial 

Strategy. The existing extension service staff would 

require some further training for these extended 
' responsibilities, as would the, non-extension service 

staff drafted into the new unit. ' This unit would be the 
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aain link to the Strategic Planning Council Secretariat. 

and would second staff to the Secretariat a: and when 

required. 

(ii) a new saall Industrial Approvals Unit should be formed 

which - working closely with the Sectoral Technology 

Unit - would act as a single window agency for all 

applications seeking Govemaent approval. for industrial 

projects. technology transfer. joint venture proposals. 

aachinery iaports and so on. The Approvals Unit would 

be responsible for co-ordinating the responses of other 

sections of Government. and ensuring a speedy decision. 

It would service an Industrial Approvals Board 

representing relevant Government depar";ments and the 

Central Bank. with power to take the decisions on 

industrial applications. Appeals against decisions 

should be channelled to an independent ombudsperson 

rather than to more senior levels of Government. 

(iii} a Strategic Research Unit should be established with a 

small staff of people with proven experience in industry 

research and high quality output 

(iv) an Emergency Man&gement Unit (see below) should be set 

up composed or external consultants and one permanent 

member of the Ministry staff with accounting skills 

(v) to increase the flexibility of the Division we suggest 

expanding the support unit of the Director of Industry 

to two 

(vi) we also propose the establishment of a small secretariat 

or three people. working directly to the Director

Oeneral, who would 
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prepare policy papers on issues directly concerning 

the Ministry including a running brief on the 

organisations on which the Ministry has direct 

representation and/or responsibility 

act as a support staff to the Director- General on 

the wide range of problems which come to him. 

Quite apart from the numerous day to day issues with which the 

Director General has to deal, he will play a crucial part, along with 

the Director or Industry, in ensuring the successful formulation and 

implementation of The Industrial Strategy, and it is imperative that 

both are given the support that they would have as a matter of course 

in a private industry of the size and scope of this Ministry. 

Side by side with this structure, the Ministry should aim to move to 

a more flexible system of working groups to tackle non-routine tasks. 

Key to this will be the formation of a set of team leaders who can 

motivate a group, and have the trust of senior management to operate 

within considerable delegated authority. There should be an increase 

in the training budget of C£20, 000 a year since an expansion and 

updating of skills is a necessary condition for the successful 

application of such a flexible system. 

Finally, the Ministry should consider ways of increasing the contact 

of its staff with the day to day problems and experience of industry 

itself. One factor which lies beyond the Ministry's control, is the 

non-coincidence of working hours, which is particularly serious as 

tar as direct contact with the European market is concerned -

effectively time overlap being confined to less than three hours a 

day. The limited amount of overseas travel is another example. The 

extension workers for instance, who are able officers, nevertheless 

find it difficult to sustain contact with the most advanced 

developments in the field, even down to the level of the Trade 
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Journals. Urgent attention should be given to the extension of the 

present system of personnel aanagement to ensure: 

that all Ministry staff have the opportunity for direct 

contact with 

secondments, 

themselves. 

functioning 

away from the 

industry, 

Ministry 

including 

buildings 

that those in an advisory position are able, through 

training and travel, to update their knowledge. 

7.6 A new model of development banking 

Another set of institutions which have a centrai role to play in any 

process of restructuring are the banks. In developing economies they 

have been of two kinds, commercial banks and development banks. 

Commercial banks are deposit-taking institutions, lending for the 

bmost part on the basis of collateral, with a short- to medium-term 

time horizon. Development banks were intended to complement the 

commercial banking system. They acted as channels for long-term 

finance (much of it from abroad) to private firms, offsetting the 

short term bias of the commercial banks. They often found themselves 

in the position of lenders of last resort, and turned to by 

Governments and development agencies to ~~omote particular 

development initiatives s~ch as small-firms schemes and regional 

investment programmes. They had a more active approach than many 

commercial banks, providing enterprise advice and help in the 

preparation of project proposals. They were by-and-large project

oriented. They grew rapidly in the period between 1950 and 1980. By 

late 1983 t~e World Bank had records of 137 of them. One of them was 

the Cyprus Development Bank, founded originally shortly after 

independence in the early 1960's, and restructured in 1976. 

It is clear that an active financial institution, closely involven 

with the firms it finances, concerned with the long-term, and wider 

development objectives, and capable of offering hands-on project and 
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aanageaent advice. should play an important part in any process of 

industri.U re-organisation. We are or the fira opinion that not only 

is development banking necessary for Cypriot industry in the coming 

period, but that it should be considerably expanded. The form it 

should take, and its links to the main c~cial hanking system is 

less clear. For what we observe throughout the developing world is 

that 'L _e original model of the development: bank is in serious 

difficulties. 

These di~ficulties are partly the result of increased competition -

froa local c01111Dercial banks aoving into the long-term market as well 

as international banks expanding in developing countries. In part 

they arise from the world recession, particularly after the second 

oil price shock in 1979/80, when the rise in rural interest rates and 

the depression of local and overseas markets led many of their 

clients to have repayment problems. This particular 'debt crisis' 

highlighted other weaknesses in the development banking model: they 

lacked access to deposits; they operated with limited interest 

spreads as Governments and agencies tried to keep their interest 

rates low for development purposes, hence they had difficulty in 

building up their own funds; not only were they limited to a 

particular banking function (losing the economies of multi-function 

banking) but it was a function which often involved the more risky 

investments, and the 'last resort' investors. When on top of this 

they were asked to carry out other functions which the private 

banking system was not adequately performing (for example small-firm 

finance), th~re was a sense in which they were being squeezed between 

development objectives and the market without the resources to carry 

the job through. The 198o's crisis therefore served to highlight 

some of the inherent problems of the original model. 

The response has been varied. One has been to move away from 

industrial investment. Another has been to increase access to funds; 

either their own funds through increasing spreads, t)r other funds 

through linking with deposit takers, or in some cases HP companies. 

Thirdly they have tried to diversify functions, moving into 

insurance, leasings, consultancy services, and computerisation. 
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Finding theasel ves the p.:>or relations in the aarket - without the 

economic expansion of earlier periods to sustain them - they have 

tri~ to strengthen their competitiveness both in terms of access to 

funds and of' services provided. If not a 'big bang'. there has 

certainly been a saaller bang, with echoes of the development of the 

'financial superaarket' which has characterised the present period in 

developed eowttry banking. 

One consequence of the above is that the developaent banks have been 

in danger of losing their long-tera developaent identity. In order 

to survive, many have become more like their competitors the 

couercial banks. The commercial banks. fo:- their part, have not 

welcomed increased competition in their customary markets from 

institutions originally designed for a long-term function. Yet the 

dileua of development banking in the 1980's remains. If they are to 

operate in the market, then they must have the funds to do so. If 

specialised banking functions are increasingly coming togethe".' in 

single institutions for competitive reasons, then the de~re:!.opment 

banks must be given the scope to hold their own in an era of 

financial supermarketing. Altematively, they could be more 

insulated from the market: with gree.ter access to state funds, and 

without the expectation of profitability. As it is they are caught 

between two worlds - expected to operate in and against the market, 

and to bear development functions without the means to carry them 

through. 

These tensions are apparent in Cyprus. 'Ibe Cyprus Development Bank 

shares many of the more general characteristics we have mentioned 

above. It was established to provide long-term finance to 

productive. private industry. It was not given access to internal 

savings, but rather drew its funds from the Central Bank at a 

subsidised rate. Latterly it has raised a tranche of overseas 

capital. With fixed interest rate of 9% its spreads are limited. It 

has not been able to build up its own internal funds. As far as its 

clients ~ere concerned, it too has often found itself the lender of 

last resort. Both the Government and the commercial banks have 
' 

brought it ,fnto firms facing difficulty. Of its portfolio of 30 
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firas in which it has invesments approxiaately 50% are problem 

companies. On its loans (to 120 companies) it has a 20% delinquency 

rate. Given its li.uted functions. it finds it is coaonly the last 

to be paid by lendel--s. since it lacks the everyday levers of the 

com1ercial banks. Its invesments are aade according to econoaic 

rather than narrow financial criteria. by the incorporation of shadow 

prices into the feasibility study. It is striking that in spite of 

all this. the COB has registered a profit in every year since 1979. 
with an average yield an its portfolio of just under 5%. 

'lbe tensions. however. are there. and are likely to increase as 

Cypriot growth slows down, particularly as the effects of the Custoas 

Union work their way through aanufacturing. Until now the sustained 

growth of the last decade has allowed the aore general tensions we 

have noted in development banking to have been kept to aanageable 

proportions. We expect this to be un-sustai.nable in the near future. 

Clear choices need to be aade if one of Cyprus's successful economic 

institutions is to be able to continue productively. 

'lbe issues that need to be addressed are those of function. finance 

and control. As far as functions are concerned, there was general 

agreement amongst all to whom we spoke that there was a need for a 

long-tera financial institution. A nuaber comaented that the CDB was 

decreasingly playing this role, and that there was a need to re

establish the CDB as a development bank. We have examined a nWDber 

of projects where the CDB decided not to provide finance, as well as 

a nuaber where they did. 

long- tera funding. 

For the aost part, the issue was not one of 

The noraal mediua-tera period of loan was 

appropriate. backed up with equity for a aeasure of longer-term 

funding. (currently the equity: loan ratio in the CDB's portfolio is 

at its liait of 1:10). 'lbere were cases which we felt did warrant 

support - including projects in fields we have advocated in this 

report - but the issue was one of the required rate of return rather 

than the length of time of the loan. Currently the CDB uses a 16% 

internal rate of return in their feasibility studies, made up of 7% 
cost of funds. 4% growth. and 5% inflation. Were this' lower, it 

' 

could back more projects. On the other hand, given the requirements 
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under which it is currently working. it is prudent to say the least 

to llaintain the 16% rate. and in some cases the risk eleaent "'°uld 

justify a higher one. 

Risk is a second factor. 1he CDB discounts risk on the grounds that 

it is a public institution. and that it acts as if it vas its own 

insurance company. 1he successes will balance out the failures. But 

this is only one version of risk. Venture Capital houses in the UK 

also expect to balance out success and fai.lur&. but they use a 

discount rate or between 50-8<>% nevertheless because of the inherent 

risk or the kind of businesses with which they are dealing. The 

successes have got to be that auch bigger in that business to effect 

the balancing. Our view of the CDB is that its financial constraints 

do act as a disincentive to high risk investaent. 

If long-tera and risk-finance were the two aajor issues they "'°uld be 

quite easily dealt with. A further subsidy coulc! be provided 

explicitly for long-tera funds. and a venture capital unit could be 

set up with public and private funds (inside or outside the CDB) to 

provide the risk capital. But in our view this is not the main 

issue. What is now needed is an institution which can take on the 

proactive task or sectoral restructuring. 

This cannot be accomplished solely at the project level. It aay be a 

question or encouraging firas to come together to initiate common 

services; or or establishing a C011aOn facility to produce previously 

imported inputs; or or encouraging specialisation between firms in 

the sue industry. In each of these cases there will be external 

economies to each fira which are internal to the sector. Some of 

these aay be organised by the industrialists theaselves. Some will 

be encouraged by Government schemes and agencies. But in our view a 

development bank can play an important role as •id-wife to these 

ror11s of co-operation. It usually has hands-on experience of firms 

within the sector. It CM develop the sector •pecialism of an 

industrial bank. It has the loan facilities and other support 

services to help bring the changes about. 
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Once a detailed plan for sectoral restructuring exists. then long

term develop!lellt finance becomes necessary. By long-tera we do not 

so auch refer to the tera period of a loan. rather the ability of a 

bank to stay with a project through failure. Froa the experience of 

res :.ructuring elsewhere. one of the most daaaging aspects .:;!' •short 

termisa' is its incapacity to do this. A fira atteapting 

restructuring aay well not get the strategy right on the first 

occasion. 1be Japanese are notable for treating such failure as an 

occasion to leam lessons for illproveaent rather than a cause for 

closing down a project. In the developaent of strategic investments 

they are .ore concerned to monitor perforaance against technological 

targets. aarket forecasts and competitors• development, only then 

considering the financial bottom line. In this way they build in the 

possibility or 'negative knowledge' - that is knowledge derived from 

failure - as a precursor to finally achieving 'positive knowledge'. 

What is needed for an approach of this kind is a source of finance 

capable of sticking with a project in suc-.h circumstances. When we 

speak of long-tera development finance it is in this sense. 

This is the core of the redefinition of development banking which we 

believe is required in the current period. The development banks 

should see their task as one of sectoral restructuring. Once the 

main task of a development bank is defined in this way, other 

requirements follow. It will need sector specialists with strategic 

skills. It will need to be able to call on company doctors. inside 

and outside its organisation; it aay need special venture funds for 

innovation within the sector, as well as the long-term funds we 

referred to above. 

It will need to be closely co-ordinated with relevant parts or the 

Govenment. First and foremost this applies to the development or 

the strategy itself. In a ~untry such as Cyprus. it is important 

that the Government co-ordinates the process or strategic industrial 

planning. The bank should aake a major input into this process. but 

it should not have the responsibility of overall co-ordination. Its 

task is priaarily one or implementation within the perspectives laid 

down ir. an industrial plan. The Government, too, may also contribute 
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to the iaplementation of the restructuring progr81111le. through funds 

or the activities of quasi-public institutions. like the ITA or the 

Jrl'I. 

1be current period demands a revision of the relationship between 

Governaents and devele>p11ent banks. in the saae way as it requires the 

re-orientation of the development banks themselves. 

A public sector restructuring institution is a different body froa a 

project-defined development bank. They are not mutually exclusive:

sectoral restructuring extends rather than replaces the development 

banking tradition. The practice for which development banks have 

become known: careful long-tera project appraisal. using economic 

rather than narrowly financial criteria. with hands-on assistance. 

and supported by public funds - all these are an important base from 

which to extend into sectoral restructuring. 

During the 1980's there has been a growth of restructuring 

institutions in the industrial areas of advanced countries. Many 

have been involved in traditional industries such as those found in 

Cyprus - clothing. textiles, furniture. engineering. Over the next 

five years the challenges facing Cypriot firms call for a similar 

response. 

What is needed is less a returr. to the earlier model of a development 

bank thilll the creation of a new one. It should be new in its prime 

focus on sectoral restructuring, and it should be new, too, in its 

financing and the criteria against which it is judged. If it is to 

be assessed by the aarket (in teras of rates of return), then it 

should be allowed to live by the market. If it is to be judged by 

other criteria, then those criteria should be made explicit, and 

funds provided accordingly. At the moment the traditional model asks 

a development bank to make a return, to restrict the •reas in which 

it competes, as well as to take on a variety of non-market functions 

which arc liable to lower the financial rate of return. This created , 
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difficulties at the ti•e of industrial expansion. 

recession the burden can becoae wisustainable. 

At a time of 

Within the new llOdel there is the following choice. On the one hand 

a development bank could be like an industrial bank. It would be 

market-oriented and assessed. but would act as agent for the 

Governaent in specified and f\Ulded ways. Thus its aiirs and 

objectives would be to \Uldertake sectoral restructuring. but it would 

be allowed to diversify into other fields where these served to 

support its principle objectives. One type of diversification would 

be for purposes of raising finance. It could move into deposit

taking. hire-purchase. and mortgage banking. to give it a similar 

opportunity for fund raising to the commercial banks. It could 

diversify into business services where these contributed to the 

restructuring package which was the bank's raison d'etre. Such 

diversified activities could be limited to a certain percentage of 

the bank's activities in order to ensure that the central industrial 

function was not crowed out. But essentially these would be 

guidelines to a market-oriented institution. 

Where non-market criteria or services were required. then these 

should be financed by public funds. For example, if projects are to 

be accepted because they meet a target economic rate of return when 

they do not meet a normal financial rate of return, then the 

difference between the two would be contributed out of a development 

fund. It would be normal for any project then to have two sources of 

funding within the bank: a commercial source and a public one. 

Where possible this public source would be invested in equity (rather 

than granted as an interest-bearing loan), with the development bank 

holding the stake on behalf of the public. If the Government decided 

to make it a priority to invest in the restructuring of a declining 

sector, then an identifiable fund should be made availcble to provide 

public funds to match the bank's commercial ones. Such a system 

would have the advantage of making the Government's non-market goals 

explicit. and ensuring that public funds were forthcoming to permit 

the bank to realise those goals. 
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Such a aodel has clear implications about control of the bank. 

Public policy would be determined by arm's length 'agency' 

negotiations rather than settled directly by the Board. The 

Government should clearly still have representation on the Board, but 

the Board should be seen as relatively independent, concerned with 

the bank's broad directions, and the soundness of its cOlllllercial and 

public agency activities. 

The alternative aodel is that of a quasi-public instn.ent. Its 

aarket sources of funds would be confined as in a traditional 

development bank. It would operate with low spreads and no access to 

internal savings. While it could be encouraged to develop business 

service activities as part of its service package, it would be 

restricted from diversifying into unrelated areas of business like 

hire purchase and mortgages. It would not be judged primarily 

according to financial rates of return, but in terms of a set of 

qualitative performance criteria - such as the progress of its 

restructuring work, the extent to which it has encouraged 

technological development, exporting, design, computerisation and so 

on. Public funds would be made regularly available to these ends, 

end the bank would be answerable to the Government as trustees of 

these funds. None of this would mean that the bank would not 

continue to operate b "f it was commercial: giving loans, taking 

equity, selling services. But this would be to reduce the costs of 

its public funding rather than to maximise profits. 

In this model , the control would be direct and hands-on. The 

Government would predominate on the Board, taking an active part in 

setting the detailed direction of the bank, and assessing its 

performance against the qualitative ... riteria. This is the model 

followed by a number of the F.nterprise Boards, and local Government 

funded initiatives, in Western Europe. 

Which of these two models is adopted is a matter of policy. Each has 

its particular difficulties and advantages. What we can say is that 

a choice has to be made. If the first is adopted without the clear 
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public agency functions, then the bank becomes a predominantly 

comaercial bank. If the second is adopted. without the funds. but 

with a profitability criteria. then the bank is caught in a lock 

between public ends and expectations on the one hand and market 

requireaents on the other. 

The Cyprus Developaent Bank currently suffers froa many of these 

confusions. It has strong non-financial criteria. a!ld hands-on 

control from a predominantly Government board. Yet it has been 

relatively starved of Government funds. while still being assessed 

largely by market criteria. Squeezed in this way. the bank has been 

forced to step back from high risk and low return projects. while 

seeking new sources of funds by diversification into a range of 

financial and business services. It is difficult to criticise the 

bank for its diversification policy. since. like other development 

banks. the constraints it faces have necessarily pushed it in a 

commercial direction. 

On the other hand. the Bank still maintains many positive features of 

a development bank. features which are a necessary foundation for the 

sectoral restructuring we believe is necessary. First the bank still 

adopts economic and not strictly commercial criteria tn assessing 

projects. Although its culture appears a vigourously commercial one 

(in its internal organisation of activities as much as in its 

external ones) we found many example of where it was taking a longer 

view. It has identified the importance of CAD-CAM. and has developed 

an internal expertise in this field which will take time before it 

pays off financially. It has subsidised its consultancy rates in 

priority cases. It is attempting to develop the accountancy package 

for small businesses out of a belief in its importance. as much as 

the promise of its returns. It has engaged in turnaround situations. 

in spite of the risks and difficulties involved. If one side of its 

style is commercial, there is another which is pro-active and 

developmental. 
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Most important it has developed a measure of sectoral expertise and 

sectoral perspective. It has specialists in t:;"? tourism sectot' for 

example, and has been developing a distinct strategy for that sector. 

In spite of its small staff, it has a strong hands-on knowledge of a 

number of the aost important industrial sectors. Most significant of 

all, it has supported the initiative by the Li-asol furniture 

aanufacturers, to invest in c01111on retail facilities. 1be Bank has 

not only played a direct part in the discussions, it has extended 

loans tc a aajority of the firms to finance the costs associated with 

this scheme. 

Because of the pivotal role currently occupied by the CDB in 

development banking, and because of its controversial character, we 

have looked in depth into its working and performance. We discussed 

both with borrowers, and would-be borrowers, as well as with the loan 

officers who handled the applications. We conducted sixteen 

substantial interviews with CDB personnel, as well as attending a 

number of collective discussions. Our conclusion is that it is a 

vigorous institution. whi.'.:h has achieved a remarkable amount with a 

small staff. Its structure and style exemplify the kind of flexible 

enterprise which we believe is required for the 'new competition' . 

It has a flat hierarchy; it operates tasks forces, yet with clear 

centres of responsibility. Its organisation chart shows a matrix 

organisation with a wide range of specialised functions for a 

professional staff of only twenty. Perhaps most important of all, it 

is an institution in which its members are clearly learning, always 

the sign of a productive institution. and a feature of the 

traditional development banks. 

Yet at the same time we see it as seriously cornered by the 

conflicting pressures of commercial survival and development banking. 

As a vigorous institution, it is attempting to solve the 

contradiction by strong movements in both directions. But such are 

its current positions that there is real danger that its dynamic will 

not be directed sufficiently towards development goals. Put another 

way, with new directions, sources of funds, and clarified structures 

of assessment and control, we believe the CDB could become a model of 
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the new development banking. and contribute centrally to the major 

programme of restructuring that faces Cyprus. For that to happen the 

~venment. the Board or the CDB. and the CDB staff would need to 

clarify which version of the new aodel should be adopted for the CDB. 

and what changes would be necessary in order to aake it effective. 

Our f'irst aajor rec~dation. theref'ore. is that the CDB should be 

re-oriented in this way. to becme a developaent bank specialising in 

sectoral restructuring and network. support. This will aean that it 

should be given access to new sources of funds - public and private -

and that its structure or control should be adjusted to reflect the 

character of the institution. The choice between the independent 

/commercial/public agency aodel and the aore directly-controlled 

quasi public instruaent aodel should be aade by the Government and 

the Board. But the choice needs to be aade. For at the aoment the 

conflicts bearing upon the Bank are likely to pose an increasing 

threat to its productive performance. By itself. however. even a 

reconstituted CDB will be insufficient for the task in hand. With 

more resources it could clearly expand. Its management believe it 

could :ake four more staff a year without weakening the organisation. 

This means that even at its maximum it could no more than double in 

size within five years. Its curren~ level of investment in equity 

a.-id loans to manufacturing is approximately C£10 million. In 1981 

fixed assets at cost in manufacturing were valued at C£226 million, 

and are likely to be at least double that figure by the end of the 

decade. Even at twice its existing size the CDB would account for 

less than 5% of this figure (currently ic accounts for only 3% or all 

loans in the economy) • The tasl! of restructuring is going to demand 

greater resources than that. 

There are two possibilities. First. the CDB could expand at a faster 

rate than four further staff per annum. There are dangers with this 

course. The CDB's current flexibility in part stems from its small 

size. Although its existing staff could no doubt handle a larger 

volume of business, t~~ critical issue is staff numbers since 

industrial restructuring is labour-intensive. Hence while we think 

that the CDB should expand both in the quantity of investment capital 
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available to it. and in staff numbers. we suggest that this expansion 

be taken in two stages. with an assessment after the first stage as 

to whether the gains froa expansion outweigh its disadvantages. For 

the period Wltil 1991 at least. we recomaend that the expansion rate 

be kept within the bounds &'1ggested by the aanageaent of four new 

staff per annua. 

1be second possibility for expansion is that there should be a second 

developaent bank. 1bis would have the advantage of providing a 

stiaulus and a aeasure o-.:.. coapeti tion for the CDB. and the 

opport\Dli ty for different approaches and specialisations. which is 

aore difficult in a single organisation. In general. in fields of 

innovation such as the new development banking involves. two 

organisations are better than one. In this case the two should 

follow the maxim of successful flexible specialisation of 

'competition within co-operation'. 

It would be possible for this second bank to be Govel'llllent-initiated 

like the current CDB. This could well lead to conflicts of interest 

at the level of the two boards. Instead. serious consideration 

should be given to the commercial bank's jointly setting up an 

Industrial Bank. In the UK the clearing banks were encouraging to do 

so by the Govel'llllent. and the result - the 3 I's - had become an 

active force in industrial restructuring. The bank itself takes a 

longer view and a more active stance towards its investment than the 

clearing banks have traditionally done. Such a model has the 

additional advantage in the context of Cyprus that it can call on 

existing bank staff. 1be shortage or staff for recruitment has been 

one of the problems raced by the CDB. in part because of salary 

levels which are lower than those of the co•ercial banks. While the 

commercial bank staff wou:;..d htave to be trained in some aspects of 

industrial banking, it would be raster and more effective to 

establish a new bank around a core or existing bank specialists than 

to &Llll't it from scratch. 
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'lbe finance for a second bank could come in part from the transfer of 

the priority funds held by the commercial banks. 'lbese have not been 

fully used in spite of the incentive to do so. 'lbese funds should be 

directed at the priority industries as currently classified. and the 

new bank should ~e encouraged to develop sectoral specialisms in 

accord with the demands of the programme of restructuring.. In 

addition. the Governaent should engage the bank. just as it would the 

CDB. as an agency for non-comaercial t>urposes. for example the 

funding of design development or teclmical innovation. We suggest 

that this consortium be known as the Cyprus Industrial Bank. 

Our proposal is made in the light of discussions held with the two 

principal commercial banks. Both had clear strategic perspectives. 

both were keenly aware of the problems facing Cyprus industry. and 

both perceived the need for a revived development banking function. 

In as much as they also have substantial investments in manufacturing 

industry. some of which may well be at risk in the event of 

widespread cut backs in manufacturing activity. then both. too, ,ng 

with the other commercial banks. have a material interest in the 

success of a programme of industrial restructuring. 

Two objections might be raised to this proposal. First that Cyprus 

is too small to afford two devdlopment banks. We wholly disagree 

with this point of view. 'lbe size of the task merits at least the 

scale of the response we propose. and as we have indicated, to have 

two smaller ins ti tutionn is preferable to having one large one. A 

second objection might be that there would be negative competition, 

with each trying to dri .,e out the other. The Government would have 

no in~erest in doing so via the CDB; and while the commercial banks 

might in "rinciple cons:lder such a competitive strategy against the 

CDB. the strength of tl'1e Government• s backing of the CDB would be 

sufficient to deter them. 

Our Hctmd major recoamendat1ons therefore is that the Government 

should ctncourage the Co1mercial Banks to set up a joint development 

bank to be known as the Cyprus Industrial Bank, whose purpose would 
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be to become actively involved in the process of industrial 

restructuring. The finance would be provided from the deposits 

currently held in the priority fund, and the Bank would also be 

encouraged to undertake non-commercial support services for the 

Government on a subsidised basis. 

This proposal reflects our view that it is important for the 

c011aercial banks to be aore fully involved in the promotion of 

flexible specialisation than they have been able to be until now. If 

the consortiWI cannot be agreed, then at the very least the 

commercial banks should be more closely involved in an expanded CDB. 

The various financial problems affecting manufacturing industry will 

best be met within the context of an expanded development banking as 

we propose. Working capital shortages can in part be met by improved 

stock control, and in part by a development bank with an active 

strategic position within the industry. Public-financed venture 

capital would best be located within the development banks, as would 

turnaround support and a measure of hands-on consultancy. the 

general point which should be kept in mind is that the problems 

facing industry in Cyprus, as in the UK, are less ones of a shortage 

of finance, and more those of a lack of institutions to actively 

develop the projects to finance. It is in this latter context that 

development banks have such a central importance. 

7.7 The re-orientation of financial incentives 

Cwrus has an extensive range of financial incentives to encourage 

'productive econc:>11ic activities, the export orientation of the Cyprus 

econo:my,and to widen the scope of the productive capacity'. The 

principal incentives under these headings are: 

I 

incentives to encourage investment in , fixed assets, 

including: 

investment allowances 
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100% depreciation allowances 

reduced profit tax on profits used to finance 

capital expenditure on new machinery 

duty free imports of capital goods including 

computers. 

since losses can be carried forward and set against 

income in subsequent years. business 

amounts to a tax holiday since the 

depreciation allowances combined can 

receives what 

investment and 

reach 145% of 

investment on plant and machinery. and 130% for 

investment on industrial buildings in the industrial 

sector. 

incentives to encourage mergers 

merging companies can be granted a further 

25% investment allowance on the value of used 

plant and machinery of the merging firms 

incentives to encourage public coMpanies for 'the better 

organisation of production units' and the 'more active 

participation of the small saver'; 

tax on net profits at 25% rather than 42% for 

ten years after conversion to public company 

tax exemption on dividends up to C£600 pa, 

and tax allowance oe 30% of sum that a person 

invests in shares of new public companies 

incentives to encourage exports 

up to 6% of foreign exchange imported into 

Cyprus from domestic exports; import duty 

relief on raw materials for export, 
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incentives to encourage new products 

10 year tax holiday for manufacturing firms 

producing new products 

incentives to encourage new technology 

spending on scientific research and on 

patents is deductible against income spread 

over six years 

tax of 0 - 10% on royalties. and fees paid to 

non-resident persons. rather than 42.5% 

There are two kinds of comments to aake on these schemes: 

(i) purposes. 

(ii) methods. 

They reflect a traditional view of the production 

process. emphasising: 

investment in hardware rather than software 

investment in new products and processes rather 

than redesigned a.,d modified old ones. 

concentrat.ion of owners!lip rather than inter

firm co-operation 

They primarily take the form of tax allowances in 

an economy where corporate t&A collection is 

reportedly problematic. We were repeatedly told 

that tax evasion was a common practice as the 

result of false reporting and transfer pricing. In 

addition a large number of companies, notably co

opera~i ves, are exempt from income tax altogether 

The scale of the problem can be judged from a study 

carried out on invest.ment allowances, which showed 

that actual allowances granted between 1974 and 
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1982 were only 38% of the theoretical allowances 

which should have been granted on the basis of 

investaent data taken from the National Accounts. 

Companies were thus either not reporting their 

investaents to the Inland Revenue Departaent at 

all. or were under-reporting it in order to show a 

lower rate of income generally (for income tax 

evasion purposes) or were companies exempt from 

incOlle tax in the first place. 

In such circumstances. while the cost of the 

schemes is less to the exchequer than aight 

otherwise be the case. their iapact is clearly 

blunted. 

In order to encourage the adoption of flexible specialisation we 

recommend that the Governaent's current incentive pt-ogramme is 

urgently reviewed. As part of this review we further recommend that 

a new approach be considered with the following characteristics: 

incentives should be given to investment in software as 

auch as hardware. to aarketing expenditure as much as 

investment in industrial plant and buildings 

incentives should encourage investment in flexible 

machinery and systems and not simply in all fixed 

investment for its own sake 

incentives should encourage co-operation between firms 

as auch as aergers between them. Investment for example 

~n a joint retailing outlet. or joint intermediate plant 

aight be given incentives on the basis of the combined 

asset value or turnover of the participating firms 

incentives which encourage the employment of designers 

and skilled adaptive engineers are likely to have more 

impact for a strategy of flexible specialisation in the 

sectors under study than ones which encouraged spending 

on scientific research and patents 
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the incentives would often be aore effective in the fora 

of a cash contribution to ' specified expenditure rather 

than a tax allowance on spending as reported to the 

Inland Revenue Departaent. Special funds trould allow a 

aore precise targeting or the incentive funds. as well 

es providing a real incentive to firas who aight declare 

no profit md therefore not be influenced by tax 

allowances. 

the tax incentive progr111111e should be re-assessed as 

part of the overall programme of Governaent incentives. 

including subsidies provided by such bodies as the ITA. 

the Export Proaotion Organisation and the Ministry of 

Comlerce and Industry itself. 

By 1982 the allowance system was costing the exchequer C£63 •illion a 

year, of which C£49 llillion (or 78% of the total) took the form of 

investment and depreciation allowances. 

There is no breakdown by sector. but manufacturing accounted for 25% 

of the amount of investment allowances which theoretically should 

have been claiaed on the basis of national accounts data. On this 

basis, •anufacturir.g would have received C£16 million through the 

allowance system in 1982. a surprisingly low figure. These 

allowances have probably had greatest effect in the field of fixed 

investaent, particularly in domestically oriented industries where 

the scope for transfer pricinc is least. They have had less effect 

in encouracing mergers or the formation of public companies, and we 

saw no evidence during our visits that they have yet had any iap&c'. 

in encouraging scientific research. In terms of a national strategy 

to upgrade manufacturing, there is a clear case for shifting the 

balance or incentives within the overall programme towards 

manura,turing, and within the •anufacturing total to shift the 

balance from the predominance of fixed investment to the 

encouragement or intra-•anufacturing se.~vices - design, marketing, 
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systellS consultancy. and skilled labour and aanagerial training - on 

which cootemparary caapetitivity so auch depends. 

7.8 Foreign Investment 

A second feature of the incentives scheme has been the encouragement 

of foreign investllent. both by foreigners and by Cypriots living 

abroad. The •ain foras of relief are as follows: 

double taxation agreeaents and unilateral relief 

exemption from income tax of interest received on 

foreign capital 

reduced income tax rates for foreign investment income 

reduced incoae tax rates for pens:"ons received from 

abroad 

exemption fro11 estate duty 

exemption f:-oa capital gains tax 

exemption from import and excise duties for intending 

residents 

reduced income tax rates for off shore companies 

reduced incoae tax rates for employees of offshore 

companies 

iaport and excise duty exemptions for offshore companies 

and their expatriate personnel 

exemption from social insurance contributions for the 

eaployaes of off shore companies 
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reduced incoae tax rates on foreign eaplcyees working 

for coapanies operating in the Industrial Free zone 

reduced tax on dividends obtained by foreign investors 

froa coapanies operating in the Industrial-Free Zone 

Soae of these are recent. but in general the incentives to foreign 

investors have been an important reason for the considerable inflow 

of private foreign capital which has ranged froa C£30-C£40 aillion a 

year during the 1980'•· The bulk of this has coae from Cypriots 

living abroad. and aost has gone into real estate and tourist 

facilities. Foreign investaent in aanufacturing has been relatively 

saall. No figures for the book value of foreign direct investaent 

£:.ti.st. In 1985 repatriated di•lidends and profits aaounted to C£2.9 

aillion. and during the first half of 1986 they were running at an 

annual rate of C£3.2 aillion. If we assume a 10% post tax rate of 

return on foreign investaent these flows imply a foreign direct 

investaent in the region of £30 million. 

Initially after the events of 1974. Government policy encouraged 

foreign investaent. but fl'Oll 1977 the policy changed and foreign 

control was discouraged. By 1984. however. there arose a renewed 

concern to attract foreign productive investment. A Committee was 

set up for this purpose composed of Government departments. as well 

as coamercial and industrial organisations, and as a result of their 

report to Ministers, a new set of tax incentives was introduced in 

1986. In add!tion the Government had speeded up the process of 

approval of foreign investment applications by establishing a 

committee with representatives from thP. relevant departments who can 

review applications at the sue tiae, and has also softened the 

criteria for approval, notably with respect to the requirement for 

joint owner•hip with Cypriot residents. 1bese measures reflect the 

widely held view that more foreign investment should be an important 

component or any progrume for restructuring Cypriot industry. 
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We have four points to aake about this policy. First. it is 

iaportant th'lt the Govemaent should be av.u-e of the difficulties 

that have been encomitered by other saall econ011ies which have made 

export-oriented foreign sumufacturing a centrepiece of their 

industrial policy. Puerto Meo. Ireland, and Singapore - all of them 

saall island econoeies wht, entered early into the c011petition for 

footloose aanufacturing investaent - have each run into problems that 

are now affecting their aacro economies as a whole. Part of the 

problea has been rising wage costs. Part has been the fiscal 

probleas that have arisen froa a policy which has required Government 

outlays (whether on infrastructure or financial incentives} at the 

sue tiae as liaiting the taxes that can be levied on this sector of 

econOlli.c activity. Each has fo\Uld themselves locked into a dual 

aanufacturing structure where domestic industry has been squeezed 

(fiscally. through the labour aarket. and through the difficulties of 

retaining protection) without receiving the offsetting stimulation 

froa the linkages generated by foreign firms. 

Secondly. as we argued in the last Chapter, Cyprus is not in a strong 

position to remain a competitive location for labour-intensive volume 

production. Internally its aarket is small. externally its wages are 

already relatively high. In as much as the aim is to attract 

investors through the fiscal regime. then Cyprus has a further 

disadvantage of being late in the field. 1be difficulties 

encountered with the Lanarcd Free Industrial Zone reflect the above. 

In spite of the incentives which mean that the companies and 

eaployees located there pay little tax. enjoy low rentals. and can 

import their inputs duty free. only nine companies are operating 

there. employing under 100 people. and occupying less than 10% of the 

available land. 1bose that are there are geared primarily to the 

Middle East aarket. It may be that more effective marketing of the 

Zone could increase occupancy as some have suggested. But the slow 

level of take up is in our view primarily linked to the broader 

liaitations which face Cyprus as a location for footloose investment. 

Equally serious. the experiment shows signs of the 'Irish syndrome', 

with substantial public investment (the Qov3rnment invested C£0.7 
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aillion in the construction or the Zone between 1976 and 1984) and 

only a saall tax revenue. Furthermore. L"l at least one of the cases 

where the fira in question is exporting to the Cyprus market from the 

Zone. and thereby saving on rash flow through the later payment of 

duty, the Zone aay well be acting as an im.-estaent diverter rather 

than an investment creator, with a fiscal cash flow loss as a result. 

11drdly. one of the features of the new era or flexible 

specialisation and 'total CQllJ>etition' is that ownership has become a 

less significant aspect of control. Ownership of a key input. of the 

design. or the aarketing network, has aeant that the ownership of the 

aanufacturing plant has becoae less iaportant. There has been a 

growth of sub co."ltracting. and franchising. Control by ownership has 

increasingly given way to control by contract. Whereas the mass 

production era saw a particular kind of tariff-hopping foreign 

investment. with foreign-owned final investments securing the 

outlets. tied to imported interaediates, now the sale or know how 

patent rights. and trademarks has become more significant. The 

foreign supplier will continue to exercise quality control, determine 

marketing strategy. and even train local labour, but will be content 

to retain a minority stake or even no equity stake at all. In these 

cases policies geared to foreign equity ownership will be missing the 

mark. 

Fourthly, if we look at Cypriot industry in this light, we find -

contrary to the common picture of relatively little foreign 

investment - a situation of a surprisingly extensive network or 

foreign links. Of the 16 bonded factories, 12 are 100% foreign 

owned, with the remainder having between 40% and 60% foreign share 

ownership. Of the nine factories in the Free Trade Zone all are 

foreign-controlled. In addition we have records of 83 manufacturing 

firms either active or under construction with foreign stakes, of 

which 19 have 50% or more foreign control. Turning from ownershi' to 

contracts, 79 Cypriot manufacturing firms are registered as having 

trade mark and licensing agreements with foreign companies. of which 

29 date from before 1974 • 26 from 1975 to 1979 , and 50 from 1980. 
Some of these Cypriot licensees also have foreign ownership, so there 
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is an overlap between the two categories. but in all we estimate some 

140 •anufacturi'l'l~ firas have links with overseas companies. or 

approxi•ately a third of the total of Cyprus aanufacturing fil'lls with 

20 or aore workers. 'l'tlis picture is confil'lled by an analysis of the 

59 top aanufacturing fil'llS (by eaployaent). Of these 14 had a 

foreign equity stake. in 4 of them 50% or •ore; 17 had a license or 

3 had a foreign aanageaent contract. and an 

overseas sales contract. In all 29 or 50% of the sample. had some 

fora of long-tera overseas link. 

A substantial number of these firms fit into the aodel of traditional 

import substitution. Local c011panies asking cigarettes. soft drinks. 

beer. spirits. cosaetics. packaging products. paints. batteries. baby 

products. pharaaceuticals. potato crisps. or kleenex tissues. buy in 

the know-how or brand name. or. in the case of the soft drink 

companies. the essence. Many of these are simple final stages to 

much lengthier industrial processes. offering a way into the Cypriot 

market for the overseas supplier beneath the high protective walls. 

A number of them will be affected in the long-term by the Customs 

Union and the decline in protection. A second. smaller group. are 

geared to the export market - BATA, Alpha and Atlas in the footwear 

sector for example. as well as those companies in the Free Zone and 

using the bonded factories. These tend to have effective foreign 

equity control. sometimes supplemented by licensing agreements. They 

face the longer-term difficulties mentioned above. 

A third group have foreign links in order to strengthen their 

independent competitive base. A numbe:1 of the clothing firms 

discussed in Chapter 6 fall into this category, or those dairy 

productfrs seeking long-term contracts with European multiples. In 

these cases there is no equity stake as such, but rather a set of 

supply or design contracts. 

In each case, the foreign connection has different implications fo:':' 

the Cypriot producer and for the wider economy. It may also take 

different !ot'lls. In as much as it is not foreign capital which is in 
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short supply. but rather the relevant know-how. then any policy 

towards increasing the transfer of the relevant technology must take 

the above points into account. 

Our policy conclusions are therefore as follows: 

(i) the overall quantity of foreign investment in Cypriot 

aanufacturing is aodest. in spite of the high level of 

protection in the consumer goods sector. and in spite of 

the favourable incentives offered. notably in the 

Lanarca Free Trade Zone. 

(ii) the bulk of the technology transfer which has taken 

place. whether or not in cnnjunction with an egui ty 

stake for the foreign partner. has been with respect to 

import-substituting investment. During the 1980's there 

has been some growth of technology transfer for 

production for the regional, and developed country 

markets, notably in the footwear and clothing 

industries. and in the Free Trade Zone and the bonded 

factories. 

(iii) there may be further scope for Cyprus to serve as a 

production base for regional markets. but in these cases 

it is important that the Cypriot Government consider the 

costs and benefits of any incentive scheme to avoid the 

difficulties now being experienced in other small, open 

island economies 

(iv) foreign investment is no longer a necessary channel for 

technology; from a sample of the 59 largest 

manufacturing firms (accounting for 25% ~f manufacturing 

employment) more than half of the firms with foreign 
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technology contracts had no foreign stake in their 

equity 

( v} where foreign know-how is required, it is best 

introduced as the result of a specific contractual 

agree.ent rather than a general incentive scheme to 

encourage foreign investaent. Hot only will this allow 

11<>re accurate targeting, in aany sectors it is 11e>re in 

line with the policies of the supplying firms themselves 

(vi} the emphasis in such a relationship shou~d l>e on 

learning by the Cypriot partner: this is the advantage 

of some of the supply contracts with European retailers 

- for instance in th•.:! food sector, where the purchaser 

advised on quality c:ontrol, plant lay out and hygiene, 

at the same tim13 as providing up-to-date sales 

information. 

Recommendations: 

1. A detailed assessment should be undertaken of the costs 

and benefits of the Free Trade Zone in order to judge 

whether the unused part of the Zone should be 

tran."ferred f1.1r use as part of the general industrial 

estate programme ~!' domestic firms. 

2. A study should be conducted of the terms of existing 

royalty contracts as a basis for considering the present 

terms under which licensing agreements are made, and as 

a source of information on best practice for Cypriot 

firms seeking to enter a licensing agreement or 

aanagement contract with overseas technology suppliers. 
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7.9 Desip 

Design is one of the pivots of the new competition. While various 

aeasures can be taken to iaprove design in the short run. in the 

longer tera the task facing Cyprus is the creation of a design 

culture. There is a foundation which exists already. Cypriot 

consumers have a developed sense of design. Sollle design professions. 

notably architects. have a strong presence. In secondary schools. 

there are two specialist courses in existence. one a more general one 

on graphic art and design. the second a course on clothing design and 

production. which aims to strengthen the industrial application of 

design. There is also a course in fumi ture making. 

We have the following proposals on how Cyprus might build on these 

foundations: 

(i) we recommend that the Ministry of Education establish a Cyprus 

College of Art and Design. It would aim not to substitute for 

students going to colleges abroad. but provide a foundation 

course, and follow up courses, as well as acting as a centre 

for design in Cyprus. Its prime focus should be on designers, 

but it would also aim to make others in industry aware of the 

importance of design. One of the features of Italian technical 

education is that engineers are required to spend at least one 
year of their course on design. In addition to its main 
courses. the College would run summer schools, and evening 

classes. as well as special short courses taught by visiting 

de&ibllers and artists. 

What is important is that it should aim to link art anc.l design 

with its industrial application. To this end, it should have 

attached to it an industrial applications workshop, which could 

include aodern equipment such as CAD and laser-cutting 

facilities for uce both by students and industrialists. We 

also suggest t~at there be small workshops attached, available 
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&t •od~st rents. to encourage designers wno are starting their 

co111111ercial life. 

We envisage the College taking 40-45 students year. with 120 

students attending at any one time. some specialising in pure 

art. and some in industrial design. At a cost of C.£1.500 per 

student year. this would illply running costs of C£180.000 a 

year. with a further C£20.000 to cover the net costs of short 

courses. On capital costs we think it would be prudent to 

allow C£0.5 million. C£300.000 to cover the cost of the 

building. and C£200.000 for furniture and equipment. 'lbe cost 

of the small workshops would be additional. The overall 

running costs of C£200. 000 a year are in line with the two 

Hotel and Catering colleges • 

Although a .~ng-term project. the sooner it can get started the 

better. Initially we suggest that the Government invites 

leading design educationalists from abroad to help outline the 

curriculum and the overall shape of the project. It may be 

advis1ble to establish permanent links with one or more design 

colleges in Europe during the first 5 years of the College's 

life. and this option too could be explored d~ring the 

development period. The aim should be to have the development 

stage completed by the second half of 1988, in time for 

inclusion 1n the budget for 1989. with a start on site in that 

year and completion in two years so that the first full student 

course W\luld be enr~lled in 1991. It would also be possible to 

run a pilot year in 1990 in hired premises. 

The important thing for a project of this kind is that it 

should avoid bureaucratic management:. Not only would the 

College have a creative function internal~y. it would also have 

a s:f.milar task externally. linking wi tn firms, schools, the 

inter-natj.onal design co111111unity, and so on. It may be tnat it 

would be wise to look abroad for tho first Director, perhaps to 

one of the Cypriot artists with an international reputation, or 
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to the design staff of a European college to which the CCAt 

becomes attached. Sii:ti.larly the Board of the College should be 

composed of people both from within and outside Cyprus, with a 

reputation in the Art and Design field and creative 

institution-building. 

(ii) attached to the College, we recommend that a Mu!;eum of 

Contemporary Art and Design be established, which would have 

the following aims: 

extend public awareness of the importance of design 

products 

provide a permanent exhibition of Cyprus original d~signs 

provide a venue for specialist exhibitions on particular 

types of design relevant to Cypriot industry, their 

history, trends, variety and their industrial results 

provide 3 tourist attraction, and a point of sale for 

Cypriot-designed products 

Museu~s have been a rapidly growing sector in advanced 

industrial countries. Too little attention has been paid to 

l~eir links with industrial design or to their commercial 

potential. One of the most successful Italian furniture makers 

has based his designs on those of the early 20th century 

Scottish artist and de'iigner, Charles Renee Macintosh, whose 

work he saw and copied in a Sccttish museum Bild later patented. 

The Victoria and Albert Museum iri London is currently 

attempting to link its assets in design to industrial ~roducts, 

such as wallpaper, curtains, furnishing fabrics and garments. 

They also provided space for the British designer Terence 

Conran - head of the Heals, Habitat, Mothercare, British Home 

Stores chain or shops to establish an exhibition of 

industrial design which .has now been set ~P permanently in its 

own site in London'• Docklands. Cyprus could play a pioneering 

role along these lines. 
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The resulting complex of College, workshops and museum would • 

we hope, act as the centre of an industrial district, 

attracting design-intensive firms to set up nearby, not least 

to use the modern equipment. It should also be designed as an 

attraction Cor tourists. emphasising Cyprus's contemporary 

creativity. The Government should therefore consider putting 

the design of the complex out to international tender, so 'l.hat 

the buildings e•body in their architecture the principles which 

underlie the activities in the complex. Care should also be 

taken about its location. It needs to be easily accessible to 

tourists and at the same time have space for workshop and 

industrial expansion, as well as being near relevant existing 

industries. If the right site could be found. Liuur.asol 

suggests itself as a to~n which unites manufacturing and 

tourism • 

(iii) in association with the College. the Museum and the sector 

associations, w•· recommend that an Annual Competition for 

Design be established with categories for all leading consumer 

goods sector, as well as a special category for intermediate 

industriul design. 

(iv) in making more specific guidelines for Cypriots studying 

abroad, the Ministry of Education should give priority to study 

i::l design colleges. Cyprus should aim to raise the number of 

design graduates to 20 per annum by .i992. Some of this 

expansion can be achieved by targeting the existing Government 

scholarships and loan scheme funds, some through the alloca~ion 

of the full scholarships provided under bilateral agreements, 

notably those with Italy, France, the USA, and the UK • 

(v) the Ministry of Education should consider expanding the already 

·..-aluable art and design ~ork done at the secondary school 

level. This is pa~tly a question of resources and curriculum 

development, but we hope, too, that toth the CollegP and the 

Museum would act as educational re$ources for seconaary 
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schools. The saae applies to existing technical education at 

the secondary and post-school level. which should have design 

as an important component within their courses. 

(vi) a nuaber cf the industrialists with whoa we talked suggested 

that an independent designer federation should be set UP. This 

would be the responsibility of the designers themselves, and we 

would expect it to follow the increased number of designers and 

th'! greater public emphasis given to design arising from the 

earlier recommendations. 

The above proposals address the question of how to strengthen 

the educationa: infrastructurP. for design. and create a 

stronger design culture in Cyprus. In the short- to medium

term, however, it is important that Cypriot firms strengthen 

their design capacity in other ways. 

(vii) we propose that the Government should establish an annual fund 

of C£1 million to be administered by the Cyprus College of Art 

and Design for encouraging design in the clothing, footwear, 

furniture and metal working sectors. Applications for matching 

finance would be made to this fund either individually or 

jointly by firms wishing to employ designers, as well as to 

finanr.e travel abroad by designers in order to keep abreast of 

European fashion. 

tviii) the industry specialists in the Export Promotion Organisation, 

as well as the industrial ass~ciations. should provide regular 

updates on European design houses with whom Cypriot firms 

could establish relntior.ships. They should also provide 

advice to firms on the terms of design contracts, favouring 

those links which encourage the growth or Cypriot design 

capacity itself. The industry associations, as indicated 

earlier, would also be in a position to buy fashion

forecasting reports for use by their members, as well as to 
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engage designers to help firas whose size precludes them from 

employing a full-tiae designer. 

7.10 llachinery. Technical Centres. and Research and Development 

We suggested earlier that the overall level of aechanisation in 

Cyprus was not the aajor source or c~ncern for manufacturing 

industry. nor. in the consuaer gooes sectors at least. was the low 

level of research and development. 1be problems with •achinery had 

aore to do with excess capacity. and inflexibility. than with the 

level of technology itself. Similarly with products. the problems 

we?Y.: •ore to do with design. quality and finishing rather than with 

product innovation as usually conceived . 

1bat said. it is important that Cypriot manufacturing be able to keep 

up 1111ith process and product innovation. adapting both to suit its 

particular conditions. To this end it needs access to information 

and advice on appropriate machinery. it needs to be able to share 

items of equipmer~t that smaller firms cannot afford by themselves, 

and it needs to possess. or have access to, a capacity for technical 

adaptation. For some sectors. too. there may be scope for research 

a.,d development of new products . 

At the moment information and advice on appropriate machinery is 

obtained in a variety of wa7s. through industrialists visiting fairs 

abroad. through visits from •achinery salesmen o~ public and private 

consultants, and through informal national and international 

networking amongst industrialists. The Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry's .Extension Service is also a source of information. drawn 

among other things from trade journals. and their own technical 

contacts . 

Rather than centralising the technolosical information and advisory 

function in a aeparate institution. we sugsest it form part cf 
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sectoral institutions. In soae sectors this aay concentrate on the 

various aspects of technology - froa advice to joint facilities and 

training. One example is the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit at 

the HTI. The Footwear report recoamends an extension of this cni t. 

widening the range of comaon services (to include eventually CAD 

equipment), appointing a coaputer specialist to advise on electronic 

equipment and production systeas, and acting as a source of 

technological inforaation. The advantage of having such a facility 

at the lrI'l is that equipment can be used by students in the course of 

their training, and that the teaching staff can also be drawn into 

the practical concerns of the industry. The HTI is also well 

equipped in the computer field, and is currently negotiating for a 

main-frame computer. While the Government should contribute to a 

centre of this kind, we see the main income coming from the leather 

and footwear industry itself. 

What is important is that the unit sees itself as having an 

entrepreneuri.al task with respect to technology in the industry. To 

this end there is a case for it being given semi-independent status 

with the IITI, along the lines of the Regional Medical Equipment 

Repair and Maintenance Training Centre for the World Health 

Organisation, currently located at the HTI. The Centre has its own 

clear autonomy and its own Board, with the Director of the HT! 

serving as the Chair of the Centre's Board. This model of semi

independent satellite technology centres, with some core public 

funding but oriented outwards towards industry, is one which could 

apply to a number of sectors. The Metal Working sector report 

suggests that an R&D facility for the industry could be established 

at t.he HTI - again with the potential of sharing equipment and staff 

expertise with the HTI. 

The Food sector report recommends the establi5hment of a food 

processing school and technical centre at the HTI, aimed in part at 

training, and in part at the provision of technological, product and 

factory planning advice. 
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A fUrther possibility would be to establish a prototyping workshop at 

the lrl'I. either separately or in conjunction with a Metal Working R&D 

centre. 'Ibis would be available to industrialists or individuals 

wishing to have access to specialist equipaent. or. in the case of 

seed-bed projects. to simple workshop space. Again there would be 

advantages in having such a wodcshop as part of a technical 

institute. and the JrrI could usefully be funded to grant Innovation 

Scholarships to fund the seed costs of such prototype develoP11ents . 

Clearly llOre detailed work needs to be done on this potential 

development of the lrl'I as a technological centre. The point to note 

is that there are advantages in attaching the technical information 

and advisory function to a technical service and development centre. 

We recommend therefore. that in addition t.o the specific proposals on 

the Footwear and Leather Testing Unit, the Metal Working R&D 

facility. and the Food Processing School and Technical Centre, that 

f•Jrther consideration be given to the lrl'I as a site for a prototyping 

workshop. and the body respon£ible for the granting and supervising 

of an Irmovation Scholarship scheme of an initial annual value of 

C£0.2 million . 

In some sectors. the technology centres might best be operated by 

industry consortia. Joint fa:ilities, for ex8Jllple. may be required 

in Limmasol and Lamaca as well as Nicosia. The Clothing Sector 

report recommends that a CAD bureau be established at an approximate 

cost of $£170,000-200,000, and this could be run by a clothing 

industry association as in Carpi. There may also be a point when 

computer-controlled cutting would become viable for the industry on a 

bureau basis. In such cases we suggest the Government provides half 

the capital costs as a srant, and aakes the other half available on a 

loan basis - throush the developaent banking system - with the fixed 

assets as security. In addition the Government should provide 

matching funds to industry associations or equivalent 'technolog:, 

centres' to build up a technoloo search service, including the 

running of a technical library and data base, for the purpose of 

identifying appropriate overseas technology. 
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Technology search and purchasing 3dvice would also be &£sisted by the 

following: 

(a) the establishaent of a technology equipaent fund of C£1 aillion 

per annua to be adainistered by 3 new Technology Unit within 

the :tel (incorporating the Extension Service) which would 

contribute 50% of the cost of technical consultants. and one 

third of the cost of the resulting equipment investllent. 

(b) the setting up of channels whereby the Export Proaotion 

Organisation can report back to the Technology Unit in the MCI. 

and the sectoral technical cenb"es. on technological 

intelligence it has gathered in the course of aarketing work. 

(c) contracting leading edge technology institutions to prcvide 

state-of-the-art advice to industry on a regular basis. We make this 

proposal specifically for the F.nergy Conservation sector. but it is a 

aodel which may be appropriate for other sectors. Such contracts can 

also be supplemented by an agreement lor the overseas institution to 

take graduate students from Cyprus on secondment for further study. 

As far as research and development is concerned, we suggest more 

detailed work be carried O'Jt on the impact of the present Government 

incentives. and the needs of industries other than those included in 

the present study. On the basia of the present study, only in the 

aetal working sector, and a nuaber of the knowledge intensive 

industries did there appear to be a place for R&D incentives as su~h. 

Our preference is for an R&n fund of X£0.8 million annually, which 

would contribute aatchinc funds for specified projects. We identify 

R&D in energy conservation and bio-technology, as being two 

priorities. 

In most Cypriot 11anufacturin1 it is the capacity to adapt existing 

technoloCY rather than to develop new processes and product• which is 
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iaportant. 'lbere are already e:xaaples or significant adaptation (in 

the furniture sector for example). What is required here is not 

incentives but a cadre or skilled technical labour. This brings us 

to the question of training • 

7.11 Labo-Jr -4 training 

One of the main contrast.a between a strategy of flexible 

specialisation and one of aass production is in relation to labour. 

Instead of being seen as cost to be lowered as in aass production, it 

has to be seen as one of the priae assets of any firm. For this 

reason firas like Rank Xerox have been developlng a new accounting 

systea which treats labour as the fixed asset, with machinery being 

bracketed with raw aaterials as part of working capital. It is the 

quality of its labour force that will determine a firm's 

competitiveness in knowledge-intensive sectors, and the same holds to 

a lesser degree in the light industrial sectors like those in Cyprus • 

A whole range of other attitudes need to change. Whereas under mass 

production a sharp division of labour was established between 

concept!on and execution the operative working to strict 

instructions set out by technicians an~ managers, effective flexible 

prnductior, has seen responsibility for work organisation, technical 

change and quality control returned to the worker on the shop floor. 

Quality circles have brought owners and managers together to work on 

the details of productivity. The zero defect policy of advanced 

flexibility has been based on the worker's new role in stopping 

faulty output before it soes L"ly further. In place of conflict on 

the shop floor the new system has put a premium on .co-operation. The 

productivity l8ins from new work organisation in some Japanese firms 

have outweighed the rains from the introduction of electronic 

uchinery • 

A number of other features of industrial relations have had to change 

in order to bring the new system about. Workers have demanded a 
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greater stake in the future or the fira if they are to co-operate in 

improving its perforaance. Hence there has been greater security of 

eaployment. in so.e cases a stake in the enterprise, almost always an 

improvement in wages and conditions. There has also had to be a re

evaluation or skill. with a greater emphasis being put on high-level 

aul tiple skills. allowing workers to reset aachinery theasel ves, 

aaintain it. undertake different operative tasks. as well as to think 

about the productive process as a whole. Flexible speci..Uised firms 

tend to devote a high level or resources to training and retraining. 

For many Cypriot firas this would involve turning inherited 

aanagerial principles on their hew:l. It requires a whole new outlook 

on labour and the production process. Strikingly, in the course of 

our visits. we found firms where this new aodel was in operation. In 

the most productive furniture fira the aanager had introduced a bonus 

system geared to modifications in the use or plant and equipment and 

the organisation or production. Operators earn bonuses if they 

design machine modifications that reduce set-up times. A foreman 

gets a bonus if he or she makes organisational changes that result in 

output increases. A labour committee assesses the proposals and 

changes. During the first year of the scheme wages increased by 20% 

but unit labour costs fell by 25%. Most important of all, any worker 

displaced through such changes is not dismissed but shifted to a 

speciality department that produces small batch products on a 

workshop basis. 

There were other examples of this kind which showed that such changes 

were possible in Cyprus. The pilot ~uality circles which have been 

taking place in a number of manufacturing firms under a CPC/ILO 

scheme have also reported positive results. 

• 

In contrast, say, to the provisions for design, there are established 

structures fer action in this field. The CPC is currently 

responl'ible for the abov9 aentioned proj!lct on quality .:ircles and 

'New Approaches for Productivity Improvement'. The ITA is in the 

proceH of systematising and expandinr trainins, with substantial 
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funds at its disposal. The HTI and the CPC are active training 

institutions. and some firms themselves fund internal training 

schemes. The question. therefore. is neither one of new institutions 

nor one of finance. It is rather how to advance these initiatives as 

rapidly as possible.for the sector reports make clear that without a 

sharp increase in the employaent of skilled workers. and a change in 

intemal labour relations. the upgrading of Cypriot industry will not 

be possible. We found 11&ny firms facing a skill shortage. with metal 

working exhibiting an actual run-down in skills. and ill-deployment 

of those skilled workers who reaained. Others will need to upgrade 

kills if the fira is to iaprove quality and productivity • 

Part of the answer is increased training. The sector reports make 

proposals on this. from a specialised footwear course at the HTI, to 

a food technology manufacturing course, and joint skill centres for 

groups of firms in the clothing industry. The metal working report 

emphasises the need for firms to develop their own programmes, and to 

have their own training officers for this purpose. Many of the firms 

commented positively on in-house training, which is a form of 

provision that has been encouraged by the ITA • 

A second source of skilled labour mentioned in the sector reports is 

Cypriots living abroad, or foreign employees, particularly with 

respect to technical positions, and the clothing report recommends 

the relaxation of current restrictions on the employment of foreign 

personnel in key technical jobs • 

But part of the problem of skill shortages is to be found in the 

wqes and conditions that exist for skilled workers within 

aanufacturin1. The hish levels or labour turnover are one reflection 

or this. In footwear for example we found that firms with older 

buildin1s.and poor toilet and canteen facilities had higher turnover 

~ates. We C888 across a number or instances of key workers leaving 

an industry because of poor wqea. In the metal working sector there 

was a clear substitution of inexpt19rienced and unskilled workers for 

the 78% of workers leavin1 their jobs who were skilled and SP.mi 
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skilled. There is the key issue of childcare facilities for 

manufacturing wage workers (55% of whom are women). In the light of 

the above we recOlllllend the following: 

1. The Government should give as strong a priority to a campaign 

for the effective use of skilled labour as to its training. 

'nlis would involve aiming to reduce the quit rate in 

manufacturing by: 

- improving the working conditions and facilities within 

factories (maintaining the level of incentives for 

investment undertaken for this purpose) 

- encouraging n~w payments systems which would allow a 

reduction in the differential between manufacturing and 

higher paid sectors, as well as improving productivity 

- advancing with speed the regulations on health and safety at 

work 

initiating a workplace child-care project by conducting an 

initial feasibility study, with a view to provide matching 

finance for childcare facilities for manufacturing workers 

- extending the CPC programme for productivity improvement so 

that its principles are included in publicly funded 

aanagement and technical traininc courses 

I 

- establishing a C£1,million Productivity Improvement Fund, to 

be administered by the CPC, and available to provide 
I 

matchin1 funds f,or firms to employ quality of work 

consultants, as well as to contribute (on a declining basis) 
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2. 

3. 

to the costs or projects aiaed at improving the conditions 

of labour and the effective employment of skill within the 

workplace • 

To increase the supply of necessary skills: 

the Ministry of F.ducation should consider linking a 

proportion of the scholarships for study abroad to those 

subjects which are aost needed in aanufacturing industry 

the Ministry of Labour should ~onsider ways of encouraging 

the return of Cypriots from abroad where they have key 

skills which are in short supply 

continued emphasis should be given in the ITA programme the 

funding of management training at work 

that in the process of systematising apprenticeships. due 

weight is given to the need for multi-skilling in flexible 

manufacturing 

that specialised courses for the priority manufacturing 

sectors should be established as indicated in the 

ac~ompanying sector reports. 

That in order to develop an integrated labour market strategy 
' 

which,is consistent with the industrial strategy, the Ministry 

of Labour should take responsibility for co-ordinating work on 
' 

a Cyprus Industrial Labour Plan, coverin1 education, training, 

waies~ health and safety, the operation of the labour market, 
' 

future labour supply nd labour requirements, the employment of 

women~ industrial relations and new productivity initiatives, 
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as well as studies on labour issues in each sector. The CILP 

should be subaitted to the Strategic Planning Council by 

Deceaber 1989. 

7.12 llanagement 

Some of the liai tations of Cypriot aanageaent will be addressed by 

the services of the consortia, the development banks, and the various 

public bodies providing industrial infrastructure. But if we 

consider the eleaents of enterprise aanageaent (as in Figure 2) it is 

clear that some things cannot be provided by extenial bodies. They 

aay help set up sys tells and provide advice, but the critical input 

must come froa the industrialists theaselves. 

If for the llOlleJlt we leave aside the general orientation of the 

firms, and concentrate on two of the traditional centrepieces of 

aanageaent, accounting and finance, and production, there is 

something of a policy enigma. For it has been clear for soae years 

that the general standard of aanagement in both these areas was 

inadequate. The Government has pursued remedial policies, notably 

through the Cyprus Productivity Centre. The CPC ~ave run aanagement 

courses, which have been well attended, and provided consultancy 

services which have been well used. The MCI'S extension service has 

contributed advice on production, and in addition advice has been 

given to firms by visiting consultants, whether accounts or sector 

specialists. The ITA has been funding a successful in-service 

aanageaent progruae for uneapl ')yed graduates. Yet on the basis of 

our visits, and the reports of other surveys, this approach has not 

been sufficient. 

As far as accounting sys:ems are concerned, one explanation suggested 

to us was that firms aight not wish to have a sophisticated 

accounting system, since this would make it easier for the Inland 

Revenue to useH tax. The adoption of Value Added Tax in Cyi-rus 

will t"equire each firm to keep mor~ detailed accounts, and will be an 
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important stiaulus for llOdernisation. Another part ot· the 

explanation aay be the old craft aanageaent tradition. as well as a 

siaple lack of tiae to install new systems. 

Whatever the explanation. the iaproveaent of basic aanagement syst'!aS 

is a necessary foundation for any industrial strategy. and is 

particularly important for flexible specialisation. with its switches 

between products. emphasis on working capit&l productivity and 

llinillisation of down-tiae. For aany of the fil'llS visited. we suspect 

that the retums to investllent in improved aanageaent aay far 

outweigh further investaent in fixed assets at this point of tiae. 

with the exception or fixed assets like coaputers which are part or 

the system iaproveaent. It should be one of the 1-ediate priorities 

or the Govemaent to launch a progruae aiaed at bringing the level 

or internal aanageaent; systems up to a recognised European st&1lda:..-d 

within four years. 

We propose the following for inclusion in such a progr811111111e: 

(a) the establishllent or an ;.ergency Management Unit within the 

MCI staffed by consultantti. each with a public se1-vice 

counterpart. to be responsible for the emergency pro~&IDIDe. 

The (.JDSultants should include an accountant. management 

systems specialist. and an expert in production planning. The 

counterparts should be drawn from the uisting civil service 

and quasi-public bodies. including the CPC. 

The brief of the Unit would be to: 

contribute to review of aanagement training (see below) 
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provide a pilot service to Cypriot firas to establish the 

required systems. These firas would serve as a aodel for other 

f iras in their sector 

develop llOJli tor:ir\g procedures by which to access the 

illproveaent in the overall level of aanageaent in Cypriot 

•anuf acturing 

operate the ll8D8gellellt equipment fund (see below) 

review the effectiveness of their Manageaent Consultancy Fund 

(see below) 

(b) a senior consultant should be engaged to draw up the details of 

the emergency programe. and to •oni tor its performance 

annually 

(c) a Management Consultancy Fund of C£2 •illion per annua should 

be set up to provide the requisite consultancy services to 

firms. These funds would normally cover 75% of the cost of the 

.. programme of consultancy. the balance being contributed by the 

recipient firms. Consultants would include leading European 

industry specialists such as Schulers or We•t Germany for the 

furniture industry. as proposed in the accompanying furniture 

sector report. The prime purpose of this fund would be to 

improve •anagement information systems, including accounting. 

and all aspects of production planning and operation. The fund 

should be ac!ainiatered by the development bank. who should not 

normally provide more than 50% or the consultancy services 

directly. 

(d) a Management Equipment Fund of C£1 million per annum should be 

established as •atching funds f'or the purchase of equipment 
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necessary to iaprove aanageaent information systems and stock 

control. This fund should be administered by the Technology 

Unit in the MCI. 

( e) an urgent review of aanageaent training in Cyprus should be 

undertaken by an external consultant reporting to an ad hoc 

group representing the Govemaent. industrialists. the trade 

unions. the banks. and the ITA. On the basis of the 

consul tan ts' review. the group should aake i-ecomaendations to 

the Strategic Planning Council for the expansion of aanageaent 

training within the context of the eaergency aanagement 

progr&1111e. 

(f) the review should consider the proposal to establish a high 

level Cyprus Business So'lool. Like the Business Schools in 

Europe and the USA. this would aim to provide post-experience 

courses. as well as a pool of consultants from among its staff. 

A project of this kind is under discussion. and would clearly 

be a aajor addition to the country's educational and 

consultancy infrastructure. Wlu.le. from the Government's 

viewpoint. it would be possible to expand the Meditt;;rranean 

Institute of Management, (MIM), part of the CPC. there is a 

good case for a second institution. An elesent of competition 

is likely to encourage performance in both, as well as 

providing a university which aight not be present in a single 

institution. What is important is that any such business 

school should aaintain clo•e links with management educational 

institutions !n Europe, the USA and Japan in order to ensure a 

\!Ontinual updating of know-how. It should also seek to educate 

public service aanagers and trade unionists as well as private 

sector aanagers. 

More generally, at this stage of Cypriot development, rather 

than a single university, we favour the development of 

specialist higher education !nstitutions, offering pre- and 

post-graduate courses, as well as refresher courses. and which 
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can act as centres of initiative and specialist culture in 

their particular fields. The Art and Design College is one 

example. the Hotel and Catering Institute another, and a high 

level Business School would be a third. 

7.13 Industrial property 

One of the features of successful industrial districts is that they 

concentrate firas in the saae industry within a saall area. This 

facilitates specialisation. co-operation. and the sharing out of 

work. In Cyprus industrial districts exist to only a liai.ted degree. 

The small clothing and furniture firms in the old part of Nocosia 

exhibit this kind of interaction. and though the urban planning 

authorities want to shift these small producers out of their existing 

buildings. they are concerned that any new location should be planned 

as an industrial district so as to maintain the advantages of 

proximity. 

In the other sectors. industry tends to be •ore scettered. The MCI

run industrial estates have a mix of industries, and have not. to 

date, attempted to eoncentrate tc.gether industries from the same 

sector. They are currently considering a plan to have an estate 

specialising in polluting industries. but this is aimed to yield 

environmental rather than production economies. 

The Industrial Estate programme has been singularly successful, with 

a shortage of space in a number of areas. This gives the MCI some 

scope, u does the empty space in the Free Trade Zone. A policy of 

sectoral concentration and industrial districts would take time to 

achieve, but we recoaend that the MCI incorporate this into its 

long-term programme. The various sector-specific infrastructural 

services which we have earlier discussed would be more effectively 

provided as part of an industrial district. 
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Similar considerations apply to the knowledge-based industries. 1be 

accoapanying report proposes the construction of purpose-built 

'intelligent' buildings, coabined with the provision of certain 

services which firas aight not be able to afford on their own - the 

joint use of a coaputer for exuple, shared word processing, and 

joint purchasing of inputs to obtain low prices. 

7 .14 llarketing 

niere has been for some time a keen awareness of the illportance of 

aarketing, particularly abroad. 1be Export Promotion Organisation 

promises to be a aost valuable resource for Cypriot exporters. In 

the UK. we have seen aany aanufacturers starting up or consolidating 

their own retail outlets . 

Earlier re:nrts (for example the GOPA Rerort in 1982) commented on 

the absenct· of aarket research, and of marketing planning among 

Cypriot manl.facturers. The EPO is being designed to remedy these 

weaknesses for firms in the export sector, and this will, we hope. 

have an indirect influence on firms largely confined to the domestic 

market. Rather than considering the general issues of marketing -

which have already been fully discussed in the Hogan Report (1983) 

and later preparatory documents for the EPO, we are aore coucerned 

with the aarketing iaplications of a strategy of flexible 

specialisation • 

First in the domestic markot, there is a case for the integration of 

production and retailing in ~ number of sectors. But the retailing 

outlets should not be seen primarily as tied outlets. Rather they 

are important points of a vertically integrated process, organised so 

u to promote a particular image, and to ensure stock minimisation 

between factory and sale. As to the former, the clothing report 

draws attention to iaf .. rovements wnich should be made in the la;t-out 

and desiv. of clothing shops. This aspect of desirn is in many w11ys 

•• important u the desi..,i of the clothes themselves. 1be shop 
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design concept has been central to the success or aany European 

retail chains, rroa the Body Shop to Next or Habitat. Secondly, 

stock ainiaisation points to the need to adopt Electronic Point or 

Sales (EPOS) systems. 

As far as shop design is concerned, firas developing a distinct iaage 

aay wish to establish thei: own shop iaage, rather than go into 

collaboration with others. With Electronic Point of Sale systeas on 

the other hand there are substantial econoaies of scale, which do 

point to the need for inter-fira co-operation. 'Ibis is reinforced by 

the probleas of lack or specialisation raced in the furniture 

industry, where each aanuracturer with a shovroom is forced to 

produce a full product range with resulting diseconomies in 

production. We suspect that both clothing and footwear aanuracturers 

will race siailar diseconomies rroa having to produce a full product 

range for their own retail outlets. 

Accor~J\gly, there is a strong case for establishing collective shops 

and showrooms. The fora will vary by product. In some cases it may 

be appropriate to follow the aodern department store aodel or having 

leased space within the shop for a particular product 1'rand. In this 

way clothing firas could promote their 0Vt1 brand, at the same ti1:1e as 

benefitin~ rroa the economies or joint retailing, including product 

specialisation. EPOS systems could be designed which allowed the 

selective feedback ot sales and stock inforaatiun to the individual 

factories in the retailing consortia. The joint stores would become 

known for their carrying ot a given range of brands. 

With respect to overseas •arkets the Export Promotion Organisation is 

being structured round the aodern concept of aarketing as a two-way 

process between producers and consumers. It is keenly aware of the 

importance of design and quality. Its aim among other things to: 
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- provide a flow of inforaation on foreign aarkets, product 

regulations, iaporters, trade finance, and movements in 

relevant sectors. 

- provide finance for industrialists to travel to foreign 

aarkets and establish joint representation overseas, as well 

as to engage specialist aarket reports and aarket 

researchers. 

- give advice on the presentation or products, and on 

strategic product planning as it relates to export aarkets. 

- link in with Governaent bodies such as the Trade Centres, 

and the Ministry or Commerce and Industry, both on day-to

day export issues, but also in teras of the development of 

overall export policy. 

Its philosophy - in our view quite rightly - is to support enterprise 

and sector initiative rather than replace it. 

This places the prime responsibility for the development of an 

overseas marketing presence on the firas themselves. Given the size 

of fil'llS this should in aost cases be done co-operatively, and we 

have indicated above how this could be encouraged through incentives 

to the establishment of aarketing consortia. In the long run the 

consortia aight run their own chain of shops abroad, linked in by 

EPOS to the Cypriot producers. We understand there are examples of 

overseas Cypriot clothins shops which have been valuable channels or 

aarket intellipnce in addition to their function as sales outlets. 

In the short to aediua run, the consortia would attempt to establish 

an integrated distribution system, to allow for stock ainimisation, 

and rapid response to overseas sales performance. 
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In the food sector, the aarketirg issue at hoae and abroa6 is of a 

different kind, for it invo!ves responding to and helping to shape 

changes in the whole pattern of consuaer culture. The aove towards 

aore healthy foods in Europe and the United States has opened up new 

possibilities for Cypriot products, and suggested ways in which th.a 

existing processing techniques aight be profitably altered. Within 

Cyprus itself, the change in consumer culture has not yet taken 

place. To this end, the Food sector report suggests the 

establishaent of a Cyprus ~ood C:C-ission to: 

- provide inforaation on new food products which could be 

produced in Cyprus 

- encourage an awareness of the links between diet and health 

collate and diss~•inate inf oraation on the food industry in 

Europe and the Middle East 

- identify areas of opportunity for new food product and 

catering developments 

- advise on packaging and quality control for the European 

aarket. 

In the light of the above our recoaendations are as follows: 

(a) The Export Promotion Organisation (EPO) should gear its 

financial support to enterprises in such a way as to encourage 

inter-enterpri•• co-operation in all aspects of overseas 

aarketinc. 
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(b) A f\md or C£1 aillion per annua be set up. adainistered by the 

EPO. to contribute on a aatchiug basis to the costs or joint 

representation overseas. 

(c) The EPO should act as the agency to stiaulate overseas visits 

by industrialists to Joint overseas 118rketing organisations in 

Italy. Ge1'1181ly and Scandinavia. and should contribute aatching 

funds to the costs or such visits. 

(d) A revised tax incentive scheae should provide particular 

encouragement for investment in joint distribution and retail 

facilities. 

(e) In addition to a sectoral study on retailing to be undertaken 

by the Strategic Planning Cour.:::il (sne above). a consultant 

should be engaged to advise on 'lllproveaents in the distribution 

and retailing of clothing. footwear. furniture. and food. drink 

and tobacco. This consultant should hav& direct experience of 

advanced retailing systems in the European and North American 

markets • 

( f) regular •eetings should be held between the Hotel Managers' 

Association and the sector associations .,,r the employers, to 

report on product quality and potential product development as 

experienced by one group or professional consumers or Cypriot 

products. 1be principal purchasing officers in Cyprus of the 

British a nay, and the UN Force, should also be approached as 

part or such de>11estic aarket research • 

'g) The Cyprus Tourist Organisation should widen their Annual 

Survey to include questions on the purchase and consumption of 

e Cypriot products. 
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(h} A Cyprus Food eo.aission be set up at an annual cost of 

£100.000. 

7.15 Raw -terials and intemediates 

One of the aspects of flexible specialisation is the existence of a 

closely integrated network of suppliers. usually sited close to the 

user plant, pl'OViding high quality ~ts on a just-in-tiae basis. 

1bis is not the case with Cyprus. The bulk of inputs in the non-food 

processing sectors are illported. Local inputs have often had quality 

probleas. and are highly priced. It is of strategic importance to 

each industry that the supply of inputs is planned as closely as the 

user industry itself. 

The Strategic Planning Council should therefore have within its brief 

the outlining of a strategy for input supplies. In many cases the 

narrowness of the intemal market will mean that Government suosidy 

is required if local production is to take place. For this reason we 

propose that a Strategic Industry Fund of C£3 million in the first 

instance should be established under the control of the Ministry of 

eo-erce and Industry. It would be administered by t.~e CDB and be 

used to cover the gap between commercial viability and indust:::-ial 

strate&ic requirements as determined by the Strategic Planning 

Council. The CDB should take equity in exchange for the subsidy. 

Among the projects we propose should be immediately looked into are 

the following: 

(a) a collective converting operation in the clothing 

industry by which a consortium of clothing firms would 

buy up grey cloth and have it finished to members' 

requirements 
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(b) an expansion .:>f the existing cloth dyeing facility. 

possibly through an injection of capital by clothing 

fi1'11S, which would encourage a closer relation between 

the dyehouse and custmaer fil'llS over production 

scheduling 

(c) a third leather finishing plant 

(d) a joint steel stockholding facility 

(e) a printed circuit board factory. 

These are discussed more fully in the sector reports. 

In other cases, the problems arise from price and quality of existing 

local facilities. This is the case in the footwear sector. Lasts 

are provided by a single Cyprus source. which also supplies ot.lier 

comPonents for the shoes. The lasts have often been found to be of 

inferior quality and much •ore expensive than imports. Given the 

size of the aarket, it aight be better to lower protection, or to 

have a public or joint footwear industry stake in the supplier rather 

than setting up a second plant. 

In the furniture and food processing industries we found that 

difficul tias existed between suppliers and the user firms. In 

furniture, the users blamed the suppliers for PoOr quality, while the 

supplier blaaed the u.ers for not having proper production 

techniques. It is iaperath•e that this situation improves. The CFI 

beinc majority-owned by the Government is well placed to play a pro

ftctive role here, but the furniture produrers. too. need to be 

willin1 to work with the CFI and the CDB (a shareholder in the CFI) 

to establish long-term co-operative relations between supplier and 

user over optimum production scheduling and quality. Similarly in 
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the food industry, the Ministry of Agriculture and the MCI should 

together establish an integrated production system which optimises 

returns for the integrated food industr~ as a whole. 

7 .16 Finance 

We have not presupposed a aajor expansion of the Government budget 

because of our awareness of the present financial situation. Some 

reallocation of existing funds is possible. 'lbere is no doubt 

~.owever that further finance is needed, and it is proposed that a 

detailed submission be made to the EEC for matching financial support 

for the programme as outlined in this strati •gy. 

7.17 The progr811De 

'lbe following steps are required to carry forward strategic planning 

on the basis of the current report 

- agreement with all the parties who will be involved in the 

restructuring of industry: industrialists, trade unions, 

other sectors, and the various Government and quasi-public 

bodies. The saying that the Americans are quick to take 

decisions and slow to implement them, whereas the Japanese 

are slow to take decisions but quick to implement them 

should be remembered here. Behind the Japanese approach is 

a eo11mi taent to tey and win a consensus for a decision 

amongst those involved in its implementation. This is what 

is required in Cyprus. If this means changing the 

reco11111endations, so be it. 'lbere is no one way to climb a 

mountain. What is important is that the chosen way should 

be agreed. 
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further detailed recomaendations with respect to the five 

aain sectors studied. and to the knowledge-intensive 

industries. 

further initial studies on existing sectors and sub-sectors 

in Cyprus. and on non-industrial sectors whose development 

needs to linked into the aanufacturing project. 

For the purposes of discussion and agreeaent of the present docmaent. 

the practices elsewhere suggest the following: 

- publication and distribution of the present English texts. 

Industrialists and trade unionists in each industry should 

be circulated vi th the relevant sector reports and the 

summary of the main report. 

translation of the sectoral reports into Greek. 

- production of a newspaper summarising the reports in Greek 

ror wide circulation within industry. 

-informal discussions with groups of industrialists. of 

trade unionists. of the banks. and of other interested 

parties. 

the request for comments to be submitted by a due date, 

which will be considered and incorporated into a redraft 

the discussion of the full report in each Ministry and 

quasi-public organisation concerned. 
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- public presentation of the revised docuaent. and circulation 

to ell parties involved in the consultation. 

1be process of public discussion of this kind will net only widen the 

In this sense the current 

report end its recolllleDdations provides a fraaework for this second 

stage of wider consultation. 

In the &CCCJllP&nying chart we present an outline progruae for 

industrial strategic planning over the period of the 5th F.Eergency 

Plan. Its •ain points are as follows: 

- that the follow up discussion of the current sector reports 

be conducted sequentially rather than concurrently. to allow 

for full concentration on strategy and implementation in a 

single sector. starting with clothing. 

- that two further rounds of studies be undertaker during the 

3rd quarter or 1988 and the first quarter of 1990. 

- that the work · ·1Tently being undertaken by the ITA (sector 

training studies), the Ministry or Labour, and the 

Department or Research and f'tatistics. be brought together 

88 a Labour Plan for the industrial sector during the period 

tram aid 1988 to end 1989. 

- th&t the overall Industrial Strategy be further revised in 

time for incorporation into the 6th Emergency Plan in 1990. 
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7.18 s.-ary of Strategy 

In Figures 8-10 we SUllllari~e our approach and our principle 

institutional and financial proposals. Figure 8 presents a diaaond 

divided into two parts: the upper half shows the support functions 

required frm the side of industrial strategy, the lower half what is 

required from the side of the supply of labour. In both cases the 

key strategic guidance is provided by the vertical points of the 

diB110nd. with the services becoaing aore decentralised in their 

provision as they come to effect the enterprises directly. For 

industry. we see the development of the industrial consortia and of 

development banks as the ilr(.ortant steps to be taken at the front 

line of industrial restructuring, with a greatly expanded programme 

of training, and of labour supply policies affecting the household 

and workers at work being the illlllediate priori ties on the side of 

labour. 

Figure 9 indicates the new institutions we propose, notably the 

Strategic Planning Council within the Government, the expansion of 

the development banking system, of the industrial consortia, of the 

technology centres, and the initiative or the design complex :entred 

on a Cyprus College or Art and Design. 

Figure 10 outlines the existing funds and the additions we propose to 

them, which for11 part of the proposed reorientation of the industrial 

incentive •chemes. The total extra earmarked funds indicated in our 

proposals amount to C£10 million per annum. 
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StJIWlY OF ~TIOHS 

1. Cypriot industry should orient itself towards flexible 

specialisation rather than voluae productinn. This involves 

identifying aarket niches. and putting a prime emphasis on 

design. quality. reliability and a just-in-tiae system of 

production. 

2. While seeking to gain experience and some aarket position in 

Europe on the basis of its own design products, Cypriot 

industry should aaintain its orientation towards the Middle 

East and Africa particularly where it can act as an adapter of 

European-type products for the particular requirements of the 

regional aarkets. 

3. Cypriot industrial strategy should start with existing sectors 

looking for expansion and diversification on the basis of 

already established skills, either in manufacturing or in the 

agricultural and services sectors. The aim should be to foster 

an organic growth - mixing innovation with continuity - rather 

than attempting to start form scratch enclave innovations which 

have no current link with the economy. 

3.1 Any studies undertaken on non-aanufacturing industries by 

or for the Government should include a section on the 

potential for Cypriot aanufacturing from the development 

of those industries. 

3.2 Studies should be undertaken on three non-manufacturing 

sectors with particular significance for manufacturing 

industry: 
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{1} 

(ii) 

(iii) 

~tailing and distribution 

catering 

the leisure anti cultural industries 

4. Given the frapented structure or Cypriot aanufacturing. 

priority should be the establishaent or industrial consortia to 

provide COllaOD services to individual firas. These consortia 

would be cor.trolled and priaarily funded by industrialists. 

with the participation or the Governaent and trade unions as 

agreed. 

4 .1 Groups or industrialists and trade unionists should at the 

earliest opportunity visit Italian industrial con~ortia in 

their respective industries. 

4.2 A representative of the National Confederation or Artisans of 

Italy should be invited by the Government to Cyprus to advise 

on the establishment Jf consortia and of an appropriate 

national framework for ~lem. 

4.3 The Government should commission a study of the German export 

cartel and the Swedish joint marketing ea-operatives to 

identify features which it would be of advantage to Cypriot 

consortia to adopt. 

4.4 Tne Governaent ahould undertake to aet up a national framework 

for industrial consortia, and provide funds through specific 

incentive achemes to encourace the ~evelopment of both formal 

and informal co-operation between firms. 

4.5 'Ibe employer• organiaationa and the trade unions ahould agree 

to adopt thia programme for the proviaion of co&mon services. 
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4.6 Priority should be given within the consortia to providing: 

design intelligence 

joint sales representation 

the setting and supervision or quality standards 

computer aided design and aaterials lay-out facilities 

1181l&geaent consultancy and technical assistance 

operative training. 

5. The Governaent should establish a STRATEGIC PLANNING COUNCIL 

for industry. with the following features: 

- it would be temporary. running for the four years up to 1991 

it would be multipartite. including in its membership 

representatives froa Government. industry, the trade unions, 

banking. and the quasi public bodies 

- it would meet bi-monthly and make recommendations to the 

Council of Ministers 

- it would have an executive committee comprising th Ministers 

of Co•erce and Industry. Finance, Labour, Education and 

Agriculture 

5.1 The Strategit: Planning council should be serviced by a 

aaall STRATEGIC PLANNING SECRETARIAT. comprising a small 

score staff of secondees. and a series of full time 

temporary work teams concentrating on particular sectcr 

or isaues. 

5.1.l The Secretariat should have a budget of C£200,000 per 

annum. 
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5.1.2 The tasks of the Secretariat would inter alia be: 

to prepare detailed strategic plans for each aajor 

industrial sector in Cyprus 

to ensure widespread discussion of the reports 

to suba:i t the reports, vi th proposals for action 

and fwiding, to the SPC 

to produce an updated Cyprus Industrial Strategy 

based on at least eight sector studies by aid 1990. 

for incorporation into the Sixth Emergency Plan 

to co-ordinate the production of a Cyprus Labour 

Plan by the end of 1989 

to co-ordinate the production of a Cyprus 

Technology Strategy by mid 1990 

to produce other policy papers. as required. 

including: 

• 

• 

an assessment of statistical requirements for 

the Indus trial, Labour and Technological 

strategies, and for industry on a regular 

basis 

proposals for the revision of the industry 

incentive schemes 

to subllit on a bi-•1.,nthl~,- basis a progress report 

on the implementation of th~ SPC's recommendations, 

with explanations for non-performance 

5 .1. 3 1be work of the SI<: an~ Sf'S should be assessed annually, 

the useHors repor·t being submitted directly to the 

Council of Ministers. A final assessment of the work 
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during the period 1987-1991 should be so aade by the end 

of 1991. 

6. The Ministry of Cc.aerce and Industry should be the lead 

Ministry in the practical iaplementadon of recomaendations 

falling within the following categories: 

technology 

aanageaent 

relations between the Government and the sectoral 

associations 

promoting the sector strategies within the 

Governaent 

This C:oes not imply that the Ministry will necessarily 

perform the services directly but that it will have the 

line responsibility for the administration or the funds 

and Government programmes in this field. To this end, we 

further propose that: 

6.1 A sectoral Technology Unit be established within 

the MCI, incorpot"ating the Extension Service, and 

organised like the Extension Service on a sectoral 

basis. Its responsibilities would include: 

advising the Central Bank on aachine imports 

and foreign shareholdings 

advising on protection 

continuing extension service work 

administering the technology equipment fund 
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liaising with sectoral industry associations 

and other Govemaent departaents 

working closely with the Strategic Planning 

Secretariat to whoa it would second staff. as 

and when reqt•i.red. 

6.2 An Industrial Approvals Unit should be foraed within the 

MCI to act as a single window 8'E9DCY for all industrial 

applications seeking Government approval. including 

industrial projects. technology transfer. joint venture 

proposals and aachinery iaports. 

6. 2 .1 The Industrial Approvals Unit should service an 

Industrial Approvals Board, representing the relevant 

departments of Governaent and the Central Ba"lk. with the 

power to take decisions on industrial applications. 

6.2.2 Appeals against the decisions of the Industrial Approvals 

Board should be directed to an independent ombadsperson 

6.3 A Strategic Research Unit should be formed composed of a 

small staff of people with proven experience in industry 

e research and high quality output 

6. 4 An F.aergency Management Unit should be set up to raise 

e the levels of management within aanufacturing :!.ndustry 

6. 5 The Director General of the MCI should have a support 

~ unit of three people, and the Director of Industry should 

have a support unit of two people for the period of the 

Industrial Stratel)'. 
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6.6 'lbe Ministry should ai• to becOlle a pace-setter in modern 

adainistrative aethods. To this end we recommend that: 

the teaa which undertook the Organisation and 

Methods study of the Ministry of Agriculture be 

invited to undertake a siailar study in the MCI. 

that the llinistcy consider extending the practice 

of flexible work teaas to tackle non-routine tasks 

6. 7 'lbe training budget of the MCI should be expanded by 

C£20,000 to finance the necessary training and retraining 

implied by the above changes. 

6.8 Officers in the Sectoral T~chnology Unit should be 

encouraged: 

to take short term secondmentL within industry, and 

in other posts directly concerned with industry 

(including industrial consortia} 

through training and overseas travel to constantly 

update their knowledge of international industry 

7. The Cyprus Development Bank should be re-oriented to become a 

development bank speeialisinc in sectoral restructuring and 

network support. This requires that it has access to new 

sources of public and private funds to remove the conflict in 

which it currently finds itself between commercial survival and 

develop!l1ent banking. 

7.1 The Government ahould clarify whether it wishes the COB 

to operate accordins to the independent commercial/public 
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agency aodel. or the quasi-public instruaent aodel. and 

restructure the foraal control of the CDB accordingly. 

7.2 The CDB should be encouraged to expand at a rate of four 

extra staff per year up to 1991. with an assessaent of 

the iapact of expansion on the Bank at the end of that 

year. 

8. The Govenment should encourage the Comlercial Banks to set up 

a join• development bank to be known as the Cyprus Industrial 

Bank. Its purpose would be to be pro-actively involved in 

sectoral restructuring. I ts finance should coae froa the 

deposits currently held in the Priority Fund. It would also be 

e.Ttcouraged to undertake non-c01111ercial support services for the 

Government on a subsidised basis. 

9 The Government should urgently review its tax incentives 

programme. with a view to: 

shifting the balance of incentives in the overall 

programme to manufacturing 

within manufacturing. shifting the balance from 

investaent in hardware (fixed assets) to investment in 

software (spending on manufacturing services - design, 

aarketing, aanapaent consultancy, skilled labour and 

aanagement training) 

within fixed investment, encouraging investment in 

flexible machine systems 
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encouraging co-operation between firas in the provision 

~r manufacturing services 

providing incentives in the fora of cash contributions to 

specified expenditures rather than general allowances on 

declared taxation accounts 

integrating the general incentive prognmae with other 

industrial funds currently operating through Govemaent 

ainistries or quasi public bodies 

assessing the iapact of the incentives to re..;earch and 

development 

10. In the current period. foreign know-how is best introduced as 

the result of a specific contractual agreeaent rather than a 

general incentive scheae to encourage foreign investment. The 

current incentive scheaes towards foreign investors should be 

reviewed with this in aind. 

10.1 A detailed assessment should be undertaken of the costs 

and benefits of the Free Trade Zone in order to judge 

whether the unused part of the Zone should be transferred 

for use as part or the g~eral industrial estate 

programme by dollestic firms 

10.2 A study should be conducted or the terms of existing 

royalty contracts as a basis for considering the present 

terms under which licensing agreements are aade, and as a 

source of information on best practice for Cypriot firms 

seeking to enter a licensing agreement or aanagement 

contract with overseas technology suppliers. 
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11. The Ministry of F.ducation should establish a Cyprus College of 

Art and Design vi.th a first enrollaent in 1991. Its aia would 

be to act as a focus for design development vi thin Cyprus and 

foster the link between art and design and their industrial 

applications. With 120 students a year. the running cost of 

the new college would be C£200 0 000 per armua. vi.th a start up 

cost or £0.5 aillion. 

11.1 Attached to the College should be an Industrial 

Applications Workshop which could include CAD and laser

cutting facilities and other llOdern equipmea1t for use by 

students and industrialists. 

11.2 Small workshops should also be built in the vicinity of 

the College. to provide accOllllodation at modest rents for 

designers starting their c011111ercial life 

11. 3 The Board of the College should be COIDJ>OSed of people 

from inside and outside Cyprus. with a reputation in the 

Art and Design field and in creative institution-building 

11.4 The first Director aay also be recruited from abroad, 

either a Cypriot artist with an international reputation. 

or a senior staff 8ellber of one of the leading European 

Design institutions. 

11.5 The Government should consider establishing a permanent 

link vi th one or aore of the leading design colleges in 

Europe during the first 5 years of the College's life. 

11.6 The Government should establish a Museum of Contemporary 

Art and Design, attached to the CCAD, with the following 

aims: 
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to extend public awareness of the iaportance of desig!l 

to provide a peraanent exhibition of Cyprus original 

designs 

to provide a venue for specialist exhibitions on 

particular types of design relevant to Cypriot industry 

to provide a tourist attraction and a point of sale for 

Cypriot designed products 

11.7 1be Governaent should consider establishing the 

industrial design complex in Liaassol as a town which 

unites aanufacturing and tourisa, if a suitable central 

site could be found. 

12. To further encourage design the Ministry of Education should: 

(a) give priority in the allocation of scholarships to study 

in art and design colleges 

(b) expand the already valuable art and design work at the 

secondary school level 

( c) encourage the Cyprus College of Art and Design and the 

Cyprus Museum of Conteaporary Art and Design to act as 

educational resources tor schools 

(d) ensure that technical education at secondary and post 

secondary levels contains a significant design component 
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13. The Governaent should establish an annual fund of C£1 aillion 

to be adainistered by the Cyprus College or Art end l>r>-Sign to 

encourage design in the clothing. footwear. funrlt'Ul'e end 11etal 

working sectors. 

13.1 As part or the expenditure of this fund. and in 

conj\Dlction with the sector associations. the CCAD 1111d 

the CllCAD. an Annual to.petitian for Design should be 

established with categories for all the leading consuaer 

goods sectors. as well as a special category for 

intermediate industrial design 

13.2 The industry specialists in t.he Export Promotion Board. 

together with the industrial consortia. should provide 

regular updates on European design ilouses with whom 

Cypriot firas aay wish to establish relationships. 

14. A network or technology centres S:.'lOUld be established which 

would provide SOiie or all or the following services: 

access to aodern aachinery such as CAD aaterials. 

aeasureaent and test equipaent 

advice on electronic equipment 1111d production systellf. 

a technolOcical aearch aervice on overseas sources of 

118chinery. end advice on its suitability 

a traininc facility 

a prototype workshop 
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14 .1 A review should be undertaken to consider the 

establishaent at tbe RTI or: 

a prototyping workshop 

an expanded Footwear mnd Leather Testing Unit 

a lletal Worltinc R I. D l'acili ty 

a Foocl Processing School end Technical Centre 

an Innovation ~lershi.p or ct0.2 lli.llioo per annum to 

be lldainistered by the ll'l'I. 

14.2 Matching funds should also be offered by the Governaent to 

industrial consortia seeking to establish a technology centre 

as outlined above. 

15. Technology search and purchasing advice should be encouraged 

by: 

15.1 1be setting up or a Technology Equipment Fwld of C£1 

aillion p.a. \Dlder the adainistration of the MCI to 

provide 50% or the cost or technical consultants and one 

third or the cost or the resulting equipment investments. 

15.2 Report-backs by t.he Export Promotion Organisation to the 

Technology Unit in the MCI and the industrial consortia 

and technoloSY centres on technolClgical intelligence 

1athered in the course or its aarketing work 

15.3 Contractin1 leadins edp institutions to provide state

or-the-art advice to industry on a recular basis. 
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16. A Research and Developaent F\md or ctO. 8 aillion per annum 

should be set up to be adainistered by the Jrrl to provide 

aatching funds for specified projects. including projects in 

aetal working. energy conservation and bio technology. 

17. The Government should give as strong a priority to a cupaign 

for the effective use or skilled labour and its training. This 

would involve ailling to reduce the quit rate in aanufacturing 

by: 

17 .1 iaproving the working conditions and facilities within 

factories through incentives 

17.2 encouraging payment systells which would allow a reduction 

in the differential between aanufacturing and higher paid 

sectors as well as illproving productivity. 

17 . 3 advancing with speed tt.e regulations on heal th and safety 

at work. 

17.4 initiating a workplace childcare project by conducting an 

initial feasibility study. with a view to the Government 

providing aatching funds for childcare facilities for 

aanufacturing workers. 

17.5 extending the CPC procr111111e for productivity improvement 

80 that i u principles are included in the publicly 

funded aanagement and technical training courses 

17.6 establishing a C£1 aillion Productivity Improvement Fund 

to be administered by the CPC and available to provide 

aatchin1 funds fer firms to employ quality of work 
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consultants, as well as to contribute (on a declining 

basis) to the costs of projects aiaed at iaproving the 

conditions of labour and the effective employment of 

skill within the workplace. 

18. In order to increase the S'JJ>PlY of necessary skills we 

recomaend that: 

18.1 The Ministry of Education should consider a proportion of 

the scholarships for study abroad to those subjects which 

are aost needed in aanufacturing industry. 

18.2 The Mi~istry of Labour should consider ways of 

encouraging the return of Cypriots from abroad where they 

have key skills which are in short supply. 

18.3 Continued emphasis should be given within the ITA 

programme to the funding of management training. 

18.4 In the process of systematising apprenticeships the ITA 

should give due weight to the need for multiskilling in 

flexible manufacturing • 

18. 5 Specialised courses for the 

sectors should be established 

accompanying sector reports. 

priority manufacturing 

as indicated in the 

19. The Ministry of Labour should take on the task, on behalf of 

the Strategic Planning Council and its Secretariat, of co

ordinating work on a Cyprus Labour Plan covering education, 

training, wages, health and safety, the operation of the labour 

aarket, future labour supply and labour requirements, the 
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employaent of woaen. industrial relations and new productivity 

initiatives. as well as studies uf labour issues in each 

sector. 'lbe CLP should be submitted to the Strategic Planning 

Council by December 1989. 

20. 'lbe Govemaent should launch a progruae ai.aed at bringing the 

level of intemal •anageaent systems up to a recognised 

European standard within four years. 

20.1 An Emergency Manageaent Unit should be set up within the 

MCI, (see Recoaaendation 6.4 above). 'lbe Unit would be 

staffed with consultants, each with a counterpart drawn 

from the Government service. 'lbe brief of the Unit would 

be to: 

contribute to management training 

provide a pilot service to Cypriot firms to 

establish a model system 

develop •oni toring procedures by which to asuss 

improvements in the overall level of management ir. 

Cypriot industry 

review the effectiveness of the management 

consultancy and management equipment funds (see 

below) 

A aenior consul tent ahould be encased to draw up the 

detail• of the eaercency progr111111e and to monitor 

performance annually. 

20. 2 A Manasement Conaul tancy Fund of C£2 million per annum 

ahould be eatabliahed to contribute 75% of the cost of 

mana1ement consultancy to firms. The Fund would be 
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adainistered by the CDB who would not noraally provide 

aore than 50% of the consultancy services themselves. 

20. 3 A llanageaent Equipaent Fund should be started of C£1 

aillion per annua to provide aatching funds for the 

purchase of equipaent necessary to i.aprove 11&nageaent 

inforaation systeas and stock control. This fund should 

be administered by the Technology Unit of the MCI. 

20.4 An urgent review of aanageaent training should be 

undertaken by an exterrusl consultant reporting to an ad 

hoc group representing the Govemaent. industrialists. 

the trade unions. the banks and the ITA. On the basis of 

the consultants review. the group should make 

recommendations to the Strategic Planning Council of the 

expansion of aanageaent training within the context of 

the emergency management progr111111r. 

The review should cons:i der the proposal to establish a 

high level Business School to provide post-graduate and 

post-experience courses. as we11 as establishing a pool 

of management consultants from among its st~ff. 

21. The MCI should incorporate the formation or industrial 

districts into its long-tera planning of the Industrial Estates 

Prograae. This would involve encouraging firms from an 

industry to locate in the sue area. to aid the sharing of 

services, u well u co-operation between firms. 

21.1 The Ministry should also consider the construction of 

'intelligent' buildings which offer common technological 

service such as computer facilities and shared word processing 

to small hish-technology firas. 
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22. The Exr- rt Proaotion Organisation should be seen as a support 

to en. • ·:ise and sector initiative rather than a substitute 

for it. Much reaains to be done by the firas themselves both 

in hoae and overseas aarkets. 

22 .1 The EPO should gear its financial support to enterprises 

in such a way as to encourage inter-enterprise co

operation in all aspects of overseas aarketing. 

22.2 An Export Proaotion Fund of C£2 aillion per annua should 

be set up, administered by the EPO, to contribute on a 

aatching basis to the costs of joint representation 

overseas. 

22. 3 The EPO should act as the agency to stinlate overseas 

visits by industrialists to joint overseas aarketing 

organisations in Italy, Geraany, Scandinavia and 

elsewhere, and should contribute aatching funds to the 

costs of such visits. 

22.4 

22.5 

A revised tax incentive scbeae should provide 

encouragement for investment in joint distribution and 

retail facilities • 

A consultant should be enppd to advise on iaproveaents 

in the distribution and retailing of clothing, footwear 

furniture, and food, drink and tobacco. This consultant 

should have direct experience ot advanced retailing 

systems in the Europe and North America. 

22.6 Regular aeetinss should be held between the Hotel 

Manacers' Association and the sector associations ot the 

employers to report on product quality and potential 
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product development. 1be principal purchasing officers 

of the British lll'9Y and the UN forces should also be 

approached as part of such domestic aarket research. 

22.7 1be Cyprus Tourist Organisation should widen their Annual 

Survey to include questians on the purchase and 

consumption of Cypriot products. 

23. In each sectoral strategy, the Strategic Planning Cow . .;il 

should outline a policy for input supplies. Aaong the projects 

it should urgently exaaine are the following: 

(a) a collective converting operation in the clothing 

industry 

(b) an expansion of the existing cloth-dyeing facility 

(c) a third leather finishing plant 

(d) a joint steel stockholding facility 

(e) a printed circuit board factory 

23.1 A Stratesic Industry Fund or C£3 llillion per annWD should 

be utablished, to be allocated by the Ministry of 

ComMrce end Industry end administered by the CDB. In 

projects to iaprove the supply of industrial inputs, it 

should cover the pp between couercial viability and 

industrial stratepc requirements as determined by the 

Stratepc Planninc Council. 
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23.2 The Governaent through its representatfon on the board of 

the Cyprus Forest Industries should seek to establish co

operation working relationships vi th the furniture 

producers in the interests of the furniture sector as a 

whole. 

23.3 The Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Ccmmerce 

and Industry should work together to ensure long-tera co

operative relationships between food producers and food 

processors. 

24. Once the Strategy is agreed a detailed costing should be aade 

of the proposals and a subaission presented to the EEC for 

-tching funds for the overall programie of industrial 

restructuring. 

""=. Given the importance of agreement on the Industrial Strategy. 

and the siaultaneous need for urgent action. it is proposed 

that the progruae of work to follow up the present report. as 

outlined in the text be adopted. 
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APPENDIX I 

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR CONSULTANTS/SPECIALISTS 

Terms of reference for the Teu Leader 

On consultation with other teu •embers. counterparts and decision 

aakers in Government. industry and the trade unions. he will be 

responsible for the following duties: 

(i) As head of the team. it is the responsibility of this expert to 

initiate, guide and co-ordinate the required Sectoral and 

Simulation Studies. 1bis is inter alia. to ensure consistency 

or approach and to reconcile in compatible conclusions reached 

in these separate studies. 

(ii) Based on these Sectoral and Simulation Studies • to produce an 

overall industrial targetting document which, inter alia 

should: 

- serve as the basis for the industry chapter of the new Five 

Year Plan; 

- appraise whether the sectors under investigation r..re 

amenable to international specialisation and therefore 

whether they ought to be given targetted status; 

identify, if relevant. other sectors currently in existence 

in Cyprus for inclusion among target (priority) sectors. 
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(iii) To explicitly consider the institutional arrangements under 

which this strategy aight be aade to work. This is to involve 

consideration of both the target ting of existing institutions 

and the possible foraation of new institutions. At least two 

aajor types of institutions are to be considered: 

sector level bodies designed to provide the full range of 

inputs necessary to achieve international coapetitive status 

in each sector (see teras of reference of sectoral studies 

for guidance) ; 

an overviewing body which is responsible for the formulation 

of broad industrial targets. as well as for the provision of 

services and inputs which are common to the individual 

sectors and for which duplication should be avoided. 

Examples of this common concern include Export Marketing. 

Investment Promotion and Teclu1ology Search. 

(iv) If possible. to suggest further procedures under which the 

second stage of the Industrial Restructuring Strategy might be 

pursued. namely with respect to the identification of new. high 

value added industries. 

Terms of Reference for the Sectoral Studies of Existing Industries 

It is intended that the Government of Cyprus adopt an Industrial 

Strategy focussed upon the targetting of sectors. Based upon prior 

analysis of industrial activity. five sectors have been nominated -

Textiles and Garments (mostly garments); Shoes. Leather Products and 

Travel Goods made of Leather and Synthetic Material; the production 

of Wooden Furniture; the Metal-Working Industry; and Food Processing 

and Packaging. Each of the Consultants will be expected to have a 

sound knowledge of the competitive situation of these industries in 

the OECD countries. especially in the EEC. This will include a 
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knowledge of technological developaents in each of thesP ~ectors. as 

well as new fons of aanageaent (where appropriate} and developments 

in product technology. Each of these sectoral studies will be 

required: 

(i} To exlllline the existing structures of the sectors concerned 

with a view to identifying probleas. deficiencies and 
liaitations. 

(ii} Tc. deteraine the competitiveness of Cyprus industry in the 

•ajor aarkets in Europe with respect to price. product quality. 

design capabilities. product flexibility and production lead 
times. 

{iii) To determine the competitiveness of Cyprus industry in the 

local market as tariffs and other forms of trade restrictions 

are lowered on goods of EEC ~rigin. 

{iv) To assess the skill implications of restructuring to meet this 

new competition and to make suggestions on how these skill 

requirements can be met through existing arrangements. This 

should include all levels of skill, from machine operation 

through machine maintenance and repair, supervision, design. 

technological choice and management. 

{v) To indicate ways and means of effecting 

diversif lcation/rationalisation in the sectors. In this regard 

special consideration should be given to, inter alia, vertical 

integration, sub-contracting of production, specialisation, 

formation of joint ventures in raw material supply and selling 

of products, consolidation of production uni ts, production of 

new products, the run-down of existing products. 
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(vi) To deteraine a range of practical options in relation to 

aarketing output abroad. This aay involve, inter alia, the 

establishaer.t of specialised sales offices abroad, joint 

ventures vi th foreign firas, production under licence, sub

contracting for wholesalers and retailers, product exchanges 

and the definition of aarket-niches. 

(vii) To advise on appropriate forms of tech.""lological choice and 

developaent with respect to; 

(viii) 

- process technology, especially the adoption of new 

electronics based equipment; 

- product design and technology. perhaps through the use of 

CAD; 

- new forms of management and work practices designed to 

ensure flexibility. high quality production and low 

inventories. 

Where this may 

equipment, to 

involve the acquisition of large-scale 

suggest forms of technology-sharing 

arrangements or market ra~~onalisation to facilitate 

efficient use. 

(ix) To assess the role to be played with respect to development 

finance, including for small firms who may have difficulty 

in providing adequate security. 

(x) In consultation with the consultant responsible for the 

Simulation and Industrial Strategy studies, to provide 

estimates of rates of diffusion, market competitiveness, 
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capital costs and labour sue Wlder the three scenarios of 

slow ::hange. aediua change and rapid change. 

(xi) In consultation with the head of teaa and responsible 

parties in Cyprus. to explore a suitable institutional 

arrangeaent in which a comprehensive fora of action can be 

taken to aeet the above-listed components for a strategy of 

•total coapetition•. 

(xii) To set out a tiae-fraae - with broadly specified actions -

in which these objectives can be met. To suggest a set of 

instruaents and measures which are likely to help achieve 

the restructuring of the sectors together with inputs 

towards industrial policy formulation. 

It is recognised that these five sectors are heterogeneous in nature 

and that the emphasis to be provided for particular policies will 

invariably differ between them. 

Terms of Reference for the Identification of New Areas of 

Specialisation 

The Government is Wldertaking various actions in identifying new 

areas of comparative ad~antage, with the help of both Commonwealth 

Funds for Technical Co-Operation (FC'l'C) (survey of new investment 

opportWlities) and UNDP (institutional proposals for investment 

proaotion). There are certain areas, outside the aanufacturing 

br.mches of industry, that require special investigation, and where 

the focus should be on aaking the best possible use of the large 

reserve pool that exists in Cyprus or sraduate aanpower. These might 

include engineering consultancy and software services but should 

investigate the general potential in Cyprus for high-t.echnology 

development. This investiration would be the primary teak of this 

Expert. The consultant will be e.~pected to have a general knowledge 
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of the coapetitive situation of high-technology industries in the 

OF.CD countries. including consultancy and software services in the 

EF.C. 

(i) To suggest S09e areas for future specialisation. 

(ii) To assess the skill illplications of the above and to uke 

suggestions on bow these skill requirements can be 11et. 

Special attention should be paid tot he programmes. existing 

institutions and the way in which they co-ordinate/co

operate with the private sector. 

(iii) To deteraine a range of promotional measures to give 

entrepreneurs essential support in identifying aarket 

opportWlities and to investigate the possibility of joint 

ventures with foreign firas. 

(iv) Where this aay involve the acquisition of large scale 

equipaent. to suggest foras of technology sharing 

arrangements or aarket rationalisation to facilitate 

efficient use. 

(v) 

(vi) 

To detel"9ine the actions and measures regarding development 

finance. fiscal incentives. including for saall firas which 

aay have difficulty in providing adequate security. 

In consultation vi th the consul tan ts responsible for the 

Siaulation and Industrial Strategy studies. to provide 

estiaates or rates or diffusion. aarket competitiveness; 

capital costs and labour use !tnder the three scenarios of 

slow chan1e. aediua change and rapid change. 
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(vii) In consultation with the bead of teaa end responsible 

parties in Cyprus. to explore a suitable institutional 

arrangeaent in which a comprehensive fol'9 of action can be 

taken to meet these objectives. This aight in the first 

instance involve a capability to assist potential investors 

in searching for alternative sources or technological 

knowledge and in identifying alternative suppliers. 

(viii) To set out a u.e-frue - with broadly specified actions -

in which these objectives can be met. 

Tel'95 of Reference for the S:iaulation Study 

(i) The priaary purpose of this Consultancy is to siaulate the 

effects on the Cyprus economy of alternative scenarios of 

the competitiveness of Cyprus industry. This will either be 

done by using the input-output llOdel currently being 

constructed in the Planning Bureau. or through the use of a 

llOdel which is approxillately equivalent. 

(ii) Priaary intentions are to consider the illpact of various 

assumed patterns of innovation in the targetted sectors on 

the balance of payments; 

the growth of output; 

- employment; 

- on capital require11ents; 

Data points are to be provided not only by the sectoral consultants 

but also by the Planning Bureau. 
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APPENDIX II 

CYPRUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 1986 

Sector GDP Sector GDP as 
F.aployaent Value % of industry 

F.aployaent as % of Added 
industry 

Food. 
Beverages 
and tobacco 7.500 17.3 71.8 29.3 

Tex tiled 
Wearing 
Apparel 11.314 26.2 42.5 17.3 

Leather 
products 
and 
footwear 3.608 8.3 15.0 6.1 

Wood and 
Wood 
products 
including 
furniture 5.8o7 13.4 27.4 11.2 

Metal Products 
Machinery 5.506 12.7 31.1 12.7 

Paper 
products. 
printing and 
publishing 2.190 5.1 15.0 6.1 

• Chemicals. 
Rubter and 
Plestics 2.724 6.3 20.1 8.2 

Non Metallic 
Minerals 2.318 5.4 16.5 6.7 

Other Manu-
f acturing 893 2.1 4.4 1.8 

• Total 43.250 245.1 

Source: Industrial Statistics 1986 (provisional) 
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APPENDIX Ill 

Organisations vi th whoa discussions were held in the course of 

preparation or the Cyprus Industrial Strategy. 

1. Firas visited 

Aabrosia Oils 
C.& H. Meat Products 
Frou Frou 
Interpreserves 
Keo Wine Products 
Lambrianides 
Lytras Meat 
Morphakis 
Pancyprian Company or Bakers 
Regis Military Industries 
Snackfoods 
Sun Island 

Food 

Clothing 

Alovet Clothing Manufacturing Ltd. 
Covotsos Textiles Ltd. 

Helen Fashions Factory 
Kallis Manufacturing Ltd. 
Magnolia Fashions Ltd. 

P.M.C. Stravrinides Ltd. 

Seven Sisters Textiles Ltd. 
Sunny Face Co. 
Trikoza Knitwear Industry 

Bell foods 
Cyprina Canning Group 
Gregariou Bros. 
Jonsof Cakes Industry 
K.Y.Souroullas and Sons 
Lanitis Brothers 
Maringos Sausage Industry 
Nicolaides Meat 
Pronto Dried Nuts 
SAM Meat Products 
Superchick Hatcheries 
s.w.s. 

Apollo Industries Ltd. 
Harymode of London (Cyprus) 
Ltd. 
Jevtro 
Loucos Trading Co. Ltd. 
Orphanos and Zivanaris 
{industries) 
Reana Manufacturing and 
Trading Co. 
Solitaire 
Synek Ltd. 
Vetalia Clothing 
Manufacturers Ltd. 

Footwear and Travel Goods 

Alf a 
Aris ton 
Atlas 
Bebechic 
Grayflair 
Kruhiu 
Prospero 
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Alfhaston 
Athenian Style 
Ba ta 
Galli des 
Greca 
Oscar 
Saf arino 
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Footwear and Travel Goods (Cor.tiuued/ 

Scarpa 
Shoeaex 
Viostik 

Scarpino 
Sinshoes 
Zivangris 

Furniture and Wood Products 

A.L. Savvicles and Sia 
Cyprus Forest Industries 
Furco Ltd. 
K. Pastos and Sia 
II & B Furnishings. 
Pr:illokitchens 
S & A Papdopoulos Bros 
Viokale Ltd. 

A.C. Technometal 
Archimides Ltd. 
A. Sazeides Ltd. 
Elindes Group 
Metalco Heaters Ltd. 
Metal Rex 
Nemitsas Industries 
Pegasus Ltd. 
Stylson Ltd. 
Viometal Ltd. 

Metalworking 

Coastas Leonidas 
F.noxyl 
Karantzis 
llarios Furniture Ltd. 
N. Fasouliotis and Son 
Polis Xinaris 
Triano 

Alco 
Aritaco Ltd. 
Chacon Ltd. 
KMC Motors Ltd. 
Metalco Ltd. 
National Can Cyprus Ltd. 
Nicolaides and Kouritousis 
Stelco 
Tekina Ltd. 

Knowledge Intensive Industries 

Advanced Intelligence Automation 
Systems AIAS 
Cooper Lybrand 
J&P Overseas 
Middle East Marketing Research 
Bureau MEMRB 
NCR 

CACY 
G. Paraskevaides Ltd. 
L.K. Computer Software 

MIS Services Ltd. 
Proplan 

Off shore companies 

Data F.ntry International 

Johnaons Wax 
Raychem 
Xpect 
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Federal Bank of the Middle 
East 
Pepsi International 
Spinneys 
York International 



Aaathus Beach Hotel 
L'Onda Beach Hotel 

Bank of Cyprus 
Cyprus Development Bank 

2. Industry Associations 

Hotels 

Banks 

Association of Food Processing Industry 
Association of Shoe Industry 
Cyprus Chuber of Commerce 
Clothing Manufacturers Association 
F.mployers and Industrialists Federation 
Hotel Managers Association 
Metal Industries Association 
Wood Working Industry Association 

3. Trade Unions 
SFK 
PEO 

4. Government 

Department of Statistics and Research 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
Ministry of Education 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning Bureau 

5. Quasi public organisations 

Cyprus Productivity Centre 
Higher Technical Institute 
Export Promotions Council 
Cyprus Tourist Organisation 
Industrial Training Authority 
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Popular Bank 
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This strategy for the food 881lufacturing industry in Cyprus is in 

five parts. The first exaaines the changing nature of the world food 

system as technological change increases the iaportance of access to 

aarkets and strengthens the power of retailers and caterers relative 

to producers and processors. The second analyses pattems of demand 

worldwide and particularly concentrates upon distribution and 

consumption pattems in Cyprus' two largest aarkets - Europe and the 

Middle East. The third section draW'l out some COllllOn characteristics 

from the diverse subsectors of the food system in CY11rus and studies 

changes in employment pattems, the overall iaportance of the 

subsectors, coapany perforaan~e indicators, raw material supplies, 

the food distribution structure and consuaption trends. The fourth 

section starts with an appraisal of the overall suitability of 

Cypriot food products for niche aarketing - a comaon characteristic 

of successful food sector strategies elsewhere - before analysing the 

prospects for each food processirag sub-sector in Cyprus. The fifth 

section makes 24 recommendations for developing the Cypriot food 

processing industry listing them under 3 headings strategic 

planning, market development and industrial support. 

THE INTERNATIONAL FOOD INDUSTRY 

It is important to consider the food processing industry as part of a 

food system characterised by rapidly declining eaployaent in 

agriculture (frOll 28.2 per cent to 10.3 per cent over the last eigl.ty 

years in Britain) and rapid increases in downstream sectors such as 

hotels and catering (9.1 per cent to 39.8 per cent over the same 

period in Britain) . Of particular importance to food processing 
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coapanies has been the increased market power and concentrations of 

food retailers. The increased willingness of retailers to respond to 

consuaer demand has opened up opportunities for small producers to 

gain access to such •niche• aarkets as health and ethnic foods. 

PA:lifJUG OF DfJIAND 

65.5 per cent of Cypriot food exports are to Western Europe and 26.0 

per cent to the lliddle East. llultiple food retailers increasingly 

doainate the European markets. They appear certain to increase that 

dominance as the application of computing techniques to sales allows 

thea both to reduce distribution costs and to better respond to their 

custoaer's food tastes. The lliddle East aarkets rely far more on 

traditional traders although domestic food production. and the nuaber 

of superaarkets are now increasing. In general Cyprus supplies seai

processed foods. aainly to European aarkets. and highly processed 

foods to Middle East aarkets. 

11IE CYPRUS FOOD INOOSTRY 

If importance is assessed according to the value of production cereal 

preparations (18.3 per cent) and beverages (23.2 per cent of total 

food. beverage and tobacco production) appear far aore iaportant than 

processed fruit and vegetables (9.6 per cent). However it is 

beverages and processed fruit which provide a vital outlet for 

agricultural produce and are the aajor food export area. Of 

particular importance are vine products which take 41.5 per cent of 

all sector exports. 

Doaestic food spending has risen in real tel'lis but takes a declining 

share of household expenditure. The food processing industry f~ced 

particular prohlems over the quality and availability of raw 

m&terials au~ growing competition in overseas aarkets. Food 

retailing was domi~ated by single outlet stores. 
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The Cyprus food processing industry sub-sectors may be protected by 

one or aore of the following barriers to iaports. 

1. Short product shelf life. 

2. High relative transport costs. 

3. Government tariffs and other restrictions. 

The biscuit. confectionery and ice-creu industries. which together 

account for 4 per cent of Cypriot processed food together with 

beverage and tobacco production. are protected largely by the last 

type of barrier and wuld therefore be under threat if tariff 

barriers were removed. In addition the econoaies of scale in 

aargarine production would hit local producers. 

In contrast processed fruit and beverage exports would be expected to 

expand in freer overseas aarkets and a variety of Cypriot foods off er 

potential for niche aarketing to the preaiua ethnic and heal th food 

aarkets. 

RECXlllENDATIONS 

Cyprus at present lacks strategic planning of the development of its 

food processing sectors. relying instead on defensive aeasures such 

as tariff barriers. A nuaber of recomaendations are aade as to how 

such strategic direction can be iaproved through the establishaent of 

a strategic food policy planning organisation involving govemaent, 

industry and trades unions to promote cooperative buying and 

aarketing. A nuaber or proposals exaaine how food aarketing can be 

developed both for domestic and overseas aarkets. In particular the 

establishment of a domestic aultiple retail cooperative is seen as a 

possible vehicle through which government can encourage the 

development of the industry. Lastly a nuaber of rec01111endations are 
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aade on how best government and the education system can improve its 

support for the industry. 
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THE IlllDMnOIW. FOOD lllDUS'DY DI TUllSITIOll 

I. 1 1be l'ood Syatea 

1.1.1 Introduction 

The food aanufacturing industry is dependent upon, and has 

consequences for, other sectors of the national econoay to an extent 

not aatched by other manufacturing sectors. It is therefore 

essential to consider food aanufacture as just one stage of a food 

system which also includes agriculture, wholesaling, retailing and 

catering, if its importance to the econoay is to be fully 

understood. The food system is the major employer in any national 

economy. Food manufacturi~g must therefore be given fitting 

importance in any manufacturing sector strategy in recognition of 

its importance not only to employment in manufacturing but also in 

providing outlets for agricultural produce and domestic inputs for 

downstream activities such as hotels and catering. 

!aplo,.ent structure 

The development of national economies has been characterised by 

decreasing employment in the agricultural sector compensated for, in 

part, by growing employment in downstreaa sectors of the food 

systea. The British economy was one of the first to be transforaed 

in this way as demonstrated in Table 1 and Figure 1. The percentage 

breakdown of food system employment in 1981 was, agriculture ( 10.3 

per cent ), doaestic service ( 2.4 ), food distribution ( 28.0 ), 

food manufacture ( 19.5 ) and hotels and catering ( 39.8 ). Thus, 

in Britain, in the first eighty years of the century agricu1 tural 

employment has declined from 28.2 per cent to 10.3 per cent of total 

food system employaent, while that in hotels and catering has risen 
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froa 9.1 per cent to 39.8 per cent. 

Figure 1 : The changing nature of food sector eaplo,.ent in Sritaia 
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Patterns of consumption have helped determine which sub-sector of 

the food system controls the production and supply of food. However 

these patterns have in part been determined by current technological 

knowledge. Such changing patterns of control can be characterised 

in two distinct phases. 

1900 - 1960 

In the first, the industrialisation of Europe led to the develo.,_ent 

of aass food processing techniques so that food .. nuf acturers gained 

a dominant role in supplying food to the groving urban centres. The 

growth of aass aarketing techniques during the 20th century both 
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benefitted fro• and facilitated the developaent of doainant product 

brands and gave enoraous aarket power to a handful of food 

•anufacturers. Saaller suppliers. who were unable to achieve such 

econoaies of scale either in aanufacturing or aarketing costs. held 

a diainishin~ aarket share. A typical coapany of this period was 

Lever Brothers ( now Unilever ) which initiated the concept of 

•arketing branded products with Sunlight soap bars. and by 

applying the saae techniques to its food interests beca•e the 

world's largest food coapany. Profitability was assuaed to stea 

fro• aass production techniques aade possible by product 

standardisation. and a aass aarltet developed through heavy 

advertising. New products were often those which could be developed 

from existing aanufacturing techniques and for which it was believed 

deaand could be created. 

1960 - present 

In the second. retailers. such as Tesco and J. Sainsbury in Britain. 

grew steadily. revealing their full potential as market 

intermediaries fol lowing the growing introduction of "own label" 

products and supermarkets in the 1960s and 1970s. Superaarkets 

permitted scale economies in distribution to be passed on to 

consumers whilst the growth of products packaged with the retail 

companies' own label increased their power to bargain with suppliers 

over price and quality. During this period the two large British 

food manufacturers with one of the highest stock market ratings were 

Northern Foods and Avana, both of which achieved high profits and 

growth largely by producing own la be 1 produr.ts for the _large 

retailers. The success of such companies was attributed to their 

flexibility in recognising and responding to new consuaption trends 

as food retailers had little interest in aalutaining output on 

established aass production lines. One large retailer ( Marks and 

Spencer ) has built its reputation entirely on product quality and 

never used aedia advertising. Other retailers' advertising has 

t~nded to emphasise their company's overall pricing and quality 

policies rather than advertise particular products. 
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The power of retailers over food aanufacturers has increased further 

as computer controlled warehousing, distribution and stocking 

policies have produced still further cost savings whilst per.itting 

the retailers to respond .are quickly to changes in consU11er deaand. 

This trend is likely to continue as electronic fund transfer at 

point of sale (EFTPOS) techniques perait retailers to build up an 

individual purchasing profile of each of their custoaers. However 

some food aanufacturing concerns seea to have learnt the techniques 

of the food retailers and two current stock aarket favourites are 

congloaerates with substantial food holdings; Hillsdown Holdings and 

the Hanson Trust. Both have exploited their ability to fill niche 

markets for such products as fast food, relying partly on the aajor 

multiples and fast food chains but also exploiting a growing trend 

amongst profitable companies to find new sales through better 

marketing and more specialised products (Independent, 1987). 

However food manufacturing success in Britain is almost invariably 

achieved in association with the major retailers and the only area 

that could rival the dominance of retailers over the food system is 

catering. Growing commercialisation of national economies increases 

the number of meals eaten out~ide the home and at present Europe 

lags behind America in applying high technology to the supply of 

such meals. Recognising this, some of the largest Britis~ food 

retailers have successfully moved into supplying quality sandwiches 

and other lunch products in their stores. 

Market differentiation 

Market differentiation has always been of great iaportance to food 

suppliers, as farmers, unufacturers, or retailerit have sought to 

escape having their products perceived as co111a<>dities and therefore 

bought on price alone. Food manufacturers, often constrained by 

capital investment in mass manufacturing techniques, would seek to 

boost their product image by promotional expenditure advertising 
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the, often non-existent, advantages of their brands. Although the 

retail chains still do coapete strongly to off~r coll90dity lines at 

the lowest possible prices they now recognise the profit to be aade 

froa selling saaller quantities of preaiua priced lines which appeal 

to the latest consuaer "fashions". 

The five aost iaportant changes in the retai 1 sys tea can be 

su.aarised as: 

I. Coaputer based distribution and inforaation technology has 

reduced costs and allowed retailers to increasingly tailor 

their products to consumer tastes. 

2. Consuaers have increasingly rejected the standardised branded 

lines of the large food aanufacturers in order to satisfy 

personal preferences - in particular for the fresh, natural 

foods that do not suit traditional capital intensive styles of 

food processing. 

3. Increased foreign travel has increased consuaer awareness of 

foreign foods so that they have becoae regarded as preaiua 

products. 

4. Access through a few points of supply to international retail 

distriLution channels has allowed saall suppliers to en~er far 

larger markets than would ever have been possible before. 

5. To gain access to such channels small suppliers aust tailor 

their supply to the requireaents of the new distribution 

systems. Of particular importance is the use of bar codes on 

all foods together with continuity and consistency of supply. 

Succesful growth, niche markets in Britain have included 

organic vegetables 

additive free foods 
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luxury chilled aeals 

- exotic fryit and vegetables 

prepared exotic anrl ethnic ainority foods 

in-store bak~ries and delicatessens. 

fast foods 

Tecbaological change 

Past changes 

The relative aarket power of the different sub-sectors in the food 

system has been heavily influenced by technological change. Central 

delivery allowed distribution costs to be cut drastically as 

suppliers sent orders to r single central warehouse where bulk 

deliveries for each store could be put together. &istribution 

companies such as Christian Sal vese:a ~.11ve developed such systems 

across Europe from Britain, through France, Belgiua and Holla11d. 

Food retailing giants such as Harks & Spencer and Carrefour are 

similarly expanding throughout Europe. Such internationalisation 

has required improvements in the flow of inforaation and led to the 

increasing use of EPOS and EFTPOS technology. 

Point of sale technology 

The current dominance of the retail sector can only be increased by 

such further likely changes in technology. Already soae retail 

chains use weekly computer analysis of sales patterns to al locate 

shelf space for the following week in order to aaxiaise sales. EPOS 

(electronic point of sale) techniques list individual items for each 

custoaer en the checkout bill and are already in widespread use. 

EFTPOS terainal s which 1 ink this inforaation to a custoaer's name 

and bank account number are already in ~se in America and are being 

introduced on a trial basis in northern Europe. When in widespread 

use :hey would provide retailers with an unprecedented amount of 

information with which to target product development and marketing 

campaigns. Retailers have in the past responded quickly to revealed 
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consumer tastes. One leading British retailer withdrew a new 

prrduct only one hour after it was introduced. 

Effects on suppliers 

Such a rapid aarket response requires great flexibility by 

supoliers. Unhaapered by the constraints of past investaent in aass 

production lines, aany saal l suppliers have been able to offer a 

aore flexible response to receilers than the foraer aarket leaders 

and have thus gained aarket share at their expense (Grocer, 1986). 

Such small companies have, often for the first time, gained access 

to national and international markets through the relatively few 

points of entry of the big retail distribution systeas. The use of 

bar codes on 92% of British food products, coupled with EPOS 

checkouts, has been •Jsed by manufacturers as well as retailers to 

give virtually instantaneous information on product sales, market 

share and the performance of competitors brand~ To be successful 

in supplying these often short lived, more fashion conscious aarkets 

food manufacturers are having to make increasing use of computer 

technology to give flexibility for short runs on production and 

wrapping machinery. 

Management controls 

The most fundamental changes in management controls have inevitabl~ 

occurred in the fastest changing area, marketing. Successful 

marketing now requires not only close liaison at the product 

development stdge but a continuing dialogue between technologists 

and marketing staff at all stages of a product's life. Product 

development, re-development and quality maintenance is more 

important than ever in maintaining a successful market profile. 

There is a fundamental difference in perspective between a 

traditional food manufacturer which would perceive itself an 

processing a particular raw material and the more modern equivalent 

which would gear itself around servicing a particular market. The 

collection and use by manufacturers of up to date market information 
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has beco•e a key manage•ent function in food co•panies. 

Inevitably short runs and variable product life places greater 

stress on stock and financial control systeas. Co•puters have been 

widely used by aanufacturers to •iniaise stock levels and to 

continually llOnitor cash flow and profitr.bility. To be effective 

aodern food industry aanage•ent •ust collect and respond to such 

infonuation. This has created a deaand for aore flexible processing 

and packaging equipaent. Such equipaent is usually aore expensive 

but reduces changeover tiaes, for exa•ple, by using coaputer 

progra..s to autoaatically reset raachine settings. 

IDdustrial relations 

In production management, increased flexibility requires a •ulti

discipl inary workforce in high value added "niche" product areas 

whilst in industries such as sugar and fat refining aost routine 

work has now been automa:ed. Thus, since soae of the high value 

added chilled food products have substantial labour require•ents, 

the general ski 11 level of labcur is higher and production 

management must increasingly rely on team work and leadership. The 

most progressive British food companies have therefore introduced 

Japanese concepts of labour relations such as regular financial 

briefings, company councils and quality circles. The move of large 

food companies in Britain to new "green-field" sites is partly 

motivated by a desire to escape the legacy of poor industrial 

relations built up over years of confrontational aanageaent styles. 

One of the most successful British retailers publicly claias that 

the quality of a producer's facilities for its employees is a aajor 

factor in determining whether it should be selected as a supplier. 

Invariably successful industrial strategies have been characterised 

by tripartite consensus between employers, government and trades 

unions. Quite apart from the changes in labour relations which 

individual companies can introduce the government can provide a lead 
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to such change by providing tripartite organisations to plan and 

oversee the progress of any strategy. 

1.1.1. lav .. terial control 

One aajor characteristic of the new coapetition has been the 

progressive reduction of raw aaterial stock levels. Althoush tliis 

was partly a response to the high interest rates otherwise available 

on capital tied up in stocks in the 1970s, it was also a recognition 

that high stock levels reduced a coapany's flexibility to respond to 

the aarket. Reduced stock levels require close cooperation with 

supplie1s. Potential cost savings should te aonitored through 

manageaent account systems which allocate the cost of capital tied 

up in stocks to the raw material costs of particular products. In 

some sectors of the food industry, such as pig aeat processing in 

Britain and Denmark, such pressures have undermined vertical 

integration between pig rearers and pig processors. Traditional 

reliance on aarket power based upon vertical integration and control 

over raw aaterial supplies has been la~gely been made irrelevant by 

the growing importance of access to the major consumer markets. The 

1980s have been characterised by the growth of retail buying 

cooperatives rather than by the verdcal ly integrated food 

processing companies of earlier decades. 

By its very nature agriculture talc.es longer to respond to changed 

consumer demand than downstream sectors of the food industry. 

However world agriculture is currently largely insulated from the 

effects on price of supply and demand trends by extensiv~ governaent 

intervention designed to protect farmers' incomes. This leads to 

bizarre proposals for the disposal of unwanted food. For butter 

within Europe this has included using 100,000 tonnes to produce 

lubricating oil and paint. The Commission i• currently propo~ing to 

levy a punitive tax on margarine to force consumers to eat more 

butter even though this is known to increase their risk. of heart 

disease (Grocer, 1987). 
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There is considerable controversy over whether stsch price support 

and subsidy policies do in fact benefit working faraers in the long 

tera (World Bank, 1986). Certainly aounting consuaer opposition in 

Europe to the ever escalating costs of far• support aay force 

substantial and unplanned cutbacks with severe effects for aany 

rural co .. unities. Two of the aost successful agricultural sectors 

in Europe are those of Denaark and Holland where governaent 

assistance to agriculture has traditionally been chanelled towards 

establishing marketing initiatives (Tracy, 1982). In recognition of 

this the British governaent recently established "Food froa Britain" 

to promote better marketing through generic publicity and the 

developaent of cooperative aarketing agencies. 

1.2 Food sector strategies 

1.2.1 Private sector strategies 

The principal initiator of change in the food industry over recent 

years has been the retailers. For food producers there are obvious 

advantages in linking up, both to gain access lo an enormous 

distribution system and to gain the advice on plant layout and 

product development which the best retailers will prov!de. Almost 

all the retailers now claim to be supplying premium markets where 

product range and quality is more important than price because these 

have proved to be far more profitable. Unfortunately such claims 

are not always based on reality and many large retailers still seek 

to set one supplier against another to force prices down. 

Tu 4!SCape such pressure food processors must se:ek out thoae 

retailers which are more prepared to operate almost as an in-house 

marketing agency. Such retailers should cooperate with 

manufacturers over product and recipe development and give suppliers 

advance programmes and sales targets for new products. Ot 

particular importance they should allow a company to keep to itself 
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production of a product which it has developed and not siaply aove 

it around to the lowest cost producer. Such retailers can be a 

continuous source of aarket infor.ation on product sales and ~uality 

to suppliers but they will expect su~pliers to respond by 

continually redeveloping and upgrading their products. 

There is no doubt that for every such up-aarket retailer there are 

equal nuabers or aore vho coapete alaos~ entirely on price. 

However, in the aore discerning aarket the high quality retailer 

should take increasing .. rtet share. Having found one any supplier 

would benefit froa adopting the seven point policy vhich fol lows: 

1. Special products - A product aust be special, different and of 

high and consistent quality if it is to be suitable for a 

preaium value aarket niche. 

2. Personal concern - Retailers technologists aay be hard-nosed 

business people but they believe, quite rightly, that the 

personal pride of a businessaan in his product is a genuine 

guarantee of its quality when they are absent. Faail y 

businesses often take a personal pride in the quality of their 

produce - this is a selling point. 

3. Financial stability - The retailers which are the best partners 

are often the most concerned about being accused of closing 

down suppliers. They know that saall suppliers, who 

consistently fail to meet quality or sales standards can use 

the threat of bad publicity resulting froa withdrawal of an 

order to embarrass their custoaer. To re3ssure the aore 

responsible aodern retailers, companies should ensure they do 

not become too dependent on a single outlet and seek governaent 

guarantees for investment in plant extensions and iaproveaents. 

4. Teaa concern - High quality production is only achieved in a 

cooperative work environment where quality and growth is seen 

as equally important for owners, management and workers. Early 
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invol veaent of tr3de unions and all eaployees in aanageaent 

plans to take advantage of the new opportunities in Europe is 

vital to their success. 

5. Absolute quality - U.IC. suppliers have lost vital orders 

through using non-approved additives or poor quality raw 

aaterials in top retailers' products. If a coapany is paid a 

preaiua for a quality, speciality product it is not worth 

trying to .. te a bit extra by cutting corners. 

6. Cost control - The big retailers have total, coaputerised 

control over stock levels, shelf space per product, promotional 

costs and returns, and forward coaaitaents on new products. 

Many new supp 1 iers, less we 11 organised in aanageaent 

accounting, can accidentally coaait theaselves to uneconoaic 

supply contracts siaply because they lack aanageaent accounting 

expertise or the cash flow necessary to cope with vastly 

increased sales. The governaent cGuld help with both but 

company aanageaent aust ensure they never invest in new 

equipaent unless proaised sales justify the expenditure 

required and that sales promotions do not push the sales price 

below aarginal costs. Ultiaately the deaand for a quality 

premium product is not particularly sensitive to price changes. 

1. Benefits - The best large retailers aaintain the best teaas of 

food technologists in the food industry. If a coapany can 

offer quality high margin products they will advise on factory 

design, hygiene, quality control and product development for 

free. The advice aay be costly to iapleaent it but it will 

allow companies to coapete with anyone and thf fira that gave 

the advice cannot use any of those factors to withdraw their 

orde1·. 
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Public sector strategies 

A nuaber of local authorities in Britain have sought to develop food 

sector strategies designed not only to proaote eaployaent in the 

food sector but also to pr090te eaployees' rights, healthier eating 

and job opportunities for particularly disadvantaged gr<Jps. These 

have had various levels of success and, in teras of the nuaber of 

jobs "created" Mothervell Food Park in Scotland is probably the 

largest. 

Food and jobs in Britain 

The Mothe:-well food park, although established in cooperation vitt. 

the local regional and district councils, is not strictly typical of 

local authority investaent in job creation since it vas established 

pri.arily by the gover1111ent funded Scottish Developaent Agency in 

response to an independent con•ultancy report on regional job 

creation. The park, part of a vider scheae costing SE57 a designed 

to attra.; ! coapanies to Motherwell vas located around an existing 

processing an~ distribution coapany, Frigoscandia, vhich has been 

involved in setling up a nuaber of such parks throughout Europe. 

Manageaent sought to use this facility, good aotorvay co .. unications 

and grant aid to attract food coapanies to a shared site upon vhich 

they could gain the autual advantages of shared facilities. In its 

early stages there seeas little doubt that relocation to Motherwell 

ca:1sed job losses elsevhere in Scotland. Hovever the food park's 

director, Fred Millan, points out that coapany spending on the site 

has exceeded public spending and believes that the grant incentives 

on offer are less than those available in enterprise zones 

elsevhere. 50% of coapanies on the site are Scottish and the 

director believes that on site marketing coapanies are of particular 

long tera benefit both in aaintaining coapanies on the site and 

developing iaproved outlets for Scottish produce (Wiggins and Snell, 

1986). 

In general such food sector job creation strategies ha•fe sought to 
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provide; 

l. Information on consuaption patterns 

2. Cooperative organisations to take advantages of the iaproved 

buying and 11arketing power such organisations can provide 

). A link into national and international distribution systeas 

The popularity of the food park concept derives fro• the increased 

ease with which such services can be provided on a single site. 

Food and health 

Internationally a nuaber of govern•ents in countries such as 

Australia and Norway have i~stituted national food and health 

prograaaes as the links between diet and the aodern epideaics of 

heart disease and cancer have becoae aore apparent. In Britain. 

where local governaent has traditionally been in the forefront of 

public health work. there has been no such national caapa!gn but a 

nuaber of local initiatives to proaote healthier eating. Such 

initiatives have included education caapaigns in schools and shops. 

the use of sc~ool and hospital purchasing power to develop healthier 

alternativPs to processed foods fro• private suppliers and the 

provision of healthier meals and aore inforaation to local authori:y 

staff and social service recipients of publicly provided aeals. 

Food and eaployaent opportunity 

This concern to proaote healthier eating patterns has in so•e cases 

c09pleaented atteapts by local authorities to provide jobs for those 

at a disadvantage iL traditional job aarkets. By expanding job 

opportanities in the area of healthy eating local authorities have 

built upon existing skills whilst allowing wo•en and ethnic 

ainorities easier access to the fastest growing food processing 

sector in Britain. 
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Food aarketing 

Elsewhere in Europe where governments have long been involved in 

proaoting agricultural and food industry exports there have been 

soae notable successes. Below are 1 isted soae past successes of 

overs~~s aarketing strategies: 

Hunga..!l sought to introduce a white vine into the British econoay. 

It was too sweet and heavy for popular British tastes so within 

aonths it was replaced by a far lighter, hock type vine which was 

highly successful. 

Denaark had ainiaal agricultural protection until it joined the 

E.E.C. and in consequence producers established aarketing 

cooperatives, with go~ernaent assistance, to seek out and develop 

new aarkets. As a consequence its largest cheese exports are now 

fetta cheese to the Kiddle East and it is leading the world in 

satisfying the new Japanese taste for bacon. 

Holland has a variety of producer coops, for siailar reasons to 

Denmark, and by offering a wide range of high quality salad crops 

has been the fastest growing source of vegetables to Britain, 

particularly to the big retailers. This market penetration was 

undoubtedly assisted by Dutch governaent subsidisation of energy 

prices, thus allowing a considerable extension of the growing 

season, but the Dutch government has now been fined for this by the 

European court. 

N~w Zealand'~ governaent aarketing board is a aonopoly purchaser of 

apples for export allowing it to guarantee strict atandarda of 

quality and reliability of aupply. This has led to ita growing use 

by the large retailers who sell fruit at a preaiua and .. y explain 

why a recent study suggested that New Zealand's faraers are better 

paid relative to their compatriots than any other farmers worldwide 

(World Bank, 1986). 
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1.3 S-.ry: ~ ioteraaeioaal food ilMluatry io traaaitioa 

The food industry should be considered as part of a vider food 

systea stretching froa agriculture through processing. wholesaling. 

retailing and catering to consuaption. if its full iaportance to the 

national econoay is to be recognised. In all developed econoaies 

the iaportance of agriculture has significantly declined whilst that 

of distribution and catering bas increased. Thus. in Britain. in 

the first eighty years of the century agricultural eaplo,.ent has 

declined froa 28.2 per cent to 10.3 per cent of total food systea 

eaploJaent. vbile that in hotels and catering bas risen froa 9.1 per 

cent to 39.8 per cent. 

Control of the food systea initially passed largely to the food 

processors. but technological change in the distribution systea and 

the invention of electronic 1tethods of controlling sales have. over 

the last thirty years. given the large retailers iaaense aarket 

power. Such changes have bovever led to very significant aarket 

fragaentation and opened up new sales opportunities for saall 

producers. particularly those able to supply high aargin niche 

.. rkets. These include: organic vegetables. additive free foods. 

luxury chilled 1teals. exotic fruit and vegetables. prepared exotic 

and ethnic ainority foods and delicatessen and fast foods. 

Such niche aarkets are both profitable and expanding rapidly in 

those countries where aultiple retailing is 80st highly developed. 

Coaputer based distribution and inforaation technology has so 

reduced distribution costs that its widespread introduction seeas 

inevitable. Such systeas can siaply be used to iapose consU11ption 

patterns on cbstoaers but, in a coapetitive aarket. have allowed 

retailers to increasingly tailor their products to consuaer tastes. 

Fresh, natural and exotic products, rather than highly processed 

ones, have proved aost acceptable for niche. deaand orientated 

.. rketing. 

The increa1ed pover of the large retailers has given saaller 
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producers easier access to national and international .. rkets but 

bas req~1ired the adoption of •ore flexible production equipment, 

better financial control&, lover stock and raw aaterial levels and 

i•proved industrial relatioas. By seelt.ing out quality rather than 

cost conscious retail chaia& producer& caa 1ain access to sources of 

advice on quality, plant desi1n and aarkets. 

Successful food •arketiag strategies by other countries have been 

firaly aarket led. In •ore recent years, these have been 

coaplemented in Britain by local authority involveaent in prOllOting 

jobs and healthier eating habits - a concern vhich has itself 

produced one of the fastest growing new •arket&. Food sector job 

creation strategies invariably involve the provision of inforaation 

on consuaption patterns, support for cooperative buying and 

.. rketing organisaUons and the provision of links witt. the major 

distribution systeas. In all such strategies the state has had a 

fundaaental role in guaranteeing or proaoting quality but has 

increasingly sought to use the food systea to pro•ote healthier 

eating habits and jobs for those at a disadvantage in existing job 

aarkets. 
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II 

PATDUS OP DlllAND 

2.1 Introduction 

Exports by the Cyprus food industry under Standard International 

Trade Classification (s.1.T.C.) Section O, which covers aost food 

products, went overwhelaingly to Western Europe and the IU.ddle East. 

Percentage food exports by region for 1985 were: LE.C., 61.1; 

E.F.T.A., 4.3; Eastern Europe, 5.9; Middle East, 26.0; Other Europe, 

O.l; North America, 0.1; Africa 0.0; Asia 0.1; Australia, 0.1. A 

detailed breakdown of food exports is given in Table 2. Since 

Western Europe and the Middle East therefore take over 90% of Cyprus 

food exports this survey of patterns of deaand will concentrate on 

those two aarkets. 

Patterns of deaand for the centrally planned econoaies of Eastern 

Europe are obviously influenced by central policy decisions. The 

Gorbacbov inspired caapaign to reduce alcohol consumption in Russia 

bas thus sharply reduced Cypriot wine exports to Russia. As Eastern 

European aarkets becoae more consuaer orientated they are likely to 

follow the trends already set by Western Europe. 

The potentially large markets of Aaerica and Australia both have 

retail aarltets which are unconcen~rated compared with soae of those 

in Western Europe. This is partly due to the distribution distances 

involved in each country and al so, for America, a result of past 

anti-trust legislation. 

For each of ~he regions studied this survey will first consider the 

overall structure of the retail aarket and then the consuaption 

trends for those food products of llOst iaportance to Cyprus. Unless 

stated otherwise all values given in pounds (£) represent Cyprus 

pounds, and all values given in dollars ($) repres11nt U.S. dollars. 
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2.2 Veatena llaarope 

Distribution structure 

Tbe general changes vhicb have occurred in Europe•o distribution 

have been described above. However. tbe estent of such changes 

varies froa country to country so this deacriptlon Will fir•t atudy 

the food aarltet atructure ln tb'! aix biggest iaportera of Cypriot 

foods and then note briefly aoae of the intereactog fe•turea ~f 

other ~~•t European aarltets. 

The biggest West ~oropean iaporter of Cypriot food•. Britain. also 

has probably the llOSt highly developed retail aarket. l'he aultiple 

retail stores have built up such a doainant aarket ahare that the 

British governaent has twice launched inveatig•tions into the 

possible abuse of that aarket power in response to coapl•inta f roa 

food aanuf acturers. On both occasions. it baa cleared the big 

retailers of charges that they were forcing suppliers to supply at a 

loss. noting that aany sectors of British food aaaufacturing were 

far aore concentrated than the retail sector. They dicl ho .. ·ever 

point out that the tor 4 aultiple retailers now control 40.7% of the 

total grocery aarltet (Office of l'air Trading. 1985). LOcal aarltet 

concentration can be even higher and just two c09panie1 control 59% 

of London's packaged grocery aarltet (London food Co•iHion, 1985). 

Sainsbury'• urketing director. Mike Connolly, recently coaaented 

"If they ( fc.•od aanufacturers) want to launch a new product in the 

London TV area, they have no c~2nce unle•• they p~rauade 

superaarkeu to take it" (Financial Tiaes. 1987). 

Although there i• aoae variation between the varioua retailer• the 

description which fol lows is a coaposite d••cription of the 

o~rationa of the 90St profitable existing reUi 1 aul ttplH. Por 

each .. jor product line the aucce11ful aultiple "111 stock it• own 

la.bel product• plus the top one to three independent brand naaes 

dependtna on the size of the individual 1tore. The retailer'• own 

label product• will be produced by a variety of 1a1ll aanufacturers 
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who will have worked closely with the retailer in developing the 

recipes and who will be regularly visited by the retailer's food 

technologists who will set and monitor quality control standards. 

All suppliers, either of branded or own label products, will deliver 

their products to about ten warehouses throughout Britain. The 

retailer will then aake up coaposite loads froa a variety of 

88Dufacturers for each store thus allowing deliveries to be aade in 

balk. Final orders froa Pach store are coapiled and sent to 

suppliers as little as one day before delivery and, if sales fall 

below pre-set levels, the aultiples atop stocking particular lines. 

The reductions in distribution costs and iaproved aarket information 

available to aultiple outlet retailers who eaploy the above aethods 

are so considerable that their dominance of Europe's food aarkets 

can only grow. However in France, the second largest Cypriot food 

aarket in Western Europe, the independent shopkeeper still has the 

bulk of retail sales and aakes extensive use of wholesalers and 

buying organisations to coapete with the large retail aultiples. It 

would appear that the French retail aultiples have been slow to 

appreciate the potential savings of direct bulk purchasing froa 

aanufacturer.s. Even C.rrefour, which now has hypermarket outlets in 

a number of Western European countries including Austria, Italy and 

Spain, left buying decisions to store aanagers for ~any years 

(British Overseas Trade Board, 1983). Only recently have 

Carrefour, Euroaarche and SASH started to establish centralised 

grocery ;>roduct delivery (Henderson-Crosthwaite, 1985). It aeems 

clear though that in future these major chains will control access 

to the aarket just as they do in Britain. 

In contrast, Italy has aaintained a highly fragmented aarket, partly 

as a result of 1930s legislation which controlled the growth of 

retail multiples and partly du., to the stror.g po:'..itical lobby of 

saall shopkeepers. As a result Italy still has 993,000 retail 

storeP - 1 for every 57 custoaers. Cooperative buying agencies are 

widely established and acceH to the aarket is through agf'nts and 

distributors who aay be cooperatively based. 
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Collective purchasing by indepP-ndents siailarly doainates the West 

Geraan aarket where it supplies 25% of total retail trade. However, 

in spite of the constraints iaposed by Geraany's federal structure, 

aultiple superstores and discount stores are curren~ly increasing 

aarket share at the expense of department and cash and carry stores. 

Austria's food aarltets are doainated by consuaer coops which have 

20% of total sales coapared vith only 14% for the three largest 

retailers coabined. Even though the largest coop has 11% of total 

retail trade, buying is reportedly still relatively unconcentrated 

with wholesalers supplying big and saall custoaers alike • 

Although Greek retailing has radically changed in recent years, it 

is still unsophisticated by northern European standards. There has 

i en a growth in the m1aber of superaarltets and aultiple retailers 

with the largest chain in 1983 supplying 23 outlets. However, at 

that tiae, all retailers 11olely stocked aanufacturers brands and 

purchased through agents. As in Cyprus foreign brands have status 

value. The governaent is seeking to organise sul ler stores into 

buying coops • 

In view of the growing internationalism of large retail multiples 

such as Marks & Spencer and Carrefour the Greek governaent 

initiativ~ to promote cooperatives aay be a sensible way in which to 

retain national control over food outlets in a country where the 

retail sector is currently undeveloped. In Finland, a relatively 

undeveloped country vithir. Europe, 6 cooperative and private central 

purchasing organisations supply 90% of the provisions trade. They 

are not noraally prepared to rroaote imported goods until consumer 

acceptance has been deaon1t"ated by the agent or iaporter. Since 

the reaainins 10% of trade conai1ts principally of confectionery and 

health food stores, thir. fora of aarket organisLtion fora1 an 

effective barrier to new compe•itive import• (British Oversea• Trade 

Board, 1983) • 
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~suaption trends 

In 1985 the U.lt. bought froa Cyprus over £20,000 worth each of aeat 

products, yoghurt, kachkaval, hal louai and other cheeses, locust 

bean seeds, bulk grape, orange and grapefruit juice, provisionally 

prepared fruits, grapefruit segaents, roasted coffee, chocolate 

confect~onery, huaaus, grape aust, beer, bottled and bulk vine, 

brandy and ouzo (laport/!Jtpo~t Statistics, 1986). Such ••lea values 

were only occasionally aatched by other Western European countries 

such as the Netherlands (for ground locust beans and bulk orange and 

grapefruit juice), Italy (ior ground locust beans and prepared 

grapes), Greece (for prepared grapes and can:ed vegetables), Vest 

Geraany (for b~lk grapefruit ju:ce) and France and Spain (for 

prepared grapes). However it is likely that any product successful 

in one European aarket has the potential to be successful in others. 

This survey wil 1 therefore fir.it analyse consuaption trends 

throughout Europe for al 1 food subsectors before studying in more 

depth markets for those products of particular iaportance to Cyprus. 

Table 3 list& the aajor demographic and economic indicators for the 

aajor Vestern European economies while Table 4 indicates per capita 

consumption and consumption growtt figures for a range of food 

products throughout Western Europe. Headings listed in bold type 

indicate major food sector groupings. 

As a general rule consumption of high protein foods from animal 

sources increases in those countries with higher per capita national 

income. TbeL"e is however considerable variation between countries 

in whether the favoured source is meat or dairy products. There is 

also some evidence that fresh fruit and vegetable conauaption is 

highest in southern European countries. Since dietitians constantly 

urge north Europeans to eat aore fruit and vegetables this perhaps 

does justify the claimed health benefits of the Mediterranean style 

diet which is becoming increasingly popular throughout Europe. Per 

capit~ consu~ption is increasing for all the countries surveyad for 

cheese, bhcuitl, and frozen foods. Sales of health foods were only 

survl!yed in two countries (U.K. and West Germany) but in both were 
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increasing dramatically. 

There is a strong difference between products which enter the 

international food trade and those which are alaost inevitably 

produced and traded within the doaestic econoay. Thus although 

concentrated orange juice is an internation•lly traded coll!IOdity the 

relative cost of transport for prepared orange juice ls so h!gh that 

very little is traded internationally. llot surprisingly, the aain 

Cyprus exports are in the for.er category. 

The general trend towards increased cheese consimption should of fer 

opportunities for growth but aany yoghurt& and soft cheeses can be 

readily copied in the aa~ or iaporting countries. Developing and 

main~aining brand and quality advantages is probably the best way of 

defending a~d expanding a aarket niche. 

Bulk juices are a commodity item and are therefore subject to the 

wide fluctuations in prices which characterise such aarkets. Past 

crop damage in Florida did slightly raise prices. However consumer 

de.and is price sensitive since squash and carbonated drinks can be 

substituted for juices. arazil is known to be greatly increasing 

its citrus production so prices are expected to decline in the 

future. In genecal fruit juice consu~ption is rising throughout 

Europe but the relative pcpularity of different fruit juices iP 

changing as Table 5 demonstrates. 

Although Cyprus only ranked as 48th in world production of fruit 

juices it was the third largest supplier to the u.L in 1981. U.'l. 

per capit~ consuaption of 6.0 litres in 1984 lags well behind 

countries a~uch as Switzerland (22.7 litres) or the U.S.A. (24 

litres) and i11 rhing. By establhhing a consistent quality image 

Israeli (Jaffa) orange juice ha• been able to develop a premiua 

aarket and sell at a higher price than other orange juices in some 

leading u.L retail 1tore1. Growj.ng concern in the U.L about 

additives 11
1 

likel!' to encourage 'a trend from "drink" to juice 
I I 

consuaption.' 1 U.K. juice 1ale1 in 1983 were 611. orange, 12% 
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grapefruit, 8% apple, 8% pineapple, 7% toaato an~ 4% blended. 

Orange and apple juice consuaption were rising at the expense of 

grapefruit and pineapple (Jordans, 1984). 

Coffee consuaption in Britain, already by far the lowest in Europe, 

is falling, but as coffee drinkers becoae better educated this a&v 

allow Cyprus coffee to reach a wider aarket than Cypriot 

expatriates. 

As the popularity of hu .. us increases in iaporting countries 

dow.estic production is likely to be substituted for iaports. 

Sales of carobs to western Europe are highly dependent on the 

continued growth of health fDod sales. As these leave the 

specialist stores and are increasingly stocked by aajor retailers 

there is no reason why the spectacular growth of health food sales 

noted in Table 4 should not continue. 

The EEC wine lake now contains l~ billion litres (Times, 1987) and 

Commission plans to eliminate surpluses could affect sales of 

prepared grapes, grapemust and vines to Europe. 

Sales of canned vegetables to Greece reflect in part the inadequate 

nature of frozen food distribution there and would be affected by 

any increase in freezer ownership. 

Througho~t Western Europe the retailing revolution will place 

in~reasing dem~nds upon suppliers to fit in with new technology. In 

particul~r the use of bar codes is essential to the operation of 

EPOS and EFTPOS systeas. Already in the u.L 92% of foods are 

labelled with bar codes and at least one retail@r refuses to stock 

pro~~ct• which are not labelled with auch codes. Although insulated 

aarkets such as Finland (26% bar ~oded) have been able to ignore 

such changea tbil lux'1ry 11 not available to producers seeking to 

sell ~nto West European aarkets. The use of bar codes on packaged 

foods in the major European Co•unity ecrnoaies variel from about 
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70% (France) to 90% (Neth~rlands) (Business Inte~national Research 

Report. 1984). 

2.3 lliddle Bast 

Distribution stracture 

The retail aarkets of Western Europe are probably the llO&t developed 

in the world. The distribution savings and i•pro,,·ed •arltet 

inforaation provided by the retailing syste•s described above 

ffrobably •ke thea a model which other areas of the world. including 

the Middle East. will eventually seek to follow. At preseat • 

altho~gh the Middle East has long been an international trading 

centre, its retail •rltets are relatively undeveloped and there is 

little published infonaation on the• This description will first 

give a brief overview of the Middle Eastern food products •arket • 

It will then analyse retailing in the four biggest •arltets for 

Cyprus in the Middle East - Saudi Arabia. Leba~on, Kuwait and 

Jordan • 

The relative size of the Middle Eastern import .. rkets is shown by 

Table 6. When the figures were compiled all the local currencies 

wer4t pegged :o the $US or S.D.Rs and were relatively stable except 

in Iran, 1-raq aud Lebanon where internal instability and black 

aarket currency dealinrs forced down the value. 

Saudi Arabia has three •ain population areas and, since internal 

~ransport links were poor, exporters to Saudi Arabia traditionally 

had to deal vi th separate traders in each area. Sales are 

principally aade through •••11 shops, although soae super•rkeu 

have now been opened. particularly in those areas ac;,st frequented by 

European workers • 

Lebanon traditionally was a •jor Middle Eastern food producer with 

the Beklta Valley a centre for fruit and vegetable growing and dairy 
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faraing. Continued internal fighting has halted agricultural 

developaent so production has reaained constant since 1970. lt has 

also closed the superaarket outlets in the aaj~ cities. 

Kuwait i& a aajor aarket in it& own right as well as being a 

substantial r~xporter to the large .arkets of Iraq and Saudi 

Arabia. Thi• leads to intense coapetition for the Kuwait aarket 

whose traders have long held a pivotal position in Kiddle iasr 

trade. In spite of this there is no real distribution 

infrastructure and although city centres have superaarkets these are 

operated by individual traders. In 1973 then. were 11,300 retail 

outlets employing an average of 3.1 people. lleported price aark.-ups 

of only 5-10% DD basic food iteas indicate a price sensitive and 

competitive aar~et. 

Jordan offers the food exp.lrter three distinct aarkets. Like Kuwait 

it is a aajor re-exporter to Iraq. The doaestic aark.et is split 

between high quality goods for government controlled outlets and 

cheaper ones for supply to smaller shopkeepers. For this latter 

market, aany traders act as iaporters and retailers although the 

smaller ones may use commission agents to obtain supplies 

(Euromonitor, 1984~ 

~umption trends 

Sales of over £20,000 of particular food products to Middle East 

markets are listed in Table 7. 

For Western Europe Cyprus is llO&t often a supplier of raw materials 

and coaaodity goods. For the Middle East it is principally a 

1upplier of Western 1tyle proce11ed goods - a po1ition under threat 

fro• the growing food proce11ing capacity of Middle Eastern 

countries. 

There is atill condderable variation in the consumption cf 

different foods in the various Middle East .. rk.ets as 1hown by Table 
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8. The figures are far fro• co•plete and present no real 

di1cernable patterns of deaand. This is probably due in part to the 

considerable nuaber of expatriate workers, both European and Asian, 

in aany Middle East countries. The fol lowing analysis of trends 

will therefore be restricted to cbe four aajor trading partners. 

the aection will end with a particular study of the aost iaportant 

expon producu to the Middle East • 

the biggest cu1toaer, Saudi Arabia, bas an indigenous population of 

10 aillion, an expatriate population of 1.5 to 2 aillion, and up to 

1.5 ail lion pilgrias perforaing the baj in Mecca every year. It bas 

invested in substantial food processing capacity and is now able to 

produce toaato paste, fruit juices, canned vegetables and beans, 

jaa, liquid ailk, aacaroni, rice bags, yoghurt, butter, cake, 

bread, sweets, biscuits, dates and aineral waters. Sales of 

carbonated drinks increased by 25% a year in the early 1980s and by 

1982 it was planned to have 9 soft drink factories in operation. 

The subsidisation of agriculture has substantially increased 

production of wheat, dairy foods and poultry but 90% of all foods 

are still iaported. As shown in Table 9 food iaports have continued 

to grow. 

With oil reserves to last 50 years, and a G.D.P. per head of $16,650 

the Saudi aarket is one worth keeping • 

Lebanon has a population of just 2.7 aillion, a G.D.P. per head of 

$1,552 and food prices ro1e 63 tiaes froa 1966 to 1981. However the 

civil war which has produced such disa1trou1 econoaic indicator• ha1 

also aub1tantial ly decrea1ed Lebanon'• self-sufficiency in food. 

Are•• of particular growth in food iaports are shown in Table 10. 

The Xuvaiti econoay relies on aiarant la~our even •ore than Saudi 

Arabia and only 40% of the population are indiaenoua. In spite of 

this the governaent supported lndu1trial Bank ha• chosen to use it• 

proxiaity to the lar1e Iraqi and Saudi .. rket• to atteapt to build 

up a food proces1in1 industry which in 1981 con1i1ted of 367 
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businesses. lo spite of this flour ai! ling and fishing vere 

reported to be the only substantial food processing industries. 

~uwait bas an average C.D.P. per bead of $16,546. 

ly contrast Jordan is far poorer with a GDP per bead of only $1,546 

and in consequence over 300,000 Jordanians work in the Gulf 

countries. ?be dependence of the econoay on their reaittancea, on 

grant• froa other Arab countries and on a •ubstantial re-export 

trade aalte it very vulnerable to any downturn in other Arab 

econoaie&. Governaent plans to increase food exports to reduce 

dependence on phoapbates as the aajor export should be helped by a 

substantial Jordan river irrigation scheae. However in 1981 and 

1982 ainor droughts actually redv.ced food production leading to a 

substantial increase in the food iaport& on vbic~ Jordan relies for 

two thirds of its food requireaents (Table 11). 

Whatever the threat posed to Cyoriot export& by increased iaport 

substitution in Middle Eastern aarkets there can be no question that 

the infant food processing industries will have initial learning 

difficulties. The presence of Cyprus in relatively sophisticated 

product aarkets such as specialist cheeses, confectioD~ry and 

dessert aixes should therefore give it a degree of protection 

against what aay initially be siaple and non-quality products froa 

the infant industries. Experience in the Cyprus aarltet suggests 

that in the long term, presence in the aarket can only be enhanced 

by tha aaintenance of product quality and brand iaage. 

2.4 ...... ry: Patterns of demand 

65.5 per cent of Cypriot food exports are to Western Europe and 4S 

per cent to the Middle East. Distribution structures va: 

throughout Europe althouah all show a trend toward• large aultiple 

outlet1. Thi• trend ha• proceeded furthe1t in Britain, where 4 

aultiple retailer• control 40.7 per cent of the total grocery 

aarket, whil1t ju1t two companies control 59 per cent of London'• 
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packaged grocery aarlr.et. Two coapanies, Marks and Speacer of the 

U.L and C.rrefour of France, have started to develop overseas food 

outlets. Southern European coun~~ies such as Greece, Italy and 

Spain, have been relatively untouched by these changes. In others, 

such as Finland, saall retailers have coabined in cooperative 

central purchasing organisations, to gain siailar cost savings. 

Sales of Cypriot food to Britain are over two-thirds of total sales 

to Western Europe. TVo ••rited feature• of the British aarket are 

the high growth of vine consuaption (up 29. i per cent froa 1980 to 

1984) and of health foods (up 138.5 per cent). Considerable 

variations in food consuaption patterns do still exist across Europe 

with, in general, higher consuaption of protein foods in those 

countries with higher per capita incoae and higher consuaption of 

fruit and vegetables in southern European countries. 

Middle Eastern distribution is sti 11 largely control led by 

relatively saall traditional traders. Two thirds of Cypriot Kiddle 

East food exports are to Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Kuwait and Jordan. 

In general, these exports are of highly processed foods coapared 

with food exports to Europe. However they are threatened by the 

growing Kiddle East processing industry, by the potential volatility 

of the aigrant population in countries such as Kuwait, and by the 

political instability of the Lebanon and Jordan • 
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III 

'l'BE FOOD IIDUSTlY Ill CYPRUS 

3.1 Introduction 

The food, beverage and tobacco sector is the largest aanufacturing 

•ector in the Cyprus econoay producing 26.6% of gross output, 27.7% 

of value added and 17.4% of eaplo19ent in aanufacturing in 1985. 

Agricultural eaplo,.ent ha• declined in Cyprus over the last twenty 

years although, as Table 12 indicates agriculture atill accounts for 

over 50% of food sector eaployaent. The principal differences 

between the food systea in Cyprus and those of 110re induatrialised 

European c~untries lies in the high relative iaportance of 

agriculture and the continued high levels of in-house food 

preparation by the hotel industry. 

Since the total number employed in producing the Cyprus gross 

national product is 216,296, food sector eaploy.ent repreaents 28.1% 

of that total. Some indication of how food sector employment in 

Cyprus has changed is given by Figure 2. This figure is not 

i-ediately comparable with Figure 1, which gives total eaploJllEnt 

in the hotel and restaurant industries in Britain, but when those 

figures are recalculated on the basis used in Figure 2 it is 

possible to compare the food system employment breakdown in Britain 

and Cyprus. Eaployaent in Cypriot agriculture, at 63.8 per cent of 

total food system eaployaent in 1984, is far higter than Britain's 

13.1 per cent U981) and as a result all other sub-aectors of the 

food system are of far less relative iaportance. Thus food 

distribution (11.8 ~er cent compared with 35.6 per cent), food 

aanufacture (11.4 per cent coapared .dth 24.8 per cent) and 

caterin1 (12.9 per cent coapared with 27.2 per cent' are all 

relatively less important to overall food sector eaployaent than in 

Britain. 
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Pigure 2: the changing aature of food aectoc ewployaeut iu 
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Year 

1976 1981 

Notes 

Q -=-Percencage of those gainfully employed 1n producing the 
011 doaestic product who were employed in £~ foOd system. 

Eaplo111ent in agriculture & fisheries take~ •- 90% of total 
employment in asriculture, fiaheriea and fore1tt) • 
Eaploy•ent in food & beverage aanufacture t1~1n •• 93.7% of 
thote in food, beverage & tobacco post-1374 -l'Jd 18.9% of the 
aanuf acturin1 total pre-1974. 
Food eaploy•ent in wholesaling & retailing t•ken as 2~·3% of 
total. 
Restaurant eaploy•ent taken as 50.1% total i~ restaurant• 6 
hotels post-1974 and 12-8% of service HCtor p~•-1974. 
All perceata1es deri•ed f roa calculations fot l•ble 13. 

Source: Statistical Ab1tract1, 1976 & 1984 • 
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Although the events of 1974 led to a reduction in eaployaent in all 

sub-sectors of the food system the continuing overall decline in the 

percentage of the workforce employed in the food systea was entirely 

due to the decline of eaployment in a~riculture. Eaployaent in food 

and beverage aanufacture, wholesaling, retailing and particularly 

catering grew steadily and by 1984 exceeded pre-1974 levels. 

The food systea has traditionally been a priae target for governaent 

intervention directed towards alleviating the worse effects of the 

decline of the agricultural sector as an econoay develops. Two 

further factors of iaportance to the food processing sector are the 

local availability of raw aaterials and the perishability of its 

prod·1cts. It is often cheaper to transp~rt processed or seai

processed agricultural products so a product such as concentrated 

orange juice is typically produced near to its raw aaterials. Other 

food a>roducts, such as bakery products, which perish quickly, are 

almost entirely produced near to the market. It is therefore 

essential when trying to develop a food manufacturing sector 

strategy to consider each sub-sector separately before developing a 

composite picture. 

Overall those sectors which process Cypriot raw materials such as 

citrus fruit and grapes, export to sophisticated and developed 

markets in northern Europe, while those which produce more highl::' 

processed and higher value added products, such as confectionery, 

export to Kiddle East markets. 

3.2 law 88terials 

The quality and availability of raw materials is vital to the food 

processing and beverage sectors. This is particularly so when some 

of the largest subsectors and aost important export industries are 

dependent on local agriculture. 

Britain'• agriculture minister recently remarked that at current 

world prices all Britain's agriculture would be uncompetitive 
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(Guaaer, 1987). Whilst this aay be an overstateaent there is no 

doubt that in Britain, as in Cyprus, soae degree of agricultural 

support is necessary to proaote planned adjustaent of the rural 

£conoay and reduce reliance on food iaports. However, since such 

support aust be a burden on other sectors of the econoay it is the 

duty of govern•ent to ensure that it is paid in such a way as to 

encourage .odernisation and increase agricultural coapetitiveness. 

One wine producer coaaented that the vine industry could coapete 

with any if it could obtain its supplies of grapes fro• the sa•e 

consolidated efficient grape producers as exist in other parts of 

Europe. Re furthc!r argued that pay•ent of standardised prices 

discouraged quality raw .. terial production. Clearly grap~ support 

policies could be aodified to proaote both such changes. Strategic 

planning of agricultural support can proaote desirable change. 

Such is the complexity of current agricultural support that it is 

not within the scope of this study to analyse by subsector how 

Cypriot raw •aterial prices compare with world prices. For this 

report the competitiveness of processing subsectors will be assessed 

on the assumption that they pay world prices for their raw 

aaterials • 

Perhaps the most comprehensive recent review of agricultural support 

around the world was that given by the World Bank (1986). Whilst 

noting considerable variation between individual countrie• it said 

that generally agriculture has been supported in the industrialised 

temperate zones and taxed within the undeveloped tropical regions of 

the world in order to subsidise industrial developaent. Such 

subsidisation and taxation has inevitably encouraged research and 

developaent in temperate cr6p production and discouraged such 

investaent in non-teaperate crops. ror Cyprus, the production of 

tropical crops will becoae increasinsly possible as sreater use is 

aade of flexible polyaer sheetins techniquea and as geaetic 

engineering increases the temperature ranse tolerated by tropical 

crops. In the section of this report which cover• the potential of 

knowledge. based industries, the scope for expanding Cypriot 
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biotechnology is noted. Any expansion of eit~er biotechnological 

crop research or of irrigated land use should. on the basis of the 

evidence above. be directed towards non-te•1.erate crops. 

There see•s to be no strategic plan on how best to utilise the 40 

per cent increase which vi 11 occur in the irrigated land over the 

next five years as a result of new irrigation scheaes. It is 

therefore difficult to predict the likely effe~t of this on 

processed food output but it seeas probable thst it vill 

substantially increase the output ~f fruit and vegetable products. 

Govenment intervention affected raw -terial supplies in every food 

sub-sector yet in soae cases appeared to wort against the long ter11 

interests of either Cypriot agriculture or its processing industry. 

Thus price support for ailk was claiaed to exacerbate the 

seasonality of supply and aggravate shortages of sheep ailt. Meat 

products were being des!gned to aake the fullest possible use of 

1-ported beef - paradoxically a cheap source of meat relative to the 

artificially expensive. locally supplied pork. 

Other governaent intervention however clearly benefitted food 

processors. s~ch intervention included a wide range of tariff 

barriers or bans on co•petitive processed food i•ports as well as 

the subsidisation of raw .. terials such as grain. 

3.3 '!he relative laportaace of differeat proce••inc stab-8ectors 

The various sub-sectors of the food processing industry differ so 

greatly that it ls difficult to generalise about the sector's 

prospects. This report therefore seeks to detail features co9110n to 

several sub-sectors in the reaainder of tnis section whilst 

reserving detailed consideration of each S.l.T.C. sub-Hctor for the 

Appendix at the end of the report. In readin~ either analysis it is 

essenti•l to develop some perspective on the relative iaportance of 

the different sub-sectors. 
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One such aeasure is the value of each s.1.T.C. sub-sector's output. 

Four subsectars contributed aore than 10% of the total value of the 

sector sales in 1985; dairy products (l0.7 per cent of total sales 

value). cereals and cereal preparations (lS.3 per cent). beverages 

(23.2 per cent) and tobacco goods (16.2 per cent). The potential 

for iaport •ubstitution is liaited by the cliaatic requirements of 

f oocl raw aaterials whilst its econoaic cost can be considerable in 

world aarlteta awash with subsidised foods. However the relative 

iaportance of a aubsector'a exports is considerable indicating both 

its coapetitiveneas internationally and its potential to expand 

aarltets for doaestic agricultural output. In this. three S.I.T.C. 

sub-sectors contributed aore than 10 per cent of the total value of 

sector export sales in 1985; dried fruit. preserved fruit and 

vegetables. juices and carobs (18.8 per cent of total export sales 

value). beverages (31.5 per cent) and tobacco products (28.0 per 

cent). 

The full governaent statistics for food sector production. iaports 

and ~xports are suaaariaed in Tables 13 and 14. More detailed 

analysis of the original data reveals the overwhelair.g iaportance of 

vine products to total food sector exports. The total export value 

of preserved fruit and of beverages derived froa grapes was, in 

1985, equivalent to 41.5 per cent of total processed food beverage 

and tobacco exports. 

The sections which follow are bas~d upon gove~naent statistics for 

production, illports and exports (Tables 13 and 14), for eaployaent 

' (Tables 15 and 16) and for costs (Tables 17 and 18) as well aa 

interviews vith leading coiapanies in aany of the sectors. 

J.4 eo.pany perfomaace 

Productivity 

Yiras eaployin1 aore than SO people in the food, beverage and 

tobacco sectors account for 70 per cent of value added yet account 
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for just 51 per cent of total eaploy•ent. The value added per 

eaployee is .. rginally greater in finas eaploying over fifty peo~le 

in either food or beverages or tobacco. However the apparently 

large iaprovement in labour produ~tivity in larger firms overall is 

al•ost entirely explained by the doaination of the beverage and 

tobacco sub-sectors by large firms. Taken together these two 

subsectors employ 30 per cent of total eaploy.ent. over 90 per cent 

of which are in firms of •ore than 50 wort.era. yet produce 54 per 

cent of tot.al sector value added. Within each sub-sector the 

increase in value added per eaployee increases far .ore slowly with 

fir• size and is principally governe~ by the type of •a•ltets 

supplied (Industrial Statistics. 1985). 

Capital investment 

In several sectors such as •eat processing and tetra-pak juice 

production high local C08petition, tariff barriers to coapetitive 

iaports and generous tax allowances for capital investaent had led 

to high investment in currently underutilised equipaent. In others. 

such as the dairy industry and in bread baking, equipment was dated 

c'>llpared with European equiv•lent equipaent but was appropriate to 

the voluae of Cypriot raw .. terial supplies (for the former) or of 

its •arltet (for the latter). Of acre i•portance to the 

aodernisation of the industry was the poor quality of processing 

buildings in all the sectors visited. This was particularly 

worrying in the aeat and dairy industries since these are aost 

frequently i•plicated as sources of food poisoning. 

btio analysis 

Coapany accounts were obtained for a liaited nuaber of food sector 

ca.panie1 and approxiaate e1tiaate1 of the nuaber of eaployee1 were 

1athered in interviews with coapany aanageaent. Stock t•.irnover, 

sale• per ••ployee, capital eaployed per eaployee and as1et 

utilisation are 1hown in Table 19. Of these ratios, the first shows 

the level of stock control, the second is an indication of labour 
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productivity. the third indicates investment levels whilst the last 

deaonstrates the degree of capital utilisation. For each sub-sector 

Cypriot coapanies are shown first. followed by a coaparable. randoa 

cross section of British coapanies. Inevitably the use of such 

ratios is liaited by the aaount and accuracy of the original 

infor.ation. and by the difficulty of finding siailarly structured 

coapanies to coapare. !n spite of such liaitations the figures do 

strikingly illustrate soae of the observaticns aade during site 

visits. 

Thus Co•pany A vas in aany vays co•parable vith its closest 

equivalent in Britain. the saall east London bread. pastry and 

confectionary bakery of Percy Ingles yet had far lover stock 

turnover. This lov stock turnover could be partly due to longer 

delivery tiaes for rav aaterials. However the apparantly coapara~le 

figures for sales per eaployee aask the fact that Percy Ingles run a 

large nuaber of shops and aight therefore be expected to have lower 

sales per eaployee if both coapanies vere equally efficient. 

Coapany D is a good exaaple of the high levels of capital invest~ent 

found in Cypriot aeat processing factories. having a level of 

capital investaent per eaployee well in excess of siailarly sized 

British aeat processing companies and coaparable with the largest. 

Coapany X, vhich had appeared during the site visit to be fully 

abreast of the lastest technological and aanageaent techniques. vas 

able to deliver ratios which equalled or bettered equiv.~lent British 

aanufacturers - a reaarkable feat in the coaparatively liait~d 

Cypriot .arket. Company T, vhich, since it produced aainly wine vas 

not really ca.parable with British breweries, r•ve similar ratios of 

capital eaployed per •ployee to the craft based breweries rather 

than to their aodern high tech equivalents. 

3.5 lta~ket reaearcb and product deYelo,...t 

Product developaent chan1e1 noted durinc f act~ry visits were derived 

fro• tvo sources. Either they fol lowed overseas techl'ical 

developaents, as with the ir.troduction of juice and yo1hurt in Tetra 



Paks. or they were developed as iaport substitutes. as vas the case 

for Edaa cheese. 

The Higher Technical Institute had studied the need for a course in 

food technology in Cyprus but had decided that there would be 

insufficient deaand for such a course to justify setting it up. As 

a consequence firas relied alaost entirely upon the overseas 

training of either their owners or close relatives or senior 

eaployees to provide in-house developeent expertise. Such expertise 

aust becoae dated. One recent entrant to the aeat processing 

industry was a chicken bre~der who claiaed he had been forced to 

process his own aeat because of traditional prejudice aaongst 

existing producers against incorporating chicken aeat in their 

products - a widespread practise elsewhere in Europe. 

Foreign coapanies had affected the industry in a nuaber of ways but 

the only direct licensing arrangeaents studied were with the two 

biggest soft drink aultinationals who provided a range of back-up 

technical. training and aarketing advice to their Cypriot licensees. 

Siailar arrangements existed in the alcoholic beverages and tobacco 

sub-sectors. In addition recent plant installations for yoghurt and 

"tetra-pak" production had been supplied by foreifD coapanies on a 

design and build basis. At a aore basic lev~l overseas ingredient 

suppliers had been used to assist in recipe developaent whilst 

overseas "own-label" custoaers of Cypriot canned fruit supplied 

ready printed labels which were of far higher qu•lity than those 

designed by the prC'ducers theaselves. In order to keep abreast of 

aodern developments llOSt large coapany owners aade regular trips to 

overseas trade fairs and soae had hired foreign consultants to 

iaprove their product range. 

Overal 1, product developaent appeared to follow technical change 

elsewhere in Europe rather than to be aarket led. Ev•n though food 

consuaption, whilst on holidays abroad, has widened the range of 

foods eaten by northern Europeans, only one company was found which 

t~rgetted holiday-.akers with tastin1• and proaotions. 
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3.6 at.atribution atrncture 

BJ European standards the food retail .. rket in Cyprus is relatively 

traditional. Although superaarkets are increasingly taking the 

place of saaller retail outlets. particularly in towns. they are 

often single outlet faaily owned stores. they are therefore unable 

to wield the purchasing power or aake such ful 1 use of new 

technology as do the aultiples of northern Europe. As a result aost 

appear to rely alaost entirely on the expensive sales van delivery 

systeas which are now used increasingly rarely by large British 

aultiple retailers. Most supvliers appear to operate on a sale or 

return basis and claia to control stock levels in stores theaselves. 

According to one supplier salesaen could even switch produce froa a 

store with low turnover to one with higher turnover to avoid 

exceeding the sell-by date. To service such outlets aost 

aanufacturers aaintain a teaa of salesaen and delivery vans. a 

nuaber of which give national coverage. A siailar systea is 

aaintained by a nuaber of food iaport agents. 

The use of EPOS techniques was noted at Nicosia airport and such 

techniques were ~1so reportedly used in one retail outlet. However 

there appears to be no retail own label food production. When 

coapetitive food iaport1· are peraitted. as for biscuits, they are 

subject to high iaport iuties and thus sell at a considerable 

preaiua. Continued heavy sales of such iteas therefore seea to 

indicate that consuaers are prepared to pay for perceived quality 

advantages. 

A principal reason for the expansion in the ran1e of foods eaten by 

north Europeans bas been the growing exposure to foods fro• other 

culinary traditions durin1 holidays abroad. Even without such 

trends the growth of the hotel industry has aade the tourist hotel 

aarket an increasin1l y iapcrtant one to the Cyprus food industry. 

In spite of this iaportanc.e there appeared to be no foraal 
' coordinat~on between the food ,nd hotel sectors to asses• the needs 

of the tourist industry and suppJy th•• fro• local producers. Such 
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coordination could be used both to .axiaise local supplies to the 

tourist trade and to introduce nev products to overseas visitors. 

).7 CDu .. ption trends 

In 1984 total Cyprus expenditure on food. beverages and tobacco vas 

£284.8 ail lion. of which 17.3% vas iaported. The r.o.a. ( free on 

board ) value of exports of food. 11 ve aniaals for food. beverages 

and tobacco vas 1112.0 aillion - 33.3 per cent of total exports 

(Econoaic Report. 1984). Thus. even though food and drink exports 

aay be a significant share of total exports. they are only 39.3% of 

the value of the do•estic aarket which is therefore of central 

iaportance to the food processing industry. 

As has generally occurred in industrialised countries real spending 

on food bas increased although its share of total expenditure has 

declined. Thus at 1981 prices total expenditure on food, beverages 

and tobacco has risen fro• £9).5 aillion in 1972 to £259.6 aillion 

in 1984. However as a share of total consuaers spending this 

represents a decline fro• 36.5% to 26.3% (Econoaic Report. 197~ 6 

1984 ). 

The changing pattern of such spending is shown in Figure 3. current 

patterns of consuapcion are de~onstrated in Figure 4. A aore 

detailed breakdown is given in Table 20. 

Figure 3 de•onstrates that relative spending on fish, all non

alcoholic beverages (including tea, coffee etc.) and o~her foods 

(which includes confectionery) has increased considerably. Relative 

1pendin1 on bread and cereals, aeat, and fruit and ve1etables 

decreased slightly whilst for su1ar it decreased draaatica!ly. 

Processed foods have therefore taken an increased share of consUller 

spendin1 on food and drink. 

Without a detailed analysis of chan1es in real prices of the various 

sub-sectors it is not possible to aak~ detailed projections of 
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Figure 4. - The percentage breakdown of cons~~ption of foods, beverages 
and tobacco, l 'JH4 

Non-alcoholic 
beverages 4.9 % 

~Fish 
/ ..... 3.1 % 

/ 

Meat 22.9% \ 
\ 

\ 

Fruit and vegetables / 
20.0% 

Coffee, tea, 
cocoa 2.6 % 

Source; Economic report, 1986 
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likely future ct.anges in deaand for foods. However ~ better guidP. 

to trends in food consuaption can be gained froa Table 20. The 

urban population in Cyprus has access to a wider range of processed 

foods but less access to hoae produced foods than its rural 

counterpart. It is also younger so the differences between rural 

and urban consuaption patterns can sensibly be taken as an 

indication of future patterns of deaand foe the food processing 

industry. OD this basis fastest future growth is likely to occur in 

the consuaption of breakfast cereals. pizzas. beef. lountza and 

other tu.a. baaburgers. canned fruit and vegetable•. tomato sauces, 

confectionery (pastry and other types), ice-creaa, whisky, instant 

coffee and baking powder. The fastest areas of decline are in the 

consuaption of pigeon and gaae, olives, black eye beans and salt. 

Crowing urbanisation is also likely to lead to increased eating and 

drinking outside the hoae since urban households typically spend 

Sl.8% 90re on this than their rural counterparts. 

3.8 S-.ry - Tbe food industry !.n Cyprua 

The food, beverage and tobacco sector is the largest aanufactur1ng 

sector of the Cyprus econoay producing 26.6% of gross output, 27. 7 

per cent of val~~ added and 17.4 per cent of eapl<'·'llent. Although 

agriculture and fishing eaploys more thar. any other food system 

sector (63.8 per cent of the total), eaployaent in it has declined 

steadily whilst eaplo,.ent bas grown in all other sub-sectors since 

independence. The two fundamental factors which affect where 

processed foods are produced are the source of raw aaterials and the 

lteepins qualities of the product. 

llelatively ai"or changes in current governaent support pol lcies 

could in soae cases be of 1reat help to the food processing sector. 

In particular subsidies to ailk and grape producers could be 

aodified to encoura1• a longer season and iaproved quality. 

There are 1ood strate1ic re~son1 to direct future agricultural 

research and support toward• non-teaperate crops. 
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The ~ercentage breakdown by value of production of the sector in 

1985 was; aeat preparations (J.6), dairy products (1~.7). cereals 

and cereal preparations (18.3), dried fruit, preserved fruit and 

vegetabl-=s, juices and carobs (9.6), sugar, sugar preparations and 

honey (4.4), coffee, tea, cocoa and spices (4.0), aniaal feeds 

(8.1), other food products (2.0), beverages (2J.2} and tobacco 

produ~ts (16.2). laports vere a relatively high proportion of 

doaestic consuaption for coffee, tea, cocoa and spices (79.0 per 

cent) and ether food products (78.0 per cent). Exports were a 

relatively high proportion of domestic consumption for dried fruit, 

preserved fruit and vegetables, juices and carobs (72.0 per cent), 

tobacco (46.6 per cent) ¥nd beverages (44.J per cent). Of 

particular iaportance were grape products, either as preserved 

fruits or as alcoholic beverages - a total of 41.5 per cent of all 

food sector exports. 

Coapany size, the application of aanageaent controls, the age of 

equipaent and the degree of contact with developments overseas 

varied widely, both between and within sectors. Large factories 

eaploying over 100 people existed in the cereal products, canning, 

tobacco and beverage in~ustries but in each of these sector~ some 

saaller factories continued to compete successfully. High 

investaent in capital equipment by the aeat and fruit processing 

industries had resulted in it being underutilised. Product 

development and marketing policy lacked adequate local training 

facilities and, possibly as a consequence, failed to be adequately 

aarket orientated - partic1•larly in exploiting the tourist aarket. 

Total exports are ~quivalent to 39.3 per cent of total domestic 

food, bo!verage and tobacco consumption so the domestic market is of 

priaary iaportance to the induatry. Although domestic spending on 

food, beverage• and tobacco rose by 177.6 per cent in r•al terms 

over the twelve years to 1984, its ahare of total consumer spending 

declined from 36 • .5 per cent to 26.3 per cent. 

The Cypriot distribution structure is dominated by single outlet 
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f .. ily owned &tores and although there are a few superaarkets. no

one has yet introduced the distributional and technological changes 

vbicb have so draaatically increased retail power in Western Europe. 

The increased urbanisation of Cypriots bas been accoapanied by 

increased consuaption of processed foods and increased eating out • 

Catering for the tourist industry has becoae an iaportant outlet for 

dOllestic food prod~ction yet lacks coordination. 
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CYPaus POOD SEcroa PROSPEC!'S 

4.1 IDCroducCioD 

The food processing industry has been the slowest growing of the 

Cyprus industrial sectors. As will be suggested below, large parts 

of it will be relatively unaffected by any reduction in trade 

barriers following entry into a customs union with the E.E.C. since 

they are protected by such natural barriers to international trade 

as the p~rishability of the product an~ the high relative costs of 

transport. However the development of the food sector is extremely 

iaportant to J1prus in : 

J. Increasing overall eaployaent 

2. Supplyi&g outlets for the agricultural sector 

J. Providing inputs to the fast growing hotel catering sector 

If it is to increase its growth rate a sector strategy must seek to 

promote improvements in the following areas: 

I. Rationalise and pr~mote productivity in traditional mass 

market, commodity product areas 

2. Promote the development of local supplies to the 

catering and distribution markets 

3. Develope niche products for the domestic and export 

markets 

Before recomaending in Chapter V how such objectives might be 

proaoted this section of the study assesses the current prospects of 

the sector in each of the above areas. 

4.2 .... or niche .. rket• 

Overal 1 home production of food products ii 76.8 per cent of 
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do•stic consuapUon, beverages 126.7 per cent and tobacco 103.8 per 

cent. However with food p~oducts accounting for 6C.6 per cent of 

total production in the sector the overall level of self-sufficiency 

is only 88.6 per cent. 

In developing a sector strategy for food it is iaporcant to consider 

both aass and niche aarltet outlets. It is the general view of the 

rroject te- that the latter are far preferable for aanufacturing 

industry since they allow it to escape the low wages and low 

profitability of traditional .. ss .. rkets. However it is clear that 

substantial sections of the food and beverage sector are of vital 

iaportance in providing outlets for Cypriot far• produce. In 

particular the twC\ subsectors with large exports, fruit and 

vegetables and beverages, are overwhelaingly doainated by grape 

products. Whilst recognising that the production of preaiua goods 

and supply of aarket niches will iaprove the industry's prospects 

any sector strategy aust recognise that WiLhout continuing 

penetration of aass aarkets the effects for both the size of the 

food processing sector and for agriculture would be devastating. 

This is particularly true for grape products - the declining 

international coapetitiveness of citrus products has already 

seriously underained their importance within the sector. 

A niche aarketi ... g strategy should be directed towards those aarket 

sectors showing greatest growth and profit potential. As noted 

above, one such area in northern Europe has been the health food 

sector - a sector for which Cyprus already produces a nuaber of 

iaportant products. Herbal teas, widely drunk in Cyprus, are 

becoming increasingly popular in Britain where consuaption rose by 

3.5 per cent in the year 1984 to aore than £3 aillion. The caffeine 

of traditional tea has ~een blaaed for overworking the kidneys, 

upsetting horaone levels, and causing headaches, eczema and stomach 

ulcers. In contrast herbal teas have been credited with a range of 

beneficial aedicinal properties although the possible cancer cau1ing 

effects of coafrey tea have al10 been noted (New Health, 198.5). Not 

all observer• are equally enthu1ia1tic about the growing popularity 
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of such teas and the Association of Public Analysts (1985) noted the 

contaaination of aoae such teas with poisonous belladonna. To be 

acceptable in overseas niche .. rkets Cypriot herbal teas would have 

to be subject to rigorous quality control and supplied in teabags 

both for convenience and to prevent contaaination. 

the Ministry of Agriculture reported increased plantings of carob 

trees over the last few years and this aay indicate another area 

vhere Cypriot producers are responding to healthy eating trends. 

Carob powder is being increasingly used as a caffeine free and lower 

calorie substitute for chocolate by conauaers. In edditioo it is an 

attractive alternative to aigraine sufferers who .. y be allergic to 

either tbe caffeine or theobroaine contained in chocolate (Miller et 

al. 1986). Dried fr~its have siailar healthy food associations 

largely because they can be used as substitutes for other sources of 

sveetness in the diet and are far richer than such other sources in 

fibre and ainerals. Preaiua products for niche health food Mrkets 

are those dried fruits produced without the addition of unnecessary 

preservatives (Here's Health, 1987). 

A final area of Cypriot products with potential for niche aark.eting 

to the health food sector uould be sheep •ilk products. Trade 

literature for such products claias they contain "up to twice as 

aany of the ainerals like calciua, phosphorous and zinc and all the 

i•portant B group vi taains" as does cows or goat ail k and aay be a 

suitable alternative for soae consu•ers who are allergic to the 

constituents of cows ailk (Welerton Dairy Sheep, 1986). Any atteapt 

~o build sheep ailk product sale• upon such possible health 

benefits would have to strictly ':'lfttrol contaaination with 

antibiotics since one batch of dairy produce containing such 

contaaination could destroy whatever quality produc~ iaage has been 

developed. 

Each of the followin1 sections of this report vill a1sess 

coapetitiveness in aass •arkets and niche ••rkets and briefly 

outline those areas where agricultural support policy •i&ht seek to 
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pro•ote change which vould be desirable to the food processing 

aector. 

4.3 lleat preparation 

Many chilled •at preparations have relatively short shelf lives and 

for such products the ho• .. rtet is relatively safe with or without 

tariff barriers. For similar reasons it is unrealistic for Cypriot 

producers to expect to break into European •ass •ark.et& even when 

raw aaterials are supplied fro• an EEC approved abbatoir. The 

growing acceptability of frozen .eat products uy change this in the 

futu-e and this could threaten the do•estic ••rt.et. Econoaies of 

scale in ••t products .. nufacture are relatively ... 11 but even so 

underutilisation of existing equip•ent is so great that it is 

unlikely Cypriot .eat producers could conversely coapete in European 

•ass .. rtets. 

The ability of Cypriot •at producers to spend so lavishly on state 

of the art processing equipment in a .arket dominated by saall firas 

•u&t indicate that consuaers in Cyprus are prepared to pay for 

pre•iua products. There would therefore appear to be a far greater 

chance of •eat processors entering European niche aarkets. Since 

there is little point in trying to coapete with German type 

products, •ar~et research into the acceptability of the various 

Cypriot style products to European aarkets is a pre-requisite to 

launching a niche .arketing st~ategy. 

A recent consultants report has suggest~d that current subsidies to 

•eat production can only be justified in as auch as they save 

foreign currency and should not be used to subsidise •eat exports. 

!he eatablishment of a niche .. rteting export strategy would in that 

case require soM aechanis• to liait the production of subsidised 

Cypriot Mat. 

4.4 Dairy product• 
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Production units in this industry &re too saall and non-autoaated to 

coepete in world aass aarkets which are in any case oversupplied and 

therefore not profitable. It seeas inevitable that without bans and 

tariffs producers would face heavy coepetition on the hoae aarltet. 

~hey would therefore be forced into relying upon preaiua brand iaage 

and, in effect, on niche aarltets. 

In fact there is already evidence that they could be successful in 

this. One producer bas already supplied J. Sainsbury in Britain 

with bal louai and fetta cheese and it vas widely recognised that 

export sales depended upon a quality iaage. In particular this was 

associated with the use of sheep rather than cow aillt and a 

consistent brand iaage. The existence of unsatisfied deaand even 

within the local aarket for such high priced products as ltefalotyri 

indicates that there is scope for expanding niche aarltets in the 

first instance by iaproving supplies of sheep aillt. Subsequent 

export opportunities would be helped by the health benefits of sheep 

ailk for soae consuaers. 

As part of such a strategy the governaent could seek to broaden the 

season for sheeps aillt production. If sheep& milk products do gain 

popularity in European niche aarkets there would be a need to 

stimulate sheep& ailk production in rural areaa providing an 

additional source of income. However, in view of the recent 

consultants report aentioned under meat, it would be vital to 

provide a aechanism to ensure Cyprus did not end up subsidising the 

consuaption patterns of importing countries. 

4.S Cereal products 

There is virtually no international trade in bread, pastry and 

cakes. For biscuits, Cypriot producers are current! y producing a 

product which sells on price alone and, even at far lover prices, 

has difficulty coapeting. There is an urgent need to overhaul the 

quality of its products which would not compete even on the ho~e 

aarket without tariff barriers. 
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Since at present grain comaission and world grain prices differ by 

very little it vould be a good tiae to reassess the need and 

usefulness of the comaission. 

4.6 Preeened fruit ad wgeublea etc. 

The iaportance within this sector of grape products for ... s export 

aarkets appears to be based more upon the push of auppl!ea than the 

pull of deaand. There is clear scope to iaprove supplies for 

specialities such as capers and vine leaves vhi~h could be sold into 

aore profitable niche aarkets. The considerable processing over

capacity which exists aay becoae better utilised once plans to 

extend the irrigated land area are coapleted. 

Both industry and governaent could give a lead in encouraging 

agricultural production geared aore towards the aost profitable 

aarket outlets. The costs and benefits of current policies towards 

subsidising grape production are unclear. Their assessaent is a 

prerequisite to finding che aost profitable use for the 40% increase 

in irrigated land due in the next few years. 

4.7 Sagar and chocolate confectionery 

As long as these products are sold by price alone the local aarket 

vil 1 continue to have high iaport penetration and would be 

threatened by the reaoval of tariff barriers. Local coapanies are 

too saall to coapete in aass aarkets and need to aove into preaiua 

niche aarkets if they are to survive or prosper. Cyprus' high 

production of various types of nuts suggests one such aarket niche. 

4.8 .... ckiDS iaduatries 

For such products as honey, coffee and cigarettes which are 

basically repacked with ainor reprocessing before onward sale aainly 

so 
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to Middle East countries~ changes in tariff regulations could lulv~ 

significant effects on Cyprus' ability to continue as a ••J~r centre 

for such trade. Although the value added by such trade aay be 

relatively saal l it undoubtedly bolsters doaestic production of 

honey and provides useful trade links upon which other exports can 

be built. 

4.9 Prosea product• 

These do not face the distribution prob leas of chilled foods and 

although froze• distributioa is .ore expensive than non-refrigerated 

distribution frozen foods have a very long shelf life. Cyprus 

frozen vegetable p1.>ductiOll has not really established itself but 

the establi"'-d ice ere.. industry could be under threar. if tariff 

barriers were reaoved-

4.10 Beverage• 

The doaestic .. rket for beer and soft drinks would be fairly secure 

with or without protection due to the high relative transport costs 

for such goods fro. outside Cyprus. The grape processing industry 

does however appear to be vulnerable in a world of excess grape 

supplies. Whilst Cypriot grape juice concentrate would benefit from 

the reaoval of the 28% duty on exports to the LC. joining the 

custoas union could threaten recently established sales to Japan 

which are alllOst as high as total current sales to the LE.C. 

The predoainance of bulk vines and grape aust (44% of total beverage 

e:1tporta) indicates that the sector 1• currently doainated by aass 

aarltet coaaodity iteas. The need to enter preaiua, bottled vine 

niche urketa is recognised by industry leaden and would be helped 

by a 1overnaent far• support structure designed to iaprove the 

supply of hi1her quality 1rapea. The industry appeared qujte 

capable of developin& qu•lity product• provided aaterlala were 

appropriate. 
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The food processing sub-sectors are each protecteci by one or .ore of 

three basic types of barriers to trade of vbicb two are natural and 

cue artificial. 'lbe first of these is transport cost since it tends 

to M! uuecouoaical to trauport products wbicb are aaialy vaur, 

such as fruit juices and Hft drinks, froa overseas to the Cyprus 

.. rltet. '!be second natural barrier, which is of .ore iaportance to 

food processiug in Cyprus, is the liai ted shelf 11 fe of aany food 

products. This is a parUcular barrier to iaports for aany ••t and 

dairy prod~ts as well as bread, pastry, cakes and fresh ground 

coffee. '!be last barrier, which is artificial, is the intervention 

of govenment to keep out processed food iaports through iaposiug 

tariff barriers or bans. Product aarlteu unprotected by the first 

types of barriers would be under severe threat if governaent tariff 

barriers were removed. Such aarkets include those for biscuits, 

sugar and chocolate confectionery and ice creaa which together 

account fer 4 per cent of Cypriot processed food production. 

It would be wrong however to believe such threats can be avoided if 

Cyprus does not enter the CUstoas Union. Over the last few years 

tariff protection on processed foods has been steadily increased 

which presuaably indicates that the indigenous industry is becoming 

less coapetitive. The diversion of li•ited aanagerial expertise in 

industries such as that for dairy products f roa developing overseas 

aarkets into creatins nev otherwiae uncoapetitive iaport substitutes 

is a waste of huaan resources. 

Vitb or without tariff protection for it• food processing industry 

the Cypriot 1over1111ent should recognise the iaportance of the food 

systea by inatitutins a strate1y for its developaent. The analysis 

above su11ests that such a strat•IY should aia to iaprove: 

1. lasearch and developaent 

2. Market orientated aana1eaent 
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3. Management systeas 

4. Rav aateri.-ls 

5. Training availability 

6. Quality control 

1. Strategic planning. 

4.12 S-Ory: CJprua food MCtOI proepecta 

Potential route& to growth for Cypriot food ~uh-sectors incl~de 

iaproving productivity in existing ... s aarltets, developing the food 

retail and catering supply sectors, and opening up new niche 

aarkets. It would appear that there is little current exploitation 

of the considerable potencial of a nuaber of Cypriot products for 

niche aarketing. Traditional Cypriot products which could sell well 

in the new niche aarkets include processed aeats and cheeses. In 

addition. relatively unusual vegetable and fruit products such as 

vine leaves, herbal teas, capers and aosphito berries do not coapete 

on price alone and could sensibly be proaoted by a niche aarketing 

policy. In vi2v of the iaportance of grapes to the food processing 

industry, it would be sensible to develop aore u~aarket outlets for 

itt; products than the current bulk wines and grape aust which now 

account for 44 per cent of total beverage exports. 

Not a single processed food sector is unaffected by governaent 

intervention in foreign trade, since the only one which appears to 

lack barriers, animal feeds, is undermined by governaent aubsidies 

to grain iaports. Quite apart froa the large numbers of tariff 

barriers or bans on coape~itive iaports there are also a variety of 

1cheae1 for aubsidi1ing or fixing the prices of food processing 

indu1try raw aater1ala. Thia feature of high governaent 

intervention i1 the principal cOllllOn feature of all the various aub

aectora. 

Aa1uaptiona about thft coapetitivene1a of the variou1 aub1ectora have 

therefore to be aade on the ba1i1 of bro•der 1ub-aector 

characteri1tica. A number of aub1ector1 are naturally protected by 
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such features as the short !~elf-lif~ of their products. These 

include aeat products, dairy prod11cts (excluding cheeses). bread, 

pastry and caltes. Others. such as beverages and preserved fruit 

ant vegetable&, are siailarly naturally protected by the high 

rel~ti•e tr~nsport ccsts uf iaporting substitutes. In contrast 

biscuits, together vitb sugar and chocolate confectionery, already 

face hea•y i11port penetration and would apparently be unable t:> 

coapete without extensi•e tariff protection and bans on eoapetitive 

iaporta. The frozen Yegetable industry appears to be entirely 

dependent on bans of coapetitive iaports and since frozen foods have 

a long shelf life, if properly handled, the ice-creaa industry would 

be under threat if current tariff barriers were dropped. In total 

these sub-sectors produce 4 per cent of Cypriot processed food 

exports • 
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5.1 IDtroductioa 

As Chapter IV has demonstrated, the bulk of the doaestic food 

processing industry is protected by natural barriers to trade such 

as liaited product life or high transport costs. In spite of this 

it seems that at least 4 percent of Cyprus food production is only 

aade viable because of current tarriff barriers. This evidence that 

the food sector is one of the industrial sectora best-placed to 

withstand the effects of the reaoval of tarriff barriers should not 

however be an e~cuse for complacency. Coapanies cannot hope to 

maintain profitability in a doaestic aarket which is relatively 

static and yet aay well be able to expand both eaplcyaent and 

profitability if they seek instead to expand into overseas and 

catering aarkets. Such an expansion is vital to unemployment 

generally and to rural viability in particular as the irrigated land 

area increases by 40 per cent over the next few years. 

Throughout this analysis of the food system it has been clear that 

the route to profitable food aanuf~cturing lies in supplying 

premium, niche markets. A number of Cypriot products would seem 

ideally suited to such niche markets as those for health and ethnic 

foods. However the crucial importance of commodity processed foods 

such as bulk grape juice to the rural economy mean that any food 

sector strategy aust seek to upgrade traditional food processing 

1ector1 as well as promoting niche aarketing whenever this is 

appropriate. In fact these two objectives are totally compatable. 

One of the le11ons of many recent coapany auccesses is that every 

indu1try haL. potentially profitable growth areas. To be able to 

capitalise on thew food companies need a firmly market led approach 

to growth. To assist them in responding to opportunities the 

government need• to take a strategic perspective on the long term 
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developaent of the food systea and provide adequate support 

facilities. 

The reco..endations that follow cover in turn: 

1. A strategic planning approach to the food systea 

2. Market orientated developaent of the food sector 

3. Avenues for expanding s .. ctoral support 

S.2 Strategic plamdng 

5.2.1 Pood processing and qrictaltare 

There is clear dissatisfaction within the food processing industry 

about the apparent inability of agriculture to orientate itself 

tuwards a food processing !ndustry which could develop aarltet 

outlets to the benefit of both. Nowhere is the current gulf between 

the two sectors aore clear than in the dairy industry whose 

producers distrust the ability of the aillt aarketing board to police 

aillt supplias and stop contaaination. 

Se~datiOD I: 

The lliaiatry of eo-erce aad Iaduatry • the Ministry of 

.Agricaltare. trade• anion•. coasuaer orgaaisatioas aad 

aosoc•atioas represeating agricultural aad food iaduatries 

•hoald meet regularly •• a food policy ad•isory group to 

de•elop coapleMDtary •trategie• for the de•elop•eat of the 

food Hctor o•erall • 

However produce~• should be doing more theaselves to promote change. 

It is, for exaaple, vital that freezing varietie1 of vegel~bles are 

grown if Cyprus is ever to have a viable frozen vegetable industry • 

Thi• will not happen without support and forward contract• from the 

proceHing sector • 
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aeco,.eadatioa 2: 

POCMl tr_.e ... ociatioaa abould ideatif y .. rt.eta for processed 

food• which ..id uee iaputa frc. tbe mgrlc•ltaral aeetor aDd 

wbic• are aot belag fally ezploited at preaent. lapro•ed 

Rpplie• of -arf.c.ltaral r- •terial• coald tbeD be pro.otecl 

either tbrougb Nle• c:oatracta htwen proc:eaaora aDd farmer• 

or tbroagla tbe introclactioa of Yariable pricing policie• which 

promoted quality-• eacoaraged the ezteaaioa of production 

Subsidisation of the rural econoay is a feature of all developed 

econoaies and is essential to avoid extensive depopulation and 

devastation of the rural heritage. However such subsidisation is, 

in the long terr., threatened by its own cost unless it promotes 

efficiency 6nd change. The current system of support does appear to 

have been based more upon appeals for help from farmers than upon 

strategic intervention • 
...._______, 

Seco..endation 3: 

Food aector subsidies should be increasingly reallocated so as 

to pr0110te tbe de•elo,..at of the industry rather than act as a 

oar~ier to change. Ia cbangiag the relati•e eapbasis of such 

sabaidiea the go•enmeat would of coarse ha•e to recogniae that 

carreat world price• are artificially lov due to du•piag by 

•ajor ecoao•ic groapiags such •• t•e LLC. 

There appear• to be no central direction of ho• the 40% increase in 

irrigated land by 1990 •hould be used, yet farmer•' planting 

decisions will clearly be heavily influenced by current sublidy 

regime•· 
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meca ... eDdatioa 4: 

Tlae goTeraaeat. In diacaaaion with the conaultatiTe groups 

deUiled aDller lleccl Ddatioa 1. alaoald ideatify aad promote 

tbe 8Ht beneficial use of aevl1 producUTe land witbia CJprua. 

The Dutch and the Danes, world leaders in the food trade, have long 

deaonstrated the illportance of .. rk.t!t orientated strategies for food 

and this section wil 1 outline suggestions fo• iaproving the 

aarketing of Cypriot foods. There is no reason why doaestic 

consuaers should be treated to any lower standards than overseas 

custoaers and an educated and discerning doaestic aarket gives the 

best possible base f~ora which to launch an overseas sales drive. 

The first section of recoaaendations which follow are therefore 

equal 1 y applicable to the doaestic or export aarkets. The fol lowing 

two sections contain recoaaendations specific first to export 

aarkets and then to doaestic aarkets. 

s.3.1. Developing .. rket• 

The use of bar codes in Cyprus on product labels appeared almost 

entirely restricted to those products, such as canned foods, being 

produced for foreign coapanies under their own label. Tnere are 

already retail chains in Britain which will not stock products not 

labelled with bar codes and prod•Jctl cannot be relabelled overnight. 

Tile K1a1atry of C-rce and l•duatrJ should, ••a .. tter of 

ar1••c1. aet •P an a1eac1 to promote. aad if aecessar1. 

aubaidtse the introduction of bar codes onto all Cyprus food 

prodacts. 
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Quite apart froa this urgent problea the general standard of 

labelling, with a few notable exceptions, was of far lower quality 

than for goods with labels supplied by overseas custoaers. Cyprus 

appeared to have the aeans to produce good quality labels and 

proaotional .. terial but all too often these were not used or. if 

they were, •inor aistakes detracted froa their general sales 

appeal. 

lec~Ddattou 6: 

The aaeacy aet up to introduce bar coding ahould alao be 

reapoaaibl~ for Improving labelling quality and pr090Uoul 

literature. 

Cyprus produces a wide range of foods which could be broadly 

categorised as health foods. These include sheep llilk products, 

trahanas (a soup made froa yoghurt and crushed wheat), traditional 

turkish delight (aade without sugar), dried fruits, carob products 

and a range of the herbal teas which are widely used in Cyprus. In 

addition some British supermarkets which would like to stock organic 

vegetables are at present constrained by the seasonality of supply. 

There are clear opportunities for Cyprus to exploit this market 

opening, since it can produce such vegetables to complement the 

European "season". It would be relatively easy to assemble a 

product range under a single brand title although some initidl work 

would need to be done in developing more convenient products by, for 

example, putting herbal teas in tea bags. 

lecoaiaendation 7: 

Tbe atrategic food policy unit ahould idetitify a health food 

product raa1e aad aet ap a aarketiag atrate11 for tbeae. 

iaitially in the domestic aarket •• a trial for overaeaa 

urkettaa. 
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Growing foreign travel has over recent years considerably broadened 

the range of foods eaten thro•.11hout Europe. particularly in Britain • 

the -in Cypriot -rk.et at present. Cypriot style •at products. 

traditional cheeses. olive oila capers. vine leaves. vines. nut 

products could all be upgraded under a single brand title to create 

a preaiua -rltet niche for Cypriot foods • 

lrac~ndation I: 

The •trategic foocl policy uilit ahoald identify a range of 

•ethnic• Cypriot food• and through trial .. rketing to the 

tourist trade identify a popular product range and •aitable 

o.er8eaa -rk.eu. It •bould tllen develop a •aiUble -rlteting 

•trategy to capitali•e on ach product• over.ea• • 

5.3.2 Developing ezport -rltets 

It is clea~ from the pattern of exports that foraer links with 

Britain have continued iaportance whilst other possible E.E.C. 

aarkets are virtually unexplored. There is a clear role for the 

Export Proaotion Organisation in doing this. Two areas would be of 

particular iaportance. If a link-up could be established with large 

retailers it •i1.ht be possible to use thea as both a distribution 

channel and a source of aark.et inforaation. 

leco..eudation 9: 

Tiie Esport PrOllOtiou Organisation, in a .. ociation with industry 

councils •bo9ld contact lea4ling over .. as retailers to detendne 

their food product reqaireaents and the ability of Cypriot 

•uppliere to •et t .... 

Also if products such •• Cypriot aeat products are unknown in 

foreign aarkets it should be poHible to establish links with new 

product testing agencies which, through running taste panels, could 

aHeH how acceptable such products would be in various potential 

export aarkets • 
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aecG•1Ddation 10: 

'!be Ellport Promotioa Oqani .. tioa in anoclation with industry 

uaociatiw •botald be c:Mrpd tritb ueeHiag potential srowt• 
areas in ujor eaport market•· 

In •iew of the notable aucceaa of aarketing organisations in 

countries as diverse as Denaarlt. 1u11aria and llew Zealand it vas 

depressing in Cyprus to bear so aany atories of unchannelled 

coapetition vorlting agaiut the c~n interest. Such coapetition 

aight include undercutting a fellow national producer on price or 

underaining the iaage of Cypriot products by duaping inferior 

product onto a previously preaium priced export aarltet. Since there 

are aany European and Middle Eastern countries where Cypriot 

products currently have little presence the varying strategies used 

with success elsewhere could be introduced on a trial basis in 

different countries to see which were aost effective. 

lec...endation 11: 

!lie Ministry of C-.O-rce and Industry or the bport Promotion 

Organiaatlon •boald on a trial ... is aHa• in potential esport 

aarketa the various .. rating atrategies used by aucceHful 

aarketing agenciea in other COU1ltr.ie•. 1heae WOllld include tbe 

uae of sole aarketiag ageaciea • rigorously enforced aillimua 

atandarda for uport product• and aartettna a ra11ge of product• 

ander a •inale national brand-u..e. 

Apart froa adopting different aarlteting strategies for particular 

regions of the world it would also be possible to adopt joint 

aarlteting atrategie1 for particular ranges of products, the aost 

obvious of which would be health foods and Cypriot epecialities. 
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~adatioa 12: 

~ K:lui•try of eo-erce a1ld I1lduatry or the Ellport ~tiou 

Orgaaiaatioa aboald on a trial ... is de.elop a1ld aaae•• the 

coacept of aarketiag a raage of product• under a aiagle 

natio .. 1 bra..-.-• 

In the rapidly changing vorld food systea access to aarkets is 

becoaing the crucial deteraiuant of aarket power. Cyprus alre.ty 

bas a role as an asseabler of orders. or food broker• for Middle 

Eastern countries. producing such spin-off benefits for the Cypriot 

economy as the honey packaging industry. It is therefore sensible 

to expand this role both in supplying Middle Eastern and European 

aarkets • 

Either govern.ent or industry •bould explore the potential for 

Cyprus to act a• a bridge between northern and soutlaern 

countries a1ld to develop its role as a food broker. Thi• could 

involve aaseabllug a range of food•. both from domestic a1ld 

European •applier•. for sale to Middle East and African 

countries or alternatively aaking link• vitb a range of 

southern countrie• to be able to •apply a vider range of 

products over a longer aeaaon to northern countries • 

5.3.3 Developing the domestic retail .. rket 

To any of the retail giants of northern Europe, Cyprus vould appear 

as a consuaer aarket ripe for developaent. Indigenous food 

industries vould be threatened by having food retailing dominated by 

one transnational giant. 

kco•111datiOD 14: 

ADJ application f roa an international retailer for planning 

peraiaaion to .. t up a Cypriot chain of food retail superstores 
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abould be oppoaecl. 

It would be very easy for one indigenous organisation to set up a 

high tech central delivery warehouse in Cyprus supplying satellite 

super11arltets in ea~h of the ujor towns vith all the electronic 

gadgetry of EP\>S and EFTPOS. the possible distribution savings of 

such a syste• are so great that a coapany could quickly gain 

substantial urket share and be in a strong position vith suppli~rs. 

This would be dangerous to Cyprus' infant. food proceHing industry 

if it were ataply used to drive dovo prices. 

lather than ignore the poHibility it would be sensible if those who 

would lose out fro• such changes preeapted tbea by setting up 

central purchasing agencies of the type which exist in Finland. 

Cooperatively organiaed central purcbasing organisations 

aboald be set up, ovaed by ... 11 retailers and vboleulen who 

would otbenri•e be put out of buainess a• the retail sector 

developed in Cyprus. Aa for such organisatiou in PinlaDd they 

sboald buy product• doaestically wherever poasible. They 

should play a positive role in encooraging the unufacture of 

iaport substitutes, t.proving product quality and proaoting and 

easing the rationaliution of auppliers. 

The first step towards establishing such a cooperative organisation 

would be to aake a coaparative study of the diverse range of 

retailing organisations throughout Europe to deteraine vhich systeas 

are most appropriate to Cyprus. It is iaportant that auch a study 

be conducted by people who are to b~ directly involved in 

introducing such a scheM and that it be conducted i-ediately if 

Cyprus is to stay abreast of developaents elsewhere in Europe. 
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-.c~Ddatioa 16: 

Iada•try aeeociatio•• repreeeatiag tbe food .. aafactare aad 

retail trade• alMMald be~ to -1aate Aita•ly ~teat 

aa• bovledgable repreaeatati wea vbo. ia cooperatioa vitb a 

fnat 11- officer of tm lllaiatry of JDd•try. will •i•it _. 

ewaluate cooperati w<e retail ID& ayac- tU.,.boat larope. U 

mecc:eaaary an oweneaa a.aal.tut .-.id be asked to eet ap tm 

wiait "1t it 1• importut tbat tM fhal ewaluatioa report be 

prepare• ., ao•e~t official• ... trade repreuautiwea .... 

will~ directly iawolwed la implwaUDg JDK111_e ... ti011 15. 

A nuaber of tbe dietary changes which have occurred as European 

countries developed are now recognised to be baraful to heal th to 

such an extent that ao.e observers believe diet-related disease to 

be the single largest cause of death in auch of northern Europe. In 

particular, the substitution of fat for carbohydrate and reductions 

in f~ bre intake are seen to be particularly daaaging. The 

"!!editerranean" diet using olive oil and salads bas traditionally 

been associated with low rates of heart disease and the Cypriot 

governaent has a duty to ensure the people of Cyprus continue to 

enjoy the benefits of a healthy diet • 

lte~tion 17: 

The Kiaiatry of C:O..erce and ladu•try and the Departaent of 

..altb aboald recogaiae tbe crucial role of food in tbe 

aation'• bealtb by eatabliabing a aonitoriag groap to en•ure 

that dietary cbaage doe• aot a•weraely affect tlae health of 

CJpriota. ft!• 1roup aboald bawe a peraanent aecreurlat of at 

leaat 4 people aad aa aae•••t• '"-laet to proaota bealthy 

eati•I• It aboald interwene directly ia food .. aufactare and 

.. rketi•I to •top dewelop .. at• likely to H to tlae loa1 tera 

detr!Mnt of CJpriota' health. 

Catering i• a aajor outlet for food processors in Cyprus and is 
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likely to grov further as the tourist industry develops. There are 

no foraal •etings betwen the hotel and catering industry and food 

producers to deteraine bov best the needs of the tourist industry 

can be aet. This both reduces the total size of this aarket to 

Cypriot producers, and is a wasted opportunity to introduce tourists 

to Cypriot food. 

It i• beyond the scope of this report to suggest hov best this 

o.aission can be corrected but. links could be forged eit.ber through 

purchasing or supply cooperatives of t.be type reco .. ended for 

retailing. or through indust.ry associations or through a goveniaent 

sponsored forua. The analysis of vbat scope e:sists for the 

de:velopaent of sales to the catering sector and what fora any foraal 

links should take aust be conducted by an tapartial authorit.y • 

.. ca ndation 18: 

A consaltant aboal• be asked to asses• tlae pot.ential for 

expandiDC domestic food .. 1es to the catering illduatr,. Such • 

attllly •bould iacllllle u aaalyals of the pos•ible use of tourist 

food aalea to boo•t ••le• of C7priot prod acts oYersea•. aacl 

tlae establiebaent of closer link• between the hotel and 

cateriag trade aad tlae food prodacers .. o deyelop long tera 

pleas for boosting home produced food aale•. The consultant 

sboalcl proclace •••ntatiye detail• of the aiae of potential 

-ruts and Nae the recommendation• for future liason on ful 1 

discus•iou "1th interested partiea. 

5.4 IaproviDS food sector support 

Although it la crucial that food policy in Cyprus becoae• aore 

aarket orientated there 1• con1iderable scope for iaprovlng 

technical and atrategic aupport for the indu1try and thu1 iaproving 

its ability to aervice nev aarketinl opportunitie1. 
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The central purchasing agency recoaaended above could play a key 

role in the developaent of the food processing industry. By 

aaintainin;. _:rect involveaent in such organisations the governaent 

could use thea to lead the food processing industry towards 

aanufacturing iaport substitutes. upgrading product quality and 

proaoting rationalisation aaongst suppliers to a level at which 

coapetition r..ained but the overcapacity of such as the tetra-pak 

and •eat industries were avoided • 

lecG n Dd•tiOD 19: 

Gcnrenmeat •11Jtport for tile food proceaaiag industry would be of 

.. at loag term lteaefit if it were -rket orieatated. Gae way 

to do tbia voald be to replace current ayate•• of trice 

ceiliaga aad iaport reatrictioas by cooperatiYely orgaaiaed 

ceatral purc .. aing organiaatioaa. Apart froa food retailing 

(Sec-.endatf.on 15 >. pablic iaatitatiou and tile bott>l tr.de 

aight also beaefit froa such increased buJiag power. 'lhrough 

active iavolveaeat aad aupport for aucb orgaaisatioa• 

goyera.ent should ~~ek to pr090te import substitution. t.proved 

prodact quality. aad ratioaalisation of the food iaduatry in 

cooperation vitb the food policy advisory group envisaged in 

Sec.-ndaUoa 1. 

Electronic records of sales purchases in tourist centres or of 

Cypriot meals eaten by overseas tourists of each nationality could 

possibly be used to identify potential export aarkets for local 

products • 

SeconrDdatioa 20: 

The catcrins coaaultant detailed i• &ec.,_ndation 17 abould 

•••••• whether the ••ta•lt•b9e•t of a co•pater data ba•e of 

toari•t food coa•u•ptioa patterns would be practicable aad 

aaef al • 
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The lack of education or central research facilities for the food 

processing industry is clearly an anoaaly when the industry is so 

vital to the national economy. 

ltec...eaclatioa 21: 

A atudy •llould be urgently prepared oa tbe e•tabliahlleat of a 

food proceaaiag techaical and edacatioaal centre. atcacbed to 

the Bigher Technical Ia•titate. the C.teriag College or a 

aiallar appropriate illatitatioa. to ser•ice tbe food industry. 

aa well •• to contribute to the upgrading of technical aad 

acientific skill• wit•ta the iadu•try. The atady ahould 

coaaider what COllllOD technical facilities abould be pro•ided at 

tbe centre for use by tbe food indaatry. 

In addition, to be better able to service the needs of industry, the 

Ministry of eo .. erce and Industry would surely be better organised 

on a sectoral basis so that the inevitably limited staff could be 

more flexible in adjusting their workload to respond to the needs of 

industry. It is to be hoped that protection of local industry 

through central purchasing organisations would replace the current 

cumbersome system of price controls and import licences and free 

staff employed there for other duties. It is surely right that the 

relative importance to the food industry of, say, standards or 

extension services should not be i11111ut9bly fixed by the relatively 

arbitrary staff levels of each department .. Rather that ministry 

staff should be able to aove to those areas where the industry feels 

they have aost need of support. At present for example many 

producers, particularly of aeat products, clearly want more 

inforaation on L&C. rules for plant hygiene and layout to enable 

thea to export to such aarkets. 

lec--ndatiOD 22: 

Tiie technolo1ical back-up for the iDdustry should be reinforced 

by the reorganisation of the Ministry of eo..erce and Industry 
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oa a aectoral •a•ia. 

To be able to usefully assist the food industry it is vital that 

support staff in the Ministry of Co..erce and Industry are regularly 

able to update their skills and links with new developaents 

elsewhere. 

&eca endatioa 23: 

Die llilliatry of C-rce and IDdustry should increase proviaioa 

of ~rYice traildn& opportaaitie• for thoae ataff aeaber• 

vbo are ia regular coatact with industry. 

Cooperative buying of food processing raw .aterials can reduce the 

costs of iaported goods and could becoae the same driving force for 

domestic raw aat.erial supplies as was envisaged for the 

retail central purchasing organisations in Reco .. endations 15 and 18 

above. 

llecommendatioa 24: 

The food policy group detailed in aecoaaendation 1 should 

identify poasible coope•atiYe buyiag opportunities for reducing 

rav aaterial costs for either agriculture or food processing 

It ahould proaote the establishment of buyin& cooperatives ia 

each sub-sector. Since such ventures as the establishment of 

shared storage or processing facilities voald proaote sector 

developaeat soae governaent support for their introduction 

woald be jastified. 

It 1• clearly desirable that the food proceaaing industry should 

only expand in those areas where it is internationally competitive. 

It is very difficult to aa1e11 which the1e are for as long a• raw 

uterial pricH are greatly affected by government policies which 

either artificially rai1e price• (as for aeat) or depre11 them (as 

for cereal product1). The government has a continuing duty to 
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intervene in pricing for reasons of social pol icy but such 

intervention gives confusing price signals to the processing 

industry and aay discourage its developaent. 

leco.-endation 25: 

Tbe KiaiatrJ of eo .. erce and IaduatrJ and the KiaistrJ of 

Agricaltore •boald coaai••ion a •ttadJ of t~ co•t for tbe 

economy of grain and gTape aubaidie• •• baa laeea doae for llilk 

and li•e•tock mad aa•••• S1ICb 811bsidie• acconllagly. 11bate•er 

fara aopport policy i• i•ple•ented it ebould eaaare tbat tbe 

coats of raw ••terial• to food procesaiag are kept at t10rld 

prices. 
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Sl8WlY OF Da811Dl1'10llS 

lleco.aendatlon 1: 

lhe Ministry of Cor. •rce and Industry. the Ministry of 

Agriculture. trades .... ons. consuaer organisations and 

associations representing agricultural and food industries 

should aeet regularly as a food policy advisory group to 

develop coapleaentary strategies for the developaent of the 

food sector overall. 

lleco..endation 2: 

Food trade associations should ilentify aarkets for processed 

foods which would use inputs froa the agricultural sector and 

which are not being fully exploited at present. Iaproved 

supplies of agricultural raw aaterials could then be proaoted 

either through sales contracts between processors and faracrs 

or through the introduction of variable pricing policies which 

proaoted quality and encouraged the extension of production 

seasons. 

Recommendation 3: 

Food sector subsidies should be in~reasingly reallocated so as 

to proaote the development of the in~ustry rather than act as a 

barrier to change. In changing the relative eaphasis of sur.h 

subsidies the government would of course have to recognise that 

current world prices are artificially low due to duaping by 

aajor econoaic groupings such as the E.E.C. 

llecomaendation 4: 

The 1overnaent, in di•cussion with the consultative groups 

detailed under llec01111endation 1, should identify and promote 

the aost beneficial use of newly productive land within Cyprus. 
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lecom.endation 5: 

The Ministry of Commerce and ~l\dustry should, as a aatter of 

urgency, set up an agency to proaote, and if necessary, 

subsidise the incroduction of bar codes onto all Cyprus food 

products. 

lecommendation 6: 

Th~ agency set up to introduce bar coding should also be 

rHponaible for iaproving labelling quality and proaotional 

literature. 

lec~..eudation 7: 

The strategic food policy unit should identify a health food 

product range and set up a aarketing strategy for these, 

initially in the domestic aarket as a trial for overseas 

urketing. 

lleco11aendation 8: 

The strategic food policy unit should identify a range of 

"ethnic" Cypriot foods and through trial aarketing to the 

tourist trade identify a popular product range and suitable 

overseas aarkets. It should then develop a suitable aarketing 

strategy to capitalise on such products overseas. 

leco ... Qdation 9: 

The Export Pr090t1on Or1anisation, in association with industry 

cou~cils should contact leadina overseas retailers to deteraine 

their food product requireaent• and the ability of Cypriot 

suppliers to meat chea. 
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The Export Promotion Organisation in association vith industry 

associations should be charged with assessing potential growth 

areas in aajor export •rlcets. 

Jleco-ndation 11: 

The 111.nistry of eo-rce and Industry or the Export Pl:'oaotion 

Organi~ation should on a trial basis assess in potential export 

aarlcets the various •rlceting strategies used by successful 

aarketing agencies in other countries. These would include the 

use of sole aarlceting agencies, rigorously enforced ainiaUll 

standards for export products arad aarlceting a range of products 

under a single national brand-naae. 

Jteco-ndation 12: 

The 111.nistry of Coaaerce and Industry or the Export Promotion 

Organisation should on a trial basis develop and assess the concept 

of aarketing a range of products under a single national brand-

na11e. 

Jteco .. endation 13: 

Either governmetat or industry should explore the potential for 

Cyprus to a~t as a bridge between northern and southern 

countries and to develop its role as a food broker. This could 

involve aaseabling a range of foods, both from do•stic and 

European suppliers, for sale to Middle East and African 

countries or alternatively aaking links with a range of 

southern countries to be able to supply a wider range ~t 

products over a longer season to northern countries. 

leco ... ndation 14: 

Any application from an intetnarional retailer for planning 
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peraission to set up a Cypriot chain of food retail superstores 

should be opposed. 

Reco.-endation 15: 

Cooperatively organised central FJrchasing organisations 

ahould be aet up, owned by ... 11 retailers and wholesalers who 

would otherwise be put out of business as the retail sector 

developed in Cyprus. As for such organisations in Finland they 

abould buy products d~aestically wherever possible. They 

ahould play a positive role in encouraging the aanufacture of 

iaport substitu~es, iaproving product quality and proaoting and 

easing the rationalisation of suppliers. 

Itecowaendation 16: 

Industry associations representing the food aanufacture and 

retail trades should be asked to nominate suitably competent 

and ltnowledgable representatives who, in cooperation with a 

front line officer of the Ministry of IndusttJ, will visit and 

evaluate cooperative retailing systems throughout Europe. If 

neccessary an overseas consultant should be asked to set up the 

visit but it is important that the ~inal evaluation report be 

prepared by government officials and trade representatives who 

will be directly involved in implementing Itecommendation 15. 

'leco .. enclation 17: 

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Departaent of 

Health ahould recognise the crucial role of food in the 

nation's health by establishing a monitoring group to ensure 

that dietary change does not adversely affect the health of 

Cypriots. This group should have a permanent secretariat of at 

least 4 people and an adequate budget to promote healthy 

eating. It should intervene directly in food manufacture and 

marketing to stop developments likely to be to the long term 

detriment of Cypriots' health. 
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l.ecoamendation 18: 

A consultant should be asked to assess the potential for 

expanding domestic food sales to the catering industry. Such a 

study should include an analysis of the possible use of tourist 

food sales to boost sales of Cypriot products overseas, and 

the establishaent of closer links between the hotel and 

catering trade and the food producers to develop long tera 

plans for boosting hoae produced food cales. the consultant 

should produce quantative details of the size of potential 

aarkets and base the reco.-endations for future liason on full 

discu£sious with interested parties. 

ltecoamendation 19: 

Any governaent support for the food processing industry should 

be aarket led. The governaent should ultiaately seek to 

replace current systeas of price ceilings and iaport 

restrictions by cooperatively organised central purchasing 

organisations for public institutions, the hotel trade and 

retail outlets. Through active involvf'aent in such 

organisations it should seek to promote iaport substitution, 

iaproved product quality, and rationalisation of the food 

industry in cooperation with the food policy advisory group 

envisaged in Reco .. endation 1. 

ltecoamendation 20: 

The catering consultant detailed in Recommendation 17 should 

asseH whether the establishaent of a computer data base of 

tourist food consumption patterns would be practicable and 

uaef ul. 

aeco1111endation 21: 

A food processing school and technical centre should be 
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established at the Higher Technical Institute to be justified 

not just in teras of the adequacy of student nuabers but also 

with an assessaent of its potential contribution to the 

developaent of the food industry through the provision of 

product 1 technological and factory planning advice. 

Recommendation 22: 

the technological back-up for the industry should be reinforced 

by the reorganisation of the Ministry of eo .. erce and Industry 

on a sectoral basis. 

Reco.aendation 23: 

The Ministry of Co.aerce and Industry should increase prov!sion 

of in-service training opportunities for those staff aembers 

who are in regul3r contact with industry. 

Reco .. endation 24: 

The food policy group detailed in Recommendation 1 should 

identify possible cooperative buying opportunities for reducing 

raw material costs for either agriculture or food processing 

It should promote the establishment of buying cooperatives in 

each sub-sector. Since such ventures as the establishment of 

shared storage or processing facilities would promote sector 

development some government support for their introduction 

would be justified. 

leco•emlation 25: 

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Ministry of 

Agriculture 9hould commission a study of the coat for the 

economy of grain and grape subsidies as has been done for milk 

and livestock at:.i assess such subsidies accordingly. Whatever 
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fara support policy is iaplemented it should ensure that the 

costs of raw aaterials to food processing are kept at vor ld 

prices. 
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Table 1: 

The changi!!I nature of food sector ea2lo,.ent in Britain • 
- eaploJ!!nt by sectors (OOO's) 

Year 
Sector 1901 .ill! .!ill 1981 

Agriculture 1050 830 810 3SO • 
Domestic service 1340 1300 380 80 
Food distribution 550 770 850 950 
Food 8&Dufacture 440 620 760 660 
Ro tel a • catering 340 460 850 1350 

TOTALS ill! 3980 ~ 3390 • 
Source: Vi.gins • Williaas. 1985 

WWW ---------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2: 

Value of eypriot doaestic exports within s.1.T.C. section 0 
classified by country, 1985 (£000.). 

EEC Value EFTA Value - -
France 3,006 llorvay SI 

lelgiua ' twteabourg 194 Sweden 465 

lletberlands 735 Finland 181 

Vest Ceruny 2,650 5'11.t&ti!rland 210 

Italy 2,686 Austria 1,569 

u.~. 24,008 '!Dtal 2,476 

Ireland 306 
De..ark 1 Arab countries ~ 
Greece 1,353 Tunisia 5 

'!Dtal 35.639 F.gypt 734 
Sudan 23 

Europe Value Lebanon 3,019 

Spain 154 Syria 990 

Malta 67 Iraq 190 

Yugoslavia 145 Jordan 1,646 

Total 366 Saudi Arabia 3,496 
bvait 1.838 

Eastern Tradi!!I Area Value Bahrain 677 

Soviet UUion 1.510 Qatar 368 

G. D.lt. 192 Abu Dhabi 39 

Poland 81 Dubai 1,037 

Czechoslovakia 1.142 Fiyairah 132 

Hungary 295 Sharjah 281 

Bulgaria 118 a.an 355 

Total 3,391 Horth Yeaen 239 
Total 15,069 

Asia Value 
'ISr.el 41 North • Central 
Sri Lanita 29 Aaerica Value 

Malaysia 13 u.s.A. -m 
Total 13 Canada 55 

Total 540 

Africa Value 
Sierra Leone ---"it Oceania Value 

Ivory Coast 1 Australia --"64 
Zaire 8 Total 64 

Ethiopia 8 
Zubia 3 Shi2storea Value 

Total 24 306 

Total domestic exports under s.1.T.C. section O • £57,965,000 

Source: Iaport, export statistic•, 1985 
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Tllble 3: 

r.>graphic am !'.conca!i~~.!_t_!.m !.lrop! 1980 to 1984 

W11t 
bltrla Belglm Darmrk Finland Franoe Italy Nether\mll tt>rwy Spain s-:tM\ Mt&. U.K. Ql~y 

Popul!ticn 

% of total 2.3 3.0 1.6 1.5 16.6 17.3 

% growth 1980/8" 0.0 0.2 -0.1 1.1 1.9 -0.3 

F.canmlica 

aP $ per head 1984 9670 8610 12710 10940 10440 6940 

% share total 1984 
~r exp. 2.4 3.3 1.8 1.6 20.4 13.9 

Blcpenditure per 
head $ 1984 5560 5980 6450 578) 6690 438) 

9'urce: &.lrcmlnitor, 1985. 

4.4 

3.5 

9750 

4.6 

5670 

1.3 

1.3 

16600 

J.6 

7000 

• 

11.8 2.5 2.0 11.2 18.5 

J.5 0.1 1.2 0.8 -0.5 

3960 11340 16467 9040 11020 

5.9 2.9 3.5 16.8 21.3 

2720 6120 9SX> 5320 6200 
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Table 4: 

Qxls~ion tre_nds in Westem Europe 1980 to 1984 

Witt 
Austria Belgiun Dmiark Finl.and France Italy Netherlands N:>nay Spm.n Sweda\ Switz. U.K. Olrmmy 

9me of total 
foods % 1984 2.1 2.9 1.5 1.6 20.0 17.5 2.8 1.6 10.8 2.6 3.4 12.1 21.1 

Food upenditure 
per head $ 1984 1010 1080 1075 1200 1365 1140 712 1400 1030 1140 1990 800 1280 

1'tn-elcoh>lic beverages 
per head $ 1984 44 92 56 30 51 13 33 66 15 28 45 27 38 

Alcoholic beverage& 
per head $ 1984 158 180 235 247 114 79 115 225 79 210 199 399 127 

OD 
0 

PrMll eat • poultry 
per capita ems leg 1984 60. 5 69.2 129.3 64.3 80.6 65.9 53.0 42.8 58.3 36.9 32.8 51.3 10.9 
% growth l~/4 -1.8 o.5 30.3 16.4 2.3 -4.2 2.2 -1.6 5.6 -2.3 3.8 -4.2 -5.0 

cesaed aeat 
30.1 14.4 87.9 31.0 15.1 14.1 11.2 22.4 13.6 18.8 9.9 14.4 33.3 
-5.3 1.8 49.6 13.1 13.4 -10.3 4.5 2.4 0.8 -5.0 2.6 1.5 -6.6 

All fillh 
per capita ems leg 1984 2.9 2.6 20.6 4.3 7.1 7.6 11.1 14.9 19.3 6.0 2.0 1.9 2.0 
% growth 1911>/4 -3.1 -0.4 -1.5 28.8 5.4 1.4 -7.3 -2.4 -9.0 9.0 9.5 -2.7 -2.0 

trelh fnlit 6 wg 
per capita cons kg 1984 199. 3 142.1 167.6 134.6 168.9 277.6 159.8 132.7 258.7 154.1 111.1 128.2 116.6 
% growth 1911>/4 -11.6 -3.9 --0.2 7.4 10.5 -7.2 -7.0 --0. 7 3.7 -1.3 1.4 -2.6 -12.6 



Table 4 (cent 'd) 

W!!st 
Austria Belgiun Dennark Finland France Italy Netherlands N:>nay ~ Swllderl SWitz. U.K.. Geramly 

DWy prodlme 
~ture per head 
$ 1984 156 140 165 163 164 135 110 165 76 175 235 102 150 
per capita cons kg 1984 S.3 13.4 10.8 a.5 19.4 14.2 13.5 10.4 3.9 15.2 11.8 5.8 16.3 
% growth l 9«l/4 o.o 0.1 12.4 19.9 7.3 0.1 2.1 2.4 2.9 10.4 lo l 3.1 18.6 

YcigbJrt 
per capita ems )cg 1984 7.9 4.8 9.0 8.9 11.5 1.0 17.2 2.2 6.3 9.2 19.9 3.0 7.3 
% growth lfJ«l/4 J.l -1.7 -1.7 3.6 23.8 16.1 -1.5 42.9 1.0 2.7 -1.2 21.0 7.9 

__, pl'Olb:ta 

per capita cons )cg 1984 62.2 61.7 49.J 48.1 76.9 u~. 1 67.2 63.6 51.3 70.0 37.()IJ 70.3 76.6 
OD % growth 198>/4 4.6 -'t.9 4.6 -3.l 7.9 -2.8 -o.4 -2.9 1.5 3.2 -3.7 -6.1 -7.8 
..... -

Bi.acuits 
per capita cons )cg 1984 7.2 10.6 5.9 4.9 8.2 8.0 19. i' 5.8 5.4 11.s 5.6 10.s 6.4 
% grawth 19a ~ 20.0 5.0 20.0 4.3 lS.4 22.9 18.8 20.0 1.1 7.7 6.7 2.6 18.2 

'"-' foad8 
per capita 0008 leg 1984 9.6 10.2 17.9 5.9 11.9 4.2 14.2 18.7 2.6 22.7 11.5 18.7 12.2 
% grawth 198>/4 26.7 54.0 25.9 12.J 58.8 42.4 10.4 24.4 35.4 11.2 24.2 39.9 48.2 

QnBl foods 
per capita cons )cg 1984 13.1 11.5 14. 7 6.7 25.2 19.1 32.3 12.4 21.4 30.0 11.1 21.1 31.9 
% growth 19«l/4 J.4 2.9 4.4 -3.0 3.9 -1.4 1.8 18.4 -o.5 8.9 2.3 2.9 -3.8 

Camed vegetables 
per capita cons )cg 1984 6.2 5.3 6.2 2.5 16.2 15.3 23.5 2.8 10.9 10.3 6.4 14.0 19.0 
% growth 198>/4 6.7 4.2 6.0 -2.4 0.9 -3.3 o.o -9.4 -1.3 17.5 -3.1 6.0 -5.5 
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nable 4 (coot'd) 

Weat 
atria Belgiun Derl!Brk Finland France Italy Netherlands N>rwy ~ Swadmt SWitzo U.Ko O!rmsay 

Camed fruit 
per capita cons 111 1984 306 2o4 lo8 2o l 2o4 ooe 4o5 108 602 l2o0 2o l 308 602 
x growth 198>/4 -J.8 -6.2 -4.l 12.4 2o4 21.2 5. 7 -3o9 -Oo8 22o9 OoO -(,.5 -10.6 

Dried fooda 
per capita ems 111 1984 3.1 2.4 Oo9 106 3o7 3o2 

Olla" f.ca 
per capita oons 111 1984 18.9 21.8 3~.8 7.2 9.0 1607 22.5 1304 2206 1406 603 906 l2o0 
% growth 1980/4 -2.0 4.9 38.5 -11.6 -2306 -28.3 -lo2 -(,.1 Oo7 -206 306 2o4 -1.9 

Qmfectionery 

per capita oonB • 1984 7 10 10 7 7 3 10 14 3 8 12 13 12 
(ID % growth 1980/4 4.6 lJ.O 24o4 l5o3 3o9 2o2 -2o0 2506 3o7 -lOol 6ol 908 -306 
N 

&war confectionery 
per capita oonB • 1984 2.4 4.4 5o5 3.6 2.9 2.0 5o7 603 1.9 3.7 2.8 4o7 508 
x growth 19El>/4 -4.6 21.2 22.8 -11.2 o.6 -12.1 8.6 5102 804 -2.e -7o2 -809 4o7 

0¥>C01.ate confectionery 
per capita cons 111 1984 4.5 5.6 4.5 3.7 3.8 1.3 4.2 7.6 lo6 4o2 805 s.o So7 
% growth 198)/4 10.4 1.2 26.4 62.2 6.4 39.6 -13.8 10.1 -ooe -1507 llo3 24.7 -10.9 

Sa\'OUry snacks 
per capita cons 111 1984 2.5 2.4 lo2 3o3 3o7 2.8 
% gr'C*th l 9El>/4 46.1 14.9 18.J 7.4 9.9 24.4 



Table 4 (cont'd) 

Wl•t 
Austria Belgiun Del1llarlt Finl.nl France Italy Netherlaids tbney ~ s-lerl Switz. U.K. Ol!t181Y 

~.health foods 
exp.per head $ 1984 8.4 9.9 
% growth 19l0/4 138.S 27.0 

~ bevenpa 
per capita oana Ilg 1984 6.4 8.3 11.8 13.8 6.5 4.0 8.3 8.3 4.3 9.3 s.1 3.8 1.2 
% growth 1980/4 26.4 18.4 6.2 12.J 16.8 2.1 6.4 -3.7 10.2 -2.8 -10.2 -4.0 12.9 

O>ffee 
per capita cana Ilg 1984 6.2 8.1 1.8 13.6 6.4 4.0 7.8 a.1 4.3 9.0 4.7 0.9 1.0 
% growth 1980/4 26.J 18.2 6.5 12.6 17.J 2.9 9.5 -3.7 10.2 -2.1 -11.8 -7.1 -J.6 

()0 'IM 
w per capita cans Ilg 1984 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.2 neg O.J 0.3 2.9 0.2 

% growth lCJfl>/4 27.J 36.4 0.0 -12.5 12.3 -11.4 -26.J o.o -11.1 -3.4 23.5 -3.0 8.1 

Fnd.t juices 
per c.apita oona 1.1984 10.9 12.6 15.6 27.9 6.9 2.7 16.J 8.9 3.3 15.1 21.1 6.0 20.4 
% growth 1980/4 11.1 JS.2 0.0 -9.8 32.2 8.6 -6.6 -1.4 28.3 -2.7 21.1 13.3 9.7 

Aloahill.c drima 
per capita cana 1.1984 152.J 154.1 161.4 66.9 130.3 109.1 106.5 49.5 119.0 56. 7 120.2 123.4 178.S 
% growth 1980/4 10.0 0.1 17.4 -0.1 -4.0 -1.5 6.7 -e.2 1.6 -4.S 2.3 -1.4 1. 9 

Wine 
per capita cans 1.1984 38.1 22.1 20.s 9.1 84.7 90.3 13.3 J.8 56.5 11.J 48.2 9.2 21.1 
% growth 19'0}4 7.2 7.5 46.2 9.6 -S.5 -1.9 6.2 -12.2 -9.7 18.5 2.4 29.1 s.1 

• • • • • • • • 
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Table 4 (cont'd) 

Al.stria Belgilm Denlark Finland France Italy Netherlands N:>nay Spain Slederl Switz. 

~rits & liqueurs 
per capita oons 1.1984 1.6 2.2 1.6 2.9 2.0 1.9 2.7 1.3 1.3 2.1 2.1. 
% growth 198>/4 0.8 -5.6 7.9 5.3 -1.9 1.2 o.o -29.4 -1.1 -22.3 3.1 

Source: &1r<mlaitor, 1985 

Wast 
U.IC. Ge111111ly 

1.7 2.3 
-4.7 -26.3 



Table 5: 

O.E.C.D. fruit juice iaporta 1978 and 1981 

!U!. 
Orange juice 
Grapefruit juice 
Pineapple juice 

Source: URC!'AD, 1982 

•tric tons 
1978 1981 

592,922 910,228 
71,065 74,053 
74,430 116,070 

------------------------------------------------------------
Table 6: 

The c.1.1'. ,,alue of all iaporc• co Kiddle East consumer aarketB 
in 1981 and 1982 

Bahrain 
Iran 
Ir1tq 
Jordan 
Xuwait 
Lebanon 
Oaan 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Syria 
U.A.E. 

* F.O.B. values 
Source: Euroaonitor, 1984 

$ aillion 
.!.!!!. .!!!!. 

4,081 
15,143 
17,310* 
3,174 
6,498 
3,243* 
2,258 
1,500 

35,296 
5,166 
8,632* 

3,690 
12,000 
15, 180* 
3,462 
7,784 
3,092* 
2,725 
1,919 

40,743 
4,033 
8,262* 

--••••••••••••••.a••••••••••••••w•--••••••••--••••••••----•••••••••• 
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Table 7: 

Cypriot exports in excess of £201000 to the Middl-e East 
listed by country, 1985 

Country 

Saudi Arabia 

Jordan 

bvait 

Dubai 

Cyprus food group imports of over £20,000 

Sausages. hallouai and other cheeses. 
biar.uits. cakes. powder preparations. jaa. 
bullt fruit juic~. honey. sugar and chocolate 
confectionery. sauces. vinegar etc.. hUllllus. 
grape auat. 

Ballouai and other cheeses. cakes. powder 
preparations. flour. biscuits. ground locust 
beans, canned vegetables. chocolate 
confectionery. aargarine. 

Ballouai. table j .. llies. 

Hallouai_and other cheeses. cakes. powder 
prepar~tions. honey. chocolaLe 
confectionery. vinegar etc •• huaaus table 
jellies. 

Bal louai and other cheeses, powder 
preparations. honey. vinegar etc. 

Egypt Whole and ground locust beans. chocolate 
confectionery, lemonade. 

North Yeaen Can11ed vegetables. honey. sauces. 

Iraq Grape aust. 

Other countries Hallouai. chocolate confectionery. aacaroni. 
powder preparations, honey. jams. aineral 
water. 

Source: Iaport. expvrt statistics. 1985. 
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Table 8: 

OX!stllptim patterns in the Mlddle East, 1981 (leg. per head) 

Sa\111 
Bahrain Iran Jordan lQ.Jwait Lebanon Onan Qatar Arabia Syria U.A.E. Yemen 

Beef,veal 10.5 S.2 6.0 6.5 7.4 4.34 ) ) ) 8.9 2.1 
27.6- 14.5 - 15.6 

M.atton. lamb 3.7 8.0 a.a 20.0 5.2 11.99 ) ) ) 35.s 2.1 

POultry 23.6 1.1 31.0 10.7 16.64 47.3 23.1 s.1 6.6 

OleeSe 5.7 4.6 2.9 6.5 10.2 1.18 s.o 6.1 5.3 2.9 

liter 2.0 J.3 3.4 6.55 2.1 2.9 1.5 1. 3 

CD 
Fas 15.1 s.3 10.0 10.a 19.2 4.50 14.4 91.5 7.4 10.4 2.1 ~ 

(nunber) 

Crean 0.1 0.2 

Ice Creal 1.1 0.2 

ltlrgarine 2.a 8.6 0.5 3.3 1.42 0.1 o.4 

F&sta 2.0 lo l lo 7 1.3 1.5 

Cltrus fruit 25.4 ) ) 36.0 25.7 )116.9 ) ) ) 

75.0 - 64.2 }+40. 98.7 - 156.1 - 45.S-
~trus fruit 92.6 ) ) 39.0 91.36 )dates ) ) ) 

R>tatoes 23.9 la.6 19.4 18.0 so.a 13.6 28.4 42.6 

Rice 65.2 48.3 is.a sa.o 55.69 66.1 45.4 1.a 44.0 4.3 

• • • • • • • • • 



Table 8 (cont'd) 

Saldi 
Bahrain Iran Jordan IClMlit ll!bancn Onan Qatar Arabia Syria u.A.E. Yemen 

Fresh vegetables 65.2 95.0 80.0 112.0 21.00 ) 113.1 us.o 213.3 90.0 
llli.9 

Drled vegetables 6.8 6.9 1.s ) 3.0 20.9 

~ 9.4 29.3 33.5 29.4 20.59 43.3 15.2 28. l 11.0 16. 7 
(inc.honey) 

Biscu:i.ts 22.8 3.4 

}bney O.<Yl 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 o.s 0.1 

Qlocolate 2.0 J.8 o.23 0.3 2.2 
OD 
OD ~gun o.9 o.8 

Olnfectionery 2.3 3.2 2.08 2.3 8.3 

Jam & preserves 1.1 1.6 0.53 1.3 s.o 2.s 

&lible oils 10.8 2.9 9.5 6.90 10.1 11.1 10.S 29.7 s.1 

Pet foods 2.3 0.1 

Camed fruit 2.J 1.8 J.81 

Camed vegetables 11.1 6.6 8.09 12.6 

Olmed soop 0.6 o.s 0.1 



'Iable 8 (cont'd) 

Saudi 
Bahrain Iran Jordan ta.Mll.t 1.J!banon Onan Qatar Arabia Syria U.A.E. Yemen 

Froaen vegetables 1.4 2.3 1.83 2.1 

FroJJell fruit 0.06 0.1 0.63 

Hilk - fresh ) 3.9 ) ) 45.7 112.6 13.3 
- dried )40.1 o.a )57.6 18.51 )58.3 8.3 1.7 u.2 1.s 
- condensed ) 3.0 ) ) J.6 -

N.lts 3.1 -
'IN 1.1 

QI) Wine 2.0 
\0 

CBmed fish 0.39 

Fish 10.4 o.s 
nour 19.7 

~ 1.6 

9>urce: &lrmaUtor, 1984 

• • • • • • • • • ~· 



Table 9: 

Saudi Arabian food i•pc.rts, 1979-1981 

(S.ll. bilhon) 
1979 illQ. !ill. 

Vegetable products 3.9 
U.ve aniaal&, ani .. l products 2.8 
Prep.foods, beverages & tobacco 3.4 

1.1 
4.9 
4.8 

(Retail price index averaged J.3 per cent growth 1979 - 1981) 

Source: Euroaonitor, 1984 
-----------------•maawm--------------------·----••m--•--••••• 

Table 10: 

Lebanon's .. jor growth areas for food i•po~ 
1979 and 1981 (metric tonnes) 

Product 

Cheese 
Beer 
Edible oils 
Potatoes 
Wine 
Coffee 
Sugar 
Eggs 

Source: Euroaonitor, 1984 

12,000 
3,500 

13,800 
72,000 

400 
5,800 

24,900 
1,000 

Year 
1981 

\6,000 
9,200 

28, 100 
130,000 

1,500 
12,000 
67,000 

4,200 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 11: 

Jordana food iaports, 1979 to 1981 

Value of iaports of foodstuff a 
& live an1 .. 1s ('000 J.D.) 

Source: Euroaonitor, 1984 

1979 

108,280 

1981 

167,930 

--·····················----·-·-···-----------·--·-·&••••······-····· 
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Eaplo,.ent by aub-aector in the food ayatea in eyprus in 1984 

Huaber Percentage 
Sub-sector e•2lozed of total 

Agriculture • ftshingl 38,788 63.8 
Poocl 6 be•erage aaaufacture 6,941 11.4 
Pood 6 be•er.-ge vboleaali~2 2,495 4.1 
¥oocl 6 bevarage retailingl 4,673 1.1 
leataur,111ts4 7,866 12.9 

'IOTAL ~.763 99.9 

lfotea: 
I. Eaplo111ent in agriculture and fishing ia take: aa 90% of that 

eaployed in agriculture, fishing • forestry. 
2. Includes only those eaployed specifically in food or drink 

wholesaling and excludes general vholeaaling, etc. 
3. Includes only tho6e eaployed specifically in food or drink 

retailiug and retailing of the agricultural input pesticides. 
4. Includes all e•ployaent in restaurant& but excludes a 11 

eaployaent in hotels. 

Source: Statistical Abstracts, 1984 
____ a. _____________________________________ m-._______ ...... 
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Table 13 

curus food Eroducts 2 bever!les and to'-acco Eroduction. 
i•JN!rts ' exJN!rts by value 2 1985 

S.I.T.C. Production Imports !ltports BJae cons .... 
.-c:Uon ac-..dity (l) (l) ([) pd.on (£) 

0 lbod products 
(Cota!) 97.383.430 44.474.107 16.916.578 126. 792.380 

01 MMC preparations 5.793.457 1.410.524 174.328 7.029.653 

02 Dairy products 11.148.210 5.439.524 3.045.517 19.542.217 

03 Pisb 6 fish preps. 4.561.127 65.029 4.496.098 

04 Cereals ' 
cereal preps. 29.457.985 4.178.124 1.155. 921 32.480.188 

05 Dried fruit.pres. 
fruit • veg .. 
juices • urobs. 15.405.561 3.298.518 7.tt30,613 10,873,466 

06 Sugar .sugar preps. 
• hooey 6.994.138 3,853,979 1.372,411 9.475,706 

07 Q>ffee,tea,cocoa 
& spices 6,383,546 7.484.561 1.334,241 12.533,866 

08 AniMl feeds 12,946.124 9,259.956 87,100 22,118,980 

09 ~her food prods. 3,254,409 4,987,794 1,851,418 6,390,785 

11 Beverages 37.345,700 5,268,897 13,128,538 29,486,059 

12 Tobacco & tobacco 
aanufactures 26,012,530 10.730,020 11,675,903 25,066,647 

0.11 Grad total 160,741.000 60.473.024 41,721,019 181,344,420 
+12 

Sourc:ea: Industrial statistics, 1985 
Import. aport •tatistics. 1985 
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Table 14 

Cyprus food 2roducu, beveryes and tobacco 2roduction, • i•ports and exports as percentages, 1985 

Bo8e production }8ports Eltports 

S.I.T.C. % %~ % % dm. % % dm. 

RCtiOll o->dity total ump ti on tot.al coos. total cons. • 
0 Food products 

(total) 60.6 76.8 73.5 3S.l 40.5 13.3 

01 Neat preparatiODS 3.6 82.4 2.1 20.1 0.4 2.5 • 
02 Dairy products 10.7 87.7 9.0 27.8 7.3 15-6 

03 Fish ' fish preps. 7.5 101.4 0.2 1.4 

04 Cereals & • cereal prevs. 18.3 90.7 6.9 12.9 2.8 3.6 

05 Dried fruit,pres. 
fruit ' veg, 
juices ' carobs. 9.6 141. 7 5.5 30.3 18.8 12.0 

• 06 Sugar,sugar preps. 

' honey 4.4 73.8 6.4 40.7 3.3 14.5 

07 ODffee,tea,cocoa 
& spices 4.0 67.4 12.4 79.0 3.2 14.1 

• 08 Aniul feeds 8.1 58.5 15.3 41.9 0.2 o.4 

()IJ Other food prods. 2.0 50.9 8.2 78.0 4.4 29.0 

11 Beverages 23.2 126.7 8.7 17.9 31.5 44.5 

• 12 Tobacco & tobacco 
.anufactures 16.2 103.8 11. 7 42.8 28.0 46.6 

0,11 Crmd total 100 88.6 100 33.3 100 23.0 
+12 • Sources: Industrial statistics, 1985 

Japort, export atatiatica, 1985 

• 
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Table 15: 

Cnrus aggregate employment for food, drink & tobacco sectors 
( 1985 ) 

Eaployaent % of sector 
in firas eaployaent in 
with 110re than firas with 110re Total 

Code Industry SO workers than 50 workers eaployaent 

31 Food ,drink 3848 51 7,554 
& tobacco 

311 & 312 Food 1821 34 5,316 

313 leverages 1588 89 1,784 

314 Tobacco 439 97 454 

Source: Industrial statistics, 1985 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 16 

CyPrus food & beverage e•ployaent by sub-sector 

Code Industry 

3111 Preparing & preserving 
Mat 

3112 

3113 

3115 

3116 

3117 

3119 

3121 

3122 

3131+ 
3132+ 
3133 

3134 

Dairy products 

Canning & preserving 
fruit & veg. 

Vegetable & ani .. l 
oils & fats 

Grain aill products 

Bakery products 

Chocolate & sugar 
confectionery 

Food products n.e.c. 

Prepared animal feeds 

Alcoholic beverages 

Soft drinks, etc. 

Source: Industrial statistics, 1985 

Average 
Wage (Cl) 

3,410 

3.982 

2,610 

3,225 

3,807 

2,651 

2,335 

2,753 

3, 146 

4,337 

4,005 

Total 
eapfo;Oilent 

384 

776 

580 

199 

164 

1,978 

293 

653 

289 

1,182 

602 

------····---------------------------------------·----·--····-·-----
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Table 17 
filue of materials _u.!_e_d i_n 1>roducUon_ - J)ercentage breakdown, 1985 

Value 
1. s.1.c. Raw Packing of other Outeide 
Code Industry Materials Materials Fuels materials Water Electricity Maintenance Services Transport 

3 Manufacturing (total) 83.7 4.9 2.2 0.4 0.1 3.4 1. 5 2.1 1.7 

31 Food, beveragea & 
tobacco 79.4 11.4 1.9 0.4 0.2 2.9 1.4 0.1 2.3 

311+312 Food (total) 82.4 9.4 1.7 0.2 0.1 2.9 1.1 0.1 2.1 

3111 Prep.& pres.meat 86.2 6.2 1.0 0.3 0.2 3.2 1.0 o.o 1.9 

3112 Dairy products 76.8 13. 2 1. 6 o. 3 0.2 3.3 1. 4 1.4 3.1 

3113 Canned & pres.fruit 
veg. & juice 51.8 37.4 2.3 o. 3 0.2 3.3 2. 5 o.o 2.4 

'° °' 3115 Veg.& animal oils & fats 90.5 6.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 1. 6 0.3 o.o J.6 

3116 Grain lli.11 products 87.8 1.6 0.1 0.1 o.4 6.5 1.4 o.o 2.s 

3117 Bakery products 76.9 5.8 6.0 0.3 o.3 4.7 1.7 0.1 4.2 

3119 Choe.& sugar confect. 86.3 7.8 0.9 0.2 0.1 2.0 0.8 0.1 1.8 - -
3121 Food prods.n.e.c. 82.4 11.4 0.1 0.4 0.2 1.9 0.6 0.1 1.6 

3122 Prepared animal feeds 94.8 1. 3 0.3 0.1 o.o 1.8 0.4 o.o 1. 3 -
313 Beverages 67.6 16. 9 3.3 1. 1 o.s 3.6 2.7 o.3 4.0 

3131+3132 
+3133 Alcoholic Beverages 73.1 12. 2 4.6 lo 3 o.4 3.7 1.9 0.) 2.4 . 
3134 Soft drinks 56.4 26.3 o.8 o.8 0.1 3.4 4.3 0.2 1.2 

314 Tobacco manufactures 76.4 18.7 0.6 0.2 0.1 1.8 0.9 0.1 o.6 
- -

Source: Industrial Statistics, 1985 



• 

\0 ...... 

Code Industry 

Table 18 

Percentage spending op fixed~~s~ts by industry, 1985 

Land Buildings Machinery 
Transport 
Equipment 

Furniture 
& Fittings Other 

----------------- -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 Manufacturing (total) 4.1 22.4 55.2 9.7 3.2 5.4 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------31 Food, beverages & tobacco 2.6 13.5 59.9 11.s 2.1 9.5 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------311+312 Food (total) 3.0 19.0 58.2 15.0 3.1 t .6 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------313 Beverages (total) 2.2 5.8 61. 4 5.4 1.9 23.2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------314 Tobacco manuf.(total) o.o o.o 72.9 23.3 3.8 o.o 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source: Industrial Statistics, 1985 

• • • • • • • • • • 
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Table 19: Co• an rforaance indicators b sub-sector -

• Britain and Cyprus 1984 85 

Stock Sales per Capital employed Sales per 
turnover employee* per employee* total assets 

• m.lrerie8 

Cmpany A 14.9 9,434 2,060 2.5 
a.pany B 9.1 8,641 
Campany c 7.9 15, 711 

• Percy Ingles 192.0 10,379 2,538 2.1 
La Boulangerie 
Francaise 58.4 31,439 6,531 1.9 

.Assoc.F•. Bakers 
(Holle r.ounties Ltd.) 42.1 45,041 17 ,013 1.8 

LB.K. 11.8 130,812 37,720 2.5 

• J. Lyons 6.4 32,171 11,200 1.6 

ll!at ProceUora 

r.ompany D 8.9 25,802 8,657 
r.o.pany E 3.6 16,857 

• Campany F 6.2 31,624 
Company G 15. 7 19,416 
Coapany H 8.6 29,076 
O>mpany I 6.2 24,004 
r.ompany J 16.5 13,934 
H.B. <".ollins Ltd. 28.2 20,519 2,401 5.0 

• ll.Tucker(Butchers)Ltd 174.6 76,498 4,782 8.3 
Mattessons 17.3 38,441 12,883 2.2 
Hilllclown Holdings 9.8 52,544 10,576 3.1 
Walls Meat r.o. 11.0 18,762 7,829 2.0 

Soft Drink Producer• 

• Company I: 22.4 37,967 16,383 
r.o.pany L 29.4 20,681 
SciNeppes 13.2 41,974 14,071 1.6 
Apollo aof t drinks 3.9 54,221 20,988 1.6 
I.. lo• ' 'l> Ltd. 3.3 100,217 35,526 1.1 

• leech.a Bottlers Ltd. 9.6 51,852 14,225 2.0 
Panda Drinks Ltd. 31.0 130,120 15,430 3.3 

• 
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Stock Sales per Capital aplo,ecl Sales per • blrDDVer employee* per aplo)H* total usets 

c--••a..,.... 
a.pmy M 1.0 18,470 
a.pay • 58.0 13,076 • Qmpany O 36.3 12,328 
Pr1nres luitoai Ltd. 8.1 269,267 17,640 
B.J.lltinz Q). Ltd. 4.6 53,196 21,194 
s.edleJB Ltd. 3.6 58,318 5,49.S-
Qmpbdls U.L Ltd. 6.9 76,964 31,985 

• a.fectiaaar7 ....,Ktmen 

Cmpany p 28.0 10,197 
lkNntree Mllckintosh 6.7 35,694 17,867 1.4 
Whiteheads (Botta.) Ltd.4.8 11,692 1,077 1.1 
Tobler SUchard Ltd. 4.7 39,745 14,317 1.6 • J.V. 'l'hornton Ltd. 11.4 17,541 7,903 1.6 

Dairy Product llmufKturen 

eo.pany Q 3.5 32,214 
o.pany ll 22.6 11,263 • Ddgate p.l.c. 12.8 52,0U 13,512 2.3 
111.ldale Fans Ltd. 42.6 3.3 
Dofo Cheese Ltd. 24.8 793,000 78, 778 5.0 
Jaine• Dairy Foods Ltd.31.s 438,407 109,767 2.3 

Jrdible Oil Pnceuor• • 
Cmpany s 11.5 144,591 
Va den Burghs & J.Ltd. 6.6 122,478 60,~00 

Hufleet kfining O>. 10.6 148,.533 8,438 
llaf ord Brothers Ltd. 8.5 366,SOO 38,563 

• lnwriu 

ea.pany r 9,862 
Bruce'• Brewery 22.6 17' 790 9,605 1.1 
J. Shipstoou & Sons 
Ltd. u.4 13,106 18,557 0.6 • .Allied Breweries Ltd. 10.8 18,319 21,770 0.1 

Carl Iberg a.a 165,401 47 ,671 2.0 

* Conversion rate £1 • £1.33 sterlf.nC. 
Sources: Company account• and t.c.c .... ineH Ratioa 
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Table 20: 

c b itea and 

l J!!C J!!r&On E!r l!ar 
Comodity Total Urban llural - -
ALL GOODS AND SERVICES l .301.14 1.469.60 1.016.07 

FOOD A1iD DllIKS 443.35 470.93 396.09 

Bread. flour 1 cereals.etc. 28.35 28.47 28.14 
Bread 15.00 14. 72 15.45 
llualta 11 toast 1.65 1.78 1.44 
Macaroni 2.11 1.98 2.33 
Flour 1.42 1.05 2.01 
llice 1.48 1.26 1.83 
Biscuits 1.96 2.19 1.58 
Pyngouri etc. 0-85 0.78 0.96 
Trahanas o.66 0.61 0.74 
Cornflakes etc. o.37 0.51 0.13 
llilupa 11 cerelac etc. 1.41 1.55 1.18 
Pizza (not cooked) 1.02 1.46 0.32 
Other pastry products 0.42 0.58 0.11 

Meat 108.!>tt 111.08 104.44 
Beef fresh 3.63 1~.33 5.24 
Beef frozen 1.74 l. '?7 0.12 
Pork fresh 21.67 21.84 21.40 
Laab & autton fresh 32.21 31.56 33.27 
Lamb & autton frozen 1.12 2.06 1.16 
Poultry fresh 24.50 25.22 23.33 
Sausages 1. 77 2.02 1.34 
Salami 1.80 1. 71 1.96 
Meat. tinned 2. 27 I.BJ :. 9f) 
Lountza 1.45 2.00 0.55 
llabbit 4.06 3.53 4.91 
Pigeon & game 3.10 1.47 5.74 
Hall 1.04 1.35 o.53 
Baaburger (not cooked) o.47 0.10 0.10 
Other aeat products 1.12 1.08 1.19 

Fish 9.58 10.86 7.51 
Fish, f reah s.63 6.58 4.0i 
Fi1h, frozen 2.30 2.58 1.82 
Fish, tinned 1.33 1.38 1.25 
Other f i•h producu o.33 0.31 0.31 
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Table 20 (cont'd) • £ E!r E!rson E!r l!ar 
co-oditl Total Urban ltural - -
Oils and Fats 28.61 25.80 33.17 

Olive oil 8.86 1.00 11.87 • 
Cooking oil 14 .. 49 14.13 15.09 
Margarine o.55 0.62 0.42 
Table butter 1.82 1.99 1.53 
Cooking fat o.43 0.51 0.30 
Olives 2.47 1.55 J.95 • 
DairI 2roducts and e11s 50.84 53.52 45.74 
Hilk, fresh 12.10 14.05 6.94 
Hilk, tinned condensed sweetened 3.69 J.66 4.26 
Hilk, powder for infants 1.82 1.97 1.56 
Yogurt 4.4S 4.75 J.96 • Rallouai 12.00 13.07 10.24 
Cheese 10.22 9.83 10.86 
Eggs 5.20 5.17 5.26 
Other dairy products 1.18 1.01 o.69 

Pulses 2 vesetables and fruit 92.55 101.43 78.13 • Haricot beans, dry T.i3 ---r.96 J.42 
Black eye beans, dry 1.14 o.79 1.10 
Broad beans, dry 0.47 o.48 o.&4 
Lentils 0.60 0.61 t ; . 
Other legumes (chick peas) o.4o 0.52 0.22 
Fresh vegetables 36.13 38.76 31.89 • Vegetables tinned 0.43 o.s4 o.2s 
Potatoes 8.40 7.98 9.09 
Fresh fruit 36.45 42.33 26.92 
Fruit, tinned 0.33 0.41 0.19 
Nuts, dry fruit 2.90 3.34 2.19 
Garlic 0.09 0.14 0.01 • Onions dry 0.91 1.06 0.83 
Tomato paste, ketchup 1.00 I.38 o.4o 
Other 0.09 0.13 0.01 

su1ar and confectioneri 19.66 22.06 13.91 
Sugar 2.68 "T.ir 3.TI • Marmalade 0.33 o.34 0.30 
Honey 0.63 0.58 o~ 11 
\:hocolates 4.30 4.83 3.46 
Coo~ies/Pastry from confectionery 5.78 7.61 2.80 
Can,, .es (sweets) 0.65 0.12 o.s4 
Chipitos o.1a 0.14 o.ss 
Chipll 0.74 0.79 o.67 
Chewing gum 0.18 0.18 0.18 



Table 20 (cont'd) 

Commodity 

.Jelly 
Other confectionery products 
Ice-creaa 

Alcoholic beverages 
Vine 
Beer 
arandy 
Vhislty 
Other alcoholic beverages 

lleals and drinks taken out 
Tyropitta etc. 
Chicken. roasted 
Souvlalti. ltoupes. et.:. 
Sandwich 
Coffee in a coffee shop 
Squash. tea etc. in a coffee shop 
Soft drink. in a coffee shop 
Expenses in cafes 
Lunch in a restaurant 
Dinner. in a restaurant/tavern 
Nescafe. in a coffee shop 
Take away food 

Other food 
Infants' meat soup 
Chicken/meat soup (cubes) 
Infants vegetables & fruit soups 
Coffee 
Tea 
Cocoa 
Instant coffee 
Other (anise. etc.) 
Salt 
Spices 
Vinegar 
aaking powder 
Af roza 
Other food (rose water etc.) 
Soft drinks 
Hiner al wa u•r 
Lemon/orange squaeh 
Pruit juices 
Other non-alcoholic beverages 

£ per person per year 
~ Urban Rural 

0.42 
0.51 
2.59 

12.80 
1.15 
8.14 
2.86 
0.58 
0.01 

69.42 
2.20 

o.43 
4.76 
3.11 
9.63 
0.13 
3.18 
3.49 

15.61 
24.41 
0.24 
1.64 

23.00 
0.18 
o.40 
0.19 
5.10 
0.30 
0.01 
2.66 
o.47 
o. 74 
o.63 
0.11 
0.16 
0.08 
o.53 
7.45 
o.35 
2.22 
1.26 
0.06 

0.47 
0.73 
2.67 

13.18 
T.E 

8.23 
2.78 
0.82 
0.10 

79.84 
2.54 
o.65 
5.84 
2.84 
7.44 
0.67 
2.86 
4.59 

19.89 
29.66 

0.30 
2.57 

24.69 
0.13 
o.45 
0.20 
5.01 
0.28 
0.08 
3.29 
0.52 
0.52 
o.48 
0.18 
0.22 
0.01 
0.62 
8.38 
o.48 
2.35 
1.34 
0.02 

0.34 
0.33 
0.61 

12.20 
1.00 
8.00 
2.99 
0.19 
0.02 

52-58 
1.66 
0.01 
3.02 
3.55 

13.10 
0.82 
3.69 
1. 71 
8.68 

16.02 
0.13 
0.13 

20.21 
0.24 
0.34 
0.11 
5-16 
0.32 
0.05 
1.63 
0.38 
1.10 
0.88 
0.15 
0.06 
0.09 
o.38 
5.93 
0.13 
2.01 
1.13 
0.12 

Source: Hou1ehold Income and Expenditure Survey, 1986 
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APPlllDU - POOD IllDUSftY sua-sacroas 

The sections which follow consider each sub-sector of food and 

beverages separately giving a ~rief overview of their structure. the 

iaportance of iaports and exports within the sub-sector and current 

and proposed tariff protection for it. Each s.1.T.C. sub-sector is 

considereQ in turn below and in each case is introduced by the 

s.1.r.c. aubsector code. 

0.1 lleat preparatiou 

Sector structure 

The aeat processing sector is doainated by saall coapanies of up to 

30 eaployees aaking a wide range of up to 30 products and up to 100 

lines. Traditional Cypriot sausages. prepared with wine. and 

traditional Cypriot baa ( lounza) are a aainstay of production in 

some fir•s but are supplemented by Geraan and Br!tish style 

sausages. hk~burgers and other non-Cypriot imported food tastes. 

The percentage value of such production in shown in Table 21. All 

the Cypriot traditional products have continuing appeal. whilst the 

range of products is enhanced by the number of German style sausages 

available. soae which are the dried and fermented type. A number of 

owners had been trained in Germany whilst almost al 1 appeared to 

aake regular vi3its to trade shows there. Advice on new sausage 

recipes was readily available at these, through suppliers of 

ingredients such as spices and from independent consultants from 

Germany who had been used by a nuaber of companies. 

Compared with the British meat induatry the range of products 

produced by s•1ch smal 1 coapanies vu impreari ve as vat the range and 

nevneas of th• equipment - auch of it very partially utilised. The 

hygiene standard• were universally poor. often because of inadequate 

buildings. Lack of temperature controlled environments in most 
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Table 21 

Percentage breakdown of aeat product production in Crprus, 1985 

Value as per cent 

SITC Code ~ity of total aeat products 

011500.2 Baaburgers 4.2 

012100.1 Bacon U.9 

121100.2 ltourtatella (luncheon aeat) 2.3 

012100.3 Salaai 18.5 

012100.4 Lountza (baa) 18.0 

012100.s ·Saoked baa (hiroaeri) 2.3 

012100.6 Baa 16.0 

013400.1 Sausages 17.4 

013400.2 Pastouraa 1. 3 

012100.9 Other aeat preparations 8.2 

100 

Source: Industrial Statistics, 1985 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
factories, inadequate flow ar~angeaents to separate raw and cooked 

aeats, the storage of dry goods in production areas and the very 

patchy use of overalls and hairnets would have stopped aost 

factories froa gaining LLC. approval for the export of aeat 

products. A nuaber of coapanies did anticipate upgrading their 

preaises once the new local authority sponsored abtatolr was built. 

They claiaed there had been little point in doing so for as long as 

the meat they used wa& unable to gain EEC clearance. 

The largest eaployer in the sub-sector eaployed 70 people and was 

based entirely upon exploiting one of the aany anomalies in the EF~ 

system of subsidies by partially processing beef and sending it back 
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to its country of origin. The dangers of such reliance on the 

quirks of the C:O-On Agricultural Policy had been abotnl in 1985 when 

all the vorltforce bad been laid off vben the anoaaly vas briefly 

stopped. 

One of the 90St recent developaents has been the developaent of baa 

atyle products baaed on chickens which the owner claias he only 

established because be needed an outlet for old chickens froa his 

egg hatchery. 1be refual of existing •at processors to use such 

•at. which is widely used elsewhere in Europe. reveals an adherence 

to traditional stills vhicb aay l!e commendable in protecting quality 

but could be dangerous in facing a price based challenge froa 

overseas producers. 

Government support 

The meat processing sector is alaost inevitably situated close to 

its aarltet due to the perishability of its products. r.tus in Cyprus 

82.4 per cent of consuaption is produced in Cyprus coapared with 

iaports equivalent to 20.1 per cent of doaestic consuaption and 

exports of a mere 2.5%. The governaent has effect1.vely subsidised 

aeat production until recently through the grain co .. ission by 

buying grains at world prices and selling at lover price•. Although 

the recent decline in world grain prices had in January virtually 

wiped out the difference between the world and the grain co .. ission 

price there is an adainistrative expense of the grain co .. ission of 

£10.00 per tonne which is paid by the government. This is a 

continuing subsidy to meat producers if they would otherwise hav~ to 

pay suppliers a preaiua which reflected auch purchasing costs. In 

addition livestock producers are protected by bans on the iaport of 

all aeat unless it obtains an iaport license. The supply of auch 

licenses is noraally restricted to times when aeat shortages force 

up local prices unduly. Keat processors are siailarly protected by 

tariff• of up to 30%. 
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It is Cyprus gowernaent policy to negotiate continued siailar 

protection after cuatoas anion entry (known as "exclusion" froe. the 

custa.s union). 'lbe LC. initially offered such exclusions for only 

10 years but the Cypriot negotiators appeared confideilt that they 

would ulti .. tely be able to obtain a 90re generous offer. 

~t_or structure 

The dairy sector ia like aeat. doainated by aany saal l coapanies 

•st of which employ less than 20 people but vbo produce fewer lines 

than those of the ••t products sectors. Sheep, goat and cows ail It 

are all used for processing and the supply of each is wery seasonal 

vU:h surpluses, particularly of covs aillt. at some ti•s of the year 

and shortages, particularly of sheep and goats aillt, at others. 

The percentage value of datry production is shown !n Table 22. 

Traditional products such as hallou.i, anari and other cheeses which 

are often aade solely of sheeps ailt are popular on both local and 

export aartets particularly in the Kiddle East. In spite of this 

dairy iaports a~e equivalent to 27.8 per cent of doaestic 

consumption whilst hoae production and exports are the equivalent of 

87.7 per cent and 15.6 per cent respectively. For products such as 

fetta cheese, ailt froa sheep or concentrated ailk froa cows 

produces a very siailar product. It has thus been possible for 

countries such as Denaark which have a highly developed dairy 

industry to produce fetta in large quantities for the Middle East 

aarket. Thus fetta cheese is their largest single export with sales 

of double 90re traditional exports such as Danish Blue. 

In contrast auch of the Cyprus dairy industry uses relatively 

traditional aethods to produce such products although one coapany 

with relatively little prior experience of yoghurt production 

recently entered the sector through the purchase of a coaplete 
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Table 22 

Percentage breakdown of dairy sector output by value, 1~85 

s.1.t.c. 
Code 

022301.1 

022301.2 

022301.3 

022301.4 

023000.1 

02400!. l 

024001.2 

024001.3 

024001.4 

024001.S 

024001.9 

Co•odity 

Paateuriaed products 

Fresh creaa 

Yogurt 

Airani 

Butter 

Cheese 

Ballouai 

Fetta 

Anari 

Trabanas 

Other dairy products 

Source: Industrial Statistics, 1985 

Value aa. .,er cent of 

all dairy products 

3S.3 

1-4 

11.6 

0.3 

0.2 

10.1 

34.0 

J.6 

2.8 

0.2 

0.1 

100 

---------------------.------------------------------------------

"high-tech" factory froa European suppliers on a design and build 

baaia. Such factories do have acce•• to the technology used by the 

Dane• but on a far aaaller acale. All the factories face probleas 

with rav aateria~ aupplie• - in particular through variation in the 

total solid• ct>ntent (which affect• yield• and quality) and 

antibiotic contaaination (which atops the action of the bacteria 

which aake the cheeH). 

A few f.actorie• have introduced quality te1u on ailk deliveries 

particularly fro• 1heep ailk producer• with whoa the dairies deal 

directlv and therefore think they have aore control over. A recent 
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govero8ent consultative report reeom.endEd that the ailk aarketing 

board bf! expanded anl should handle all ailk deliveries in bulk. 

Dairy industry ovnera were generally against such plans believing 

that in the past the aarketing board had shown itself unable to 

control quality and bulk supplies of ailk could aore easily be 

contaainated froa a single source. '1'he dairy industry was extreaely 

critical of current aarketing board policy which paid a standard 

price throughout the year even though llilk supplies, particularly of 

sheep and goat ailk, vere seasonal. Monopoly aarketing is aore 

effective for cow ailk than sheep ailk so the dairy industry is 

often able to pay less than the theoretically fixed governaent price 

in dealings with individual sheep owners. In the long tera however 

such discrepancies would aeea likely to further encourage the drift 

froa sheep to cow ownership even though it is only cows llilk which 

is aubatantial ly overproduced. 

'1'he range of cheeses of local origin is extensive, varying froa soft 

cheeses such as fetta to high value hard cheeses such as kefalotyri 

which is only produced froa sheeps ailk. Although the Danes now 

effectively doainate the Middle East aarltet for the easily copied 

fetta, their hallouai bas had leas success with sales declining in 

recent years, possibly indicating the greater difficulty of 

coapeting on higher quality products. Xefalotyri, in contrast, is 

apparently only produced in Cyprus and even though it sells for over 

£3.00 per kilo, sel la readily. One coapany reported that it vas 

unable to produce sufficie.:it to satisfy the local aarket fro• the 

available supplies of sheep's ailk and therefore sav no point in 

seeking export aarkets. A nuaber of coapaniea are bringing in 

plants to produce ldaa following a governaent ban on iaported Edaa 

in 1986. Thia was designed to produce an additional aarltet outlet 

for surplus cow's ailk. However qualir:y waa variable and Uaited 

imports were re-allowed in early 1987. 

The dairy industry has one of the strongest sub-sector trade 

aHociations which has represented aHociation Maben in the local 

aedia and also arran1ed joint purch•~· froa overseas of yoghurt 
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packing cartons for all aeabers. This has enabled a sufficient 

order to be asseabled to satisfy the suppliers ~iniaua order 

require•~nt. However such cooperation is at an early stage and 

although one factory could print all the yoghurt cartons needed in 

the industry its aanager claiaed that no owners would be prepared to 

give away details of their sales figures through passing on carton 

orders to another c•pany. 

Co~r_'!!*ent support 

As with •at, the dairy sub-sector is greatly affected by governaent 

support aeasures for dairy producers. The subsidisation of grain 

supplies and the aarlteting arrangeaents detailed above, apparently 

have the conflicting effects of both reducing ailt prices (for the 

foraer) and increasing thea (for the latter). The fixed price 

regiaes perpetuate seasonal fluctuations in supply whilst their 

variable iapleaentation apparently encourages producers to switch 

froa sheep to already oversupplied cows aillt production. Penalties 

and testing for bad quality or contaainated ailt were thought by the 

dairy industry to be inadequate. 

Apart froa this intervention in the supply of dairy sector raw 

aaterials the governaent has directly intervened in producing 

hal louai cheese for export aarltets using surplus cows ailk. This 

intervention was strongly criticised by soae producers who claiaed 

that the lower quality ;ove~naent product has underained the 

traditional preaiua .arltet iaage they had established for their own 

producta baeed on sheep• ailk. 

However governaent intervention is clearly not all detriaental to 

the dairy industry. A coabination of bans on coapeting iaports and 

duties of up to 12% on other cheeses doea help the industry. Also 

the recent establi1haent of a range of ainiaua standard• for dairy 

products, in cooperation with the trade association, has bol1tered 

the doM1tic quality of the industry'• products. 
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0.4 Cereal• ... cereal preparaUoee 

Sector structure 

The sector i& probably one of the aost variable of all with 

aanufacturere ranging froa or.e person village bakeries to a large 

operation eaploying several hundred workers. Flour is supplied froa 

•ix ail ls of which one, in Liaassol, claias to produce 40% of all 

flour of which 70% is supplied to its own bakery. The bulk of grain 

ia supplied by the grain comaiHion. 

The percentage value of cereals and cereal products is shown in 

Table 23. the short shelf life of aany bat.ery products bas ensured 

that hoae production accounts for 90.7 per cent of doaestic 

consuaption with iaports equivalent to 12.9 per cent and exports to 

3.6 per cent. Major iaport iteas are breakfast cereals (8% of the 

total), biscuits (30%), rice (16%) and infant cereal foods (10%). 

Although aany processors produce aore than one, it is probably 

easiest to describe the production of bread, "fancy goods" and 

biscuiu separately. 

A variety of breads are produced ranging froa the traditional round 

village loaf con:aining a large proportion of durua wheat to most of 

tlh! European styles of bread which use strong and soft wheats. The 

price of the village loaves, which account for a decreasing 

proportion of the aarket. is set by the governaent and seeas to be 

based on the profitability of the largest bakery which cross 

subsidises its village loaf production from its profits on non-price 

controlled iteas. This bas not closed all the independent bakers 

even though it 2ust seriously underaine their profitability. 

BDvever the strategy of the largest bakery, in which the governaent 

has a controlling interest as a result of large loans in the past, 

aay have been self-defeating since a aore recently established 

coapany producing only European style breads can now undercut 

existing suppliers of such breads or take excess profits. 
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Table 23 

Percentage breakdown of cereal and cereal products sector 

output by value 1985 

S.1.T.C. 

Code 

044000.0 

046010.1 

046010.2 

046010.3 

047010.1 

047010.2 

047010.3 

047010.4 

047010.6 

047010.9 

048300.1 

048300.2 

048300.5 

Comaodity 

lleal of aaize 

Wheat flour 

Seaolina 

White flour 

Barley flour 

Fouscari 

Bran 

Groats 

Meal of barley 

Other grain aill products 

Macaroni 

Ice-cream wafer cones 

Ravioli 

048410.1 & 2 Bread 

048410.3 Bread rolls 

Xoulouria 

Kebab bread 

Tahinopitta etc. 

cakes and pastries 

Biscuits 

Sliced bread 

Toasted bread 

Xeileifi flakes 

Value as per cent of 

all cereal products 

0.6 

8.4 

1.8 

5.1 

4.4 

1.3 

2.8 

0.6 

3.6 

0.1 

3.2 

o.s 
0.1 

1s.1 

3.5 

1.s 
2.9 

4.1 

15.7 

5.1 

3.7 

3.0 

1.7 

048410.4 

048410.5 

048410.6 

048410.7 

048410.8 

048411.1 

0411411.2 

048411.3 

048411.4 

048411.9 

Salty cakes 4.1 

Other bakery & confect.products 3.1 

100 

Source: Industrial Statistics, 1985 
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Production facilities vary widely froa saall traditional village 

ovens through to seai-autoaated processes with belt ovens. autoaatic 

dough dividers etc. Autoaation to the level coaaon in European 

process bread plants does not exist but with production of 31 bread 

lines. in the largest bakery. for a relatively saal 1 aarket such 

autoaation is not really justified. 

The second largest area of production is in producing cakes and 

pastries. Although soae~iaes connected with bread bakeries there 

are also .any specialist producers. A wide range of puff pastries 

are produced on seai-autoaated lines in the aost aodern factories 

whilst an extenaive range of cakes is also produced albeit almost by 

hand with only the siaplest of aixers and ovens. Hove•er the 

iaportance of freshness in all these products protects traditional 

saall scale production units. 

This is not so true for rusks and biscuits which can. if properly 

wrapped, have a shelf life of aont:hs. llusks (dried breads) 

flavoured with spice seeds such as anise~o and sesame were produced. 

as for bread, and cut up before being dried in a bread asking oven. 

A range of biscuits were produced which see•ed to concentrate on 

sweet biscuits of "Marie" and siailar types selling well below the 

price of iaported equivalents. Ezports of biscuits and cakes, 

aainly to Middle East aarkets have been an iaportant sales outlet 

and account for 46% of total sub-sector export sales. Dessert 

aixes, produced largely for export account for a further 26%. 

~verwnt support 

This sector is obviously a principal beneficiary of past governaent 

policy to subsidise 1rain prices. In addition pastry and biscuits 

are protected by a 1eneral tariff of 60% and there are total bans of 

competitive iaports of some specific products such as aacaroni. 
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o. S DriH fndc, peeerved fnic _. !!phblea, juice• ad canM 

Sector structure 

This sub-sector is the only food sub-sector where do•estic 

production greatly exceeds consumption (141.7%). Dollestic deaand is 

not all for locally produced foods so i•ports account for 30.3% of 

doaestic conauaption, whilst exports are equivalent to 72.0%. A 

detailed breakdown of the sub-sector is given in Table 24. 

The iaportance of value added in this sector is shown by a 

coaparison of the value of concentrated jui~es (£452 per tonne) and 

natural juices ready for drinking (£352 per tonne). 'l'be siailarity 

of the value is reaarkable considering that the concentrate contains 

4-6 tiaes •ore fruit content than the product aade froa it, and 

indicates the i•portance of adding as •uch of the final value as 

possible within the Cyprus econo•Y• 

The iaportance of this sub-sector to rural areas and to the Cyprus 

econoay is indicated by the heavy institutionally backed investaent 

in the processing industry. The Co-op backed canned food coapany 

which produces under the Cypriaa brand has an extensive range of 

different types of ~ften very aodern processing equipaent including 

freezing facilities. It was in receivership in early 1987 but 

according to aanageaent representatives this was because of poor 

results at other Co-op investaents. Even if the cannery reaained 

profitable it seeaed clear that it was operating at a fraction of 

capacity although in part this was due to a requireaent of the 

receiver that it produced only to fira orders. In addition the 

Hellenic Bank group of ~oapanies, which is largely owned by the 

church, owns s.v.s., a lar1e but not particula~ 1 y aodern canning 

coapany which avera1ed zero 1roaa profit in the five years to 

1984/85. 
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Table 24 

Percentage breakdown of fruit and vegetable products by value, 1985 

s.1.T.c .. 

Code 

051000.0 

051000.4 

052000.1 

052000.9 

053300.1 

053501.1 

053501.2 

053501.3 

053501.4 

053501.5 

053502.1 

053901.1 

054890.1 

054890.2 

054890.4 

055521.2 

055521.3 

055521.4 

05552J.5 

055521.9 

055522.1 

Co..oc:lity 

Ruts 

Alaond shelled 

la is ins 

Other dried fruits 

J-s and aaraalades 

Concentrated juices 

Touto paste 

Toaato ketchup 

Leaon juice 

Fruit drinks 

Natural juices 

canned juices 

carobs kibbled 

carob iternals 

Roasted carob powder 

canned vegetables 

Pickles 

Houaous 

Pickled vegetables 

Other preserved products 

Olive kernels 

Source: Industrial Stalistics, 1985 

Value as per cent of 

all fruit & veg.products 

20.8 

s.e 
l.o 
0.1 

2.5 

1.3 

3.3 

o.4 
o.4 

12.2 

12.1 

19.6 

2.1 

6.2 

1.6 

5.0 

o.4 
o.9 
o.8 
2.1 

0.2 

-------------------------·------------···············-········ 
A nuaber of industry aembers pointed out the importance of reaaining 

coapetitive by constant innovation. The two most profitable 

companies visited had been in the vanguard of recent technclogical 

chan1e; one throush the introduction of tetrapaks and the other 
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ugh continued technological innovation at all stages of 

production. Particularly iapressi ve in the second coapany was a 

coaaitaent to weekly training sessions, an iapressive aarketing 

strategy and a aanageaent control systea set up and continually 

updated by consultants froa Britain. The contrast with those 

companies which aerely processed coaaodities could scarcely have 

been greater. 

Although there bad been a large nuaber of technological iaproveaents 

over recent years in such areas as juice extraction the greatest 

change by far in this sector has been the introduction of "Tetra 

Paks" or siailarly fo:raed cardboard asceptic packaging techniques 

!or juice. The introduction of one litre and 200 al. packs to 

Cyprus was as popular as in other countries al lowing the coapany 

which introduced it to significantly increase aarket share and 

forcing its competitors to follow. There are now two such plants in 

Cyprus producing fruit juice and a further one producing a yoghurt

frult juice dr: It. Even though each could produce enough of each to 

supply the entire domestic market it seems likely that at least two 

other companies will shortly intr~uce similar packs in an effort to 

regain market ahare. 

Apart from fruit juices the export opportunities for Cypriot 

processed fruit and vegetables are largely based around ci~rus and 

vine fruits. Processing of such fruits as grapefruit segments is 

extreme! y labour intP.nsi ve but they are marketed in Britain under 

major own l~bel brand names such as John West and Sainburys. 

Seedless grapes are largely proce1sed in bulk for further processing 

into fruit salad in other countriu such as Italy. The difference 

in quality between the labels used by producers for products sold 

under their aanufacturing brand label and for products sold under 

European brand names was marked. 

Most of the processing factories al10 produce canne~, or even in one 

case, frozen vecetables largely for the domestic market. There is 

1 i tt le co.1tract production of such Jiroduce for proces1ing and ao the 
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varieties grown are often not particularly suited to it. This 

inevitably reduces consuaer perception of final product quality. 

Although frozen vegetables are the highest net food iaport 1~ this 

sub-sector (10%) the value of iaport substitutioe ine~itably depends 

on the relative ef.iciency with which coapeting vegetables can be 

produced in Cyprus. 

Significant advantages are readily available to Cypriot producers in 

closely related product areas serving more specialised aarket 

niches. Included aaongst such product areas are preserved vine 

leaves (one processor suggested that the leaves were probably worth 

aore than the grMpes nowadays), preserved capers, and aosphito 

berries. For all of these products there is little organised 

agricultural production so their processing is often carried out by 

the aaaller factories who are better able to organise collection of 

produce often growing 'wild' • 

An interesting reversal in the fortunes of one food crop, the carob, 

has recently occurred. Demand has risen in increasingly health 

conscious European aarkets, where it is used as a substitute for 

chocolate, and as a consequence the Ministry of Agriculture report 

strong deaand for new trees. They exercise considerable control 

over the varieties used by faras since they selectively supply those 

varieties which they believe are best suited to proaoting desired 

agricultural output. Carob powder is produced in government 

sponsored processing plants. 

The largest group of imports are dried pulses (21% of the sub

sector), fol lowed by preserved fruit (13%, in part, at least, for 

use in producing fruit cockt•ils), frozen vegetables (10%) and 

shelled nuts (91). Orange juice iaports whicla appear to be 12% of 

the total sub~1ector iaports are almo1t exactly balanced by the 

f i1ure for export• indicating some overseas trade to iron out 

fluctuation• in sea1onal supply and des"1ld. The lar1e•t 1roup of 

exports are prepared or preserved 1rape1 (36%), fol lowed by dried 

1rape1 (20%), 1rapef ruit se1ment1 (9%), dried broad beans (10%) and 
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carob products (7%). 

Governaent support 

There are a wide variety of scbeaes to support traditional 

agricultural sectors such as vine and citrus growing. These scheaes 

vary froa direct grant support to ainiaua price support at levels 

above world aarket prices. Whilst the foraer of these would be 

expected to reduce the price to processors the latter would increase 

it. Processors also coaplain that governaent restrictions on 

competitive iaports of cans and cardboard cases also increaPe their 

costs above the level of overseas coapetitors. Ministry officials 

doubt however whether overseas packaging aatErial prices would be 

tept so low if there was no longer a coapetitive Cypriot pact.aging 

industry. 

The import sutstitution products of the industry do themselves 

receive significant protection with general tariffs of 52% for 

vegetables in vinegar or syrup, 44% for canned fruit, between 4% and 

40% for fruit juices, 54% for tomato puree and 30% for frozen 

vegetables. In negotiations over the customs union, Cyprus has 

sought exclusion from change for most of these tariff barriers and, 

althoug~ in the first negotiations the EEC was only prepared to 

consider such arrangements for a 10 year period, Cyprus negotiators 

ex,ect t~ obtain a better deal in the final arrangements. 

0.6 S!War, •ugar preparations and booey 

Sector structure 

The percentage value of production in this sector is shown in Table 

2s. 

Although sugar products need not ba ~roduced clo1e to the market a 

high proportion (73.8 per cent of consumption) are, with imports 

equivalent to 40.7 per cent and exports to 14.5 per cent. Imports 
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are doainated by refined au3ar (56%), followed by augar 

confectionery (20%), and natural honey (18%). Rovever export& of 

honey (88% of total export• in the aub-aector) exceed iaporta by 

o•er 70% deaonatrating tbe aignificant induatry vhich bas developed 

in Cyprus around packaging doaestic and iaported honey for Kiddle 

Eaatern aarkets. the greatest area of concern to producers in the 

Table 25 

Percentage breakdown of sugar products by Talue, 1985 

s. 1. r.c. 
Code Coaaodity 

061100.1 Pacld"lg of sugar 

061601.1 Boney 

062010.1 caraaels 

062010.3 Turkish delight 

062010.4 Sherbet 

062010.5 Ground coconut 

062010.6 Mos ti ch 

062010.7 Cream powder 

Value as per cent of 

all sugar product& etc. 

o.e 

)8.7 

6.6 

2.s 

1.2 

2.1 

2.9 

1.8 

062010.9 Other sugar confectionery 14.6 

062011.2 HaJ.va 2.0 

062011.3 Tahini 5.6 

062011.4 Sesame 5.8 

062011.5 Potato chips and criBps 22.e 

062011.6 Jee 1. 5 

062011.9 Other f oocl products 10.4 

100 

Source: Industrial Stati•tic•, 1985 
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in the sub-sector is the high iaport penetration of sugar 

confectionery for which iaports are 27% of ~oaestic consuaption 

while exports are a aere 4% in spite of high tariff barriers. 

Governaent sueport 

Boney is protected by a 16% tariff barrier to non-EEC countries 

whilst sugar confectionery is protected by an 80% barrier. 

0.1 Coffee, tea, cocoa and epice• 

Sector structure 

The percentage value of production in this sector is shot;:i in Table 

Z6. Iaports are dominated by unroasted coffee for domestic 

Table 26 

Percent6ge breakdown of coffee. tea, cocoa and spices 

production (1985) 

s.1.r.c. 
Code Commodity 

Value as per cent of 

whole sub-sector 

--------------------------
071300.1 Coffee 66.8 

071300.3 Instant coffee 2.4 

073000.l Chocolate 20.3 

073000.2 Other sugar confectionery prods. o.5 

073000.3 Baking chocolate 3.1 

075000.1 Spices 4.5 

075000.3 Aroaatic 2.4 

100 

Source: Industrial St1tistics, 1987 
.................................................................... 
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processing (43%) and instant coffee packed for retail sale (15%), 

toget~r with chocolate confectionery (20%). Exports consist alaost 

entirely of doaestic £Xports of roasted coffee (20%) and chocolate 

confectionery (34%), together with re-exports of instant coffee 

(30%). 

'!he .oat significant areas for eaployaent are coffee production and 

chocolate confectionery production. The largest coffee producer, 

producing 70% of the aarltet needs, eaploys 280 people and claias 

deaaad continues to increase. 

The chocolate confectionery industry is heavily protected in the 

sa:ae way as the aarket for sugar confectionery yet iaports represent 

66% of the doaestic aarket whilst exports represent 23%. The split 

between rhocolate and sugar confectionery in govermaent statistics 

can be ai&leading since in practice the saae firas noraally produce 

both. One producer spoken to suggested that ·oecause the 

confectionery industry had a cheap and low quality brand iaage it 

would be unable to cope with any reduction in tariff protection. He 

was .. 1ting aoves up-market in .ttn attempt to escape such pressures. 

Alaost inevitably for an industry supplying such a small domestic 

aarket, production lines seen were small, primitive but highly 

flexible and made use of aills to prepare chocolate from cocoa 

powder and cocoa butter • 

Govermtent s~~ 

Chocolate goods are protected by a 70% external tariff, roasted 

coffee by a 36% tariff • 

o.e iaiaaJ. fee4• 

Sector 1tructure 

The percentaae value of production in thi1 1ector 11 shown in Table 

26. Importl are dominated by 1oybean re1idu~1 (60%) and fish •ea l 
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(11%), whilst ezports are lliniaal quantities of residues froa food 

proceasing. O•eral 1 iaports represent just under half doaestic 

consuaption (41.9%) although this figure would be larger if the 

quantities of cereals used for aniaal feeds were included in this 

total. 

Table 27 

Percentage breakdown of aniaal feed production •alue, 1985 

s.1.T.c. 
Code 

081990.5 

081990.6 

081990.7 

081991.1 

081991.2 

081990.9 

eo-odity 

Fowl feeds 

Pig feeds 

r.ow feeds 

Sh•ep and goat feeds 

Rabbit feeds 

Other aized aniaal feeds 

Source: Industrial Statistics, 1985 

Value as per cent of 

vbole sub-sector 

43.8 

5.4 

26.9 

16.0 

s.2 
2.7 

100 

---·-----------------····-·····"·------------------------------···--
Government support 

This subsector is in no way supported by the governaent and in fact 

the a1ent for one overse~• company which produces compound aniaal 

feeds said the availability of aubsidised 1rains on the local aarket 

had ••de 1: virtually 1a,ossible to C.lllpete. 
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0.9 Ocher food prodac:U 

Sector structure 

fte percentage value of prod~~Uon in this sector is sbovn in Table 

2& Although domestic production is equi•alent to 50.9 per cent of 

domestic consuaption iaporta are inevitably high in this "catch-all" 

•ab-sector at the equivalent of 78.0 per cent of doaestic 

consuaption. Exports wre equivalent to 29.0 per cent in 1985. 

Table 28 

Pe_rcentage breakdown of other food products production value, 1985 

S.t.T.C. 

Code Co~ity 

099070.1 Vinegar 

099091.' Ice-ere-

099095.1 Jelly 

Sourc~: lnduatrial Statistics, 1985 

Value as per cent o! 

whole sub-sector 

19.8 

63.J 

16.9 

100 

-------·-····-------------------····------------------·····------··· 
The bi11e•t iaport item was cola concentrate• (23% of the sub-aector 

total) followed by infant food• (18%), aar1arine (13%) and prepared 

soup• (11%~ Export voluae• were far ••aller and included vinegar 

(31%) and sauces (17%). 

Tbe bi11••t induatry in this aub-aector i• protected both by the 

coat aavin1• of producin1 close to the aarket and by extenaive 

taritf barrier•. Althou1h the range aay be a little traditional by 

luropea~ atandard• it i• fairly wide and aade uaing full ailk 
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iagredienta. Profitability did not appear to be a problea. One 

coapany .. iatains continuity of eaployaeat throughout the year by 

redeploying aalea•n to aake fridges in the winter. 

Govern.eat aupport 

Apart froa a general tariff of 34% on ice creaa the gov.rnaent 

apparently ha• a policy of excluding coapetitive iaports. The 

Ministry of eo ... rce and Industry recently iaatruct .. d a oev American 

ice-creaa parlour coapany to find local replaceaents for the 

iaported concentrate• it uaes to produce ice creaa. or face a ban on 

such iaports. 

1.1 leftrgea 

Sector structure 

The percentage value of production in this sector is shown in Table 

29. Beverages is one of only three sub-s~ctors within food. drink 

and tobacco where doaestic production exceeds do•stic consuaption 

(126. 7%). Iaporta (equivalent to 17. 9% of doaestic consuaption) are 

low coapared with exports (44.5%). The largest iaport itea by far 

was whisky (50% of total iaports) fol loved by beer (13%). Exports 

are split aore equally between bulk vines (26% of total beverage 

exports), bottled wines (19%), grape aust (18%) and eau de vie de 

Vil\ (11%). 

Within the 1ub-aector &oft drinks are the largest single product 

with a aeries of well known Cypriot brand naaea. One of these was 

developed after the Ministry of Coaaerce and Industry banned the 

iaportation of "Sunki•t" concentrates which are produced by a 

Californian 1rowera association on the basis that an identical 

product could be produced f roa local oranaes. repai and Coca-Cola 

both have local bottlers producinc for th~ local aarket under 

licence. The one such producer viait4d vaa v&ry aarket orientated, 

plannin1 joint aarketin, caapai1n1 with the •ultinational supplier 
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and running regular training aessions for aeles ataff. 

Table 29 

Percentage breakdown of beverage production by value, 1985 

s.1.t.c. Value as a per cent of 

Code eo-Nlity all beverage production 

111011.l Mineral •ter 1.5 

111020.1 Soft drinks 27.8 

111020.2 Squashes 4.5 

111020.3 lo•e water 0.2 

112110.1 Grafe aust 6.8 

112120.1 Sherry 2.0 

112120.2 Other vines 16.9 

112300.l Beer 24.6 

112401. '- Brandy 8.1 

112401.2 Ouzo 0.6 

112401.3 Uqueurs 0.4 

112401.4 Whisky 0.3 

112402.1 Eau-de-vie-de-vin 3.9 

112402.2 Pure spirit 1.s 

112402.9 Other spirits & beverages 0.8 

100 

Source: Indu1trial Stati1tic1, 1985 

Within the aector 1qua1h price1 are controlled by government 10 in 

effect they •u•t c011pete on quality alone. Price control• for 1oft 

drinkl were abandoned following a joint approach to the Mini1try of 

Comaerce and Indu1try by all producer•. One aanufacturer claimed 

that 1ince the Mini1try will only rai1e the price if approached 
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jointly by all producers, those producers who produce very little of 

a particular product have a vested interest in not backing su~~ an 

approach to underaine their coapetitors' profitability. In 

consequence it was argued that squashes were currently underpriced. 

Beer production i• only for the doaeatic aarket and only started in 

1951 to satisfy growing local deaand based around the tastes of 

British soldiers during and after the var. A second brewery was set 

up in 1969 yet, although co.petition is fierce, the original brewer 

•till uses a longer aaturation, non-pasteurised brewing aethod vhic~ 
• ia 90re expensive than the newer coapetitor vbo produces carlsberg 

under licence. 

Vine, brandy and grape auat production is geared around the need to 

find outlets for the Cypriot grape crop. One producer claiaed this 

had exceeded requireaents for the past 20 years. The governaent 

sets a ainiaum price for grapes and although coapanies can refuse to 

accept thea this is rarely done since it is quite likely to result 

in deliveries being duaped at the entrance to a winery. AB a result 

aany grape deliveries are already starting to ferment before arrival 

at factories and it initia!ly was very difficult to produce 

unferaented grape juice for retail sale. One producer claiaed that 

the quality of grape deliveries was of far aore iaportance than 

their variety in producing quality up-market vines. 

The industry has deaonstrated reaarkable agility in responding to 

enoraous fluctuations in it8 export aarkets. Fol loving Britain's 

entry into the EiC there were aajor reductions in tariff 

concession•. Althouah Cyprus i• still allowed reduced tariff quotas 

for table and liqueur wines fallina sales of sherry .. an that it can 

never sell all its quota of the latter whilst it• sales of the 

f or .. r are artificially liaited. In addition the Soviet Union has 

virtually stopped iaporting bulk red wines and spirit and so, to 

avoid the creation of a aini wine lake, 1ales of grape concentrate 

have been increased. Althou1h there are some such 1ale1 within 

lurope the 1101t Gignif icant aarket i• now Japan which iaports 1rape 
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concentra~e for the production of saki froa Cyprus. It foraerly 

bought froa Spain and changed its source of supply after Spain's EEC 

entry apparently to retaliate for the consequent iaposition of 

duties • 

~rwnt support 

Cyprus has a general tariff on vine iaports of between £4.72 and 

£5.55 per gallon and on beer of U.80 per gal Ion. In addition it 

intervenes extensively in the production of grapes setting a ainiaua 

price which producers clai• would aake their products uncoapetitive. 

As a consequence the producers also receive a subsidy • 

The fixed ainiaua price bas effect! vely become the price for aost 

grape production and is seen by some producers as hindering aoves to 

iaprove the quality of supplies by varying prices for different 

quality supplies • 

1.2 Tobacco and toiNlcco -ufactures 

Sector structure 

The percentage value of production in this sector is shown in Table 

30. Home production is equivalent to 103.8% of domestic 

consumption with imports equivalent to 42.8% and exports equival~nt 

to 46.6%. Iaports are dominated by cigarettes (63%) followed by 

various types of tobacco raw aaterials (29%). Exports and re

exports are even aore totally dominated by cigarettes (96%). As 

ci1arette conauaption baa declined with increasing concern over the 

health riakl of amokin1, production of cigarettes has also declined· 

(by 29% over three years) • 
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Table 30 

Percentage breakdown of tobacco production by value, 1985 

s.1.T.C. 

Code 

121063.1 

121003.3 

122200.1 

Comaoclity 

Puaigated tobacco leaves 

Virginia tobacco leaves 

Cigarettes 

Source: Industrial Statistics, 1985 
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Any strategy for the clothing sector in Cyprus must take as its point 

of departure the profound transforaation of the intemational 

clothing industry over the past decade. 'l'hrougho11t the advanced 

econOllies. there has been a pronounced aovement away rroa the high

volume production of low-cost. siaply styled garaents ror a 

h0110genous aass aarket. towards the flexible production or a wider 

range of styles for increasingly ditferentiated groups or consumers. 

While price remains iaportant. especially at the low end or the 

aarket. the struggle for competitive advantage has increasingly come 

to centre on retailers and aanuracturers' etforts to target specific 

groups of customers detined in new ways i to seduce ,onsumers with 

tashionable. well-designed garaents; and to resp<>nd rapidly to short

tera trends in sales of a wider range or styles manuractured in 

s•aller batches. The challenge racing clothing suppliers is thus no 

longer that or tuming out long runs of standard garments at the 

lowest possible cost. but rather of designing and manufacturing the 

widest possible range or garments at the lowest cumulative cost. The 

key problea has been to overcome the traditional trade-oft between 

flexibility and productivity. and here new micro-electronic 

technologi~s such as CAD/CAM and computerised management information 

systeas have begun to play a vital role alongside revised methods of 

118Jlufacture and broader operative training. 

One aajor consequence of these trends has been to reduce the 

iaportance of clothing imports to Western Europe from low-wage 

developing countries. Lead times are too long, minimum production 

runs too laige. quality control too difficult, and the capital costs 

of stocks too high to •ake sourcing fo the Far East worthwhile except 

for the cheaper and less fashion-sensitive types of garment. Import 
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penetration into countries like Britain bu stabilised since the 

ear!y 1980s. and the EEC has significantly increased its share of the 

British aarket at the expense of the developing r:ountries. Italy has 

emerged as the world's largest net exporter or clothing and textile::. 

despite wage levels four ti.Ies higher than those of Hong Kong and 

twenty tiaes those of countries such as Sri Lanka. 

These far-reaching shifts in aarkets, technology and competitive 

strategies create new opportunities and new dangers for the Cyprus 

clothing industry as it has developed over the 1980s. The Libyan 

aarket which fueled the industry's expansion in the first half of the 

decade has proved dangerously unstable at the same tir..e as it led 

Cyprus fil'llS to specialise on product types and marketing methods 

that are uncompetitive elsewhere even in the Middle East. In the 

European aarkets which account for an increasing share of Cyprus 

clothing exports. demand for mass-produced garments has narrowed 

considerably. while prices and profit aargins f c.r these goods are 

depressed by the intensity of competitic~. both domestic and 

international. Cyprus is not in any case a low-cost producer by 

comparison to the Far East, nor have its larger firms pursuing mass

production strategies succeeded in achieving significant economies of 

scale. Specialisation on simply-styled garments with a low design 

content, finally, enhances the industry's vulnerability to 

competition in the home market from fashion-orientated manufacturers 

abroad when tarif~· barriers come dvwn RS a result of entry into the 

European Customs Union. 

But these shifts in the international economy also create attractive 

possibilities for the development of the clothing industry in Cyprus. 

There has been a considerable expansion of demand for well-designed 

clothes produced by a skilled workforce with flexible equipment in 

countries close to European markets and inside EEC trade barriers. 

Changes in technology Nld work organisation make productivity 

improvement compatible with product diversity, while higher profit 

margins per unit for better-made, more fashionable garments can 

offset the wage levels requir~d by Cyprus' high standa:d or living. 
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Ttilo aain strategies can be identified whereby Cyprus clothing 

aanufacturers can take advant~-e of these opportunities. One 

strategy i!'J for firms to build up their dP!=ign capacities in the 

doeestic llarket as the basis for a subsequent move into exports. In 

this respect. a hoae aarket like ttat of Cyprus which deaands fashion 

and variety is a great asset. and firms can use it as a laboratory in 

which t:> develop a distinctive style and product iaage which can 

ultimately be projected into foreign aarkets as well. Close touch 

with local deaand and the creation of an indigenous Cyprus style will 

likewise be vital to safeguarding the home aarket against invasion by 

European designer garments once tariff barriers have been lowered. 

Licensing &gree11ents with well-known foreign brands. by contrast. may 

work in the opposite direction. and should te discouraged unless 

clear prospects of substantial sales outside the island can be 

established. 

A second strategy is for Cyprus firms to become high quality 

suppliers for foreign retailers and manufacturers. building up long

tel"ll relationships on the basis of flexibility. reliability and 

quality rather than price alone. Through such relationships. Cyprus 

clothing firms can gradually acquire a feel for the requirements of 

European consumers while learning how to combine flexibility and 

efficiency and thereby reduce production costs. Ultimately, however, 

these two strategies must converge if the Cyprus clothing industry is 

to consolidate its position in international markets. Improved 

productive efficiency is vital in securing the price edge needed for 

unknown manufacturers to break into foreign markets. while original 

design capacity is crucial in expanding such footholds once acquired. 

In-depth interviews with local firms suggest that a significant 

section of the Cyprus clothing industry has already gone some 

distance towards putting these strategies into practice. But as in 

other countries such as Italy, their success will require access to a 

range of COiiman services which are beyond the means of even the most 

d)'J".amic local firms to provide for themselves on an individual basis. 

The development of these common services forms the core of the 

detailed recommendations outlined at the end of th1~ report. 
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'DIE INTERNATIONAL CLOTHING INDOSTRY IN TRANSITION 

Any strategy for the clothing sector in Cyprus aust take as its point 

of departure the transf oraation of the international clothing 

industry over the past decade. As in other sectors, this 

transformation can be understood as a shift fl'Oll aass production to 

flexible flpecialization (Piore and Sabel, 1984; Sabel and Zeitlin, 

198~): f~l)ll the aanufacture of standard products with specialized 

resou:ces (narrowly-skilled workers and dedicated, single-purpose 

machines) to that of specialized products with ger.eral resources 

{broadly skilled labour and universal, multi-purpose machines). For 

clothing in particular this means that the balance of competitive 
. 

advantage has shifted away from the hiib-volume production of low-

cost garments for a homogeneous mass aarket towards the flexible 

production of a wider range of styles for increasingly differentiated 

groups of consumers. 

1.1 The Reconfiguration of the Market 

1.1.1 Industriu Structure and Mass Production 

The clothing industry has never been a classic site for mass 

production. The volatility of fashion and the instability of limp 

cloth as a working material have always set greater limits to 

production economies of scale than in other industries. A relatively 

open and fragmented industrial structure has therefore parsisted even 

in the United States, where the adaptation of mass-production methods 

to garment manufacture has progressed furthest (Chandler, 1977; 
Fraser, 1983). In Western Europe, with its smaller and more diverse 
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national aarkets, the average nuaber of employees (in firms with aore 

t.lian 10 workers) in 1971 ranged from a low of 42 in Denaark to a high 

of 100 in the UK (Table 1 and Fomengo, 1978: ch. 2). Across the 

industry intemational.ly, however, fins are typically larger and 

production runs longer in the aore standardized areas of aenswear and 

workwear than in more fashion-sensitive areas such as woaenswear. 

But even for the most standardized types of garaent such as aen' s 

suits and shirts, a recent study shows that the . cost penalty 

resulting from production at one-third of the ainiaua efficient scale 

of operation is only 2-3% at the level of the fira and 4-10% at the 

level or the individual product (Mariotti, 1982). 

Despite the fragmented structure or the industry, there were 

important forces pushing c~ .. ·.:.ing aanufacturers towards more 

standardized, longer-run garaent aanufactu.ee during the postwar 

period. In Britein, for example, the key pressures in this direction 

came from the aul tiple and variety chains - above all Marks and 

Spencer - which dominated retail distribution. With the market 

divided into relatively stable segments by age, sex and price, the 

major retailers were largely able to set the pace and direction of 

fashion change, and pressed the manufacturers dependent on them to 

capture available production economies of scale by adopting garment 

engineering techniques developed in the United States. Within the 

core segments of the 118SS market, therefore, competition among the 

retail chains and their manufacturers revolved mainly around price 

and the physical quality of garment aanufacture, with design 

relegated to a subsidiary role outside the high fashion sector (Wray, 

1957; Rainnie, 1984). 

1.1.2 The Cri•i• ot the 1970• 

In Britain as in the United States, the salience of price competition 

and the industry's concentration on the hig' -.·olume manufacture of a 

slowly-chansing range of garments with a . ·w design content left 

domestic producer extremely vulne~able t~ the upheavals in the 

international economy during the 1970•. As Third World countries 
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such as Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan and the Phillipines acquired 

the relatively simple skills and transferable technology associated 

vith the manufacture of standard garments in long runs, the low veges 

and non-wlion conditions of their workforce enabled them to undercut 

doaestic production costs by a vide urgin. Despite restrictive 

quotas illposed under intemational agreaents. therefore. iaport 

penetration in the Bri tis?\ aarket shot up druatically to reach an 

overall ratio of 34.4% in 1981 (Rush and Soete. 1984). 

The British clothing industry's coaaitaent to aass production and 

price coapeti tion likewise left it unprepared for the onset of the 

world recession at the end of the 1970s. The depression of consuaer 

demand at hoae and abroad left retailers eo11peting for shares of a 

slowly growing aarket and touched off aajor price war aaong the high 

street retail chains. Unpredictable fluctuations in demand. low-cost 

import penetration and static retail prices all coabined to squeeze 

domestic clothing aanufecturers no longer able to achieve the sales 

volumes needed to cover the high over~1eads of long-run garment 

production. The result has been a rapid decline in employment from 

320,000 in 1974 to 290,000 in 1978, 216,000 in 1981 and 194,000 in 

1984. with closures concentrated among large and aediU11-sized firms 

in all the aajor clothing centre.:; (Rainnie, 1984; Greater London 

Council 1984. 1986; Lancashire County Council, 1985). 

1.1.3 The Frapentation of the ~. ~ Market 

Since the beginning of the 1980s, however, the conditions of 

competition in the international clothing industry have shifted 

decisively away from those prevailing in previous decades. Changes 

in consumer tastes and the demographic structure of t~e population, 

the volatility of de1Eand and the high capital costs of stocks and 

work-in-progress, and the industry's own efforts at product 

differentiation have together fragmented the mass market in the 

advanced countries and eroded the advantages of long-run garment 
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118Dufacture. While price reaains iaportant. particularly at the 

lower encl of the aarket. the struggle for competitive advantage has 

come to centre increasingly on retailers• and ll&llufacturers • efforts 

to target specific groups of consumers defined in new ways; to seduce 

customers with attractive. fashionable garaents; and to respond 

rapidly to short-terll trends in the sales of individual product 

lines. 

"l'bere is widespread agreement llJIOng industry observers that consuaer 

.-and f'or clothing has become at cnce aore frapented and aore 

• iScerning in recent years. with no single fashion or style dominant 

as in the past. J>eao5raphic and econoaic changes in the advanced 

CO\Dltries have aade 25-40 year old women rather than aore easily 

influenced teenagers the aost iaportant group of clothing buyers. at 

the saae time as the recession has fueled the trend t<>1iwards 

purchasing fewer but aore expensive and durable garaents. 1be rise 

or casualwear and 'lifestyle' dressing has undermined established 

divisions within the aarket. as has the growing sensitivity to 

fashion of aenswear. child1·enswear and even workwear. Increased 

international competition has likewise added to the cacophony of 

styles within each national market. 1be result has been a 

reconJ"iguration of demand in which. as one study puts it. 'fashion is 

becoming more a question of individual taste than of trends set by 

designers'; and as recent studies confirm, a large section of 

cons\Jllers are prepared to pay a price premium for clothing 'catering 

to ay taste' (Rosen. 1984: 36; Oddy. 1984a: 43; Textile Market 

Studies survey reported in Apparel International. June 1984: 22). 

1.1.- The New Retail Calpetition 

The growing fragmentation and sophistication of the aass market has 

made it increasingly di ff icul t to sell a single, rigidly-planned 

'look' to broad categories of consumers, and high street retailers 

have therefore begun to target narrowly-defined segments of the 

•arket with loosely-structured garment ranges which allow the 

individual shopper to construct a more 'customized' wardrobe. The 
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outstanding success for this strategy in Britain has been the rapid 

growth of the Hepworth chain 'Next', whose 'coordinated' separates 

al.lled at fashion-conscious woaen between 25 and 40 boosted sales fro11 

£2'.:. in 1~3 to 70. in 1984; and this strategy hRS been extended to 

new market sepients with the creation of 'Next for Men' in 1984 and 

'Next Interiors' in 1985 (Oddy 1984b; 'What's Next', Econoaist 

15/9/84: 79i Polan, 1985). 

Next's success has set off shock waves in rival boardroolls, sparking 

off a series of takeovers ~ iaitative responses fro11 retailers 

whilse aarkets have been invaded. Richard Shops, which caters for the 

sue age bracket as Next, has been taken over by Terence Conran' s 

Habitat-Mothercare group and is aaking a determined effort to regain 

its custo~ers through improved design and garment quality. The 

Burton group has launched a new chain 'Principles' explicitly aimed 

at translating high fashion into high street terms: 'Vogue designs at 

Next prices' according to one description, with looser coordination 

than the Hepworth chain. Under pressure of poor results in 1984, 

even Marks and Spencer was forced to follow suit with the 

establishment of a specialist coordination department and a belated 

effort to upgre.de its design profile (Polan. 1984; Taylor, 1984; 

'Market Fit', Apparel International, July 1984; Rosen, 1984; Bee.ch, 

1985). 

While these developments are most pronounced in the upper-middle 

segments of the women's market, they are clearly visible throughout 

the C'lothing industry. C&A, for example, have been successfully 

pursuing a strategy of increased variety and fashionability across a 

number of market segments, moving away from commodity marketing 

towards gat'IDent ranges targetted by lifestyle such as sportswear, 

outdoorwear and young fashions. Woolworth's. now under new 

management, have likewise sought to upgrade their image with more 

fashionable, better-made clothes, especially in childrenswear; as 
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l!&ve other mass-.arltet dinosaurs such as British Hoae Stores, another 

recent Conran acquisition. 

On an international scale. however. it is the Italian chain Benetton 

which bas pianeered and perfected the new aarketing strategies. 

Beg:inning in the domestic llU'lcet and progressively extending its 

operations to Westem Europe. the United St'ltes and Japan. Benetton 

has targetted its products at the most sophisticated and remune1-ative 

segment or the ~th llU'lcet. By offering a wide variety or styles 

and colours in its numerous franchised shops (each catering for a 

narrowly defined sut.arket and geographical location) and rapidly 

adjusting its output to the pattern of salesr Benetton enables 

individual consumers to participate in the construction ~f a product 

range tailored to the requireaents of the local aarket. 1be result 

of this foraula has been a spectacular growth of sales froa IL 55• in 

1978 to 623a in 1984 and 850.. in 1985. 55% of which were obtained 

from exports (Correale and Gaeta. 1983; Rullani and Zanfei, 1984; 

Belussi. 1986; 'Success for Benetton Fashion', Apparel International. 

October 1986). 

1.2 Retailers and Suppliers: Restructuring a Relationship 

1.2.1 Design • a Two-WQ Process 

'lbe shift of retailer strategies troa price eo11peti tion to fashion 

and variety has transforaed relationships with suppliers as well as 

consumers. Whereas in the past ganenta were designed by retailers 

or •anufacturers in relative isolation froa one another, now the 

trend is for fabric selection and range develop119nt to become a two

vay process based on consultation between buyers for retail chains 

and suppliers' in-house desip teuw. Thus according to an interview 

vith its aanaging director, '.Next does ~ bel'leve in simply 

contractins out i ta own in-house de.ipis to a garment maker. It 

prefers a two-way procr-., with desigr. input c'oming from manufacturers 

as well as its own staff.' At Marks and Spencer, too, the main 
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design iapetus is now expected to come froa the 11anufacturer rather 

than the chain's in-house staff. since as one company spokesman 

observes. 'We can't change our styles fast enough if we have to plan 

everything in advance ourselves': and ll&S selectors now suggest 

80difications to ranges dE:veloped by suppliers and pick O\;t fabrics 

jointly at international exhibitions. Even retailers whose 

relationship vi th suppliers bas historically t.een looser such as 

Woolworth's. ClA end Richard Shops are moving in this direction. 

attending fabric fairs vi th 1U1Dufacturers. extending infor11al 

c~ tllents to cover cloth purchases. and participating in the 

develop11e1tt of praent ranges {Ody. 1984a. 1984b. 1984c: Apparel 

International. July 1984: 10). 

1.2.2 Tail.Q;-ing Supply to Delland 

Jast as retailers' new emphasis on fashion and variety deaands 

increased design input froa suppliers. so too does it demand enhanced 

flexibility to aanufacture a wider range of styles and switch 

production between thea in respi>nse to short-run trends in sales. 

While the selection of colours and fabrics take place well in 

advance. especially 8110ng retailers concerned with exclusivity and 

coordination. lead tiaes for garaent aanufacture have become auch 

shorter than in the past. Next, for example, finalizes only 70% of 

its range by the beginning of the preceding season. while Marks and 

Spencer is switching to three fashion seasons instead of two. 

Woolworth's used to receive its merchandise in a single aassive 

shipment at the begi:-.ning of the season, but buyers now stagger 

orders over three deliveries and keep back a portion or their budget 

for last-•inute iapulse purchaaes; at the opposite end of the aarket. 

the fashionable ReiBB menswear chain buys only 30% or its merchandise 

upfront and the rest during the course of the seasor.. A number of 

chains will now book production tiae with •anufacturers while 

reserving the right to allocate it uong specific styles as the 

season progresses. and lead tiaes of six to eight weeks from order to 
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delivery have become comK>nPlace (()Cy, 198'1b; O'Dwyer, 1~; 

Ec:cnmfst, 15/9/84: 79: (Taylor, 1984). 

Crucial to this process has been the development of Electronic Point 

or Sale (EPOS) systems which enable retailers to gather precise data 

on each style's sale perforaance and adjust orders with suppliers 

accordingly. 'lbe growth of Benetton in particular :rs closely tied to 

its pioneering use or EPOS systems. Each or its 3200 shops is linked 

into a data collection centft in its regional or national aarket 

which tnmsai ts detailed sales information to company headquarters 

(by satellite in the case of Japan and the US), facilitating rapid 

analysis of aarket trends. Production scheduling froa its own 

factories and 200 associated subcontractors is thus tied as closely 

as possible to actual orders froa the shops. and Benetton has 

developed a fully-automated warehousing systell for the Italian aarket 

to cope with the resulting frapentation or deliveries into saall 

lots (Belussi, 1986; Rullani and Zanfei, 1984). 

The proliferation or styles and their rapid perautation have reduced 

the average length or production runs as well as compressed lead 

times for garment manufacture. As the chairman or a leading M&S 

supplier ruefully comments, 'In the old days ••• Marks and Spencer was 

buying bulk just to fill the shelves. We would supply 1000 dozen in 

one style and that was it. Today they're buying merchandise - styles 

":ave to be tried and tested and •!le runs could be as little as 50 or 

100 dozen. although auch larger ordera are still coamonplace. It 

means certainly that we lose a lot of the economies of scale which we 

used to find with the long production runs of the old days' (Apparel 

lntemational, July 1984: 11). Many clothing aanufacturers, of 

course. are now oblised to cope with still shorter runs, sin~e order 

quantities froa the smaller. aore fashion-conscious retail chains 

such as Next average between 1000 and 3000 garments per style. 

But the decline or scale economies in direct production is more than 

counterbalanced by savings in the costs of inventories and work-in

PrDll"••s. as well iaproved profit margins resulting from a closer 
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correlation between orders a.ad sales. Tilus a study by Kurt Salmo'.1 

Associates (Frazier. 1986) deaonst~.,tes that :!3\ of the tiae froa raw 

•aterial production to final sale for a typical garaent is spt:nt in 

inventory rather than in process. and concludes that quicker· response 

of production to sales can save up to 25% of the retail price of a 

garaent through reductions in inventory costs (6.4%). forced 

•arkd<>tms (14.6%) and sales losses from •stock outs• (4%). 

'lbese new demands on clothing 1181lufacturers for design capacity and 

productive flexibility carry with thea profound i.llplications for 

relationships between retailers and suppliers. Most retail chains 

are now looking for long-tera relationships with a s•aller number of 

suppliers. whom they also expect to become 11e>re independent than in 

the past. 'lbe sore successful •anufacturers have diversified their 

customer base. and •any retailers now prefer to be responsible for no 

more than a fixed proportion of their suppliers• business. normally 

below 50%. 'Ibis pro-::ess of cli vi: rs if ication puts manufacturers in 

touch with a wider t·ange of design currei1ts and enhances their 

ability to develop new styles at the same time as it reduces the 

retailers' responsibility for unsuccessful garment lines. While many 

established suppliers have been d~opped and some retailers in 

countries lik~ Britain have taken advantage of high levels of 

competition to squeeze manufacturers' margins. the new pattern of 

production and distribution promises to create a more balanced 

relationship between the two parties in the longer term. As 

manufacturer£ broaden their order books they become less vulnerable 

to monopsonistic pressure on their profit margins. while retailers 

themselves become more dependent on those suppliers able to come up 

with saleable designs and adjust rapidly to changing market trends. 

1.2.3 Non-Price Competition and International Trade 

The growth of non-price competition and the new relationship emerging 

between retailers and suppliers has reduced the importance of 

clothing imports from low-wage developing co\intries. Lead tfmes are 

too long, minimum production runs too large, quality control too 
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~ffic•.:lt. and the capital costs or stocks too high to aake sourcing 

in ~ae. Far. East wort.m.'hile for 90St retailers except for 'dle cheaper 

and less f"llShion-sensitive types of garment. Wages and prices have 

gone up significantly in the eore established countries such as Hong 

Kaog. which have theaelves begun to aove upmarket to escape low-wage 

COllPt!tition elsewhere in the 11d.rd World and to overcome fixed-voluae 

iaport quotas in the West (OECD. 1983: 85-9; Mower. 1986; llilllan. 

1986). Ph¥sica1 prod.mity is also important for collaboration 

betveen retailers and suppliers in range develop11ent and rapid 

adjustment of production to sales. 1bus Marks and Spencer have 

always boulbt 90% of its garments in the UK (although this aay be 

changing). and new fashion chains such as Next and Principles source 

aore than 80% of their aerchandise doaestically (Ody. 1984a. 1984b • 

1984c; Daily Telegraph 1/12/86: 20). 

Within the UK aarket. as Table 2 shows. overall levels of import 

penetration have stabilized since the early 1980s. falling back 

slightly to 31.2% in 1985. though exchange rate fluctuations have 

influenced the precise chronology (Table 3) . There has also been a 

pronounced shift in the composition of imports away from developing 

cowitries and towards Western Europe: as Table 4 and Figure 1 

illustrate. the share of developing countries in UK imports fell frcm 

45. 7% in 1980 to 38. 9% in 1985. while that of the EEC and Western 

Europe rose from 26.2% to 36.2% • 

While some of this LOVement reflects growing production in lower-cost 

countries with privileged access to the EEC such as Portugal and 

Spain. a nuaber of reports by a sector working group of the National 

Economic Development Council have shown that imports to Britain from 

other European countries are concentrated at the upper end of the 

aarket. c:o11peting on the basis of' design and quality rather than 

price alone (National Economic Development Council. 1985. 1986; cf. 

also Euromonitor l985a). Nor is this pattern confined to ~itain: a 

detailed report on the market for clothing in Switzerland and Austria 

prepared for the Cyprus Ministry of Commerce and Industry likewise 

illustrates the robust share of imports from high-cost countries into 
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these rich end discriainating aarkets across aany product categories 

(llakrotest. 1985). 

Perhaps the aost striking exaaple of these trends has been the 

emergence of Italy as the world's largest net exporter or textile and 

clothing products. ahead of Hong Kong. South Korea and Taiwan. with a 

positive trade balance in 1982 or s3. 7 billion in clothing alone 

(Econoaist Intelligence Unit. 1983; Euromonitor. 1985b: 12; Correale 

end Gaeta. 1983). Alone aaong developed countries. Italy also 

increased its employaent in clothing aanufacturing between 1971 and 

1981 froa 416.000 to 443.000 (Fornengo. 1983). The intemational 

success of the Italian clothing industry is particularly reaarkable 

since wage costs per direct employee (including social costs) are 

nearly twice those in Britain. four tiaes those in Hong Kong and 

nearly twenty tiaes those in countries such as Sri Lanka (Table 5). 

The Italian industry. which specializes in high and medium-priced 

fashion garments. is extremely fragmented. with an average of 5.5 
employees per firm, including those 111i th less than 10 employees 

(Fornengo, 1983, 1978; Mariotti, 1982). Offsetting the formal 

fragmentation of productive units, however, is the concentration of 

firms in a series of 'industrial districts' which permits substantial 

economies of specialization and provision of common sc:-vices 

(including fashion forecasting, market research and technological 

information), as well as access to pools of skilled labour (Brusco, 

1982; Solinas, 1982; Piore and Sabel, 1983, 1984). According to a 

recent report by the OECD. these small Italian clothing firms, which 

have been active in adopting the best available technology and 

computerized •anagement aethods, have also proved more profitable 

than •ost of their larger counterparts. The result has been a far

reaching proceaa of vertical disintegration whereby 'the lr.rge groups 

have not necessarily disappeared, but, when surviving, they now hove 

a more flexible organization, and a number of small independent firms 
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are co:mected vi th the parent company only through financial (and 

soaetilles marketing) 1inkages' (OF.CD, 1983: 25-8. 137-9). 

1.3 Tecbnology Md Productiao: llaft7inc nexibilit.y end :Uficiency 

Qumging mlrket trends end retailer strategies have transi"oraed the 

conditions f'or efficient p.ment 1181lufacture over the past decade. 

'lbe cballenge f'acing clothing suppliers is no longer that of turning 

out long runs or individual garments at the lowest possible unit 

cost. but rather or designing and aanufacturing the widest possible 

range of styles at the J.o:teat cumulative cost. 1be central problem 

here has been to overcoae the traditional trace-off in the industry 

between flexibility and productive efficiency, and there has been 

considerable progress in this direction through the use of computer

based technologies and revised aethods of aanufacture (Hoffma: and 

Rush. 1954; Rush and Soete, 1984; Trent Polytechnic, 1986). 

1.3.1 Camputer-Aided Design 

On the technological side, the most important recent innovation in 

c1othing manufacture has been the emergence of sophisticated 

computer-aided design (CAD) systems for the pre-assembly stages of 

pattem development. grading and lay planning, li'lked in many firms 

to computer-controlled cutting (discussed in section 1.3.2 ~·.ow). 

'lbere are a number of competing CAD systems now avail. lle, but most 

involve soae combination of the following components: a digitizer. a 

aini-C011PUter linked to one or more graphic display screens, and a 

high-speed aarker/plotter. Using the digitizer, the shapes of 

existing pattern pieces are enterad into the ·~'stem (a UK company 

Cybrid Ltd. has recently brought out a photographil.• scan~ing table to 

perform this function), and house rules applied to them at a series 

of points to generate automatically a nest. of graded patterns : in a 

variety of sizes. Using a light pen, the operator can 'then 

aanipulate the 1raded pattern pieces on the screen to work ou~ the 

best possible lay, f!':hile the system calcullltes the fabric utilization 
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ratios for different coabinations. The finished lay is then plotted 

out at high speed to yield a full-size aarker for aanual clotl

cutting. while a aagnetic tape can also be generated to guide a 

nuaerically-controlled cutter. 

The aost recent addition to the CAD facilities now available are 

pattern developaent systems. whereby the ·i;w0-diaensional pattern 

blocks ca..Tl be created on the screen and existing pattern pieces 

rapidly aodified. Collputers are not yet able to siaulate the drape 

of three-diaensional fa!>rics. so that the scope for producing 

original designs directly on the screen reaains severely limited. A 

number of companies have also brought out automatic aarker-aaking 

programmes. which can be used for rapid costing exercises while 

remaining less eff~ctive than the operator assisted version. 

Manual pattern grading and lay planning are highly skilled and time

consuming activities performed by well-paid. experienced craftspeople 

in most clothing firms. The main effect of CAD systems is to enhance 

existing skills and increase their productivity rather than to 

eliminate the need for skilled operators. This is clearest in the 

case of lay planning. where the operator makes the final decision on 

the arrangement of the pattern pieces, and experienced marker makers 

can beat an unassisted computer both for speed and fabric 

utilization. But even in the case of gradinl', where a larger 

proportion of the task has been automated, aany industry experts 

believe that considerable operator judgaent is still required in the 

ror11ulation or new grade rules and their application to new styles. 

Labour costs in grading and marker aaking form a tiny fraction of 

total manufacturing costs, and their reduction has not played & major 

part in decisions to purchase CAD equipment, though shortages of 

qualified personnel have sometimes been a factor. Far more important 

in firms' calculations have been improvemenu in fabric utilization 

and reductions in the time needed to grade and mark out new styles. 

Since fabric comprises 40-60% of garment costs, cloth savings from 

tighter lays were the main initial justification for the installation 
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or CAD systems in larger firas. More recently. however. clothing 

aanufacturers have become aware of the possibilities offered by CAD 

systems f"or more rapid generation and aodification of new styles. 

Grading and aarker aaking t.iaes have ~ reduced by a factor or 

between blo and six. and tasks which previously took days can be 

performed in a t"ew hours. The f\111 range of a fira's existing 

pattem blocks can be stored on the systell for eas;.: aodification. 

decisions on which styles to cut can be .ielayed until sales 

information becmes available. and saaples which aey never go into 

production at all can be offered to buyers already gradgd. lay

planned and costed. 1be more rapid tumaround and increased 

flexibility availehle from CAD systells has thus p~-.;cd crucial to 

suppliers in meeting t.he retailers' demands for an ever greater 

variety of styles produced to shorter lead tiaes. 

CAD systems 8!"e expensive. with prices ranging from £40,000 sterling 

to £200.000 and more. depending on their size and sophistication (see 

Appendix 1). and normally need to be utilized on a shift-work basis. 

But despite their cost. such systems are not characterized by 

significant economies of scale: indeed the shorter the production 

run. the l.arger are grading and allrker aaking as a proportion of 

total costs. and the aore frequent the style change the more crucial 

reductions in turnaround tiae become. Hence both equipment suppliers 

and users have become increasingly concerned to bring CAD facilities 

within the reach or smaller clothing manufacturers. As the suppliers 

stai•t to saturate the demand for their products among larger firms, 

they have naturally begun to experiment with simpler, less expensive 

systeas suitable tor a wider •arket. Both the industry leader Gerber 

Garaent Technology (which bought up CAMSCO in 1983) and Investronica, 

a Spanish-based company, have dropped their prices significantly and 

nov otter highly sophisticated systems on a modular basis, as do 

Lectra Systelles, which has enjoysd considerable success with smaller 

European firas. and JUcrodynuics. a new Aa ... rican entrant to the 

•arket (Disher, 1983. 1985, 1987). So tar, however, the quantity of 

infcraation processing required for CAD in clothing reirains beyond 

the capacities of existing micro-computers, limiting the scope of 

potential cost reductions. 
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An alternative aethod of giving saaller fil'llS access to the full 

range of CAD facilities is through the establishaent of a service 

bureau. Comaercial CAD bureaux have been operating successfully in 

the United States, France, Italy, Japan end Scandinavia since the 

early 1970s, while a Leeds-based bureau has been servicing a range of 

different-sized clothing firms in the North of F.ngland since 1981. A 

nuaber of large aul.ti-plant clothing firms now aaintain centralized 

facilities which operate like bureaux for the factories in their 

group, while the Baird Group has been leasing tiae to other firas on 

its Manchester-based CAD system. Beyond these strictly commercial 

operations, local autht:.L"i ty-funded CAD bureaux have 1'9cently been 

established in London and Bil'llinghaa, and there are plans to set up 

similar facilities in Notti.nghaa, Newcastle and possibly Glasgow in 

the very near future. 

1.3.2 ~ter-controlled CUtting 

The other major microelectronics-based innovation in clothing 

manufacture has been the spread of computer-controlled cutting 

systems to replace aanually-guided aethods. By far the most 

successful and widely-used of these systeas is the Gerber cutter, in 

which a numerically-controlled servo-aotor following a co'!lputerized 

pattern guides a reciprocating, self-s~illr;.g knife across a 

cutting table on which aany plys of cloth have been compressed by a 

vacuum mechanism. Linked to CAD systems, the °'rber cutter offers 

substantial gains in the speed and accuracy of the cutting process, 

resulting in improved fabric utilization and fewer defective parts in 

the assembly process. While 'knife intelligence' enables the machina 

to compensate partially for faults in the cloth, the wide range of 

fabrics used and their different cutting characteristics have led 

aost firu to retrain existing skilled staff on the new equipment, 

though the number of cutters required has fallen substantially by 

comparison with unual aethods (estimates of staffing reductions 

range from 25% to 60% depending o: whether a shift system is 

introduced at the same time)Like CAD systems, Gerber cutters are 

expensive. Three systems are currently available, the S-91 at 

1295,000, the S-93 at 1175,000 and the S-95 at 1145,000, though 
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second-hand equipment can be bought for es little as S60.ooo in soae 

cases. The principal advantage of the aore expensive systems is 

their ability to cut larger quantities or fabric in a single batch: 

thus the s-91 cuts up to 75 - or compressed aaterial. which works 

out to 220 ply of a light fabric such as polyes'ter/cotton or c. 880-
1000 garments per batch; the S-93 12 -· 40 ply or c. 160-200 

garaents; and the S-95 10 -. 36 ply or 144-180 garments. But the 

lighter construction and lower capacity of the saaller systems also 

enables thell to operate aore rapidly: thus the S-95 cuts at a rate of 

17-18 metres per minute, as opposed to 14 for the S-93 and 6-7 for 

the s-91. There are also advantages associated vi th lower-ply 

cutting such as reduced time and space involved in aaterial handling 

and storage • 

The S-91 was the first system available, an aost of the buyers have 

been large companies (23 of 39 Gerber cutters in the UK in 1984 

belonged to Marks and Spencer suppliers) , who have centralised their 

cutting facilities to feed a network uf satellite sewing factories. 

The S-93 and s-91, by contrast, are .u.ed at •ediua and small-sized 

firms, and sales have been reported to companies vi th as few as 40 

employees. The aajor obstacle for saaller fi!"llS in using this 

equipment arises from the need to keep it fully occupied in order to 

amortize the costs of the investment, and a number of commercial 

cutting bureaux are reported to be operating successfully in Italy 

and Scandinavia. For very low-ply cutting (1-5 ply). laser systems 

are available froa a number of sup~liers, but these are mainly used 

for aarker asking adn tehri broader commercial application will 

depend on progress in continuous fabric spreading • 
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1.3.3 CAD/CM: Knitwear 

Whereas the links between caeputer-aided design and aanufacture 

reaain partial and incaeplete in clothing. a auch closer integration 

has aerged in the production of ci.rcular knitted fabric. flat body 

blanks and tully-fashioned knitwear. In knitwear. unlike other foras 

of clothing. garment design was always closely tailored to the 

capacities of specific aachines. and the new CAD/CAM systems offer 

graphic design optioos which can convert shape. 110tif colour and 

stitch fol"98tioos into •thematical term which instruct the •chine 

to knit the required piece alllOst automatically. These systems thus 

aake possible the origination of designs on screen as well as the 

llOdification of existing pattems and the generation of new saaples; 

and given the pressures from retailers for greater fashion content 

and quicker response to urket trends, CAD/CAM has caught on rapidly 

in the knitwear sector. largely displacing the older technology in 

the purchase of new equipment. Though CAD/CAM in knitwear does not 

represent the saae kind of quantua leap in capital costs as in 

garments. there is nonetheless scope for collective use of the 

equipment. particularly as a aeans of introducing fil'llS to its 

benefits; and plans are currently afoot ~.o establish bureau services 

in Nottinghaa and Newcastle. aimed at C011Panies with aechanical or 

computer-controlled knitting aachines but without CAD scree."lS of 

their own. Since CAD/CAM systells aanufactured by different companie£ 

are not necessarily compatible with one another. particular care 11\JSt 

be exercised in the choice of equipaent for a bureau. though software 

is available for translation of inf oraation between competing systems 

(Trent Polytechnic. 1986: 68-75; Newcastle Economic Development 

Collaittee, 1986). 

1.3.4 The Sewins llachine Md the llicro-Cllip 

Labour costs in garment assembly account for a large proportion or 

total aanufacturing costs. yet there has been leH technological 

innovation in the aeving room than in any other area or the 

production proceH. The •ain reason for this lies in the unstable 
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properties or 1iap fabric which :iecessitates extensive aanual 

positioning by the sewing -chine operator. Between the late 

nineteenth century and the 1970s. there were three aain lines of 

innovation in sewing technology: increased stitching speeds and 

-chine durability; the develqment of work aids such as needle 

positianers and underbed trhmers; and the emergence of dedicated 

.. chines for special tasks such as button holing and attachaent. 

While each of these innovatians brought significant productivity 

gaills. most cae at the expenH of fiexibili ty. liai ting the 

possibilities for their diffusion in a volatile. fashion-sensitive 

industry 1ike clothing to .-11 parts asseably and aore standardized 

products such as men's shirts and industrial workwear • 

Much or the initial application or aicro-electronics to sewing 

machinery has followed the course of previous technological 

innovation in the industry towards the development of special-purpose 

equipment for high-volume. repetitive operations. Thus dedicated 

llicroprocessors and nuaerical control units have been introduced for 

tasks such as belt-loop attachaent and collar stitching, and pre

prograaaed convertible units for aore variable tasks such as contour 

seaaing, pocket setting and decorative stitching. While substantial 

productivity gains can be achieved, this equipaent is expensive, 

costing anywhere frm $15.000 to s35,ooo (as opposed to s500-1500 for 

an ordinary locks ti tch aachine) and its flexibility remains limited, 

though adjustaent to style changes is easier than with the previous 

generation or dedicated aachines, particularly for those with 

convertible prosr-ing units • 

The -jor departure troa this pattern ot productivity gains achieved 

at the apense or flexibility has been the developaent or operator-
' 

prosrmable HWinC aachines. While these aachines use a variety of 

•tbods to speed up and ' simplify the aanipulation or the fabric 
I 

including ati tch-counters, edp-aensors and record/playback 

•chanisa (whereby the c)pera"tor teaches the ••chine a sequence of 

operations it can then repeat), aanual in~rvention in guiding the 

aaterial reaains crucial 'tor the effective use or the equipment. 
I 

()perator-prorr ... able aachine• are seneral-purpose equipment which 
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can cope easily with style changes. cost auch less than special

purpase ones (between $2500 and 7500). and offer significant 

i.Jlproveaents in sewing accuracy and reductions in the length of the 

leaming C'ill"Ve for new operations. So far. however. this equipment 

is in the early stages of its development. and bas aainly been used 

for saall parts assembly operations such as top-stitching collars and 

cuffs and pocket setting. though prograuble controls for basic 

operations such as back-tacldng are beccming ~ on the latest 

generation of ordinary sewing -chines. 

1.3.5 llanagellent Information and Procluction C"A:lntrol 

Clothing 11Bnagers theaselves believe that the aost imaediate and far

reaching effects of new technology will be the application or 

computers to 11Bnageaent inforaation and production control. 

traditional problems of the industry which have been aultiplied by 

the pressures of shorter lead t:iaes and wider product ranges. 

Software packages have long been available for such traditional 

computing applications aq accounting. invoicing and payrolls. and the 

spread of cheap aicro-coaputers has now brought these vi thin the 

aeans or even the smallest clothing firas. CAD systems can be used 

for decisions on product costing. cut order planning and production 

scheduling. while new software packages are being developed to assist 

firms with the preparation of work dockets. stock control and fabric 

sourcing. In the sphere or .>roduction control. periodic reviews or 

factory perforaance are giving way to 'real tiae' systems which 

aonitor work-in-progress and assist •anagers in production planning, 

line balancing and work aeasurewent. lbese systems range in size and 

sophistication from individually-engineered work atations linked by 

automatic garaent-aoving rails to simple bar-code readers linked to a 

central computer suitable for saaller firas. As these systems of 

management inforaation and production control become cheaper and more 

flexible. they should prove of special assistance to smaller clothing 
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fins constrained by liaited aanagerial resources (Chuter. 1986; 

Financial Tilles 18n/84}. 

1.3.6 llulti-Skilling 8nd Productive Flexibility 

Perhaps the 90St illportant key to increased flexibility of production 

lies not in new technology but in the skills and training of the 

workers the-selves. Given the persistence of manual methods in 

garment ass•bly. a llajor source of scale econoaies on longer 

production runs bas been the increased productivity or •acbinists as 

they llOVe up the learning curve for each style. 1be tendency in 

larger f'ins bas therefore been to subdivide the sewing process as 

finely as possible to allow each -cbinist to concentrate on a single 

operation and aupent their productivity through the use of work aids 

and special -cbinery for complex tasks. But as production runs 

become shorter and style ch&Jsges aore frequent in the industry as a 

whole. even the larger firas have been forced to encourage their 

machinists to become proficient at a wider range or sewing operations 

to avoid costly bottlenecks and line iabalances. Broader initial 

training and continuous retraining. higher basic wages for aore 

versatile operatives. and videotaped work aids for wifuiliar tasks 

are all being used by larger clothing companies in their efforts to 

shorten the learning curve and reduce the c .>st penalty associated 

with frequent style changes. 

It is noteworthy in this context that a recent review or Japanese 

experiments vitb fiexible autmation in sewing t'ound that the aost 

promising departure. the Toyota Sewing S79tea (pioneered by the car 

t'ira's garment subsidiary Aikin Seiki) was based on 'a combination of 

l1'0UP working practices. 11anual skills. electronic sewing .. chines 

ud careful line planning'. Most crucially. the Toyota ayatea 

depends on the operators' ability t.o work several different general

purpose .. chines to produce garaenta in saall lots. r.ather than 

atteapting to l'ellOVe the need tor operator discretion through hard 

autoaation, as in other Japanese experiments such as the Mitsubishi 

Autoaatic Sewing Systell. which is only capable of handling two-
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di.8ensional shapes in a narrow range or pre-deterained patterns 

(Tyler. 1985; er. 'How Sugden's Succeed with Work Group Systesas'. 

Apparel International. October 1986). 
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II 

THE aD'l'llDG INWSIRY IN CYPRUS: ANATOLllY AND DIAGNOSIS 

'lbe shifts in aarkets, technology and competitive conditions 

described in the preceding section pose profound challenges for the 

clothing industey in Cyprus as in the rest or the international 

ecaoca.t; and here, as elsewhere, a successful response will require 

new t'o1'8S ot' intervention from the state as well as new strategies 

t:rcm the entrepreneurs. But before going an in Part III to outline a 

.strategy for the clothing industry in Cyprus, it will be necessary to 

euwfne in same detail the strengths and weaknesses of its existing 

structure and development. 

2.1 'lbe Aggregate Picture 

2.1.1 Clothing as a Leading Sector 

By any quantitative indicator. clothing 11USt rank as a leading sector 

of Cyprus aanufacturing industry. As Table 6 indicates, clothing 

(ISIC code 322) and textiles (321} together accounted in 1985 for 

Zl .8J of eaployment, 15.5% of p-oss output, 18.2% or census value 

added, end 33.4% of domestic exports (36.1% in 1984) in aanufacturing 

as a whole. Within this sector, as Table 7 shows, clothing accounted 

for the overwhelaing proportion of enterprises (86.5%). employment 

(82.()J), sroa• output (80.5%). census value added (79-3%) and 

domes tic exports ( 99. 3%) • 
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2.1.2 Industrial Structure end Perfo:runce 

Table 8 sets out the size distribution of fil'llS in the Cyprus textile 

and clothing industries by nuaber of enterprises, aaployaent, gross 

output and census value added. Two iaportant points eaerge from this 

analysis. First, the clothing industry in Cyprus is not particularly 

frepented by intemational standards. Taking all firms together, 

the average nuaber or employees is 7. 6, ca.pared vi th 5. 5 for Italy 

in 1981i and when firu with less than 10 employees are reaoved for 

cmparability.vith Table 1, the average nuaber of employees in Cyprus 

is 56.4, larger than Denaark, Italy and Belgiua in 1971. Firas with 

over 50 employees likewise account for a sizable share of employment, 

output and value added in Cyprus, and this share would be inflated 

considerably if we took account of the fact that a high proportion of 

the smaller enterprises are predoainately engaged in subcontracting 

for their larger neighbours. 

A second significant finding is the limited disparity in shares of 

employment, gross output and value added between firms in different 

size classes. In clothing, firms with more than 50 employees account 

for 45.2% of total employment, 50.3% of gross output and 48.4% of 

value added; while in the 1-9 class, the share of value added also 

exceeds that of employment by 0.3%. Even in textiles, where 

enterprises are larger (88 employees per firm in enterprises with 

more than 10 employees) and fixed capital investment more important, 

firms with •ore than 50 employees account for 45.2% of employment, 

but only 44% of gross output and 46.7% of value added. These close 

correlations between employment, output and value added in both 

sectors suggest the absence of a significant productivity gap between 

large and saall firu and point up the inability of the former to 

achieve significant economies of scale. 

As discussed earlier, the clothing industry can be disaggregated into 

a aeries of subsectors with distinctive levels of capital intensity, 

product standardization and sensitivity to fashion trends. Table 9A 

sets out Cyprus' pattern of subsectoral specialization in 1980 and 
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1984 by share o!' enterprises and eaployaent. integrating knitwear. 

nightwear and underwear (ISIC 3213) with clothing proper (ISIC 322). 

Tbree i..aportant points can be dr•wn fro11 the analysis of these 

rigures. First is the relative stability of eaployaent shares by 

subsector between 1980 end 1984: the ll8in changes are the decline of 

knitwear from 17.5% of the total to 15.1% and the growth of 

chilclrenswear froc 11. 9% to 13. 7. A second significant finding is 

the high concentration of activity in the llOSt fashion-oriented 

subsectors of womenswear and childrenswear. which together account 

f'or -41. 7% of enterprises and 46.8% of eaployaent. alongside the 

absence or industrial workwear. a subsector characterized by high 

levels of standardization. A final point which eaerges is the aarked 

variation in the relationship between share of enterprises and share 

of eaployaent across subsectors. Thus.aenswear accounts for 47.2% of 

all enterprises but only 26.5% of employment. prest111ably because of 

the inclusion of large numbers of small tailors under this rubric. 

Conversely. the shLT"E! of employaent is considerably greater than that 

of enterprises for knitwear (15.1% v. 7 .8%). shirts (3.3% v. 11.2%) 

and childrensvear (5.9% v. 13.7%). indicating a gr~ater than average 

concentration of larger firms in these subsectors. 

Table 98 gives a aore precise breakdown of output per employee by 

size of firm and subsectoral specialization drawing on data from a 

large-scale survey of the industry conducted by the Industrial 

Training Authority in 1985 (cf. section 2. 2 .1 below) • This table 

confil"llS the finding of the census that productivity as measured by 

sales per employee shows no general tendency to increase with the 

size of fira in the Cyprus clothing industry: if anything. it appears 

to be higher in fil"llS with 40-89 employees than in those with more 

than 89 t More surprisingly. sales per employee are higher in 

wcmenswar and childrenswear than in aore standardized subsectors 

such as 11enswear and shirts, indicatins that the higher value 

products of the former more than compensate for any physical 

productivity advantage of the latter. And only in t'11o subsectors. 

Jeni twear and childrenswear, are sales per employee higher in the 

largest than in the medium size class. 
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Taken together, these findings suggest that large firas in the Cyprus 

clothing industry are Wlable to achieve significant econ<>llies of 

scale even when they specialize on aore standardized types of 

garaents. Cyprus would therefore appear to have a comparative 

disadvantage in the aass production of clothing, and no priaa facie 

justification can thus be derived for rationalization policies aimed 

at proaoting the concentration of production in lart."er firas in this 

sector. 

2.1.3 Patterns of Growth 

Tables 10 and 11 set. out the aain contours of growth in the Cyprus 

clothing industry during the 1980s, using constant and current prices 

respectively. A nU11ber of points stand out iaaed.iately from an 

examination of these figures. Fit"St, there has been a sustained 

expansion of clothing output during the 1980s: 10.8% growth in real 

terms between 1980 and 1986 (Table 10) and 41.6% in nominal terms 

between 1982 and 1985 (Table 11) • But thi..: overall pattem is 

punctuated by sharp year-to-year fluctuations, with major surges in 

output in 19:31, 1983 and above all 1984, and pronounced slumps in 

1982 and 1985-6. As both tables aake clear, tbese peaks :ind troughs 

in output are closely associated with the aovement of exports, which 

grew in real terms by 21.1% .in !981, 10.2% in 1983 and .!J6.3% in 1984, 

only to fall back by 30.5% in 1982, 19.3% in 1985 and 19.9% in 1986 

(projected figures). Between 1982 and 1985 the share of exports in 

total sales (measured in current prices) never fell below 47.3%. with 

a peak of 62.5% in 1984 (Table 10); and the export/sales ratio could 

be increased by the addition of sales to tourists in the home market, 

estimated by manufacturers at 5-10% of domestic sales, particularly 

in leisurewear. But despite the leading role of exports, a closer 

examination suggests that home demand has also made a significant 

contribution to the industcy' s growth. Thus local consumption of 

gross output has expanded by 36.3% in real terms since 1980. 

providing an important counterweight to fluctuations in exports; and 

the buoyancy of the home market has been. particularly vital in 
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holding up output despite the d'3Cline in overseas sales during the 

pa!:>t two years (Table 1' 

Table 10 also deaonstrates the close association of eaployaent and 

productivity with fluctuations in sales. As Table 12 shows. the 

expansion or the clothing industry during the 1980s gave rise to a 

major increase in capital investaent: investaent in fixed assets 

expanded by 311% between 1980 and 1984. growing fl'Oll 2.8% to 4.6% of 

gross output during the saae period. But this increase in investment 

did not result in any long-tera growth of labour productivity as 

aeasured by real gross output per employee. which continued to be 

determined by the aoveaent of sales reflecting the better prices and 

higher levels or capac~ty utilization obtainable in boom years. 

2.1.5 Ezport llarkets: The Shifting Balance 

The sharp fluctuations in clothing expo~ts during the 1980s have been 

closely associated with shifts in sales to specific national and 

regional aarkets. As Tables 13 and 14 demonstrate. the rapid growth 

of clothing exports in 1983 and particularly 1984 was based entirely 

an increased sales to the Arab countries, above all Libya which 

accounted ror 40% or all exports in 1981, 23.8% in 1983, 54.2% in 

1984. 38.3% in 1985, but only 4.6% in 1982 and 7-5% &Iring the first 
I 

Dine months or 1986. Sales to other Arab aarkets have al.so been 

significant. with 34.2% or exports in 1982, 20.5% in 1983 and 11.9% 

in 1984. recovering to 15.5% in 1985 and 16.5% in 1986. Table 14 
I 

also points up a worrying declir1e or Cyprus clothing sales to the 

richer and more discriminating •arkets in the region such ~ Saudi 

Arabia and Kuwait (though performance is better in some' or the 

saaller Oulr states such as Dubai and Qatar) and the : growing 

importance in recent years of sales to poorer and less demanding 
I 

aarkets such as Iraq, Yemen and Jordan. Some or the decline in 

Cyprus exports to the Arab world undoubtedly reflects the tal'l in oil 
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revenues over the past fev years (cf. ch. 1 of this report). but the 

differential perfol"981\ce of sales to individual countries also 

suggests higher levels of co.petition in the richer aarkets. as 

reported b,;- recent UK studies on Saudi Arabia (Clothing EDC. 1984. 

1985a. l~b). 

While the Arab aarket was clearly central to the growth of the Cyprus 

clothing industry during the 1980s. the role of other export aarkets 

~d not be neglected. Sales to Eastem Europe have remained 

illportant throughout the period. increasing by 95-9% in aon.?y teras 

between 1982 and 1985 and expanding their share of clothing exports 

froa 8.4% to 10.%. Even 11<>re illportant have been exports to the EEC 

and other developed aarket economies. While sales to the EEC 

reaained broadly stable in 11<>ney teras between 1980 and 1985. they 

accounted for 50.2% of clothing expor..s in 1982. 43.5% in 1983. 25.5% 
in 1984 and 31.5% in 1985; and this figure can be augmented by the 

addition of exports to 'other countries' (aainly the USA. Sweden and 

Norway). which accounted for 2.6% of exports in 1982. 3.4% in 1983. 
2.4% in 1984 and 4.4% in 1985. A particularly encouraging sign is 

the trend of sales to these aarkets during the first nine aonths of 

1986. which are running considerably ahead of past levels in money 

teras. accounting for 67.7% of total exports and suggesting 'l 

significant shift in the orientation of Cyprus clothing exporters. 

Within these general categories, however, countervailing trends can 

be observed in individual aarkets, with declining sales to West 

Germany offset by growing exports to France, Britain, the Netherlands 

and the United States 

2.2 Inside the Firm 

2.2.1 The Fil.'9 Interviews 

These 1eneral obHrvationa on the structure and development of the 

Cyprus clothin1 industry can be .. plified cons~derably by drawing on 

in-depth interview• conducted in January 1987 'with 21 firms (20 in 
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clothing and knitwear. plus one in dyeing and finishing). The 

subsectoral distribution of these firas is given in Table 15 and key 

inforaation about thell is suaaari;ed in Table 16. 3201 people are 

currently employed in these firms. or 29-9% of the total in clothing 

and knitwear as a whole (Table lO)i if we add the 700 or so workers 

employed by their subcontractors. the coverage or the interviews 

rises to 36.5% of total employment. While the enterprises selected 

fol"ll a reasonable cross-section of the Cyprus clothing industry. a 

coaparison with Tables 8 and 9 reveals a bias towards lar ,-er firas 

and an illperfect correspondence with the subsect.oral. structut'e of the 

industry as a whole. Thus menswer. for example. is underrepresented 

in its share of enterprises and overrepresented in its share of 

employment. while the reverse is true of womenswear and. chl.ldrenswear 

(though the three general clothing fil"llS produce .ainly women's and 

children's garaents). It will therefore be useful to suppleaent the 

findings of these interviews on certain points with information from 

two larger surveys conducted by the Industrial Training Authority in 

1983-4 and 1985 respectively (ITA 1984. 1986). The first survey 

covered 70 fil'llS with 5703 employees (54.4% of total employment); the 

second covel'P.d 97 firms (43.7% of all enterprises employing 110re than 

10 people) with G497 employees (77.2% of total employment). 

2.2.2 Product and llarlceting Strategies 

The macro shifts in the market orientation of the Cyprus clothing 

industry observable in the aggregate trade statistics received ample 

confirmation at the fil"ll level. A large proportion of the companies 

interviewed had been heavily invol,•ed in sale9 to Libya during the 

first half of the 1980s. and most ot these had suffered badly froM 

the subsequent collapse ot this •arket. Sales to Libya were opened 

up by bilateral arrangements at the governmental level, and ~.he 

available of finance tor i•ports b:; the state purchasing agencies 

depended on the complex and cumbersome budgetary process of the 

Libyan People's Committees. The Libyan market was oriented towards 

very long runs (15,000-100,000 1arments in a single style) of low 

quality clothin1 {usinl' Far Eastern rather than European materialu); 

and selling condi tiorus vero completely different from those in more 
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sophisticated aarkets (e.g. a full set of saaples of each style in 

each aaterial had to be produced rather than siaply the basic styles 

plus swatches of altemative fabrics). The Libyans were prepared to 

pay high prices for these garaents artd substantial profits were 

realised in 1983-4. But the orders of Libyan purchasing agencies in 

1985 were not backed by comitted state finance, and firms 

interviewed had not yet been paid for aaounts as large as C£700-

9Q0, 000; and losses on these sales have been aagnified by 9% interest 

charges on overdrafts and the intervening devaluation of the US 

dollar. The only fira interviewed which planned to continue dealing 

with Libya on a substantial scale was a large clothing aanufacturer. 

Through contacts in the Libyan bureaucracy, this fira was able to 

ensure the coapany's orders were backed by confirmed letters of 

credit; but even in this case, large trading profits in 1986 were 

wiped out by unfavourable currency fluctuations. 

The collapse of the Libya11 market has led to a profound reorientation 

of marketing strategies among the firms interviewed. While many 

firms continue to direct 10-25% of their output to the Gulf states. 

Greece and EE:..itern Europe, most have turned their attention to the 

home market and Western Europe. Of 20 clothing firms interviewed. 15 

sold 50% or more of their output abroad. but a num~er of firms also 

reported significant decreases in the proportion of exports. Despite 

its small size, the market for clothing in Cyprus is extremely 

demanding and fashion conscious, as can be seen from the fact that 

foreign imports currently account for jw;t over 10% of domestic 

consumption despite tariffs of 75% and price differentials of 100-

200% over domestic garments in local shops. A number of the more 

dynamic manufacturers in areas such as childrenswear, leisurewear and 

leather clothing have therefore made a conscious decision to build up 

a distinctive style and product image in the home market as the basis 

for a longer-term export strategy. Other firms, including five of 

those interviewed, have reacted to contracting export prospects anu 

the threat of reduced tariffs in the home market by entering 

licensing agreements with well-known foreign brand names such as 

Pierre Cardin, Yves St.-Laurent, Levis and. FUs, as well as with 

smaller European designer companies. These agreements typically cive 

the Cyprus partner exclusive rights to sell the foreign company's 
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designs in the local. Greek. Middle Eastern and sometiaes East 

European aarkets in rett;::!l for a royalty of 5-10% on sales; SOlletiaes 

a aini•ua quantity is also specified on which royalties llUSt be paid 

whether or not the projected sales aaterialize. The extent of 

comaercial and technical collaboration between licensor and licensee 

also varies considerably froa case to case: thus some licencees are 

peraitted to llOdify the parent company's designs to suit the 

requirements or the local aarket. while others are not; and one large 

European jeans producer went so far as to insist that their licensee 

hire a professional production aanager and send hia to Europe for 

training in the company's aethods or work organization • 

This increased focus on the home aarket has brought with it a closer 

integration between production and retailing. Six of the firms 

interviewed had their own shops in Cyprus (compared to 19 or 70 firms 

in the 1983-4 ITA survey); and a clothing aanufacturer. G. Kallis 

Ltd. owns the largest retail organization in Cyprus with shops in 

each of the aajor cities selling its own products under the Jet lr.bel 

and iaports fl'Oll c&A under the Eurojet label. Two of the companies 

visited planned to install EPOS equipment in the near future to link 

production aore closely to sales. and a number of aanufacturers not 

directly involved in retailing monitored the sales of individual 

product lines through close contacts with major buyers and regular 

surveys of other customers. Several manufacturers had also used 

extensive advertising as a means of strengthening the image or their 

product in the home market against imported brand names: the sums 

involved ranged from £15.000 a year for a medium-sized childrenswear 

company to £100.000 for a large jeans manufacturer • 

But even firms heavily committed to the home market have made 

considerable efforts to develop their exports to Western Europe • 

Under current EEC regulations, Cyprus id allowed a quota of duty-free 

clothing exports to the Community. As we shall see below (section 

2.2. 7), Cyprus is a low-cost producer or garments relative to most 

EEC countries (though not relative to the Far East), and since 

exports up to agreed ceilings are not subject to EEC rules of origin, 

it can gain additional cost advantages by making up cloth from the 
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Far East. Cyprus is also auch closer to West European aarkets than 

the Far East and its aanageaent is 110re professional and labour force 

110re skilled than other nearby producers of low-cost garaents such a.

North Africa. There are thus strong incentives for West European 

countries to i.aport clot.'Ung froa Cyprus. at least for certain types 

of products. 

Despite these underlying advantages. Cyprus clothing aanufacturers 

face aajor obstacles in penetrating the aarkets for clothing in 

Westem Europe. and Cyprus has never yet been able to use all of its 

EF.C i.aport quota. European nations differ considerably froa one 

another in demand patterns and distribution structu~s. and 

specialist knowledge of individual aarkets is necessary to deteraine 

the correct line of approach (British Overseas Trade Board. 1983; 

Euromonitor. 1985b; and Cyprus Industrial Strategy. Foot~ar Report. 

Tables 5-8) • It is difficult for unknown firms to gain access to the 

better retailers looking for long-term relationships with high 

quality suppliers. while the markets open to newcomers are less 

stable. less remunerative and dominated by intermediaries who exact a 

share of the proceeds. Prices in the lower to middle sections of the 

market are also depressed by competition from the Far East despite 

the il'lpact of restrictive quotas. as well as from other low-cost 

suppliers within the EEC such as Portugal and Greece. Market 

research surveys of non-EEC countries such as Austria. Switzerland 

end Canada suggest that Cyprus goods are acceptable in quality but 

not quite cheap enough to overcome tariff barriers and consumer 

resistance to garments from a country without an established fashion 

imr.ge (Makrotest. 1985). Many of the firms interviewed spent 

considerable sums on foreign travel. participation in exhibitions and 

market research in efforts to make contact with buyers and improve 

their knowledge of individual markets. though only the largest firm 

visited maintained a permanent marketing organization abroad. But 

most of the firms were nonetheless obliged to export their products 

through wholesalers. commission agents and other middlemen. resulting 

in very low profit margins and a concentration of sales in the lower 

sections of the market: many companies in fact reported that they 

were subsidizing unprofitable exports from higher margins obtained in 

the domestic market. 
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Expatriate relatives and business associates also play an important 

part in gaining access to certain aarkets: thus an upmarket 

womenswear company which exported 100% of its output owed auch of its 

success to the CQ11Pany's aarketing agent. the owner's Aaerican 

brother-in-law. More typical!y. however. the expatriate connection 

ties Cypriot firas into poorly paid Cut. Make and Tria (CMT) work for 

London wholesalers seeking to cut costs and overcome growing 

shortages or skilled labour: one expatriate company had gone so far 

as to close its London factory entirely and ship the aachinery to 

Cyprus where it was now eaploying over one hundred people (Ct. 

Zeitlin. 1985; Davenport. Totterdill ar.d 7.eitlin, 1986). A leading 

industry source estiaated that 70% of the Cyprus clothing firas was 

currently working on British arr orders. a possibly exaggerated but 

nonetheless significant figure. Nine of the twenty companies 

interviewed reported that they did some work on a CMT basis (compared 

to 24 of 70 coapanies in the 1983-4 ITA survey); customers included 

West Germany. Denmark and Sweden as well as the UK. In only two of 

these cases did CMT account for more than 50% of a company's annual 

turno .. ·er. and work of this type was largely regarded as a means of 

overcoming cash flow problems or filling gaps in orders for proper 

manufacturing. 

A number of Cyprus clothing firms. by contrast. had 11&naged to 

establish long-tera supplier relationships with European retailing 

and aanufacturing organizations. Thus one large. well-equipped 

company had enjoyed considerable success in manufacturing casual wear 

for three major European jeans companies. 'lbese customers supplied 

the designs and suggested the fabrics. which were purchased by the 

Cyprus subcontractor, aade up into finished garaentJ and dispatt:hed 

either to a central warehouse or direct to the individual national 

markets. A key feature or these re!ationships. which had been 

operating over three to nine years. was the Cyprus aanufacturer • s 

ability to handle small as well as large orders and to readjust 

production quantities for individual styles during the course or the 

season, a service for which additional payments were forthcoming. 

Orders from the jeans companies were not put out tor competitive 

te~deri~g. and the managing director or the firm ranked his 

custom(.~' priorities in terms of flexibility, delivery and quality, 
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followed by price. Offers had been received froa the jeans companies 

of orders for new lines such as jackets and trousers. and the Cyprus 

fira is aaking a aajor investaent in a new factory for this purpose. 

Another exaaple of successful collaboration between Cyprus and Europe 

on a subcontracting basis was that of an upmarket vomenswear fira 

aanufacturing exclusive lines for French and British designer 

C011Panies. '1be French company sent its design teaa to Cyprus several 

tiaes a year to work out the final saaples vi th local production 

aanageaent. and the visiting designer said that they regarded Cyprus 

as the 'top of the line' in quality teras for overseas aanufacture. 

The aanufacturer bought the cloth and received a aark up of 10% on 

costs. as well peraission to sell the French COlllPany's designs on a 

licensed basis anywhere outside the French aarket. '1be Cyprus fira 

nad a saall design teaa of its own producing original styles for the 

regional aarket as well as assisting the visiting designers. and the 

aanaging director clearly saw subcontracting for foreign companies as 

a aeans of learning aore about the requirements of European aarkets 

and gradually upgrading his in-house design capacity. 

2.2.3 The Strategic Importance of Design 

Many of the difficulties encountered by Cyprus manufacturers in 

developed country aarkets can be attributed to the liaitations of 

local design capacities. Manufacturers unable to offer up-to-date 

designs of their own are ex~luded froa certain segaents of the aarket 

and pushed into competing on price. though as we have seen there are 

also opportunities to est~blish long-term relationships with Western 

retailers through flexibility. reliability and quality. Market 

research reports on Austria and Switzerland confira that inadequate 

design content and out-of-date styling are important barriers to the 

sales of Cypn•s garments at acceptable prices in both the lower and 

middle segments of these markets (Makrotest. 1985). Design is also 

crucial for those companies seeking to overcome established 

preferences for foreign goods in the upper segments or the d0118&tic 

market. and it will clearly become increasingly important in the 
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future if entry into the European CUstoms Union reduces the price 

differential vith iaported garaents. 

For most Cyprus clothing ril'llS. however. design lle8DS copying foreign 

styles froa fashion aagadnes. photographs of shop windows or 

garments purchased abroad. llost European customers supply their CMl 

designs as samples or patterns. and the difference bebleell 

1181lufacturing and arr in such cases is largely that the 

subcontracting fira buys the fabric and receives a return on the 

working capital engaged as well as Oil the costs or eeking up the 

g&rllellts. llost medium and large-sized fil'llS do have an in-house 

design department. but its staff spend the bulk of their u.e on 

adapting existing patterns to production requirements and grading 

rather than originating new styles. An extreme example was that or a 

large fira visited. which had only 0.6J of its workforce in the 

design departllent. though the aanage11e11t were planning to hire a 

freelance designer froa the UK for a three-aonth period. Under these 

circuastances. it is hardly surprising that many companies' styles 

are six 11<>nths to a year out-of-date. and this fact is reflected in 

the low prices obtained froa their European customers. 

A significant proportion of the fil'llS interviewed. however. did see 

design as an iaportant coaponent or their aarketing strategy. and 

spent considerable suas of aoney on hiring professional designers. 

purchasing design intelligence reports, and travelling abroad. An 

extreme case was that of the fashi.on garmerat fira exporting 100J to 

the United States, whose •anaging director reckoned that it spent 

C£80.000 a year on fashion forecasting reports. foreign travel and 

salaries for its ten person design staff. or 4% of its total 

tumovor. But smaller fil'llS focusing on the home aarket also spent 

considerable suas on design: thus a mediua-sized childrenswear 

aanufacturer had seven people in his design department out of 80 

eaployees and spent £10-15,000 a year (or 2-3% of turnover) on 

foreign travel and design intelligence reports; an upmarket 

aanufacturer of leather clothing spent ai•ilar sums on foreisn travel 

for its designer; and even a manufact1.1rer of casual shirts whose 

styles were largely copied spent DM2500 a year on design intelli1ence 
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reports. 

A -jor problem for all these firas was the acute shortage of 

professic;nal garment designers in Cyprus. One large knitwear 

unufacturer bought in a collection each year fnm a free1ance 

designer based in llilan. while other companies were hoping to attract 

designers rnm abroad despite tigtlt restrictions on foreign nationals 

working in Cyprus except on a short-tera contract basis. A number or 

ril"llS were seek:lcg longer-tera solutions by sending their daughters 

to London and Paris ror specialized training in prllellt design. 

though they were not always well equipped to judge in advance which 

courses would be best suited to their needs. 

Auxiliary skills such as grading and pattem cutting were likewise in 

short supply. and a number of the llOre design-orientated companies 

reported bottlenecks in grading during the seasonal rush to produce 

new saaples. Several firas vere aware or the potential benefits of 

CAD in faster tumaround ti.Rs and improved consistency of grading. 

but none of thell expected to be able to purchase this equipment froa 

their own resources within the next few years. 

2.2.lf llanagaent Structure and Inforution Systems 

All of the firas vere private liaited coapanies which could be 

described as faaily businesses. but there were considerable 

differences uong thea in the professionalis• and effectiveness of 

their aanageaent structures and info~tion systeu. Manageaent in 

soae of the saaller firms visited consisted of little more than the 

owner. his wife and perhaps a son. and up-to-date information on the 

performance of the business was accordingly limited. At the other 

extrne. one large shirt aanuf acturer had a t.ighly professional 

aanageaent structure based on independent cost centres and 

computerization of accounts. payrolls. invoices. stocks and 

production costing; at the time of the visit. a real-time production 

control system was also under consideration. But the size of firm in 
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itself was no guide to the effectiveness or aanageaent. Thus one 

large jean aanuracturer had a top-heavy office starr which eo11prised 

nearly one-third or total eaployaent. while overlapping chains or 

cmund and intemal rivalries underained decision-ll&king procedures. 

A nuaber or large fim used rucUwentary accounting procedures and 

were unable to calculate key indicators or performance such as stock 

turnover or the a.xmt ot t«>rk-in-progress; few ll8de systematic use 

or t«>rk study methods and costings for new products typically 

depended on rule or thuab and CQllP&risons with past experience. 

Conversely. some llediua-sized firms had highly progressive manageRnt 

sys tells: thus one chi.ldrenswear 11811Uf'acturer had computerized his 

accounts. payrolls and invoices and developed his own software ror 

order planning and stock control; at the ti.ae or the visit he was 

working on extending the systea to aanpower planning and production 

control as well. 

Seven or the 21 firms interviewed used computers in their accounting 

departaent (coapared to 22 or 97 firms in the 1985 ITA survey); and 

three of these also used coaputers for order planning. stock control. 

product costing and production aoni toring. Seven of the remaining 

firas w.:.re planning to coaputerize their operations in the future (in 

some cases the pt'OCess was already underway) • and four or the firms 

which already had some coaputerization were planning to extend it to 

new areas of their business. The introduction of coaputerized 

systems of aanagement inforaation and production control should prove 

highly beneficial to Cyprus clothing manufacturers. especially those 

operating in aore volatile market environments. but their effective 

utilization will require e shift in perspective froa aany coapanies 

unaccustoaed to systeaati1:: monitoring or perforaance by other 

aethods. Advice froa outside consultants 118¥ therefore be necessary 

to assist such eo11panies in developing an llflpropriate systea of 

aanageaent inforaation and in selecting the combination or hardware 

and software required for its implementation. 

As in the case or designers, the shortage or professionally-trained 

personnel is a aaJor constraint on Cyprus clothing •anufacturers' 

ability to upgrade standards of management practice. Many of the 
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firas interviewed reported difficulties in finding experienced 

production aanagers, technicians and supervisors on the open aarket; 

those available were rarely faailiar with up-to-date garaent 

aanufacturing aethods since few Cypriots choose to study such 

subjects abroad. Restrictions on the eaployaent of foreign personnel 

inhibited companies froa seeking to buy in expertise through this 

route, though one fira visited did have a British production aanager 

attached for official purposes to the payroll of a sister COllPany in 

the UK. None of the firms interviewed had had any dealings with 

foreign aanageaent consultants, and there do not appear to be any 

consultancy services in Cyprus specialized in the problems of the 

garaent industry. 

2.2.5 Technology end Work Organization 

The tasks confronting production management in the companies visited 

varied considerably following their product and marketing strategies. 

At one end of the spectrum was a medium-sized shirt manufacturer 

producing long runs of basic styles in cheap Fa1· Eastern materials 

for customers such as the West German Army and the school uniforms 

departments of British chain stores. All orders were booked six 

months in advance, production was highly sectionalized, workers were 

trained for single operations, and special machinery was used 

extensively including a robotic button attacher. High levels of 

stocks and work-in-progress were necessary to keep the production 

lines moving, and labour turnover levels were the highest of any 

firms visited at 20-30% per year. At the other extreme was a 

childrenswear manufacturer of similar size producing small lots of 

medium-price designer garments using ~uropean materials for 

specialized boutiques in the home market, the Gulf states and Western 

Europe. The product range was wide and constantly changing, with new 

styles manufactured every week; production lines were flexible and 

easily rearranged; workers '4ere trained in a variety of operations 

and several different garments of simila~ type could be assembled on 

the same line; underbed trimmers and comput;erized stitch controls 

were common on sewin~ machines; and special machines were placed in a 

separate department outside the main production area. It was this 
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COllPBnY which had developed its own computerized systea or order 

planning. deliveries an·i stock control to coordinate the complex 

flows or aaterial through the factory: as a result. levels or 

inventory and work-in-progress had been cut by 20% over the previous 

year and further reductions or 15-20% were expected in the ruture. 

Most or the coapanies visited stood se>11ewhere between these polar 

cases or aass production and flexible specialization. Many of the 

larger companies aanufacturing men's suits, shirts and trousers had 

highly sectionalized factories geared up ror long runs or siai.lar 

garaents with minutely subdivided operations. low skilled workforces 

and extensive use of special machinery. But aost of these firms were 

unable to fill their factories with orders or the requisite size. 

since the home aarket demanded variety and export customers obliged 

thea to accept small orders alongside the large. while growing 

pressure for shorter lead times also wreaked havoc with their 

production planning. Many of these companies were awash with stock 

and work-in-progress needed to cover inadequate line balancing •and 

keep production moving; absenteeism and labour turnover were 

frequently a problem; levels of capacity utilization were often low. 

and fixed asset/sales ratios high. A number of firms had therefore 

moved away from the mass production model in a variety of ways. 

Special production lines were often introduced for shorter orders 

with garments broken down into fewer operations and a more skilled 

workforce; a proportion of the workforce on the main lines were 

trained in a wider range of operations to cope with style changes and 

cover for absent colleagues; and ::~e shirt manufacturer which prided 

itself on flexibility had reduced the time needed to rearrange 

production for a new style from two days to between two and three 

hours. 

Similar problems were encountered by the large knitwear and underwear 

firms visited. Heavy capital requirements in the knitting 

departments gave these companies the highest levels of fixed assets 

per worker and asset/sales ratios outside dyeing and finishing (table 

16), and much or the equipment was designed· for production of long 

runs or standard underwear or classic jumpers. Imbalances between 
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departments and declining demand for standard products aeant high 

stock/sales ratios and extremely low levels of capacity utilization 

in two of these firas (30% and 50% respectively on a three-shift 

basis). But the third knitwear company, which aanufactured garaents 

in sll6ller runs for the hoae and regional aarkets, had largely 

aanaged to avoid these problems through careful balancing of its 

production facilities, the introduction of computer-controlled 

equipment, and wider training for a proportion of its sewing 

aachiniStsi while the aanufacturer of classic knitwear had also 

invested in computer-controlled knitting •&chines to increase the 

company's ability to respond to fashionable deaand for patterned 

jU11pers in the European market. 

The picture was quite different among womenswear and childrenswear 

manufacturers. There the problem was less one of increasing 

flexibility in factories organized for mass production than of 

increasing productivity and efficiency within f~ctories already 

organized on flexible lines. Production in these factories was 

generally less sectionalized than in menswear and operations less 

finely subdivided. A higher proportion of the labour force in 

womenswear was broadly skilled, workers tended to be older and more 

experienced, and recruitment problems were particularly acute in this 

sector. Shortages of skilled labour together with instability of 

'1emand made outwork a common feature of production in womenswear, 

though some menswear firms also had recourse to s•1bcontractors, and 

this was a constant source of quality problems for many companies. 

Some of the firms in this sector, particularly the smaller 

subcontractors, worked in cramped premises with obsolete machinery, 

but the majority of those visited were operating from modern factory 

buildings with up-to-date equipment such as underbed trimmers, 

programmable stitch counters and various types of special machinery. 

A number of companies visited were also attempting to improve the 

efficiency of their operations through carefJl management planning, 

quality control and in-house operative training; one large womenswear 

manufacturer had developed its own hanging system for moving garments 

through the factory with a minimum of work-in-progress. 
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As one would expect froa the aggregate data reported in Table 12. 

90St of the c~anies interviewed had invested heavily in plant and 

equi1>11ent over the past five years. and levels of fixed assets per 

worker in •any firas compare favourably with those in Britain. as can 

be seen fl'Oll Table 16. Investment in land and buildings typically 

accowited for 501 of fixed assets. and many or the companies visited 

had recently aoved into new. purpose-built factories with llOdern 

f'acilities such as air conditioning. sanitation and canteens. All of 

the firas had some special •achinery (compared to 531 in the 1985 ITA 

survey). often quite extensive; all had a significant proportion or 

underbed t:rimaers ( COllPared to 73% in the ITA survey) ; six had some 

kind or computer-controlled equipment. Ten or the cmipanies had 

automatic or semi-automatic laying up machines. but marker making 

remained aanual and none were considering investaents in COllpUter

controlled cutting. Most of the managers interviewed emphasized the 

role of generous tax allowances for capital equipment purchase and 

depreciation in explaining their investment decisions. and aany 

complained of difficulties in obtaining adequate information about 

the range and capacities of machinery available abroad. 

2.2.6 Raw Materials. Lead Times and Finishing Processes 

One of the major problems facing Cypriot manufacturers in responding 

to pressure from their customers for shorter lead times is the supply 

of raw materials. There is little fabric production on the island. 

and most of the manufacturers interviewed reported lead times or one 

to three months for European fabrics and four aonths or more for 

imports from the Far East. Fabrics can be obtained more quickly from 

merchant converters. but only at a price premium which may jeopardize 

the competitiveness of the finished garment. All three or the 

knitwear companies did make their own fabric; one also had a separate 

factory spinning acrylic yarn. and sold part of its output on the 

open market. Few of the companies needed more than two weeks to m~e 

up an average order once the material was in the factory, and 

difficulties in obtaining materials were a major factor in pushing up 

st( . levels, particularly in capital-intensive firms concerned to 

maintain continuity of production. Large accumulations of raw 
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aaterials could be very risky in case of fashion ct.anges. and two of 

the coapanies visited were in the process or writing down more than 

£5()0,000 of obsolete stock. Proposals had been discussed froa tiae 

to tiae for new fabric weaving ventures. but even if these proved 

viable they could never provide a sufficient variety of output to 

satisfy the needs of the clothing aanufacturers. Fabric supply is a 

bottleneck in the apparel pipeline even in countries which have their 

own textile industries. though aanufacturers are becoming aore aware 

of the need for quicker response to fashion trends (Cf. Nathan. 

1986). Siailar p1'0bleu in Britain have led local authorities to 

discuss the possibility of establishing a collective fabric 

converting operation which would buy up grey cloth and have it 

finished to custoaers' requireaents (Gillingwater. 1986); and a 

consortium of this type might prove successful in Cyprus as well. 

Within the firms theaselves. much or the burden or stock requirements 

could be reduced through improved management planning and aore 

flexible work organizati~n. as well as better inforaation on fabric 

sourcing. 

An equally serious problem is the limited development of dyeing, 

bleaching and finishing procasses in Cyprus itself. Expensive 

capital equipment is required for these processes, and few of the 

firms had any in-house capacity, though one knitwear company had its 

own washing and finishing unit and a large jeans producer was 

planning to invest in a special laundry for stonewashing denim. The 

major facility for these purposes on the island was a commission 

bleaching and dyeing company financed by the Cyprus Development Bank, 

about which opinicns in the industry were sharply divided. This firm 

used the tJst German dyestuffs and a number of dyeing machines were 

computer-controlled to ensure process quality, but it also had a 

considerable proportion of outdated equipment which was rather less 

reliable and several customers expressed dissatisfaction with the 

quality of the service. Seasonal peaks or demand kept capacity 

utilization low (60% on a three-shift basis rather than the owner's 

target or 80-85%). and modest r&tes or profit meant that equipment 

could only be replaced over an extended time schedule. The firm also 

had a sel'ious problem with water pollution, and presaure from public 

authorities to detoxify its waste products would push up its costs in 
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the future. A nuaber of clothing companies were themselves 

considering new projects in this area. One large aanufacturer vas 

planning a aajor investaent in a modern plant with a capacity of 1 

aillion aetres per year for dyeing iaported rav silk; part or its 

output would be used in the company's own garaent operations. while 

the rest would be sold on the d011eStic aarket and exported to Europe. 

where the proportion of local value added would enable it to overcome 

rules of origin barriers against Far Eastern products. Another 

voaensvear fira was '!onsidering participation in a auch larger joint 

venture with the Chinese govemaent for the ~. f'inishing and 

printing of 15 llillion aetres of fabric a year; the total investment 

required would be $16 aillion, or S30 llillion if a weaving plant vas 

constructed as well. This project had apparently been under 

discussion for a nu:aber of years, and few sources in industry or 

governaent circles held 11Uch belief in its realization. Whatever the 

outcome of these initiatives. dyeing and finishing is clearly a 

function of strategic importance for the Cyprus clothing industry, 

and its development will need to be carefully monitored by the public 

authorities. As in the case or fabric supply, there may be scope for 

collaboration among the clothing firms themselves to upgrade the 

facilities available for dyeing and finishing and improve the 

utilization of existing equipment (Cf. Cotton and Allied Textiles 

EDC, 1983; Gillingwater. 1986). 

A final problem for the clothing manufacturers in relation to lead 

times were delays in transport. Thus transport by sea and road to 

northern Greece added several days to deliveries by truck, while air 

freight cost £.20 per garment. Despite the inconvenience, however, 

these delays did not appear to be a major barrier to European 

exports, and many London wholesalers were prepared to pay air freight 

charges even on relatively inexpensive garments. 
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2.2.7 Wages, Productivity and Costs of Production 

In all of the clothing firms visited sewing machine operators 

comprised the overwhelaing majority of the workforce, and the aaking 

and fini~hing departments together accounted for 75. 7'/. of total 

employment in the 1985 ITA survey. Gross wages for sewing machinists 

in the companies interviewed ranged from C£28 for new entrants to £45 

for experienced workers i the average was around £37 per week. 

Average operative earnings in 1985 were £1861 per year, £35-78 per 

week or £.89 per hour, though this figure would be inflated by the 

inclusion of better paid male workers in other departments. 

Additional costs to the employer for social insurance and the Refugee 

Levy amounted to 32'/. above the gross wage bill for each worker 

(Cyprus Department of Statistics and Research, 1985). 

Converting Cyprus pcunds to sterling at roughly the January 1987 

parity of £1.33 gives average hourly wages of £1.18 in 1985. Fo::

comparability with the data for other clothing producers given in 

Table 5. it is necessary to use 1983 wage rates, which were C£.77, 

£1.02 or £1.35 including social costs (Cyprus Department of 

Statistics and Research, 1983). On that basis, wage costs in Cyprus 

were well below those in developed European countries such as 

Switzerland (71.5%), West Germany (71.2%), Italy (69. 7%), Britain 

(44.0%), Spain (36.9%) and Ireland (28.6%), but well above those in 

developing countries such as Hong Kong (26.2% above), the Ivory Coast 

(57.0'/.), Egypt (85.0%), Tunisia (87.2%), and Morocco (409%), not to 

mention Sri Lanka (562.5%). Wage costs in Cyprus were also below 

those of other Mediterranean clothing producers such as Greece (31.9% 

less) and Malta (71.8%), but well above those of Portugal (157.0%). 

As in all such comparisons, however, these results are extremely 

sensitive to currency fluctuations, differential inflation r:s·.·es and 

variations in the quality of the original data. 

But lower wage costs in Cyprus also need to ·be set alongside lower 

levels of productivity than those prevailing in more develo~ed 
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countries. Table 16 gives crude productivity figures for the firms 

interviewed in teras of gross output per eaployee. and these can be 

compared with the average for firas with ten or more employees in 

Cyprus and with published figures for different types of coapany in 

Britain. In 1985. average output per worker in 15 firas for which 

data is available was C£8740 (or £11624 at a parity of £1.33). 
compared to the average for all clothing firas with aore than 10 
employees of C£8783 (£11681); in 1986. average output per head in 19 
of the firas visited was C£9815 or £13054. As can be seen froa Table 

16. gross output per head in Cyprus in 1985 was just over 65% of that 

in interaediate-sized clothing and hosiery and knitwear firas in 

Britain. or 53.4% of that in large clothing groups; the 1986 figures 

for the firms interviewed were 73. 5% of those for intermediate and 

59.6% of those for large British firas respectively. Given the 

upward bias of the British figures. which omit the smaller companies. 

these results support the judgment of previous consultants that 

productivity in Cyprus clothing firms is 65-75% of European levels 

(ITA. 1984). 

Cyprus' wage cost advantages over European clothing producers 

therefore need to be discounted by 25-35% to take account of lower 

productivity per head. But in the case of Britain, this still leaves 

Cyprus with an advantage of 28.6%-33.0% in unit labour costs. and 

similar calculations could be performed for other European countries 

were comparable productivity data available. Cyprus' p~sition as a 

low-cost garment producer in European terms can also be confirmed by 

evidence from other sources. Thus one large knitwear manufacturer 

estimated that his export prices for classic woolen jumpers were 30-
35% below those of leading European companies using comparable 

materials; and another manufacturer observed that import prices were 

150-200% higher than those of his own goods in the shops or 75-125% 
when the tariff penalty is removed. Similar data collected by a 

UNIDO consultant in 1985 gave retail price differentials over 

European imports of 200% for knitted shirts and 300% for woven 

shirts. though import prices for mass-produced commodity textiles 

like terry towelling were more than 20% below those of domestic 

producers despite tariff protection (Murray, 1985). It would in any 

case be difficult to understand why suhcontracting from European 
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firms is so widespread if c'lsts of production in Cyprus were not 

substantially below domestic levels. 

International comparisons of costs of production thus provide little 

support for the view that wage levels per se are a major problem for 

th.... Cyprus clothing industry. During the course of our interviews. 

while some employers placed most emphasis on labour costs and the de

indexation of r.1ages from the cost of living. others took the view 

that a moderate increase in wages would not pose major difficulties 

for their businesses. The latter were far more concerned about 

productivity levels. and there is little doubt that improvement in 

this area is of much greater strategic importance for the longer-term 

development of the clothing industry in Cyprus. 

As can be seen from Table i6. levels of fixed assets per worker in 

Cyprus firms are comparable and often above those in British garment 

firms. and differences in capital intensity cannot therefore explain 

the productivity gap. A large part of the explanation clearly rests 

with the weaknesses in management planning and the organization of 

production discussed in previous sections, but many manufacturers 

also emphasized the irrationalities of the existing wage structure 

and the absence of any clear link between earnings and output. The 

clothing industry in Cyprus is heavily unionized (80%) and basic wage 

rates are set through national agreements between the Clothing 

Manufacturers' Association and the two trade union confederations, 

PEO and SEK. Within this national wage system. however. the earnings 

of individual workers are primarily dependent on the:'..r level of 

seniority in the enterprise: there is no formal grading according to 

skill nor any incentive component in earnings. While many 

manufacturers attributed their failure to introduce incentive systems 

to opposition from the unions. a number of the more candid managers 

interviewed observed that the employers' association was also 

extremely ambivalent on this subject. Indeed, given the ad hoc 

nature of work measurement and product costing in many firms, it is 

hardly surprising that employers lack confidence in their ability to 

administer such wage systems efficiently. While the unions did 
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express strong reservations about incentive wages. the officers 

interviewed conceded that their organizations would be willing to 

c'>llSider a 110ve in this direction given adequate safeguards for 

worker interests and an active role for their representatives in 

detel'llining output targets and bonus rates. 

1be high aanual content or sewing operations aeans that indiv-~:1>1al 

machinists exercise a considerable iapact on productivity levels. and 

incentive wage systeas are accordingly the nora in European garaent 

factories. But incentive wages come in 11any variants from individual 

piece rates through measured day work to group bonuses. and the 

advantages and disadvantages or each systea for aanagement and 

workers depend greatly on the context in which they operate and the 

way they are administered. Where workers change jobs often there 

must be adequate coapensation for reduced productivity at the 

beginning or the learning curve. and as discussed in section 1. 3. 6 
above many Western clothing coapanies have 110ved towards '.>ystems 

based on high basic rates for multi-skilled workers and gr:'.'up bonuses 

for interdependent work teams to enhance their ability to respond to 

frequent style changes. The design or incentive sys teas therefore 

needs to be carefully tailored to f:ach COllJ>&nY' s broader product and 

production strategies. and effective systems of product costing and 

management information are also vital for their implementation. 

Given the high levels of unionization in the industry and the 

significant changes in management practice and collective bargaining 

that would be required, it is equally crucial that the unions be 

closely involved in the development and administration of new wage 

systems. With these qualifications, the introduction of incentive 

wage systems would have a beneficial impact on productivity in the 

Cyprus clothing industry and per11it the achievement 01· higher levels 

of real earnings for the workforce in the long run. 

2.2.8 Training and t.he Labour Jlarket 

A crucial factor in productivity improvement i• the training of the 

workers themsel vea. and the growing tendency towarda more varied 
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output and more flexible vork organization also requires broader 

skills on the part of the labour force. Of sixteen firu visited 

with whoa training was discussed. ten had recently run in-cmpany 

training courses sponsored by the ITA {which subsidizes the trainee"s 

wages for five weeks subject to passage of a proficiency M•ination 

at the eM); tvo trained new recruits on individual operations to a 

level which could not qualify for ITA support. and four did no 

training at all. 'l'he numbers involved in these courses ranged froa 

five to thirty trainees per coapany on the ITA schelle. with an 

average of perhaps ten. and slightly larger nueers on the non

sponsored scbe·es. 

Levels of training activity in the coapanies visited were thus 

considerably above those in the Cyprus clothing industry as a whole. 

The 1985 ITA survey found that 88.5% of all employees had received no 

formal training at all; of the rell&inder. U had served an 

apprenticeship; 4.4% had been to private vocational schools; 6.4% had 

followed courses at the ITA or the Cyprus Productivity Centre (CPC); 

and only 1% had received in-fira training on !TA-sponsored courses. 

Tables 17 and 18 give figures on numbers of courses and trainees 

between 1979 and 1986. together with a breakdown by type of course 

(basic vocational. aiddle llBD&geaent and top aanagement). 

A number of points stand out from an analysis of these figures. 

First. only 1732 people received any foraal training at a basic 

vocational level over the whole period between 1979 and 1986; and 

only a saall proportion of these were upgrading their skills rather 

than being trained from scratch. Second, the number of trainees at 

this level fell off fro11 455 in 1984 to 182 in 1985 but recovered 

slightly to 237 in 1986: as in Britain, clothing firas in Cyprus seem 

to have responded to falling demand by cutbacks in training, at least 

dyring an initial period. Thirdly, the aajori ty of all formal 

training in the industry takes place at the aiddle and top aanageaent 

levels. Between 1979 and 1986 the number of people participating in 

courses to upgrade their skills was 1522 for aiddle aanagement and 

421 for top management respectively; in most cases this appears to 

have entailed attendance at generic courses in aanagement and 
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supervision run by the a-<:. Finally. only four people had been given 

public assistance to study abroad. all at the top management level 

(three in 1985 and one in 1986). a level of provision which can only 

reinforce the shortage of professional technicians and production 

11111U1gerS in this sector. 

A8ang the fims visited there was caasiderable criticisa of 

government training provision. particularly at the technical and 

aanegerial level. llanuf'acturers appreciated the assistance or the 

ITA in setting up in-house training courses. but complained or a 

shortage or specialist instructors and • lack or up-to-date knowledge 

or foreign practice. More severe criticisa was reserved for the CPC. 

whose specialist courses for aachinists and designers were regarded 

as extremely basic. while their courses for managers and supervisors 

were taught by instructors without any specific knowledge of the 

clothing industry. and no courses on pr11e11t technology were 

available • 

1be ITA itself felt strongly that greater efforts were required in 

the field or training for the clothing industry. 1be agency was in 

the process of a comprehensive review of training standards. and it 

intended to extend the period of subsidized training to six to twelve 

weeks and widen the range of skills required to qualify for financial 

support. The ITA was also involv~ in negotiations with the Clothing 

Manufacturers' Association tor the establishllent of a skill centre to 

coordinate training for a group of 11eaber companies. and was prepared 

to subsidize individual firmi in building up their capacities for 

aanpower planning. For its own purposes the ITA prepared detailed 

forecasts of unpower and training requirements based on the high 

quality surveys used extensively in this report; and its knowledge or 

the clothing industry was certainly the most developed of any 

governaent agency on the island . 

Closely related to the inadequacy of t~aining provision were 

widespread complaints of labour shortages, part.i.cularly for 

experienced sewing aachinista. There was considerable variation 
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between companies in this regard. depending on the quality or 

employment offered. the level of initial skill required and the 

extent or in-house training: ten or the sixteen companies reported 

shortages of :abour. often quite extensive. while most of the others 

acknowledged the probl• but felt confident about •heir ability to 

recruit new employees if necessary. Labour tuxnover in the industry 

is high. at 2"% per ~ in the 1985 ITA survey. though here as well 

there were considerable variations .-mg the fins visited. Skill 

shortages also had a clear regianal di9ension. being most acute in 

Nicosia. less in Larnaca and least in Limassol; while a nuaber or 

cmpanies had established 88all factories in the countryside in order 

to tap additional pools or r..ie workers. 

'1'he labour suppl7 difficulties of the pr11e11t industry L~ Cyprus. as 

elsewhere. are strongly conditioned by the high proportion or feaale 

operatives and the absence of adequate childcare facilities. 89.4% 

of all employees in the industry are woaen. and 61.2% of these are 

aarried; the age structure of workforce shows a sharp dip in the 

proportion of workers aged 25-29. the peak childbearing years. 

According to the 1985 ITA survey. 34.1% of workers leaving their jobs 

gave aarriage as the reason; a further 17. 9% referred to 'personal 

reasons' • a considerable proportion of which presuaably related to 

faaily responsibilities. With the growing deaands for broad skills 

and training in the clothing industry, the failure of experienced 

aachinists to return to work after the birth of their children 

represents a aajor loss of huaan capital. and there is a strong case 

for greater nursery provision in proxiaity to the garaent factories. 

2.2.9 Prolitabilit7 Pd Finance 

Table 16 gives net profit aargins on sales in 1986 for 19 of 21 firms 

interviewed. Profit calculations were often rough and ready, but 

every effort was aade to exclude contributions to overheads and to 

obtain firas' internal figures rather than those submitted for tax 

purposes. Profit rates ranged between 5% arid 15% on sales, with a 

weighted average or 6. 7%. while three either broke even or made a 
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loss . 1986. Retuni on capital were nol'llally higher. and results 

cited ·~r the 90re successful companies ranged between 15% and 25%. 

whi ~a.pares favourably with British figures for intermediate-sized 

c:~thing ::1anufacturers (0.8% in 1984-5). hosiery and knitwear 

aanuracturers (17.2J in 1985-6). and even large clothing 

manufacturers (111.lJ in 1984-5; ICC 1986a. 1986b. 1986c). Most 

companies reported sharply decreased profits by comparison to the 

booa years or 1983-11. but aargins are still considerably higher than 

the 1985 figures for large and particularly intemediate-sized 

British clothing fins given in Table 16. As we noted earlier. a 

number or fil'llS reported significantly higher profit margins in the 

home aarket. presUll8bly because of tariff protection. but even 

companies producing largely for export had respectable returns on 

sales by international standards. 

Working capital bulks large in the operations of clothing fims 

because of the cash flow problems created by seasonal peaks in sales 

and the need to finance forward payments for fabric and wages. Most 

of the firms visited therefore had large bank overdrafts. aaounting 

in aany cases to aore than 50% of fixed assets. and nine had long

tera loans ranging froa C£40.000 to £550.000. Allong the companies 

with long-term loans. six were froa the comaercial banks and three 

froa the Cyprus Development Bank (CDB). though two of the companies 

interviewed had borrowed froa the CDB at some point in the past. 

While the CDB's clients were generally appreciative of its strategic 

advice. aost of the other firas •.nterviewed felt that there were no 

advantages to borrowing froa it rather than the commercial banks. 

Rates of interest were the sue (9% for overdrafts and long-tera 

loans alike. though aany firas reported ext:-a charges under various 

pretexts) , the tel"8S were similar ( 3-4 years for the comaercial 

banks, 5-6 years for the CDB), and a number of companies feared that 

the CDB would want a say in the aanagement or their business. The 

commercial banks were anxious to lend 11e>ney to 11anuf acturers in order 

to make use of special priority funds exempt f roa normal liquidity 

restrictions, and fi~ were under pressure to take out long-term 

loans f roa the bank which controlled their overdraft. There was 

little evidence among the companies interviewed of problems in 

obtaining finance, though criticisms were voiced of the heavy 
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dependence of bank lending on disposable assets, particularly real 

estate. But the only coapany aaong those interviewed which had been 

refused a long-tera loan was a large Jeni twear aanufacturer with a 

capacity utilization level of 30% and a stock/sales ratio of 60%, 

though fil"llS which had large suas tied up in unpaid Libyan orders 

also had difficulty in raising further working capital. Indeed, 

given the high levels of fixed assets and low productivity in •any 

coapanies, a good case could be aade for greater selectivity in bank 

finance and increased targetting or tax concessions on capital 

investaent. 

Despite the constraints under which it was operating, the CDB did 

have a strategic perspective on the probleas or the Cyprus clothing 

industry. The CDB had investaents of C£1.1a in nine textile and 

clothing firas, or roughly 10% or its total industrial portfolio. As 

one aigbt expect, these investments were concentrated ira the larger 

and aore capital-intensive sectors of the industry, although the CDB 

did have a stake in two medium-sized childrenswear firms. Both the 

lending and the consul ting di visions of the bank saw the need for 

Cyprus to aove away from mass-produced commodity textiles and 

garments towards higher-value products and aore flexible production 

processes; and the feasibility studies and turnaround plans produced 

for industrial clients clearly reflected this perspective. The CDB 

would thus be well placed to play a more important role in the 

direction of investment within the clothing industry if it were able 

to offer finance on better terms than the co11111ercial banks. 

2.2.10 Government Services to Industry 

Beyond the traininc activities of the ITA and the CPC, the major 

public body providing services to the clothing industry in Cyprus is 

the Ministry of Co11111erce and Industry (MCI). The Trade Department of 

the MCI was responsible for export promotion and organized the 

participation of Cyprus clothing firms in international exhibitions 

and trade fairs, as well as mounting special trade missions, 

particularly to the Middle East. Some of these were specialist 
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events for the clothing industry. but others. including the trade 

aissions were open to all exporting sectors. Participants had to pay 

for their own overseas travel. but the MCI bore the costs of 

exhibition fees. construction and decoration oC pavilions. and could 

supply interpreters and entertainment if required. No selectivity or 

quality control was exercised by the MCI. and the only requireaent 

for participation was that firms be authentic aanufacturers in their 

own right as opposed to agents. retailers. licencees or arr 
subcontractors. The MCI also organized an annual exhibition of 

Cyprus clothing products :-. ld on the island. and paid the hotel 

expenses or visiting buyer.!>. though not the~r travel costs. The 

annual budget Cor export promotion within the MCI was between 

C£200,000-250.000. 

In addition to these direct forms of export promotion. the Research 

Department of the MCI produced reports in conjunction with foreign 

consultancy firms on the opportunities for Cyprus clothing sales in 

selected foreign aarkets, such as Austria and Switzerland. Norway and 

Sweden, Canada and the UK. Judging by the sample ex.aained 

(Makrotest. 1985). the quality of these reports was excellent. but no 

comparable research on the market for clothing within Cyprus i tsel.f 

had been undertaker by the Ministry despite the expected customs 

union with the EEC. 

Both export promotion and market research were performed by office 

with responsibilities for a number of sectors, and the only section 

of the Ministry specifically concerned with the clothing industry was 

the Technical Extension Service of the Department of Industry. 

Within the Extension Service there was one orficer with special 

responsibility for assisting clothing and textile firms, and part of 

her time was taken up in preparing technical specifications 

standardisation. and advising on the purchase of machinery. This 

extension officer had been well trained as a textile technologist in 

~ritain and was generally respected by the manufacturers. but other 

'financial priorities had not allowed her to attend international 
I 

~achinery or fabric exhibitions during six years in the job. This is 

'important if she is to maintain direct experience of the more recent 
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technical developme.."lts abroad. The industry was in any case far too 

large for a single extension officer, and visits to individual firms 

were therefore infrequent. The ITA sponsored twice-yearly seminars 

on future fashion trends by the Greek office of Promostyl, a leading 

French design intelligence coapany, and these were extremely popular 

and well attended by local aanufacturers and designers. But 

financial support within the Ministry had not been forthcoming for 

efforts to bring foreign consultants to run courses on work study 

aethods and other specialist aspects of garment aanagement. 

'lbe need for aore specialist knowledge within the Ministry, and for 

more resources for technological information, management advice and 

the extension service more generally. were all points made tc us by 

industrialists. 'lbe importance of selectivity in export promotion 

was also underlined, and this we hope can be taken on board by the 

Export Promotion Organisation. In our view there certainly is a need 

for more resources. But at the same time much could be gained from a 

closer integration between export promotion, market research and 

technical assistance, as well as other functions of the Ministry 

which directly affect the sector. The re-organisation of the 

Ministry's services on a setoral basis would help bring this about, 

and serve to build the close government-industry inter-relationship 

which is a pre-requisite for successful restructuring. 

2.2.11 The Implications of the Customs Union 

Any assessment of the implications of the European Customs Union for 

the Cyprus clothing industry must contain a strong component of 

speculation. For there is little hard evidence available on such key 

questions as the price elasticity of demand for imported garments in 

Cyprus or the long-term potential f'or Cypriot exports to the EEC; 

while the specific prospects of the clothing industry may also be 

affected by the broader impact of the Customs Union on price and 

income levels in the economy as a whole. With these caveats in mind, 

however, some tentative conclusions may be drawn from the preceding 

discussion. 
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Despite the high level of existing tariffs, unit labour costs in 

Cyprus are well below those in EEC countries. with the exception of 

Portugal; and this cost advantage is confiraed by the substantial 

volume of work subcontracted to Cypriot clothing firas by European 

retailers and •anufacturers. Provided that existing quota 

restrictions on low-cost imports froa the Far East are aaintained. 

the Customs Union would thus appear to pose little danger to the 

lower sepents of the domestic aarket, except perhaps for aore 

standardized garaents such as jeans where European producers may 

enjoy continuing economies of scale. The real threat aay be expected 

in the upper sepents of the market froa European aanufacturers and 

retailers competing on the basis of flexibility. design and brand 

image. Even with the existing tariff levels. as table 11 shows. 

imports accounted for 10.4% of domestic clothing consumption in 1985 

and slightly higher levels have been reached in previous years. 

Since the Cyprus Household Income and Expenditure Survey ( 1984/5) 

does not collect information on patterns of demand for imports. it is 

difficult to estimate with any precision how much imports of European 

fashion garments might increase if prices were reduced by the amount 

of the present tariff. Much will clearly depend on the efforts of 

domestic producers to build up consumer loyalty through the 

development of indigenous design and marketing capacities; and much 

will depend as well on whether European manufacturers choose to renew 

their current licensing agreements or to export their goods to Cyprus 

directly. A reasonable guess would be that imports might increase 

their share of the domestic market from 10% to 15-20%; and import 

penetration to Cyprus is unlikely to reach British levels of 30-35% 

given its lower costs and less develope~ system of retailing. Since 

domestic sales account for less than 50% of total output. a moderate 

increase in import penetration could be absorbed without disastrous 

consequences, particularly if exports expanded to compensate. 

A second effect of tariff reductions might be to reduce the rate of 

profit in the domestic market. Many of the firms interviewed 

confirmed that price and profit levels in Cyprus were substantially 

higher than those obtainable in export markets, and several reported 

that domestic sales were subsidizing export ·orders, particularly to 

Western EuroP"!. Insofar as such differentials exist, entry into the 
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Customs Uniora will weaken the financial position of Cyprus clothing 

firms and reduce their ability to accept unprofitable orders .as a 

aeans of breaking into export markets. But data fro• the firm 

interviews do not show any clear division in overall profit levels 

between companies engaged in exports and those concentrating on the 

domestic aarket. Many firms do succeed in achieving reaunerative 

prices on export sales. and the crucial determinant of profit levels 

does not appear to be geographic specialization but rather the 

quality of COllJ>any aanageaent and the effectiveness of its production 

and aarketing strategies. There is thus no reason to believe that 

entry into the Customs Union would have a catastrophic effect on the 

export capacities of the Cyprus clothing industry; indeed. the 

reduction of price differentials in the domestic market should SPl'r 

Cyprus firms to intensify their exporting efforts. 

Entry into the European Customs Union will give the Cyprus clothing 

industry duty-free access for its products to the markets of the EEC. 

But Cyprus has never yet succeeded in reaching its existing ceilings 

for clothing which could be exported to the EEC without having to 

meet all the visual rules of origin requirements. The industry could 

therefore expect little immediate benefit from the Customs Union, 

apart from products such as shirts some of which currently face CCT 

as 3rd country imports under EEC rules of origin. In the longer 

term. however, more substantial benefits might be expected from the 

Customs Union. Many of the firms interviewed had made considerable 

investments of time and money in building up export connections to 

the EEC, and these investments are partially reflected in the 

preliminary trade figures for 1986 (table 13). Insofar as these 

firms are successful in upgrading the quality of their products and 

reducing their costs, Cyprus clothing exports to Europe might be 

expected to increase considerably in the future. Membership of the 

Customs Union might also help to overcome the low-wage image which 

has proved a barrier to imports of higher-priced garments from 

Cyprus, while existing quota arrangements may prove vulnerable to the 

growing tendencies Gowards protectionism in the international 

economy. 
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1be ispact or the Custoas Union is thus unlikely to be disastrous for 

the Cyprus clothing industr. but any potential ben~fi ts will depend 

on the abilities or .estic producers to iaprove their 

coapetitiveness in Europea ~arkets. It would clearly be prudent for 

Cyprus to negotiate an extended period or transition for the 

reduction or tariff barrierg against European proclucts. while 

cont.inuing to exclude lower-cost iaporta or ude-up gaments fro11 

countries outside the EEC. But pven the heavy comaitaent or the 

Cyprus clothing industry to increasingly coapetitive export markets. 

it will be tar more crucial for the public authorities to establish a 

policy fraework which C&. assist aanufacturers in developing 

appropriate production and .arketing •trategies; and it 18 to this 

task we turn in the concluding section • 
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III 

A STRATEGY FOR 111E CYPRUS ct0'1'llING INDUSTRY 

3.1 Opportunities MCI Duprs 

1be far-reaching shifts in markets. technology and competitive 

strategies described in the first section of this report create new 

opportunities and new danprs for the clothing industry i.'"l Cyprus as 

it has developed over the 1980s. 1be dangers are perhaps aost 

evident and are often upperaost in the llinds of •any aanufacturers. 

Throughout the intemational economy. •arkets have contracted and 

become less remunerative for cheap. &ir.>ly styled garaents produced 

in long runs by unskilled workers in highly sectionalized factories. 

1be Libyan aarket which fueled the industry expansion in the first 

half of the decade has proved dangerously w-.stable at the same ti•e 

as it led Cyprus firms to specialize on product types and aarketing 

aethods that are uncompetitive elsewhere. By contrast. fL-; .:..ons in 

higher income Arab states like Saudi Arabia and the Gulf have aoved 

closer to European patterns. and Cyprus clothing eanufacturers have 

been losing out in these aore deaandinc aarkets. Within Europe 

itself. demand for •ass-produced garments has narrowed considerably. 

while prices and profit aargins for these goods are depressed by the 

:Intensity or competition. both dcmestic and intemational. Cyprus is 

not in any case a low-cost producer by coaparison to the Far East and 

its competitiveneH in this sepent of the European market depends on 

the continuation of import quota restrictions froa those countries. 

Entry into the European ~tou Union vill also subject Cyprus 

imports to EEC rules of c,,ripn ancl deprive unufacturers of cost 

adval'taps derivine froa the uJcinl-up of cheap Far Eutem textiles. 

Spec:... ·..lization on simply-styled praents vi th low desisn content. 

finally. enhances firms' wlnerability to competition in the home 

market from fashion-orientated manufacturers abroad when tariff 

~arriers come down as a result of entry into the European Customs 

Ur.-1.m. 
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But these shifts in the intemational econOll)' also create attractive 

possibilities for the develc-,ment of the clothing industry in Cyprus • 

1bere has been a considera: le expansion or delland for well-designed 

clothes produced by a skilled workforce vi th fle.uble equipment in 

countries close to European aarkets and inside EEC trade barriers. 

Changes in technology and work orpnization uke productivity 

illprovement CQllP8tible with product diversity. while higher profit 

.argins per unit for better-made. mre tubionable garaents can 

offset the wage level• required by CJprua' high standard or living • 

Two aain strategies can be identified whereby CJprus clothing 

aanufacturers can take advantage or these opportunities. One 

strategy is for firas to build up their design capacities in the 

doaestic aarket as t!le basis for a subsequent aove into exports. In 

this respect, a home aarket like that or Cyprus which deaands fashion 

and variety is a great asset. and firms can use it as a laboratory in 

which to develop a distinctive style and product iaage which can 

ultiaately be projected into foreign llarkets as well. 1bis is the 

path w?lich auch or the Italian clothing industry has followed, and 

Spanish garaent producers now appear poised to aake a powerful impact 

on intemational fashion aarkets using siailar aethods. Close touch 

with local deaand and the creation or m indigenous Cyprus style will 

likewise be vital to safeguarding the hoae aarket against invasion by 

European designer garaents once tariff barriers have been lowered. 

Licensing agreeaents with well-known foreign brands, by contrast, may 

work in the opposite direction, and should be discouraged unless 

clear pro•J*:ts of substantial sales outside the island can be 

established • 

A second strate1Y i• tor Cyprus tins to beeo11e hilh quality 

suppliers tor toreisn retailers and aanutacturera. buildinc up long

tera relationships Oft the bui• or fiuibilit)'. reliability and 

quality rather than price alone. 1broush auch relationships. Cyprus 

clothinc firm• can cradually acquire a feel for the requirements or 

European conauaera while learnin1 how to combine tlexibili ty and 

efficiency and thereby reduce production coats. Ultimately, however, 

these two atrate1iea auat converse it the Cyprus clothinc industry is 
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to consolidate its position in international markets. Improved 

productive efficiency is vital in securing the price edge needed for 

unknown manufacturers to break into foreign markets. while original 

design capacity is crucial in expanding such footholds once acquired. 

As we have seen. a significant section of the Cyprus clothing 

industry has already gone soae distance towards putting these 

strategies into practice. But as in other countries such as Italy. 

their success will require the development of a range of common 

services which are beyond the aeans of even the most dynamic local 

firms to provide for themselves on an individual basis. 

3.2 Fashion Forecasting and Market Research 

For Cyprus firms to break into more remunerative niches in Western 

export markets. they need detailed guidance on fashion trends 

(styles. shapes. colours). both current and prospective (12-18 months 

ahead). together with good quality research on the characteristics of 

demand in different markets and their potential accessibility to 

Cyprus manufacturers. As we have seen. the ITA already organi:tes 

twice-yearly seminars by a French design intelligence company. which 

are well attended by local clothing companies. and the Ministry also 

hires international consultancy firms to undertake one-off surveys of 

particular markets. A number of the more progressive exporters 

themselves purchase commercial design forecasts at C£500 a shot and 

spend considerable sums on research visits to European markets. 

Significant economies of scale obtain in these areas. and a sectoral 

orgar.ization ~ould perform these functions 1n a more continuous and 

systematic wa). following the example of the Centro Informazione 

Tessile Emilia-Romagna (CITER). a joint public-private organizati~n 

located in Carpi, the centre of the Italian knitwear industry. The 

CITER. which grew out of management training course• for lor.al 

entrepreneurs sponsored by the European Social Fund, has a budget of 

£250,000, 75% drawn from its 500 member firms (most of them w:th less 
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than 50 employees) who pay a subscription of £400/yr. Its eight-

person staff provides a coaprehensive and highly professional range 

of inforaatioo services in the areas of design ilatelligence. urket 

research and fabric sourcing. as well as technology and 118118gement. 

On a aore aodest scale. Newcastle City Cowicil is proposing to 

establish a Fashion Centre for the local clothing industry in 

conjunction with the local Polytechnic. and estiaates the cost or 

creating a fashion forecasting facility which wuld purchase the full 

range or international design intelligence reports at £20.000 per 

year (rfevcastle EconOllic Development ec.aittee. 1986). 'lbere is 

strong support for the collective provision or this type or service 

aaong Cyprus clothing aanufacturers. particularly those who are 

already spending their own 11<>ney to achieve less satisfactory 

results. If such a service were established in Cyprus. it llight also 

set up a register of free-lance designers and establish contacts with 

designers abroad willing to work with Cyprus fil'llS. as well as 

compiling a fabric library and aaintaining up-to-date infoI'llation on 

fabric sourcing. 

3.3 Joint Export llarketing 

Alongside design intelligence and market research. there is a clear 

need for some kind of joint sales organization. As we have seen, 

many Cypriot exporters use commission agents to make contact with 

Western buyers. and often pay a considerable preaiua for their 

services; a joint sales organization might enable thea to avoid 

these middlemen as well as providing vital technical and logistical 

support for exports. The new Export Promotion Council should provide 

a good general framework and some potential finance for collective 

initiatives in marketing. but the detailed knowledge of local 

capacities req\,ired for its success can only COiie fro11 within the 

sector itself. Many industrialists expressed strong support for 

sector-specific marketing initiatives, and one larger ladie~wear 

manufacturer reported that he was actively canvassing for partners to 

e»tablish a joint sales organization at a cost of C£100,000 for each 

market. A general concern among the industrialists is the need for 

any such organization to impose stiff quality standards on 
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participating firas in order to overcome Cyprus' iaage as a low-cost 

producer. in contrast to current practice in the export promotion 

activities of the MCI. 

3.- Camputer-Aided Design 

As in European clothing districts. there would be considerable 

advantages to the establishllent of a CAD bureau in Cyprus. As ...e 

have seen. ll8DY of the companies visited were well aware of the 

benefits of CAD in teras of savings in uterials costs. faster 

turnaround t:.aes and aore accurate costings for the generation of new 

styles; but all considered it to be beyond their financial aeans for 

the foreseeable future. Even if CAD sys tea fell considerably in 

price, a bureau could play a valuable role in trdining larger 

companies in the use of the equipaent. as well as aak.~ its services 

available to their smaller counterparts who would be unlikely to 

purchase it theaselves. An additional benefit for the smaller 

companies would be improved product quality and consistency because 

of the possibility of standardizing sizes across a range of different 

models by building on a basic set of pattern blocks stored in the 

system. The cost of the equipment and software for a CAD hureau 

would be £120-150.000 (plus perhaps £50.000 for a building), based on 

the recent experience of the West Midlands Clothing Resource Centre 

in Birmingham a.'ld on proposals for the Newcastle Fashion Centre 

(Newcastle Economic Development Comaittee, 1986). CAD/CAM equipment 

is already in use vi thin the knitwear sector. which is dominated by 

larger firms, and it does not seea necessary to provide these 

facilities within a CAD bui.-eau. Computer-controlled cutting is 

probably still too expensive and difficult to coordinate for 

operation on a bureau basis in Cyprus, but the situation should be 

closely monitored for future consideration. 
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3.5 Technological Information MCI 118nege9ent ~taney 

As we have seen. there are often major proble11& in production 

planning and f3Ctory organization even in the better Ciras. llany 

cmpan.ies do not understand well bow to reconcile the deunds or 

flexibility and productivity in relation to different market 

strategi~; product costing is often -teurish end levels or stocks 

and work-in-progress e£eSSive. While 90St Of the larger 

aanufacturers have SC9e knowledge or current developments in 

-cbinery. the sae cannot be said of their mller counterparts. and 

aany large firas too have invested in expensive dedicated equipment 

inappropriate for their require11e11ts. There is thus a need for the 

collective provision of inforaation on technology and aanagement 

which goes beyond the Technical Extension Service of the IEI in both 

quantitative and qualitative teras. In addition to providing up-to

date inforaation on technological develop11ents abroad and advising on 

aachinery purchase and factory organization. it would be desirable 

for a service or this type to build up a register of approved 

consultants willing to work with Cyprus firas. 

A five-year progrmme of technical assistance financed by the United 

Nations Development Progruae would ll8ke it possible to bring foreign 

consul tan ts to Cyprus to advise local firas on such key issues as 

product costing. inventory control and the design of aanagement 

inforaation systems. Individual firas •ight be allowed to draw on 

their services at subsidized rates. while visiting consultants could 

also help in establishing a more permanent technological infor11&tion 

bureau by running public seainars and training its staff. 

A specific problea or aanageaent organization which affects the 

industry as a whole is that of payment sys teas. As we have seen, the 

potential benefits in increased productivity and higher wages which 

could be realized through the introduction of i~centive systems are 

currently blocked by the autual distrust and lack of technical 

expertise on the part of aanagement and unions alike. The government 

should therefore encourage both parties to open negotiations on the 
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introduction or incentive systems. and provide public finance ror 

advice and training in their design and operation to ensure that 

neither is disadvantaged. A progressive unagement consultancy such 

as Kurt Sal-on Associates ai.ght be approached for assistance in 

designing papent system compatible with the growing emphasis on 

flexibility and aul t1.-skilling in Cyprus fins. while the 

International Lab'lUr Organization ai.ght be able to provide assistanc~ 

in training union representatives in negotiating wages undei. 

incentive system. 

3.6 Fabric Supplies -4 Finishing Processes 

Fabric supplies and finishing processes pose particular probleas for 

Cyprus clothing firu in their efforts to meet the shorter lead ti.es 

and higher quality standards increasingly required by export aarkets. 

A partial solution to delays in fabric supply aight coae froe the 

establishaent or a collective converting ope~tion by a consortium of 

clothing fins which would buy up grey cloth ar.d have it finished to 

members' requirements. Proposals of this type have been discussed by 

a group or local authorities in Britain. and they should be contacted 

to investigate the feasibility or such a project in Cyprus. 

Collective efforts by clothing producers aight also prove useful in 

resolving the probleas or local capacity for bleaching. dyeing and 

finishing. As we have seen. the aain facility for these purposes on 

the island is a private comaission dyehouse whose investaP.nts in new 

equipment are C')llStrained by low levels of capacity utilization and 

long payback P!riods at existing rates or profit. It aight be 

possible for a consortiua or clothing aanuf acturers to provide 

additional capital for new equipment by purchasing a stake in the 

enterprise (which is already supported by the CDB); and closer liaso:i 

between the dyehouse and its custoaers over production scheduling 

might also improve existing levels or capacity utilization. Similar 

consid"!rations should also be borne in mind by the banks and the 

public authorities in evaluating new proposals from individual firms 
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ror the creation or additional dyeing and finishing facilities on the 

island. 

3. 7 Training mil the ... bcJQr llarket 

As we have seen. there is a pronounced shortage or skilled labour at 

a number or levels within the Cyprus clothing industry. 

Professionally-trained production aanegers. technicians. supervisors 

and designers are generally s·:arce. and fil'llS are orten dissatisfied 

with the level or skills available locally. 1bere is a clear need 

ror increased provision or S>!Ctor-specitic training in these areas 

beyond what is currently offered by the CPC. and these areas should 

be given priority in the allocation or public subsidies ror study 

abroad. It would also be desirable to relax current restrictions on 

the employment of foreign personnel in these positions. though 

efforts should be ll8de to ensure that sa.e transfer or knowledge 

takes place in exchange. perhaps through the teaching o! relevant 

courses. 

F.qually important. however. are skill shortages at the operative 

level. particularly aaong sewing aachinists. The ITA should be 

encouraged in its plans to upgrade training standards in the 

industry. as well as to provide additional specialist instructors to 

assist in the establishment of in-company schelles. The establishment 

of joint skill centres for groups of firms combining on and off-the

job training would be particularly d4sirable given rising skill 

requireaents in the industry as well as endemic problems of 

competition for labour uong employers. The establishment of 

subsidized child care provision for WOiien workers would also assist 

in the retention ot skilled labour. while the concentration ot 
clothing factories on industrial estates means that these facilities 

could be shared aaong a number ot fil'llS. 
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3.8 Fi~nce 

While the interviews suggested that access to long-ten finance was 

not a key problea for llOSt firms. there did appear to be considerable 

lli.sallocation of investaent as a restJlt of government policies on 

capital allowances. interest rates and bank lending. As in other 

sectors. non-selective capital allowances have encouraged the 

purchase or inappropriate equipment in aany firms. while fixed 

interest rates for all types of borrowing and the comaercial banks' 

exemption fl'Oll liquidity requirements for industrial loans have 

promoted investaents based aore on security of assets than on serious 

project assessaent. Capital allowances need to be targetted auch 

11<>re carefully towards specific categories or investaent expected to 

bring particular benefits within each industry. as for exaaple. in 

the case of computerized aanageaent inforaation sysU!lls in clothing 

or CAD/CAM in knitwear. t1le Cyprus Development Bank should also be 

peraitted to offer loans on aore advantageous teras than the 

commercial banks to strengthen its role in the strategic direction of 

investment within the sector. 

3.9 Sectoral Institutions and Collective Services 

As international cOllparisons demonstrate, the provision of collective 

services can be organized in a variety of ways. Sometiaes a service 

can be provided by an independent company. as in the case of a 

commission dyehouse or eo1111ercial CAD bureau; other tiaes by 

consortia of tiras or employers' associations, as in the case or 

marketing and credit cooperatives in Italy. Sometimes it will be a 

public body which takes the lead, as in the case of local authority

funded Fashion Centres in Britain; other tiaes instead a joint 

venture between the public and the private sectors, as in the case of 

the CITER. No pre-determined formula can therefore be laid down for 

Cyprus, but two general observations are in order. First, the 

development of these services will require new initiatives from 

mtanuf acturers and government alike, as well as cooperation from the 

trade unions, particularly in the areas or training and manpower 
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utilization . Se-::ond. there aust be a strong sector-specific 

coaponent in their provision. since each of the services identified 

requires intiaate k- :.edge or the probleas and capacities or the 

industry itself' • 

For aany of these services. the Clothing Manufacturers' Association 

appears the miost likely candidate to serve as the nucleus for their 

provision. A nuaber or leading industrialists are strongly cmaitted 

to this strategy. and the Annual General Meeting or the Association 

has now voted to increare its subscriptions by 10% to finance the 

development or such services. Fashion forecasting and technological 

information are the obvious places to start. and these could be 

linked with joint aarketing under the auspices or the new Export 

Proaotion Organisation to fora a sectoral resource centre. But the 

Association's resources will not be sufficient by theaselves. and 

aatching funds should therefore be provided by the government at 

least for an initial period or perhaps five years. In the case of 

the CAD bureau, the state aight purchase the capital equipment and 

the eaployers aeet the running costs through subscriptions and 

s::omaercial charges tor its services. The resource centre will 

clearly require a specialist staff ~ith its own administration, and 

the MCI should be represented on its aanageaent board alongside the 

Manufacturers' Ass:.=:.ation in keeping with the public-private basis 

of its funding. A sectoral agency of this type would be well-placed 

to collaborate with the ITA and CPC in the development of joint 

training scheaes, al though here the trade unions would also need to 

be represented; and it would also be in a good position to advise the 

CDB on priorities for strategic finance in the industry. The 

reorganization ol the MCI on sectoral lines, finally, would 

facilitate that collaboration between industrialists and the state 

which will be vital for the success of this strategy • 
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CL0111ING 

SllMARY OF REallMENDATIONS 

1. A fashion forecasting facility should be established for the 

Cyprus clothing industry. 1bis facility would purchase the full 

range of international design intelligence reports a.id elaborate 

thea for local fil'llS through seainars and presentcations. Its 

staff should also set up a register of free-lance designers and 

establish contact with designers abroad willing to work with 

Cyprus firms. as well as compiling a fabric library and 

maintaining up-to-date information on fabric sourcing. 

2. A sector-specific export marketing organization should be 

established for the clothing industry. In conjuni:tion with the 

fashion forecasting facility and the new Export Promotion 

Council. it would undertake research on the characteristics of 

demand in foreign markets and their potential accessibility to 

Cyprus manufacturers. The export marketing organization should 

undertake promotion campaigns for Cyprus garments in targetted 

markets. as well as providing technical and logistic support for 

individual companies. A key function of this body should be to 

impose stiff quality standards on the firms which use its 

services in order to overcome Cyprus' image as a down-market 

producer. 

3. A computer-aided design bureau should be established for the 

clothing industry. This bureau should consist of facilities for 

pattern modification. grading. lay planning and marker making. 

which would be made available to firms on a commercial basis. 

At a future stage, the possibility of adding a computer

controlled cutting service should be considered. 
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4. A technological information service should be established for 

the clothing industry. This service should coapile up-to-date 

information on technological developments abroad and advise 

firms on aachinery purchase and factory layout. It should also 

build up a register of approved •anageaent consultants willing 

to work with Cyprta firms. With the support of a five-year 

prograaae of technical assistance financed by the United Nations 

Development Programme. a series of foreign consultants should be 

broug-.1t to Cyprus to advise local firas on aanageaent 

organization and proceduresi these consultants should undertake 

specific projects for individual companies at subsidized rates. 

while also running public seminars and training the staff of the 

information service. In addition. foreign consultants should be 

approached for assistance in designing new payment systems for 

Cyprus firms. and union representatives should be trained in the 

negotiation of wage rates under such incentive systems. 

5. 

6. 

A feasibility study should be conducted on the possibility of 

establishing a collective fabric converting operation which 

would purchase grey cloth and have it finished to local firms' 

requirements. An investigation should also be conducted into 

the possibility of creating a consortium of clothing firms to 

. ··:>Vide additional investment for dyeing and f .. nishing processes 

on the island, whether in new or existing installations. 

The provision of sector-spec! fie training for managers, 

technicians, supervisors and designers should be improved. and 

these fields should be given priority in the allocation of 

public subsidies for study abroad. Restrictions on the 

employment of foreign personnel in these positions should also 

be relaxed. Joint skill centres for clothing operatives shoul~ 

be established by the Industrial Training Authority together 

with groups of firms combining off-the-job training with in

company placements. The ITA should also be encouraged in its 

plans to upgrade training s tandar'ds for the industry and to 

provide additional s;>ecialist instructors for in-company 

·· :-ogrammes. Subsidized child care centres should be established 
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on the industrial estates to assist in the retention of skilled 

women operatives. 

7. The existing sys tea or capital allowances should be reviewed in 

order to target incentives for investaent towards specific 

categories of investaent expected to bring particular benefits 

to the industry. such as coaputerized aanageaent inforaation 

systeas or CAD/CAM equipment. The Cyprus Development Bank 

should also be peraitted to offer loans on aore advantageous 

teras than the coiaercial banks to strengthen its role in the 

strategic direction or investaent within the sector. 

8. A sectoral resource centre with a specialist staff should be 

established to administer the fashion forecasting facility, the 

export marketing organization, the CAD bureau and the 

technological information service. Funding for these services 

should be provided jointly by the Clothing Manufacturers' 

Association and the public authorities (the Ministry of Commerce 

and Industry and the Export Promotion Council}, except in the 

case of the CAD bureau where the state should purchase the 

capital equipment and the industrialists provide the running 

costs. Each of these organizations should also be represented 

on the management board of the resource centre. To facilitate 

collaboration with the resource centre, the services currently 

provided by the ~inistry of Commerce and Industry should 

themselves be reorganized on sectoral lines. 
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Table 1 

Th• structure of th• European Clothing Indu•trx 

slze ciau- - - - DST G1UUIANY BBLGIUM FMIVtCB ITALY HOLLAND UK DENMARK 

(n..uaber of 
911'l>loyeea) FIJNS lllPLS. FIMS lllPLS. FIRMS EMPLS. l ilCMS IMPLS. FIRMS IMPLS. FIRMS BMPLS. l'IAMI IMPLS. 

r 74.8 
- .. 

10 - 19 21.4 4.2 30.7 5.2 47.0 12.3 32.7 
35.J 44.7 12.0 60.9 16.5 36.8 

20 - 49 36.7 16.0 I 33.3 12.9 30.8 17.8 40.2 ... ... .. .. ... 
so - 99 21.6 20.7 14.0 19.9 17.2 14.7 11. 7 15.4 18.7 14.5 16.9 .. 

100 - 199 13-2 24.9 7.4 20.0 10.1 17.2 55.3 88.0 10.9 15.9 7.5 63.2 
-...J 10 .• 5 54.5 

200+ ., .1 34.2 3.8 24.8 8.1 50.0 9.5 53.1 2.7 ... -
TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

AVERAGE IMIBER OF 
EMPLOYEES PER i':'CRM 
FIRMS WI'nl TEN OR 
MORE EMPLOYEES) 90 49 82 52 65 100 42 

SOURCE: G Pent. Forn•J\90• L'induatda Italian• dell 'Abbiqliamento (BolOCjlna: 1978) 
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Table 2 

UK Imports and Exports Qf Made-up Clothing 

{Figures in £aillions) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Sales 2911.0 2987.2 3253.3 3700.7 4134.7 
Exports 558.7 540.2 560.8 M3.9 762.5 
Imports 997.1 1051.0 1121.2 1415.5 1532.0 
Home Market 3349.4 3498.0 3813.7 4472.3 lt904.2 
Import 
Pentration(J) 29.8 30.0 29.il 31.7 31.2 
Exports/ 
Sales {%) 

Source: 

19.2 18.1 17.2 17.4 18.4 

U.K. Department or Trade and Industry, Bulletin or Textile and 
Clothing Statistics (1985) • 

Table 3 

UK Trade Balance in Clothing (SITC Division 84} 

Figures in £000s) 

Year Imports Exports Balance 

1978 920746 670004 -250742 
1979 1194446 751088 -443358 
1980 1231122 807558 -423564 
1981 N/A N/A N/A 
1982 1500755 840351 -660404 
1983 1601480 865394 -660404 
1984 2013149 99639..? -1016757 
1985 209468o 1171923 -922757 

Source: Ov6rseas Trade Statistica or the U.K. (December 1985) • 
Note: 1981 figures affected by Civil Service strike • 
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Imports 

Table 4 

Sources of U.K. Clott.ing Iaports by Main Trading Area 
(SITC Division 84) (£000) and % of Total 

frcm 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

EEC 322989(26.2) 449519(30.0) 516998(32.3) 655547(32.6) 759230(36.2) 

Rest of 
W.Europe 178495(14.5) 194826(13.0) 233694(14.6) 289784(14.4) 305304(14.6} 

Other 
DCs 16512 (1.3) 16443 (1.1) 20645 (1.3) 26o85 (1.3) 20118 (1.0) 

Latin 
Anierica 5527 (0.4) 520~ (0.3) 5389 (0.3) 8686 (0.4) 7483 (0.4) 

Middle 
East & 
N.Africa ~1636 (4.2) 67717 (4.5) 78219 (4.9) 85343 (4.2) 89660 (4.3) 

Other 
LDCs 562773(45.7) 68429(45.6) 663282(41.3) 861556(42.8) 814793(38.9) 

CPEa 34202 (2.8) 40756 (2.7) 46548 (2.9) 53999 (2.7) 67768 (3.2) 

North 
America 59028 (4.8) 42043 (2.8) 36707 (2.4) 32149 (1.6) 30324 (1.4) 

Note: Greece has been included in the EEC since 1981. Spain and Portugal are 
are still included in the figures for the Rest of W. Europe, along wi~h 
Gibraltar, Malta and Turkey. DCs • Developed Countries; LDCs • Less 
Developed Countries; CPEs • =entrally Planned Economies. 

Source: Overseas Trad~ Statistics of the U.K. (December 1985). 
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Table 5 

• International Variations in Wage Costs per Direct Ell!ploxee 

Com1try Hourly Wages SOcial Wage Costs 
incl. Piecework Costs Total per Bour 

Incentive in ' 
£ m ! !!! • West Gezllany 2.75 11.00 70 4.68 18,70 

BgJpt 0.48 1,92 52 0.73 2,92 

• Englana 1.90 7,60 27 2.41 9,25 

Greece 1.21 4,85 85 2.24 8,97 

Bong Jtong 0.83 3,30 29 1.07 4,26 

Haiti 0.30 1,19 32 0.39 1,57 • Ireland 1.49 5,95 27 1.89 7,56 

Italy 2.18 8,70 105 4.46 17,84 

Ivory Coast 0.48 1,90 • 80 0.86 3,42 

Malta 1.50 6,00 25 1.88 7,50 

Morocco 0.30 1,20 10 0.33 1,32 

Portugal 0.68 2,70 25 0.84 3,37 • 
Spll!l 1.50 6,02 42 2.14 8,55 

Sri Lanka 0.19 0,76 25.8 0.24 8,55 

SWitzerland 3.38 13,53 40 4.74 18,94 • 
~nisia 0.40 1,58 19.5 0.47 1,89 

USA 2.82 11,26 33 3.75 14,98 

• Source: Reaearch by Kurt Salmon Associate• reported in Apparel 
International (February 1984) • 
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Table 6 

Share or Textiles and Clothing in Cyprus Manufacturing Activity 1985 

Source: 

Source: 

F.aployment 
Gross Output 
Census Value Added 
Exports 

ZT.8% 
15-5% 
18.2% 
33.4% 

Cyprus Departaent or Statistics and Research, Industrial Statistics 
1985 Report. 

Table 7 

Clothing Activity as a Proportion of Textiles and Clothing, 19l!2 

% of Enterprises 86.5 
% of F.mployment 82.0 
% of Output 80.5 
% of Census Value Added 79.3 
% of Domestic Exports• 99.3 

• Trade figures ~nclude knitwear as part of clothing. 

Cyprus Department of Statist!cs and Research, Industrial Statistics 
1985 Report. 
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Table 8 

The Structure of the Cypnis Textiles and Clothing Industry, 1985 

Enterprises 
Textiles 
Clothing 

F.aployaent 
Textiles 
Clothing 

Gross Output 
(OOOs) 
Textiles 
Clothing 

Value Added 
(OOOs) 
Textiles 
Clothing 

Total 
Ho. J 

0-9 
No. J 

10-49 
No. J 

50-99 
No. J 

100+ 
No. % 

203 100 183 90.2 40 19.7 5 2.4 5 2.4 
1306 100 1112 85.1 164 12.6 32 2.5 10 0.8 

2180 100 421 18.3 773 35.5 310 14.2 676 31.0 
9910 100 1795 18.1 3530 35.6 2212 22.3 2373 22.9 

20623 100 4378 21.2 7185 34.8 3003 14.6 6057 29.4 
85274 100 14076 16.5 28300 33.2 20951 24.6 21947 25.7 

9585 100 
36611 100 

1853 19.3 3258 34.o 1382 14.4 3092 32.3 
6728 18.4 12140 33.2 8721 23.8 9022 24.6 

Source: Cyprus Department of Statistics and Research, Industrial Statistics 
1985 Report • 
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Table 9 

Subsectoral Structure of the CyprJS Clothing Industry. 1980-84 

A. Share of Fbws(F) Md F.llplopent(E) by Product Gzoup (J) 

Product ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Kniblear. 
Nightwear&. 
Underwear 
llenswear 
Womenswear 
Shirts 
Childrenswear 

F 

8.5 
1&8.1& 
34.7 
3.7 
4.7 

E 

17.1 
25.9 
33.8 
11.3 
11.9 

F E F 

7.6 17.1& 7.5 
47.8 24.8 '47.2 
34.9 31.9 35.6 
3.5 12.1 3.6 
6.2 13.8 6.1 

E F E F E 

16.6 7.9 16.1 7.8 15.1 
2'4.9 '47.3 26.9 '47.2 26.5 
31.7 35.9 33.5 35.8 33.1 
13.1 3.3 11.7 3.3 11.6 
13.7 5.6 11.8 5.9 13.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Cyprus Industrial Training Authority, Manpower Survey for the 
Clothing Industry (1986). 

B. Output Per F.m:>loyee by Size of Firm and Subsector, 1985 

Kni tweer, Nightwear 
8,838 11,089 9,812 l Underwear 7,215 

Menswear 6,124 9,771 8,971 8.995 
Wollenswear 11,563 13,089 10,648 11,779 
Shirts 11,111 6,463 6,516 6,878 
Childrenswear 8,482 9.856 12,051 10,471 
Total 8,862 10,302 9,732 9.809 

Source: Cyprus Industrial Training Authority, Manpower Survey for the 
Clothing Industry (1986). 
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Table 10 

• The ~lop!e!!t or the Cyprw,; Ciothing Industry, 1980-84 

1980 19&1 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986• 
Gross Output 
(C£a)•• 53.0 57.7 51.9 55.0 64.5 60.3 58.7 

• Exports 
(C£a)•• 27.9 33,8 23.5 25.9 37.9 30.6 24.5 

Local Consuaptim 
or Gross Output 

• (Cb) .. 25.1 23.9 28.4 26.6 29.7 34.2 6.9 

Faployaent 9.752 10,410 10,257 10,527 11,409 11,018 10,700 

Gross Output 
Per ~loyee 

• (C£)•• 5,435 5.543 5,060 5,225 5,653 5.473 5.486 

• • projected figures; •• • constant 1980 prices. 

Source: Cyprus Industrial Training Authority, Manpower Survey for the 
Clothing Industry (1986) • 
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Table 11 

Ou~ut 1 Exports and hPorts 1982-86 {current Price!.i 

SITC Division 84 - Articles of Apparel and Clothing Accessories 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986* 

1. Gross Output 67.000 77.269 98.693 94.883 N/A 
(OOOs) 

2. Domestic Exports 31.664 38.332 61.864 49.686 28.348 
(OOOs) 

3. Iaports for Boae 4.106 5.314 4.971 5.231 3.382 
ConsUllPtion ( OOOs) 

4. Domestic 39.442 44.251 41.800 50.428 N/A 
Consumption 
(1 - 2 + 3. OOOs) 

5. EJ(port/Sales 47.3 49.6 62.5 52.4 N/A 
(% 2/1) 

6. Iaport Penetration 10.4 12.0 11.9 10.4 N/A 
(% 3/4) 

• • first nine 11<>nths only 

Source: Cyprus Statistics and Research Department. Statistics of Imports 
and Exports 1982-6; Industrial Statistics of Cyprus 1982-5. 
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Table 12 

• Investaent in Cyprus Clothing Industry, 1980-84 

lnft&t.ent 
(C£000a) 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

• Land 5 99 108 106 231 

8uil4:1np ~ 651 543 1077 2237 

•cbinery 766 1167 1313 1405 2237 

• Vehicl.es 171 169 393 356 375 

Furnishings and 
Fittings 112 118 163 317 277 

Other 12 66 10 24 52 

• Total 1472 2270 ~530 3285 4577 

Rate of Growth 54.2% 11.5% 29.8% 38.1% 
Investaent as a • % of Gross Output 2.8 3.5 3.8 4.3 4.6 

Source: Cyprus Industrial Training Authority, Manpower Survey for the 
Clothing Industry (1986) • 
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Table 13 

Cyprus Clothing F.xports by Country Group, 1982-86 

Area 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986* 
(C£000) % (000) % (000) % (000) % (000) % 

EEC 15898 50.2 16679 43.5 15751 25.5 15628 31.5 14130 58.2 

Arab 
Countries 12474 38.8 17017 44.3 40722 66.1 26700 53.7 5817 24.0 
Libya 1447 4.6 9138 23.8 33553 54.2 19018 38.3 1823 7.5 
Other 
Arab 10827 34.2 7879 20.5 7369 11.9 7682 15.5 3984 16.5 

Eastern 
Europe 2650 8.4 3390 8.8 3717 8.0 5165 10.4 2315 9.5 

4 

Others 842 2.6 1296 3.4 1474 2.4 2193 4.4 2005 8.3 

Total 31664 100 38382 100 61864 100 49686 100 24267 100 

* = first nine months. 

Source: Cyprus Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 
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Table 14 

• Cyprus Exports of Clothing, Knitwear and Other Made-u;e 
Textiles by Country of Destination, 1982-1986 

(Figures in C£000s) 

Destination 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986• 

• Libya 1447 9138 33553 19018 1823 
UK 7163 7815 7883 9686 8685 
USSR 761 1039 1176 2086 922 
USA 394 703 820 1818 1355 
Yemen Arab 

• Republic 252 812 901 1742 1037 
West Gezmany 5735 4239 3173 1694 1695 
Belgium 871 1651 1690 1295 842 
Egypt 224 614 1002 1239 401 
France 622 962 1208 1218 1580 
Czechoslovakia 266 686 473 1215 404 

• East Germany 3 1146 1115 306 
Saudi Arabia 2493 1983 1483 769 422 
Bulgaria 1623 1632 905 709 659 
Kuwait 1012 1053 953 680 428 
Dubai 756 709 699 674 302 
Denmark 592 505 426 635 220 

• Netherlands 649 660 810 628 900 
Qatar 554 385 415 590 223 
Iraq 3172 4 49 590 525 
Bahrain 724 803 618 440 153 
Abu-Dhabi 525 312 322 298 141 
Ireland 191 573 412 249 128 

• Jordan 489 392 169 205 71 
Greece 69 266 94 202 169 
Lebanon 326 322 361 181 155 
Norway 19 36 42 175 81 
Sweden 279 471 290 100 424 
Other Countries 456 484 791 435 310 

• 
Total 31,664 38,382 61,864 49,686 24,267 

• • first nine months only • 

• Source: Cyprus Ministry of COnmerce and Industry. 
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Table 15 

Subsectoral Distribution of Firas Interviewed 

Subsector Firas Employees % of Employees 
Knitwear 3 456 14.5 
Menswear 3 1390 44.3 
Shirts 3 375 11.9 
Womens wear 5 540 17.2 
Childrenswear 2 130 4.1 
Mixed 3 200 6.4 
Leather Clothing 1 66 2.1 
Dyeing. Bleaching 
and Finishing 1 44 1.4 

Total 21 3201 100.0 

Average number of employees per firm: 152.4 

Source: Interviews. 
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TUle Ui 

Anal11i• of Pir• Dllt• 

Plm ... 10799• Olltput/ Stocki/ Plnd Plnd Pn1Ut1/ 
Worker hlH A11t1t1/ Al Ht I/ lal•• 
(CIOOO) Wkr. Sal•• 

(ClOOO) 

lHS 1181 1915 ion. 1915 ltltl 1916 1916 1916 

" 93 IO 1559 1500 26.9 26.1 2500 33.0 s-• • 144 150 1611 10000 33.1 16.1 MIA 200.0 20 
c 121 156 1111 6410 60,1 60,0 1051 110.0 10 
D 30 50 14152 10460 11.2 M/A 1600 15.3 l2 

• 251 no 9214 14100 1.9 2.0 1641 52.0 10 
r 41 40 10916 3115 1.6 35.5 3625 93.5 c 13.1) 
G "'" 240 "'" 12500 M/A 23.3 2911 23.3 0 

" SI 10 10504 12157 26.6 n. 7 4114 36,1 10• 
l 146 150 11041 IOOO 29.7 83,3 :1661 109.0 (4·5) 
J 213 215 1815 11627 23.4 24.5 2325 20.0 6•1 
l <10 30 6111\l 3333 41.I 41.0 700 21.0 u 
L 191 200 lbt.1 10000 n.o 15.5 1200 12.0 5·6 .. "'" 100 M/A 10000 M/A M/A 5000 50.0 10 

" "'" 10 M/A 15114 "'~ 14.4 2957 11.1 15 
CJ) 0 119 150 12533 20000 22.l M/A 1133 56.1 15 
.co. p M/A 90 "'" 10889 "'" M/A 4444 40.1 1•10 

Q ... 66 12152 13111 26,5 M/A 2955 22.4 5•6 

• II/A II/A 6456 6000 20.1 15.1 2300 21.0 10 
s 40 44 14212 14204 26.5 20.0 1'/A 136.0 6•1 

•-reve . 152 1740 9115 23.1 25.6 3513 31.1 6,1 
(11624)• ( 1305')• (4165)• 

Cyp&Ull 
ClothlftlJ 
•-reve u.e . 1113 

(11611)• 

U1t ClothlftlJ 
(Mjor> - - 21197• - 21. 7 - :1245• 62.5 4.3 

Ult Clothlr19 
(inte~l•t•) - - 11112• - 11.9 . 2214• 9.1 1.6 

Ul Moliery 
,, ltllit- - - 11157• - 20.4 - 2'151• 15.6 4.2 

---
• • f14J'lre• cot1-rted into aterll1141 at Cll • 11.33. 

901uce1: Cypna1: lntervl ... •nd C.n1ua Dita; Ul: ICC lu1ln••• Ratio Report• (1986), 
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Training Sch-

1. AB-INITIO TrainincJ Scheme 

1.1. Group Training Cour••• 

1.2. In-~y Cou~••• 

2. Up-grading Trainift9 
ScheM 

2.1. Group Traini"9 Cour••• 

2.2. In-~ny Cour••• 

2.3. GovernllMtnt Institutions 
Courses 

2.4. Courses of other 
Inatitutiona/Organiaation1 

3. Apprenticeahip Schelfte 

4. Training Abroad Scheme 

TOTAL 

'l'abl• 17 

Humber of Courses/Train•~• per Scheme for the Clothing Indu•trx 
for the years 1979-1986 

Number of Cour1e1/Number of 'l'rain••• 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

~/47 11/93 18/159 20/173 25/204 76/386 38/130 

5/41 11/~3 16/142 9/114 10/123 10/125 4/50 

- - 2/17 11/59 15/81 66/261 34/80 

- - - 11/191 16/285 32/394 37/692 

- - - - 2/32 5/92 6/274 

- - - - 4/13 10/39 7/28 

- - - 11/191 9/215 15/209 23/360 

- - - - 1/25 2/54 1/30 

-/6 -/20 -/35 -/24 -/16 -/52 -/50 

- - - - - - 3/3 

5/53 11/113 18/).94 31/388 41/505 108/832 78/875 

Sour:e: Industrial Training Authority of Cyprus. 

- - ... A A 

Total 

1986 

23/153 216/1345 

- 65/694 

23/153 151/651 

41/516 137/2078 

10/159 23/557 

9/64 30/144 

20/257 78/1232 

2/36 6/145 

-/45 1/248 

1/1 4/4 

65/715 358/3675 
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StllWlY 

Shoe aanufacturing was largely an indigenous activity before the 

1950's. Since then world trade in shoes has increased as developing 

countries have built up their industries and penetrated developed 

country markets. German production has dropped from 151m pairs in 

1972 to 92m in 1984. Britain from 184m to 127m, and French from 240m 

to 159m. In contrast, Italian shoe production has risen to 496m 

pairs, 393m of which were exported. British retailers, in 

particular. have played a key role in impor~ing cheaper and often 

more stylish shoes, so that by 1984 six pairs of shoes out of every 

ten sold were made abroad. In America import penetration has gone 

further with 70 per cent of shoes sold being foreign made. In 

footwear it is the era of global competition. 

The theory of comparative advantage depicts the footwear industry as 

appropriate for developing countries because of relatively low skill 

and capital requirements. However among successful exporter&, 

countries which are better off export more leather and footwear than 

countries with a lower per capita income. Italy and Austria stand 

out as strong counter-examples to any generalization that these 

industries are now typical of developing countries. EEC countries 

import shoes on a large scale but from other EEC countries as well as 

from non-EEC countries. As explanations of export performance 

nearness to aarkets. responsiveness to fashion, product quality and 

labour skills may be more important than relative wage costs. 

Footwear manufacturers traditionally faced two interrelated technical 

problems: first: how to integrate the small batch methods most suited 

to clicking and' closing with the mass production appropriate to 
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aaking; and. second. how to coabine a variety of aodels into a 

coherent production plan which ainiaised idle factory time. 

Strategies ranged froa producing high quality shoes in liaited 

voluaes for sale at the top end of the aarket to aass producing 

standardised footwear. Technological developaents favoured 

automation, though it was not easily ccabined with the aaintenance of 

quality, and often required long runs of standardised products ~o be 

profitable. 

Producers in advanced industrial countries who pursued the aass 

production strategy were increasingly threatened by iaports fl'Oll l'.>W 

wage countries. 'lbe latest in automated technology did not help them 

fend off such competition because it was also available to the lo"" 

wage competitors in the fora of turnkey factories established by 

international firas and operable by relatively unskilled labour. 'lbe 

collapse of t.he American industry illustrates the impossibility of 

remaining competitive i'l a high wage economy by continuing to mass 

produce standardised shoes. To survive. European shoe manufacturers 

have learned to capitalise on their advantages: design capability. 

skilled workers. and proximity to their markets. 

Independent changes in consumers' preferences have led to an increase 

in the demand for customised, high quality, and design intensiv£ 

shoes in contrast to mass produced basic models. At the same time 

the most recent developments in technology unlike those ten years 

ago, do not require long runs of standardised products to be 

economical, but are amenable to ~ ~ efficient production of small 

batches. 

So a strategy to resist low cost foreign competition has emerged. It 

involves footwear producers in a more continuous response to changes 

in style and the production of a l~rger variety of non-standard 

shoes, while holding tht! line on costs 'and maintaining quality. 
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European rootwear industries continue to exhibit distinct national 

patterns in both fira strategy and industrial structure. The 

fragaented Italian industry has achieved intemational success on 

strong design and the intensive use of aodern equipment in 

specialised firas which are linked by aarket and non-aarket ties to 

racilitate a flexible response to changes in deaand. On the other 

hand. after a treaendous bettering. the British industry seeas to be 

fighting back on the basis of building increased fiexibility into its 

vertically integrated firas by investing in new equipment 

particularly aanagement inforaation systems. 

Wnat future is there for countries on the periphery of Europe in 

footwear production? Low wage econoaies aight hope to gain from the 

relocation of closing if the wage differential is big enough to 

offset transportation costs and the styles sufficiently classic to 

survive disassociation from the European aarket. Closing provides 

employment for semi-skilled women workers but is a low value added 

a~tivity. Perhaps once closing is established other phases of shoe 

production may also be relocated but to the extent that this widens 

supply lines it tends to involve precisely those standardised items 

in which other even lower cost producers can be competitive. 

The subcon~racting of shoe production leaves the indigenous producer 

dependent on the parent firm and exposes them to the vagaries of head 

office decisions. In particular. made to order production can always 

be subcontracted where labour is even cheaper. Workers may be less 

skilled elsewhere but this can be offset by increased automation . 

Alternatively producers in the periphery can seek independence by 

mass producing standard shoes themselves using up-to-date equipment 

and seeking to be competitive in the low end of the £uropean market 

or in the COMECON countries • 

Finally producers in the periphery can try to follow the EuropeMs 

themselves into segments of their own or third country markets that 

are relatively protected from low-wage competition, though this will 

involve them in developing their products and processes to compete in 
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teras of design, delivery dates, aarket response and quality. 1bese 

aoves may not be easy for a country at soae distance froa the aarkets 

w-:ch it: seeks to serve and with different aanufacturing traditions. 

Cypriot footwear aanufacturers cannot currently compete with European 

producers. Price is perhaps the dimension of coapetitivity where the 

sector perfol'llS best though not sufficiently well to attract 

custoacrs given the quality, design and delivery dates characteristic 

of the sector. As things stand the industry will be in real 

difficulties when the d<>11estic aarket, to which aany producers have 

turned, is exposed to the more efficient and design intensive 

European producers. 1be strategy for the sector proposed here is 

based on known develop11ents in footwear aarkets and footwear 

technology and appears in the context of the structure and 

development of the industry in Cyprus. 1be aim is to improve the 

competitivity of the industry in terms of quality, design and speed 

of response while simultaneously holding the line on costs. 

1be linch-pin or the proposed industrial strategy is the 

establishment or associations or flexibly specialised firms which, in 

concert with the government, can exploit economies of scale in 

marketing, technology and administration which would be beyond the 

reach of the individual firms. Marketing strategies require 

refinement. Niches suited to Cypriot products, or potential 

products, must be identified and targeted. Cypru3 must exploit both 

her unique position as a bridge between Europe and the Middle East 

and the extension of the domestic market occasioned by the 900,000 

tourists who visit each year. 1be development of sector level 

training, research, and aarketing activities implies an expanded role 

for sector infrastructural services such as the Leather and Footwear 

Testing Unit at the High Technical Institute. Skills must be 

upgraded at all levels within the industry. Economies can be secured 

by the joint provision of some facilities by neighbouring footwear 

and clothing factories, a manoeuvre assisted by the concentration or 

factories on industrial estates. 
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I 

11IE FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY WORW :DE 

a) Broad Overview 

Shoe 1181lufacturing was largely an indigenous activity before the 

1950's • There were few exports or imports. Since then vorld trade 

in shoes has increased as developing countries have built UP their 

industries. With their home ~arkets no longer expanding imports have 

taken a rapidly increasing share of developed country markets: Italy 

alone has managed to export sufficiently to compensate and become the 

most important producer of le&ther shoes in the world. German 

production has dropped from 151m pairs in 1972 to 92m in 1984. 

British from 184m to 127m. and French from 240m to 159m. In 

contrast, Italian shoe produ;tion has risen to 496m pairs, 393m of 

which were exported (see table 1.). In Britain, in particular, 

powerful retailers have played a key role in importing cheaper and 

often more stylish shoes. so that every b:-anch of the High Street 

outlets has more foreign made shoes on their shel-... er~ than home 

produced ones. In 1984 six pairs of shoes out of every ten sold in 

Britain were made abroad. In America import penetration has gone 

further with 70 per cent of shoes sold being foreign made. Taiwan 

sent 302m pairs of shoes to America last year. South Korea 118m pairs 

and Brazi 1 l lOm pairs. In footwear it is the era of global 

competition. 

Helped by its relatively low wage rates the Far East has made 

particular inroads in the market for non-leather shoes (see tables 2 

and 3). But in 1984 the Brazilians overtook the Italians in the 

American leather shoe market and challenged European dominance in 

this sector. Helped by heavy investment from both the US and Japan 

and with Mitsubishi particularly prominent, the Brazilian success has 

involved a marriage of advanced machinery, skilled workers and 
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farsighted aanageaent. as well as a readily avail~ble local supply of 

good quality leather. 

In theory the leather and footwear industry is considered appropriate 

for developing countries because of relatively low sir.ill and capital 

requirements (UNIDO. 1981). Per capita income levels of cowitries 

which export leather and footwear are on average lower than those of 

countries which iaport them and the difference widened in the period 

1952-1973 {11iche3ly. 1984). However eaong successful exporters. 

CO\Dltries which are better off export aore leather and footwear than 

countries with a lower per capita incoae. Italy and Austria stand 

out as strong counterexamples to any generalization that these 

industries are n<N typical of developing countries. EEC countries 

import shoes on a large scale but from other EEC countries as well as 

from non EEC countries (see tables 4A and B). As explanations of 

diverse export perfoI'llance nearness to markets. an ability to respond 

to changing fashions. high quality products, and a greater than 

average supply of relevant skills, may be more import.ant than 

relative wage costs. 

Signs that the European industry can recover if it can respond 

creatively and flexibly, confirm the view that relative wage costs 

are only one, and perhaps not the most important, factor influencing 

performance. The success stories of the industry suggest that 

technology holds the key. But technological change means much more 

than the automation of production or the substitution of robots for 

workers. It includes rationalisation of work and improvements in 

aanagement involving more efficient use of resources and skills, 

iaproveaents in marketing and better financial control. Changes in 

each of these areas have a direct or indirect iapact on employment. 

productivity, working conditions and work r.ontent. 

A& we shall see successful use of the new technology in footwear 

manufacture has often involved its selective adoption. Moreover the 

new technology need not be married to mass production in which ever 

longer runs at decreasing marginal costs hold the only key to 
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increased productivity. On the contrary the new technology has or~en 

been linked to the development of aore flexible •anufacturing systeas 

which allow a quicker respor.se to ever changing consumer deaands in 

the fashion market. or to greater econoaies in aaterials usage. 

higher quality or aore design content. all of which provide 

alternative. though not necessarily mutually exclusive. levers on 

output per unit costs. 

b) a.aracteristics of Sectoral Demand and Olanging Patten1S of 

Demand 

Development in the European aarket for foot•<1ear relates in the first 

instance to the general development of the European economy. During 

the 1950' s and 60' s product markets in aost of the economies which 

today belong to the EEC experienced rapid and almost uninterrupted 

expansions. The long boom was initiatee by reconstruction after ~'WII 

and strengthened by continuously increasing incomes and populations 

whose appetite for consumer goods seemed insatiable. The cons~er 

society of the sixties and seventies was oriented towards the 

acquisition of a range of domestic labour saving and leisure using 

prestige consumer du.a.·ables. such as cars. washing machines. and 

televisions. and services such as eating out and holidays abroad. 

Pos.i tional goods and services of this kind helped to demonstrate 

economic success and confirm status. They were wanted for their 

intrinsic worth but also to differentiate their possessors from the 

rank and file and distinguish them as members of an elite denominated 

by spending patterns as well as prestige inco11es and occupations. 

Widespread consensus about desirable consumption development fostered 

the growth of large scale demands for particular items as incomes 

rose and facilitated their mass production. 

By the mid-1970' s most households had acquired a range of consumer 

durables and the market had reached saturation. Widely disseminated 

possessions cannot serve the functions of . positional goods, and 

consumers, searching for distinct and different commodities, found a 

new interest in semi-and non-durable consumer goods. Simultaneously 
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steadily rising per capita incoa:es reduced price sensi ti vi ty at ad 

allowed consaers to become aore .. Jality con:-':'.ivl!S. Consumers turned 

away froa stereotypes of desirabJ.e lifestyles and the mass p:~uced 

goods that vent with them. A new stress on in~ividuelity blld 

heterogeneous group identity developed. In the ::;even tie!" style and 

iaage were created and recreated through a coabined effort of 

consuaer oriel'.'ted aarket research 1:111d sophisticated marketing and 

sales instruaents. especially advertising. But the new connoisseur 

consumer has an income elastic aversion to intensively advertised. 

aarketed and branded :;>roducts. Quality conscious and no longer 

seeking to identify via consumption with other groups. even the 

economically successfui. (s)he seeks to appear as a discerning 

individual. Demand is for variety. distinction and individuality. 

Markets fragment. Mass production becomes anachronistic. 

c) Footwear and Changing Demand 

How does footwear fit into these general developments in the markets 

for consumer goods? 

It is often argued that dejand for footwear in the developed 

countries has reached saturation point and is unlikely to grow faster 

than the population. Wide variation in shoe consumption per capita, 

(see table 1) • and in the proportion of total spending <ievoted to 

clothing and footwear, (see table 5). illustrates the uneven 

development of the footwear market among European countries. and 

suggests that there are places where consumpti.>n can be increased. 

We will come back to the important sut;gestion that there is no 

homogenous European market but only a series of partially integrated 

but in many ways distinct national markets. Within particular 

developed countries there are growth points due to changes in the 

structure of the population which must be identified by producers 

seeking to break into particular markets. 
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Changes in style always provide perpetual aotion to the high fashion 

s~gaent. of the market which is a growing component of overall demand. 

The new d~ands fer quality, distinction and individuality extend the 

implicatior..s or this point. Footwear, like other seai-durables. is 

likely t.:> becoae a less standardised item, aeaning that producers 

will have to becoae aore aware of particular aarket niches. Fashion 

will becoae increasingly variable and the fashion field itself will 

be fragaented along with the aore staid classical part of the market. 

As a result of these changes in deaand large retailing chains carry 

an increased nuaber of shoe types. and, like clothing. the footwear 

aarket is increasing its number of seasons and its 'in season' 

changes in stock. In developed countries although the market may not 

grow in terms of pairs per capita, purchase of higher quality 

footwear may be preferred as incomes increase. 

Alternatively new and perhaps more homogenous demand may be found in 

the developing and COMECON countries. The drawbacks here are that 

the demand in the developing countries is for low priced products and 

therefore the emphasis has to be on volume sales. Like the loi. 

quality end of the market in the developed countries, developing 

country markets are susceptible to competition from low wage 

producers. COMECON orders, al though sufficiently large to be the 

basis of high volume production, are stringently quality controlled. 

Both markets may be unstable fer political and economic reasons. 

Third World countries may experience foreign exchange crises and 

payments problems. COMECON trade is organised on a bilateral basis 

and depends therefo~e on the domestic purchase of COMECON products. 

COMECON buyers may switch goods within a bilateral barter for 

political reasons, moving suddenly from, say, wine to footwear, which 

can be disastrous for firms that have geared up to anticipated repeat 

orders. 

The organisation of the retail market for footwe;." is of crucial 

concern to manufacturers. Differences in retail networi<s among 

European countries are important (see tables 6-8). In some 

countries, the UK for example, the distribution network is highly 

concentrated both structurally and geographically witness the high 
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percentage of retail sales aade through aul tiples. It has 00en 

argued that such concentration facilitates access to the domestic 

aarket for the P.gents of foreign manufacturers. One senior executive 

put the general arguaent in the following terms: 

'In Leicester they (the agents) are able to go to one building where 

six chains are represented. with one senior controlling buyer 

representing 2000 retail outlets. At the sue ti•e. whilst they are 

in Leicester. they can visit seven other aajor aultiple retail 

chains. and if they can take a further three days they can take in 

Leeds (Stylo) Manchester (Timpsons) and Bristol (Lennards). They 

have then taken in 60 to 70 ~r cent of the retail purchasing power 

in the UK.' (quoted in Mounfield, Unwin and Guy. 1982. p. 104). But 

while making it easier for firms to make contnct does a concentrated 

retail network necessarily exclude small scale suppliers because of 

the size of the orders? British Shoe Corporation (BSC), for example, 

whi-::h sells around 50 million pairs of shoes per year. which is 

estimated by the Monopolies Commission to be 23-24 per cent of the 

market allegedly still needs small volumes in some lines and so has 

some opportunities for small suppliers. 

The UK is at the extreme of the European spectrum here; indeed the 

same executive went on to complain that 'there is nowhere at all for 

a British manufacturer or his agent to go on the continent to one 

city representing a chain of even 100 retail outlets' (Mounfield. 

Unwin and Guy, 1982. p.104). 

Independent evidence suggests thPt this may be an exaggeration. 

Footwear retailing in Austria is dominated by chain stores and buying 

rings, which hold 80 per cent of the market. There are six key 

buying points: two chain stores and four buying rings. The two main 

chain stores, Humanic and Stiefelkonig, buy direct from the 

companies' head offices which are in Graz. 

some 770 retail outlets (Makrotest, 1985). 
The buying rings serve 

The Swiss retail trade is 

dominated by multiple retail chains and two main buying cooperatives, 

which together cover 40 per cent of the market (Makrotest, 1985). In 
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Sweden large retailers usually buy direct fI'Oll i•porting 

•anufacturers often through agents and try to avoid buying from 

iaporters and wholesalers to obtain better prices. But agents and 

wholesalers are important in the Swedish provincial market given its 

fr&g11entation (Incubon. 1986). Italy stands at the other extreme: 

footwear distribution. like distribution in general. is very 

fr&g11ented. 

Despite the differe':lces in the organisation of distribution across 

Europe. there are so~e C'01Don trends. Associated with the decline in 

demand for standardised products. a decline in the share of footwear 

sold by specialist retailers is anticipated. although multiples will 

continue to dominate. 11'~ impact of the footwear intensive sports 

market is likely to increase encouraging the growth of specialist 

sports outlets. More speculatively. the development of low price 

discounters located away from the shopping centres could have a 

destabilising effect on established retail patterns in several 

countries. Prospects for selling directly into homes. for example. 

ordering via viewdata. could begin to be important by the end of the 

1980's. Both discounters and direct selling in the developed country 

markets are likely to compete for the commodity end of the market 

where cheaper mass produced footwear is well placed. 

Although some developed country markets are already closed. the entry 

of Spain. Portugal and Greece into the EEC will have a competitive 

impact. It is arguable that in the developed markets much of the 

impact from low cost suppliers has taken place and import penetration 

has stabilised. Lower cost producers may now be \.. ~ing to the 

developing countries' markets in Africa and the near East with 

competitive iaplications for manufacturers who already sell there. A 

buyers' market in the Gulf States has already been created by the 

declin3 in oil prices. 

With the emergence in the 80' s of a new g~ an.t ~ roducer and exporter 

in Brazil. a further uncertainty is in~roduced. President Reagan's 

recent decision not to impose further bar·;•iers on iDlports of shoes in 
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to the USA caused sighs of relief in aany traditional Europe&n 

aanufacturing centres such as Northampton, Alsace and even Florence. 

Had Reagan bowed to pressure froa the American industry and blocked 

i111><>rts, a substantial share of Brazil's rapidly expanding output, as 

well as that of Taiwan and S. Korea would almost certainly have been 

diverted to Europe. Indigenous industries in Europe have taken too 

auch of a battering to welcome any further low cost imports and there 

is always the possibility of a reaction against GA'IT and in 

particular the favoured treatment of underdeveloped countries which 

autoaatically gain from any liberalisation without offering 

concessions in return. 1bis has a disruptive effect on trade between 

developed countries because defensive action has to be taken against 

all GA'IT signatories rather than selectively. It is always possible 

that pressure on governments will grow to the extent that action in 

the form of tariff increases will be taken against low cost 

producers. 

SU111Darising the implications of intense competition and changing 

patterns of demand for footwear manufacturers: 

First, it will be increasingly important for manufacturers to 

define the market segments on which to specialise and have a 

clear idea of the consumers' needs. 

Second, a closer relationship with the retailer will help the 

latter convey his appreciation of the market. 

1bird, the manufacturer must attempt to minimise supply lines 

so as to be able to respond to r·arket demands. 

Fcurth, a better and prompter supply may be facilitated by the 

development of domestic sources of raw materials and 

components . 
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• Fifth. the selective adoption of appropriate new technology 

will strengthen any industry's competitivenesses and enhance 

its ability to respond flexibly to changes in demand. 

Sixth. the iaportance of style underlines the role of design in 

successful competition. 

Finally. shoe aanufacture has traditionally been regarded as a labour 

intensive assembly operation in which high wage producers could only 

compete by automation. out companies that hope to be successful in 

the fashion aarke~ must be able to switch productinr> lines quickly 

and aeet relatively small batch orders at short notice, which may 

limit the degree of profitable automation. It may be more a matter 

of automating individual items of machinery and processes than 

establishing assembly lines. Below we follow through some of these 

implications to the development of what has come to be known as the 

'just in time' manufacturing philosophy and tc the organisation of 

the firm. 

d) Links between Manufacturers and Retailers 

The nature of the relationship between the manufacturer and his/her 

customers can exercise a strong influence over the firm, affecting 

the organisation of design, the batch size and scale of output, the 

security of orders, and the ability to make long term investment. 

International differences are again important, and the British case 

may not be typical because of the concentration of retailing, 

nevertheless UK experience covers the range of forms of integration. 

The big difference can be put in terms of firms producing their o.m 

brand compared with firms doing made to order (MTO). Branded 

footwear is advertised and sold through independent retailers, 

department stores and the manufacturers own shops. C. and J. Clark 

Ltd is an example of such a manufacturer with a strong presence in 

British high a tree ts. MTO is 11 terally produced to the customer's 

order and may carry his/her brand. 7he different pressures imposed 
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by brand name production and MTO often persuade entrepreneurs to do 

both within the same firm. 

Own brand producers have to design independently and then provide an 

in-stock service to the retailer. Success requires the minimization 

of stock, while at the same time having shoes which are in favour 

available on deaand. There is a widely acknowledged tendency for 

producers of their own labels to reduce risks by aiming for classic 

staid designs rather than high fashion. 

In contrast MTO has to keei:- current with fashion trends to produce 

fashionable footwear carrying the retailer's own label. MTO 

manufactut"ers vigorously canvas their customers for design ideas. 

Indeed at one extreme the design is provided by the customer who may, 

for example, want to restock a particularly successful imported shoe 

but not be abl~ to source from the original overseas supplier. More 

generally the customers bring the ideas if not the shoes. Mounfield, 

Unwin and Guy summarise the impression gained from their interviews 

in the MTO sector thus: 'T"ne vast ~ajority of the firms see design as 

a copying or adaptive function in which the customers'/buyers' exert 

a crucial influence' (1982, p. 111). Although much of the MTO output 

is aimed at the 'y~ung' market, classic designs have not been 

entirely ignored as they provide an element of stability in a fast 

moving world. 

The dependence of the MTO manufacturer on the buyer extends beyond 

the expectation of more design help. MTO manufacturers' chi~f 

outlets are the multiple shoe retailers and so they see themselves as 

particularly vulnerable to the growing importance of large retailing 

organisations. Firms often confuse strong marketing with the 

establishment of good personal relati~ns with a particular buyer for 

a large distributor. The latter cen, of course, be useful but the 

firm can also become too reliant on particular individuals whose 

positions, favour and authority are not permanent. When a particular 

customer's orders are large relative to total output, the firm's 

bargaining position can become unenviable. Mounf ield, Unwin and 
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Guy's (1982) testimony contains 11any clear illustrations of these 

pressures on British aanufacturers and the associated incentives to 

cut loose from these customer-producer relations. Alternative 

customers were sought but they often required the development of 

better quality and different products . 

When trade is bad the aanufacturer with own brands has the capacity 

to aake responses which are aore difficult for the M'I'O producer: for 

example, when costs rise the former can adjust prices but the MTO 

aanufacturer has auch less rooa to aanoeuvre. In such circuastances 

the M'I'O producer 11ay take the initiative more often, for example on 

the design front, trying to drum up business by offering new sBJ11ples. 

Preemptive action involves the establishment of an own label range to 

be produced alongside the MTO,and which can be used to fill in gaps 

in the production schedule and increase the firm's control over its 

environment. MTO is especially vulnerable to import substitution. 

Increased import penetration in the UK in the eighties hit 

particularly hard those firms in Leicester which were producing 

ladies volume MTO in the low and medium quality range . 

The MTO manufacturer has more difficulties planning production than 

the own brand producer as (s)he ~ust compete on the basis of 

availability to do repeat orders, the development of within season 

styles, and short respcnse time. The MTO firm has to be in a 

constant state of readiness to react . 

But for both types or producer, and whatever the structure of 

retailing, the changes in the demand for footwear have prompted 

innovations in marketing philosophy. Ian Croft or British Shoe 

Corporation summarised this by repeating the dictum heard so often in 

the apparel industry (see Zeitlin, this volume): "A company must now 

make what 1t can sell rather than sell what it can make". (Croft, 

1986). The trick is to know what can sell . 
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Tvo pieces of ad~ice are particularly relevant: 

First, to aake sense of the overall aarket, aanufacturers need 

to lo~k at different segments and identify groups of consumers 

who share characteristics and buying habits. An understanding 

of the composition of the aarket clarifies where aanufacturers 

stand in the various segments and helps them identify 

opportunities in segments where they are currently not 

represented. 

Second, footwear retailers in Europe are rapidly following 

apparel retailers in emphasizing a quick response strategy as 

the way to cut costs. In particular quick response reduces the 

costs of forced aarkdowns, of stockouts when customers leave a 

store without their intended purchase because it is not 

available in the preferred size, colour, or style, and of 

inventory. Quick response focuses on integrating relationships 

between segments of the industry, better information flow 

between retailers and suppliers and more flexible technology to 

achieve a faster response with le.ss inventory throughout the 

system (Frazier, 1986). .lttention to the determinants of 

response is especially important to manufacturers trying to 

compete with producers who enjoy greater proximity to the 

market. 

The production counterpart of quick response is Just in time 

manufacturing. 

(e) The 'Just in Time' MMufacturing Philosophy 

For the past 30 years observers of Japanese industry have been 

conscious of production practices which contrast significantly with 

those in the West. Investigations revealed a startling picture of 

lower inventories, faster throughput times and higher productivity in 
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Japanese factories. How was this achieved and could the results be 

replicated in the West? 

Just in Time was the phrase invented to describe the philosophy 

behind Japanese aanufacturing. The Japanese do not build 

contingencies into their production systeas to protect thea from 

possible interruptions. Instead they ai• for continuous production 

where coaponents are in the right place, just at the right time: 

'Just in tiae' (JIT). 'As a consequence, buffers of inventory in 

teaporary storage are largely eliminated. factory floor space is 

dedicated to productive activity and overheads are drastically 

reduced' {Tyler. 1986) . 

In the seventies. many companies sent their managers and engineers to 

Japan on fact-finding missions. The objective was to study JIT and 

identify those aspects which cou!d be successfully transplanted to 

Western Europe and the US. In the latter. the breakthrough came in 

1980. when several major companies took initiatives with JIT. In the 

last six years the success has been impressive (World Class 

Manufacturing. 1986). 

How does JIT fit in with the changes in markets and international 

competition described above? First, JIT facilitates the quick 

response strategy essential in demand led production. With JIT it is 

possible to aim for a 'pull through' as opposed to a 'push through' 

production system. Second, JIT promotes improved performance 

independently of high investment. although resources released by JIT 

economies can be reinvested to achieve further improvements. Third. 

JIT is concerned with reducing overhead costs. not necessarily labour 

or material costs. The emphasis is on better management, improved 

planning. the removal of costly interruptions and waste, the 

elimination of non-value added processes, and the replacement of 

storage areas by manufacturing activity. Fourth, JIT ~.s a philosophy 

and not a system that companies can buy and i~stall. It requires the 

involvement of the workforce at all levels. An adverserial 

management style is the antithesis of a JIT management style. It 
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follows that the introduction of JIT will involved transitional 

trauma. 'Upheaval is inevitable because JIT is a different 

philosophy, hard to accept at first but obvious when ones attachment 

to traditions is broken.' (Tyler, 1986). As one keynote speaker at 

the First International Conference on Just in Ti.ae Manufacturing held 

in London in April 1986 put it 'JIT is the way you would do it if you 

hadn't already started doing it another vay! • (quoted in Tyler, 

1986). 

JIT' s relevance to aanufacturers in aarkets characterised as above 

aake it of obvious interest to footwear aanufacturers. In addition 

characterisations of the footwear production process suggest that JIT 

can provide a fruitful route to cost reduction. 

(f) The New Competition and the Organisation of the Fira 

It was suggested above that the most important recent change in the 

market for footwear has been the emergence of a significant demand 

for varied and customised goods produced in short runs. In the past 

many commodities were produced according to the techniques originally 

developed by Taylor and Ford involving transfer machines and large 

production lines. Both types of technology were limited to large 

industry: transfer machines because of their cost and rigidity, and 

assembly lines because of the~r dimensions alone. Across a wide band 

of industry the advantages of mass production technology have been 

significant!y reduced by the diversification of the product market. 

and the competition in terms of quality and variety which this 

implies. The diversification of demand puts a premium on the 

capacity to produce in short series at competitive prices: 'pull 

through' as opposed to 'push through'. This is not entirely 

incompatible with assembly line production, the flexibility of which 

is very variable: least where tasks are very fragmented and greatest 

where each position is assigned longer operations. The development 

of a flexible and much less expensive technol~gy has also faciliteted 

decentralisation. Shorter runs can mean smaller firms. 
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In aany sectors asseably has been fragaented with individual firas 

undertaking the aanufacturing of particular c<>11ponents. But the key 

point is that they are produced with precisely the saae techniques 

which would have been used had the fira decided to aake thea 

directly. Industrial econOllists have long argued that the econoaies 

of scale should be calculated for phases in production and that the 

econoaies which result froe the juxtaposition of siailar operations 

are often negligible. The sectors that are being restructured in 

this way are those characterised by liai. ted econoaies of scale in 

vertical integration. 

However even if the iaportance of technical econ011ies of scale has 

been overstated. it could still be objected that with fragaentation 

in the industrial structure the smaller firas will suffer certain 

disadvantages. First, there are indivisibilities in the 

administrative work of firas which burden them with relatively high 

overheads. Second. larger r .irms aay enjoy significant pecuniary 

econ011ies of scale in the acquisition of raw aaterials and c!"edi t. 

Third. saaller firms may find it hard to invest sufficiently in 

training. 

To some extent these difficulties can be overcome by the creation of 

associations of producers to provide administr~tive services and to 

coordinate purchasing and credit negotiations, thus establishing on a 

cooperative basis the conditions for achieving maximum economies of 

scale of specific operations. Training difficulties can be 

alleviated by Sll!ctor specific uni ts within existing public training 

authorities which work in close coordination with the firms. Some of 

these s~ructures and interlinkages can be illustrated by the actual 

organisation of the Italian footwear industry (ILO. 1985: Brusco, 

1986). The small firms of the Italian industry gain from 

specialisation and flexibility while compensating for the 

disadvantages of vertical disintegration by networking within 

industrial districts, collective marketing and putting out 

administrative and other activities to specialists . 
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It is iaportant to note that the disecOD011ies above aay be offset by 

the advantages inherent in saall and aediua size firas with respect 

to the new coapeti tion: the ability to produce in short series at 

competitive prices. 1his is not entirely incompatible with asseably 

line operation. but an increasing nuaber of studies suggest that 

saall and mediua size firas. able to draw on broadly skilled workers 

and assisted by the increased availability of flexible technology in 

the fora or aultiple use autOll8tic aachinery and employing batch 

production rather than asseably lines may be llOSt able to aove froa 

product to product in response to consumer demands. 

In addition. whereas it used to be argued that goods produced in long 

runs by big firas using a large aaount of specialised aachinery and 

highly subdivided labour was the least exposed to competition froa 

developing countries. it has become increasingly apparent that this 

aay not be the case. Third World countries aay be forced theaselves 

to go this route by the low skill levels of their labour forces and 

such a direction aay be facilitated by the export of capital from 

advanced industrial economies. Developing countries setting up 

industries can obtain turnkey factories embodying the latest 

equipment. It is not inconsistent to ~,;o note that Third World 

coapetition is usually aiaed at the bottom end of the aarket and it 

is often possible to counteract the competition by shifting up 

aarket. The high quality and design intensive goods associated with 

this end of the aarket cannot easily be produced in developing 

countries because of their distance from the consumers. their 

consequent difficulties in predicting shifts in tastes and the low 

skill level of their labour forces. 

(s) Footwear Production and Chansinc TechnoloCY 

A shoe is 1 complicated piece of personal tailoring. Its manufactu~e 

has two peculiarities which have important technological 

iaplications: it is constructed in three dimensions on a form called 

a last. and it is produced in mirror image pairs. Stocks of lasts 

represent a considerable investment. Any increase in output 
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necessit•~es either a corresponding increase in the nuaber of lasts 

or a reduction in the time during which shoes reaain on the last. 

1. llaterials 

1be -terial used in shoeaaking aust be strong yet capable of being 

shaped. often in complicated vays. It aust be able to retain a shape 

when set and yet reaain pliable and coafortable in wear. Leather's 

three diaensional fibre structure aakes it ideally suited to shoe 

aanufacture. hence its widespread use for s!'-ce uppers and soles. But 

despite the efforts of the tanner. leather is discontinuous. 

irregular in ~hape and variable in stretch and surface appearance. 

It requires skilled pattern cutters capable of assessing the 

aaterials potential and aaximising its utilisation. 

Initial developments in shoe industry technology concentrated on: 

1. developing cheap and easily manufactured lasts; 

2. decreasing last turnabout time by accelerating construction 

during those phases of construction in which the shoe is on the 

last; and 

3- finding a cheaper substitute for leather, which could perform 

satisfactorily in manufacture and wear. which had a uniform 

surface structure and shape and preferably could be supplied in 

rolls. 

Mouldable plastic has provided important economies in last 

fabrication. Plastic lasts have now widely dispi~ced wooden ones 

which are retained in use mainly as prototypes or in design 
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departaents. The use of heat to accelerate setting has reduced the 

tiae that a shoe has to remain on the last and cut production time. 

Rising leather prices during the Korean war encouraged shoe 

aanufacturers. led by those in the UK. to aove to resin rubber. PVC 

and other aaterials for sole aaking. The development of these new 

aaterials promoted vertical disintegration with specialist sole

cutting and bottoa stock aanufacturers appearing as independent 

producers able to realise economies of scale in the production of 

this potentially standardised component. Initially non-leather soles 

were sewn on in the traditional way. but the development of 

appropriate cements and the application. from the plastics industry, 

of direct and injection moulding, transformed shoemaking technology 

in the 1950's. Both developments reduced time on the last but 

moulding involved expensive investment which needed long runs to be 

economic and so required styling that was not subject to rapid 

change. Cemented synthetic sole construction suited the then current 

fashion emphasis on flexibility and lightness, demands which leather 

soling was less able to meet without encountering wear problems. 

It proved much less easy to find an aesthetically acceptable and 

practical man-made alternative to leather for uppers. Instead 

economies were sought in cutting departments, where the producers of 

leather shoes faced particular problems as a result of their raw 

material being an animal skin of variable size and quality: what area 

of leather has the tanner supplied (as opposed to invoiced), and how 

many pairs of shoes can be cut from a batch of skins? Little science 

had been applied to either problem. Incoming leather was assessed by 

placing transparent plastic grid sheets on the skins and counting 

squares. The utilisation of the area was very much in the hands of 

the cutters, the most craft intensive job in the traditional shoe 

industry. At this stage more scientific leather measurement was 

attempted to provide the basis for efficient incentives to leather 

utilisation. 
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The new 'breathable' synthetics of tlte 1960's seemed to offer 

consU11ers soae of the alleged advantages of leather in terms of 

coafort and appearance. plu"> additional benefits in teras of easy 

care and scuff resistance. Expertly promoted. synthetic uppers were 

i..."litially accepted by consumers. The eliaination of pair aatching • 

an inherent problem with leather. and the ease of handling and 

cutting aore than offset the initially higher cost of the synthetics. 

Costs fell anyway as production of synthetics increased and 

econoaies of scale were realised • 

The success of porcmerics during the 1960's had an important impact 

leading to consumer acceptance of the much cheaper. plain or fabric

backed vinyls. Shoe manufacturers now had an easily fabricated 

unifora aaterial for use at the top and bottom end of the quality 

range . 

Leather. however. not only remained the most preferred shoemaking 

material but actually improved its relative position in the 1970's : 

a resurgence not unconnected with the increased demand for quality 

described above a a key trend in consumers' goods markets. It has 

directed the attention of shoe technologists back to scientific 

materials utilisation. and there ti.ave been important recent 

developments in leather assessment, cutting standards and pattern 

fit. 

Monitoring of leather measurement indicated a 5 per cent discrepancy 

between aeasurement in the tannery and measurement in the factory. 

Not only did this mean that manufacturers were being overcharged but 

they were making cutting estimates based on a wrong assessment of 

leather area. Photoscanning calibration equipment allowed 

manufacturers to check measurements for themselves instead of relying 

on the accuracy of suppliers . 

A programme, in the UK, at SATRA {Shoe and Allied Trades Research 

Association), funded by the Department of Trade and Industry, 
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resulted in SATRAsumm which deals with both the measurement problem 

and a second issue; how to provide a rapid. accurate reading of 

pattern area which together with relevant softwear could be used to 

assess pattern interlock for aaximum leather utilisation (Department 

or Trade and Industry. 1986; Financial Tiaes. 12.4.85). The system 

uses two new instruments. Tablescan was developed by Braaley Tanning 

Machinery of Leeds and C&I Controls Huddersfield. Parallel rails 

down the sides or a 10 by 5 ft. glass table su;>port the two ends or a 

5 ft. measuring bar housing fluorescent tubes and an array of 

photodiodes. As the bar slides on the rails and is swept across the 

skin. the diodes register reflected light and a aicroprocessor 

calculates the area to 0.1 sq. ft .. The second unit. Patterscan uses 

similar methods and is based on a Collllllodore microprocessor and SATRA 

components. The patterns are passeC: throJgh the unit. in the flat. 

which gives an almost instantaneous readout of area. The associated 

microcomputer is progr8Jtllled to combine pattern measurement and 

information on upper material to optimise their interlocking for best 

materials utilisation. and to produce a norm for the cutter's 

allowance. The SATRAsumm package includes leather assessment 

training to enable cutters to assess effectively the usable area of 

skin. The system costs around £10.000 for companies JSing leather 

and £5.000 for companies using synthetic materials. 

What are the likely savings from tldoption of such a system? Cost 

breekciowns of wome'l' s leather-uppPred shoes showed that materials 

acco•.mted for 47 per cent of total costs. and the leather upper 

itself represented 25 per. cent. In an attempt to compare traditional 

met ... Clds of leather measurement and cutting. SATRA installed 

SATRASumm, on loan. in five UK companies and audited the system to 

asses~ the commercial benefits. There is no doubt that measurement 

control of incoming leather was greatly improved. Additionally 

changes in the expected quantity were assessed and cutting allowances 

modified acco~dingly. 

A pr.i.mary Di.n o~· the project was to increas.e materials utilisation 

and he1:e there waa clear sucr::ess. with utilisation increasjng from 

between 2 to 10 per cent with an avenge increase of 5 per cent. The 
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increased leather utilisation was worth an average £33.500 per year 

for eaC:l factory. Moreover in three of the companies the level of 

rejects attributed to ·"aulty materials or incorrect cutting was 

significantly reduced. ae reduced number of rejects would save an 

additional £4,600 a year. The project also revealed that certain 

shoe styles were causing too much waste in cutting. These styles 

were quickly identified and when possible, aodified to reduce waste • 

By the completion of the project the factory personnel involved in 

the system had halved the administrative time needed, and become aore 

aware of the value of measurement and of product quality than ever 

before. Terry Freer, head of SATRA's Management Services Department 

sums up: "The project demonstrated in a practical way that the use of 

precise area measurement techniques. coupled with a proper 

understanding by the industry of what quality is all about, could 

enable manufacturers which have to use a physically variable natural 

product to control ana reduce their costs. There is no doubt that a 

high standard of materials measurement technology is a vital first 

step to the improvement of product quality". (quoted in Department of 

Trade and Industry. 1986) . 

The results of the project were als~ expected to interest allied 

industries such as leather clothing manufacture, glovemaking and 

handbags manufacture. Significantly all the participating firms 

retained the equipment and were reported as making savings . 

Bob Hackney of SATRA Footwear Technology Centre at the CFI Annual 

Footwear Conference estimated the payback period of SATRASumm. in 

saved material against the cost of the system. for a factory making 

15,000 pairs of !&dies' or 10,000 pairs of men's shoes a week, at an 

astonishingly short 11 weeks. At this time (December 1986) 60 

systems had been sold in the UK. Mr Hackney thought that it was 

strange that more UK companies had not invested in the system in view 

of the rapid payback (Beeby, 1986) . 
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A recent developaent illustrates the industry's avareness that quick 

response is vital in the 1980's. A system. also developed by SATRA. 

called QuickSuaa reduces the time for cost estiaation to two or three 

ainutes per set. The SATRASumm and QuickSWllD systems can now be 

interfaced to CAD systems. SATRA suggests that further approaches to 

-terials savings will involve the replaceaent of rigid "go/no go" 

specifications witt-. aore flexible performance guidelines based on an 

assessaent of the risks involved. 

2. Production 

Footwear aanufacturing is an assembly process in which, depending on 

the method of shoe construction used, there can be up to a hundred 

separate operations. Production is normally divided into four sub

assembly operations (see figure 1): clicking when the upper pattern 

is cut; closing when these pieces and other bought-in parts are 

prepared and stitched together; making when the uppers are pulled 

over the last and attached to the insole, and the sole and heel 

attached; and, 4. finishing when the shoes are inspected, minor 

defects remedied. spraying and touching up undertaken and the socks 

inserted. Design can be viewed as an additional operation. The 

increasingly important question of its optimal organisation and 

relation to production and the ~arket is discussed separately. Here 

we are only concerned with the impact of technological change on the 

way in which design interfaces with production. Bottom stock 

preparation can also be identified as a separate process and indeed 

is frequently s1.oocontracted to specialists who C31l achieve 

substantial economies of scale as soles are relatively standardisec; 

and free from rapid fashion chan~cs. 

The traditional organisational problem in a shoe factory is to 

synchronise the four distinct sub-processes, to reconcile their 

different ~echnological requirements, and, in particular, to feed the 

small batch work done in the closing and clicking departments into 

the relatively mechanised mass production ma~ing operation. So many 

styles, finishes, colours and construction methods are possible that 
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aany fil"95 feel that saall batch production is necessary at least in 

SOiie of the stages of production. On the other hand long runs are 

highly desirable in the aaking process and vi th respect to the 

aaortisation of certain style specific investaents such as the 

knives. 

Design 

Shoe aan.ufacturiug begins with design. Design fixes the ~hape of the 

last, the appearance of the upper, the type of sole, and the height 

and shape of the heel. Here we are concerned with how design links 

into production. Traditionally the shoe designer worked on a last 

(representing the basic structure of his/her designj covered with 

masking tape. 'lbe latter allowed the design to be converted into a 

pattern. On completion of the design, the tape was removed, and laid 

out in the flat and patterns drawn from this template. An 

intermediate technology uses vacuum moulding of the last to produce a 

thin plastic shell on which the designer can draw and experiment. 

Once the design is complete the shell can be opened out and used as 

the basis f:>r pattern cutting. 

With computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing 

(CAM) the process is revolutionised. The shoe designer can now draft 

with a light pencil straight onto a visual display unit. =·hero-

processors convert the two-dimensional image into a three dimensional 

one which ca, be viewed from any angle. By drawing on material and 

production data from the data bank, and digitised colour books, the 

designer can superimpose coloured upper patterns with almost 

instantaneous costings. Once the pattern is determined, the computer 

can produce patterns for modal presentation, and programmes for laser 

or water jet cutting, which can allegedly achieve materials savings 

or about 3 per cent, and digitised tapes for automatic sewing, and 

workflow management control schedules. 
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CAD systems have been slower to be adopted in the footwear industry 

than in clothing. Although more frequently used in Italian shoe 

manufacturing, {Brusco, 1986) they are not in widespread use in the 

UK. Although systems which offer the opportunity to design on screen 

have been introduced by several large British companies in the 

1980's, this facility appears not to be fully utilised in any one 

company {Rubery and Wilkinson, 1986). 

Of more immediate practical significance in the UK industry has been 

the opportunity to use these systems to aid in the process of putting 

a shoe design into production. by providing estimates of materials 

costs, pattern assessment and layout, specifications for pattern 

cutting and allowing computerised grading of patterns, one of the 

most skill-intensive jobs in the traditional shoe industry. Rubery 

and Wilkinson believe that it is the scope for using the equipment to 

develop patterns to fit an overall design of a shoe which minimises 

costs that is likely to lead to a wider diffusion in the British 

industry and not the on screen design option {Rubery and Wilkinson, 

1986, p. 21). This belief appears to be shared by SATRA which, as we 

have seen abo··~, has tried to harness the materials saving aspect of 

CAD in its pioneering of small scale programmes on relatively cheap 

microprocessors, which therefore remain within the budgets of even 

small and medium sized firms. Rubery and Wilkinson note tnat small 

firms' solution to the pattern grading problem is either to continue 

to use the highly skilled labour available in-house, or to contract 

pattern grading out: a significant developm~nt in view of the 

predictions above about vertical disintegration. Cor.~racting out may 

develop sufficiently to justify specialist firms acquiring the most 

advanced equipment. 

Clicking 

Although new clicking equipment became available in the 1970's, its 

dissemination has been minimal (ILO, 1985). The clicker still uses 

the swing beam press but smoother hydraulic action allows the knife 

to be positioned more accurately and more precisely with reduced 
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• waste. Touch button operation and minimal knife head clearance speed 

up press operation: relatively minor innovations but contributing 

significantly to improvements in machine productivity. 

Closing 

Between 40-50 per cent of the total direct labour cost of aaking a 

shoe occurs in thE: closing room (Anderson, 1986). Mass production 

methods are not easy to apply and so closing has always been a 

bottleneck in footwear production. Indeed a special department 

exists within SATRA to design strategies to combat stitching hold

ups: Upper Engineering Research headed by Alan Carter. Closing 

rooms are eminently suited to reorganisation on the basis of JIT. 

The work content in closing extends from skiving, folding, cementing, 

printing, holepunching, eyeletting and pattern sewing, to assembling 

and stitching the pieces together. Faster and automated movement of 

work between stations, and automated stitching are considered the two 

most promising new technologies. Microelectronics and computers have 

an important role to play in the stitching room, particularly with 

the increased use of automatic stitching machines. This technology 

has been readily accepted by the UK footwear industry (Whittaker, 

1986). Three UK firms have installed SATRATrack, a 40 station 

computerised closing room transporter for directing and controlling 

work. However it is sometimes argued that conveyance by trolleys 

:.:ather than tracks is preferable as the track slows assembly to the 

speed of the slowest worker on the line (!LO, 1985). 

The speeds of stitching machines have increased as a result of 

technical advances in needle steels, oil feed trims, faster motor 

operations, needle positioning. underbed thread trimming and back 

tracking (ILO, 1985). The recent development of microprocessor 

controlled profile stitching makes it possibl~ to produce complicated 

stitching patterns rapidly and cheaply and to assemble small pieces 

economically, saving on materials. 
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Microprocessors can also be used as an aid in training operators. 

They can record and analyse the operator's precise movements and so 

be a guide to aore accurate and faster work. SATRA has developed 

such a aonitoring programme called Visionstitch. It works by 

recording inforaation about a •achine and how it is beir.g used, and 

presenting it as a speed/ time graph on a visual display unit. By 

allowing the operator to compare one technique with another the job 

becomes easier and shorter stitching tiaes are achieved. As the 

systea becue increasingly sophisticated, the progrBlllle was 

translated from the original apple computer for use also with the 

more powerful, but still inexpensive, IBM PC XT. After training with 

Visionstitch operator cycle times are held to be 17 per cent faster 

(Anderson, 1986). Visionstitch can reduce the learning time on new 

machines and so reduce the cost differential between small and large 

batch. 

Visions ti tch was introduced two years ago and since then some 50 
systems hava been ordered and it is being used in 9 high labour cost 

countries around the world (Anderson, 1986). The equipment is 

currently used in some 20 UK companies, but Rubery and Wilkinson 

suggest that as piecework means that some of the benefits accrue to 

the workers tl'.e incentives for adoption are reduced (Rubery and 

Wilkinson, 1986, p.24). 

Future developments in the stitching room are predicted to involve 

fibre optics which can observe individual stitch lengths and adjust 

subsequent stitch lengths automatically. This will eliminate the 

small variations which currently hinder the introduction of 

automation (ILO, 1986). 

Closing is sometimes contracted out. The motivation is not potential 

economies of scale as in bottom stock preparation, but the economies 

derived from relocation in low wage regions, which are especially 

important in this, the most labour intensive, stage in shoe 

production. India, the Republic of Korea and China are et present 

prominent suppliers of stitched uppers, with shoe manufacturers in 
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the US as their aain customers. Shoe uppers are •uch less 

standardised than soles however. Closing of fashion shoes. where a 

quick aarket response is essential. is likely to remain in the hands 

or the aainstream aanufacturers. Closing of certain classical styles 

or shoes with a stable mass market may increasingly be subcontracted 

to low wage economies. 

New technology has had a steady impact on the making process. Semi

automatic toe. side and seat lasting. automatic cement application 

and automatic roughing have reduced the number of work stations and 

the labour content of the remaining operations. A combined toe. side 

and seat laster has been developed but the cost is so high that it 

requires long runs to be economical. and anyway its productivity 

advantages over the two man toe and side laster and back-part moulder 

and seat laster are marginal (ILO. 1985). Of more general interest 

has been the development. primarily in the Italian and German 

footwear machinery industry. of more flexible lasting machines. 

These can more easily accommodate small batch production than the 

lasting machines produced by British United which required 

significant set-up times if styles were changed and so were only 

suited to long runs. Several microprocessor controlled lasting 

machines are now on the market. 

BU &I.so produced a relatively unsuccessful automatic rougher in the 

1970's which has now been superceded by a more flexible 

microprocessor controlled aachine. The latter is not only more 

accurate than the earlier machine and so less likely to damage the 

finish or the shoe. but also it does not require the template to be 

changed when the line switches. and so minimises set-up time and is 

much more suited to small batch production. Cost as yet limits the 

machine's attractiveness to firms with considerable volume. 
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Finishing 

1be prefabricated sole or sole unit has eliainated auch of the work 

in finishing but even here further savings are possible by iaproved 

roughing and ceaent application during the earlier stages of 

production. 1be use of iaproved adhesive applicators is a siaple and 

inexpensive way of saving costs and iaproving quality (Beeby. 1986). 

llicroprocessing and llanagement Information Systells 

Probably the most important and common investment for a large number 

of companies in the eighties has been the computerisation not of 

design or manufacturing but of information on payroll. work patterns 

and stock control. At first computers were introduced as main frame 

or mini systems for administration and financial functions and 

electronic Data Processing centres were formed (Whittaker, 1986). 

Such systems provide a basis for planning production to meet demand 

and some systems include databases for estimating piecework prices. 

Management information 

operationalisation of JIT. 

systems 

They 

are essential to 

facilitate the tailoring 

the 

of 

production to orders and the integration of new orders into an 

ongoing production schedule. As a result they reduce turnabout time 

and work in progress. They also he!p to gear stocks to demand and 

reduce the tendency associated with production based c;11 a short 

response time to overstock materfals "just in case". As a result 

they prune materials inventory. They cut administrative costs 

including overhead labour. Built in computerised databases help with 

more accurate costings and with cost control. Finally they make it 

easier to identify possible bottlenecks and so facilitate preemptory 

action. 

Most European firms have installed such systems recently or are 

planning their adoption (Rubery and Wilkinson, 1986; Brusco, 1986). 
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Rubery and Wilkinson identify the aain constraints on diffusion in 

the UK as being doubts about the su::.tability of softvear and the 

administrative costs of set up. The potential benefits to aanageaent 

under the systea of saall batch and short response time are widely 

acknowledged (Rubery and Wilkinson. 1986. p.22). Diffusion in 

Britain bas probably been assisted by the encouragement and help 

given to firas contemplating the •:se of aicroprocessors by SATRA 

whose activities in this area have underwritten the costs of search 

and inforaation gathering for individual firas . 

SATA also encourages the use of •icroprocessors for technical and 

production functions. Nearly 200 have been installed in mc11ber 

COQpanies for use with such systeas as SATRASumm. SATRAScope. Vision 

Stitch and Process Monitoring. SATRA's aia to 118Xi•ise the 

accessibility of computer useage required that their systeas be 

designed to run on a sixteen-bit •icro-systea such as IBM PC 

(Whittaker. 1986). 

Computer Integrated Ranufacture 

In the longer term. of course. the ever increasing impact of 

microelectronics and computers and the consequent increases in 

productivity. have led some industrial experts to suggest that the 

end point for the footwear industry is computer integrated 

manufacturing (CIM) by the year 2000. CIM is like conventional 

•anufacturing except that information is transmitted electronically . 

The database integrates all design information from the CAD system 

with order processing so that it can plan and control the actual 

•anufacture. It also controls the production machinery. automatic 

delivery tracks. and despatch from the factory (Whittaker, 1986) . 
CAD/CAM links are an essential stepping stone to the totally 

automated factory envisaged in CIM . 

At the current time the footwear industry is similar to many others 

in its creation of islar.ds or automation. However the use or 
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aicroprocessing by firas in the UK footwear industry. al though 

increasing druatically. (Whittaker. 1986) is less than in other 

sectors. Autoeation is 110re viable in clothing manufacture than in 

footwear manufacture because all the -terials used are synthetics 

and there is no lasting process. Even at the stage of design the 

nature or a shoe is an inherent obstacle to computerisation: a shoe 

bas to be felt and held and not just looked at to be appreciated. 

1be automation of leather cuttiDtJ is a -jor obstacle in tlae footwear 

industry's path to Clll production. 

As Rubery and Wilkinson point out the developaents in mechanisation 

currently in use have not funduentally changed the aethod of 

production (1986. p. 25). Soae of the aain constraints on further 

autoaation. as suggested above. seea inherent to the product: others 

are to do with the current structure of costs and benefits end so 

llOre aaenable to change. The use of an unpredictable aaterial. in 

leather. and the problems in developing robotic systems which can 

pick up soft aaterials. and computerised stitching in three 

diaensions. seea to fall into the foraer category. The costs of 

iapleaenting coaputerised systems in an industry doainated by small 

firas aay fall in the second category. The role played in the UK by 

SATRA suggests that it is possible for the relevant information and 

services to be developed collectively by an industrial research 

establishaent.. The operation of such an institution aay prove 

significant in offsetting the disadvantages of small fil'llS. 

As the Director and Chief Executive of SATRA. Grahaa Butlin. says it 

is iaportant not to 'become over-excited about the technologies 

theaselves. It is what they can achieve that aatters. Cost 

effectiveness must be one of the main criteria by which our 

judgeaents are made'. For many firms involvement with short runs of 

widely varying designs must impose strict limits on the degree of 

automation that can profitably take place. And our analysis of 

aarket developments suggests that this basic constraint is likely to 

tighten rather than relax in the medium term. Draaatic changes in 

footwe~r manufacturing may thus remain in the future. However the 

newest 'technology differs from earlier automated machinery in one 
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significant respect: it is auch aore flexible. So it is eminently 

compatible with saall batch, line change and flexible specialisation. 

ConsequentlJ it provides a auch better fit with the evolution of the 

aarket and the demand of consuaers that the autoaation of ten years 

ago. 

h) Size of Firms and Econoaies of Scale 

According to lknmfield, Unwin and Guy, the typical footwear factory 

in Brit'li.n. is a unit employing some 2-300 workers producing between 

10,000 and 15.000 pairs of shoes a week in aaybe fifty styles. in up 

to 15 sizes. with perhaps four different width fittings, and in a 

variety of colours (1982, p.92). The stereotype accords with formal 

estiaates of the economic scale of shoe production. 

classic study (1974), estimated that althougi. 

Pratten, in his 

scale economies 

increased steadily up to production levels of about 1200 pairs per 

day. which would be the output of a firm with approximately 150 

employees. cost variation was not so large as to rule out operation 

below this scale. His 1971 data suggest that operation at half this 

scale would only raise costs by about 2 per cent. With respect to 

the upper bound on efficient operations the Footwear Institute Study 

Steering Group Report of 1977 found that beyond 10.000 pairs per 

week. 2-300 employees, production economies were exhausted and costs 

began to increase. Non-production activities such as marketing and 

finance continue to provide the biggest firms with economies of 

scale. Many of these firms run multi-plant operations to reconcile 

the li•i ts of technical economies of scale with the gains from 

spreading non-production overheads over larger volumes. and often 

locate the different plants overseas to take advantage of low wage 

costs and gain entrance to new markets. Italy provides a precedent 

for believing that smaller fir11s can realise some of these economies 

by collective marketing and ordering of materials, and financial 

cooperatives (ILO. 1985, p. 51). 

Although technical change has increased labour productivity since 

these estimates were made and so the typical firm produces more shoes 
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per week. footwear production remains a small scale manufacturing 

activity worldwide. In Britain today typical output levels are 

around 10.000 pairs of men's and 15,000 pairs of ladies' shoes per 

week. Britain seems to be about average with a higher concentration 

of small fir11s than France and the United States and a lower 

concentration than Italy (Rubery and Wilkinson. 1986; ILO. 1985; 

Pearson, 1983; and. see table 9). In Italy in 1981 93 per cent of 

fil"llS have less than 50 employees and 55 per cent of all employees 

work in such fil"llS, compared with 67 per cent and 8 per cent 

respectively for the UK (ILO, 1985, Table A33). In Italy the average 

nuaber of employees per firm is an astonishingly low 17: whereas in 

the UK it is 110 (see Table 14). In contrast to both countries, in 

the United States in 1979. only 8 per .:ent of all production come 

from firms producing less than 500,000 pairs per year (Pearson, 1983, 

Table 5.5). 

In Italy the industry is vertically disintegrated whereas in the UK 

there is significant subcontracting only in pattern grading, knife 

making and closing. The concentration of footwear components 

suppliers which are often national firms in the UK also promotes 

industrial concentration, in contrast to Italy wt~re there are large 

numbers of components suppliers throughout the footwear industrial 

districts. 

Rubery and Wilkinson argue that decentralisation in the UK industry 

is primarily a strategy to overcome bottlenecks in closing by 

establishing small factories to tap supplies o~ female labour either 

under existing management in order to secure control, or on a 

subcontract basis in order to reduce the overhead costs associated 

with closing labour (1986, p.26). They ;ound a limited amount of 

subcontracting between firms to alleviate demand pressures but no 

clear trend towards decentralised systems of production. Indeed they 

argue that the increasing emphasis on rapid response to small batch 

orders has actually strengthened the incentive for firms to remain 

integrated in order to retain control over the whole production 

process (1986, pp. 26-27). 
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Nor does it seea that size of firm is a very significant factor in 

deteraining the production organisation or the relationship to the 

aarket. Obviously very small firms are excluded from the big volume 

aarket and are less likely to make ·..h'!ir own brand of shoes. but some 

small fiI'llS are specialist producers in aarkets in which they have 

some control over prices (for example very high quality aen's shoes 

or novelty shoes like aotorcycle boots) • Both saall and large firas 

'•alee to order' and do saall batch rapid response production. 

It is clearly rather empty to generalise about the optimal scale of 

operations without reference to the kind of shoes produced and the 

market niche targeted. According to one British manufacturer, in the 

top quality bracket 1,000 pairs per week can be economic, while at 

the bottom end 60,000 may be necessary (quoted in Mounfield, Unwin 

and Guy, 1982, p. 129). Significantly the same producer argued that 

for the fashion industry the variety and speed of d~sign and 

throughput to the market causes 'the need for a small tight team for 

fast flexible reaction,and so in practice in the fashion field, this 

makes a unit over 15.000 pairs a week a decided disadvantage' (quoted 

in Mounfield. Unwin and Guy, 1982, p. 129). In this segment ~f the 

market and for leather shoes the economic size is somewhere between 

6,000 and 15,000 pairs per week. For synthetics, lower quality, and 

standardised items bigger volumes are clearly needed. 

Failure rates do not signal clearly any dramatic trends in optimal 

size of operation in Britain. On the one hand Rubery and Wilkinson 

found that in the 1980/1 recession many of the small specialist 

closing rooms had folded (1986, p.26). But on the other hand 

Mounfield, Unwin and Guy's plant level data suggest that the 

probability or a plant soing out of business or shedding employment 

in the seventies and early eighties was associated with size defined 

by the nuriber or operatives, with medium size plant being most at 

risk (1982, p. 73). Larger units are often members of groups of 

firms and often have superior access to financial resources to help 

them through the hard times. The basis for the smaller firms' 

survival is less apparent, but we cannot rule out a superior ability 

to adjust production and meet changes in demand. 
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It remains to note that size is not solely determined by technical 

econoaies of scale. Sub-optimal scale may be preferred if expansion 

requires delegation and decentralisation of control. a consideration 

that appears to loom large for a particular kind of firm which 

remains important in the footwear sector: the family firm (see 

Mounfield. Unwin and Guy. 1982). 

i) Design 

Design is not only the starting point of making a shoe but an 

increasingly important element in a firm's success; perhaps even a 

nation's. The Italians, world leaders in design. have the most 

successful European footwear industry. Britain it used to be argued, 

was weak on design. and this undoubtedly played a role in the 

contraction of the British industry. Significantly, in the context 

of the recovery of the industry in the UK, British firms are taking 

more of an interest in design. 

In Italy design is a component of shoe production that is usually 

produced independently by specialist suppliers. The designers may 

have longstanding and secure arrangement with particular firms but 

they stand at arm's length from them. In Britain design is sometimes 

bought in from independent producers but often in house designers 

produce not only the season's range but also within season 

variations. Own brand producers must generate their own designs but 

as we have seen risk aversion constrains the designer to the middle 

of the road. In the MTO sector the design often evolves from 

consultation with the customer. Some firms think that they do 

initiate and innovate in design but more usually British firms copy 

and adapt particularly Italian designs (Mounfield, Unwin and Gl;y, 

1982). It is not a lack of provision for craft and design education 

in Britain but a seeming inability (which pernaps relates to 

structural obstacles already enumerated) to capitalise on these 

skills by the industry itself. Designers ar~ seldom represented in 

the upper echelons of the firm where marketing and production 

predominate. Many British shoe designers work abroad, in the Italian 
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industry for example. SATRA does not appear to be willing or able to 

promote design consciousness as intelligently and usefully as it has 

taken on technological change, al though the weakness of British 

design has long been recognised by SATRA executives as a serious 

problem (see the interview with a senior member of SATRA quoted in 

Mounfield. Unwin and Guy. 1982. p. 96). 

Conditions in service industries can affect footwear firms capacity 

to pursue innovative design. In Italy where lasts are relatively 

cheap and where the engineering firms are closely associated with the 

footwear firms. design begins with the form. Decisions about the 

shape of the shoe are the first step in the design process and are 

often automatically linked into last production. In Britain where 

lasts are twice as expensive and their supply problematic. designers 

are often constrained to accomodate their designs to an existing 

stock of lasts with a few extra degrees of freedom provided by the 

possibilities of last modification. The British designer works out 

from the last whereas the Italian designer works in to the last. The 

difference in the potential for creativity is clear. 

Within the industry there is a debate about the most appropriate way 

of building design into the firm, and in particular whether the 

designer should be hyperconscious of the firm's technological 

capacities. The arguments on both sides are clear. Designs which a 

firm cannot produce are useless. and it is clearly efficient to be 

able to forsee and forstall technical problems in putting a design 

into production. But the designer can get too constrained by the 

need to accommodate the production manager. A firm that used a 

freelance designer who devoted 75 per cent of his time to them argued 

that the arrangement had important advantages: 'If you employ a man 

with the firm to design, he tends to design what the employer wants. 

If he is independent he can cock a snook at us or say "I think you 

ought to be making this". There is a temptation for the works 

manager to go for the designs which are easy to make. Management 

could act as a brake on design' (quoted in M~unfield, Unwin and Guy, 

1982 p. 114). Perhaps in the past British design has been too well 

integrated with production which along with the prevalence of copying 
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has conflated the designer and the pattern cutter. The latter's 

skill and i.aportance are not to be depreciated but it is iaportant in 

the first instance to keep these functions separate. 

j) 

Footwear aanufacturers traditionally faced two interrelated problems: 

first, how to integrate saall batch aethods aost suited to clicking 

and closing with aass production appropriate to aaking; and, second, 

how to combine a variety of models in a coherent production plan 

which minimised idle factory time in all departments. Strategies 

ranged from producing 'hand made· high quality shoes in liai ted 

volumes for sale at the top end of the market to aass producing 

standardised footwear. Technological developments favoured 

automation, though it was not easily combined with the maintenance of 

quality. and often required long runs of standardised products to be 

profitable. 

Producers in advanced industrial countries who have pursued the mass 

production strategy have been increasingly threatened by imports from 

low wage countries. The latest in automated technology has not 

helped them fend off such competition because it is also available to 

the low wage competitors in the form of turnkey factories established 

by international firms and operable by relatively unskilled labour. 

The collapse of the American industry illustrates the impossibility 

of remaining competitive in a high wage economy by continuing to mass 

produce standardised shoes. To survive, European shoe manufacturers 

must capitalise on their advantages: design capabilit~. skilled 

workers, and proximity to their markets. 

Independent changes in consumers' preferences have led to an increase 

in the demand for customised. high quality, and design intensive 

shoes in contrast to mass prc,duced basic models. At the same time 

the most recent developments in automation, unlike those of ten years 

ago, do not req1Jire long runs of standarised products to be 
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econoaical. but are more amenable to the efficient production of 

saall batches. 

So a strategy to resist low cost foreign competition has eaerged. It 

involves footwear producers in a more continuous response to changes 

in style and the production of a larger variety of non-standard 

shoes. while holding the line on costs and maintaining quality. 

Consequently it requires production in small batch. facilitated by 

flexible autoaation. and at top speed so that inventory costs can be 

ainiaised throughout the system. Whereas in the old competition 

firas competed on the basis of price. today though still important, 

price is only one dimension of a product's attraction. Design, speed 

of response and quality are increasingly important. 

European footwear industries continue to exhibit distinct ntitional 

patterns in both firm strategy and industrial structure. The 

fragmented Italian industry has achieved enormous international 

success on the basis of strong design and the intensive use of modern 

equipment in specialised firms which are linked by market and non

market ties to facilitate a flexible response to changes in demand. 

On the other hand, after a tremendous battering, the British industry 

seems to be fighting back on the basis of building increased 

flexibility into it, vertically integrated firms by investing in new 

equipment particularly management information systems. 

What future is there for countries on the periphery of Europe in 

footwear production? Low wage economies might hope to gain from the 

relocation of closing if the wage differential is big enough to 

offset transportation costs and the styles sufficiently classic to 

survive disassociation from the European market. Closing provides 

employment for semi-skilled women workers but is a low value added 

activity. Perhaps once closing is established other phases of shoe 

production may also be relocated but to the extent that this widens 

supply lines it tends to involve precisely ~hose standardised items 

in which other even lower cost producers can be competitive. 
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Tile subcontracting of shoe production leaves the indigenous producer 

dependent on the parent firm and exposes them to the vagaries of head 

office decisions. In particular. made to order production can always 

be subcontracted where labour is even cheaper. Workers may be less 

skilled elsewhere but this can be offset by increased automation. 

Alternatively producers in the periphery can seek independence by 

mass pt'Oducing standard shoes themselves using up-to-date equipment 

and hoping to be competitive in the low end of the European market or 

in the COMECON countries. 

Finally producers in the periphery can try to follow the Europeans 

themselves into those segments of their markets that are relatively 

protected from low-wage competition, though this will invoive them in 

developing their products and processes to compete in terms of 

design. delivery dates. market response and quality. TI\ese moves may 

not be easy for a country at some dis~:.nc~ from the markets which it 

seeks to serve and with different manufacturing traditions. 

As we shall see Cypriot producers are choosing among these courses. 

All have their risks and none are likely to be easy. But whatever 

strategy is pursued the Customs Union puts additional pressure on the 

manufacturers unless they can compete with their European 

counterparts they will not only miss export opportunities but they 

will lose out to imports in the domestic market. Cyprus has a heroic 

economic history. Overcoming the difficulties and seizing the 

opportunities of the present requires a continuation of this 

tradition. 
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II 

1llE FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY IN CYPRUS 

a) lllportance. History and Jllarket Evolution 

In 1985 the Cypriot footwear industry accounted for 3 per cent of 

manufacturing gross output, 5 per cent of value added in 

manufacturing. and 7 per cent of manufacturing employment (see table 

10). Comparison with data from a recent report suggests that these 

characteristics of the industry have changed little in the eighties. 

In the same year 56 per cent of the sector's output was exported, a 

higher proportion than any other industrial group, and footwear 

comprised 11 per cent of total manufacturing exports. But as can be 

seen from Table 11 the trend in the 1980' s is for exports as a 

proportion of footwear production to decline, reflecting the 

contraction of traditional export markets as described below. 

Al though the Cypriot footwear industry enjoyed some growth in the 

1960's, like much of Cyprus's manufacturing, its most rapid expansion 

was in the years after 1974. The expansion involved both the growth 

of existing firms and the founding of new enterprises. Of the 

nineteen largest firms that we visited 10 were foWlded in the 1970's, 

and 9 of these after 1976. Two of the firms which predated 1974 had 

moved in the 1960s to the south side of the island. 

Three particular circumstances combined in the second half of the 

1970' s to produce a unique historical conjuncture favourable to the 

footwear industry's growth: 

1. a consumer boom in the Gulf states, it~elf the product of the 

oil price increase and the enormous flow of revenues to the oil 

producing countries; 
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2. a distribution of income in the Gulf states and an inflow of 

foreign labour into the area, both of which favoured the sale of 

semi-durables such as footwear; 

3. the si•ultaneous tragic civil war in Lebanon which disabled 

Lebonese businessmen in the performance of their traditional 

entrepreneurial and mercantile activities in the region, so 

making room for new salesmen offering different sources of 

supply. Many sectors of Cypriot manufacturing gained from these 

same circumstances, but they had particular lo!lg run 

significance for the footwear industry. 

The market for footwear in the Gulf was primarily a market for 

sandals and not shoes. Catering to this market involved orienting 

production towards a specific type of footwear with a distinct 

technology and clear market limitations. Sandal production is less 

skilled, lower value added, more standardised and more amenable to 

mass production assembly techniques than is shoe production. It was 

not just that the sector became oriented to a low quality/low value 

added end of the market, with the obvious difficulties involved in 

producing a higher quality variant for sale to more sophisticated 

consumers. It became specialised in a type of footwear that has a 

very limited and narrowly seasonal demand elsewhere in the wcrld. 

Prior to 1974 the industry had been primarily concerned with the 

domestic market with some exports primarily within the region. The 

opportunities in the Gulf not only attracted new entrants to the 

industry who were from the beginning oriented to exporting sandals, 

but alsc persuaded many of the older producers to turn to exports. 

The whole sector restructured in terms of markets, qunlity md 

product types. 

Large profits were made in the halcyon days of big oil revenues, but 

the legacy was not so auspicious. Managing directors of Galides and 

Ariston both old established companies described the restructuring 
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• within their firas in response to thP profitable opportunities in 

exports to the Arabs. Perhaps. with hindsight. they acknowledged the 

.:ivwngrading of skill and quality which acc<>11panied this switch; a 

deterioration which both firms are now struggling to reverse. With 

the decline of oil prices what had been a sellers• aarket tumed 

rapidly into cut throat competition exacerbated by the increasing 

presence of salesmen represent:.:.ng low cost Far East producers. 

Many Cypriot aanufacturers complained that exporters froa Cyprus had 

played a key role in spoiling the Arab aarkets by CO!lpeting against 

each other and by insufficient attention to quality and delivery 

dates. Encouraged by the low capital intensity and technological 

simplicity of sandal production. workers were described as founding 

very small units of production in response to the boom in exports and 

trying themselves to break into Arab markets when they were incapable 

of producing sufficient quality or the requisite volumes on time. 

Further fragmentation followed as these operators attem~ted to 

subcontract parts of larger orders with additional adversL· effects on 

quality as responsibility became diffuse. Whether very small scale 

producers were particularly responsible or not. (other sources 

suggested that many of the large scale producers who began operation 

in the late 70's had early problems with quality). damage was done to 

the reputation of Cypriot producers as a whole. The folk memory of 

this experience is an important element in the larger manufacturers' 

hostility to very small productio~ units and the enthusiasm of some 

of them for quality control. 

Many manufacturers agreed that easy sales in the Guif did nothing to 

promote improvements in marketing, which remained rather primitive. 

Personal contracts and biannual visits did not stand up well in the 

vigorous competition of the 1980's. Many entrepreneurs spoke 

bitterly about customers of long standing who turned to cheaper 

suppliers when the oil price fell . Producers have learned that 

markets have no loyalty but their confidence in their ability to 

markf't; has been undermined. They also. know. that their experiences 

in the Arab market, edifying though they might be, are not very 

relevant to the design of a marketing strategy for Europe. 
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Aaateurish aarketing is not restricted to the footwear sector. One 

aanufacturer who produced travel goods. an industry with a very 

different pattern of development. exports 80 per cent of his output 

to the UK. but has a similar attitude to aarketing. relying on 

personal relationships and family contacts. 

Exporters also spoke with hostility about other Cypriot exporters 

vhoia they felt had c<>11peted unfairly in the Arab aarket; stolen order 

books. or enticed custoaers away by undercutting. However naive 

these complaints. they represent exacerbated tension and hostility 

between producers. the logical consequence of competition in a 

declining aarket and a significant obstacle to cooperative action in 

the future. 

Many manJfacturers also agreed that the superprofits of this period 

were not always ploughed back into improved teclmology. Again the 

undemanding nature of the Arab market ironically had long run adverse 

effects not perhaps so much on the amount of investment taking place. 

which was encouraged by generous investme~t and depreciation 

allowances. but on its form. Manufacturers. producing large orders 

of relatively standardised and uncomplicated sandals. sought 

competitive advantage in spreading overheads over long runs and 

increasing competition by the subdivision of tasks in a fragmented 

assembly line operation. Investments were gear~d towards automating 

and deskilling the production process. Their particular forms may 

not be very conducive to the flexibility that Cypriot manufacturers 

may need in the future. When competition in the Gulf intensified 

manufacturers sought to maintain their sales by adding ornate 

stitching and patterns to the sandal uppers. The advent of 

microprocessor controlled profile stitching makes replication of 

complicated patterns cheap and relatively unskilled. 

The decline of the middle eastern markets in the 1980's suggested the 

need to reorient production and look for ne~ customers. By and large 

this also means producing shoes not sandals: practically different 

commodities. Some Cypriot producers will not be able to make this 
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transition. Others aay not want to aake it. confident that they can 

survive in the increasingly competitive aarket for Arabian sandals. 

Econoaic recovery in the Middle East is not iaprobable and even in 

the relatively depressed 1980's Arab count;ries continued to iaport on 

a significant scale (see table 12). Cyprus cannot afford to neglect 

a aarket in which they have distinct logistic advantages. 'lbe 

difficulty is in the nature of the export which can too readily be 

aass produced in the Far East. Significantly one aanufacturer 

claiaed to have invested Sl.5a in 1986 in aachinery and robotics in a 

highly automated factory producing casual shoes for export. Al though 

he intends to operate the plant it was clear that th£ aore iaportant 

objective was to establish a technological showpiece on the basis of 

which he hoped to export turnkey factories . 

Soae producers have already risen to the challenge. witness the 

changing structure of Cypriot shoe production as shown in table 13 . 

'lbe contribution of sandals to the valt:e of total production has 

clearly declined fro11 1982 onwards. In contrast the share of leather 

uppers has risen consistently since 1982 with ~he proportion of other 

footwear types constant . 

Who is buying Cypriot f oot•ear today? First al though exports in 

absolute terms appear stagnant or even declining and as a percentage 

of output are clearly trending down {see table 11) more than half of 

output is still sold overseas. 7able 14 shows the destinations of 

footwear exports from 1982. Despite the restructuring of output, 

exports still go overwhelmingly to the Arab countries which between 

January and August 1986, for example. took 78.8 per cent representing 

a larger share of total output than was sold on the domestic market. 

'lbe weight of exports to the Arab countries has been approximately 

constant in the eighties, and al though predicted 1.0 decline in the 

longer term. it will remain a major component of demand through 1990: 

36. 6 per cent compared with 41.8 per cent for domestic demarad 

according to I.T.A. estimates {Siekkeris, 1986) . 
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As good pragaatists Cypriot •anufacturers are aenoeuvring within 

their traditional llal'kets rather than abandoning them coapletely. 

Although exports to Arab countries are not broken down by national 

destination. it seeas that there has been a retreat froa Libya. which 

was an iaportant custe>11er but whose economic decHne is chronic. a 

retreat hastened by difficulties in securing payaent i~r despatched 

goods. Saudi Arabia. t.he aagnet for Cyp...-iot producers in the past. 

remains an iaportant llal'ket: indeed Saudi could absorb aore thlill five 

tiaes Cyprus's total exports even at current levels of demand. 

Al though Cyprus undoubtedly supplies a bigger share of footwear 

iaports than of other commodities. even assuaing that Saudi took all 

of Cypriot exports to the region. they could only have coaprised some 

14 per cent of shoe i•ports in recent years. Given the geographical 

advantage that Cyprus enjoys here there must be scope for an expanded 

aarket share. There are also opportunities in soae of the smaller 

regional economies. such as Jordan. which have experienced steady 

growth in d~and for footwear. 

The persistence of exports to the Arab c~untries in the context of a 

restructured output suggests that exporters are manoeuvring on a 

second level: selling shoes in markets that were traditionally for 

sandals. Firm level information confirmed that increasing the 

quality and value added of exports was a conscious strategy for many 

manufacturers. who saw it as the only possible response to lower cost 

competing products in their traditional ranges. 

The 11Mufacturers are clearl:y groping towards a strategy which our 

anal:ysis of the footwear industr:y intemationally also pinpoints. 

The regional market cannot be neglected; indeed there is acope for 

its development. But it ahould be a •elective development with 

reference to C:yprus'• dynamic not static ca.parative ..Svantagea. The 

producers should identif:y niches within the regional .. rket which can 

afford them some relative protection fraa competition. Better 

qualit:y and high fashion. ~ith C:yprus rela:ying European st:yle to the 

area, .. :Y be a 110re viable long run competitive strategy than 

increasingl:y ornate atitching on traditional products. 
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Th;! second biggest export aarket is Russia where 119.000 pairs of 

shoes with a value of £Cl.533.000 were sold in 1985 (9.2% of total 

exports). Cyprus also exports to Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. Trade 

with the Eastern block is organised through trading coapanies. one at 

least of which has been in operation for soae twenty years. With the 

weakening or aore traditional aarket in the region. exporters to the 

USSR and Eastern Europe have represented a valuable addition to the 

order books of aany producers several of whoa have specialised in 

producing fashion boots and shoes for this aarket. One aajor fil"ll 

which exports 50 per cent of output in the last couple of years has 

exported half of this to the USSR; another similar company which 

exports 95 per cent of its output described itself as becoaing 

increasingly dependent on Russian orders which it has been making for 

the last four years and without which it could not survive. During 

our factory visits we aet several aanagers who were anxiously 

awaiting the response to samples sent to Russia. Russian orders are 

particularly attractive to Cypriot manufacturers because of their 

size. which one aanufacturer said was 20-30 thousand pairs on average 

in recent years and had been as large as 60 thousand pairs four years 

ago. The same manufacture:::- gave 25-50 pairs as the average size 

order for the domestic market. Large orders facilitate long runs of 

the same aodel which the manufacturers see as the key to spreading 

overheads and so cutting costs . 

The COMECON market is not without its drawbacks. First. like the 

Arab market it has promoted a rigid specialisation in specific 

products and processes. The orders are primarily for ladies' fashion 

boots and involve the development of models which do not transfer 

readily to the domestic market both because Cyprus's climate limits 

the demand for winter footwear and because Russian boots frequently 

incorporate heavy non-slip and waterproof soles. Firms may well be 

able to capitalise on their experience selling tc Russia and Eastern 

Europe in the Scandinavian and Northern European markets where market 

research suggests there are opportunities for Cypriot producers 

(GOPA. 1982) . 
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Second. producing for the Russians involves the firms in designing 

for a particular aarket. They do not merely make to order as with 

soae other European customers. After some preliminary discussion 

with agents representing the buyers. they have to produce samples. 

which are then sent to Russia as a basis for the orders. Samples are 

expensive. One aanufacturer held that each sample cost £C100. and 

that he produced 300 per season. Of course. suples are needed to 

develop exports but this case seems particularly sample intensive 

because of bureaucratised and formalised communication and the 

distance and singularity of the market. 

Third. the Russians have proved very demanding about quality. They 

employ their own specialists to visit Cypriot factories and check 

quality before shipment. There have been problems in the past when 

goods were returned and compensation and penalties for delay had to 

be paid. In the longer run these difficulties may well have positive 

implications for the industry if they force improvement.~ in quality 

and the institutionalisation of quality control within the firms 

themselves. 

Finally. trade with the Eastern block is bilaterally and 

bureaucratically determined. Every five years the Ministry of 

Commerce and Indus try and the Eastern bloc representatives draw up 

lists of goods which can be exported to Ru£sia. Trade in those goods 

is then organised by several trading companies one of which has been 

in existence for 20 years. The problem is that the val~e of Cypriot 

exports cannot exceed the value of Russian imports into Cyprus. 

Trade is bilaterally balanced. Consequently anything which erodes 

Russian and Eastern European imports into Cyprus must cut the 

opportunities for Cypriot exporters. After the Customs Union if 

European goods displace COMECON imports it will reduce trade with the 

Eastern bloc. We were assured by the representatives of an involved 

trading company that the prospects for Cypriot shoes in Russia were 

excellent. But even without the threat of the Customs Union, the 

market is insecure. The list of acceptable ~oods may change or the 

total volume shrink suddenly as a result of a political shift within 

Russia or Eastern Europe. Wine for instance was recently removed 
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from the list of acceptable goods causing difficulties to Cypriot 

producers who had geared up for Russian exports. 

The UK. Cyprus's biggest customer in Europe. took some 90.00C pairs 

of shoes in 1985 valued at £C773.000 (4.4% of total exports). The 

small proportion of total exports going to Europe (see table 14} 

suggests how auch manufacturers will have to do to break into this 

market. 

Firms which have links with international manufacturers are relieved 

of some of the burdens of marketing. Bata in Cyprus. receives 

marketing assistance from the company. and, al though prevented from 

selling in certain markets so as not to compete with other Bata 

units. is allowed a free hand in other areas. At the time of our 

visit the production manager was working on a model obviously 

intended for the American market which had previously been made in 

France but production of which was being shifted to Cyprus, and which 

the firm had no responsibility to market but would simply ship back 

to the USA. At Atlas the marketing is largely done by Clarks 

International with 35 per cent of their output being destined for the 

Far East. Recently the firm has done some of its own marketing but 

this did not invoJ e Clarks branded goods, Alfa who produce for Ecco 

of Denmark under a i.censing agreement, send part of their output 

back to Europe where it is re-exported to Canada, the Far East, 

Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. Alfa do handle their own sales of Ecco 

in certain markets viz. Cyprus, Africa, Arabia, and the Eastern 

Block, but even here they also get help from head office. 

Many manufacturers felt that assistance with marketing was one of the 

primary benefits that a firm obtained from an agreement with a 

multinational. Several also expressed the view that such help was a 

necessary condition for exports to Europe. It is clear that small 

firms like those in Cyprus cannot individually shoulder the costs of 

large marketing establishments. Some coaabination of collective 

activity and •tate assistance is needed. Sector level initiatives 

from the newly established Export Promotion Council will be important 
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in the latter category. 1bere are institutions and practices already 

in place in Cyprus that can help to promote the cooperation and joint 

ventures also needed: namely the F.mployers' Federation and the 

a.a.her of ~rce, and subcontracting and fi.ily ties between 

firms. Unfortunately increased competition. at home and abroad. has 

generated hostilities between firms which are not conducive to 

cooperation. Breaking down these antagonisas and building on the 

positive features of relations between the fiftlS aust receive top 

priority. 

For many manufacturers in the eighties the immediate solution to the 

need for new customers was to turn to the domestic market. Several 

manufacturers described a conscious decision to move away from 

exports to the Gulf and concentrate on the home market. 

Significantly, these were often the older established manufacturers 

who had had earlier experience of the domestic and non-Arab market 

and who were best able to make the switch back. One such firm's 

output has evolved from 80 per cent export/20 per cent domestic 

market in the late 1970's to the complete reverse: 20 per cent 

export/80 per cent domestic market by 1980. Turning inwards in this 

way has often been accompanied by specialisation, for example in 

ladies' fashion shoes. 

sophisticated approach 

producing for specific 

different trade names. 

There has also sometimes been a more 

to the product differentiating the line, 

market segments and signalling this by 

Ariston's development of their relatively 

up-market Roma line is a good example ~f such a move. 

But the industry's capacity is developed well beyond the needs of the 

600,000 plus residents of Cyprus despite their apparent consumption 

of rather more shoes per capita than their per capita income might 

warrant (see table 1). The 900,000 or so tourists who visit Cyprus 

every year provide a vital boost to demand contributing to the 

surprisingly high domes tic consumption. Several producers of high 

fashion ladies' shoes, marketed through their own outlets, held that 

some 20-30 per cent of domestic sales were to tourists. If these 

disguised exports are counted the industry's contribution to the 

balance of payments is even more significant. 
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The aanufacturers' estimates suggest that in recent years some 

250.000 pairs of shoes and sandals are purch~sed annually by visitors 

to the island: implying that 28 per cent of tourists buy footwear 

"'bile in Cyprus. Al though this is a good record, there is room for 

iaproveaent. Advertising foot"'ear as a Cypriot 'speciality and a 

tourist's bargain could boost sales. Sandals, though not the aodels 

developed for the Arab market, could be especially attractive in the 

seaside areas. If every tourist left with at least one pair of shoes 

this would represent an 8 per cent boost to total demand as well as 

familiarising consumers in Europe with Cypriot products. 

Current marketing methods within Cyprus do nothing to develop sales 

to tourists. With one notable exception (rewarded by an increasing 

market share) shoe shops are cluttered, disorganised and 

uncomfortable. Window dressing and displays are old fashioned and 

incoherent. Presentation needs to be more modern emphasising a 

single theme. colour or mood. At the moment the archaic presentation 

obscures the fashion consciousness of the products. Retailers could 

also follow Europe in presenting shoes as an integral part of a look 

and so combining the presentation of clothing and footwear . 

Projecting this idea backwards producers could benefit from relating 

shoe design to fashion trends in clothing. Footwear manufacturers 

must study advanced clothing fashion more seriously becasue new 

silhouettes. balance of proportions and lead colours are all relevant 

to shoe design. 

Footwear imports for home consumption increased from £C721682 in 1980 

to £Cl,497171 in 1983 only to drop back by 1985 to £Cl,264772. For 

the period 1980-5 it is estimated that for every 15 pairs of shoes 

exported from Cyprus one pair was imported and one pair out of every 

s;x pairs sold on the domestic market is imported. (Siekkeris, 1986) . 

':'hi5 re~resents ~ considerable growth in import penetration from the 

e'1.rly sevt'ntief. and although the trend in the eighties has been 

£table And between 1984 and 1985 even declining the share of imported 

s~oes does not tllke account of the substantial purchases by Cypriots 

when ak>road. 
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The increasing frequency with which Cypriots are holidaying abroad 

and the increased numbers studying overseas suggest that 

opportunities to buy while overseas and so avoid the iaport duties 

have increased. The substitution of disguised for recorded imports 

may well explain the trend rather than a stabilisation of import 

penetration. Assisted by 'xenomania' iaports already juap high 

tariff barriers to represent 16 per cent of the final consumption 

(Siekkeris, 1986), and with entry to the Custoas Union this could 

increase dramatically. There is no room for complacency about 

Cypriot competitivity in the home market. 

The intensification of competition in the domestic market is 

reflected in the increasing frequency of sales, the introduction of 

in-season mark-downs, and, most important, the development of retail 

outlets. Manufacturers are desperate to develop their access to 

customers. It is an obvious strategy to minimise the impact of 

imports by selling shoes. If you cannot beat the importers then you 

can get a slice of their revenues. Moreover, retailers' margins seem 

attractive compl!red with manufacturers' profit. Many manufacturers 

have owned retail outlets for years but are now realising their ne~ 

importance. Of the nineteen firms visited nine had direct access to 

the retail market, and several of those that do not are interested in 

acquiring space. At least five had more than three shops, two were 

in the process of developing new shops, and another two were 

expanding their factory outlets. One manufacturer, who had in the 

past operated 23 shops, spoke with regret about how he had run down 

that side of his business. The manufacturers are also anxious to 

augment and expand existing outlets in Limassol and Larnaca. 

Increased competition in the home market has also contributed to 

intensified tension among manufacturers who might have considered 

each other allies in the joint conquest of some export market. The 

confidence of the industry in 1987, and in particular the feelings 

among manufacturers, are not auspicious for the development of the 

joint endeavours and activities necessary if small producers in a 

tiny island economy lre to make any inroad into the European market. 

In this sense the timing of the entry into the Customs Union is far 
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froa optiaal. The footwear aanufacturers have already been battered 

by their experiences in the Middle Eastern aarkets and are 

increasingly suspicious and afraid of each other on the home front . 

The aanufacturers are acutely conscious of the need to upgrade and 

i.aprove their products if they are to enter the European aarket or 

indeed compete with European, particularly Italian and Portuguese, 

imports for doaestic demand. The sandals that have been their 

traditional expo:r:-t are nonstarters here, and the shoes produced for 

domestic consuaption are often unsuitable in design and fitting for 

the European •arket. The adverse legacy of the good years in the 

Gulf is widely acknowledged. and there are signs that the industry is 

struggling to restructure. But unfortunately a clear analysis of the 

historical process that brought the industry to this difficult pass 

may not necessarily guarantee solutions. 

b) Structure 

How does th~ structure of the industry. and particularly the size of 

production units. compare with footwear manufacturin, elsewhere? 

Although we do not have a sufficiently long time series to trace the 

fragmentation which allegedly happened in the late 1970' s data for 

1985 certainly depicts an industry containing some very small firms 

employing less than 4 people but also some relatively large ones (see 

table 15}. The largest 8 firms employ more people than the next 

largest 27 firms. 13 firms have over 50 workers. These 13 firms 

represent 8 per cent of the total r1umber of firms in the sector but 

employ 49 per cent of the workers and produce 48 per cent of gross 

output. In comparison in manufacturing as a whole. firms with over 

50 workers comprise 2 iier cdnt of firms but these firms absorb 37 per 

cent of employment and produce 49 per cent of gross output. 

At the other end of the scale 74 firms employ less than 4 workers, 

comprising 44 per cent of firms but producing 3 per cent of gross 

output and generating 5 per cent of employment. In manufacturing as 
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a whole these very small firms comprise 76 per C'!nt of all firms 

producing 13 per cent of output and providing 19 per cent of 

manufacturing employment. 

Footwear hos aore large firms and proportionally fewer very small 

firms than Cypriot manufacturing generally. Interviews with both the 

larger manufacturers and the small operators linked the growth of the 

latter to subcontracting. particularly of closing, which constitutes 

the traditional bottleneck when a firm is operating at full capacity. 

We visited, in the 'dead season' when both the domestic and export 

markets were particularly quiet. Many of the small workshops were 

unable to get any work as the manufacturers 

factories open had centralised production. 

to keep their own 

In comparison with European footwear industries Cypriot production 

units are small but not unduly so (see table 15). The average size 

of firm and the number of very small firms is particularly comparable 

with the Italian industrial structure. with production " ,J.cally 

disintegrated rather than highly integrated as in the UK: a point 

underlined by the frequency of subcontracting in Cyprus. According 

to the ITA 's survey some 94 per cent of all firms in Nicosia were 

engaged in subcontracting relations with other firms (Siekkeris. 

1986). 

It would be premature to associate this similarity in the structures 

of the Italian and Cypriot industries with a convergence in 

production strategies. Indeed we have already suggested that 

subcontracting in Cyprus ~as developed as a buffer to cope with 

variation in demand rather than as an organisational form 

faci~ ~ating flexible specialisation. However this brief comparison 

does •i:uest that it would be wrong to predict an uncompetitive 

perforir.ance or a lack of potential for the future from the size 

distribution and average scale of Cypriot industry. The industry's 

atr cture compares not ur.favourably with certain European •uccess 

•tories, particularly given that in high income countries market 

developments favour amall and medium sized businesses with even huge 
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retailers like the British Shoe Corporation looking for saall volumes 

on many lines and so willing to work with small factories. 

Of course, even the bi~st Cypriot firms would be unable to deal 

with orders from say, llarks and Spencer, which stocks a few aodels 

that are expected to enjoy volume sales. But remember that one of 

the larger producers had met orders from ~ossia for 60,000 pairs of 

boots. Pooling among firms could facilitate the fulfillment of 

orders which are beyond the scope of single firms. 

Whether or not the firms would be willing to take orders that absorb 

a substantial share of their annual capacity is another question. 

Several aanufacturers expressed reservations about becoming too 

involved. One producer of 765 pairs of ladies' high fashion shoes 

per week felt that he could not accommodate export orders because 

they would take up too large a chunk of factory time: he could not 

program them in. Other producers expressed anxiety about the 

undermining of their independence. One manufacturer claimed to have 

been originally contacted by Clarks when they were considering a 

joint vent~re with a Cypriot producer. He rejected the approaches at 

the time because he wanted to maintain his firm as an independent 

entity for his children to inherit. 

Another producer of shoe components was supplying 60 per cent of his 

output to Atlas when they required a change in materials to reduce 

the hydrolysis of their soles in tropical climates. Afraid of the 

real difficulties involved in making the change, and aware that his 

other customers would not want to pay the higher price of the 

improved sol~s as their performance in hot humid clim~tes was of less 

interest, the manufacturer sew that his choice was to become wholly 

dependent on Atlas or to stand back from the relationship. He 

declined to make th~ switch and Atlas now source overseas. 

Loss of independence emerges as the cost or displacing responsibility 

for marketing onto a multinational collaborator. Once the 
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aultinational handles sales the firm loses its lifeline to the aarket ... 
and aaking only to order becomes vulnerable to head office decisions 

to relocate production. Ironically during our Bata visit the 

production aanager was busy planning in the production of loafers for 

the American aarket which had previously been •ade by Bata at 

Marseilles but had been shifted to Nicosia because of rising labour 

costs and other production difficulties in France. 

The proud aut:onc.,y of the Cypriot family firas rules out their 

integration into a 'llarks and Spencers lloclel • of the 

retailer/supplier relationship with guaranteed orders for the 

producers but at the cost of significant dependence on the retailer. 

The firms' perhaps cogent desire to 1'ellain independent. in 

conjunction with the fragmentation of the industey. in eo11parison 

with distribution nebolorks. means that cooperation and collective 

action in marketing are essential. The experience of the Italian 

industey which is also vertically disintegrated and. at the firm 

lev~l. small scale. suggests that cooperation and collective action 

in aar~eting is feasible. 

The footwear sector contains one public company in which the Cyprus 

Development Bank is an important shareholder. The other firms are 

almost invariably private companies whose shares are held within 

particular families. Family labour was also prevalent in the small 

workshops. As has already been implied, the dominance of the family 

firm is an essential ingredient in the dynamics and response of the 

industey. 

Like- their British counterparts Cypriot manufacturers often produce 

both MTO and own brand footwear, al though some producers emphasise 

the former and some the latter. Again as in Britain, manufacturers 

like producing their own brands because it gives them some room to 

mRnoeuvrer on price and quality. But these degrees of freedom may be 

eroded if' the producers are dependent on traders or l)ther 

manufacturers for access to the retail market. It i& usually 

manufacturers with their own shops or factor·y stores who produce 
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priaarily own brand, but even small firms which sell through 

independent retailers and other manufacturer. if they have a name on 

the local market, for example Afthaston, produce their Ollln label 

shoes. Solle aanufacturers/distributors put out orders and add their 

own b1·and before sale . 

Exports to the COMECON countries and Arabia are priaarily of branded 

shoes but other exports are invariably MTO. Manufacturers like MTO 

because it alleviates them of some of the burdens of design and 

product development where Cypriot producers are weak. Not all 

responsibility is shed. They may still consult with the customers 

and be required to take the initiative and produce samples as with 

the Russian aarket. Again like their British counterparts the 

aanufactu::::-ers show more initiative when times are hard and they need 

orders • 

Manufacturers mix own brand and MTO in production in order to 

minimise idle time. When .-e visited in the 'dead' season, when a 

downturn in the domestic market had coincided with export 

difficulties, no factories were running at full capacity and many 

were entirely closed or opera ting only with a core labour force to 

produce next season's models. In these circumstances several firms 

were produciug own brand for stock. The extent to which this is 

profitable is limited as thP trick with own brand production is to 

minimise obsolete stock and yet have fast moving models available. 

It is only worthwhile to produce goods that are in demand. There is 

evidence ttat Cypriot producers of own brand use this tactic 

excessively and carry too much stock. Good dt>cision making here 

requires rapid and accurate flows of information between retail 

outlets and the factory . 

Manufacturers' combinations of own brand and MTO often represen·. an 

attempt to diversify over and above the search for decreased 

responsibility with continued independence described above. Several 

manufacturers indentifieo segments of the market in which there was 

unexploited potential or where they could compete on the basis of 
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existing expertise vi thin the firm. In one case a iil&nufacturer was 

producing a standardised component. a polyester sole. He relied on 

voluae sales to aake an acceptable rate of return on his capital as 

the aargin on the selling price of the p.u. unit was only 3l %. He 

developed an iaport substitute for Dr. Scholl' s orthopaedic sandals 

with which he felt he could be coapetitive in the domestic aarket. 

not only because of the tariff but aiso because the European tira had 

overpriced their product and limited its distribution to pharaacies. 

a deliberate aarket strategy which had ~aid off elsewhere but which 

did not work in Cyprus. The product was a useful second line because 

it utilised his particular specialised aachinery (injecti~n aoulding 

equip11ent) and his expertise (in the properties of artificial soling 

aaterials) • The sandal does not have huge sales but the profit 

aargin on the selling price is 18%. Moreover it is an item which can 

be attractive to tourists and so the producer is not entirely 

dependent on the home market. 

Another aanufacturer has also added a specialist product outside the 

usual range to minimise idle factory time. Here the normal 

production is of high fashion ladies' shoes for the home market, the 

producer having deliberately turned away from exports to the Arabs. 

In the dead season he produces an orthopaedic shoe to order for a 

West German firm which provides both materials and design, and 

markets the shoe itself. Production is problematic because the 

firm's machinery is not ideal for producing such a hi::avy shoe, 

nevertheless the order fills a gap in the yearly schedule. 

A third firm, which again produces high fashion ladies shoes has 

enjoyed some success by differentiating its output and distinguishing 

the products according to the market segments targetted. In 

particular it has enjoyed good sales of its more expensive up market 

shoes which now have their own brand name and market image. These 

examples of felicitous moves show the importance of charting the 

segments of the market and identifying profitable niches. 
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Foot.wear fi:ms. like .,.t aanufacturing enterprises in Cnnas. are 

usually located on industrial estates within the 11etrop0litan areas. 

1'he seocnPldcal distribution of the firms could provide the basis 

for the develc,..ent of industrial districts. The prodaity of 

foot.wear units and other firms. ..tlich aight have labour or 

tecbnolocf.cal difficulties in ~. also suggests that some shared 

solutions 98¥ be logistically feasible. 

c) Investment and Profitability 

Recent trends in both investaent and profitability clearly relate to 

the adverse experience or the industry in its traditional export 

aarkets and the intensifying competition on the home front. 

In 1985 net expenditure on fixed assets constituted 4.3 per cent of 

the industry's gross output or 10.1 per cent of value added. 

Comparison with earlier figures and time series for the aggregate~ 

category of Textiles. Wearing Apparel and Leather, suggest that there 

has been a decline since the early eighties. 1bis accords with the 

evidence from the fir11 visits. 

The i•pression of a footwear technical expert resident in Cyprus in 

January was that the average quality of the equipment in Cypriot 

factories ca.pares favourably with Britain or Australia. Most firms 

had some older equipment, but in all firms there was evidence of 

considerable investment in the late 1970's. Just about all aanagers 

could indicate some piece of machinery bought in the last five years. 

Sewing aachines in particular were usually relatively new and up to 

date. The problems were twofold: first, that the investment had not 

always turned out to be the most appropriate particularly as 

production has been restructured as described above; and second, that 

there was a generalised feeling that investments, which would at the 

current ti• help firms cope with changed circumstances and respond 

to newly perceived opportunities, could not, given the squeeze on 

profits, be afforded. 



With respect to the first point. several s•aller firas claimed that 

they had received bad advice from equipaent suppliers and had aade 

poor decisions with respect to aajor investments which were then 

albatrosses around the necks of the enterprises It was clailled that 

these investments were unsuited even for the purposes for which they 

were intended at the tie of purchase. More frequently. even large 

firas felt that they had aade bad decisions by buying specialised 

equipaent which required long runs to be profitable and which becue 

decreasingly relev&nt with the fall off in Arab demand. reduced size 

of Russian orders and saall batch production for the boae market. 

There is a lesson to be learned here and one llhich is underlined by 

the argument that flexible small batch production ma.v also be key to 

the European aarket. 

As regards the second point. although the majority of firms claimed 

to have a good relationship with their bank and several seemed not to 

regard finance as a problem, there was a significant number of firms 

which had experienced difficulties obtaining finance for new schemes 

which they argued were needed if their firm was to innovate products 

and restructure away from declining markets: for example. one firm 

wanted to substitute high quality hand made men's shoes for sandals 

for export to the Gulf. er.other wanted to develop an already 

identified niche market. In !:>oth cases the firms had a record of 

modest success documented in their balance sheets and had produced 

feasibility studies. 

The difficulty ~as not absolute but managers of the firm were 

resentful that they had to shoulder all the risks of innovation 

providing collateral security to the banks. The resentment was 

e~acerbated by the memories that in the good times loans had been 

e95ily come by and banks anxious to lend to footwear firms, whereas 

now when the industry needs help restructuring banks are reluctant to 

get involved. As one small scale producer put it 'Banks are always 

willing to give you an umbrella when it is not raining, but whP.n the 

downpour comes then you are on your own'. Given the disproportionate 

contribution of the industry to exports, there is a case for priority 

finance to help re~tructuring towards niche export markets. 
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Direct evidence on profitability was hard to get from the firms or 

their accounts. However. trends in gross output ainus value added. 

labour costs. depreciation and interest payments. suggest that the 

rate of profit on sales fell from around 7 .9 per cent in 1980 to 6.9 

per cent in 1984. Other fragmentary evidence also suggests that the 

industry's difficulties have squeezed profits. Although sales have 

been aaintained •anuf acturers argued that the c<>11bination of 

increased costs and weak aarkets had eroded profit aargins. Several 

producers claimed that when they fixed their selling prices they 

tried to cover their overheads but in recent years had been forced to 

forgo their profit aargins. Certainly if production values are 

deflated by the price index of leather and fur products as a proxy 

for costs the last few years show a decline. The decline in exports 

as a proportion of output (see table 11) also implies a profits 

squeeze as profit aargins on exports. in the past at least. exceeded 

those on doaestic sales. One manufacturer argued that if domestic 

sales were made via a wholesaler there was no room for manufacturers' 

profit. Manufacturers gave some indication of their margins. which 

varied with the value added. of course. but ranged from 3! per cent 

on soles. to between 4-12 per cent on sandals, to 10-25 per cent on 

shoes. These seem to be to~ards the bottom end of profit: sales 

ratios in Cypriot manufacturing. 

The difference between the manufacturers' and retailers' profit 

margin was substantial: the latter described by several 

manufacturers/distributors as between 30 per cent and 40 per cent. 

Expanded distributors' profits may be contributing to the squeeze on 

aanufacturers. 

In short most manufacturers attested to a decline in profits in 

recent years and were not slow to link this to their difficulties in 

re-equipping to meet the new demands placed upon them. 
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(d) Competitivity 

Price Competitivity 

The key. perhaps exclusive. ingredient in the old competition was 

price. Assess.ant of competitivity then involves a c011parison of 

wage costs adjusted for productivity. Cypriot wage costs are clearly 

lower than in Western Europe. Cypriot labour productivity is also 

lower though it varies with the capital intensity of production. 

Taking a crude but internationally tractible aeasure of productivity. 

production in pairs per person year. Cyprus lags behind Italy but is 

actually ahead of the UK (see table 14). But given the higher 

proportions of sandals and similar proportions of leather uppers in 

Cypriot production this lead does not survive translation into value 

terms. as suggested by the estimates of output per worker in ECU's 

which show Cyprus lagging behind both the UK and Italy (see table 

15). British productivity is approximately 40 per cent higher and 

probably .:>re given the gains in recent years. Some of this 

differential is offset by the approximately 46 per cent higher 

British wage (see table 14) but improvements in relAtive productivity 

are clearly imperative. 

Independent evidence suggests that given its quality Cypriot footwear 

is not price competitive in European terms (Incubon, 1986): so 

strategies to reduce costs cannot be neglected. 

The new competition emphasises other dimensions of competitivity: 

quality, response ti•e and design. Can Cypriot footwear producers 

build on these new aspects of consumer demand while simultaneously 

reducing costs and improving price competitiveness? JIT 

manufacturing philosophy suggests ways in which costs can be cut and 

simultaneously the other aspects of competitivity improved without 

requiring mass production and low cost labour. Can Cypriot producers 

profitably adopt the philosophy. Finally how can the developments in 
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footwear technology enumerated above help in the particular 

circumstances of Cyprus. 

Labour and Co.petitivity 

As suggested above Cypriot relative labour productivity in footwear 

is sufficiently low as to offset most if not all of the wage 

differential. One obvious way of raising productivity is via 

investaent. But capital intensity in the Cypriot context has 

generally involved automation without flexibility and the mass 

production of standard footwear. The three most capital intensive 

firms. according to information provided during our firm visits, not 

surprisingly have the highest output per worker (see table 16) but 

they also have low value added as a share of output. All three firms 

continue to emphasize the production of sandals and relatively cheap 

shoes for export to the arab countries. One of the firms which has 

become a model of automated produc. tion, is operated to promote the 

sale of turnkey production units throughout the world. The drawbacks 

of this strategy are first market limitations of producing a 

relatively simple product for a market that is open to Far East 

manufactureres with whom they cannot compete in terms of wage costs; 

and second the difficulties and expense involved in making the 

investments. Wisely manufacturers today are wary of investing in 

equipment that locks them into specific products and processes. 

Worker attachment and skill levels also affect labour productivity 

particularly in the context of JIT. Several footwear manufacturers 

complained that the instability of the labour force disrupted 

production and reduced productivity. The average number of days lost 

per operative was lower in 1985 than the manufacturing average (3 
compared with 5} as was the average number of days worked per 

enterprise which appears to be directly correlated. Qui ts may be 

more of a problem than irregular working and as high turnover 

discourages investment in training, it is important to reduce the 

quit rate. It was noticable that those firms where high turnover was 

allegedly a problem were often in older buildings where the ca~teen 
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and toilet facilities were poor. Relatively small investments in 

workers' facilities may pay handsomely. Given the concentration of 

manufacturing establishments on industrial estates perhaps some of 

thes~ facilities can be shared. 

Firms which classified more of their workers as skilled and semi

skilled often had higher labour productivity than other firms 

operating in the same segment of the market. The externalities 

involved in training create a prima facie case for government 

provision. Centralisation of training aakes it worthwhile to invest 

in some of the most up to date training equipnent described above. 

The Higher Technical Institute at the current time provides no 

service course explicitly for footwear yet the industry could absorb 

some 40 graduates from vocational training per year. A course 

organised at the HTI could draw on the technical and personnel 

resources of the Leather and Foot~ear Testing Unit. 

The Industrial Training Authority also operates schemes which are 

designed to raise the skill of the workforce. several of which are 

relevant to footwear. Their Management/Vocational Training Scheme 

does not have any action learning component and the only vocational 

training is through the Cyprus Productivity Centre whose vocational 

expert has wider responsibilities and cannot therefore specialise on 

footwear training. Another more relevant scheme encourages in house 

t.i.•aining only under the guidance and supervision of the ITA. In the 

case of an unskilled worker 100 per ~ent of the trainee's wage is 

paid by the ITA during the apprenticeship which lasts from 3-14 

weeks. If the trainee is skilled the subsidy falls to 75 per cent. 

These sums and an additional small subsidy to cover the materials and 

supervisor's t.ime are paid directly to the f:irm. The ITA is now 

directly training people to train within the firms. The scheme has 

the advantage of providing practical training on the job but is 

clearly open to abuse if employers substitute subsidiseJ trainees for 

ordinary workers. The ITA tries to check this first by requiring the 

usual employment contract to stand, hence the payment of the subsidy 
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to the firm which continues to pay the trainee. and by trying to 

verify that there is a genuine permanent employment need. 1bey also 

monitor the ratio of trainees to employees and can punish an 

organisation that they suspect of abuse by refusing further 

cooperation. The scheme has been widely used by footwear firms with 

only a couple of cases where use was not optimal and then perhaps 

more from disorganisatjon than intent . 

The ITA has also subsidised employee training abroad. The latter has 

to be very specific to qualify for support and has only been used in 

the footwear and leather sector a couple of times. A leather 

clothing producer told us that he had applied for a grant to send his 

British trained designer daughter to Israel on a practical course 

which dealt with the integration of design and pattern cutting: a 

perennial problem in the industry. But the grant was denied because 

the description of the training schedule was insufficiently detailed . 

The ITA has also brought specialists into Cyprus from abroad. their 

most recent venture being with an Italian designer who ran two 

courses one training in design from scratch the other an upgrading 

course. 1be officers of the ITA felt that the usefulness of the 

cour&e had been eroded by the manufacturers selecting family members 

to attend the course rather than picking people according to their 

design capability. The deeper problem here is that the firms are 

staffed by family members regardless of their capability. 1be 

manufact~rers complained that the timing of the courses was 

inconvenient and that the designer himself was either incompetent or 

unable to communicate. 

The ITA also operate a very interesting scheme which tries to place 

unemployed graduates in firms where they receive vocational training 

as management trainees. D~ring their training their salaries are 

subsidised on a sliding scale by the !TA with the subsidy declining 

over time as the trainee presumably becomes more useful to the fir~ . 

The salary scales are determined by the !TA. The graduate has to 

produce a report which describes the firm and its problems. About 
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100 people per year are placed on this scheme. but only 5 shoe firms 

have been involved and these not always successfully. The footwear 

sector is more dominated by family firms than other parts of Cypriot 

manufacturing and it is hard to integrate outsiders into these 

organisations. particularly in management positions. These problems 

undoubtedly contribute to weaknesses in management more generally. 

One problem which came up many times in the interviews was the 

dependence of manufacturers on a few key employees whom they had 

trained to do specific jobs. If one such worker was absent. or worse 

still poached away from the firm by a rival manufacturer. production 

was jeopardised . The rigidity of the di vision of l r hour and the 

specialist nature of training, makes the firms vulnerable to 

disruption by absenteeism or labour turnover. Worker loyalty is thus 

something to be cherished and this reinforces our earlier suggestion 

that money spent on upgrading workers' facilities is far from wasted. 

It also suggests that employers should reconsider their training 

strategies and emphasise more multiskilling. The latter is also 

implied by the short response time and flexibility increasingly 

required in footwear. Significantly smaller firms have more 

mul tiskL.led emplo;ees able to move around the factory from job tc 

job as the need arises. Multiskilling requires good labour relations 

within the firm otherwise it is difficult for the employer to make 

the investment, but multiskilling may also help labour relations 

broadening the content of shopfloor jobs and relieving the monotony 

of very specialised tasks. ' 

The majority of workers in footwear are women whose turnover rates 

are arfected by their domestic responsibilitie&. On average about 60 

- 70 per cent of the labour force is female with little variation 

among the firms (see also Siekkeris, i986). In the closing 

department where the traditional bottlenecks occur the labour force 

is 100 per cent women. Footwear operatives are also rather young, 

some third of all workers in 1986 being aged 20 to 29. Younger 

workers usually have less job commitment. aoth characteristics of 

employees contribute to the relatively low wages paid though cause 

and effect are hard to disentangle. wages are 92 per cent of the 
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average in aanufacturing (see table 16) but 27 per cent higher than 

in Textile. Wearing Apparel and Leather with which footwear is 

particularly competi~ive for labour. 

Manufacturers have responded to the geographical immobility of women 

workers and their difficulties with domestic responsibilities by 

subcontracting closing to smaller scale workshops in the villages and 

to dOlleStic labour. When the pressure of demand is high perhaps 25 
per cent of closing is subcontracted. The union has defended its 

existing agreements by insisting that workers in the countryside work 

under the same terms and conditions as the main workforce thus the 

diffusion of production probably benefits women who otherwise would 

not be able to work. One employer outside Nicosia who uses labour 

from the villages has a r.on-union labour force. He operates a 

deliberately paternalistic employment policy to keep the union out 

and substitutes non-pecuniary benefits, for exa:nple subsidised health 

care, for wages. Although the average wage in his firm is lower than 

comparable enterprises. the smallness of Cyprus and the gei'lerally 

tight labour market mean that his terms and conditions cannot stray 

far away from those in the unionised sector. The hi.gh level of 

unionisation and relatively full employment prevent the vertical 

disintegration of production from operating to the chronic 

disadvantage of the workers. 

replicate those in the Third 

Conditions in Cyprus thus partly 

Italy where the fragmentation of 

production accompanied rapid economic growth and was, in general, not 

disadvantageous to labour. (Brusco, 1983). 

Surprisingly. the development of childcare provision, as a way tc 

reduce t.ne difficulties women workers face and attract and retain 

good trorkers. has received no attention in Cyprus. Close family 

networks provide a substitute for formalised childcare but with 

increased aobility this will become harder to organise anG th~ need 

for other provision acute. The collection ot manufacturing plants on 

de•isnated industrial parks facilitates the development of efficient 
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'lective child care facilities serving all women workers on a. 

particular industrial estate. 

Al though average wages in footwear compare favourably with those in 

the Textile. Wearing Apparel and Leather sector with which it is 

directly competitive for labour, conditions in the latter are thought 

to be superior. Several manufacturers complained that they were 

losing labour to the garments industry and particularly that women 

preferred the latter because it was cleaner. 

In some sectors. such as hotel end restaurant. both conditions a."ld 

pay are superior. 

the cleanliness. 

Improvements in the conditions. and particularly 

of some of the factories, is desirable. The 

manufacturers can substitute nonpecuniary benefits for wages to 

attract labour but the relative remuneration of operatives must make 

i~ difficult ' attract and retain high quality labour. 

In a sector where labour costs represents some 25 per cent of total 

costs, more than in manufacturing as a whole, manufacturers are 

particularly reluctant to contemplate a wage increase which they 

cannot see as immediately linked to higher productivity. It is 

important then to note that for a subset of nine firms, producing the 

same kind of products with similar techniques, the correlation 

~tween ave~age wages and output per worker was .62. The correlation 

bet,.,een average wages and value-added per worker was even more 

strongly positive ( • 75). Paying higher wages alone will not raise 

productivity but using better pay to attract and retain better 

quality workers certainly has important effects. 

The impact of the relatively poor pay affecta the quality of 

personnel beyond the shop floor. 1n one firm that we visited the 

productil"n manager was a gradua~e of the toieJi terranean Institute of 

Managt:~rnent and had initially been funded by the !TA. He had 

originally studied hotel management and economics in Yugoslavia but 

when he mar~ie~ in 1979 because of the shift work involved in the 
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hotel industry he decided to change jobs: hence the MIM course. By 

1987 however his salary as a production manager of a shoe factory 

employing some 40 people was less than he was earning in 1979 when he 

left the hotel industry. He believed that this experience extended 

to all levels of employment. Given the better conditions and the 

perks involved in working in the hotel sector why would people in 

tourist areas like Limassol work in a footwear fact~ry? Our 

illpression was that the educational level of the employees in 

footwear is lower than say hotel services and it seems that people 

work in the foraer because they cannot get anythinf' else. 

Cyprus has a lower ratio of pr~duction workers than Italy but higher 

than the UK and so does not seem dramatically out of line in terms of 

overhead labour (see -cable 14). The introducti•)n of microprocessors 

into accounting departments and their use in payroll and stock 

control implies major sa\'ings on clerical. stockkeeping, and 

accountancy personnel. 

Materials and Competitivity 

Footwear manufacturers use an expensive and complex material that is 

almost invariably sourced overseas and this creates problems for them 

with respect to all four aspects of competitivity. 

First. raw materials. primarily leather. represent more than half the 

sector's gross output about the Sl:lllle for the manufacturing sector as 

a whole. The cost of raw materials relative to selling prices varies 

considerably across the firms according to their product mix. The 

cost of the leather represents around 50 per cent of the 

manufacturer's selling price of an arab sandal for instance, between 

30 and 40 per cent of the price of a lady's high fashion shoe, about 

20 to 30 per cent of e child's shoe, over one half of a tigh quality 

leather man's casual shoe. and an even higher proportion of ':he 

selling price er a boot. The ter:n~ and conditions under which 

leather can be purchased have a direct impact on the price 
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competitivity of the shoe manufacturer. Indirectly too the cost of 

raw aaterials can be crucial for manufacturers have to hold stocks of 

materials which they have to finance as part of working capital. The 

duties paid on imported raw materials are an additional cost and even 

though they are refunded if the finished product is exported the 

operation interrupts cash flow. a problem which the Customs Union 

will eliainate for those sourcing in Europe. Some manufacturers also 

argued that as the refund procedure was so cumbersome they did not 

bother to make claims for relatively small imports of aaterials. The 

holdings of large stocks of a valuable material also adds to the 

risks of the enc.erprise. Manufacturers can make capital gains and 

losses on their leather holdings if its price moves and can be left 

with useless stock if fashions change. 

Second. manufacturers are also dependent on the quality of their 

leather for o;.e of the important determinants of the quality of their 

overall product. Access to good quality leather is crucial to any 

attempt to move up market. 

Third. if Cypriot manufacturers are to survive in the high fashion 

market they have to be able to obtain relevant materials at short 

notice. Sourcing overseas, which might be necessary to deal with the 

Jemand:> of quality, exacerbates problems ;· ith the need to move fast 

on high fashion orders. Four-th, even outside the high fashion sector 

delivery dates are important and the lP.ngth of Cyprus's leather 

supply line can be a problem. 

To cope with the threb~ to quality, fashion, and speed manufacturers 

react by overstocking. Footwear manufacturers stocks of raw 

materials to sales exceed the manufacturing average although total 

stocks to snles are more in line (si:e table 16 and 17). This in turn 

exacerbates the burden c.1 working capital almost invariably financed 

by a loan from the bank at the going interest rate. Smaller firms 

sometimes, though not always, seem to be able to hole! tt:e ratio of 

stocks to sales down. Some firms are clearly inefficient here with 

ratios well over the industry ave rare, although a dramatic move in 
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raw materials stocks : sales ratio can indicate a firm's attempt to 

improve the quality of the product. 

Given the inflexible mass production methods associated with ~apital 

intensity in Cyprus, the more capital intensive the enterprise the 

greater the inclination to overstock because the greater the 

penalties to running out of materials. The three mass producers 

discussed above all have stoc~s: sales and stocks: census value added 

ratios in excess of the industry average and thei1.' materials c;tocks 

were particularly excessive. Significantly the manager of the most 

automated plant, who sourced overseas, described the problems of his 

supply pipeline as a nightmare. As a result he is currently burdened 

with materials stocks of about 40 per cent the value of sales. 

Cypriot manufacturers could clearly gain from more scientific 

materials management. Sourcing 0verseas, often from different 

suppliers, it is probable that they persistently lose on the quantity 

of leather supplied. The manufacturer who had obtained equi?ment for 

leather measuring similar to that described &bove had done so in 

r~sponse to evidence that his supplier was chiselling on quantities. 

He had used the equipment to detect under supply but felt that its 

possession prompted the tanner to be more scrupulous . 

Another producer of leather clothing was worried that he often did 

not get the number of ~arments out of a leather order that he had 

expected and was unsure whether thi~ sJggested excess waste or that 

the actual quantity of leather supplied was less than that invoiced. 

If Cypriot producers are undersupplied by the same percentage as 

th~ir Brit:i.sh counterparts detection of this would save the industry 

some £C762,000 at 1985 prices and cost structure. The equipment is 

not very expensiv"? and there may be possibilities for small scale 

producers to buy in common . 

The importance of new equipm~nt which provides a rapid accurate 

reading of pattern area and which can be used wt th relevant softwear 
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to :.1.Ssess pattern interlock for maximum leather utilisation. as 

described above. is also clear. For a relatively small outlay 

substantial savings in m&terials are possible: 5 per cent on average 

according to British data. which would mean another £C762.000 economy 

for Cypriot producers and this is without counting the benefits from 

reduced rejects due to raulty materials and the easy detection of 

styles which are particularly extravagant in materials. 

Tt:.e equipment is also relevant to leather clothing production where 

the waste of raw materials is a significant cost and where better 

pattern interlock could provide a similar percentage saving. 

Producers of leat.her clothing could usefully be made aware of 

technological innovations in footwear many of which relate to their 

o~n production process. 

Economising C'n the quantity of leather used in production also 

implies a reductio~ in stockholding. Note too the fortuitous 

coincidence that equipment whose primary function is to save on 

materials utilisation and hence c~t costs. simultaneously facilit~tes 

an improvement in quality, another dimension of competitivity. 

The long supply lines between the manufacturers and their sources 

undoubtedly contribute to the lengthy lead times manufacturers 

require (see table 18; and directly inhibit competitivity on response 

time and threaten competitivity on delivery dates. Whether OJ:" not 

there should be state support for ~ domestic leather finishing plant 

was an issue that attracted widespread cc:mnent from manufacturers. 

There was general agreement that this would help with response times 

and would be a boon to the fashion end of the business. A leather 

clothing man1Jfacturer explicitly said that he would have to carry 

bigger stocks of raw materials if he could not use local leather as a 

stop gap. The producer was contemplating investing in leather 

finishing to ease hi.s supply problems. Increased c ... .i1estic finishing 

capacity would also reduce the risks involved in the purchase of 

finished leather. Unf1nished leather could be bought in and 

subsequently finished as fashion dictated. Cyprus ~urrently exports 
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goat and kid skins for processing abroad . 

Manufacturer's enthusiasm for a domestic finishing plant wa:s tempered 

by doubts whether it could provide the same quality that they 

currently secure abroad: unfortunately a strategy to iaprove response 

tiaes seems to infringe quality objectives. The clothing 

•anufacturer. although he used domestic leather as a last resort 

expressed doubts over quality though he felt that there had been some 

improvement recently. 

Expectations are adversely affected by the performance of other 

domestic component and service suppiiers who are widely considered. 

with notable exceptions. to be inferiot" &nci high cost. There is a 

case for quality control of components when the small size of the 

domestic market means that only one or two suppliers exist. Quality 

control of components and service equipment is particularly important 

because of the dynamic and cumulative effect of poor performance on 

the manufacturers. We have already seen how sourcing leather 

overseas to secure appropriate quality inhibits manufacturers' 

ability to respond. The poor quality of other components not only 

drags down the standard of the final product but often involves 

compensations in design and production which also reverberate on 

quality. Hf:els which won't take pins al though not disastrously 

unstable never sit as neatly as ones which are screwed in. Problems 

with the availability and cost of lasts compromise design as 

11BDufacturers press designers to rely on those in stock . 

When materials are available domestically manufacturers reduce their 

'just in case' stocks though perhaps without adequate flexibility to 

still make it 'just in time'! A local supplier ~f adhesive reported 

that firms often reorder only when supplies for a few hours operation 

remain. knowing that he can deliver almost immediately . 
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Technology and Coapetitivity 

It is possible for saall investments. to have iaportant payoffs. for 

exuple better cement applica~ion could iaprove quality and save on 

production costs. as would the t'eOrganisation of production flows 

which as other experts have noted are not always optiaal (Gopa. 

1982). Lasts can also be modified rather than replaced aore 

frequently as in Britain although this practice inhibits design. But 

far and away the mst significant opportunity lies in the utilisation 

of aicroprocessors, not in the context oi CAD/CM, but as described 

above. to provide m&nagetment information. Most, though not all. of 

the firms which employ over 100 workers have made use of computer 

facilities. though almost always restricted to accounts and payroll 

with a significant minority using them also in stock control. But 

the benefits can easily extend beyond cutting administrative costs to 

helping with some of the most commonly encountered difficulties in 

footwear production: computerised management information facilitates 

the tailoring of production to orders. the integration of new orders 

into an ongoing production plan, the gearing of stocks to demand. and 

accuracy in costings. 

Not only were these issues discussed many times during firm visits 

but other commentators have noted weaknesses in the i~dustry on these 

points. All too often fc": example. long lead times were built into 

the system because production planning involved the manual pooling of 

orders over several months and the freezing of the production plan 

sometimes several weeks ahead. Costings were acknowledged to be 

amateurish. Retail stocks as well as material stocks could be better 

managed. One manufacturer/distributor whose stocks of finished 

products in his shops represented fifty per cent of sales 

acknowledged that his st;:,cks of x·eady goods were too high but found 

it difficult to reduce them without running the risk of walk-outs 

because particular sizes or colours were not aveilable. Automatic 

feedback from retail outlets to the factory and the progrannir.g of 

replacement orders is key to better management here. 
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Better aanageaent inforo11atfon will not only help cost cOllpetitivity 

generally but is also crucial to further savings on aaterials 

supplies and aore iaportant~.y to the efficient saall batch production 

and short response tiae wi\:hout which the industry will founder in 

the changing footwear aarket. To some extent the aanufacturers 

recognise t.&'le potential benefits but diffusion is held up by the lack 

of a disinterested source of information on the options available. a 

role fulfilled by SA'i'RA in the UK as described above. and by 

difficulties in ide.&'tifying appropriate software. A couple of firms 

have commissioned studies from companies providing software. and one 

fira assisted by its overseas parent. has capacity installed. But in 

the foraer cases doubts remain and in the latter case it is not clear 

that the system is fully operative. It is essential that appropriate 

software which can be run on relatively inexpensive equipwrit aist be 

identified and publicised to the manufac;urers. Hel, in the form of 

incentives to soft.rare development and customisation would ~lso be 

beneficial to the sector • 

Quality Competitivity 

It is important to focus on quality as a separate dimension of 

competitivity because although a great deal of lip service is paid to 

the idea in Cyprus. in practice little seems to be done in its 

pursuit. Quality only becomes an issue when there is some specific 

and usually acute threat to it. Standards are seldom built into an 

organisation and q~ality control routinised. This is illustrated by 

the fact that although almost all the firms that we visited had had 

recourse to the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit on some occasion, 

its use was usually prompted by a pt"Oblem. No-one used it routinely 

to monitor the quality of raw materials, components. or finished 

products, despite the modest charges for its services. The 

availability or this service is a major advantage for producers who 

should be prompted to make more use of it. Indeed it could usefully 

be expanded. With an increase in its budget and staff it could 

function as e. mini SATRA, providing information on computer software, 

helping avoid costly equipment mistakes, a~sisting the HTI with 

operative training, and contributing to sector identity. In the 
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longer tera firms themselves can aspire to become members of SATRA 

with its associated benefits. 

Siailarly quality control within the firms is not routinised. The 

periodic attention of aanagement is not quality control. Nor is 

duaping the responsibility for rejection on a worker whose prime job 

is to pack finished shoes. Quality control has to be more systellatic 

and more extensive throughout the process of production. 

Fortunately there is little tension between strategies to improve 

price competitivity a."ld efforts to improve quality control. As 

already noted more scientific materials management can improve 

quality. Similarly improvements in average skill levels will also 

pay a quality bonus. Mu! tiskilling. by reducing errors associated 

with monotony, may als~ improve quality. The cumulative effects of 

the quality of components creates a prima facie case for their formal 

monitoring and one which is reinforced by the market power enjoyed by 

many component and equipment suppliers in Cyprus. 

Design Competitivity 

Cypriot manufacturers take design mere seriously than they do quality 

control at least as indicated by the resources devoted to it. Most 

of the larger firms employ a full time designer and usually an 

assistant too. The designer is usually also the pattern r.utter. 

Unlike in Britain designers were clearly important people within 

Cypriot firms. We were often introduced to them and they clearly had 

the respect and attention of the management. In many of the medium 

sized firms the designers w~re partners and in a substantial minority 

of cases design had clearly been the key element provided by the 

founder. However when describing their design capeci ty there is 

considerable similarity between British and Cypriot manufacturers. 

Both see their primary role as imitation usually of Italian designs 

though in both cases with n1odifications to suit specific customers. 
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Both rationalise this strategy by their country's inability to lead 

fashion. 

It is true that Cyprus cannot hope to lead fashion. But it is 

possible for well trained, talented and well cormected designers to 

predict rather than aerely follow fashion. Cypriot designers must be 

faailiar with and aim their models at the particular •arket targeted 

rather than comproaise on a design which might go in a variety cf 

aarkets, which Wlderlines the need to identify market niches with 

their specific characteristics. Remember that there is probably no 

such thing as European fashi.on, for what Eells in Britain in a 

particular season, for example. may be very different from the strong 

lines elsewhere. Experience limited to the modification of I tali an 

designs to suit the domestic market must be expanded by direct 

contact with targeted overseas markets. particularly as the Cypriot 

domestic market is not representative of overseas markets seeming to 

prefer higher heels and more formal styling (see also lncubon, 1986). 

Cyprus can reasonably aspire to lead the region by being the conduit 

of fashion from Europe . 

But if the domestic market cannot be used as a testing ground for an 

assault on Europe perhaps more could be done on the basis of the 

tourist market. First, there are opportunities to expand sales to 

visitors. If every tourist took home a pair of shoes this would be 

an enormous boost to the local market. Advertising foot-ear as a 

Cypriot speciality which visitors cannot afford to ignore would help 

develop this market segment, as would improved presentation which, 

with one notable exception, is old fashioned and incoherent. Second, 

the tourist trade provides another opportunity: contact with 

customers from particular European countries and the chance to learn 

about their preferences. Tourist demand could be used as a testing 

ground for styles and a basis for market research. Information on 

the tourist market is desperately needed. At the moment neither 

manufacturers nor Ministry official" has a grasp even on the 

percentage of local s!lles that are &::tually disguised exports, let 

alone a more detailed profile of foreign consumers in Cyprus. 
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Several firms already subcontract design to Italy and other firms 

expressed interest in following this strategy which has definite 

advantages to firms which hope to export to Europe. The availability 

of computer aided design may promote specialisation by some firms 

which are then able to exploit the most modem technology. Design 

departments in Cypriot firms usually employ masking tape when 

translating designs into patterns and working out costings. One firm 

has improvised vacuum moulding equipment and used the plastic shells 

from moulded lasts as the basis of design and then pattern 

assessment. Putting out design to specialist firms 11ay not only 

iaprove design itself but facilitate the use of modern equipment, 

described above, which facilitates '..he rapid and s.x>th translation 

of a design into production. But the drawbacks of subcontracting 

design, on an ad hoc rather than an ongoing basis, in terms of the 

dangers of dependence and resulting disasters of interpreted supply 

need to be remembered. 

Even outside the high fashion sector design is important as was 

clearly understood by some producers for niche markets in Cyprus. 

One very successful producer of high quality children's shoes for the 

home market had very pretty &nd original designs on the basis of 

which the firm would be competitive in Britain at least. The problem 

here would be to produce the volumes required and to meet the 

orthopaedic standards required for children's shoes, an aspect of 

quality increasingly demanded in this segment of the European market. 

The shoes were not, for example, made in a variety of width fittings. 

Ccmpetitivity on Delivery Dates 

The ability to meet short delivery dates is not only an increasingly 

important component of competitivity but it is especially important 

in segments of the market in which the Cypriot manufacturers hope to 

have prospects, for example MTO and ladies' high fashion shoes. But 

Cyprus has some endogeMus problems shortening response time. The 

length of supply lines, the indifferent quality of local materials 

and compi:>nents supplies, imitative design invC'llving copying fashion 
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leads established elsewhere, and design insecurity which promotes 

extensive collaboration with customers, all have adverse effects on 

the delivery dates which manufacturers can accommodate (see table 

18). But strategies to improve price, quality and design 

competitivity have positive spillovers here ti)(). Scientific 

.aterials utilisation, the careful and selective encouragement of 

domestic materials and components supplies, multiskilling and 

improved training, and the systematisstion of management information 

and production planning, all have obvious relevance to improved speed 

of response. 

The importance of fast response worldwide is prompting investigation 

of factors which shorten or lengthen delivery dates. One such study 

in the UK by the Department cf Trade and Industry is currently 

underway. Its findings should be of general interest. 
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III 

CYPRUS FOOTWF.AR STRATEGY FOR 11IE INDUSTRY 

Cypriot footwear manufacturers cannot currently compete with European 

producers. Price is perhaps t.he dimension of competit.ivity where the 

sector performs best. But Cypriot costs are not sufficiently lo" 

relative to those of European competitors, particularly Italy, that 

they provide a competitive advantage. Although domestic producers' 

position in the home market will continue to be helped by transport 

costs and distinctive Cypriot tastes in footwear, it is ominous that 

even with the existing tariff protection import penetration has 

reached 20 per cent in recent years. The price edge on the domestic 

market is not sufficient to compensate for Cypriot producers' lack cf 

competitivity in terms of quality and design. We predict that '°ith 

entry into the customs union the share of imports will increase 

rapidly to 40 per cent and perhaps higher, though some of the initial 

sharp jump will represent the reintermediation of hitherto disguised 

imports into m~asured trade flows. 

As things stand, the industry's export prospects are not sufficiently 

rosy to compensate for losses on the home front. Traditional markets 

in the region have been stagnant. COMECON markets are uncertain 

especially given the indirect threat of the customs union to the 

volume of bilateral trade between Cyprus and the Eastern bloc. 

Exports to Europe are basically non-starters as yet and it is hard to 

see the customs union alone unlocking the doors. 

Two distinctive strategies can be compared: mass production involving 

the use of unskilled labour to produce standardized commodities which 

compete on the basis or price; and, flexible specialization involving 

the use or skilled labour to produce specialized products which 
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compete on the basis of quality. design. anl speed of delivery. The 

first seeks long production runs to cover overhead costs and 

incorporates a tendency to vertical integration of firas. The second 

emphasizes flexibility in production and the ainiaisation of set-up 

tiaes and work in progress. and incorporates a tendency to vertical 

disaggregation. Thus the choice of fir11 strategy is intertwined with 

both fil'll and industry organisation. 

Three elements of a flexible specialization strategy emerge as 

guidelines to industrial progress. Firms aust develop 1. a 

strategic orientation; 2. flexibility in production; and 3. interfirm 

cooperation. The specific rec<>lllllendations which follow attempt to 

promote strategic thinking. flexibility and cooperation. 

The flexible specialization strategy responds to known developments 

in footwear markets and employs known developments in footwear 

technology. It is feasible in the context of the structure and 

development of the industry in Cyprus although it will involve the 

establishment of new institutions and the reorientation of some old 

ones as well as a major effort on the part of the employers. the 

workers and the technical advisors. The aim is to improve the 

competitivity of the industry in terms of quality. design and speed 

of response while simultaneously holding the line on costs. The 

details of the market developments and technological changes which 

have guided the design of the strategy and the links in the component 

elements have been discussed at length above. Here the key components 

are SWlllarized. 

Collective Organization 

The linchpin of the proposed strategy is the establishment of 

associations of flexibly special bed firms. which. in concert with 

the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MCI). can exploit economies of 

scale in marketing, technology and administration. Asc-.:;ciations among 

firms do not just appea~. Nor can they be dictated by the 
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authorities. It is essential that the industry itself evolve the 

institutions and procedures of cooperation if they are to be 

effective. But the hands of the governaent are not completely tied. 

'Ibey can promote association and cooperation by strategic 

interventions which encourage and even subsidize such activities. 

Footwear aanufacturing in Cyprus has characteristics which Pl'<>vide a 

foundation on which association can be built: the strength of the 

Footwear Manufacturers' Association and the Chamber of Collaerce; the 

existence of institutions which already provide collective services; 

the proliferation of subcontracting arrangements; and family links 

between firms. 

The scale and structure of Cypriot footwear production is very like 

the Italian. The latter's success as an exporter is based on the 

links between large scale distributors and associations of producing 

firms. 

In fact, the importance of cooperation among firms goes beyond 

marketing considerations. Greater interfirm cooperation is essential 

to improve the response ot manufacturers to the requirements of 

retailers and to reduce the long lead times caused by insufficient 

co-operation between manufacturers and their suppliers. 

To encourage collP.ctive organization we recommend that: 

1 Discussion of this R&irort be used to pl'OVide a forua for the 

•ployers to debate P'>9•ible form of cooperation. 

2 The covernment, through the MCI, provide specific information 

about procedures and institutions vhich have elsevhere facilitated 

beneficial cooperation in footwear. It would be useful for a 

represer tative group of manufactu.-ers to visit Italy and at first 
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hand investigate the nature and functioning of interfin1 links. The 

-.~itability of specific forms of cooperation can then be debated in 

the context of their own industry. for only in this way will 

appropriate and trosted institutions e.erge. 

llarket Orientation 

Footwear producers aust not neglect their traditional aarkets in the 

region but should aodify their targets within these. fending off 

competition froa low cost far eastem producers by improving the 

quality and styling of the products. and aiming to sell shoes as well 

as sandals in these aarkets. The evidence suggests that Cyprus's 

market share within major countries in the region could be increased 

and that there are opportunities in hitherto neglected parts of the 

area. 

It is imperative that the new Export Promotion Council assists the 

industry in developing existing markets and identifying new ones 

within the Middle East and is not distracted by the novelty of the 

customs union so that a disproportionate amount of attention is spent 

on Europe. 

Cyprus cannot hope to be a world leader in fashion but. as a bridge 

between Europe and the Middle East. she could aim to be the 

propagator of fashion within the region. 

Producer.a should identify and explicitly target particular niches in 

all markets. This is not only important if they are trying to enter a 

European market but also relates to the consolidation and improvement 

of thair position in their traditional export markets and even in the 

domestic markgt. 
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Examples of successful exploitation of aarket niches given in the 

text show the importance of building on technological. design or 

marketing strengths within the firm. A ~arket niche is often located 

in existing but not yet exhausted opportunities such as those 

implicit in Cyprus's unique position linking Europe and the Middle 

East or the extension of the domestic •a.~ket occasioned by the 

900.000 touriscs who visit Cyprus each year. 

Selling in Europe will require aarketing investments which are beyond 

the means of aost fil'llS and government help will be needed. The 

Export Promotion Council can play a key role in the proaotion and. to 

some extent, financing of collective initiatives. But auch depends on 

how this institution relates to the aanufacturers themselves because 

detailed knowledge of local capacities and abilities is only 

available within the sector. 

Some manufacturers have had experience with sector specific marketing 

efforts end there was limited enthusiasm for new initiatives here. 

The problem is that the industry's recent experiences have 

exacerbated tensions and hostilities e.aong manufacturers making joint 

efforts more difficult to organize. But there are also 

characteristics of the industry and Cyprus whic:. make such 

initiatives more feasible and the common experience of inc.reasing 

import penetration may well in Cyprus. as elsewhere, promote 

interfirm cooperation. 

Con~retizing these points we recommend that: 

1 The Export Promotion Council eraploy two full time acenta to 

represent footwear unufacturen overseas, one -cent to be based in 

the JUddJ.e East given that Market'• continued illporunce to the 

indu•try, and one to be bued in Britain which seuw more likely than 

other European countries to provide C1priot footwear producers with a 

toehold in the EEC 
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2 The representative based in the Middle East be instructed to 

explore export possibilities in countries of the region which have 

hitherto been unresponsive to individual approaches. 

3 Targets be established for the market share of Cypriot exports 

to individual countries within the lliddle East. The Footwear 

llanutacturers' Association in CODCert with the Export Prcmotion 

Council provide a forum for the evolution of these targets which can 

then be empl())'ed to ..U tor the perfo1WBllce of the Export Prcmotion 

Council's representative in the lliddle East. 

4 The govenment and the employers together fund an investigation 

of the composition of the tourist 88rket. Which tourists buy shoes? 

Which ones buy sandals? Where do they come froa? What do they like 

about the shoes that they have bought? Walk-outs should also be 

surveyed to ascertain why some overseas visitors who were considering 

buying footwear failed to purchase. llarket research. based on 

visitors to the island. will help manufacturers target the tourist 

market 90re effectively as well as provide useful information about 

particular markets in Europe. 

5 Collective promotional activities and joint marketing 

activities abroad be subsidized via the Exporl Promotion Council. 

6 The aesthetic appeal as well as economies of scale involved in 

the joint prmotion and -rketing of footwear and clothing .,.t be 

learned in Cyprus and relevant activities should receive an 

additional financial encouragement administered by the Export 

Prcmotion Council. 
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Design 

The strategy anticipates increased specialization and subcontracting 

of design with the importance of the aost modern design technology 

resting not so much in the capacity to design on screen but in the 

speed and accuracy with which designs can be translated into patterns 

and the latter assessed. 

Although CAD/CAM aay not be sufficiently developed in the context of 

the footwear industry to offer the saae iuediate advantages to 

Cyprus as it can within apparel. developaents in this area should be 

closely aonitored. It is only a aatter of tiae before it becomes 

appropriate to establish a CAD/CAM centre for footwear analogous to 

that recommended to service clothing. Such a coaputer aided design 

centre should be accessible to retail buyers and 

manufacturers'designers. It could be initiated by the Employers 

Association, financed partly by the MCI but with a CAD supplier 

hopefully play .... ig a leading role in its oparation. These CAD/CA.-V. 

centres should become fin·:mcially viable after an initial period of 

support. Again other ccuntries'experience 

although perhaps in dif~erent sectors, 

determining the precise operational details. 

running such bureaux, 

should be helpful in 

Cyprus's small size suggests combining the CAD bureau eventually 

contemplated for footwear with that aore iuediately planned for the 

clothing sector. In general. the links between these industries. the 

parallels in their production processes and the clear 

complementari ties in design and aarketing imply benefits to their 

integration through collective service provision where possible. 

Specifically we recomme~d that: 

1 The •taff of the Leather and FotJtwear Testins Unit be expanded 

to include a Computer Offic~~ who•e remit •hould include 110nitoring 
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CAD developments in footwear and liasing with the personnel of the 

clothing CAD bureau. 

2 1be llinistry of Education establish bolo design scholarships per 

year to be held at accredited institutions overseas. 

3 1be British agent of the Export Prcm:>tion Council be charged to 

relay design infoiwation from Europe on a ~-egular basis end this 

should be made generally available via the Footwe!lr llanufacturers' 

Association. 

4 Design intelligence for footwear b~ integrated with design 

intelligence for clothing as is coamon in Europe. In particular 

designers should be encouraged to develop 'whole looks' which can 

then be jointly promoted and produced by associations of footwear and 

clothing manufacturers. 

llanageeent and lndustri 1 Relations 

1be dominance of the family firm and the constraints that it imposes 

on the industry's response and dynamics are ar.knowledged. 

1be emphasis on JIT manufacturing philosophy carries with it the 

promotion of & non-adverserial management strategy, a theme taken up 

in the specific proposals: 

1 Childcare facilities, jointly funded by the employers and the 

government, with perhaps some contribution by the parents, are 

reC01111ended as a way of increasing the stability of the female labour 

force which will also have long run positive educational 

implication•. 
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2 Expenditures on hlproved facilities for workers should be 

included in the capital Allowance Scheme. 

3 lbe industrial estates provide a useful geographic'll basis for 

the provision of daycare and other facilit!es which can be shared by 

various finis. 

4 lbe future allocation of space on the estates reflect the 

benefits from grouping finis Mhose employees have mutual needs or 

whose design and 118D8ge91ent teams could gain from association. 

Training 

1be upgrading and generalization of skills is essential to a strategy 

based on flexible specialization and the pursuit or JIT 

manufacturing. Much depends also on improving the quality of 

management. Specifically we recommend that: 

1 1be Higher Technical Institute, drawing on the expanded 

personnel and technological resources of the Leather and Footwear 

Testing Unit, and investing in some of the latest training equipment 

described in the text, provide a course geared to the labour force 

needs of the footwear manufacturers. 

2 The Jlanagement/Vocational Training Scheme operated by the 

Industrial Training Authority should be ude more relevant to the 

footwear sector by the addition of an action leaming component. 1be 

in-house training •cheme. administered by the Industrial Training 

Authority (JTA), hu the advantage of prnviding practical training on 

the job which wu •trongly favoured by the manufacturers. 1be 

administration of this progr~ hu been exemplary. 1be ITA 

official• clearly understand the incentive• to abuse in a scheme 

which encourage• training by •ubsidizing the wages of trainees and 
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had developed measures to prevent misuse. All indications were that 

this scheme is successful and we ~nd its expansion. 

Technology Development 

The ways in which recent technological developments facilitate 

flexible specialization while simultaneously helping to reduce costs 

and so iaprove price coapetitivity have been out!ined in the text. 

The derived rec~ations include: 

1 The role of the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit be expanded, 

and in particular. the capacity to provide information on and 

assistance with the purchase of both traditional equipment and 

rele,.rant caaputer software should be developed. To this end a full 

time Cmtputer Officer. some of whose responsibilities have already 

been detailed, should be seconded to the Unit. 

2 Because it is better if manufacturers adopt standard Management 

Information System packages whenever possible the Computer Officer's 

first task must be the identification of a standard package close to 

the industry's requirements and which can be run on relatively 

inexpensive equipment. SATRASCOPE constitutes a possible model 

package. 

3 Software and hardware needed to install Management Information 

Systems should be included in the Capital Allowance Scheme. 

4 The Computer Officer is also responsible for the promotion of 

an awareness of the currently available llanagement Information 

Syst- through local seminars, and should organize on-site 

demonstrations encouraging the vendors to join in collaborative 

projects. 
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5 Kore generally. the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit should 

function as a llini-Shoes and Allied Trades Research Association 

( SATRA) • and consequently would require an expanded budget a:1d staff. 

6 There should be no charge for the services of the Leather and 

Footwear Testing Unit but 30 per cent of its budget should be 

provided by a tax on the value of footwear output. 

7 If the staff of the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit are to 

provide up-to-date advice on equipment they must periodically attend 

technical courses and seminars overseas and attend footwear 

expositions. both at home and abroad on a regular basis. 

8 In the longer run footwear finlS in Cyprus, given the level of 

wages and unionisation in the industey. and in the context of customs 

union with the EEC. should aspire to become SATRA members in their 

own right. The United Nations can help to initiate an approach to 

SATRA. 

Materials Management 

Cypriot manufacturers can clearly gain from more scientific materials 

management. New and relatively inexpensive equipment, described in 

detail in the text, can help detect undersupply in leather ani man

made materials, can provide a rapid and accurate reading of pattern 

area, and with relevant software, can assess pattern interlock for 

maximum leather utilization. Economising on the quantity of leather 

used in production implies a saving on stockholding. 1be ability to 

obtain leather domestically, if the quality can be guaranteed, would 

help manufacturers to respond more quickly to changes in fashion, to 

shorten the turnabout times between orders and despatch, and reduce 

raw materials inventories. 
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Thus we recO!!llend that: 

1 The Leather and and Footwear Testing Unit organize a workshop 

on scientific aaterials llallagement modelled on the 'Metrology for 

Quality' project conducted in Britain under the aegis of the 

Departllent of Trade and Industry. Vendors of relevant equipment 

sho1:ld be involV£d in this project. 

2 Both the software and hardware needed for more scientific 

materials llallagement be included in the Capital Allowance Scheme. 

3 The feasibility of a third domestic leather finishing plant be 

reconsidered in the light of the benefits to the industry as a whole 

fl"Olll the efficient operation of such a plant. particularly in terms 

of its facilitation of improved speed of response and reduced stocks 

of raw aaterials. considerations which may not have been clear when 

the original feasibility study was undertaken. 

4 The possibility of a consortium of leather using manufacturers 

themselves partly funding investment in a second leather finishing 

plant with the government matching the private sector funds be 

explored. 

Quality Control 

Quality control of components and service equipment is particularly 

important because of the dynamic and cumulative effect of poor 

performance on the final products. Sourcing leather overseas to 

secure the appropriate quality inhibits manufacturers' speed of 

response and promotes a 'just in case' approach to stockholding thus 

inflating the cost of working capital. The. poor quality of other 

components not only drags down the standard of the final product but 

often involves compensations in design and production which 
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reverberate on quality. These considerations lead us to recommend 

that: 

1 When a components' supplier enjoys urket power (providing more 

than 20 per cent of domestic production) his/her output be subject to 

quality control by the llCI. 

Finance 

It is desirable that finance be available for investments which are 

particularly relev6Jlt to the pursuit of this strategy. for example. 

the purchase and installation of microprocessing equjpment to improve 

management infcrmation. or the purchase of production away from the 

export of sandals towards a higher value added product. These 

criteria should be ·.,1troduced informally into the banks' project 

evaluation procedures. 

In addition t·ie recommend that: 

1 The Capital Allowance Scheme be extended to encompass certain 

types of investment which are not currently eligible for favourable 

tax treatment but which comprise integral components of the 

industrial strategy. Specific examplas have already been provided. 
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FOOTWEAR 

stllWlYOFRECDllENDATIONS 

1. Collective Organization 

1.1. Discussion of this Report be used to provide a forum for the 

employers to debate possible forms of cooperation. 

1.2. The gov'".:nment. through the MCI. provide specific information 

about procedures and institutions which have elsewhere 

facilitated beneficial cooperation in footi.-ear. It would be 

useful for a representative group of manufacturers to visit 

Italy and at first hand investigate the nature and 

fwictioning of interfirm links. The suitability of specific 

forms of cooperation can then be debated in the context of 

their own industry. for only in this way will appropriate and 

trusted institutions emerge. 

2. Jllarket Orientation 

2.1. 

2.2. 

The Export Promotion Cowicil employ two full time agents to 

represent footwear manufacturers overseas. one agent to be 

based in the Middle East given that market's continued 

importance to the industry. and one to be based in Britain 

which seems more likely than other European countries to 

provide Cypriot footwear producers with a toehold in the EEC 

The representative based in the Middle East be instructed to 

explore export possibilities in countries of the region which 

have hitherto been unresponsive to individual approaches 
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2.3. Targets be established for the aarket share of Cypriot 

exports to individual countries within the Middle East. The 

Footwear Manufacturers' Association in concert with the 

Export Pl'Ollotion Council provide a forum for the evolution of 

these targets which can then be employed to aoni tor the 

performance of the Export Promotion Council's representative 

in the Middle East 

2. 4. The government and the employers together fund an 

investigation of the composition of the tourist aarket. Which 

tourists buy shoes? Which ones buy sandals? Where do they 

come from? What do they like about the shoes that they have 

bought? Walk-outs should also be surveyed to ascertain why 

some overseas visitors who were considering b:Jying footwear 

failed to purchase. Market research. based on visitors to the 

island. will help manufacturers target the tourist market 

more effectively as well as provide useful information about 

particular markets in Europe 

2. 5. Collective promotional activities and joint marketing 

activities abroad be subsidized via the ~port Promotion 

Council 

2.6. The aesthetic appeal as well as economies of scale involved 

in the joint promotion and marketing of footwear and clothing 

111ust be learned in Cyprus and relevant activities should 

receive an additional financial encouragement administered by 

the Export Promotion Council 

3. Design 

3.1. The staff of the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit be 

expanded to include a Computer Officer whose remit should 

include monitoring CAD developments in footwear and liasing 
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with the personnel of the clothing CAD bureau. 

3.2. The Ministry of Education establish two design scholarships 

per year to bt: held at accredited institutions overseas. 

3.3. The British agent of the Export Promotion Council be charged 

to relay design information from Europe on a regular basis 

and this should be made ger :~rally available via the Footwear 

Manufacturers' Association. 

3.4. Design intelligence for footwear be integrated with design 

intelligence for clothing as is common in Europe. In 

particular designers should be encouraged to develop 'whole 

looks' which can then be jointly promoted and produced by 

associations of footwear and clothing manufacturers. 

4. 

4.1. 

Management and Industrial Relations 

Childcare facilities, jointly funded by the employers and the 

government. with perhaps some contribution by the parents, 

are recommended as a way of increasing the stability of the 

female labour force which will also have long run positive 

educational implications. 

4. 2. Expenditures on 1mpi•oved facilities for workers should be 

included in the Capital Allowance Scheme. 

4.3. The industrial estates provide a useful geographical basis 

for the provisi?n of daycare and other facilities which can 

be shared by various firms. 
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4.4. The future allocation of space on the estates reflect the 

benefits fl'Oll grouping firms whose employees have autual 

needs or whose design and management teams could gain from 

association. 

5. Training 

5.1. The Higher Technical Institute. drawing on the expanded 

personnel and technological resources of the Leather and 

Footwear Testing Unit. and investing in some of the latest 

trair.ing equipment described in the text. provide a course 

geared to the labour force needs of the footwear 

manufacturers. 

5.2. The Management/Vocational Training Scheme operated by the 

Industrial Tz·aining Authority should be made more relevant to 

the footwear sector by the addition of an action learning 

component. The in-house training scheme. administered by the 

Industrial Training Authority (ITA), has the advantage of 

providing practical training on the job which was strongly 

favoured by the manufacturers. The administration of this 

programme tas bee~ exemplary. The ITA officials clearly 

understand the incentives to abuse in a scheme which 

encourages training by subsidizing the wages of trainees and 

had developpd measures to prevent misuse. All indications 

were that this scheme is successful and we recommend its 

expansion. 

6. Technology Development 

6.1. The role of the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit be 

expanded, and in particular'· the capacity to 

provide information on and assistance with the purchase of 

both traditional equipment and relevant computer software 
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should be developed. To this end a full time Computer 

Officer. some of whose responsibilities have already been 

detailed. should be seconded to the Unit. 

6.2. Because it is better if aanufacturers adopt standard 

llan~t Inforaation System packages whenever possible the 

Computer Officer•s first task aust be the identification of a 

standard package close to the industry'& requirements and 

vhicil can be run on relatively inexpensive equipment. 

SATRASCOPE constitutes a poss~ble model package. 

6.4. 

6.5. 

6.6. 

Softwa:.·e and hardware needed 

Information Systems should be 

Allowance Scheme. 

to install Management 

included in the Capital 

The Computer Officer is also responsible for the promotion of 

an awareness of the currently available Management 

Information Systems through local seminars. and should 

organize on-site demonstrations encouraging the vendors to 

join ir. collaborative projects. 

More generally. the Leather ar.d Footwear Testing Unit should 

function as a mini-Shoes and Allied Trades Research 

Association (SATRA). and consequently would require an 

expanded budget and staff. 

There should be no charge for the services of the Leather and 

Footwear Testing Unit but 30 per cent of its budget should be 

provided by a tax on the value of footwear output. 

If the staff of the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit are to 

provide up-to-date advice on equipment they must periodically 

attend technical courses and seminars overseas and attend 
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footwear expositions. both at home and abroad on a regular 

basis. 

6. 8. In the longer run footwear firms in Cyprus. given the level 

of wages and wiionisation in the industry. and in the context 

or customs wiion with the EEC. should aspire to becoae SATRA 

aeabers in their own right. The United Nations can help to 

initiate an approach to SATRA. 

7. llaterials llanageaent 

7.1. The Leather and and Footwear T~sting Unit organize a workshop 

on scientific materials management modelled on the 'Metrology 

for Quality' project conducted in Britain wider the aegis of 

the Department of Trade and Industry. Vendors of relevant 

equipment should be involved in this project. 

7 .2. Both the software and hardware needed for more scientific 

materials management be included in the Capital Allowance 

Scheme. 

7 .3. The feasibility of a third domestic leather finishing plant 

be reconsidered in the light of the benefits to the industry 

as a whole from the efficient operation of such a plant. 

particularly in terms of its facilitation of improved speed 

of response and reduced stocks of raw materials. 

considerations which may not have been clear when the 

original feasibility study ~as undertaken. 

7.4. The possibility of a consortium of leather using 

manufacturers themselves partly funding investment in a third 

leather finishing p'~nt with the government matching the 

private sector funds be explored. 
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8. Quality Control 

8.1. When a components' supplier enjoys market power (providing 

aore than 20 per cent of domestic production) his/her output 

be subject to quality control by the MCI. 

9. Finance 

9.1. 1be Capital A~.owance Scheme be extended to encompass certain 

types of investment ..-hich are not currt:ntly eligible for 

favourable tax treatment but which compri!;e integral 

components of the industrial strategy. Specific examples ha··e 

already been pro\.·ided. 
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'l'NSLE 1 

SUlllMry o! World Pootwear Pr~uct.ion and Trade, 1914 

apparent 
P•r capita I"'510rt 
con•u.pt.ion Penet.rat.ion 

Product.ion Import.a_ ~!.!:! Conaumplion (pairm/per~n! (M/C ') ...... 
-.i:•rn 

-= 
&el9iwa fa 48 8 4Ci 4.7 104 

DeNW\rk 
., 18 4 21 4.2 16 

ft~ 202 u·1 &O 289 5.2 51 

·,;:, Greece u 4 6 20 2.0 20 

w Ireland • 15 2 l"1 4.6 .. 
Ilaly 49G 53 393 156 2.7 34 

Netherland• 10 &O l"1 53 J,7 lU 

UK 129 163 11 273 ••• 60 

w GeE9UIY 92 216 30 279 4.6 77 

--- --- --- -----
968 724 !i38 1 1!»4 



• • • • • • • • • • • • 
2 

otMn 

Aumi1.r1a 26 30 zo 36 4.1 IJ 

Finland 13 9 1 16 3.2 H 

1111.U.a 2 l l 2 4.7 50 

Norway 1 15 1 15 3.9 100 

Port.UCJ&l 48 - 31 17 1.1 

Spain 202 6 105 103 2.7 ' sw.den 5 27 4 28 J,J 96 

SWit.aerland 8 32 4 36 5,5 " --- --- --- ---
305 120 173 252 

~en 

Bulcp.ria 29 1 2 28 J,2 .. 
Caechoalovakia 131 .. 57 78 5.0 5 

DOR 82 l 3 82 5,0 4 

lluncJUY 52 6 22 36 2.2 17 

\0 Poland 124 6 16 114 3.1 5 
•.O 

Ra9ani• 115 1 21 95 3.1 1 

USSR 981 13\ 3 1 109 4.0 12 

YUCJ09lavia 107 l 34 .,. 3.2 1 

--- -- ~-- -----
1 621 lSl 158 l 616 



3 

..ua Mii CIRn1 

caMda 45 61 3 103 4.2 G>.: 

Cuba 23 - - Z3 

M8xico 200 - 17 183 2.4 

USA 365 842 10 1 197 5,1 70 

other cent.rtal 26 11 - 37 JO 

659 914 30 1 543 

aautb 

Brasil 569 - 125 443 3,4 

O\ile 11 5 - 16 1.4 31 

COlOlllbia 60 - 1 59 2.1 

Pa.nula 1 2 1 2 1.3 lOO 

..... other sout.h AMricu 1.05 n/a n/a 205 
(".\ 

0 --- ---- ------
8"6 7 127 72! 

NmmlMD 

Auat.ralia 37 .u - 78 5.1 53 

Mew ze&land • l - 9 2.9 11 

-- --- -- --
45 4~ - 87 

MD _, lllllDY D.91' 

O\iM 1 2"0 - 200 1 020 1.0 

Cyp!'U8 7 - 5 2 J,7 

lloncJ ltong 110 129 197 42 - 307 

India 350 - 16 334 0.5 

'ldoneaia 52 l 1 52 0.3 2 



• • • • • • • • • • • • 
4 

l•~-1 12 - - 12 2.9 

Japan 468 81 14 541 4.15 16 

t•li\Y91• 3'fi 3 lt) 29 2.0 10 

Paki.t.an 130 - 6 124 1.4 

Ph ilipplneu 45 1 '-0 H 0,5 

Slnc)aP>N 5 18 ~ 17 - 105 

Sout.h Jtona 307 - 263 44 

syria 15 - - 15 1.1 

Taiwan 637 - E;05 32 

'ft\ailand 65 1 35 35 0,7 3 

Ol'here 206 n/a - 206 

-- --- ---·- -----
3 665 240 l 378 2 S27 

umca 

Egypt. 60 - 1 59 

Sout.'h Africa 58 26 - 85 3,0 n 
~ 

0 TUniA 14 - 1 13 
~ 

Ol'her• 189 7 5 191 4 

---- ---- - --
321 :13 7 347 

...u. 8 430 m pair• 

SOUJW:Ea SA~ 1915 



t 

'DBLE 2 • 
Relative ahar~• of world output (') 

1984 1983 1982 1981 

Mia 5 Kiddle East 4].5 42.8 40.7 41.3 

i..ute:m ~ 19.2 19.2 20.2 20.4 

••te:m EUrope 15.l 14.8 15.8 15.l. 

south Americas 10.0 9.7 10.l 10.0 

Rort:h 5 central Americas 7.8 9.1 9.1 8.8 

Africa 3.8 3.7 3.6 ].6 

Australasia O.!» 0 !» O.!» o.~ 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • 

TABLE 3 

Leading Traderm, 1984 (1982 rank in parenthe•i•) 

P-roduction ( • Pair• ) Export.en ( m pain) IlllPOrteH ( • pain) 

----- ----------------------------- --------
(1) (2) China 1 220.0 ( 1) Taiwan 605.4 ( 1) USA 142.0 

(2) (1) USSR 969.0 (2) Italy 393.1 (Z) w aemany 216,4 

(3) (6) Taiwan 637.0 (3) South Korea 263.4 (4) Ult 163.3 

(4) (4) Bra.ail 510.0 ( 5) China 200.0 (3) Prance 147,0 

(5) (3) Italy 496,2 ( 4) Hong Kong 196.1 (5) USSR 130.7 

(6) (S) .Japan 468.0 ( 8) Brazil 125,0 (6) Hong Jton9 128.9 

(7) (7) USA 365.0 (6) Spain 105,2 (7) Japan 86,I 

(8) (I) India 350,0 (9) France &0.3 (9) canada 61.4 

(9) (9) South Jtorea 307.0 (7) czecho•lovakia 5'1 .1 (8) Netherland• 60,1 

(10) (10) Prance 202.0 ( 10) Thailand 35.2 ( -) Italy 53,3 

~ 

C> SOURCE 1 SA'l'RA 'J 

+ .a.inly for re-export• 



~ 

0 
~ 

Country 
to -

Proa 
It.aly 

TNJLE 4A 

!!-1or ~~ Dealinalion•. (m pr) 

Prance Germany Bel9ium UIC USA Nethe1:land• Au•t1:ia SWitHl:land Eire 

----------·----------------------------------------------- ·---------- ·----
Italy 63.2 94.0 18,7 44.9 63.6 

r _a.nee 4.2 1.2 .6 7,9 6.7 4.2 
------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------

Geneny 

U.IC. 

2.6 5.2 4.7 ••• ...... 
. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

l.O l.O l.O 

---------------------------------------------------------- -----------------·-

- - ... .. .. .. • • • 



• 

... 
0 
U1 

• • • • • • • • 
TABLE 41S 

Major Import origins, (m pr) 

Country f 1:em 

'1"o China s. Jtorea Taiwan France Ilaly Spain Austria Hon9 ICoft9 ---------------------------- ------------------------------
Italy 23.2 8,6 5.6 4.3 

---------------------------·---------------------------------------~-----
Genwll\y 20.9 12.6 94.8 19.4 7.8 
-------------------------·-------------------------------------
Prance 27.0 a.' 5.5 66.3 ••• 
------- -----------------··---------------------------------------------------------
u It 11.1 22.0 46,9 14.6 19.7 

·----------------------------·--------------------------- --

SOURCEt SA'l'RA 1984 
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st.ruc:t.ure oft.he Foot.wear Induat.ry (1984) 

Sise of entez:priae: llo. of PiEm (') llo. of Dployen ( ') 

Dpl.oyee• PranCe 

1-50 21') (SJ. 7) 6 365 (11.1) 

51-100 12 (20.1) 6 952 (12.1) 

101-200 50 (12.3) I 717 (16.l) 

201-300 21 (5.2) 6 056 (11.2) 

301-500 21 (5.2) 9 JJ6 (17.2) 

>500 15 (J. 7) 16 727 (30.9) 

~ 408 102 54 151 100 

It•'Y 

1-19 7 725 (80.9) 44 440 (JJ.l) 

20-49 1 251 (ll.l) 34 110 (25.4) 

50-99 J5l ( J. 7) 22 560 (16.8) 

100-500 209 (2.2) 29 800 (22.2) 

>500 6 (0.1) J 360 (2.5) 

'IVlalo 9 549 l.00 134 317 100 

O.JC. 

1-99 421 ( 81.1) 9 000 (18.0) 

100-199 41 (7.9) 6 400 (12.8) 

2D0-499 .. ( 8.5) 14 200 ( 28 .3) 

S00-999 10 (1.9) 8 400 ( 16.8) 

>1000 5 (0.6) 12 100 (24.2) 

~ 4942 100 so 100 100 

1 llay not. add up t.o 100 because of roundincJ 

2 'rt.e t.ot.al nWlber of fims in t.he •ize ca~a90riee exceeds 494 because aoaie 

fizm cont..col 90re t.ban one factory. 

9QUIK2i calculat.ed from SA'l'RA 19851 Pear11e>n, 19BlJ 
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TABLE 1.0 

• Slruct.ure o( cypriot. ~wear I~ry 

Size of enterpr1-: 

Dlpl.Ofee• llO. of Fi.ma(') Groea oui.put.. ~000.. (') llo. O{ Dlploy9e8 (') 

• 0 J (i.I) 6 (-) 0 (-) 

.1-4 71. (42.0) 1 1.1.2 J.J l.J5 (4. 7) 

5-9 30 (l.7.8) l. 151 6.2 21.0 (7.4) 

.10-19 30 (l'l.I) 4 484 15.1 41.J ( 14.5) 

2o-29 ll (6.5) 2 901. 9.8 257 (9.0) 

Jo-49 l.l. (6.5) 5 219 17.6 4JO (15.1) 

• 5o-99 5 (J.O) 4 102 l.J.I 325 (11.4) 

~100 8 <•· 7) 10 OJl 3J.8 1 079 (37 .9) 

9'lm. .169 1~ 29 706 1~ 2 848 1~ 

e Average llO. of e.ployeea per fira • 16.9 

SOURCE: llini.Stq of a-roe and Induatzy ( 1986) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ho. Of fiE98 With 
)50 worker• 

11 (11) 

13 

Murray Report. fivure• in parent.h••i• 

'l'MLI 11 

Indu•t.ry Charaeleri•tie• 

\ of ••ctor ERlp+ 
in fir1111 with 
>50 wurk•r• 

Sl\ (49\) 

49\ 

\ output 
90in9 to x 

H\ (60\) 

56\ 

SOCJRCE1 Mtni•try of C:C..rce and Indu•t.ry, 1916 
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in 111anutacturinv 
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TABLE 12 

~ru• Export• ot t:oolwea_~bt,~~nl ry_ 9roupin9• _____ ,________________________________________________________ --------------
country Groupinv• 1 9 1 z 1 9 I 3 1 9 I 4 1 I I !5 

Jan.-Au9. 
1 9 I 6 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------
cr.•ooo ' Ct'OOO ' Ct'OOO ' Ct'OOO ' cc•ooo ' --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EEC 1,Z4Z 7,9 1,246 7.9 139 4.7 1,016 6. !5 1,009 10,2 

Arab countri•• 12, 167 76.2 11,107 74.9 14, 515 12.0 13, 153 71.9 7,112 71.1 

Eaat.ern Tradi"9 
Area 2,364 14.9 2,672 16,9 1,905 10.7 1,663 10.0 !5. 9 

Olher count.rt•• 68 0.4 45 0.3 454 2.6 771 4,6 5,1 

------------------------------- -----
'1'0'1"AL 15,841 100.0 15,770 100,0 17,713 100.0 16,680 100.0 100.0 

-------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------
SOURCEt Mini•t.ry o( ConMrce and Indu•t.ry 
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• 
'l"ABLE 13 

structure of cyriot. Shoe Product.ion: 

' 8hare• of value 

1982 1983 1984 1.985 • J.eatber uppen: •n•a 21 25 25 31. 
.-n•• 12 13 17 20 
Cbildftn•• • 5 5 5 
total 37 43 47 56 

Pla8tic lloc*a: l l • 
sports: lmealcen 1 l. l. l. 

athletic ~ 3 3 3 
total • • • • 

lk.'OtJI: men•a • 
~n·s 8 7 5 3 

UWIY 1 l. l l. 
Total 10 8 6 4 

Slippers: .. 3 3 4 
I 

sandal.e: 46 42 41 32 

otber footwear: 1 

'folal.l 101 100 101 100 • 
1 lllly not add up t.o 100 becauee of rounding 

SOURCE: calculat.ed from Induat.rial st.at.ist.ica, ICI 1986 

' 
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TABLE 14 

cypriot. Relative Cclllpetit.ivit.y2 

Italy U.lt. cyprus 

' of fim9 vith 
1- Ulan 50 apl.oyee• 93 67 92 

' of .-plOJ99• in 
fim9 vit.b 1- than 
50 -el.oyee• 55 8 51 

average •i&e of fina 17 110 17 

( mplopent/fizmB) 

' of .anuai workers 93 83 87 

' of leat.her uppers in 
tot.al product.ion 68 51 56 

production per worker 
(paira/911Ployment) 3639 2147 2752 

production per worker 
(value in ECU"a/employment) 36300 27300 19435 

Dourly wage rate 8258 lira f2.79 ~Cl.42 

1 Product.ion data for Italy and tbe Ult relate to 1981, for cyprus to 1~85; Wage 
mta to rel.ate to 1984. 

SOURCE: calculated frca 120 1985, SATRA, 1985; Ministry of cc.nerce and Industry 
1986. 
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TABLE lS 

out.put., Export• and IJlpOrt.a. of Pont.wear, 1982-6 (current. priet!• tOOO"a) 

1992 1993 1•• 1995 

1. ftlue of Induat.rial 23,036 24,960 28 964 29 093 

Product.ion: foot.wear 

2. oc.ut.ic Dport.• 15 878 15.850 17 851 16 767 

3. E:Xporta aa ' of 69 64 62 58 

Product.ion 
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'l'AllLZ 16 

Charact.erillt.ic• of PiZU in rootwar 

Yalu. 9dded CloaincJ atock9 

ao. of Average Labour u' output per 

Company worker• wage of output worker per worker 'of out~t to eeuua to 

tC tc LC value added •ale• 

-- -- -- ------------------
A 65 2 045 32.101 6 369 3 133 49.197 66.0 JZ,9 

B 19 1 903 11.527 10 858 4 287 39.471 24.6 9.1 

c 194 1. 203 23.160 9 511 3 691 H.179 31.6 14.1 

D 15 2 510 23.114 10 858 4 217 39.479 30.5 12.2 

E 32 2 306 25.038 9 208 3 681 39,977 12.7 5.1 

F 100 2 164 18.500 15 481 7 091 45.131 !56.7 26.2 

G 90 2 976 16.288 18 274 6 554 35.163 91.5 32.6 

H 111 2 566 25.937 9 893 5 401 54.592 102.6 73.9 

..... 1 65 2 045 32.101 6 369 3 133 49.197 66 32.9 

..... 
~ J 132 2 927 39.168 7 472 3 631 49,594 51.5 24.1 

K 22 3 126 39.295 7 955 4 028 50,635 24.4 12.3 

L 19 3 219 26.140 12 583 4 969 39.411 11.7 :':t3. 4 

M 43 2 936 28,769 10 205 5 525 54.141 9.4 5.1 

N 160 1 991 30.456 6 517 3 023 46,393 105.6 47,5 

0 46 2 750 11.397 14 949 5 '7'79 31.659 62.2 23.9 

p 113 3 649 32.41 11 231 6 137 54.649 42.0 22.1 

Q 101 2 235 39.726 7 611 3 02& 39.726 52.4 20.8 

Footwear 16.9 2 632 25.8 10 431 4 438 42.55 40.41 11-21 

Average 

Manufacturing 6.6 2 860 20.1 15 741 5 849 31.250 46.54 17-20 

Average 
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TABLE 17 

st.ocke of raw wiaterlal•. flnl•hed good• and lillDrk in proc;ire•• to •al••. eat.tat.ea !.ze»n s.~ .. en .i.W8 ( 7. ) 

P.lra Date 

Rav Material• to Rav wnaterlal• c finl•hed good• 

•ale• in factozy c work in proc;ir••• 
to ••1•• 

A Ut 19 
B n. a. n. a. 
c 11-13 26 NX 

0 17 23 

E 14-17 15-21 
F n. a. n. a. 
G J0-40 32-42 
H 10 140 
I 29 50 
J 20 24 
K J-5 4-6 

L 15 27 
M 10 12 
N 14 

25 

0 n. a. n. a. 
p 5-1 6-12 

Q 12-4 11-21 

R l.0-ll. 17-20 

SOURCEa llini•tzy ot ~rce and Indu•t.zy, 198fJ 

- -

raw .. terl•l• c all f inlllhed 
4JOOd• a work in pr09r••• to 
Nle8 

-

n. a. 
n. a. 

39 

42 ,. 
n. a. 
12-20 

- a • 



'l'NILE 11 

p. . ;>On8e oru.a• of PiEm: Pina oat.a 

Older to 
5 ptca In nctimY 

A 1 S>nth llin/3 --~ 5 daya 

B 1n stock* n. a. 

c 3 9DfttM 10 da}'8 

D 3-4 9Dllth8** 5 daY8* 

E 2-3 9Dllth8/2-3 week9* 2-3 4&}'8 

F n. a. 2-4 da}'8 

G 3-4 9Dllth8 n. a. 

H n. a. n. a. 

I 15 da}'8 5-"7 da}'8 

J 3 9Dft~/1 wxrt.h 5 daya 

K 2 week9* 5 days 

L several. month-'9 2 daya 

M 2 week8* 2-4 days 

N 1n •tock* /3 veeJc8 ain+ 5 dayB 

0 1 S>nth ain. 3 weJta 

p 15 daY8* /1 90nt.h aina 3 daya 
4-5 days 

Q 2 .,nth8 ain 
R 40 days 

* exia•.incJ range for ~•tic .aritet 
+ JD'O 
'** bandmade •n•• 8boes 
* arabic sandal• 
a clo8ed 8hoe• 
IS If no pat.t.eru or mat.er;:J.l• 

Dall factory of ten doing repeat. orders 

11 '.) 

is daya 
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1be ten ,..rs ending in 1984 were aood years for the Cyprus furniture 

industr7. A sellers aarket was created by the lliddle Eastem iaport 

surge Sid tbe tourist industry construction boom. It was not a tille 

when furniture Mkers felt a need to reorganise their production 

facil.ities. Output was expanded by sillply proliferating workshops 

using traditiooal production and distribution methods. The industry 

grew in size but did not change organisationally. 

'l'he 1970'& were eventful ones for furniture industries elsewhere as 

well. Two models of success emerged: flexible specialisation as 

exemplified by the decentralised Italian furniture industry which 

enjoyed a tenfold increase in tumover during the decade and, second, 

the integration of aass production and aass distribution coordinated 

by the retailing giants such as IKEA in Westem Europe and MF! in 

Britain. 

'!be winners in the new coapetition were firms that pursued strategies 

of permanent innovation and created tlexible organisations with a 

built in capacity to learn. Increased productivity and 

competitiveness did not require or even 11ean, in aost cases, large 

acale producing uni ts but it did require increased specialization as 

uall firms bec:ae interdependent aeabers of productive associations. 

Italy emerged trom the decade as the leading force in the world 

fumiture industry. Italian turnitux-e exports incx-eased fivefold 

between 1973 and 1981 and from less than one half to mox-e than double 

i 



that of Genaany. the other aajor furniture exporter in the world. By 

1985. Italy enjoyed a nearly S2 billion furniture trade surplus. 

'lbe secret of the success of the Italian fumiture aakers was that 

the industry cue to be viewed as an association of specialists. each 

with a distinctive competence and flexibility in a particular phase 

or type or production. Individualised consortia in aarketing and 

finance and the National ConfederaUon of Artisans helped articulate. 

shape and aaintain the association of specialists. But Italy was not 

alone in developing collective associations. In Geraany. 

specialisation cartels regulated competition to ensure that aarket 

niches would not be invaded during downturns and governaent officials 

founded the Rosenheia technical institute fo~ furniture research and 

educetion. In Scandinavia. trade associations act as forums for 

setting industrial standards and fostering cooperation particuarly to 

facilitate exports. 

Each of these sectoral institutions promotes the self-reinforcement 

of the division of production amongst individual firms. The result 

is a notion of a furniture sector not as a collection ~f autonomous. 

competing units but as a set of interrelated firms and interfirm 

institutions that enhances the distinctive competence of each unit. 

Marketing and financial consortia and industrial parks do not exhaust 

the forms of sector infrastructure institutions that have been 

developed in Italy, but they illustrate the principle that such 

:lnsti tutions allow the coordination or the six business functions 

required by the new competition. What is aost significant about 

tbese developments is that they provide ar alternative path to 

productive efficiency from that of aass production coordinated within 

pant enterprises. In fact, in the case of fumi ture production, as 

opposed to retailing, they may well be the only path. The provision 

of collective services within a single firm generates large overhead 

expenaea which require volume production. This big enterprise 

organisational form inhibits the production· flexibility and design 
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responsiveness that have become tradeaarks of the aost successful 

furrliture producing regions. 

Today the Cyprus fund ture industry faces a stem challenge. Given 

the develQIJ9ellts elsewhere it is a high costs industry by 

international standards. 1he sources of the problem are 

organisational as firas are not specialised. they lack production 

efficiency and the capacity to innovate. The result is wasteful 

production and low perforaance standards aeasured in teras of 

productivity and financial ratios • 

'l'he Cyprus furniture industry must be reorganised or substantial 

sections will wither \Dlder the impact of European competition. The 

most appropriate strategy for guiding reorganisation is flexible 

specialisation. Three characteristics stand out as guidelines to a 

restructuring vision based on flexible specialisation: a strategic 

orientation. integration of planning and doing in work organisation 

and interfira cooperation combined with firm specialisation . 

The role of interfirm cooperation is to restrict price competition 

and promote competition over quality and innovation. Firms that are 

restricted from price cutting to expand sales must be encouraged 

instead to improve their productive capability by specialising their 

product line. Progress by one firm puts pressure on firms producing 

coapleaentary products or components in the product chain. Firms can 

rely upon an educational and research infrastructure as well as 

skilled workers to seek innovations. The goal is to create an 

association or •pecialised producers with the capacity to seize and 

promote opportunities and. most importantly. to learn. In contrast, 

a f'umiture district without the institutions or collective 

association is static and brittle . 

.Nine components of a furniture industry d~velopment programme are 

described. They are as follows: 

iii 



1. A strategic orientation. 

2. Joint retailing and aarketing. 

3. Specialised production. 

4. Flexible production. 

5. Wastefree production. 

6. Consultative interaction with Cyprus Forestry Industries. 

7. Adainistrative Guidance by the MCI. 

8. Public Sector Intrastructural Services. 

9. Private Collective Action. 

Before a development programme can be carried out the task is to 

create first. a consensus around the characteristics of the challenge 

and second. a sector strategy as a vision for shaping individual firm 

strategies and actions. The specific sector strategy must be shaped 

by ongoing dialogue amongst individuals in the industry i.~luding 

representatives from management. workplace. government agencies and 

banks. 
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'l1IE EUROPEAN FURNITURE INDtJSTRY 

1.1. Increasing Intern~ti.an&lization 

The 1970's began a period of increased inteinational trade in wood 

products particularly downstream products. As shown in Table 1.A. 

while worldwide exports of secondary wood products. namely sawnwood 

and panel products. nearly doubled between 1973 and 1981. •ouldings 

and joinery products aore than tripled and fuiniture increased nearly 

two and a half times. 

'lbe overwhelming single fact is the emergence of Italy as the leading 

force in the world furniture industry. Italian exports increased 

fivefold between 1973 and 1981. Ovt!r the same period. Italian 

furniture exports went from less than one half to more than double 

that of Germany, the other major furniture exporter in the world. 

Westem Europe was the geographical centre of expanded furniture 

tradr following reduced trade barriers and the development of 

containerised transportation and flatpack construction techniques. 

In 1983, the seven large.st Western European markets imported about $4 

billion (U.S. currency) out of total furniture sales of nearly $30 

billion (see Tabl6 l). The annual value of imports by the ten 

largest European countries peaked at S6 billion in 1979 and 1980 and 

retreated to about 14.5 billion in the 1982 to 1984 recession years 

(see Table 2). Much of the decline was in Holland and Belgium. where 

the recession has been especially severe. 
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As a group the ten European countries in Tables 2. 3 and 4 shifted 

froa being net iaporters of fumiture in 1979 and 1980 to net 

exporters between 1981 and 1984. 1be export surplus increased from 

one half billion dollars in 1981 to three quarter billion dollars in 

1983 and over .8 billion dollars for 1984. 1be growing export 

surplus to the rest of the world reflected heightened competition 

uongst European fumi ture firas and export pl'OllOtion caapaigns (see 

Table 3). 

Within the Euro~an cc:mrunity iaport penetration varies froa 2.1% of 

fumi ture sales in l taly to 36 .1% in Holland. Italy and Germany 

stand out as the aajor exporters with nearly two thirds of total 

fumiture exports over the 1978 to 1984 period. But whereas Germany 

is also the aajor furniture iaporter. Italy iaports less than all but 

Spain and Belgiua. Italy's nearly 2 billion dollar furniture trade 

surplus in 1980 is further evidence of her leading role in the 

European and world furniture industry. 

1. 2. The Decline of the Old Competition 

Internationalization of the furniture market meant that furniture 

firms were less insulated from competition by geographical 

boundaries. National or local customer loyalty could no longer be 

taken for granted as the retail shops were offering products from 

firms located throughout Europe. Local firms that failed to adapt 

with strategic and organisation&! adjustments suffered from declining 

~ales. The collapse of the North London furniture industry 

demonstrates how rapid~y fortunes can change. Today. only B. and I. 

Nathan and Stor ehill remain out of the 25 furniture firm£ listed in 

Table 5. Together Nathan and Stonehill employ roughly 550 people in 

a furniture district that employed over 16.000 in th& 1960s. The 

demise of the North London furniture firms provides a lesson on ho~ 

not to re3pond to the new competition. 
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Faced with shrinking sales. the North London firas sought to aaintain 

aarket share by cutting prices and costs. The result was a worsening 

in l.abour relations. slimmer margins and. eventually. insufficient 

f'i.Dancial capacity to survive. Unfortunately. the North London 

f'urniture 111111ufacturers failed to identify the roots of the problem 

unti1 it was too late. l'hey perceived the problem in teras of 

excessive wages end cmpetition frm their neighbours in the saae or 

nearby industrial estates. So they reacted to the perceived 

excessive wage rates by hiring less skilled workers. increasing the 

intensity of work end aubsti tuting -chines for labour. And they 

reacted against their perceived cmpetitors by cutting prices in 

order to drive them out of business after which they could pick up 

their order books. In f'act. both responses left the Nort:• London 

f'i1"9S less able to respond to the t"eal problem. 

1be real problem was neither their labour force nor their local 

CQllPetitors but the emergence of foreign competitors organised around 

new principles. Consequently. each round of cost reductions and 

bankruptcies did not result in the expected expansion in orders. 

1nsteae it aerely sealed the fate of the survivors as it had the 

l.osers in the previous ro\Dld. 1he eventual winners were first, firms 

proaoting product development. •ainly foreign. who were expanding the 

supply of specialized, design oriented furniture for selling in the 

quality market and second. discount retailers who were gettin0 

subsidised cheap furnitun. and selling it in the ccmmodity market. 

Whi1e the F.nglish furniture firms were cutting costs and seeking 

volm1e sales by selling to discount retailers. import penetration 

rose f'rDll 3.5% in 1968 to 7% in 1973 and to 15% in 1978. Most of the 

increased illporU were from high wage Western European countriei:;, 

particularly Italy. 

1. 3. The Jlew Collpeti tion 

The 1181\ufacturins winners in the new competition competed less on 

price than on product development. They shared two common 

orsanisational teaturea. Firat. the succeistul firms 1·ely upon a 
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business system that co-ordinates product development across six 

functions, naaely: 

technology 

design 

aanufacturing 

distribution 

aarketing and 

sales. 

Effective product development depends upon consultative coordination 

across each of these functions. This does not aean that a furniture 

firm has to internalize each business function within it's business 

entity, although some do, but that a successful furniture firm must 

have consultative, not simply market, access to each business 

function. Simple market coordination is insufficient. Consultative 

coordination enhances the capability of coordinating the six 

functions under the guidance of an enterpri!=e strategy for gaining 

competitive advantage. 

Two principal strategies are discernible. The first is the pursuit 

of global products that can be marketed in homogeneous market 

segments across all the high income nations. The second is the 

market r.iche, flexible specialization strategy that pursues market 

segments too heterogeneous or small for the mass producers. 

Both strategic orientations emphasise product development, 

internntional marketing, market segmentation, flexible production and 

the importance of design. Enterprises that cling to the old 

standardized product, price led competition have been retarded in 

such consultative coordination and have been unable to engage in 

product development. Some of them have survived by introducing 

flowline principles of production and seeking just-in-time oupplier 

relations but they remain dependent upon retailing giants both for 

sales and design. The purely market mode of coordination means that 

the mass retailer is constantly sourcing the world seeking the lowest 

cost producer of homogeneous products. It is usually only a matter 
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of tiae before a low wage country sets up a turnkey factory and 

'threatens to drive sales levels below the break even point for the 

pre-existing firas. whose highly dedicated aachinery is suddenly 

'threatened by obsolescence in the fast aoving COllllodi ty producing 

sepent of the industry. 

The new ccmpetitors shared another organisational feature: networked 

interfira coordination. 'lbe new CQllpetitors are members of furniture 

industrial districts in which individual firas specialize on 

particular products. parts. processes or services. Together the 

district supplies the whole range of furniture. 'lbe advantage to an 

individual firm is that it has e:cess to all of the requisite 

business services as demanded and in a quantity that is appropriate 

at the tiae. To gain the sue business services by engaging a 

specialist in an employee relation inhibits flexibility both of 

quantity and adaptability to changing conditions. The disadvantage 

is that the autonomy of the firm is reduced; each firm is mutually 

interdependent with a network of suppliers and buyers. 

'lbe accomplishment of a successful industrial district is to 

establish the links of association amongst firms so that the 

inevitable tension between the opposite poles of internalisation and 

externalisation of enterprise functions is negotiated in the 

direction or externalisation. Only with such links of association do 

firms have the confidence to specialize. a prerequisite to increased 

productive efficiency in a small firm. 

The North London furniture firms were never able to make the 

transition to an interdependent and networked furniture district. 

Instead. they remained locked within a mutually destructive system 

producing the sue products. unable to benefit from e supplier 

nrtwork of specialized products and parts. 

The price competition strategy and the lack. of links of inter-firm 

association are intertwined. An individual North London firm could 
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not pursue a strategy of specialization because it. alone. could not 

create the networks that constitute a vibrant industrial district. 

Thus a firm strategy is contingent upon the form of inter-firm 

coordination and the greater the networking. the more opportunities 

for pursuing a strategy of specialization. 

1.4. I" ss Production. Retailer Led Strategies 

Mass production came late to the furniture industry. It is an 

industry in which bigness did not lead to success. In the United 

States. for example. no furniture firm has entered and remained on 

the Fortune 500 list. In both the United States and the United 

Kingdom ambitious furniture manufacturing enterprises unsuccessfully 

sought to gain commanding market shares by vertical integration. 

Internationally. the furniture industry has remained highly 

disaggregated as well. However. two retailing giants emerged in the 

1970s Europe that have altered the dynamics of the industry. 

The Swedish transnational retailer. IKEA. is the biggest furniture 

retailer in Europe and the most dynamic in the world. IKEA pioneered 

the combination showroom/warehouse concept which relies upon 

substituting consumer participation for dealer expertise in the sales 

process. In effect they eliminated the salesperson much es 

interchangeable parts had eliminated the fitter in the metal working 

industry a century before. 

The previously mentioned technological developments in flatpack and 

containerisation plus the ~pplication of flowline principles to wood 

materials were preconditions for the successful penetration of 

foreign markets. IKEA, which opened its first showroom in 1953, 

opened its first foreign store in 1963 when it accounted for only 6% 
of Swedish furniture sales. By 1979 IKEA had 10 megastores (over 

200,000 square feet, not counting the space for huge parking lots) in 

Germany. 2 in Switzerland, 1 in Austria and the Netherlands end 

franchising outlets in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore and 
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Japan. By 1984 IKEA was printing 44 aillion catalogues per year and 

deaanding that all suppliers produce hoao~eous products for its 

worldwide sys tea of outlets. IKEA' s great strength is value for 

aone1 .s retailing overheads and aanufacturing costs have been driven 

down by unprecedented rates of stocktum and throughput. But costs 

are also driven down by the leverage that IKEA has over its 

suppliers. 

IKEA is a discowit retailer that sells 'designed' comaodities. IKEA 

has a large and active designer staff which will send the same 

specifications to a range of aanufacturers throughout the world who 

will bid for the contract. Thus IKEA relies upon the aarket. not for 

product ideas but as a aonitoring device. A i'ira that cannot aeet 

both the cost and voluae requirements is dropped for one that does. 

The aarket tie gives IKEA responsiveness to shifts in demand but at 

the expense of the aanufacturer. Since IKEA has forsaken vertical 

integration, shifts in sales can be translated into orders vi thout 

consideration for paying for plant and equipment geared to hst 

year's products. Thus IKEA enjoys flexibility and efficiency but at 

the expense of aass producers whose products are no longer in demand 

in the volume required to finance the large fixed costs. 

MFI is a United Kingdom follower of IKEA's showroom/warehouse 

strategy. Both have recently opened outlets in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania in the United States where, for the first time, they are 

competing in the sue city. 

In the early 1970'• MFI was a sull mail order fir11. But a change in 

strategy to an edge-of-town, self-delivery showroom/warehouse concept 

led to rapid srowth fueled by trade credit. MFI success~·ully used 

the finance generating formula of opening new outlets, selling for 

cash and paying on 60 to 90 days credit. By 1983 MFI had 13% of the 

United Kingdom market, f'ollowed by Harris Queensway with 4%. The 

strateSY worked as MFI reached the volume required to become self

austaininv. discount retailers. MFI' s success was not only at the 

expense of traditional retailers; MFI also captured profits at the 
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expense or .anufact.urers. This is indicated by a comparison or the 

profit aargins of MFI and a group of 'successful' United Kingdom 

furniture manufacturers surveyed by Keynote, the British aarket 

research fin: 

llanuf acturers 

llFI 

Profit Nargin (Year Ending) 

May 1982 May 1983 May 1984 

2.2 

8.1 
2.5 

12.3 

4.0 
13.0 

llFI's strengths are low price and iaaediate deliveryi its weakness is 

the requirement of huge voluae sales for every itea. 1be pursuit of 

a aass aarket in the United KingdOll dictates that llFI aust produce a 

low cost cc:maodity that can be purchased by low income faailies. 

In fact, llFI has brought furniture to aany fuilies that could not 

afford traditional retailers. At the same tiae, satisfying this 

aarket has led to a corporate image and supplier rel~tions that would 

aake it difficult for MF! to supply, for exaaple, specialist, 

asseabled, solid or otherwise upmarket furnitut-e. MFI's options are 

further constrained by investment in a high volume panel producing 

plant. 

1be subordination or design by the domination of powerful aass aarket 

retailers bu turned United Kingdoa manufacturers into subcontractors 

with little product developaent capability. Partly for this reascn 

and partly due to aqueezed aarpna and lack of investable funds, 

auppliera to the nttailing giants have not aade the necessary 

investment in inforaiation technoloo to effect a changeover froa aass 

production to flexible specialization. As long as aanufacturers 

compete as subcontractors, such firms will be threatened by both 

Eastern European and Third World, low wage commodity producers and 

high wage producers of specialized products. 
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"J'he aarket doainating retailing chains in the United Kingdoa are 

seductively appealing to aanuracturers in developing countries. It 

means that a Cyprus furniture 11a11uf"acturer. for exuple. can gain 

access to a sizeable portion of the United Kingdoa furniture market 

by establishing a relationship with the purchasing agents of a half 

dozen retailing giants. But ance a aanuf"acturer bas installed high 

~lu.e. dedicated equipeent for producing products defined by a 

Barris Queensvay or llFI. its future is at risk by the retailer's 

.:incessant worldwide search for lower costs producers • 

Terence Conran"& Habitat. another United Kingdoa retail chain. has a 

product range siailar to IKF.A but its retailing strategy is to 

counter the trend lo edge-of-town megastores with 'gallerias' or 

SIUlll. speciality shops along the lines of llothercare, also run by 

Terence Conran. 'Ibis 'localisa' counter trend seeks to offer greater 

product specialization. Habitat's share nf the United KingdOll aarket 

is only 1-2% of sales which offers greater opportunity for aedium

sized aanufacturers. But even Habitat seek£ the aarket oriented 

supplier relationship. One C)-prus aanuracturer was offered a joint 

venture vi th Habitat but only on the widerstanding that the Cyprus 

plant would only produce designs specified by Habitat. Thus Habitat 

insisted that an independent design capability not be developed. 

1.5. llass Production, llanufacturer Led Strategies 

Pogenpohl. the large Geraan kitchen aanufacturer has an annual 

turnover exceeding $120 aillion. It specializes in kitchens and 

utilizes a larse franchise dealer network ataffed by people trained 

in a facility •hared with aeveral other German kitchen aanufacturers. 

'Jbe tnnch:laee otters a cuatoaized, fitted out kitchen according to 

the specifications or the cuatoaer'• kitchen. Posgenpohl sub-

contracts the doors for the panels to enhance the range of door 

designs and ainiaize the cOllai taent to any one design. Companies 

such as PoSSenpohl are a f or11idable opponent as they have pursued the 

principles or aodularisation and tlovline pl""...duction. Within six 

years or entering the United Kingdom aarket. aainly German mass 
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producers controlled nearly 50% or the kitchen aarket. But again the 

very strength or Poggenpohl is also a weakness. The fira can produce 

at low cost only at a volume which threatens aarket saturation and 

thereby the need to continuously seek new aarkets. 

Geraan firas are unparalleled in the production or panel based units. 

Firas can draw upon world class production engineering in the fora of 

hired personnel or consultants. The consultants Gerhard Schuler. for 

exuple. have layouts for 2200 plants around the world. The 

Rosenheia Woodworking School is also the world leader in the teaching 

of furniture production engineering. The Geraen craft tradition and 

leadership in the aachine tool industry also contribute to a highly 

coapetitive furniture industry. Geraan firas subject theaselves to 

performance tests such as work-in-process turns. capital utilization 

rates and quality testing that are highly advanced by conventional 

furniture industry standards. 

But the powerful German furniture industry has not stopped imports of 

over Sl billion in furniture annually. To understand why we m1Jst 

turn to flexible specialization as an alternative to aass production. 

The best example is Italy. 

1.6. Flexible Specialization and the Italian Fumiture Industry 

Italy's economy has perforaed coaparatively well in recent years. In 

real teru Italian industrial output increased by 16% between 1978 

and 1984. But in that sue period the Italian furniture industry 

expanded by over 50%. Between 1967 and 1981. value added per 

employee, fixed investllent per employee and pay all increased by 

roushly ten tiaes tor furniture firu with over 20 employees 

Silvestrelli, 1985. (Note that such data does not exist for firms 

with less than 20 employees as they are not required to report such 

information). Annual changes in turnover. value added. fixed 

investaent. wages and employees are shown in Table 6. 
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Growth Indices or Italian Furniture Industry, 1967-1981 
(Firas !9ploying over 20 employees) 

Year Output/ 
Employee 

1967 100 

1981 1675 

Value Added/ 
Employee 

100 

1178 

Source: Silvestrelli, 1985. 

Fixed Investaent/ 
F.aployee 

100 

914 

Pay/Faployee 

100 

1089 

The second feature or the Italian rurniture industry is the 

prevalence or saall scale producers. In 1981 over 86% of the 

funli ture firms employ less than 10 workers and only 2 eaployed 11ore 

'than 500 workers (see Table 7.) 

The average nuaber or eaployees per fira increased from 4. 7 in 1961 

to 5.8 in 1981 (see Table 8). The employment share of artisanal 

producers (between 1 and 9 employees) did drop sharply from 53-~% in 

1961 to 37 .2% in 1971. but was still 35.8% in 1981 (see Table? 8). 

But 'the shift or employ11ent has never been to riras with greater than 

100 employees. In fact. firas with between 10 and 49 empkyees 

increased their share fl'Oll 27 .8% in 1961 to 33.8% in 1971 and to 

38.3% in 1981. And the category of firas with 99 and less employees 

included 86.3% of all furniture workers in 1971 and 86.8% in 1981. 

The .illportant iaplication to draw from these empirical details is 

that the enoraoua growth and iaproveaent in competitiveness of the 

Italian furniture industry was not associated with an expansion in 

the aize or fil'88. The increase in productive efficiency came 

priaarily rro11 increased apecialization which. in turn, was a 

consequence or iaproved organisation. As noted earlier, success in 

the European tumiture industry in the 1970s depended upon the 

development I or industrial districts. Such industrial districts 
I 

allowed small. flexible firms to specialize and have ready access ~o 

the fullrange of requisite ':>usiness services. Activities of firms 
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vi thin such industrial districts are coordinated through mutually 

dependent networks that facilitate tailorized consortia. 

The Italian 'consorzio' is one institution that facilitates interfirm 

networking. The stnicture of the 'consorzio' is fixed by law. It is 

an association of enterprises designed to provide a coaaon service 

which cannot be profit seeking and aust be acco\Dltable, to its 

aeabers. Joint aarketing and financial • consorzi' are the most 

prevalent fom. The nuaber of cooperative aarketing ventures in 

Italy increased from 48.000 in 1970 to 79.000 in 1979 (Economists 

Advisory Group, 1983). 

An example of such a cooperative aarketing venture in the furniture 

sector is the Consorzio Poggibonsi, established in 1965. In 1983 it 

had a staff of 6 and 85 at:!llber firms which together employed about 

2000 people. Total turnover of the consortium was about $150 

million: with 30% coming from exports. Sixty-three of the member 

firms were in furniture with the other 22 distributed across a broad 
range of ancillary products and services, including interior 
decoration, lamps and lighting fixtures, doors and windows, 
glassware, marble, shipping, paints and varnishes. metallurgic 
products, printing and graphic arts, building construction, 
woodworking machines and ceiling tiles. 

Membership in the consortium cost about S6ooo per year. The services 

provided included the following: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

export promotion 

fair and exhibit organisation 

sales aissions to f orf"ign aarkets 

aaintain contact with governmental bodies that promote trade 

conduct aarket research 

maintain an export office with translation facilities in 

Florence 

promote domestic and export catalogues. Twice a year the 

consortium publishes a glossy review 
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• 

keep files on financial soundness of existing and potential 

custoaers 

organise bulk buying of raw uterial and other inputs. These 

aaterials are often stored in the consortiU11 1 s warehouse 

provide a range of business services including coaputer and 

telex facilities. advice on compiling budgets and tax returns, 

a weekly newsletter. job advertisements and exchange rate 

aovellents 

provide training facilities 

Federal and regional govemaent subsidise the consortiua' s expenses. 

The members' fees cover about 25% of the costs of the consortium's 

expenses. The rest is covered by grants and loans from the Italian 

Foreign Affairs Ministry. the 'l\lscany Regional Administration and 

banks (Economists Advisory Group 1983). Thus the govemment provides 

a crucial input into the aarketing cooperative. The effect is to 

reward private collective action as opposed to subsidising individual 

fol"llS. 

Marketing consortia are an alternative to coordination by either 

aanagerial hierarchy within a big business or by prices in the 

aarket. They allow S11all firms to gain access to collective services 

but are provided to ~~visions within multidivisional firms but 

without sacrificing ent.epreneurial activity and organisational 

flexibility, both of which are crucial to the furniture industry. 

They also allow firms to coordinate product lines and thereby 

specialize but without common ownership. Thus without forming a 

aultidivt.ional organisation, production units can avoid the tendency 

to produce the same products and compete over price as was done by 

the North London furniture firms. 

Finance can also be the subject or a consortium's activities. Loan 

cuarantee consortia are cooperative associations created to provide 

credit suaranteea ror aembers to borrow from banks. Borrowings are 

suaranteed by the consortium which collects contributions from 

._bera and federal. .regional and local governments. For example, 
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the regional government contributes 3% of the negotiated interest 

rate of the 'Consorzi Fide' or F.ailia-Romagna. 

Any aember enterprise that desires a loan aust go first to the local 

branch of the National Confederation of Artisans (NCA) which is an 

association of firas with 20 or less eaployees. The NCA secretary 

"asks for detailed inforaation on the overall situation of the firm. 

it• s long and short tera credit exposure. it• s •ain customers and 

suppliers. receipt and payment periods. He then sends a report to 

the Board or Directors adding his own opinion on the personal 

characteristics of the applicant, his trustworthiness and his 

professional standing" (Sebastiano Brusco. "Local Government. 

Industrial policy and Social Consensus in the Experience of Modena. 

Italy", University of Modena). 

What the loan guarantee consortium supplies to the bank is an 

assessment of the enterprise's prospects based upon intimate 

knowledge of fellow artisans and a loan guarantee. These additional 

inputs open up the credit market for small firms. a market that 

depends upon trust, a non-commercial input. In the case of the 

Credit Cooperative of Madera. founded in 1976. a total of about $6 
million in loan guarantees by 1985 had resulted in only about S45.000 

of unrecovered loans. The reason according to Brusco is " ... the 

person who receives a loan from the cooperative will stay up at night 

thinking up ways of repaying his loan. Whereas the person who 

receives a bank loan will stay awake at night thinking up ways of not 

repaying his loan". 

Municipal governments also actively promote industrial districts 

uonsst small networked firms vi th land planning programmes. The 

pusace of the "Plan for Industrial Parks" in 1972 gave 

municipalities the power to expropriate and plan large areas for 

industrial parks for artisanal and medium/small firms. In 1974 the 

municipality of Modena passed the "Plan f,or Small Firm Areas" which 

focused on the following objectives (Brusco, 1985): 
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• 

• 

assist the interrelationships of aanufacturing districts ~Y 

aeans of carefully planned location within the territory of 

those COllJ>8!lies which are in a condition to i:>e moved. 

increase the range or the availability of areas less than S00-

1000 square aeters. 

support and create incentives for the developRent of artisan 

consortia as an alternative to big companies. 

Thus the !ndustrial parks foster joint private/public crganisatio~ to 

promote cooperation and coapeti tion. A group of small firms , in 

conjunction with the governme.~t can effect land use arrangements in 

ways that only large firms could :L1 most countries. 

Marketing and financial consortia Nld industrial parks do not exhaust 

the forms of sector infrastructure institutions that have been 

developed in Italy. but they illustrate the principle that such 

institutions allow the coordination of the six business functions 

required by the new competition. What is most significant about 

these developments is that they provide an alternative path to 

productive efficiency. In fact, in the case of furniture, they may 

well be the only path. The provision of collective services through 

a large managerial enterprise has only been successful in the case of 

furniture retailers, not to date, in the case of furniture 

manufacturers. 
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II 

THE CYPRUS FURNntJRE INOOSTRY 

2 .1. Acgrepte Pe1-forMDCe 

2.1.1. Size and Growth. 

The secto- Wood and Wood Products Including Furniture (Industry Code 

33 shown in Table 9) accounted for nearly 8 percent of aanufacturing 

output and 6. 6 percent of aanufacturi:o~; eaployaent (see Table 10} . 

The Wood and Wood Products Including Furniture expanded by 2.5 times 

over the 1976-1984 period while manufacturing as a whole expanded by 

less than 2 times (see Table 11). 

The rapid growth was linked to three powerful demand generating 

forces. the dome;;tic construction industry which rehoused the 40 

percent of the Greek Cypriot population displaced by the events of 

1974: the tourist industry which relocated hotels and 

hotel/apartments on the south coas~. and the Cypriot international 

construction industry which expanded rapidly throughout the Gulf 

States with the rise in income of the OPEC state~ and the decline of 

Lebanon. 

As these dea&nd forces t-.ave subsided the furni tu.re sector has gone 

ir.to recession. Furniture output in constant prices declined in 1984 

by 2 percent and regained its 1983 level in 1985 (see Table 12). 
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2.1.2 Firm Sise ...i Productivity. 

'!be Wood and Wood Products Including Fumiture sector is doainated by 

-11 firas. 1n 1984. the 1552 firms in the whole sector comprised 

over ane quarter or all Cyprus aanufacturing firas (see Table 10). 

The Wood and Wood Products Including Fumiture sector is divided into 

two aubFectors of siailar size. 'lbe first is the Wood end Cork 

Products Except Furniture subsector with 816 firas. 2. 755 employees 

and C£26.6 nl.lion tumover. 686 or nearly 85 percent of the firms 

.in this aubsector .Ues doors and windows. 'lbe sub-sector has one 

large fira. Cyprus Forest lndus:"'.ries. Ltd •• which will be exaained 

later. 

'Tbe other subsector is the Furniture end Fixtures (Wooden) sector 

with 736 firas. 2.828 employees and C£23.3 million turnover (see 

Table 9) • For purposes of this Report the .. ood and Cork Products 

Except Furniture subsector (industry code 331 in Table 9) will be 

referred to as the wooden. non-fumiture subsector Bnd Furniture and 

Fixtures (Wooden) subsector will be referred to as the furniture or 

wooden f'urniture sector (code 332 in Table 9). The primary focus of 

this Report is on the furniture sector so defined. 

1be 736 furniture sector firms are predominately small with roughly 

85 percent in the 1-4 employee category (see Table 13). Only 21 of 

736 furniture firms in 1984 employed twenty or aore employees (see 

Table 13). 'lbese 21 'big' units produced cner one thi:rd of total 

value-added of the sector. Since 1980 the share of output produced 

b7 f'U.S vi th between 5 and 10 employees has ck,clined from 18. 5 
percent to 11.3 percent and firu with over 50 employees increased 

their ahare frm 29 percent in 1980 to 41.1 percent in 1985 (see 

Table 111). 

It is a conventional view that small size is the cause of production 

inefficiency. But as indicated in Table 13, the value-added per 

eaployee does not neatly increase with firm *ize. The averace value-
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added per employee is the same for firms with between 1 and 4 

employees and with those between 50 and 90 and roughly the same for 

firms with between 10 and 19 and between 30 and 49. This implies 

that increasingly the size of furniture firms aay or aay not increase 

productivity and that the sources of low prO'iuctivity are not to be 

found in fira size. This conclusion is hardly surprisir.g in light of 

the structure of the Italian furniture industry. 

2.1.3. Labour mid Capital Productivities. 

Labour productivity in the Wood and Wood Products Including Furniture 

sector is low by Cyprus manufacturing standards. In 1984 the entire 

sector employed 13 .1 percent of the aanufacturing labour force to 

produce only 7. 7 percent of manufacturing output; the furniture 

sector employed 6. 6 percent of the manufacturing labour force to 

produce only 3.6 percent of manufacturing output. 

The capital output ratio for furniture in 1984 was nearly a qu. -~r 

below the average for manufacturing as a whole: Furniture used 4. 4 

·-~cent of manufacturing capital formation to produce 3.6 percent of 

::- .mufacturing output (see Table 10). 

2.1.4 Export Markets and Trade Balance. 

Less than 5 percent of furniture output is exported. Small firms (5-
10 employees) do not export at all, medium sized firms (11-50 

employees) export only to Arab countries and large firms (over 50 

employees) export almost entirely to the United Kingdom in the form 

of Cyprut. pine· chairs (see Table 15). In the 1980 to 1985 period, 

exports bo\·~red between 2 and 3 percent of the value of furniture 

productior. compared to imports which averaged over 8 percent (see 

Table 12). For the 1980-1985 period imports have more than trebled 

with re~vect to exports. 
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The negative trade balance exists even though the furniture industry 

is highly protected. The tariff on furniture imported from the EEC 

is currently 69.9 percent and the tariff on non-EEC furniture imports 

is 80.2 percent. 

Wood !ndustry Protection 

Product 

Wooden Furniture 

Doors and Windows 

Chipboard 

Plywood 

Medium Density 

Fibre Board 

Source: Sean Murray. ~ 

2.1.5 Vertical Integration. 

Cyprus Tariff 

EEC GenerW. 

69.9% 80.2% 
5.2% 8% 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Other 

Banned 

Quot£ 

Perhaps the •ost distinctive feature of the Cyprus furniture industry 

is the net.r 1D1iversal vertical integration of production and selling. 

Except for a ainority of firms in the 11-50 employee category 

virtually all Cyprus furniture firms sell directly from the factory 

or froa their own retail shops. A sample of firms examined by the 

Industrial Trair.ing A\lthority (1987) indicates the magnitudes 

involved: 

Sales Outlet Forms: Freguency Mention 

Size of Firm 

Fora of Sale: 5-10 11-50 over 50 
Other Retailers 1 12 0 

Own Retail Shops 13 27 7 
Direct From Factory 18 22 4 

Total 32 61 11 

19 

Total 

13 
47 
44 
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2.2. Inside the FilW 

In January 1987. fifteen Cyprus furniture firas were visited. 

Together these firas eaployed 681 persons or about one quarter of the 

funli ture sector total. The following observations are based upon 

these visits. 

2.2.1 llarket Orientation and Calperative Production Costs. 

The priaary aarket orientations of the 15 visited firms were as 

follows: 

Domestic 

Foreign 

household 

hotel 

pine chairs to U.K. 

construction 

8 

2 

3 
2 

During the economic boom Cyprus firms were able to make mcuey by 

supplying the expanding domestic household and notel markets. But 

since 1984 furniture firms have been caught between two depressive 

forces; &lLckening growth in demand and rising foreign com;:>etition. 

Higher per capita income has attracted foreign suppliers which has 

belatedly forced furniture firms to focus attention on the high costs 

of domestic production. One owner/manager believes th11t production 

costs in Cyprus are roughly two tiaes the Italian levHl and that the 

quality is inferior. He bases this conclusion on a comparison of 

products that his company continuea to import (C£40.000 annually) 

with his company's own production costs. 

The owner/manager of the most productive larce furniture firm visited 

estimates that his firm's costs are only 10 percent above what would 

be required to supply IKEA. This firm presently specializes on one 
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product most of which is exported. 1he owner/aanager believes that 

domestic aargins are three tiaes foreign aai-gWs but this firm's 

supply capacity is too great for the doaestic aarket given the 

f"rapentation of the distribution systea. 

If this fira .ere to supply BEA. a substantial expansion in output 

capecity would be necessary end perhaps C£80.ooo in new equipaent. 

1be aajor constraint on supplying aass retailers like IKF.A aay not be 

productive organization but an adequate supply or knot free Cyprus 

pine of the quality demanded. Froa interviews with Cyprus Forest 

Industries Ltd. (CFI) it appears that the supplies of such wood are 

1iaited to present production levels. Furtheraore it appears that 

CFI is pricing solid wood below production costs. If this is true it 

suggests that purchasers of CFI chipboard are subsidizing purchasers 

of CFI solid wood. It also =uggests the retail costs to Cyprus of 

supplying IKEA vi th solid wood furniture would be acre than 10 

percent above the current (subsidized) costs. 1he social return of 

f inas utilizing CFI solid wood for export to aass retailers like IKEA 

aight drop even 110re if calculations accounted for the costs of 

resource depletion that are not captured by the aarket. 

lbe conclusion is that the costs of production in Cyprus furniture 

firas are considerably above the international standard. 1he reasons 

f'or the high costs of production will be examined in the sections 

that follow. Each points to elements of a strategy for making the 

furniture sector internationally competitive in the coming years. 

2.2.2 Production Specialisation. 

Production specialization within eact. catescey was ainiaal. As noted 

above aost d011eStic housf"hold furniture firms aaintain their own 

ahowroo11 which each alone supplies. The effect of vertical 

integration is product proliferation within each furniture firm. It 

is cmmon for a domestic hO\,aehold firm to produce hundreds of 

products. As one aanufacturer lamented, he must produce 10 bedroom 
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ranges even though only 3 sell because the customer vill invariably 

ask •ts that all you have?• 

The lack or product specialization is • aajor deterrent to investaent 

in llOdem •thods. One owner explained thet he had considered 

investing in • nowline operation but bas been put off by the C£1 

aillion price t'lg. '1'be owner estaates that if his company was part 

of a sroup of specialized tinls be could develop a flowline for a 

single product for C£200.000. PresenUy the company does not plan to 

invest in either; the CU aillion invesi.ent is 'too saall fol" 

Europe and too big tor Cypnis • and the C£200. 000 investment depends 

upon inter-fira cooperation which does not now exist. 

2.2.3. Work-In-Process and Asset Turns. 

None of the firas keeps records on the utilization of working and 

fixed capital. Work-in-process turns (value of furniture sold 

divided by work in process) are exceedingly high by internationel 

standards. Unfortunately. most aanufacturers lack the cost 

accounting techniques to reveal the high costs of excessive 

inventories. For exaaple. one fil'll with a turnover of about C£1 

aillion was seeking. without success. to get a working capital loan 

from the bank for C£40 thousand. As we walked around the shop noor 

the owner pointed out approxiaately C£1 aillion in work-in-process 

and inventory. 

This low productivity or wonun. capital is a hidden cost of the 

failure to specialize built into the structure or self-retailir.g. 

Since every 11anu1'acturer atteapts to supply ~ whole furniture range 

of each custoller. he/ahe aust aatcb inputs and outputs for a diverse 

range of producu per each individual customer. (Solletiaes several 

orders can be grouped but uaually the orders are for different 

products.) Specialization in one product only demands aatching input 

requirement• with total tlow of deaand instead or aatching product 

with demand for each of the hundreds or products that the fir111s are 
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now supplying. Specialization would facilitate coordinating aaterisl 

inputs vi.th outputs by reducing the variety or inputs requireaents 

and stabilizing the input deunds over time. 

One fira stood out as en euaplar in working capital productivity. 

1be f'ira produces C£80.000 annual with 8 workers. five or whom are 

highly skilled. By producing to order the coepany keeps stocks of 

Clllly cnooo. work-in-process or C£3000 end inventories (in the 

.abowrocm) or C£8000. Ir the numbers are correct. the resulting work

in-process turn or over 25 is in a class by itself uongst Cyprus 

furniture aanuCacturers. 

The sae company is also extremely productive with fixed capital. It 

has 9 stationary •achines which were purchased ror a total of 

C£20.000 and a large nU8ber or portable tools. The owner/aanager 

plans to purchase an additional C£35.000 in equipment for the ne• 

:factory. Again. if these nuabers are correct. this company is e 

llOdel of high fixed capital productivity. 

The high productivity of the company is reflected in the growth of 

net assets :!.n the balance sheet from C£1. 5 thousand when it started 

four years ago to C£50.000 today. (When interviewed the 

owner /manager was applying to a bank for a long term loan. He had 

been recently turned down by one bank with the explanation that "the 

funli ture sector is not a priority sector for developaent". The 

cCJmlC>nly held view within the industry that banks are unfavourable t;o 

.furniture tins will be comaented upon in a later section.) 

Unfortunately this tira was the exception. The asset turn ratio of 

only two Cwrus tumi ture tiru was around 3. aost were 1 or less. 

Thia reflects in part. a hip level or underutilized aachinery and 

equipment. In •any tiras llOdern. expensive. electro-mechani~al 

equipment designed tor lar1e batch production was idle for most of 

the tiae. (Often owner/aanaiera referred to such equipment as 

'computerized' but there are no CNC or eieetronically controlled 
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aachines in the Cyprus t«>Oden furniture aachinery. This aay not be 

bad. but the failure to distinguish between electro-aec:hanical and 

electronic equipment reflected a lack or awareness of the new 

possibilities for flexible saal.l bat~ production being created by 

the inforaation technology revolution.) 

One cmpany has a larr.ely idle aass production spraying line that 

could supply the entire Cyprus furniture industry. Another has an 

electro-aechani.cal aass production panel sav (worth probably 1300.000 
new) that could easily supply the entire Cyprus furniture industry. 

In an ideal situation such a aachine could be kept fully employed by 

the Cyprus Furniture Industries Ltd. or a separate fira that 

specializc..od in sawing panels. 

be driven down in the process. 

1be costs for the whole industry could 

(Ironically. this particular aachine 

vas purchased rroa a North London fira that was shutting down. ~e 

aust hope that the Cyprus furniture industry does not go the way of 

the North London furniture industry and become a source of aachinery 

sales by distressed or bankrupt firas.) 

2.2.4 Product Quality. 

'lbe quality and finish of Cyprus furniture products have improved in 

recent years but, vi th some notable exceptions, they remain well 

below the standard deaanded by EEC consumers. 'lbe advance in quality 

realized in Italy and elsewhere is attributed in important part to 

the eaployaent or •killed labor who have a COllllitllent to the 

enterprise. Scientific aanageaent (Taylorisa) seeks to establish 

competitive advantage by worker deskilling, which is not conducive to 

high quality and this is a aajor reason that big furniture firas have 

not dominated the European fumiture industry. Certainly Cyprus 

furniture tiras are not now organised by Taylorist principles but 

neither, on the whole, are they organized in ways that emphasise high 

quality. 
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2.2.5. Desip. 

llany firms cited design iaitation as a serious problem in the Cyprus 

f"urniture industr)'. llanagers argue that little is spent on design 

because success leads to iaitation before costs are recouped. 

T"O or the mre successful Cyprus f'umiture firu are owned by 

designers trained in F.ngland. ~ puts his designer skills to work 

in collaboration with architects to design f'umiture and fittings for 

the .,.t luxurious baees and offices in Cyprus. ('!be General 

Secretary of Cyprus Building. Wood and General Workers Trade Union 

cited this company as the most preferred employer in the Cyprus 

1'urni ture industr)'. ) The other designer led company is in the 

process of upgrading its unufacturing capabilities and its human 

resources so that its design strengths can be better realized. 

Perhaps the fastest growing Cyprus furniture co.pany over the past 10 

years has pursued a strategy of iaitating Italian designs using 

mediua density fibreboard. But unlike the Italian firas. this 

company does not do product innovation. 

alterations in the Ot'pnization of work. 

2.2. 6. Labour Costs md Work Oqanization. 

1bis would require 

Wage cost average about C£60 to C£65 pt"r week with unskilled 

receiving C£30-40 and skilled receiving C£70-80 per week. 'lbese are 

low waps by EEC standards. 1be relevant .:"isure ia not wage per week 

but wage cost per unit products and here Cyprus ia high. This 

probla :la caused by poor orsanisation of production. 

Traditional workshop methods of p.roduction predominate. Large firms 

are aiaply a multiple of ••all tiru placed under a c01111on roof. The 

result ia low productivity. Direct labour costs as a percentage of 
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output varied froa a low of 20 percent to a high of 43 percent. 

Alone, labour costs as a proporti~, of output can not indi\:ate a lack 

of efficienc~·· But particularly in the case of firms producing 

comaodity as opposed to custoa or specially designed products, ratios 

in the 30' s are high. 1bey do not reflect high wages per hour. 

coapared to European fumi ture firu, but high wages per product. 

This is due to organizational deficiencies. Direct labour costs in 

high wage furniture making countries nm around 15 percent of total 

costs. 

The most productive <:wrus furniture fira has a wli.que work 

organization. Here unagement has introduced a bonus system geared 

to modifications in the uses of plant and equipaent and organization 

of production. Operators can earn bonuses if they design machine 

llOdifications that reduce setup tiaes. If the foreaan can make 

organizational changes: that result in output increases then he gets a 

bonus. A labor coaaittee assesses all proposals and ch11nges. The 

owner/manager states that the result was a 25 percent reduction in 

per wli.t labor costs and a 20 percent increase in wages in the first 

year. Any reductions in eaployaent in the aain plant does not lead 

to unemployed workers. The displaced worker goes into a speciality 

department t~at produces a variety of products on a workshop basis. 

'lbe owner/manager believes that the worker involved system is leading 

to machine innovations, one of which he is convinced will 

revolutionize a standard operation. He was not willing to divulge 

the details but did tell a compelling story. 

Unfortunately, this fil'll is the exception in the Cyprus furniture 

industry where advanced aachinery is deployed. Most firms pursue a 

traditional division of labor in which aachine set ups and 

aodification are the responsibility of plant aanagers alone. Workers 

are given neither the responsibility not the authority to seek 

aodifications in the design and use of aachines to concentrate their 

attention of reducing set up times or seeking organizational changes 

to improve product quality or product flow. 
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2.2.7 llmapment Orpnization. 

In the days that deund for furniture was rocketing upward, it was 

sufficient f'or a proprietor to bu~ or rent a warehouse, buy aachinery 

and employ people using traditional workshop aethods. Success for 

Cyprus enterprise in European urket will require the development of 

business acumen across the range of activities listed in Table 18. 
Developing business acuaen in each of these activities does not 

require auf'f icient scale of output to afford hiring full time 

aanagers f'or each positioni nuaerous altemative business service 

delivery s711tems are possible; exaaples include private consultancy. 

joint "Velltures. cooperative associations and governaent extension 

aervices. 

llanagement organization in the Cyprus fumiture industry is lacking 

in the sense that these alternative forms of business service 

delivery systems are not available. The provision of expertise in 

each of the distinct business activities is instead provided by the 

saae individuals within each fira. Rather than looking outward and 

sharing the provision of common services, Cyprus furniture 

owner/aanagers seek self-sufficiency in the provision of the whole 

range of' business activities. 

It is far superior for an expert to divide his or her time across a 

range of' enterprises than for a aenager to attempt to divide his or 

her ti.lie across the range or business services. The result of the 

current sys tea is that the owner /aanager can not develop a 

distinctive c:mpetence that will provide the basis for a competitive 

edge for hia/her firm or a specialist expertize required by the 

fumiture industry as a whole. Instead aanapaents collective 

enerP.• are diuipated u they each siaul taneously engage in 

stratep.c planning. 11arketing. production, accounting design, labor 

relations. product development, etc. 
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In principle. aanageaent organization can be developed either by 

specialization based upon the creations of large aanagerial 

enterprises er nee.worked associations of saall firas. For Cyprus and 

for the furniture industry. the networked association approach is the 

aost proaising. Without networked associations the econOllies of size 

that characterize aany of these business services will preclude their 

availability; with such associations the expenses become overhead to 

the whole group of aanufacturing units. 

2.2.8 Finance. 

Many managers stated that finance was a aajor constraint. This, 

however. was belied by two facts. One is the excessive amount of 

both working and fixed capital. in evidence in the production plants. 

Work-in-process is waste particularly in the sense that banks will 

not accept it as collateral and for good reason. Both raw material 

and final inventory can be sold but work-in-process is junk. At the 

same time aany f iras had work-in-process in amounts that compared to 

several aonths turnover and in at least one case more than a years 

production. All of the work-in-process is tying up working capital 

at aarket rates of interest which is doubly costly: the firms pays 

interest on it and it can not use the aoney for more productive 

purposes. Bankers should insist that work-in-process turns be pushed 

into the double digit area before working capital loans are made. 

It wu noted that asset tums are also low. Pushing asset turns up 

from less than 1 to 2 or 3 could result in substantial reductions in 

finance needs. It would require production reorganization. 

'!be second reason that it is doubtful that tinance is a constraint is 

that in the one case in which I am aware that firms approached the 

Cyprus Development Bank with a strategy to restructure and promote 

specialization, (fuller comments on this case follow) the Bank stood 

ready to provide lon1 term finance. 
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This does not aean to suggest 

in promoting reorganization 

f"act. with the exception or 

that banks have been especially helpful 

or the Cyprus furniture industry. In 

the Cyprus Development Bank, no banks 

offered a strategic orientation to furniture fil'llS seeking finance. 

Furtheraore. the two fil'llS visited that did have high capital 

productivity ratios and strong balance sheets also complained that 

banks told thea that "fumiture is a no loan industry". 

2.2.9. Govenment Services to Industry • 

'lbe industrial estate program of the Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry (MCI) has been a success in providing low cost facilities 

and physical infrastructures to furniture firms. Most of those firms 

visited were in industrial estates and few complaints were 

registered. The MCI's loan guarantee program for facilitating the 

reestablishment of firms by enterpreneurs that had lost their 

properties in 1974 has also been a developmental success al though 

Cinancial figures were not readily available • 

'lbe MCI implements tariff policy, dispenses import licenses, runs the 

export promotion agencies located in London. Frankfurt and Paris and 

conducts an extension service to promote the industry. Furthermore, 

MCI officials sit on the boards of the Cyprus Develop11:ent Bank and 

Cyprus Furniture Industries Ltd. In each of the areas manufacturers 

had a number of criticisms • 

'lbe basic weakness is that the MCI does not have a sector strategy 

with respect to the furniture industry that would provide a vision as 

to vhere the industry was going and give coherence to each of its 

activities that impact upon the industry. Often different activities 

are working at cross purposes. 

The first requirement of developing a sector strategy is some form cf 

deliberation council that acts as a vehicle ror group discussions of 
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the challenges facing the industry and for shaping a consensus around 

the way ahead. 1be employers associations and the unions are 

consulted but there does not presently exist an ongoing forwa for 

deliberation. In fact. the extension agent is highly respected in 

the industry but. unfortunately. he has a number of duties to perform 

within the Ministry that liait the tiae that he can comtit to it. 

2.2.10. Raw llaterials and Cyprus Forest Industries. Ltd. 

The largest cost itea in wooden furniture is wood product aaterials. 

1be supply or high quality. competitively priced raw aaterials is 

critical to the success of any furniture industry. What follc.ws is a 

description and analysis of Cyprus Forest Industries Liaited (CFI) 

which supplied chipboard and wood produ~ts that are used by Cyprus 

furniture firms . 

CFI is a registered public company which was established by the 

Government of Cyprus with the objective of planning the rates of 

harvest and reforestation in the national interest. The Government 

owns 51 ~rcent of the Company shares. th\! Cyprus Development Bank 

owns 9 percent and the rest is owned by private shareholders. Policy 

is controlled by the board of which four of the seven members are 

appointed by the Government. 

Unfortunately, Cyprus has very limited supplies of solid wood. 

Roughly 20 percent of the land ..:ea is forested but much is of low 

quality. Jlost of the trtses are 200 years old and trees take a very 

long tiae to crow in Cyprus. According to CFI officials, 30 percent 

of the existing forests were destroyed by bombing in 1964. CFI had 

to cut enor11ou. amounts of trees to salvage the wood before it rotted 

and becue infected with termites. 

In the post 1974 period the production of solid wood by CFI has 

dropped from a peak of 12 to 6 thousand cubic meters. The Cyprus 
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Pine is a hard but knotty wood and over 50 percent of their quality 

solid wood goes to one solid pine furniture aanufacturer. The 

furniture aanufacturer converts it into chairs most of which tire 

exported to the United Kingdoa and sold through a UK company that 

specializes in aanufacturing and iaporting pine furniture. The UK 

Coapany sub-contracts the production of chairs. a solid wood and 

labor intensive product. to a variety of producers &'!'Ound the world. 

CFI cannot expand solid wood production of the quality required for 

furniture aaking but CFI officials argue that they are presently 

subsidizing its production. If this is true it could aean that the 

highest quality Cyprus pine is being utlized unwisely. It is 

1-ediately evident that an enomous aaount or waste is involved in 

cutting away all of the knots to supply the foreign chair market. 

Fortunately. solid wood resources are not required for an 

internationally successful furniture industry. Italian industry 

experts argue that the lack of solid wood in Italy forced the Italian 

furniture aanufacturer to innovate i~ particle board products. which 

is today the dominant material in fu."lliture making. 

CFI believes that sufficient wood exists to cover the requirements 

for the furniture and construction industries for particle board from 

annual growth if the rate of reforestation started in the last few 

years continues and if the timber felling is carefully controlled. 

CFI 's growth has been based upon developing these materials. Tode.y, 

CFI has the following production capabilities. 

(a) A amnaill with an output capacity of 13.000 cubic meters 

per year. It does not run to full capacity LOS supplies of 

tiaber are soaewhat erratic. 

(b) 

(c) 

Kilndrying units with an output Potential of 5,000 cubic 

•ters per year. Output levels are approximately 50 per 

cent of capacity. 

A wood chipboard factoey that runs at full three shift 

capacity prod\Ocing 20,000 cubic meters annually 01Jt of a 

total national demand or 35.000 cubic meters. 
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(d) A wood veneering plant that produces 6.000 cubic meters per 

year. Presently CFI is importing about 8000 cubic aeters 

of wood veneered chipboard to meet demand. 

CFI expanded total output from 42.250 cubic aeters in 1980 tc 55.619 
in 1984 before a drop to 53.315 in 1985. The value of sales climbed 

froa C£4.5 aillion in 1984 to Ci4.9 aillion in 1985. The level of 

eaployaent has dropped from 185 in 1980 to 148 in 1985 as 

productivity increased. 

The plant and equipment appears to be of high quality. The sawmill 

was designe1 by a Swedish firm and started operations in late 1974. 
'lbe kilndrying units were set up by an Austrian firm and commer.ced 

operations in 1975. The chipboard and wood veneering plants were 

purchased as turnkey projects f:-om an Austrian engineering company. 

The technology and machinery were made by German and Austrian firms. 

The planl:.s were com ssioned in November. 1975 and machinery has been 

updated since then. 

As a secondary wood processing enterprise. CFI has been diversifying 

its product range. In 1982. CFI began the production of melamine and 

output has expanded from 1204 cubic meters in the first year to 6703 
cubic meters in 1984. Recently CFI purchased a large plywood plant 

w~..ich to dat~ has not been profitably operated in Cyprus. Currently, 

CFI is examining t.~e feasibility of vinetwigs as a base material for 

particle toards. Management is confident that vinetwigs will be 

economically and technically f easibl~ which would expand the 

Company's particle board potential to 10.000 meters per y~ar. Also, 

CFI is considering the production of medium density fibreboard, a 

product that is rapidly becoming an important furniture industry 

material. 

Internationally. technical progress has been substantial in the panel 

products industry. It is an industry that 1!t susceptible to 

cootinuous flow p~~ocesses and electronic teehnology. For e1'ample, 
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European panel producers use computerized aachines to cut panels to 

special sizes. As shown in Table 1.A. Finland. Germany. Korea. the 

USA and Mal&ySia were the leadtng exporters of panel products. 

Recently Indonesia has purs'.Jed a priority development program in 

penel production l'IJld will play a aajor role in the future of the 

industry • 

Sawmills are also utilizing automatic handling machines. 

Microelectronics can be applied to timber sorting. aaterials handling 

and deteraining optiaal sawing patterns. 1bese ~chnological 

applications •B.Y not be economically feasible in the Cyprus context 

today but .. .JSt be watched carefully • 
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RESTRUCTURING 111E CYPRUS FURNITURE INDUSTRY 

3 .1. Age of C2umge. 

The ten years ending 1984 vere good years for the Cyprus furniture 

i.ndustry. A sellers aarket was created by the conjunction of the 

resettlement housing projects, the Middle Eastem illport surge and 

the tourist industry construction boom. It was not a time when 

furniture aakers felt a need to reorganize their production 

facilities. Output was expanded simply by proliferating workshops 

using traditional production and distribution methods. The industry 

grew in size but did not change organizationally. Instead of using 

high margins to finance restructuring, the furniture manufacturers 

"ate while they cooked" in the words of a prominent industry 

spokesman. 

The 1970's wa:-e eventful ones for furniture industries elsewhere as 

well. Sales of Italian furniture increased tenfold in current lira 

in the decade (see Table 6) and IKEA revolutionized the European 

furniture market. The European furniture industry was undergoing 

both extensive and intensive growth. The winners in the ne~ 

competition were firms that pursued strategies of permanent 

innovation and created flexible orgr.nisations with a b~ilt in 

capacity to learr:. Increased productivity and competitiven9ss did 

not require or even mean, in most cases, large scale producing units 
• 

but it did require increaseci specialization as small firms became 

interdependent members of produ1:tive associations. 

Today the Cyprus furniture indu•try faces a stern challenge. Unless 

it is reorganized substantial sections wUl wither under the impact 

of European competition. Two broad strategies are availabJ ~ RS a 

vision f~r cuiding reorganization. 
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3.2. Exporting to II.ass Retailers: A Lialted Strategy . 

One strategy is to join forces with foreign •ass retailers such as 

IKEA. MFI and Habitat. Cyprus aanufacturers would sub-contract to 

retailer deterai.ned designs that were tendered internationally. This 

approach aay work for SOiie fil'llS but it has at least two serious 

drawbacks for the Cyprus furniture industry as a whole • 

1) Insufficient solid wood resources. The aain interest that 

roreign sass retailers have shown in the Cyprus furniture industry to 

date is as a cheap source of hard pine manufactured inlo chairs. It 

wotald be unfortunate if the limited supplies of solid pine were 

depleted to supply lcn margin chairs to discount retailers. Cyprus 

pine stocks are small and have a ve~"Y slow replacement cycle. It is 

the island's traditional wood and aay play an important role, if used 

judiciously, in defining a distinctive Cypri~s style of furniture . 

2) Dependence on foreign design. Habitat, thP. design orier.tated 

British retailer, proposed a joint venture with the most design 

orientated Cyprus furniture manufacturer. But the contract called 

for 100 percent Habitat designs. The end result of yielding control 

of design to foreign retailers will be the conversior. of 

manufacturers' independence into subservience in the form of 

dependent sub-contra~tor status. Design subservience will be 

followed by vulnerability to l~ wage competitors in poor countries. 

For once the dependent relationship is established the retailer can 

and will squeeze margins ever further. This !s the story of the 

North London furniture industry described above. 

The dependenr.e on foreign design has a second twist to it . 

Increasingly, successful retailers are sourcing closer to home as the 

role of design and the importance of flexibility have both increased. 

In other sectors, retailers are finding that long di1i>tance 

communication between designers and producers has problems when 

specifications are changing constantly an~ with quality control. It 
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is not yet clear if this tendency to local sourcing will be as 

powerful in furniture as it has been in industries as disparate as 

clothing and cars but it creates another source of vulnerability to a 

strategy that depends upon producing furniture to the desigr. 

specifications of foreign aass retailers. 

The i.aportance of integrating design and production within Cyprus can 

not be exaggerated. The Cyprus fumiture industry is at a turning 

point. It 8\JSt either restnicture the industry around a vision that 

integrat.es design and production or it will be caught up in forces 

over which it has little control. To ainiaize subservience to mass 

retailers abroad but, at the sa11e time, to become more 

internationally competitive it is imperative that a version of 

flexible specialization vision be adopted. 

3.3. Flexible Specialization: A Strategy of Establishing 

Cclllpeti tiveness. 

Tile second strategy is flexible specialization. Three 

characteristics stand out as guidelines to a restructuring vision 

based on flexible specialization. 

3.3.1. Strategic Orientation. 

All firms must choose the basis upon which a competitive ad'lantage is 

sought. A firm can not pursue two strategies at the same time. It 

loses focus if, for t!)<ample, it seeks to be both the lowest cost 

producer and the leading innovator. 

Firms pursuing a generic strategy of flexible specialization seek to 

establish a market niche based upon designing new ~roducts or 

processes for identifiable market segments. Identifying and 

establishing a specific market niche is one way of developing the 
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firm's concept or strategic orientation which. in turn. gives purpose 

and coherence to the orgenis.ation. 

"1'he idea or a fim's concept (the tera concept and strategic 

orientations ldll be used interchangeably) is not the saae as 

strategy. A f'ir8's concept defines it's distinctive competence. 

Success deund that a firm seek a unique position in the aarket and 

can« .rate its collective energies on doing the one tbing that it 

does -est. To do smething best requires concentrating on a specific 

technology, process product or service until a level of quality is 

achieved 1:hat users can ill afford to do it theaselves and 

competitiors cannot iaitate. It is refinement of a distinctive 

competence that emanates from experience and teamwork that 

competitiors cannot match and that gives a fir• breathing space in 

the •arketplace. Many firms can pursue a strategy of flexible 

specialization but each will have a distinctive concept . 

A firm can •odify it's concept but it is like a person altering his 

or her personality; it doesn't happen often or easily. Consequently, 

a firm's concept is adjustable but only with a concentrated and 

sustained effort and within a sector context. Getting the strategy 

and the concept right involves redefining work organization, 

aanagement structure and interfirm relations to seek coherence with 

the firm's concept; in the process the concept will likely be 

refined • 

3.3.2. lntepaticn of Planninc mid Doinc :l.n Work Orcanization. 

A atrategy or peNanent innovation requires that skilled workers be 

:Involved in continuous iaprovuent or ahopfloc;r methods and 

oraanization. Worker• that understand the machines are in a position 

to llOdify thn and to implement new product designs. The integration 

or plannin1 and doin1 i• the opposite of 'scientific 11anagement' 

which aought to concentrate all of the planning functior.s in the 

aanagera and leave the workers to simply perform detail actions pre-
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defined by aanagerial instructions. A coaparison of the two aodels 

or work organisation is shown in Table 17. 

Elsewhere 'Scientific aanagement' and the separation of work into 

88Dagers who plan and workers who do, has led to elaborate piece rate 

schemes, narrow job classi.lications. detail labor and a rule governed 

work organization. It aay be efficient for the prod-:;:tion of a given 

and unchanging product. but it is death to product and process 

innovation. Each product change requires renegotiating the 

established piece rates and job classifications. 'lbe separation of 

planning from doing inhibits the capacity and the incentive for 

machine operators to seek process and product iaprovements or to 

minimize waste. The segmented division of labor aeans the aachine 

operators tend not to operate aany aachines or to engage in 

maintenance or setups. Being responsible for operating, aaintaining 

and setting up is a considerable enhancement to developing and 

applying human resources as a basis for competiti~e advantage. This 

is the lesson that is currently being learned by Japanese 

competitcrs. It would be a mist!lke for Cyprus furniture firms to go 

down a path of 'scientific uanagement' precisely when it was being 

abandoned elsewhere. 

Small firms that pursue a strategy of flexible specialization must 

have skilled workers capable of setting up machine£ and it must give 

high priori t:.· to an organizational form that p"omotes the 

minimization of changeover costs. Only then can the firm adjust 

rapidly to shifts in coneumer demands. Producing to order :eli~v~s 

th2 contradictory purposes placed upon inventories: inventories are 

kept high for customer sen.ice but low for cash flow. Flexibility 

aeans less work-in-process and more rapid delivery time•. 

The flexible specialization strategy depends upon high ski Us and 

effective training. It will require the Industrial Training 

Au~hority to develop programs with firms that are co~mitted to 

advancing worker skills. It will alsc. require the development of 
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teaa-oriented work organizatic,n •.nd the associated skills in 

aanagement and the workforce. 

Union involveaent will be crucial both in promoting the illportance of 

a skilled labor force and in setting a floor on veges so that. non

participating employers do not seek to undercut firas that are 

investing in training and education prograas • 

3.3.3 • Interfirm Cooperation md Firm Specialization. 

'lbe secret to the success of the Italian furniture aakers was thqt 

the industry cue to be viewed as an association of specialis~. each 

with a distinctive coapetence and flexibility in a particular phase 

or type of production. Individualized consortia in aarketing and 

finance and the National Confederation of Artisans helped articulate, 

shape and maintain the association of specialists. In Germany, 

specialization cartels regulated competition to ensure that aarket 

niches would not be invaded during downturns and State officials 

founded the Rosenheim technical institutP for furniture research and 

education. In Scandanavia, trade associations act as forums for 

setting industrial standards and fostering cooperations particularly 

to facilitate exports • 

Each of these aectoral institutions promotes the •elf-reinforcement 

of the divisions of production amongst individual firms. The result 

is a notion of a furniture sector not as a collection of autonomous, 

coapetin1 uni ta but as a set of interrelllted firms and interfirm 

.institutions that enhances the distinctive competence of each unit • 

The exiatence of collective associations restricts price competition 

and promotes quality competition and iMovation. Firms are 

restricted from pri~e cutting to expand sales and instead seek to 

improve or further specialize their product line. l'rogr.ss by one 

firm puts pressure on firms producin1 complementary products or 
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cmaponents in the products chain. Firas can rely upon an educational 

and research infrastructure as well as skilled workers to seek 

innovations. The result is as industrial district with the capacity 

to seize and pl'OllOte opportunities and. aost iaportantly. to learn. 

In contrast. a furniture district without the institutions of 

collective association is static and brittle. It is little wor.~e"." 

that the North London furniture district did not SUI'Vive. 

3-"· A Proaising but Uaited Cyprus Initiative: the U•ssol 12 

1be L:bassol group is creating a joint aarketing venture in the form 

of a private coapcny. Each participating firm will have one seat on 

the board of directors of the new company. 1be Co'DPany plans to open 

two common showrooms. Affiliation vi th the joint aarketing company 

carries two stipulations: a company can not sell the same product in 

both its private showroom and the c01D1Don shovro.:>m. and the company 

can supply to the c01111Don showroom only those product lines that have 

been agreed vi thin the rules of the joint marketing company. These 

rules are designed to force specialization on the participating 

companies. 

Teri of the participating companies have applied for and received 

loans for building up their productive capacity from the Cyprus 

Development Bank.. This coordination of investment plans is 

attractive to the bank and re;duces the chence that their loans will 

be used by frapented companies to promote price competition over 

aillilar products in the aame markets. The Cyprus Development Bank 

had previously carried out a feasibility atudy for the project and 

baa •ade the loans contin1ent upon certain develcpments, such as the 

hirinl of an expert seneral manacer for the joint aarketin1 company. 

It is crucial that finance be used to promote speciaHzation so that 

the individual firms have economic rationale for maintaining a 

colllllitment to cooperation. 
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Cooperation uongst the Limassol firms to break down the existing 

retailing system is a crucial first step in creating the conditions 

for specialization. But it is only the first step. History is full 

of exuples of joint action uongst employers that has not led to 

production restructuring. Each fira will be vulnerable as it moves 

to specialize and will be fearful that other f iras are not a3king the 

aaae ccmaitaent. Success for each fira will depend upon 

cmplementary aoves of other firas. One~ and if a successful 

transition is -de, individual firas will be autually interdependent 

and then specialization will be self-reinforcing. The transition is 

the aost difficult time and it will require considerable skillful 

negotiation. The Liaassol 12 is not yet at that st&Le . 

Product specialization is not a sufficient condition for long term 

survival. Each firm must develop a distinctive competence, deploy a 

flexible production process and have access to a range of shared 

business services. The fact that a group of furniture firms has 

joined together is a promising first step. But it will not free them 

rrom the painful processes of adjustment that must be addressed if 

the Cyprus furniture industry is to continue growing . 

3.5. Nine Components of a Funiiture Developnent Program . 

The future health of the furniture industry requires programmr.tic 

actions in 9 areas • 

1. A Strategic Orientation . 

Each firm must develop a competitive advantage based upon a 

distinctive competence. The first step is to become acutely aware of 

the European competition. In October of 19% a group of furniture 

makers travelled to Sweden. This should be followed w;. th trips to 

German and Italian enterprises and sector institutions such as the 

Gerhard Schuler consultancy in Baden Wuerttemburg, the Rosenheim 
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technical institute in Geraany. the Centro Studi Industria Leggera in 

Milan and aarketing cooperatives elsewhere in Italy. A careful 

analysis of the principles of production and organization of leading 

European furniture firas and furniture districts will mo•.1e foNa!'d 

the discussions on both the specific challenges and opportunities 

facing Cyprus firas and the shape of a Cypriot sector strategy and 

specific fira strategies within it. 

2. .Joint Retailing and llarketing. 

The current lack of joint retailing outl£ ts has a double edge. The 

positive side is that it acts as a barrier to the entry of foreign 

aanufacturers into the Cyprus market. But it is also a barrier to 

production specialization within Cyprus. It is crucial that the 

manufacturers themselves establish joint marketing and do it 

effectively so that they can maintain some degree of control over the 

domestic aarket. Otherwise the present vacuum in large, specialist 

furniture retailing will be filled by individuals seeking to 

distribute foreign furniture who do not have commitment to the long 

term development of the Cyprus furniture industry. 

3. Specialized Production. 

It is crucial that production specialization not be simply bargained 

for amongst producers but that cooperation be promoted within a 

competitive framework. A lazy production cartel that enforces 

production specialization by fiat will not be in anyone's long run 

interest. Competition over technical skills. production organization 

and quality aust be promoted to ensure that specialization is 

acCOllJ)anied by enhanced productive effectiveness. 

The provision of kiln drying may be one example of how specialization 

can increase the productivit:· of the sector as a whole. Currently 

many Cyprus furniture manufacturers have Wlderutilized and outdated 
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kiln-drying equipaent. Cyprus Furniture Industries Ltd. could 

provide the latest technologies as well as specialized expertise in 

what is a deceptively C011plex activity. This would both reduce the 

fixed costs requirements of furniture production and enhance the 

quality of the inputs • 

If. Flexible Production • 

Shifting aarkets and demand must be aet with flexibility which. in 

turn. requires the treataent of labor as the critical productive 

asset. Both the !ndustrial Training Authority and the Cyp::-us 

Productivity Center must be integrated into training and education 

programmes if firms are to become flexible and capable of pursuing a 

strategy of permanent innovation. Both worker and manager skills 

will have to be continuously upgraded if firms are to sieze the 

opportunities offered by new markets. Firms. in a sense. are 

producing both products and learning. But firms can not be expected 

to finance the total costs or education and training in a free market 

system. The government must play a leading role in the provision of 

training. as it is a public good. In the free market firms will 

underinvest in training unless there are enforceable rules 

constraining firms that do not invest in training from undercutting 

those that do. The best approach for government is to pursue the 

positive approach or subsidizing a portion of training than the 

negative one of price setting. The unions are in the best positicn 

to enforce a sector-wide training system and to counter the problem 

of free-riding employers • 

5. Wute Free Procluction . 

Excessive work-in-process as well as inventories are waste. We have 

noted the excessively high work-in-process levels and the extent of 

idle productive machinery. Presently furniture companies do not 

•euure work-in-process or compare their performance with an 

international standard. In fact most companies do not make cash flow 
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projections. The Small Business Department of the Cyprus Development 

Bank is working on an accounting package that could be introduced 

into a fira in two days. With upgrading the sue or a similar 

package could be custoaized to fit furniture coapanies and compare 

each coapany with a standard based upon a well organized firm. 

Once the ratio measurements were in place. the firm could concentrate 

attention on increasing work-in-process and asset turns. Japanese 

companies have become world leaders in both categories by involving 

workers in production in a way that tt..ey become committed to reducing 

waste by the promotion of just-in-time methods. It worked because 

machine operators have more knowledge about how to reduce waste than 

anyone else. One Cyprus furniture fi~ presently gives the authority 

to work teams to make changes and rewards them as a group for 

expanding throughput and reducing setup times. Generalization of 

this practice could have a profound effect on enhancing productivity 

of Cyprus furniture firm:.. 

6. Consultative Interaction with CFI. 

The furniture and wood products subsectors are mutually 

interdependent. However. a number of disputes between the furniture 

makers and Cyprus Forestry Industries Ltd. (CFI) have created poor 

relations. The major dispute involves the quality of CFI chipboard. 

Many furniture makers argue that it is not up to the quality of 

European standards yet they can not import chipboard because CFI has 

a monopoly on the sale of chipboard. Furthermore. furniture makers 

contend that costs are unnecessarily high because of the middleman 

system which requires furniture makers to purchase from one of the 70 

middlemen merchants rather than directly from CFI. The appeal by CFI 

for exemption from the Customs Union has worsened relations. 

CFI COWl ters 

techinques by 

that 

the 

they are scapegoats 

furniture makers. 

for improper production 

Sanding and planing, in 

particular. require precise machine tolerance adjustments and highly 
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skilled operators to ensure that veneers and ael&11ine are not 

duaged. Furtheraore, CFI argues that free trade in the wood 

aaterials industry would result in dumping and destruction of a 

chipboard supply capacity in Cyprus which would be followed by higher 

prices and poor service. 

Other problas in raw aater:tal supply are on the horizt.'1. Presently 

imported aecliua density fibre board is being substituted for 

chipboard at considerable expense '!n foreign exchange. This aay 

reflect low production efficiency in the use of chipboard. It 

certainly results in a higher cost of production than can be 

aaintained when tariffs are reduced. 

Cmpetition is intense in the industry and it could be a big aistake 

to subject the wood supply industry to the vagaries of cutthroat 

international competition at a time of international excess capacity. 

The arguments for free trade of aar.~factured goods do not apply with 

t:he same force to commodity products. Destruction of the Cyprus 

industry could find the Cyprus furniture industry a future victim of 

international cartel prices. At the same time, protection can only 

te justified if it provides in principle and practice long term 

benefits to the nation, particularly the furniture industry. 

The existence of these disputes demonstrates the need for improved 

COllll\lllicatio!lB so that a consensus on a sector strategic orien~ation 

can be shaped for the wood and furniture industry as a whole. Both 

sub-sectors are dependent upon continuing improvements in the quality 

of aaterials and the effectiveness of their utilization. 

It does not mppear that the wood product industry is inherently 

inefficient by international atandards. It can certainly play a 

doainant role in aupplying the local aarket. But it is necessary 

that ettective institutional means of both identifying and attacking 

problems and of improving supplier/buyer informational flows be 
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developed. It is a necessary condition for the long tera survival of 

both industries under the New Coapetition. 

7. Administrative Guidance by the llinistry of ~rce and 

Industry. 

A strategy of flexible production requires that cooperation and 

competition be proaoted. Firas in a sector aust be competitive but 

the fora of competition au.st be regulated. Atoaistic price 

competition can undercut the aargins required to finance long term 

development. whereas coapeti tion over design promotes both 

specialization and flexibility. A aajor role for industrial policy 

is proaote a sector strategy that leads individual firas to reorient 

their strategies ior eoapetitive advant•~~ in ways that contribute 

to the long run development of the industry. 

Cooperation amongst firms in a sector 11USt be negotiated both amongst 

the fil'lls but also between the firas and government. The reas.>n is 

that for private associations of fil'llS to be effective they 11USt be 

legitimized and consistent with the legal system. But as private 

governance structures they aust also be accountable. 1b1Js the task 

of MCI as the aain instrument for implementing industrial policy is 

both to promote the development of the industry and to ensure its 

accountability within the political process. 

The extension service of the MCI currently provides limited technical 

and orsanization assistance. This will have to be bolstered 

considerably. The aodel 1n Cyprus aay be the qr.:l.cul tural extension 

service. Another a<Jdel is the role ot the officers of the Japanese 

JUnistr,y ot International Trade and Industry particularly as 

catalysts in shaping sector strate1ies. The extension agent must 

also be a source of qualitative and quantitative data, both domestic 

and international, and a coordinator of 1overnmental services. 
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8. Public Sector Infrastructural Services. 

Fortunately a nuaber or specialist govemaental and quasi-public 

services now exist in Cyprus. These services have to be aobilized 

around • cci••cn vision or dle industey•s f'uture. 'The strategy or 

f'lexible apeciali.zaticn calla tor active roles troa each or the 

tcllowing: 

a) ·'l'he Industrial Train:inc Authority. 

P1'0P'U are ideally suited for upgrading the skills of tumiture 

workers ao that a f'lexibility can be realised. 

b) 'l'he Cyprus Productivity Centre. 'lbe new roles for aanageaent 

will also require considerable educational upgrading. It is 

crucial that such educational progrus be aade consistent with 

the sector strategy as promoted by the MCI. 

c) 1be Export Promotion Organisation. Joint aarketing ventures in 

foreign countries can now be facilitated by aarketing expertise. 

To aake it effective furniture companies llUSt becoae actively 

in•JOlved • 

d) 'lbe Cyprus Developaent Bank. The CDB is ready to consider long 

tera loans to furniture companies if they are strategically 

aware. The CDB can racili tate this process but the development 

e of fira strategies aust coae from within the industry itself. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

9. Private Collective Action • 

'!be ~iea ot f'lexible specialization will not just happen. It 

will require the creation of institutions ot collective association 

tor which t.here is no toraula. Each succes1tul tumi ture district 

bu shaped distinctive •ans ot cooperation. A COllllM element in 

each cue is the e1tablishment ot a toru11 for deliberation. The 

•jor probl• i• to learn how to cooperate in a way thot promotes 

both entrepreneurial dynai•• and production ~pecialiam as opposed to 

tixins prices. 
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Under certain circumstances private individual action can undermine 

the health or an industry. Sourcing raw aaterials aay provide an 

example in Cyprus. Ir each individual supplier seeks a foreign 

supplier the doaestic wood products industry could be destroyed. 

Individual action can not get the furniture aakers what they need: a 

ready supply or high quality -terial inputs. It is a collective 

service that aust be achieved by collective action. 

Seeking advantage by undercutting wages is another exaaple in which 

the failure to coordinate private actions can undercut a resource 

needed tor the long tera survival of the industry. in this case a 

skilled and educated labour force. 

Underlying each or these activities is a comaon theme: success in 

t.lie New Competition involves redesigning institutions so that they 

enhance learning. The job is to learn to cooperate through a se··ies 

of individualized consortia. now in education. now in aarketing. no• 

in design. now in production. etc. The job is never done. Learning 

to cooperate is a social acc09plishaent. The task is to create 

institutions that develop peoples capacities to cooperate within the 

fira. across firas and between firms and government. Success will go 

to those who learn to learn. 

There is no blueprint. only a COlllli taent to succeed and a wilJ. to 

work together to make it work. 

3.6 'lbe Olance Procu• 

The C11>rus turnitur& industry aust ada~t to the principles of 

fiexible specialization if it is to Het the challen1e of the new 

COllpeti ti.Jn. 
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1'he first barrier to adaptation is denial of the problea. Hopefully 

this report will contribute to reducing this barrier by providing an 

analysis of the challenge itself. 

1'he second barrier is the belief that tt.e challenge can be confronted 

by individual action alone. An essential feature of flexible 

specialization 1.s the formation of inter-fira networks . 

Before such networks can be created or expanded. the task is to 

create first. a consensus around the characteristics of the challenge 

and second. a sector strategy as a vision for shaping individual fira 

responses end. eventually. fira concepts. Thi! shaping or such a 

strategy can not be done by an individual or group of individuals 

outside the industry. Such people can only act as a catalyst. The 

specific sector strategy cust be shaped by ongoing dialogue uc,ngst 

the individuals in the industry whether in the aanagement. workplace, 

bank or governaental agency. 

A necessary step to develop the dialogue is to create en action group 

cmai tted to the future of the industry which could be called 

something like The Furniture Industry Working Grcup. It is crucial 

that such a group be both large enough to provide a basis for 

developing an industry consensus with respect to strategy and small 

enough to be workable. As to the starting point of such a group, 

several points can be aade on the basis of this report • 

... 

In CJprua. association links amongst firu are a prerequisite to 

specialization and productive efficiency. Today the Cyprus furniture 

i.nduatey is trapped in a self-destructive bindinc or aL"\ufacturing 

and selling. Breaking this bind will require collecdve action 

amonsst self-aelectin~ ll'O\IPS of aanufacturers. 

A pathway or volur.tary collective action is as difficult as it is 

neceaaaey. Successful pusase will require coami tllent to 
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cooperation. a ~ment that can be sustained only if success can 

be realized. '!bus the initial step for a furniture industry vorking 

P'O'JP is to identify areas or cooperation in which J)C*itive results 

can be most easily achieved. In the process. individuals in the 

inclustry froa firas. govenmer.ts and Wlions can learn the skills of 

cooperative association. 

Candidates tor cooperative success are uny. First. the study or and 

visit to the highly successful Italian furniture marketing 

cooperatives could tollow the successful visit to the Swedish fins 

orpnized by the Employers Federation last year. 'Ibis will 

underscore the first lesson of the Hew Competition: success depends 

upon an acute awareness or the competition. 'Ibis study and visit 

could be followed or preceded by visits to Greece where the 

governaent aud trade associations have pursued a variety of 

collective initiatives to restructure the fumiture industry. 

Second. the fumi ture industry working party coulci engage in the 

dialogue of shaping a sector strategy with the already existing 

extra-fira institutions tha" do or could iapact on the viaoility of 

~ Cyprus furniture induttry. Obvious candidates include the 

Industrial Training Authority. which is coapleting an excellent 

survey of the industry. the newly formed Export Promotion Board. 

which could greatly tacili tate a joint assessaent of the 

opportunities in European furniture markets. the Cyprus Development 

Bank. whose involvement in long tera finance or restructuring 

projects is necessary. the Bisher Technolopcal Institute. which is 

developinS expertise and educating students in the new 

L.croelectronie tecbnolopes. and the C1J)rus Productivity Center. 

that can facilitate the \JPP'adinc of professional expertise required 

by the indust.1')'. 

The obvious i•portance of the Ministr .. : or Commerce and Industry and 

the Plmnnini Bureau in s~apins and i•oleaenting a sector strategy and 

coordinatin1 a aov•rn11ental response suisests that both agenci•• play 

en active re'• in any tumiture vorkin1 party. Since CGV'9mllental 
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policies of wide variety presently affect the fur:U.ture industry. it 

is crucial that these be aade consistent with a strategic orientation 

designed to enhance the competitiveness or the industry. That the 

govenment can play a positive role in promoting competitiveness has 

been aade clear in the cases of Japan and, for the furniture 

industry. Italy (see Part One for details). 

'l'hird. the f'urniture industry working group aay seek to enhance the 

financial literacy of t:be industry. It is f'undaaental that fil'llS 

pin better controls over both working and fixed capi Ul to exploit 

the ecanmfes of t:iae. The aost appropriate financial systeas aay 

not be those developed in the textbooks but it is certain that those 

used in traditicmal workshops are not adequate. The lack of c.ost 

accounting inforaation in Cyprus firas is perhaps a reflection of the 

barrier or denial described earlier. 

Fourth. t:be working party could seek a for•al link to Cyprus Forest 

Industry Ltd. through. for exaaple, stock p\ll"Chases or participation 

on a aub-comaittee or tile Board of Directors. 1be iaportant point is 

to open dialogue 1;0 l8t superficial and real probleas can be 

distinguished and the wood suppliers and w\lOd users can work together 

in a constructive relationship with an eye to adaptation to the new 

principles of co.petition. 

Thia list of candidates for potential collective action deaonstrates 

that the specific fora ot inter-fira networks can not be decided by 

ec:onmic principles. It also dellonstrates that aany resources exist 

in C7J>rm tor restructuring the furniture industry. It is crucial 

that the8e in•t.Ltutiona and resources be combined W>der strategic 

orientation that has widespread consensus. 

The challenge is real. It can be aet. To do so will be an 

acC011plislment. It iR worthy or CC1Uitment. 
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U.S.A. 

F ... rel 
a.public 
of GenarlJ 

!HJ15H! 

133,457 

75,946 

13,671 

18,264 

23,617 

10.555 

'6,434 

124,1\15 

113,354 

91,339 

31,1114 

14,742 

95,192 

121,345 

127,447 

100.346 

19.271 

13,197 

152,511 

144,620 

116,355 

114,620 

26,635 

14,991 

209,675 

193.577 

231.571 

117.761 

30,635 

20,162 

302,960 354,763 

176,671 209,497 

304,960 317,427 

141,764 171,114 

42,802 46,352 

52,160 92,176 

331,102 

280,514 

333,744 

191,757 

49,406 

97,607 

339,394 •.•. 

•••• 11.a. 

II.A. N.A. 

196,292 II.A. 

..... ··"· 
19,055 71,122 

2.547.068 3.152,'51 •••• 271,774 2,095,259 3,149,033 3,169,644 4.511,271 6,275,655 ··"· 

772,1'6 a51.166 •••• 615,543 116,171 917,745 1.061,014 

275.247 370,716 411.630 •••• '47,151 673,737 1,009,661 1.117,tae 1,672,313 "·"· 

347.1'6 ....... 396,771 •••• 232 .... 

•••• •••• •••• •••• 1'6,441 230,900 .... 15,117 12.au 10.au 21,632 31,151 

tl2 1,308 5,996 5,627 

llote: 1973 - 1975 -.port of furniture lncludH •Ul and otller •teritl 

• JncladH all t,,.• of furniture 

lource: (1) Drternal Tr .... O.,.rtmnt of ltati•Uc• 
(2) Y••rlloolc of Jnternatlona& Tr ... ltati•tic1, 

United "8Uon• 
52 

9,559 

302,010 

2'3,449 

JJ,711 

13,359 

366,719 

JJ,780 

13,311 

41Ci,533 ··"· 

302,336 "·"· 

•••• ··"· 
13,180 6,500 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Table 1 

Furniture Co:tsumption and lllports in Various European Countries for the Year 
1983 (•illions of U.S. S) 

Furniture lcports of hports 
Consumption Wooden 

Furniture Consumption 

Belgiua 1.490 315 21.1 
France 8.700 1.o48 12.0 
Italy 4.130 86 2.1 
Holland 1,400 506 36.1 
Sweden 1.380 170 12.3 
United Kingdoa 4.180 653 15.6 
West Geraany 8,320 1.132 13.6 

Note: '!be table is only indicative. '!be data for imports 
includes only wooden furniture but also includes office 
furniture; the data for internal consumption includes 
furniture aade from all •aterilllls but excludes office 
furniture. 

(%) 

Source: L'industria del Legno e del Mobile, September/October 1986, a 
publication of the Centro Studi Industria Leggera. Via Gesu, 17, 20121 Milano 

Table 2 

'l'otal Furniture Imports at Current Dollar Prices (millions of U.S. $) 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Austri.s 222.8 258.7 301.7 238.0 235.6 249.9 245.7 
BelgiWI 475.7 548.0 607.5 464.3 376.2 315.0 ~94.4 
France 785,5 993.1 1,178.0 1,074.7 1,135 7 1,047.6 968.2 
Ger11any 1,011. 7 1,241.9 1,506.2 1,246.2 1,082.1 1,131.8 1,109.8 
Italy 59.0 82.8 111.9 98.8 91.4 86.1 98.9 
Holland 780.9 860.7 881.7 636.7 510.2 505.5 467.2 
Spain n.d. n.d. 54.3 38.4 43.3 37.0 33.8 
Sweden 172.9 230.8 278.5 230.1 189.3 170.2 192.0 
Switzerland 294.2 380.5 458.5 400.8 394.8 397.4 407 .4 
Uni tee! Kingdom 315.1 465.7 560.6 619.3 616.2 653.4 695.7 

Total 4,090.7 5,062.2 5,939.0 5,047.2 4.674.8 4.5~4-3 11,513.0 

Source: See Table 1 
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Table 3 

Furniture Trade Balance 1 1280 and 128il {aillions of current U.S. S! • 
1978 1979 1~ 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Austria 74.3 103.8 142.0 131.0 u5.7 124.7 118.4 • Belgiua 506.5 551.7 635.9 532.0 491.1 495.7 467.3 
France 339.1 429.6 505.9 463.1 448.8 472.3 449.0 
Geraany 1.382.7 1.569.7 1.671.5 1.436.4 1.418.6 1.368.4 1,362.3 
Italy 1,234.o 1,766.3 1,929.0 1.835.2 1.110.9 1,774.1 1.782.6 
Bolland 201.1 238.9 264.0 226.7 227.0 215.9 221.3 
Spain 0 0 151.4 154.3 152.2 140.6 166.8 • Sweden 272.9 359.1 436.4 389.8 330.3 349.7 395.6 
Switzerland 73.2 76.0 89.3 77.7 75.0 82.1 83.3 
United Kingdoa 352.3 387.3 431.9 334.5 324.9 311.2 302.3 

Total 4.436.1 5.482.4 6.257.3 5.580.7 5.354.6 5.334.7 5.348.9 

• 
Source: See Table 1 

Table 4 

Furniture T~ade Balance 1 1280 and 128il lmillions of current U.S. S) • 
1980 1984 

Expo1t Import E-I Export Import E-1 • 
Austria 142 302 -16o 118 246 -128 
Belgium 636 6o8 28 467 249 218 
France 506 1,178 -672 449 968 -519 
Gel'llany 1,672 1,506 166 1,362 1,109 25; 
Italy 1,929 112 1,817 1,783 99 1,684 
Holland 264 882 -618 221 467 -246 • Spain* 151 54 97 167 34 133 
Sweden 436 279 157 396 192 204 
Switzerland ~9 458 -369 83 407 -324 
United Kingdom 432 561 -129 302 696 -394 

•Spanish data in 1980 columns is tor 1978. • 
Source: See Table 1 

• 

• 
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Tabl• 5 

Lo••r• and survivor• in the North London rurnlt\lre lnduatrx 

FirN cloaima down Workforce Firms clo•ing down 1 1983-1986 Workforce survivors Workforce 
before 1983 

1970 1984 1970 1986 

Angel Colony 
Great la•t•rn c.binet Co. 300 CaraHll 130 30 8 5 I Nathan 400 150 
Sparrow ' SU.,n• 130 
Coller 200 
S\lpa•uite 200 
Beautility 1.llC~ 

Elx'• E•tate 
ttc.eworthy 500 Howard 130 100 Stonehill 900 400 

"' Cabinet Indu•try i.ooo Welsell 300 130 
"' Wrighton 500 Uni flex 400 100 

John Citize1 100 

Lea Bridp 
Berrys 100 Blues tone 300 150 
Henry Wilke• 101) Austin 400 200 
Grant 100 
Liden (Whitewood) 300 

other• in North London 
Lebua 3.ooo 
lye lock 400 
Swine rs 300 
Schreiber (Harlow) 1.000 

(Hoddesdon) 

-TOTALS 13.430 lost jobs (1970-86): 750 550 (remaining 
jobs) 

Source: Michael H. Best. interviews with North London furniture manufacturArs, past and present, 
and workers. 
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Table 6 

llaero Bcoftalic Data for Italian Furniture Fil'lft• with over 20 lnplpy .. •, 
1967· 1981 

TU mover Value Added Fixed Inve•tment P•r•onnel lxpen•• Humber r....,lo) 
Year 

billions of annual billions of annual billions of annual billion• of annual 
current change in C\lrrent lira change in current lira change in current Ura chan9e in thou•and• 
Ura ' ' ' ' 

1967 196 -- 97.4 -- -- 72.6 -- 58.8 
1968 242.2 +23.6 117.5 +20.6 20.1 "'"l .1 86.9 +19.6 64.2 
lC){,CJ 290.CJ +20.1 137.4 +17.0 21.0 + 4.0 102.4 +17.8 68.6 
1970 336.8 +15.8 155.7 +13.4 20.1 - 4.J 119.9 +17 .1 69.4 
1971 387.4 +15.0 187.6 +20.5 24.1 +20.4 148.8 +24.1 71.1 
1972 4CJCJ.6 +29.0 223.7 +19.2 41.6 +72.3 171.3 +15.2 80.9 
1913 707.9 +41. 7 304.J +36.1 61.5 +47.9 225.1 +31.4 83.8 
1974 1,001.1 +41.4 406.4 +JJ.5 89.3 +45.2 296.1 +31.5 85.5 
1975 929.8 - 7.1 421.1 + 3.6 47.3 -47.1 327.S +10.6 79.0 
1976 1,408.1 +51.4 570.2 +35.5 79.9 +69.0 416.9 +27.J 78.7 
1917 1,651.5 +17.2 674.0 + 0.1 101.3 +26.7 501.1 +20.2 77 .5 
1978 1,922.4 +16.4 764.4 +13.4 86.5 -14.6 575.4 +14.8 76.3 
1979 2,661.9 +38.4 940.2 +22.9 108.7 +25.6 686.2 +19.2 74.5 
1980 3,674.5 +38.0 1,226.9 +30.5 147.1 +35.3 820.8 +19.6 73.8 
1981 3,881.9 + 5.6 1,365.2 +11.2 135.1 - 8.1 925.8 +12.7 70.2 

Source: 8erc)io Silvestrelli, Progresso Technico E Rapport! Tra Imprese Nel Settore Del Mobile in Italia E Nelle Marche, 
Economic tlarche, June 1985 • 

annu1 
chan~ 
ih • 
+9.2 
+6.8 
+1.2 
+2.4 
+13.E 
+ J, ! 
+ 2.J 
- 7 .E 
- o. ~ 
- 1. ! 
- 1.t 
- 2.: 
- o.~ 
- 4 .I 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
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Clase Siae 
(nUlllber of 911Ployeee) 

1 

Ut 

...... 1-0 

10-49 

50-CJCJ 

100-499 

500 and over 

Total industrial units 

Units without _..,1oyeee 

Total business units 

Source: See Table 6. 

• • • • • • 

Table 1 

CCl!l!o•ition of ltalian Purhiture and Wood P'urniahina• 
Bueinaaa Unite by Humber of Employees bx Number of EmploY!!• 

1961 - 1981 

Typology of 1961 1971 1981 
8ualneH Unit 

bus. units ' bus. units ' bus. units 

2 3 4 s 6 1 

artbinal 26,689 92.8 25,517 88.6 29,207 

.. u 1,815 6.3 3,013 9.7 3,954 

IMtdim 195 0.7 393 1.25 364 

IMtdim-larcJe 69 0.2 132 0.4 149 

1U'C)9 1 0.003 4 0.01 2 

10 and over 2,080 7,200 3,542 11.4 4,469 

13 0.04 182 

28,769 100.0 31,072 10\J.O 33,858 

• • 

Variation Variati• 
1961-71 1971-81 

' in \ in \ 

8 9 10 

86.3 + J + 6 

11.68 .. 66 +31 

1.1 +101 - 1 

0.4 + 91 +13 

0.006 +300 -so 

13.2 + 10 +26 

0.54 + 8 

100.00 + 8 + 9 



Teble 8 

Ccl!!O•ition of the Workforce bx Italian Furniture Pir11. 1961-1981 

1961 1971 1981 

Class Sise Typology of Muft>er Average Number Average N\lllt>er Average Variation Variation 

(n\Jllber of Bueine•• Unit ~loyed ' Number Employed ' Number Employed ' Number 1961-71 1971-81 

9111Ployee•) Employed Employed Employed in ' in ' 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1-9 artisanal 72,179 53.4 2.7 65,393 37.2 2.4 70,122 35.8 2.4 - 9 + 7 

10-49 -11 37,480 27.8 20.6 59,342 33.8 19.7 75,046 38.3 19 + 58 +26 

S0-99 MdiUlll 13,325 9.9 68.l 26,885 15.3 68.4 24,468 12.s 67.2 +102 - 9 

100-499 mdiu.-181'99 11,455 8.5 166.o 20,966 11. 9 158.8 24,635 12.6 165.3 + 83 +17 

"' CD 500 and over large 592 0.4 592 2,946 1.7 736.5 1,470 0.7 735 +398 -so 

Tctal industrial 
unit• (10 and 

over) 62,852 46.5 30.2 110, 139 62.7 31.1 125,619 64.2 28.1 + 75 +14 

Total industrial 
unit• 135,031 100 4.7 175,532 100 5.6 195,741 :.oo 5.8 + 30 +11 

Source: See Table ~ 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 



Industry 
Code • 

33 

• 331 

3311 

3311.1 • 3311.2 
3311.3 

3311.4 
3312 • 3319 

• 332 

33io 

• 3320.1 

3320.2 

• 3320.4 
3320.9 

3321 

3321.1 

• 
Source: 

• 

Table 9 

Enterprises and E!S>lopnt bx Wood and Wood Products 
Sector, 1984 

SUb- llo. of llo. of Gross 
Sector Finis !lleloyees output 

(£OOO's) 

1IOOD AND 1IOOD 
PRODUCTS IllCLIJDDG 
PURMITURE total 1 .. 152 5,583 50,097.5 

am .a <mk 
hucb:t:a l:D:ept> 
hnllb1E9 total 816 2,755 26,627.3 
Sa-.ills and 
Planing total 725 2,608 25,528.2 
Forest Indu&tries 1 170 4,717.6 
Sawmills 35 174 1,526.1 
Sliding ck>ors, 
Wooden Flooring 
' Plywood 3 72 1,260.8 
Doors and Windows 686 2,192 18,023.7 
Wooden and cane 
Containers total 1 4 9.9 
Wood and Cork 
Products n.e.c. 
total 90 143 1,089.4 

lurniture .na 
piztura (llaollm>) 
total 736 2,828 23,470.2 
Furniture and 
Fixtures (Wooden) 
total 693 2,733 22,638.0 

Wooden Furnitur£ 
(Production, Repairs 
and Uphols.) S07 2,579 21,212.2 
OJairs and other 
Seats 66 79 536.5 
Venetian Blinds 4 40 604.6 
other Furniture and 
Fixtures 16 35 284.7 
other Furniture and 
Fixtures total 43 95 832.2 
Upholstery (CAr•) 43 95 832.2 

Industrial Statistics. 1984, Department of Statistic• 
and Research, Miniatry of Finance 
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Table 10 

Enterprises, Gross OUtwt and C!pit:al Formation bx Wood Products Industq, 1984 

ISIC Number of RUlllber Gross Capital 
Code Enterprises blployed output Formation 

( 1) llanuf acturing Total 3 5865 42,612 650.686,898 30,926,353 

(2) Wood ' Wood Products 
Including PUmiture 
(Total) 33 1552 5,583 50,097,546 2,428,946 

Row 2 R:>V 1 26.5, 13.1' 7.7' 7.9\ 

(3) Wood ' Cork Products 
lm:ept Furniture 
(Total) 331 816 2,755 26,627,337 1,067,557 

Row 3 Row l 13.9\ 6.5\ 4.1\ 3.4\ 

Sawmills-Planning 3311 725 

Forest Industries 3311.l 1 170 4,717,561 125,765 

Sawmills 3311.2 35 

(4) Doors and Windows 3311.4 686 2,192 18,023,685 751,449 

Row 1 Row 4 11. 7\ 5.1\ 2.8\ 2.4\ 

(5) Wooden Furniture and 
Fixtures (Total) 332 736 2,828 23,370,209 1,361,389 

Row 5 Row 1 12.5' 6.6\ 3.6\ 4.4\ 

Source: Industrial Statietics 1984, Department of Statistics and Research, 
Ministry of Finar.ce. 

Table 11 

Indices of output Growth. 1976-1984 

1980 • 100 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1foo4 ' Wood Product• 53.1 60.9 80.0 90.4 100.0 103.S 116.2 130.7 133.7 
inc:lu4in9 furniture 

llamlf acturin9 Total 65.0 76.1 84.9 92.7 100.0 107.4 110.1 113.5 120.s 

Soarca: Industrial Statistics, 1984, Department of Statistic• and Research 
Ministry of Finance. 
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• 
~ U - Tim Serie• of la•lc EcoaoUc llapltu .. • of the .,_..D Funltun aad future ladustey (1980-ltlS) 

(i.Alatey Ca4le lll) 

IH~ Hll Hl2 ltl3 ltl4 ltlS 
(pnllalnary) 

.i.. ef ho6actS- 11.012.n1 14.106.Sll l7.4l2.0li1 10.616.lll 21.141.100 n.221.000 

~,riae) 11.u 13.61 11.ll S.SI 6.U 

10.nt.ttl u.in.165 ll.17t.Ol4 lS.2l7.lS3 14.921.042 15.291.639 

14.11 14.ll t.71 -21 2.41 

.i.eAMeil s.2n.4ID •.»s."4 '·"'·''° 1.ut.113 10.112.to4 10.19c..ooo 

(wa&WC ldeM) 211 Ill lS.U t.SI 6.11 

..i.eAMeil s.100.t46 s.11>.t11 6.34S.13S 6.121.116 6.140.tol 7.lOS.990 

c~•••t ... tciae> !41 t.11 1.SI 1.11 2.41 

'4.i.;. el ..... acda s.341 6.036 1.100 1.021 1.1'2 a.sac. 

.... Dlfl•,.. 
(caHWC fda9) u.n 11.61 13.11 I.ti 4.91 

Ya19a ef ...... eta- s.161 s.11s s.6S> s.'33 s.616 S.651 

.... Dlfl.,.. 
<-u.c~) O.SI 1.11 4.91 -S.ll 0.61 

• W.'53 toa.411 121.141 1.c.s1.1ss 1.241.124 111.000 
Cspital ~c.ru 

(curnat ,rlcu) 461 -1.91 15% -14.41 -2'-'1 

-ttallqmHw 601.116 711.llO 651.114 1.072.546 IS2.31S 604.344 

(amatat .nc-> JOI -IS.ti 62.11 -20.51 -291 

J63.SIS 471.214 265.462 432,591 525,063 753.973 

21.61 -43.61 631 21.41 46.6% 

~ 1,041.lot 1,049,245 1,116.916 1,713.943 1,944,104 1.414.301 

(asnat .ncee> 
...-U-Impona -614,524 -577.961 -1,621.454 -1.341,345 -1,419.041 -660.335 

.~ ...... tsuru l0o641.I01 ll.63S.239 l7 0 l66.60S 20.113,540 21.223,631 22 ."74 .021 

JliloR8 MI ti 71 Ill II II 6% ..... ....... 
as,on. u I 31 ll 1.521 21 21 3% 

., ..... t:ac.rn 

JSJ.ttS 403.151 200.soo JH,226 359.111 sn.zs5 

14.21 -50.21 57.11 13.11 42.61 

....... -1.,_ 2.os1 2.»1 2.4SS 2.561 2,651 2,706 

IS.SI O.SI 6.61 J.SI 1.11 

....... ftna 652 661 672 670 673 
1.61 1.11 -0.31 0.41 

J.16 J.56 J.65 ).ll ).ts __ , 
S....Cdal tratuas AlaPoritJ ... Dspart8nt of 1e ... rc1a .., lcatutt.u: ladu•trlal rroductlon Survey, 1914 
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Table 13 

Size Distribution of furniture Firas, 1984 (ISIC Code 332) 

Fira Size Number of Census Value 
by Number Huaber F.ngaged Gross Value Added 
of Eaployees of Firas Persons Output Added per F.llployee• 

(OOO's) {OOO's) (s) 

c 14 48 25 

1-4 622 1,147 8,529 4.529 3,950 

5-9 49 328 2,399 1,211 3.700 

10-19 30 410 3,7113 1,776 4,330 

20-29 9 225 2,542 1,159 5,150 

30-49 7 306 2,679 1,354 4,420 

50-99 4 310 2,704 1,226 3.950 

100 and over 1 102 826 548 5.370 

Total 736 2,828 23,470 11,828 4,18o 

• Rounded to three significant numbers. 

Source: Industrial Statistics, 1984, Departaent of Statisti:s and Research 
Ministry of Finance 
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Table 14 

Diatribution of lftRlox .. • bx Firm Si••· 1980 - 1985 

l!!2 ll!! !!ll !!!! llli 1!ll 

Mullber of Nunt>er of Number of N\.lllber of Number of Nwftber ot 

~lope• ' Bllt>lO}'ff8 ' Employees ' !lllployee• ' Employ .. • ' Employ••• ' 
s-10 222 18.5 226 17 .1 229 16.0 242 l!§. 4 219 13.2 189 11.3 

11-50 632 52.5 667 50.6 723 50.4 742 47.4 791 47.9 794 47.5 

0\ OV.r SO 349 29.0 425 32.2 482 33.6 583 37.2 643 38.9 687 41.J 
w - - - - - - -- - - - -

Total 1,203 100.0 1,318 100.0 1,434 100.0 1,567 100.0 1,653 100.0 1,670 100.C 

~rce: eyprua Induatrial Trainl119 Authority. 



Table 15 

Jbe Distribution of Total Production by Final llarket 
(in percentage or total output) 

Pim Size 

llarket 5-10 11-50 over 50 Total 

Cyprus 100 95.9 93.9 95.6 
F.urope 0 o.o 5.8 2.8 
Arab 0 3.1 0.11 1.6 

Total 100 100 100 100 

Source: Industrial Training Authority 
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Table 16 

llan!(!!ent. Decision.akif!R Acti vj !Jes 

A. SALES AND llARKETING 

1. llarket research 
2. ltnowledge of aarket sepents 
3. O.Oice of distribution channels 
4. Sales promotion 
5. Product image 

B. TmlNICAL PRODUCllON F.XPERTISE 

1. Teclmical know-how 
2. Production planning 
3. Plant layout 
4. Organization of aaterial/product flows 
5. Quality control 
6. Finishing 
7. Structure of product 

c. PRODUCT DEVFJ.OPMENT 

1. llarket research 
2. Design 
3. Materials 

D. PLANNING 

1. F.nterprise concept 
2. Product range 
3. Distribution channels 
4. Vertical integration 

E. SOCIAL RELATIONS 

1. Work organization 
2. Payment scheaes 
3. Skills 

F. ACCOUNTING/FINANCE 

1. Cost accounting 
2 • Financial planning • 3. Preparation or accounts 

G RAW MATERIALS 

1. Quality and quantity or local wood products 
2 . Imported woods • 

• 
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'table 17 

The Changing Approach to Organizing Work 

OLD WAY Worker wants nothing rrm 
the job except pay, avoids 
responsibility, end must be 
controlled and coerced 

Rill WAY Worker desires challenging 
job and vlll seek responsibility 
and autonomy if aanageaent penli ts 

HOW 'DIE JOB IS DESIGNED 

OLD WAY Work is f rapented and 
deskilled. Worker is confined 
to narrow job. Doing and 
thinking are separated 

REW WAY Work is aultiskilled and 
perf omed by teaawork where 
possible. Worker can upgrade 
whole system. Doing and thinking 
are coabined 

MANAGEMENT'S ORGANIZATION AND STYLE 

OLD WAY Top-down military 
c01111and with worker at bottom 
or aany SUPervisory layers; 
worker is expected to obey 
orders and has no power 

NEW WAY Relatively flat structure 
with few layers; worker aakes 
suggestions and has power to 
iapleaent changes 

JOB T:lAINING AND SECURITY 

OLD WAY Worker is regarded as a 
replaceable part and is given 
little initial training or re
training for new jobs. Layoffs 
are routine when business 
declines 

NEW WAY Worker is considered a 
valuable resource and is constantl~· 
retrained in new skills. Layoffs 
are avoided if possible in a 
downturn 

HOW WAGES ARE DETERMINED 

OLD WAY is geared to the 
job. not the person, rmd is 
detenained by evaluation and 
job classification •ystems 

OLD WAY Labour anrJ aanageaent 
interests are coriBidered 
incompatible. Conflict arises 
on the shop tlocJr and in 
bar1ainin1 

NEW WAY Pay is linked to skills 
acquired. Group incentive ar.d 
profit-sharing plans are used to 
enhance C01111it11ent 

LABOUR RELATIONS 

NEW WAY Mutual interests are 
eaphuized. Manapaent shares 
information about the business. 
Labour •hares responsibility for 
aaking it succeed 

DATA: RICHARD E. WALTON, HARVARD UNIVERSITY; BUSINESS WEEK 
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llETAL 

StlllARY 

Over the last fifteen years. the COllJluter revolution has transformed 

the international engineering industry. With batch production 

constituting 80% of engineering output. the industry had 

traditionally been unable to benefit from the volume economies of 

mass production. Tools had to be constantly re-set. Each part might 

go through 5-30 operations. with lengthy gaps between each. The 

average component manufacturing cycle time in the early 1970's was 

100 days. The ratio of processing time to total cycle time "as 

rarely above 1%. 

The introduction of numerically controlled (NC) 

numerically controlled (CNC) machine tools changed this. 

and computer 

Tools could 

now be programmed to perform different operations with a minimum of 

downtime and queuing between operations. Group technology arranged 

components into families which could be processed as if they were a 

uniform product by the CNC machine. Computers were introduced to 

optimise th£ routing of parts within the factory, as well as their 

automatic transport. Computer Aided Design (CAD) not only greatly 

extended the scope of the designers, it also allowed the design to be 

directly fed into the manufacturing system as the programme to govern 

the production process (CAD became integrated with CAM - Computer 

Aided Manufacturing). More recently, the val'ious design and machine 

systems, robots, and automatic transfer and materials handling 

equipment have been further integrated into Flexible Manufacturing 

Systems. By 1984 there were 200 FMS operations throughout the world, 

the majority of them in Japan. They were achieving a capacity 

utilisation rate of 92% on a three shift basis, with many running 

unattended throughout the night. The scope of this engineering 
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industrial revolution is now approaching that of the original 18th 

centu1·y textile revolution. 

1be countries to have gained in world competition - Japan. Italy and 

West Germany - have done so partly through the effective adoption of 

these systems. and partly through specialisation and the adaptation 

of products to customer needs. 1be niche aarket producers of the 

Baden Wuerttemberg region of West Germany and of the Third Italy 

extending from the Appenines to the Adriatic have been outcoapeting 

standardised producers from the United States. Even when US 

engineering firms have adopted Flexible Manufacturing Systems they 

have done so as would-be volume producers rather than to automate 

their flexibility. The results have been much lower productivity. 

and less variety. than their competitors in Japan. 

Cyprus still stands largely outside this revolution. Four fifths of 

its demand for ~etal and engineering products is imported. Domestic 

production is concerned primarily with the manufacture of light 

industrial products. and with servicing functions c~epair and 

maintenance. and one off job shop work). Four fifths of its 

production is concerned with sheet metal work. the bulk of it geared 

to the construction industry and the agricultural machinery sector. 

It is predominately small scale and labour intensive. with only thret 

firms employing more than 50 people within the metal products sector 

itself. It is thus a flexible sector. but one with almost no 

automation. We found only three firms with computer aided 

manufacturing. using a total of nine CNC and computer controlled 

machines in all. 

A survey of 23 firms covering 50% of sectoral output, and 27% of 

employment, highlighted a number of problems; a declining level of 

skill in the workforce, and inadequate in-firm training; little 

specialisation or automation; problems of financial structure and 

control, quality control and job shop estimating. With Middle East 

markets and the domestic construction industry declining, metal 

working firms had tended to turn inwards, aiming to extend marke ~ 
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share through price cutting. This was threatening a nuaber of firms 

in an industry which was already facing falling production {down 8~ 

in voluae tel'9S in 1986) falling employment {down 13% between 1982 

and 1986) and falling profitability. One consolation is that entry 

into the CustOES Union 1110uld only aarginally effect the sector -

because or its saall scale job shopping and light industrial nature. 

But the sector faces severe difficulties nonetheless • 

Many of the curr .. '"nt weaknesses of the Cypriot aetal products industry 

are linked to the fact that Cyprus is an island with a saall internal 

aarket and long supply lines. These characteristics pose 

difficulties to a restructuring strategy which aims to achieve 

improved competitiveness through standardised products. volume 

production. and cheap labour costs. There is an inadequate domestic 

aarket to cover fixed costs. Labour costs have been rising with the 

level of development and in tight labour markets. and are unlikely to 

return to the levels of low inc:>me Third World countries. 

Furthermore. demand still favours tailor made products rather than 

standard ones. We do not think the volume production strategy is a 

promising route . 

Rather we recommend a policy of upgrading the industry. encouraging 

specialisation within it. and the automation of its e··isting small 

scale flexibiH ty. This would require increased levels of skills -

both tr~ditional engineering craft skills and the new computer 

related ones. It would need a greater eaphasis on product design. 

and adaptive research and development. The industry would have to 

undertake a programme of investment in the new technology, and expand 

its aarketing c&pacity. Firms need to re-organise themselves around 

niche markets, serviced with automated flexible machinery . 

Because of the small size of firms in the industry, the first 

precondition for such a strategy of 'flexible specialisation' is that 

firms co-operate so that they can afford those things normally 

associated with scale: strategic planning; a common computer aided 

design facility; research and development; training; and an overseas 
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tvo way aarketing network. The second precondition is that th.e 

Governaent should co-ordinate the aany departaents which have 

dealings with aetal workir.g fiI'llS. Central to the task of co

ordination is the developaent of an agreed aediua ter11 strategy for 

the sector. which the Government should produce jointly with the 

industrialists and unions. With such private and public co

ordination coaing into effect. the necessary joint action on rata 

aaterial sourcing. training. design and research and development. can 

be taken within an agreed rraaework. 

Cypriot aetal producers have been responsible for a decade of rapid 

growth. This growth has now slowed. If it is to be resumed. a re

orientation of the industry is needed. A saall nuaber or firas have 

been 11<>ving in the proposed direction. Others need to follow. But 

it will only be possible if firas co-operate in creating new 

structures vi thin which they can coapete on product design and 

quality rather than on price. The government can support 

initiatives. and provide puap priaing resources. But it is the 

industrialists who will determine whether aetal working can take on 

board the new industrial revolution in engineering or whether the 

sector will be cut back to a restricted role of low productivity 

service engineering. 
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1.1 Industry a.aracteristics 

The aetal working sector involves the cutting. tr:imaing. shaping. 

moulding and asseabling or aetals. It consists or four aain 

subsectors. as shown in Figure 1. 

These sub sectors share a number or common features. First they are 

prede>11inantly producer goods. and depend for their market on the 

level or investaent. The reduction in the world wide level of 

investment since 1973 has therefore hit these industries directly. 

Thus for exaaple. the construction industry - which deteraines the 

demand for the structural steel sector - showed a negative rate of 

growth between 1975 and 1985 in aajor European aarkets. with the UK 

averaging -3% per annum. and only Italy showing a aarginal increase 

over the period. Conversely. the growth or investment in the Middle 

East has aeant a strong demand for aetal working. particularly in 

structural steel. In spite or the recent decline in the Middle East 

•arket, in the long tera this is likely to reaain an iaportant area 

or investllent deaand, particularly in the event or a third oil price 

rise. 
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Figure 1 

The Metal Working Industry 

Heavy F.ngineering Metal Foraing Precision Structural 
F.ngineering Steel 

Power station eating l vent- Shafts Industrial 
equipment ilating & Commercial 

•paent Valves building & 
Heavy Plating plant 

Refrigeration • F.apellers & 
Large bearings airconditioning propellers Farm build-

ing 
Shipbuilding Cabinets & Ball bearings 

casings Electricity 
Locomotives Pumps 

Closures & Transmission 
Centrifugal fans partitioning Precision towers 
for power statioru foundries 
and mining Water tanks Dock gates & 

Milling cutters industrial 
Pipelines Pipes doors 

Bevil gears 
Foundries Metal container Bridges & 

Spiral milling other infra-
Boilers & Foundries structure 
pressure vessels Helical gears 

Aluminium 
extrusions Compressors 

Heavy Engineering involves the use of giant tools to cut. 
shape. and join steel for the large scale equipment 
indicated in Figure 1: large hydraulic presses. heavy 
rollers and electric arc welding. 

llletal forming is concerned primarily with lighter sheet 
metal work. as well as aluminium extrusions where the 
metal is moulded by high pressure machinery rather than 
being cut. 

Precision engineering requires that the metal forming and 
shaping be carried out to fine tolerances. through the 
use of such tools as lathes and milling machines for 
precision production. 

Structural •teelwork is centred on the construction 
industry. 15% of the steelwork fabrication market in 
Europe is involved in the construction or industrial 
buildings - factories and warehouses. The remainder is 
principally directed to the construction of offices, 
hospitals, schools and universities, and the other items 
indicated in Figure 1. The work involves sawing and 
drilling rolled steel joists then welding them together. 
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Secondly. the industry is characterised by small and medium batch 

production. For engineering as a whole it estimated that 75% of 

output consists of batches of 50 or less. in some cases being one off 

items. particularly in the heavy engineering and structural steel 

sectors. In part this is the result of the producer good 

characteristic of the industry. Whereas •any consumer goods 

industries were developed along the lines of •ass production of 

standardised cOllllodities. it was a feature of •ass production that 

aany investae.nt goods were specific to a particular •odel. Mass 

production in the consumer goods industries and batch production in 

the engineering industries were complementary. 

lbe batch character of metal working output has a number of 

consequences. It puts a premium on skilled craft work rather than 

the semi-skilled fragmented tasks of mass production industries. In 

heavy engineering it is the boilermakers; in metal forming. the sheet 

metal workers; in precision engineering the tool-makers; in 

structural steel. the thick plate welders. The skills of the 

turne:s. and fitters and the skilled designers have been the backbone 

of industry. and are reflected in a pattern of industrial relations 

quite distinct from those of mass production manufacturing. 

Because production could not benefit from economies of scale. 

competitivity depended on the level of design and skill. At one end 

of the industry. this meant small two and three person companies 

offering labour intensive sub contract jobbing shop s~rvices. These 

businesses operated from small workshops using mechanically operated 

equipment (presses, sheers , rollers) combined with metal working 

skills to meet the demand for one- off fabrications and assemblies. 

At the higher levels firms produced batches of products from designs 

in modern factories, supported by sales and marketing activities. At 

both ends, the industry was offering flexibility, but faced the cost 

problems of batch as agair1st volume production. Design, materials 

lay-out, cutting, assembling. finishing, all had to be developed 

afresh. The specialization and mechanisation of tasks characteristic 

of mass production was much more limited in the engineering 

industries. 
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As a result. the industry had a reputation of back~ardness. It was 

difficult to increase labour productivity. Capital productivity was 

also low. with considerable down-time of machinery between jobs. and 

working capital tied up in work in progress. For individual 

manufacturers it was. therefore. difficult to offset declining 

markets by improvements in factor p:-oductivity. 

What unites the industry. therefore. is its common orientation to the 

demand for investment goods; its use of common raw aaterials. 

particularly steel; its dependence on a pool of craft labour and the 

batch nature of its production. Though the type of equipment may 

differ between sub-sectors. the types of process and the functions of 

the equipment are similar. For whether the task is the construction 

of pipelines in heavy engineering, or of ventilating equipment in the 

sheet metal sector. similar processes are involved: cutting, 

trimming. shaping, moulding, and assembling of metals. In structural 

steel, the RSJ's are cut with large electric saws; in sheet metal, 

gas cutters were traditionally used. The functions were similar, 

while the t.:>ols differed either in size, or by virtue of ~he 

thickness of the steel, and the precision required for the product in 

question. 

Since the early 1970's, and particul::.:-1~· during the last decade, the 

industry has been transformed. In some cases, this was the result of 

applying mass production techniques to former batch products. This 

has been the basis for the revolution in shipbuilding in the post war 

period. Japan, followed by Sweden, and more recently South Korea, 

began making ships as if they were cars: standardised, produced on a 

flowline, with common parts and specialized tasks. Japan's sharP. of 

the world shipbuilding rose from 5% in 1945 to 50% by the 1970' s, 

while the British - still locked into building one-off bespoke ships 

- declined from 50% to 5% over the same period. 

More far reaching, however, has been the application of new 

technology to the industry, notably' that based on the computer. 
' 

Electronics has transformed all secttons of the industry, bringing 
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•any or the advru1tages formally confined to mass production to s~all 

batch manufacturing. Both labo·. and capital productivity has been 

increased to an extent way beyo.. ·hat had been possible before. As 

a result, metal working, like engineering more generally, has moved 

from being seen as a 'sunset'industry to being a 'sunrise' {or as the 

Americans put it, a 'dematuring') one. 

1.2 New Technology 

1.2.1 The principle technological changes have been the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5 . 
6. 

1. 

Computer Aided Design {CAD) 

Numerically controlled {NC) and computer numerically 

controlled machines, {CNC) and other forms of electronic 

machinery, including robots. 

Group technology. 

Automatic transport and sto1:11ge systems. 

CAD linked into computer aided manufacturing {CAD/CAM). 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems. 

New processes, such as laser cu~ting and aluminium 

extrusion. 

Computer Aided Design meant the replacement of paper and pencil with 

computers and terminals in the design process. All data about the 

products - shapes, dimensions, tolerances, assembly and finish - are 

inputs to the computer allowing for stress analysis, weight, 

configuration and graphics to be displayed almost instantly. 

Previously the analysis of stress in the design of products had to be 

calculated manually. Now this could be do11e by computer, saving not 

only time, but reducing the cost of materials through design 

optimisation. The same was true of the layout of parts to be cut 

from, say, a sheet of steel. As in clothing and footwear, this used 

to be a highly skilled job, but is now amenable to computer 

estimation, with considerable material savings. CAD systems have 
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also allowed aore rapid and accurate quotations for new or adapted 

products. 

NC and CNC -chines and other electronic equipment. NC and CNC 

aachines are those which !11'e programmed to operate in particular 

ways. Effectively. this has automated the skilled tasks of setting 

and re-setting. of sheet aetal cutting. turning. milling. burring and 

so forth. Not cnly does it speed up the particular operation. it 

reduces ~e down time between operations. and it is this which allows 

the scale economies of volW1e production to be enjoyed even for small 

batches. For the fine tolerance work of precision engineering NC and 

CNC tocls have been particularly important. but they were also 

introduced early on in heavy engineering in the production process of 

large vehicles like ships and locomotives which required the use of 

massive machine tools. Similarly. in structural steel. the large 

metal saws are programmed, as are the drills and the burring machines 

to cut and trim the holes in the RSJ's. 

With the development of microprocessor techniques. machines now ha\·e 

a sensory capability and artificial intelligence, through electronic 

whiskers measuring vibration, temperature, location of parts, 

dimensions and tolerances. Robots are an extension of this, being 

able to grasp, move and work with various tools to perform tasks 

automatically. Computer controlled. they are used for a large number 

of machine operations: drilling, trimming, automatic assembly, 

welding, grinding and polishing, glueing and painting. 

Group technology consists of groupi~g like components in relation to 

production and dividing them into families. The workshop is fitted 

with precisely the machines which are necessary for producing these 

families. From the "pofot of view" of a computer numerically 

controlled machine (CNC) components in a family are uniform. This 

allows the production of a large and comprehensive batch as opposed 

to producing many small batches with variable set-up times 
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Automatic transport and storage system: aaterial handling. Many 

s•aller to medium sized firms in Europe have been able to gt~atly 

increase the flexibility of advanced aanufacturing technology through 

new autOllated transport systems within the factory. Hitherto. the 

assembly line in •P.ss production has been the only aeans of 

organising the efficient transport of parts to be carried around the 

factory. New systems automate the transport of parts and tools in 

factories which do not carry on •ass production. The systems aI"e 

flexible. consisting or transport belts which are computer 

controlled. unmanned trucks "robot vehicles" and facilitate automatic 

storage of raw materials and finished products. 

Being computer controlled. they provide data inputs for production 

planning and materials requirements in the factory. Automatic 

writing of orders for replacement materials reduces inventory costs 

and spee~s wo~k in progress. producing substantial savings. 

CAD/CA14 and Flexib:e Manufacturing Systems. CAD-CAM links up 

Computer Aided Design with Computer Aided Manufacturing. enabling the 

programme developed by the designer to be transf P.rred as the 

programme which determines the operation of the machinery. The 

flexible manufacturing systems takes this link up a step further. 

uniting the processes of production and transportation within the 

factor3 in a single automatically co-ordinated flow. 

In medium to small scale enterprise, the application of FMS is 

developing in three distinct ways The first of these is in the 

provision for handling rational as well as prismatic components. 

Most PMS at present handle prismatic components, gearboxes, cylinder 

heads, etc., because although complex, they can be handled easily by 

auto11ated systems and machined on machinery centres. Rotational 

parts such as axles, although relatively simpler in shape and cheaper 

in value are more difficult to handle and require lathes or cylinder 

grinding machinery. There are a growing number of this type of FMS, 

particularly in Germany and Italy and in Japan. The pattern of 

future developments will be towards systems which are capable of 
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handli•1g both types of components. thereby considerably increasing 

flexibility. 

Second, in sheet metal work most FMS's are presently concerned with 

cutting metal from billets or bass. There is cor-siderable demand in 

Europe for sheet aetalworking FMS. A nuaber of projects are underway 

to develop systems which utilise techniques like COllputer aided parts 

nesting and which ror11 the basis of sheet metal cells. Manufacturers 

in West Ger11any, including Tromf and Behrens, and in the us. Strippit 

and WiedemE:IM are rapidly advancing the capabilities of FMS in 

metalworking. The main difficulty in sheet metal work is that it is 

far less easy to handle and has traditionally been a labour intensive 

operation. 

Third, the provision of FMS in assembly work is by far the most 

significant development area in Europe, since assembly operations 

acco·.m t for the bulk of engineering work. By inventory, the split is 

about 60 per cent assembly, 30 per cent machinery and rn per cent 

materials. Systems most prominently in operation in Europe are those 

of Olivetti in Italy, Westinghouse in the USA, and Hitachi in Japan. 

While these are large organisations, the o;ystems offer the 

flexibility to the smaller manufacturer examples of which are 

Salvatore Grimaldi in Sweden and Cranfield Precision Engineering in 

the UK. Considerable R&D effort is going into fields such as robot 

vision and sensory systems which will be essential for many of the 

assembly tasks associated with the integration of discreet 

activities. 

Cutting and welding techniques. The transformation of the des:i.gn and 

production systems have been linked into improvements in cutting and 

welding techniques. In some instances the CNC machines have changed 

the process directly. Thus for example, steel metal cutting was 

largely done by gas burning. The resulting high temperatures limited 

the use of alloys in preference to steel. Now computerised machines 

can punch out the shapes. This has not only done away with the task 
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of cleaning the edges and burring. It has also allowed a auch wider 

use of alloys. 

For other aaterials. laser techniques have been introduced. for 

cutting. drilling. engraving. facing and welding. Laser beams 

consist of concentrated light which travels at a velocity of 

300.0CX>ka per second. Thus the temperature at the focus point of the 

aaterial reaches •any thousand degrees celsius. causing the aetal 

siaply to vaporise. The beu can cut aetals. ceraaics. plastics. 

wood and even cloth. 

The laser replaces a number of aachines. for example. punching and 

nibbling aachines. and can produce at lower cost with small batches. 

1be aachine is computer numerically controlled and does not require 

special tools with the additional benefit of reducing tooling and 

stockholding costs. 

Moulding processes 

New machinery has also been developed in the moulding of metals. One 

example is aluminium extrusion. where t'.1e pliability of the metal 

allows it to be passed through a machine at high pressure to form 

products such B£ 11aetal windows. previously made from the cutting, 

shaping, and welding of the metal. 

Another is in the foundry industry. where new electronic foundry 

systems have allowed for increased speed flexibility and quality of 

production. 
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1.2.2 Develop11ent and diffusion 

These processes taken together constitute an industrial revolution 

for the aetal working industry. Many of the applications are still 

in their early stages. They are more advanced in some sectors tha."1 

others, and in some countries aore than others. The pace of their 

application has been greatly increased by the fall in the price of 

electronic components. The systems themselves are coming down in 

price as original aachiraery is tried, tested, aodified and then 

proJuced in volume. It is one of the features of this new production 

that automated general purpose machines are replacing specific ones. 

For example. lathes now have multi-purpose heads rather than having 

to have special heads made by tool-makers for one particular purpose. 

This means that the flexible tools and machinery ca'1 be produced in 

volume thus reducing their prices. This is already happening with 

robots, as well as CNC machines themselves. 

The question about the diffusion of these techniques is therefore one 

of 1.ot of whether but when. 

offer: 

For if we consider the advantages they 

better design and value engineering 

- simpler production planning 

- shorter throughput-time 

- improved materials usage 

- new cheaper materials 

- less materials handling 

- lower unit costs of production 

- lower inventory and work in progress levels 

- improved quality 

- faster and more accurate costing and quoting 

- more rapid response times 

in short, greatly increased labour and capital productivity, then it 

is clear that it is only a matter of time before new machinery and 
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software allows these principles to be applied in an ever greater 

part of the sector. 

Japan has taken the lead in the adoption of this new technology. 

Table A shows the pace of Japanese adoption of NC •achines tools in 

the late 1970's. Similarly of all the CNC aachines installed world 

wide since 1975. 40% are in Japan. During the 1980's 55% of aachine 

tools installed in Japan were coaputer numerically controlled. In 

the US the figure wss 18%. But in the US as in other industrial 

countries the figure is rising. and by the second half of the Bo's 

was also nearly 50%. In the Newly Industrialising Countries (NICs) 

of the Third World there is also a gr.:.•ing adoption of NC and CNC 

machines. By 1983 Mexico had 350 such machines. and Brazil 843. CNC 

lathes made up over a third of South Korean new lathe investment by 

1982, and one fifth of lathe investment in Taiwan. 

1967 

1972 

1977 

1981 

Source: 

Table A 

Percentage of metal cutting and forming production 
which is numerically controlled. 1967-81 

US Japan UK France 

15 1 6 5 
14 14 8 10 

28 26 8 25 

29 51 19 23 

OECD 
International Marketing Data and Statistics. 

CAD systems in engineering have likewise been growing. By the early 

1980' s CAD was only found in 5% of the engineering firms in ... 1e US. 

but is forecast to reach 30% by 1989. Adoption has been slower in 

the Third World. with their engineering use lar~ely limited to the 

design of cars and car components. 

The trend now is to the adoption of whole Flexible Manufacturing 

Systems. By 1984 there were just under two hundred in operation in 

Japan and the US, with Japan running ahead by nearly 2:1. A recent 
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study shows average processing time per part being cut by two thirds. 

employment by four fifths. and capacity utilisation rates up by 50~ 

( J aikumar 1986) . 

These changes together represent the automation of flexibility. 

1.3 Sub-sectors 

The above developments have affected most of the sub-sectors which 

are of relevance to Cyprus. Below is a brief discussion of the most 

important of these. 

1.3.1 valves and pumps 

One of the fastest growing areas in the European valve market is in 

hygienic valves for applications in the food. pharmaceutical and 

biotechnology industries. The main criteria of a hygienic valve is 

that it needs to be crevice-free. The most suitable valve types for 

hygienic application are diaphragm and butterfly valves, as they 

normally feature a crevice-free design. However, while the butterfly 

and diaphragm formats form the basis of the design the need to adopt 

producer specification for the different requirements of the food 

pharmacy and biotechnology industries lends itself to computer aided 

designs linked to flexible manufacturing systems offering small, 

batch, fast turnround, precision products. 

In the UK alone, the market for hygienic valves has grown rapidly 

with an estimated growth from a few hundred thousand pounds two years 

ago to around £6m in 1987. 

Similarly, pumps fer food and hygienic applications is a growing 

sector in Europe whose four important design criteria must be met; 1) 
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non-corrosive aaterials; 2) no retaining pockets or crevices; 3) 

ability to vi thstand cleaning-in-place teaperatures and 4) rapid 

strip down fo::- inspection and cleaning. Many different types of 

puaps are being designed and constructed to aeet these requireaents. 

but the coaparative advantage in this sub-seetor is being gained froa 

the use of investaent castings in construction. These castings are 

of a high quality and offer advantages o•·ar conventional units 

fabricated froa stainless steel: walls can be thicker. lengthening 

life and allowing higher pressures; no internal welding results in 

better hygiene; and an iaproved involute shape car. be achievect which 

gives opti.aua efficiencies up to 75 per cent with an open illpeller 

(closed iapellers give higher efficiency but iapede cleaning in 

place). The advantage of investaent casting linked to c011puter aided 

design and aanufacturing aachine centres enables the producer to 

provide a auch wider range of products of higher quality at 

competitive prices. The ability to offer a wide range of casting 

designs with a variety of rotor foraats is also enhancing the 

traditionally neglected area of product aarketing in this sub-sector. 

Pumping systems and ranges being offered from individual 

manufacturers as a result of FMS include rotary or positi\·e 

displacement pumps. lobe pumps, peristaltic pumps, progressive Ca\·ity 

pumps. helical rotor pumps. rotary vane pumps and various design 

formats of the traditional industry workhorse, the centrifugal pump. 

1.3.2 sheet metalworking 

In the sheet aetalwork sub-sectors. manufacturing trends resulting 

from the developments in electronics technology, have shifted in 

favour of the production of lightweight units. Technological 

advances in the electronics sector have resulted in industrial and 

consumer products becoming smaller and more coapact. For example, 

the information displays previously housed in aetalwork cabinets 

have become digital as opposed to mechanical: control switches have 

been replaced by touch sensitive membranes; and heavy gauge mild 

steel sheet by lightweight alloys. 
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The reductions in the scale of the product the chassis for goods such 

as video recorders. television and hi-fi equipaent or freezers has 

placed greater emphasis on aachinery capable of working to close 

tolerances and ainiaizing stress on the lighter gauge •aterials. 

Hole-boring. punching. bending and shaping can be carried out by CNC 

aachines working at higher speeds. producing uniformed output vi th 

ainiaua scrap levels. 1be use or alloys provides both strength and 

durability while acc~ating more efficient materials handling 

operations. CNC slotting/punching aacnines also overcome the 

traditional problems or working with alloys under heat. 

Typical expansion areas in the sheet metalwork sector include all 

varieties of consuaer goods. display racks and cabinets. shop -merchandising. computer chassis. printer cases. panels etc. All of 

these products require an attractive 'aodern' finish and here the 

effects on the metalworking sector are also evident. 

Paint spraying as a aethod of applying the finish to aetal~ork 

products is unlikely to advance in the future. Spraying is 

increasingly being undertaken by the use of electrostatic Dry 

Powdered dust paints. The use of alloys in the production of ne• 

'high tech' products requires a aore sophisticated finishing process 

for metalwork. 

The high quality finishes produced by dry painting allows greater 

flexibility in the application of 'phase' painting - i.e. shading. 

Phase painting can be applied aore precisely producing an overall 

finish which complements the desired aarket image for 'ultra modern' 

and 'high tech' visual attractiveness. Anodising has also become 

increasingly popular as aore and aore alloys are used in 
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aetalworking. e 

New techniques involving the use of 'stick on' materials are also 

emerging as an important finis!"!ing process in th~ sheet metalwork 

industry. The use of these materials {applied like sticky labels} 
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negates the need for anodising. painting and silk screening. Where 

tl-.is process can be applied. production and final asseably times are 

being substantially reduced. 

Demand in the electronics sector for light aluainiua fabrications is 

buoyant in the European aarkets. However. quality standards in the 

fora of tight tolerance and precision aanufacturing, are vigorous. 

In this respect the use of CNC aachines is becoaing increasingly 

important in sustaining coapetitiveness. 

1.3.3 structural steel 

Following the 1980/81 depression when sales fell by 13% and many 

steelwork coapanies went out or business. the fabricators who 

survived have substantially improved their prod:..ctivity. Many ha ... ·e 

invested in new capital equipment, both in their fabrication 

workshops with computer design, and drawing offices with computer 

aided design and draughting equipment. 

To achieve greater economy in metalworking the design procedures for 

steel structures are becoming more complex. New standards based on 

li•it state design principals are being developed which are suited to 

computer applications (eg 855400 and 855950). The use of computers 

for scan and column structure design and estimating modules has been 

greatly encouraged by the provision or joint industry/government 

funds to develop suites or progru•mes . For example, in the UK 

collaboration between the Independent Steelwork Committee, the 

Department of the Environment, the British Steel Corporation, the 

Engineering Industry Training Board and leading contracting firms has 

resulted in steps to help the metalworking and steelwork fabrication 

industry to adapt to computer technology. 

A contributing factor to the competitiveness of the sector stems from 

the standstill in steel prices for more than two years from 1983/84. 
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Despite recent increases throughout Europe. there has been a cost 

shift in favour of steel relative to concrete; while the construction 

aarket as a whole has declined. recent evidence suggests that steel 

has increased its aarket share for aulti-storey buildings. which has 

reaained reasonably steady. and for the declining bridges market. 

1.3.4 heating. ventilating. air conditioning and refrigeration 

(IWACR) 

Prior to the microprocessor. HVACR product design of main equipment 

matched the much wider tolerances which had been established as the 

most effir.ient for running systems. In many respects the problems of 

the European industry hinge on this question of design and the 

acceptance of a higher efficiency rating specification emerging from 

~~e R&D in microprocessor technology. 

In general. the advent of new technologies microprocessors. 

automation. robotics. information technologies - presents fP.~ special 

problems to the HVACR industry. Certain parts of the industry in 

Europe have invested substantially in the automation of their 

processes. The industry. in its boiler and radiator sector for 

example. has some of the largest and most modern automated plants in 

Europe. Similar examples can be found in the ventilating sector. 

The strategic need is for firms to develop an awareness of the 

benefits of robotics. which are already being supplied to the hot 

metal trades on the periphery of the industry. These benefits are: 

increased flexibility. improved quality. continuous unbroken runs and 

reductions in energy and waste. 

In spite of the European industries capability and know-how to supply 

the most advanced product technology. it suffers from certain 

strat~gic disadvantages compared with some global competitors. 

particularly the USA. The European sector lacks domestic sources for 

many microelectronic devices which are needed for the more advanced 

products. To some degree this reflects the close links which exist 
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between US aicroelectroni~ companies and certain HVACR manufacturers 

operating in Europe. Europe also lacks domestic sources for some 

important types of compressor . 

Previously these factors would have been of little concern to the 

European industry, since supplies would be fully available fron a 

number of coapetitive sources on the world market. However. in times 

of strong demand for the industry's products, it is unlikely that 

European competitors would be as well placed as other competitors 

with a domestic source of supply and locations close to sources of 

the latest aicroelectronic components. A further strategic weakness 

is that US companies represent an appreciable part of the air 

conditioning and controls sectors. While the European manufacturing 

activities of American and other multinational companies transfer 

technology to Europe, it is reasonable to expect that their home 

activities would handle most product development and would be the 

chosen source of world-wide exports of certain of their products. 

In terms of markets. the most important factor for the prospects of 

the sub-sector is the growth of concern for energy conservation. 

During the 1980's the industry has substantially improved its 

products and the building environment control systems on offer. 

There have been shown to have short pay back periods for users 

investing in them and economic rates of return 

demonstrated for combined heat and power systems. 

have also been 

The benefits of 

energy conservation investment have thus provided a framework for 

marketing and product development for the industry . 

Government support for. and private investment in, energy 

conservation equipment has, however, been patchy. France has 

instituted a substantial programme for what has become known as the 

'fifth energy source'. Denmark has for long been in the lead in the 

development of Combined Heat and Power systems. In the UK, however, 

investment remains low. As with the Middle East investment market, 

the potential for the energy conservation market will depend 

significantly on the future price of oil. 
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1.4 Implications of the new technology 

There are three consequences of particular relevance to Cyprus which 

have resulted from technical change in the metal working industry. 

First. f~all firas have been able to autOllate and compete with larger 

c<>11peti tors. For example. machine shops using computer controlled 

aachine tools have fought back against the mass production oriented 

compone.~t aanufacturers in the automobile industry by offering 

specialist services on the basis of high quality. fast turnaround. 

small batch production of high value added components. In these 

cases we can speak of automated flexible specialisation. 

Secondly. many of the most successful regional areas of machinery 

production have exhibited not only a flexible industrial structure -

networks or smaller firms linked into a number of larger client 

firms. or linked by federated consorzia. They have also been able to 

adapt machinery to customer needs rather than offering more 

standardised products. Baden Wuerttemburg in Germany. for example. 

has strengthened its international position in the textile machinery 

industry for these reasons and outcompeted the traditionally stronger 

volume textile machine producers in Massachussetts (see Sable. 1986). 
Similarly, in Italy, the success of the engineering industry has owed 

a great deal to closeness of the engineering firms to their client 

industries. As in other sectors, success is being built on adapting 

products to meet specific needs linked into automated flexible 

production systems. In some segments of the metal working market 

design and finish are also important. particularly in office 

machinery, metal cladding, household construction materials, and 

components and materials which are open to general view. 

Thirdly, these regions have maintained a high level of skill within 

their engineering industries. In some applications there has been a 

tendency for the new techniques to 'deskill' the traditional craft 

workers, shifting that skill to the programmers. This has happened 

also to the product designers themselves, with design skills being 

shifted to those programmers who develop the CAD software systems. 
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But there have been found to be dangers in this route. A generation 

of progr811111ers has come into being who lack the tacit knowledge of 

the traditional skilled craft workers • German and British evidence 

suggests that CNC aachines are more effective if operated by skilled 

craft workers. and new types of CNC aachines are bi2ing developed 

which allow these craft workers to reprogr811111e the tools by manual 

operations which are then •read' into the progr811111e and can be 

automatically reproduced (and adjusted). A aajor project is no~ 

underway - financed by the EEC' s Esprit Programme - to develop a 

complete Flexible Manufacturing System based on the same principles. 

It is noticeable that both the Germans and Japanese have maintained a 

heavy investment in engineering craft skills (in sharp contrast to 

Britain). while the small Italian engineering industry has been built 

round skilled workers formerly employed in large engineering firms. 

1.5 National experience in Europe 

The impact of these changes is reflectea in figures of nati0nal 

performance and in particular with the decline of the UK metal 

working sector relative to that of its three major European 

competitors, West Germany. France and Italy. 

1.5.1 The UK 

In Figures 2-6. the UK can be seen to have clearly underperformed, 

with declining value added over the decade 1975-85, the lowest growth 

of productivity. the lowest investment per employee. the greatest 

loss of employment and the lowest increase in exports. 

Traditionally. the UK metalworking industry had been a sector of many 

small. inefficient, broad product range companies, unlike the more 

specialised German firms. During the post war era this fragmentation 

disguised many weaknesses in the structure of the industry. Firms 

could escape with the minimum of marketing and service and exported 
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only when home demand was slack. The business favoured a small 

organisation easily within the aanageaent span of one •an which 

enabled faaily ownership. of what were coaparatively saall firms. to 

continue (particularly as no large R&D progranes were financed}. 

The sector also supported the curious systea of acting as sales 

agents for foreign firas with firas gaining reputations for selling 

foreign. rather than their own. products. 

Attempts to rationalise the various sub-sectors aet with limited 

success in the late 1960•s and 1970's. so that the depression between 

1979-82 hit the industry particularly hard. With many of the client 

industries ir. serious decline including construction (Figure 2). the 

automobile industry. as well as many other investment goods 

industries from power plant to office machinery. demand was too lo~ 

to justify large scale investment. when it was large scale investment 

in the new technolog~r which was needed. 

Government strategy has traditionally emphasised rationalisation 

through increasing size. The Industrial Reorganisatio:i Corporation 

in the late 1960's encouraged a series of mergers a.~d takeovers which 

changed the whole structure of the indastry. But size was confused 

with efficiency and the 1970's showed that beneath the surface the 

large conglomerates were in fact composed of the traditional and only 

barely reformed companies. Many of these conglomerates have now been 

broken up, and the least efficient plants closed. In the foundry and 

wire drawi.1g industry the British government attempted to crganise a 

ra tionalisa ti on programme via merchant banks during the 1980' s wit: 

only limited success. More effective have been incentive schemes to 

encourage investment in CNC machines and FMS, as well as to modernise 

small engineering firms through the SEFIS programme. Local 

Authorities have also taken initiatives in the West Midlands, 

Yorkshire, and London to re-equip and ratio11alise traditional metal 

working f'irms. 
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. 1.5.2 France 

Whereas Britain had eaphasised size. the French p~t their resources 

into high technology, launching a nWDber of schemes in their 1976 

Industrial Plan based on large scale technological investment. As 

can be seen from Figures 2-6, France had the second highest an"lual 

growth rate of investment, and the highest rate of growth of value 

added in the metal work and engineering sector, but they also have 

seen the highest rate of import penetration . 

1.5.3 Italy 

Italy exemplifies a successful strategy for the metalworking industry 

of a developed country. In the 1950s Italy was a typ~cal low labour 

cost country, selling low priced engineering products - standard 

drills and boring machines - and was at this time the number t .. o 

exporter to the USA. As the dl ?stic standard of living rose and ne~ 

low labour cost countries emerged, the Italian industry was compelled 

to seek a new role. This was to become an industry composed of a 

great many small and medium sized companies which operate on a highly 

individual basis. The industry now specialises in the production of 

tailor-made, high technology products, and although highly 

fragmen:ed, prospers because it too has developed an appropriate 

structure . 
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Marketing overseas is done under the auspices of the trade 

association. and production is kept low cost by the heavy use of 

subcontracting. UCIMU data for 1977 estimated that of 1200 

production units. 800 were no more than specialised workshops 

employing less than 20 people. The remaining 400 units averaged 80 

employees as against 270 in Britain. 255 in the USA and 188 in 

France. T".ese smaller companies which constitute an extensive 

network of complementary activities on the fringe of the country's 

larger engineering groups are the subcontractors. The core companies 

design the product. build a limited number themselves to determine 

the lowest manufacturing cost, redesign the product using valve 

engineering for cheaper production. and then subcontract to the lo~ 

cost suppliers. In this the Italians resemble the Japanese who also 

make extensive use of subcontractors. up to 20 per cent of total 

manufacturing cost in the Japanese sector. In Italy it is estimated 

that up to 70 per cent of the manufacturing costs of the larger 

enterprises is made up of subcontracting. 

Such a production system provides the Italian metalworking sector 

with a low cost manufacturing base. But it is more than that. It is 

a new form of production and is the rational response to the need for 

specialised services in a fast changing global market. High 

productivity, small capital intensive specialist companies are more 

suitable for this global market competitio~ than large scale, 

bureaucratic assembly line companies. 

The government has supported this path of development by national 

legisJ.ation encouraging the growth of industry associations to 

provide the common services to small firms which would normally be 

furnished by the overheads of a larger manufacturer. Local 

government has also provided assistance in the form of industrial 

workshops and estates, training, and various measures of financial 

support. 
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'Ibe metalworking sector in Germany has a solid basis in the machine 

tool industry. Between 1955 and 1980 it established itself as the 

second largest producer of machine tools in the world, and the leader 

in exports. Its position in the aachine tool market was founded on 

the aetalworking sectors specialisation in various sub sectors of the 

industry. The sector as a whole was at the forefront of technology 

in those specialities and was made up of large numbers of small 

product specialist firms, each of which offered a range of 

products/services within their specialisation. 

Globally, the critical dimensions of competitive success changed with 

the arrival of numerically controlled technology. The consequent 

increase in development and sales and service requirements, created 

pressure towards larger companies. This orientation has by and large 

been missing in the German specialisation. Nor is the German 

metalworking sector under so much pressure from low wage countries. 

because their specialities are relatively so~histicated. 

Nevertheless the sector has had to meet some challenges and it has 

evolved an institutional structure, and been supported by an 

industrial policy, at both national and regional level. 

First and foremost among these has been the industry-wide cooperative 

Research and Development Programmes which allow for economies of 

scale in research, and prevent unnecessary duplication of effort. 

Led by a strong association (the VDW), the industry cooperates in 

basic R&D work and competes only in the application of that res~arch 

to individual company's products. Through contacts with the ei.ght 

major technical institutes the VDW provides research which small 

companies could not undertake themselves, and companies can 

themselves sponsor a project, which will be co-funded by local and 

federal government provided the results are published within two 

years of completi~n. 
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Aachen. the prime machine tool research institute. is the focal point 

for this activity not only as a teaching institution for 

undergraduates with emphesis on aachine tools but as the link between 

industry and academie as gl4 aduates who have been in the metalworking 

industry for a few years return to pursue research. This close 

relationship and the scale of such activity. encourages cooperation 

between firms in other areas. Indeed West Gel"llan industry has been 

described as a group of clubs. Cooperation extends through 

standardisation of product specifications, to sales and service 

support in foreign •Rrkets • which enables the saaller CCillpanit~s to 

compete effectively in export aarkets and benefit fro11 economies they 

could not exploit alone. 

With the benefit of hindsight from the British experience. and 

probably also with better management. German companies in the early 

1970s did not mer·6e with any and every possible candidate and 

proliferate product lines. but pursued rational strategies for 

strengthening their speciality. Max Mueller-Brinker. for example. a 

lathe specialist took a controlling interest in an Italian automatic 

lathe producer. and Gildmeister (Germany's largest compan~) acquired 

Heidereich and Harbech in order to apply NC to their range of lathes. 

As the Financial Times commented comparing Germany to the UK, ~there 

have been recent signs of a few larger groups emerging. but these 

have been based on a greater degree of specialisation". The industry 

structure which then emerged, of specialist groups cooperating in the 

critical areas of basic R&D and overseas sales, has been strong 

enough to maintain the German industry's worldwide position. 

Swmary 

The metal working sector has traditionally been an important part of 

manufacturing in Western Europe. with empoyment in metal working and 

engineering being still one third of manufacturing employment in West 

Germany, and approximately one fifth in the other- main European 

industrial countries. 
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Al though the growth of aass production provided a new source of 

deaand to the sector for specialised equipaent. aetal working itself 

reaained a saall and aediua batch production industry uneble to enjoy 

the econOllies of scale of voluae production. It was an ind·-istry 

characterised by low increases in labour productivity. with a work 

process which involved frequent interruptions. changeovers and 

coaplicated work scheduling patterns. 

As a producer goods industry. it has suffered from the fall in 

average investaent since 1973. and in particular. the decline in 

construction activity. Nevertheless. the application of coaputers to 

the production process has brought about an industrial revolution in 

the sector over the last decade. Computer Aided Design (CAD). 

Coaputer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) and the linking of the two 

{CAD/CAM) together with the computerisation of aaterials handling and 

storage and a number of similar developments. have together allowed 

producers for the first time ~o benefH from the kind of economies 

associated with volume production while remaining batch producers. 

The industry was always flexible. capable of responding to particular 

customer needs. 

this flexibility. 

The development of electronics has now automated 

The most successful producers have been those who have combined 

flexibility and automation with specialist products. The niche 

marketing which has become a feature of consumer goods industries is 

also found in metal working. Close links to customers, a capacity to 

design products for specific customer requirements, a new concern 

with finish and appearance and with quality - these are the features 

which have distinguished the market leaders. 

Britain. which has been the slowest of the major European economies 

to respond to these trends, has seen the metal working sector decline 

in value added and employment over the last decade. More succP.ssful 

have been France, (whose government has encouraged large scale 

investment in the new technology), Italy and Germany. The last two 

have developed industries based on specialisation. quality and a 
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flexible industrial stnicture which unites large co-ordinating firas 

with a wide range of skilled and automated sub-contractors. Major 

firas like Bosch. located in the fast growing Baden Wuertteaburg 

regi.:>n of West Geraany. have turned theaselves round after the early 

198C.•'s depression by decentralising product developaent as well as 

production ~ specialised sub-contractors. acting in part in the role 

of an industrial co-ordinator to a regional network of independent 

firas. Sillilar flexibility and specialised aarket orientation has 

allowed the textile aachinery aanufacturers in the saae region to 

outcompete the aore standardised foraer international aajors of this 

industry located in the United States. 

In spite of the overall depressed level of investment and 

construction activity.new areas of demand and the new aetal working 

processes have led to growth areas emerging in the metal working 

sector. Of these a number are of relevance to Cyprus: 

heating. ventilating. air conditioning and refrigeration 

equipment 

- energy cons~rvation equipment 

- water treatment equipment 

- hygienic valves for the food processing. pharmaceutical and 

biotechnology industries. 

The new products and processes which have emerged in the construction 

related parts of the metal working sector - both in structural steels 

and the HVACR sub-sectors - as well as those pertaining to water 

management. will be of particular relevance in the event of an upturn 

in the Middle Ei!st market. 
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II 

'IRE JET.AL IUIKING INDOSTRY IN CYPRUS 

2.1 Cmp>sition of the Industry 

The Metal Working industry in Cypros (excluding electrical aachinery) 

accountE:d for 10% of manufacturing value added in 1985, and a similar 

aaount of aanufacturing eaployaent. Like other newly industrialising 

countries. aetal working has contributed only •arginally to 

aanufacturing exports. (5% in 1985). but accounts for nearly 30% of 

aanufactured iaports (see Table 1). It has, therefore, a considerable 

negative trade balance. C£209 •illion in 1985. or 44% of the 

econ011ies overall negative trade balance. 1bis is a measure of the 

i•portance of this sector to the Cypriot economy, and of policy 

towards its domestic development. 

Originally. the industry was tied to services for the agricultural 

and •ining sectors, provided by one or two person metal workshops and 

family businesses. After the events of 1974, however, - which 

resulted in the separation of •uch comaercial agriculture and the 

aajor •ining concerns in the North of the country from the economy of 

the South - the axis of the sector shifted to supplying the 

construction industry. With the construction boom providing a strong 

demand, output aore than doubled in real terms between 1976 and 198o. 

Since 1980 the sector has continued to grow (by 52% in real terms 

between 1980 and 1985), with construction related sub-sectoI's again 

aaking a contribution. 

Figure 7 presents the main sub-sectors, Table 2 gives their share of 

sector value added in 1985, and Table 3 shows their growth between 

1980 and 1985. 
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Table 1 

The Metal Working Sector and its Significance for Cypriot Trade 

... 

Cyprus Reference Country 

Korea Malaysia Singapore Brazil Indonesia 
1980 1985 1980 1980 1980 1980 198a 

\ Exports of 
National Exports 6.4 5.4 3.4 1.23 6.65 6.6 a.as 

\ Imports of 
National Imports 28.9 29.4 16.4 la.8 9.9 9.57 19.8 

Source: Cyprus Industrial Statistics 
International Marketing Data and Statistics . 

• • • • • • • • 

USA UK FGR 
198a 198a 198a 

16.1 14.9 1a.6 

6.25 8.6 6.5 

• • • 
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Fi9ure 7 

Cxpriot Metal Working Industry 

I Sheet metal and Metal Formin9 I 
I I 

Sheet Metal Fondn9 

Hou1ehold utensils (mb) 

Met•l doors and window• 
(lb) 

Metal cap1 and closure• 
(lb) 

Met•l conteiners/pipes 
(llb) 

Pressure ves1el1/tank1 
(•b) 

Sol•r h .. tln9 (lb) 

eo.i.erclal vehicle 
cabin1 (sb) 

Motor vahicle exhausts 
(lb) 

SWitchqe9r casin9s (sb) 

Filters (sb/llt>) 

Air condltlonin9 (sb) 

CCllllercial refriqerators 
(sb) 

Electric•l 111&chinery (sb) 

one-off job shop 
SINlll b9tch 
-di11111 batch 
larqe b9tch 

I 

Heavy Metal 
Form inc; 

SafH (sb) 

T 
1 

Other Metal Aluminium 
Formin9 Extrusion 

and 
Anodisin9 

Nails ( sb) Aluminium 
doors and 

Steel wool (sb) windows 
("*>/lb) 

Machine shops 
(Bb) 

Smithin9 (sb) 

BalancH (sb) 

• 

Precilion 
En9ineerin9 

Turbine P'll"• 
(llt>/lb) 

Foundry (sb/lllb) 

• 

Structural Steel 

Industrial doors 
of 111tal (sb/oo) 

Prefabricated 
bulldln9s; metal 
structures and 
1111tal cl1ddin9 
(oo) 

lus and lorry 
cha11Js (oo/sb) 
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Table 2 

Composition of Cypriot Metal Working sector. 1985 
% of sector value added 

Alu:uinium doors and windows 

Metal doors and blacksmithing 

Machine shops 

Turbine pumps 

Metal caps and closures 

Solar heaters 

Refrigeration 

Ship and boat repair 

Prefabricated buildings 

Motor vehicle assemble and cabins 

Aluminium anodising 

Metal containers. pipes and other products 

Tinsmithing 

Air conditioning 

Other motor vehicle equipment 

Nails 

Motor vehicle exhausts 

Steel wool 

Household utensils 

Coppersmithing 

Balances 

Source: Industrial Statistics 1985 
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Ti:ible 3 

Growth of the Cypriot Metal Working Sector 1980-1985 
(GDP value added at 1980 prices) 

Turbine pumps 

Metal caps and closures 

Aluminium doors & windows 

Air conditioning 

Tinsmithing 

Refrigeration 

Aluminium anodising 

Solar heaters 

Corpersmithing 

Blacksmithing/metal doors 

Nails 

Metal containers, pipes 
and other products 

Household utensils 

Balances 

Machine shops 

Steel wool 

Motor vehicles exhausts 

Other motor vehicle 
equipment 

Ship and boat repair 

Prefabricated buildings 

Motor vehicle assembly 
and cabins 

Total 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
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1980 

210 

237 

1,057 

97 

142 

521 

278 

624 

46 

1,815 

120 

494 

85 

45 

2,469 

n.a. 

152 

238 

925 

943 

886 

11,384 

1985 

1,284 

1,201 

3,226 

290 

334 

918 

445 

1,011 

72 

2,768 

166 

367 

100 

49 

2,675 

130 

142 

222 

703 

658 

483 

17,254 

% growth 

511 

406 

205 

199 

135 

76 

63 

62 

56 

52 

38 

25 

17 

8 

8 

-6 

-6 

-24 

-30 

-45 

52 



The following points are clear from the tables: 

- Cypriot aetal working is predominantly an industry of sheet 

aetal and metal foraing. Heavy engineering in the form of 

ship and boat repair accounts for only 4% of value added. 

Precision engineering in which we have classified turbine 

pumps is 7%. Structural steel is also 7%. 82% of value added 

in the industry is therefore aade up of sheet metal and metal 

forming products. 

over half of value added is accounted for by three sub

sectors: aluminium doors and windows; metal doors and 

blacksmithing, and machine shops and threshing machines. 

a third of the sector is concerned solely with the production 

of doors and windows; and just under a half with construction 

related production (doors and windows. including the 

anodising plant, solar heaters, air conditioning, and 

prefabricated buildings). 

the heating, ventilating, air conditioning and refrigeration 

sub-sector which has been growing strongly in Europe accounts 

for 13% of the sector, and includes a significant presence in 

energy conservation equipment. 

- the sub-sectors which have declined in real terms are those 

concerned with motor vehicles. ship and boat repair and 

prefabricated buildings, the last reflecting the fall-off in 

construction activity in Cyprus and the Middle East. Those 

that have expanded most rapidly have been the aluminium and 

metal doors and windows, air conditioning and refrigeration 

equipment and solar heating - all of them construction 

related activities. The turbine pump sector and the metal 

caps and closures were the two most significant growth areas 

among the remainder. 

- the agriculture related metal working - machine shops and 

threshing machines - expanded only marginally, in line with 

agricultural output. 
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the great aajority of the sub-sectors are involved in one-off 

or small bate~ production. 

Overall. the sector is small scale. labour intensive light industry. 

2.2 Industrial structure 

The scale of production can be judged frcm Tables 4-6. In the metal 

products sector. there are only three firms with more than 50 

workers. while 93% of the firms have less than 10 workers. This 

picture has changed little over the decade. Furthermore, the small 

firms. with less than 10 workers produce nearly hh....; the value added. 

a,d more than 90% of the value added is produced by firms with less 

than 50 workers. The average size of firm in the sector is 3 . 8 

empl:>yees which is the lowest of all five sectors included in the 

current study. 

The above figures refer to metal products excluding machinery and 

t~ansport equipment. Table 6 shows a breakdown of the metal products 

sector. including non-electrical machinery and transport equipment 

(with which our sample survey was also concerned) , and shows that it 

broadly confirms the picture of Table 4, with an average employment 

per firm of 4.3. However, there are considerable differences between 

sub-sectors, with the larger firms being found in the metal 

containers, turbine pumps, aluminium anodising and pre fabricated 

buildings, while 77% of the firms are in three sub-sectors, metal 

doors. windows, and blacksmithing, aluminium doors and windows, and 

machine &hops and threshing machinery. These three account for 51~ 

or employment. 
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1976 

1981 

19r-: 

Source: 

1985 

Table 4 

Metal Products 
Number of firms according to number of employees 

less than 10-49 50-99 100 Total 
10 and over 

393 37 3 433 

568 57 3 1 629 

788 59 2 1 850 

Industrial Statistics 

Table 5 

Proportion of value added by different 
employment size categories 1985 

% 

Aver&gl:! 
no. of 
employees 
per firm 

3.8 

4.2 

3.8 

less than 
10 

10-49 50-99 100 and over Total 

48.8 41.6 3.8 5.8 100 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
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Table 6 

Average employment by sub-sector 1985 

No. of No. of Average 
enterprises persons no. of 

engaged employees 
per firm 

Metal containers. 
pipes and other products 3 111 37.0 

Anodising of 
aluminium 2 62 31.0 

Prefabricated buildings 5 149 29.8 

Turbine Pumps 14 381 27.2 

Air conditioning 11 160 !LI. 5 

Nails 5 65 13.0 

Metal caps and other 
closures 22 231 10.5 

Refrigerators 20 192 9.6 

Household utensils 3 27 9.0 

Balances 2 18 9.0 

Other motor vehicles 
and equipment 8 64 8.0 

Motor Vehicle exhausts 8 51 6.4 

Shop and boat repair 26 140 5.4 • Solar heaters 49 258 5.3 

Motor vehicle assembly 
and cabins 36 160 4.4 

• Machine shops 177 677 3.8 

Alum. doors and windows 273 853 3.1 

Blacksmithing, metal 
doors anJ windows 374 818 2.2 • Coppersmithing 12 25 2.1 

Tin:;mithing 55 108 2.0 

Total 1,075 4,577 4.3 • 
~ource: lnd~strial Statistics 
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1bis small firm size indicates the sectors service orientatior.. 

Firms are geared towards flexibility in their response to the market 

place. On the other hand this structure indicates the general lack 

of specialisation across the sector. In view of the geographical 

location of Cyprus and the problem of importing raw materials. most 

small firms/workshops tend to be generalists by nature and prepared 

to consider all varieties of work in order to maintain their 

throughput. 

2.3 Structure of Operating Systems 

1be nature of the operating systems within the sector falls into two 

basic catego~ies: 

(1) 'make from stock direct to customer' i.e. all (or most} input 

resources are stocked but goods are made only against and on 

receipt of customers orders. 

(2) 'make from stock to stock. to customer'. i.e. all (or most) 

input resources are stocked and the customer is served from a 

stock of semi-finished and finished goods. 

Some companies within the sector operate on a combination of these 

two basic systems; the majority however utilise the former. It is 

estimated that 68 per cent of the total output of the sector is based 

on system (1) above. Normally, where this operating system is 

applied. input stoc:ks need to be tightly controlled in order to 

balance the exp-;!cted si.te of the order book and hence level of 

production. Control over raw material inventories is crucial to cash 

flow under system (1). However. while this operating system was 

utilised by the majority of firms in the sector, little control 

existed over the level of input stocks in relation to orders. With 

the majority of small f'irms being geared towards job shop/small batch 

production, the most appropriate operating system should be to 'make 
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fro11 source direct to custoaer.' i.e. no input resources are held and 

all goods are aade only against and on receipt of custc.ers orders. 

It is estiaated that 92 per cent of production in the smaller firms 

(aajority) was only undertaken after orders were received. although 

substantial aaterial input stocks were held (Lathwood 1986). 

The larger fil"llS utilised operacing systea (2) above. Unlike the 

saall firas. the bulk of their output relied on sales to export 

aarkets. particularly in the Middle East. The level of output in 

these f"irms. fluctuates in accordance vi th aarket conditions. vi th 

buffer stocks of seai-finished and finished products being held in 

order to cope with demand variations. With firms engaged in a 

product/aarket business orientation, scheduling and planning are 

centred on continuous production or aedium to large batch production. 

TI1£re is very little subcontract work stemming from the larger firm 

to the smaller, with the result that component manufacture on a 

continuous production basis was undertaken by the product/market 

orientated company. Indeed. even among the smaller firms there 

appeared to be little or no subcontracting. It has been estimated 

that approximately 3 per cent of the total value of production output 

is undertaken on a subcontract basis. indicating the substantial 

level of independence of the small and large firms in the sector. 

2.4 Factor intensity and productivity 

Linked to small size is labour intensity in production. Cypriot 

manufacturing as a whole is labour intensive, but as can be seen from 

Table 7. the metal working sector has a lower amount of fixed assets 

per head than the aanufacturi~g average. Although some sub-sectors 

are above the manufacturing average, the three main sectors, 

threshing machines and machine shops and metal and aluminium doors 

and windows, all have an even more labour in!ensive character than 

Cypriot industry as a whole. 
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' Metal Wi>rking Industry: Fixed Assets per worker 1981 

C£ 

• Metal products (nails. aluaini.ua 
anodising. vire. solar heaters. 
aetal caps and containers) 9.677 

Refrigeration 8.504 
41 

Ship and boat repair 8.046 

Motor vehicle assembly and repair 6.200 

Pumps 6.178 

' All manufacturing 5,608 

All metal products except machinery 4.890 

1breshing machines and machine shops 3.903 

• Structural metal products (door, 
windows e.nd prefabricated buildings) 3.536 

Air conditioning 2,061 

Cutlery, tools and hardware 1,433 

Source: Census of Industrial Production 1981 
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Recently. a nmber or fil'llS have aade aajor investments which have 

increased factor intensity. One of the 110St advan.::ed aluainium 

extrusion plants is now operating in Cyprus; Neai. tsu have invested 

in a 90dern precision foundry. By and large. however. Cypriot metal 

working reaains at the low investment. jobbing shop level. 

Productivity was accordingly low. Figure 8 charts the value added 

per worker for each ~ut-sector of the metal working industry against 

the average number of workers per !"ir11 in the sub-sector. This 

confil'llS the picture of the sector as diverse and frapented with the 

bulk of it being coaposed of mll low productivity firas. In all. 

17 of the sub-sectors were below the average level of productivity of 

aanufacturing as a whole. and only 4 above. The aanufacturing 

average level for fira of under 30 workers was under C£5. 000. so 

that the aetal working sector was not unduly out of line with the 

rest of saall-scale aanuracturing. But by international standards. 

Cypriot productivity and its investaent per workers is low. 

reflecting the early level of development which the industry has 

reached. 

2.5 1be sector and intemational trade 

2.5.1 Imports 

The metal working sector in Cyprus is relatively insulated from 

international trade. While iaports account for nearly four fifths of 

the doaestic aarket, the sub-sectors which have grown up have done so 

because they enjoy soae aeasure of natural protection. This is true. 

for example, of the service type one-off or saall batch industries. 

With 92% of the production of saaller firas being •ade to order, it 

is clearly beneficial for the producer to be close to the customer. 

This is as true of the repair and aaintenance function as it is of 

aany of the construction-related activities where air conditioning 

equipment and structural steel products are liable to be made to 

order, and similarly with a proportion of ·the dovrs and windows 

output. 
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For sa.e or the aediua sized firas producing for stock. the iteas in 

question are for the 80st part 80re econoaically shipped as raw 

aaterials to be aade up locally than as finished products because the 

bulk or the final product aakes for higher tra."lSport cost. 1bis is 

the case with metal containers. pipes. tanks and pressure vessels. 

110tor vehicle exhausts. commercial refrigerators or bus and lorry 

chassis. 

i.9portant: 

In the case of metal caps it is the printing which is 

this could be done abroad. but there are advantages in 

having a local facility. 1be technology for printing and punching is 

si11ple. and transport costs are lower for the sheet steel than the 

finished aoulded caps. so that the industry tends to be decentralised 

geographically. 

For the aost part. the industry has had limited protection - except 

for the few less simple products like turbine pumps. as well as the 

filter industry. nails. aluminium anodising and cro ... TI corks - so that 

we do not foresee entry into the Customs Union as liable to ha\-e 

substantial effec~ on home production. The filter industry will be 

hit seriously and aluminium extrusions could also be significantl~· 

affected if all quota protection is ever finally removed. Turbine 

pumps. however. are on the list of exempted products. 

There is little internal linkage within the sector. All ra~ 

aaterials for the sector have to be imported. Examples of the main 

commodities imported include iron and steel structures. tubes and 

pipes. castings. rolled steel, mild steel sheets and plates, round 

bars. angles and sections, aluminium rods, lead sheets, hand tools, 

base aetal fittings. internal combustion engines and motors. All but 

the most basic aachines are imported together with sub-assemblies and 

the majority or components. 

2.5.2 Exports 

The other side or the fact that Cypriot production is primarily 

service and locally oriented is that exports are a small proportion 
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of output for the s ... aller firms. For the large companies. however. 

exports •ake up 69% of total output. Table 8 shows that for the 

sector as a whole although expor~s reached nearly 30% of gross output 

in 1981. they have now fallen to 21%. Between 90-93 per cent of the 

gross output exported from the sector finds its way to the Arab 

•arkets with the remainder being distributed to EEC and other areas. 

·1be aajor Arab •arket countries include Saudi Arabia. Libya. Egypt. 

Iraq. Lebanon. Kuwait. Bahrain. Jordan. Yeaen. and Dubai. 1be fall 

in the price of oil together with •ajor disruptions in some of these 

aarkets over the last five years have severely iapeded the growth and 

continuity of these areas as aarkets of short-term penetration. 

1be principal exports from the sector to the Arab markets include 

water C()\)lers. refrigerated cabinets. sheet metal enclosures. turbine 

and centrifugal pumps. metal closures (screw caps. crowns etc). air 

conditioning units. low voltage switchboards and trunking. and 

~abricated steel structures. 

In recent years the falling demand in the export markets of the 

Middle East has had a significant impact on companies in the sector 

which had geared their output and marketing effort to these areas. 

Moreove~. the economic climate of the Middle East markets has 

accelerated the development of a more competitive environment in this 

area through greater sophistication in purchasing requirements based 

on higher international standards. price competition. design and 

support services. The early advantage seized by Cypriot exporters 

due to their geographical location in relation to these markets after 

1974. and the cash rich situations which they encountered. has also 

been eroded by the penetration of the Arab markets by overseas firms 

possessing distinct competitive advantages. Competition from Italy. 

Spain, France. Japan, Korea and the United States has produced an 

environment where Cyprus firms in the metal working sector are 

becoming increasingly marginalised in Arab markets. 
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Table 8 

Output, Exports and Imports 19&>-85 (current prices) 
Metal Products, Machinery and Equipment 

!~ 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
' 

Gross out- . 
put 38.4 51.3 59.9 60.9 66.9 

Domestic 
exports 9.5 15.1 15.1 13.2 15.3 

Imports for 
home 
consumption 123.0 141.9 167.4 186.1 231.6 

Crude trade 
balance -113.5 -126.8 -152.3 -172.9 -216.3 

Domestic 
consumption 151.9 178.1 212.2 233.8 283.2 

Exports as 
% of gross 
o)Utput 24.7 29.h 25.2 21.6 22.8 

Import 
penetration 80.9 79.6 78.8 79.5 81.7 

Source: Department of Statistics and Research 
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15.7 
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The consequences of this coapetitive environment in Middle East 

aarkets are beginning to reverberate in the Cyprus market. 

Traditional exporters having lost aarket share in recent years have 

turned inwards to the hoae aarket to aeet the sales shortfall. With 

the apparent saturated level of the home aarket there is evidence 

that traditional exporters are basing their hoae aarket strategy on 

price caapeti tion. The saaller fir11s in the sector appear to be 

responding to discounting: a downward price spiral could lead the 

sector down over the aediua-tera to producing lower quality products. 

cost cutting through aanpower savings. tighter aargins and higher 

debt levels. In the light of the current capital structure of firms 

in the sector. the ability to respond positively in the face of a 

downward price spiral will be extremely difficult if not impossible 

in some instances. 

2.6 Key problems in the industry 

2.6.1 The size of the internal 11arket, scale and new technology. 

If dle Cypriot aetal working industry remains as it is. its growth 

will be limited by the rate of growth in its local markets. Given 

its dependence on construction which has been a declining market. and 

agriculture. which has been growing only slowly. this s&riously 

reduces the J,.rospects for metal working. Yet if the sector is to 

expand, either by import substitution. or by eX"'anding its export 

markets. then its prime task is to benefit from the electronic 

revolution in metal working which we discussed earlier. 

As of now, this revolution has only just begun in Cyprus. During our 

stay we visited 23 firms in the sector, accounting for 27% of 

employment and 50% of output. These included all the major firms. 

We found only three firms with CNC equipment, 9 sets of computer 

controlled machinery in all. Six of them were owned by a single 

firm, Nemitsas, the largest producer of turbine pumps, which had just 

invested in an up-to-date computer controlled investment casting 
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foundry. A second firm had a CNC forming machine and a CNC brake 

press and a third had a state of the art aluminium extrusion unit. 

These three firms represent the le:iding edge of technology in Cypriot 

aetal working. but they also reflect the problem of m'>dernising 

within so narrow a home market. For the extrusion machinery. the 

foundry and the brake press. all had to operate well below capacity. 

thus substantially increasing their unit cost. 

2.6.2 Capacity utilisation 

The problem of the full utilisation of capacity was not confir.ed to 

modern machines. We found evidence of serious under utilisation both 

of machinery and buildings in a number of firms 'hat we visited. In 

one case. the firm was operating in one small section of a building, 

the rest remaini:ig unused. In another. capacity utilisation of as 

little as 20% was observed. In Table 9. we show the ratio of sales 

t.o fixed assets. A low figure indicates that sales are not 

sufficie:nt for the size of asset investment. From our sample, we 

found that nearly two thirds of the firms (63%) had an asset 

utilisation ratio of less than 1.5 (that is to say, the annual sales 

were less than one and a half times the book value of fixed assets). 

This is very low, and indicates serious capacity utilisation 

problems. 

Table 9 

% Firms 
in sample 

18% 
45% 
27% 
10% 

< 
< 
) 

) 

Asset 
;.itilisation 
ratio 

1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
5.0 

Source: Company interviews 
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2.6.3 Stocks 

There was also evidence of serious overstocking, (see Table 10). 

This shows that 37% of saaple firms had stocks which only turned over 

one and a half ti•s a year, that is to say, they were held on 

average for 8 aonths or aore. In the case of 16% of the firms, 

stocks were held for aore than a year, and we saw examples of this 

with fil'llS carrying large quantities of steel whose working capital 

cos~ seemed not to have been fully appreciated. 

Table 10 

% Firms Turnover 
in sample Stock 

ratio 

16% < 1.0 
21% < 1.5 
42% ) 2.0 
10% ) 4.0 
11% ) 5.0 

In part, the level of stocks is a matter of improved stock 

management. But it also reflects a major structural problem for the 

industry. Given that most inputs are imported, notably steel and 

aluminium, Cypriot firms face the problems of purchasing economies -

with bulk order discounts as well as concern over delivery dates. 

For the firms visited, we estimate that an average of 67% of ra\\ 

material inputs were held as stock rather than 11sed for work in 

progress, that is to say, materials (as against all stocks) were held 

for 8 months or more. Taking 1985 figures for the sector as a whole, 

and assuming an average stock turnover of 2.5, we estimate that ra\\· 

material stock holding accounted for 37% of gross output (see Table 

11). 
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Table 11 

Metal Working Sector: cost analysis 1985 

Raw -terials 
Labour costs 
Gross output 
Raw -terial stocks 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
Company interviews 

C£s % 
'OOO's 

45,103 
19,459 
81,363 
30,219 

of output 

55.4 
23.9 

100 
37.0 

The significance of these figures is as follows. If raw material 

stock holding was cut in half, then - assuming 10% interest on the 

working capital required - this would be equivalent to a 7. 7% 
reduction in labour costs. 

2.6.4 Working capital and ~inancial structures 

The size of stocks served to put pressure on the companies' financial 

structure. Almost without exception, we found that companies were 

operating at their maximum overdraft limit. If we take the customary 

norm of 60:40 equity to debt as a guideline ceiling then for nearly 

half of them (44% as shown in Table 12) there was no further scope 

for financial gearing given their present debt levels. For a nuaber 

of companies the overdrafts were no longer regarded as a source of 

funding for fluctuating working capital requirements, but had become 

hard core financing. Working capital levels within the firms were 

restricted to narrow limits and based more on continuous creditor 

stress than on sufficient throughoutput of resources resulting from 

healthy sales trends. In some cases, firms expressed anxieties about 

impending cash crises vi th no room for manoeuvre, as a result of 

their existing debt levels. 
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Table 12 

% of" Firms Debt:equity 
in sample ratio/gearing 

20% > 120% 
14% > 100% 
10% > 80% 
20% > 60% 
19% > 50% 
17% < 50% 

In part, the financial difficulties in which metal working finds no~ 

find themselves, is linked to government and financial sector 

policies. The system of capital allowances encouraged investment in 

fixed capital which could not, within the existing industrial 

structure, be fully utilised. Capital in the form of government 

assisted loans, plant fi.nance and relaxed working capital sources 

from the commercial banks encouraged small businesses to locate in 

premises not commensurate with their turnover and size. Banks who 

have too often been more concerned with the collateral of the 

borrower than the prospective viability of the enterprise allowed 

high levels of borr•.,wing for investment in premises and machinery 

which were not adequately supported by the Times Covered Ratio of 

many firms in our sample (ie. cash flow before interest and tax 

divided by interest and principal repayments). 

The result of th~se policies is the excess cspacity we noted above, 

and the wlnerable financial structure of the ;'.ndustry. The present 

downturn in the sector is increasingly highlighting these weaknesses. 

Furthermore, from the viewpo!nt of the major creditors to the firms, 

notably the lending institutions, we judge that on the basis of our 

visits, they may well be over exposed in the secto1'. If compa~ies 

cannot service the debt the bBnks r.an eit~er roll over ~he interest 

into extensiona of the loans or be faced with att~mpti.ng to realise 

the value of their debe:,tures. With the sector conditions reigning 
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at present. it is not unlikely that the comaercial lenders may be 

faced with soae difficulties in asset realisation. The value of the 

assets in relation to the performance of the sector and its capital 

structure. would appear to be auch less secure than is currently 

estiaated • 

Our conclusion on finance is that, in aetal working at least, the 

flow of investaent finance has not been a problem. That is not to 

say that worthwhile projects without adequate collatoral lli.ght not go 

unfunded. Rather that we did not coae across any signi!'icant 

examples of such projects, and that instead a more common occurrence 

was overlending •ore than underlending. In an illdustry in its early 

stages of development the positive guidance and advice provided 

through the mechanism of lending controls by the banking system is 

particularly important. This aspect of industrial banking has not 

been strong in the commercial banking sector of Cyprus, and can, we 

hope, be developed in the future particularly with respect to the 

metal working sector, given its current financial vulnerability . 

2.6.5 Specialisation 

We have noted the generalist nRture of much of the industry, and the 

lack of specialisation. This compounds the problem of scale in a 

small market. OT!~ striking instance was in the air filters sectors 

where one company produced more than 1,000 different filters in order 

to be able to supply a full product range. Not only were batch size 

small, but it also meant holding stocks cf finished goods on a 'just 

in case' b,sis. In a number of other cases, firms in the same .:-ub

sector competed against each other with similar product ranges, 

rather than specialising. This may be sustainable in some parts of 

the home .Market: but the first step for expanding exports would be to 

develop a complementarity between firms in the sect')r to provide a 

Cypriot range supplied by firms working on a specialised basis . 
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2.6.6 Product Design 

The aajori ty of producers rely on product designs which are either 

straight copies of foreign products or are based substantially on 

forP.ign designs. Moreover. in botb cases the Cyprus products tend to 

be Wlderdesigned as opposed to exceeding or aatching the original 

level of design of the often dated, copied version. Thus, there is a 

tendency for locally produced items to be poor or less efficient 

copies of ~he original. 

2.6.7 Labour and training 

Skilled labour is one of the key components for competitiveness in 

enginee::-ing, and has been onld or the foundations of Japanese and 

German success. In a recent study of Japanese engineering, the 

sample firms were found to have 40% of their workforce made up of 

college educated engineers, all of them trained in CNC machines, 

whereas a comparable US sample had only 8% of their workers as 

engineers, with fewer than 25% of them having been trained on CNC 

machines. 

In Cyprus the industry is not at that level of development. But even 

at the pre-computer stage of technology, Cypriot firms fcce a number 

or problems which have been the focus of a substantial r~port by the 

Industrial Training Auth:>rity. The main PQints made by the report 

were as follows: 

- 20% of the sample workforce of 2659 left the ind us try 

during 1985, 78% of them skilled and ser .i skilled workers. 

This meant that a quarter of all craftsmen and semi skilled 

operatives l~ft the industry (Lathwood et al 1986 p 31). 

- Those leaving appear to have been substituted by n~wcomers, 
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with a lower level of skill. 61% of the new entrants had 

no previous work experience and 17% caae from other 

industries. With aore than half those leaving the industry 

as the result of redundancy. the report concludes that "a 

large proportion of the experienced and trained workforce 

are made redundant by employers and are replaced by 

il1ferior cheaper labour" (pp 31. 45 and 54) . 

- Of those workers with training. 

training in their current trade. 
few had received the 

Of aachinists only 42% 
had received any formal training in machining. For 

plW1bers the figure was 24%. for fitters and welders 23% • 
for aluminiUll fabricators 1% {pp 32-3). 

Only a third of the 146 companies had nominated training 

officials. and the proportion was lower for the sma!ler 
firms {p.120) • 

The report made a number of recommendations about extending the 

training provision in appropriate skills. including management 

techniques, and encouraging the formation of group training 

associations for small firms to allow them to get specialist advice 

and set up in-house training in spite of their size. 

The overall picture provid~d by the report is of a serious absence of 

a well-trained. experienced and exp4nding skilled wo:-kforce. If 

Cypriot industry is to respond to the new industrial revolution in 

engineering. it is of the first importance that it raises the general 

level of encineerinc skills. as the basis for the further development 

of the skills 1'1Quired to operate CAD and CNC systems • 
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2.7 Conclusion~ the characteristics of the metal M>rking sector 

In short. we found that with few exceptions. Cypriot aetal working 

had not adopted the new orientations that have characterised European 

industry ovei· the past 15 years. Not only was the new computer aided 

aachinery not being introduced. but the emphasis on specialisation. 

niche aarketing. product quality. and stock ainiaisation was also 

absent. Even at the pre computer level. ll8llY of these functions were 

not being satisfactorily perforaed: production planning; job 

estimation; financial control systeas; research and developme!'lt 

marketing; strategic planning; and quality control. For aany firms. 

local markets may not be large enough to justify the new aachinery 

(though it is rapidly falling in price. and these prices should be 

monitored). But the restructuring of European industry has not been a 

question of equipment alone. It is also one of enterprise 

philosophy. We have no doubt that much can be done within the 

Cypriot industry even without major capital investment. 1be capital 

investment should be seen to ext:end as much as to initiate a nei.: 

approach. 

2.8 A gathering crisis for the industry 

2.8.1 Declining growth and profitability 

Metal working is a sector which is likely to be little affected by 

the Customs Union. but is nevert.'leless. in increasing difficulty. 

During the 1980's, the ratP. of growth of output. exports and imports 

have all fallen. with exports actually falling absolutely in real 

terms. In Tables 13 and 14 we show the linear trend& for these 

ite.111s, that is to say the rate of change of the rate of growth, 

rather than simply the rate of growth itself. In mathematical terms, 

they represent the second differentials. 1bey show that although .. h;;;; 

rate of growth of imports has continued to exceed the rate of growth 

of output, its rate of change has fallen sharply over the last five 

years, by 72% as &iainst 33% for output. 
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Table 14 

L...near Rates of Growth at 1980 constant prices 

1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/4 1984/5 

Gross 
output% 9.6 8.7 7.0 7.4 6.9 6.lt 

laports % 51.5 34.0 25.3 20.2 1G.8 14.4 

While the figures for gross output •BY give SOile encourageaent the 

overall trends reflect the general decelerating rate of activity in 

the sector in the last 5-6 years. The trends •BY perhaps indicate 

the •Bi"'ket saturation level within the sector. Likewise. because of 

the sectors' links with industries outside •anufacturing the slowdown 

may reflect the rate of decline in ecoromic activity generally. 

From the calculated linear trends and rates of growth one point 

emerges clearly: in spite of the high level of import penetration, 

the Jomestic output of the sector has in fact remained fairly robust. 

This confirms our view that firms in the metal working sector may not 

suffer any substa;.~ial or generally damaging effects from the 

realisation of a full customs 1Jnion with the European Economic 

Community. 

With respect to our survey sample we found that :aany companies were 

experiencing falling incomes. This was p1&rticularly the case with 

export sales to the Middle East. ~3% of the sample firms exported to 

the Middle East. Of these firms. 20% had experienced decreases l..1 

export sales ranging from 15-17% over the past 12 months; the 

remaining 80 per cent had experienced decreases ranging from 30-40 

per cent. 
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The pressure on the income side resulting from reduced sales levels 

over the past 18 months has begun to uni.fest itself in reduced net 

profit aargins. and by companies respo.'lding to this situation by 

reducing labour costs. According to firms in the saaple. the 

-jority were experienc;.Jig substantially reduced real pre-tax rates 

of return et an aggTegate level or around 7.5 per cent. 

While the apparent profits cdsis was reported as endeaic aaong the 

sQ.l.ler firms. the situation of the larger firms in relation to the 

rate or decrease of retums is more difficult to ascertain. For 

exaaple. the appropriation of surplus through the purchase of 100 per 

cent overseas subsidiaries which are not consolidated in the accounts 

of the holding/parent company has the effect of distorting the act~al 

trading profits of the Cyprus parent c<>11pany. This aspect together 

with the inability to verify the expenses of overseas offices and 

thereby gain a clear picture of the aatching of costs with revenues • 

aakes assessllleJlt and analysis of the actual rates of returr. for some 

companies rather arbitrary. One particular firm in the sample 

reflected the above situation and consequently the net profit aargins 

and rates of return on capital as computed from the Profit and Loss 

accounts and Balance Sheets. do not give an accurate picture of the 
situation • 

This problem aside, it appears that fov the majority of the firms in 

the sector the profit margins ara being squeezed, mainly as a result 

of decreasing activity in both the domestic and export •arkets and 

the resulting downward price competition that has been generated . 

Price cutting is clearly becoming a co11111on respor.se to the declining 

levels of activity. From a strategic and economic point of view, 

recourse to such price cutting is likely to be debilitating if not 

terminal for aany firms within the sector • 
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2.8.2 1be econoaics of the profits crisis 

Table 15 illustrates the linear trends in the rates of growth of 

certain key variables within the sector. 'lbe effects of the profits 

crisis experienced by firms in the sector over the last 18 aonths can 

be gauged aore accurately from the net operating surplus trend (ie. 

net profit) in the years 1980-85. 'lbroughout this period. the sector 

has been experiencing a downward trend in the levels of surplus 

generated; however. the rate of profit decline has been diminishing 

considerably over the period. 

2.8.3 A decelerating decline in the rate of profit 

'lbe fall in the rate at which profitability was declining can be 

explained to a large extent by the significant downward trends in the 

rates of growth of both labour and material costs. Labour 

It ,juctivity increases combined with the decreasing rate of labour 

and material costs have provided the major contributing factors to 

the deceleration in the rate of profit decline. 'lbe moderate rates 

of increase in output prices have also helped in reducing the rate of 

fall in profita~ility. although these increases appear to have played 

a less significant role than the other key variables. 

2.8.4 Labour costs and empl~nt 

In a labour~intensive industry with slow rate of productivity growth, 

the overall increase in labour costs resulting from the tight labour 

aarket during the 1980's has clearly played a role in reducing 

profitability. Table 16 shows that labour cost increasBs have been 

higher in the metal working sector than for the manufacturing sector 

in general, indicating thP. relatively greater labour constraint in an 

ind•:a try which employs primarily male workers, a significant 

proportion of whom are skilled. 
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• 
Table 16 

Annual Labour Costs Changes 1981-85 • 
in percentages 

Year Retail Metal- Annual increue Annual increase 
Price work sector in aanuf acturing in reference • 
Index annual unit labour countries unit 

increase in costs labour costs 
labour costs (Greece. Spain. 

Portugal. Asia) 

• 
1981 10.8 20.4 17.0 11.0 
1982 6.4 15.7 12.0 4.o 
1983 5.1 7.9 I 7.0 0.2 
1984 6.0 11.1 I 6.0 1.5 
1985 5.1 15.9 . 7.0 4.8 • 
Source: Cyprus Development Bank 

• 
Table 17 

F.mployment in the Metal Working Sector 1980-85 

• 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

Sector 
employment 4761 5056 5160 5057 5009 4577 4485 • 

% Change on 
previous year - 6.20 2.06 -1.74 -1.20 -8.6 

I 
-2.0 

Total manu-
f acturing 
employment • 

(OOO's) 44.5 44.8 43.8 43.3 43.1 43.6 43.3 

Sector as 
% of total I : 

aanuf acturing 10.7 
I 
11.2 11.7 11. 7 11.6 10.4 10.4 • ' 

Source: Industrial Statistics 
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Nevertheless. the increases in labour productivity and the slowdown 

in output growth has now had the effect of reducing employment. 

Between 1982 and 1986. the nuaber or jobs in the sector has fallen by 

13% (see Table 17). Given that skilled labour is one or tne key 

eleaents or the new flexible specialisatior. developing in Europe. it 

is of the first iaportance that a training strategy be developed in 

tandea with the industrial strategy • 

Four fifths or Cyprus's demand for metal and engineering products is 

met from imports. The Cypriot industry is primarily concerned with 

servicing functions (repair and aaintenance. one-off job shop 

production) and the manufacture of light industrial products. It is 

predominantly small scale and labour intensive, with only three firs 

employing more than 50 workers in the metal products sector itself, 

and a further six if we include non-electrical machinery and 

transport equipment. Four fifths of sector output goes to the home 

market. exports being confined to the larger firms selling to the 
Middle East. 

In terms of industrial orientation, approximately half the sector 

output is geared to the construction industry, and a further sixth to 

the agricultural sector. lbere is little heavy or precision 

engineering and a diminishing structurt..l steel production. 82% of 

the sector is concerned with sheet metal work and metal forming • 

In January. we visited a sample of 23 firms who comprised 50% of 

output and Z"/% of employment in the sector. On the basis of these 

visits and discussions with other industrialists, we identified the 

following problems which were common to the majority of firms: 

- the investment in fixed assets and plant was often 

unjustified in relation ·~output capacity. 
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- the majority of production processes were underutilised 

- only three firms possessed CNC •&chines; a number of others 

had outaoded 11&chinery 

- raw aaterial stock control was inadequate 

- production planning tended to be minimal 

- work in progress inventories were high 

- job shop estimating procedures were i~adequate 

- financial control systems were also lacking 

- there was little if any research and development 

- many firms lacked a design capacity 

- training in many firms was minimal 

- there was poor quality control in many firms 

- marketing skills tended to be limited 

- many firms lacked a strategic/planning outlook 

- management opportunities were limited because of the family 

ownership structure. 

This list, which appears formidable, should be seen as a preparation 

for the next stage of the sector's development rather than a 

criticism of the previous one. For the sector is still young. It 

has responded with energy and flexibility to the demands made upon it 

over the last decade. But if it is to make the transition from 

skilled job shopping into an industry - which we believe it must do 

if it is to sustain its growth through into the 1990's - then, it 

needs to start with a careful assessment of its weaknesses set 
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against the background of the trends in Europe. A number of firms 

have begun to follow a new strategy and their growth over the last 

five years shows the potential which exists for the metal working 

sector in Cyprus. We also found a great willingn~ss to discuss these 

issues uongst the industrialists and the trade unions, recognising 

the gathering pressures upon t.'l.e industry, and the need for change. 

These pressures are now growing. In 1986, the volume index of 

sectoral production fell by 8% and stood at its lowest level since 

1982. Exports have been falling during the 1980' s, and employment 

fell by 13% between 1982 and 1986. Although labour productivity has 

been on a rising linear trend, and labour and raw material costs on a 

falling one. profits have been squeezed. The current situation is 

particularly serious with a fall-off in the Middle East export 

markets and a turn inwards into the already slowing domestic market. 

Price cutting has become a feature in the internal market and with 

many firms at their borrowing li•its, we believe that the industry is 

entering a period of serious difficulty, particularly for smaller 

firms. 

The Customs Union itself, if it goes ahead, will add to these 

problams to a limited extent. Much of the industry has had little 

tariff protection, enjoying rather a natural protection as a job shop 

industry close to its domestic customers. There are examples of sub

sectors which would be affected, notably air filters production and 

aluminium extrusions. Turbine pumps. too. could be expected to 

suffer from the removal of protection, b~ t this has been recognised 

by the proposal to make them one of the exempted products in the 

Customs Union provisions. 

The gathering crisis within the industry is likely, therefore, to be 

largely independent of the Customs Union. It will be serious, 

nevertheless. Yet, just as the Chines& word for crisis is also their 

word for opportunity, so we ~lieve there is. an opportunity for the 

metal working sector in Cyprus. If it can take on board the new 

philosophy, with selective investment in the new equipment, which has 
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characterised the electronic revolution in the metal working sector 

in Europe over the last decade. and if it can learn from the 

strategies of flexible specialisation which have had such success in 

Germany and Italy. then we see no reason why the Cypriot industry 

cannot recover the dynamism it had during the second half of the 

1970's. It c0111111ands a strong geographical position in relation to 

the Middle East market. which gives it an immediate advantage in 

relation to Northern ~uropean competitors. 

If Cyprus is to profit from any upturn in the Middle East markets. 

particularly in the event of a third oil price rise. a major process 

of restructuring is required in ~any of its sub-sectors. It is to 

the strategy for this restructuring that we now turn. 
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Chapter 2 Appendix 

Survey Sample 

For reasons of time. a full survey of all the firas in the ~ector was 

not possible. Accordingly. the Ministry of Comaerce and Industry in 

conjunction with the Cyprus Chaaber of COllllerce and t"1e Employers 

Federation provided a s&11ple of COllpanies which was intended to cover 

the •ain sub-sectors and different firm sizes. 

The methodology employed was to draw up a comprehensive questions 

list (questionnbire) which was the framework for in depth visits and 

intervie"'s with the companies. The questionnaire gave the set of 

interviews a structured and consistent basis from which to form a 

clear analysis of the sector. 

The sample 

The sample covered 23 firms across the spectrum of the 21 sub-sectors 

within the Industrial classification codes for the sector. The total 

number cf employees in the sample is 1,222, which represents 26.7 per 

cent of the per~ons engaged in the sector. The sample accoun~ed for 

approximately C£30.6 million of gross output from the sector at 1986 
current -,,rices, which represents 49.6 per cent of the gross output 

figure for 1985. 

The sB111ple was •ade up es follows: 

3 compani2s with 1-15 employees 

7 companies with 16-30 employees 
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5 companies with 31-50 eaplo~s 

8 companies with over 50 eaployees. 

In addition. two meetings were held with groups of industrialists 

froa the sector. soae drawn f1"'09 the sample. others not. These were 

open-ended discussions on the problems or the industry and potential 

strategies towards it. In all. the industrialists froca some 340 

companies were either visited or attended the evenings" discussions. 

Discussions were also held with Trade Unions representatives as ;,,ell 

as with financial institutions to discuss particular sub-sec'tors as 

well as the general issues involved. 
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III 

3.1.1 Sector Strategic Approaches 

In developing a sector strategy we should distinguish broad strategic 

approaches. and aore detailed policies for i.mple.e~tation. We 1'egin 

by the approach we recmaend for the sector as a whole: 

i) 'lbe ai.a for the sector should be to develop niche aarkets with 

updated production equipment. 'lbe equipment needs to be of the 

kind which will automate the sector's current general 

flexibility. We do not believe that the alternative strategy 

based on low factor costs and the achievement of volume 

economies for standard goods is likel:~ to succeed in any of the 

sub-sectors in the illllediate futu.:-e. In the same way. we do 

not think that a strategy which ai~s to compete - on the basis 

of equipment alone - with large international companies is a 

promising one. 

ii) On the production side, the •ain i•ediate issue is how to 

increase specialisation in, order to realiae volWDe economies, 

and at the saae time find ways of ~arnessing technology 
' 

developments without creating excess capacity. Many firms now 

have flexibility without ' the specialisation or the modern 
' 

equipment necessary to improve working capital and fixed asset 

utilisation. 

iii) Firms should aia to improve product quality and conc~ntrate on 
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aarket developaent. building on existing knowledge rather than 

aeeting downturns in aarkets by policies of diversification or 

price cutting in order to increase aarket share. 

iv) The sector should aia in the llediua tel"ll to adapt already 

developed foreign technology to the needs or the domestic 

aarlcet and other econoaies in the region. In this way. it will 

upgrade s:-roduct design for Cypriot products. A research and 

development capacity needs to be built which at first 

concentrates on adaptation as a step towards independent 

product developaent. 

v) The Middle East and Africa should continue to be seen as the 

aost promising areas for expansion for the bulk of the metal 

working sector. vi th Cyprus playing the role as an adapter and 

developer of northern country products for th~se aarkets. 

vi) In terms of product strategies. the long tera aia should be to 

develop reverse engineering with a view to firas carrying out 

coaplete product aanuf acture rather than assembly or part 

production. Core product development would include: 

- valves. ball valves. lobe valves and plugs. 

- all pUlips. including hygienic pumps 

- gears and worm screws 

- aotors 

- couplings. 

vii) For such an integrated prograae to be achieved. the industry 

will have to expand er.~ iaprove product technology including 

expertise in casti~,. forging, pressing and forming, 

aetallurgy, aachining. welding and joining, finishing and 

embellishing. A long tera training ~trategy around the 

ex?ansion of these skills is a necessity for the industry as a 

whole. 
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viii) aajor attention needs to be paid to iaproveaents in the 

aanageaent of the production process. including: 

- product control - parts scheduling. planning. loading. 

inventory control. purchasing. 

- quality control - accuracy of •asureaent. finish 

aonitoring. saapling 11ethods. testir.g. 

QA check standards. 

1bese will contribute towards the central task of improving the 

productivity of working capital. 

ix) The strategy should build around the larger fil'llS in the sector 

and tJ>c saaller firas aost immediately linked to them: this 

implies the need for sub-sector strategies. 

x) Strategies for these sub-sectors should keep in mind 

develo1>11ents taking place in other sectors of the economy as 

well as those put forward in this report. In particular. the 

following initiatives have significance for the metal working 

sector. 

- the expansion of the solar energy progrume 

- the further developaent and export of water management 

systems 

- the expansion of the phanaaceutical. bio-technology and 

food processing sectors. 
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The above strategic orientation is one of flexible specialis!ltion 

rather than stRndardised low cost voluae production. It suggests 

starting fro11 existing strer.gths in both product and process know-how 

rathei" than eabarking on new products of which there is little 

aanufacturing experience. Thus. a key feature of the strategy is 

that it should be directed towards developing products which would 

iaprove labour productivity in the typical saall l:!anufacturing 

establishments. The orientation is towards the future needs in 

aarkets both at home end in the lliddle East. rather than fostering 

high-tech developaent for its own sake. 

3.1.2. Enterprise strategies 

This general strategic approach has iaplications for changes in 

enterprise strategy. The aost iaaediate issue here is the focus on 

market niches. and the links between a niche strategy and product 

development. 

Niche market development 

A market development strategy should be based on identifying a firm's 

niche in the market as opposed to simply operating in a general 

market. Small enterprises should concentrate on targeting a specific 

segment of the market where pricing policy ensures viability and 

product/service loyalty becomes an important element of the 

customer's choice decision. •1'lle niche may be a tiny part of the 

total market but growth will involve a large increase in production 

or service. The development of a niche lends itself to a more simple 

evolution to the complex management process of budgeting, job costing 

and day to day control of the business. Organisational development 

for growth is made easier by the market niche strategy. Each growth 

stage requires investment in both fixed assets and working capital 

and this is often (almost always) not recouped until a consolidation 

phase is reached (prior to another surge). Coupled with the 

financial requirements or growth strategies is the constraint of 
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aanagerial skills. Both these areas need im.-estigation prior to or 

siaultaneous with the adoption of aarket development strategies. 

Product development for niche .. rkets 

A niche rather than a standard product strategy requires that close 

relations be aaintained betweer. existing i.nd potential customers and 

the producing firm. For what is required by aany custoaers in this 

sector is a flexibility of response and a capacity for product 

developaent to aeet illllediate needs. Flexible production systems and 

a product design capacity are necessary complements to a niche 

aarketing strategy. 

Companies operating in export markets in close S;'lllbiotic 

relationships with large construction companies, manufacturers, 

distribution organisations anc! public utilities have the O?portunity 

to pursue product development strategies. Several firms in the 

sector fall into this category inclu~ing Cyems, Metalco, Nemitsas and 

Muskita. The close contact these companies have with large client 

organisations is important for the following reasons: 

1. It provides the interaction and feedback necessary for product 

development. New products should be developed in res;><>nse to 

the needs of these major clients. Generally, by the time such 

a product is ready for wider, perhaps European markets, it will 

have been through an extensive refinement and testing process 

based upon feedback from the aajor customer. For these 

companies to develop in a aiddle economy, it is import3Jlt that 

the client organisations employ competent engineers. They 

should have sufficient ability and opportunity to seek novel 

solutions and undertake original development work requiring ne~ 

instruments and testing facilities. Lesser engineers will tend 

to play it safe and buy existing solutions and equipment from 

large multinational suppliers. 
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2. It provides credibility for factory sales. If a company has 

aade sales to large international construction coapanies of 

world standing. then it has enhanced its credibility when 

operating outside of the noraal boundaries of its sales 

territory. 

Initially the products are likely to be highly customised and 

aade in low volU11es. Being engineered solutions to specialised 

industrial probleas, developaent and aanufacturing costs can be 

supported by industrial policy initiatives sponsored by the 

government. They should be good engineering solutions using 

up-to-date, but not necessarily fully high tech or state of the 

art technology. The basis of coapetitive advantage lie!: in the 

experience built up while providing novel engineering solutions 

to a particular problem. rather than a unique invention. The 

initial engineering and problem solving emphasis of the company 

means that early examples of the products are well-engineered 

but with room for iciprovement in presentation. This wculd 

include industrial design, packaging, proper documentation and 

instrJction manuals. 

The manufacturing requiremer.ts of products which are highly complex, 

with a high unit cost and in low vol0&es, are typically for highly 

skilled labour but with relatively loh' capital investment in 

production technology. The design engineers of the client 

organisations should be closely involved with the manufacture of the 

product. Such products are suitable for local manufacture and should 

be i.:sed to create more cooperative links between the larger and 

smaller firms in the Cyprus Pector through the use of subcontracting. 

In time, as markets grow locally and in the trad.i tional export 

markets - as well as internationally - these products can become 

increasingly standardised, perhaps with a range of options or 

modifications available. The extent of local manufacture undertaken 

will depecnd on the complexity or the product and likely production 

volumes. If there remains a high degree or customisation and a high 

unit selling cost then most of the produ:t is likely to be 
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•anufactured "in-house" by the larger fira. while increasing 

standardisation and volume could result ia significant manufacturing 

by the smaller subcontract firms. 

In soee circuastances. coalitions with international coapanies can be 

an illportant means to gain aarket credibility. aarket access and/or 

international aarketing skills. 'The coalition partners might be 

general equipaent coapanies providing the aajor systems or subsystems 

for t.~e overseas purchases. Such coalitions can provide contracts. 

credibility and access to aarketing and service skills for tht 

ongoing business. 

'This strategy of product develop•ent by the larger firms ext.ibits a 

relatively "soft" entry mode into aanufacturing via research and 

development. The need to progress at a modest pace, Rt least in 

early years. in research based product development should be 

reflected in Government sponsor~hip through R&D g-rants. 

When produ~ts are fairly well developed and ready for international 

marketing. the firms should have access to financing sources based on 

their business track rec~rd. their developed products. and the 

explicit possibility of international buyer interest and contracts. 

Moderate amounts of capital will be required at this stage and the 

most appropriate Pources will be from a Development Bank able to take 

a long term v~ew of the project and provide management and 

negotiation &kills and market intelligence. 

Financing during the prototype development stage should ideally be 

from a source that will leave the company free to conduct a full 

range of negotiations with potential customers at some later stage in 

the product's development. This also reflects an exit strategy 

dimension in the role of the Development Bank. If the company's 

prospects are enhanced by product development and the potential 

market growth this holds, then the enterprise in this category should 

be able to attract further capital from both venture capital sources 

and other commercial and/or private sources. Once products are 
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developed and initial aarkets secured. c<>11pany expansion and market 

developmt>nt can I"'!Quire large uounts or capital and at this stage 

the exit or the Development Bank investment might be prudent to avoid 

conflicting interests with other commercial sources. 

3.2 Institutions 

A sector strategy can only be partially developed and implemented by 

firms acting on their own. Collective institutions are needed -

private and public - in order to support the individual cmterprises 

in their task. 

3.2.1 Industrial structure and inter-fire co-operation 

It is our vi- .. that co-operation between enterprises must be the 

starting point for any successful sector strategy. Currently, there 

is substantial rivalry between firms, reflected in the price cutting 

strategies we have already noted. Few of the strategic aims will he 

achieved if this negative competition is not replaced by what we call 

po!iitive competition within co-operation. Firms needs to co-operate 

to develop structures which will give them the required support 

individually. Once those structures are in place competition can 

take the form of innovation and product quality rather than price 

cutting and market spoiling. We cannot emphasise too strongly that 

the initiative for survival in the current circumstances lies with 

the firms in the sector acting together to develop and implement a 

sector strategic plan. 

At the moment. the structure of the industry is fragmented, based as 

it is on the small family firm. One policy to tackle this is to 

encourage mergers and takeovers as promoted by former UK governments. 

While we believe there are advan~ages in increasing the number of 

medium sized firms, the experience of the past decade is that - in 

spite of government policy - the ~·amily firm in Cyprus is as 

resilient in the metal products industry as it has been in other 
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sectors. What is i•portant therefore. is to build on the advantages 

of such a decentralised industrial structure. and develop ways of 

overc011ing its disadvantages. 

'Ihe aain disadvantages of the current s•all fira structure are as 

follows: 

- individual firms cannot afford to finance many of the 

overhead services necessary to sustain e niche marketing 

strategy. notably: 

- international marketing capacity 

- product design and development 

- strategic planning 

- a skill training programme. 

- few firms are of the size that can invest in the latest 

relevant technology. notably the CAD-CAM systems. Those 

that have installed state of the art technology almost all 

find themselves facing problems of capacity utilisation. 

- firms often produce the same product ranbes as their 

rivals. regularly resorting to price cutting for market 

share. rather than developing particular specialisations 

within an overall sectoral product range. 

To overcome these disa~vantages we consider it of paramount 

importance that one or more sectnral consortia should be established 
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which would enable joint services and strategic planning to be 

undertaken. 1his institution should be controlled by those in the 

industry. and should have a core staff financed by private funds. 

with particular services financed :>n a 50:50 basis by private funds 

and governaent. An exaaple of how a sector institution could be 

structured is set out in Figure 9. 

F.melcold 

Pegasus 

Other 
firms 

Figure 9 

Cyeas 

Sector Institution 

- Coordination 
- PlBmling 
- Overseas Marketing 

and Intelligence 
- Strategy 
- Financing 
- R&D 
- CAD 
- Training 

Metal co 

Muskita 

The sector institution should undertake some or all of the following 

functions: 

- complement the existing network of overseas marketing 

personnel currently employed by firms on an individual 

basis. The function of the consortia's marketing staff 

would not only be to search out new markets and sell 

Cypriot products. but also to maintain close links with 

overseas markets. acting as a direct channel for market 

requirements, as well as being a source of intelligence on 

market changes and competitors development. 

- specifically, they would be responsible for identifying new 

technologies and products that can be transferred to 
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Cypriot industry. They would also seek to identify 

available licenses via foreign research institutes. as we!l 

as foreign companies seeking licensees to service the 

Middle East aarket. 

- provide cmaon technology services. including research and 

development facilities. and a product design capacity. 

- act as a location for a CAD bureau for the aetal working 

sector. 

- encourage ra~ionalisation within sub-sectors. and the 

development or specialisation by firas within an overall 

Cypriot product range. Also seeking to secure full 

utilisation of existing modern facilities through co

operative arrangements between firms. 

- act as a source of inforaation about technical and othe;

developments in the international metalworking industry, 

and as a focus for the development of a sector strategy for 

aetal work. 

- provide consultancy help to firms entering joint venture 

and/or licensing agreements. 

- act as a lobby for financial resources for 

product/market/businesa development and act as a catalyst 

for the development of co-operative funding from resou~ces 

within the sector. This function would include liaising 

with the sector and other sources of funds for joint 

services within Cyprus, the EEC and the UN system. 
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- co-ordinate an expanded skills strategy for the industry in 

conjunction with the Industrial Training Authority. the 

Higher Technical Institute. the Cyprus Productivity Centre 

and the aember firas in the consortiua. 

J.'W!j~-!Yindld that firms vi thin the sector form one or .,re consortia 

for tbe above purposes. We also rKOJ !ncl that .-bers of the 

industry visit one of the Italian •tel working consorzia. to gain 

first-hand knowledge of bow such co-operative institutions are run 

and mat they achieve. 

3. 2. 2. Public Institutions 

It is also necessary to have a co-ordination among public 

institutions in support of the sector strategy. 1bis should include 

five elements: 

i) 

ii) 

Strategic planning. In line vi th the rece>11aendations of the 

main report. we rec011111end that the new Strategic Planning 

Council further develop the sector strategy for the metal 

working industry outlined in this report, paying particular 

attention to the elaboration of sub-sect_ strategies. plans 

for a common stockholding facility. for research and 

development, and for long term training. 1be elaboration of 

this strategy should be undertaken in close conjunction with 

the industry (individually and through their joint 

institutions) and with the trade unions. 

Co-ordination of government actii>n around the strategy. This 

would include co-ordination of the activities of the MCI's 

extension service, the policies on competition, machinery 

imports, standardisation, research and deve1.opment, and the 

domestic and overseas training programmes. 
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iii ) Acting as a catalyst linking the metal working sector ¥i th 

other doaestic sectors who act as custoaers for aetal working. 

in particular the construction industry. the Water llanageaent 

Agency. the Department of Town Planning and Housing. the 

Departllent of Building and Works and the Ministry of 

Agriculture. 

iv) Supplying through the uewly established Export Promotions 

Council assistance and support for joint action by firms in the 

sector in expanding their overseas aarketing and aarket 

in\:elligence network. notably in Middle East and African 

aarkets. 

v) Providing. through the Cyprus Development Bank. catalytic 

support to the progr8111De of industrial restructuring through 

the provision of equity finance. long term funds. as well as 

advisory services to groups of enterprises as well as 

individual ones. 

We re~nd that the Government adopt this progrmme of 

strategic planning and support to the aeti.l working section. 

3.2.3. A Strategic Fr.ework 

The task for government is to perform the key strategic and 

implementation functions undertaken for example by the Ministry and 

International Trade and Industry (MITI) in Japan. MITI provides a 

coherent strategic frB11eWork within which individual firms can plan; 

it acts as; a forum for the exchange of information between firms in 

the sector. and between the sector and suppliers, purchasers, and 

industrial policy makers themselves. It provides administrative 

guidance; it encourages groups of firms whether as export cartels or 

simply social gatherings; it also acts as a central co-ordination 

body within the government, being itself responsible re-~ foreign 
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trade policy, as vell as acting as a criticaJ link vitl\ the financial 

sector. 

Developing convergent opinions and plans on a nuaber of issues from 

standardisation, to design and training, can lead to overcoaing the 

incoapatibili ties and redundancy that exists in the sector. One of 

the secrets of JP.panese industrial succes~ has been the existence of 

llITI as a comprehensive, integrated planning and iapleaentation body. 

We ~ that the Strategic Council in drawing up a sector 

strategy for •tal working, includes clear guidelines on how the 

functions specified above can be perfol'lled. and by whcm. as well as 

establishing procedures for monitoring performance by the public 

institutions concerned. 

3.3 Sub-sector strategies 

The diverse nature of the industry means that in some instances a 

sub-sectoral strategy is needed in addition to the sectoral one. In 

what follows we consider the most important sub-sectors. As part of 

the fur~her development of sector strategy. these outline strategies 

need to be discussed and extended in conjunction with the firms 

concerned. 

3.3.1 Pumps 

There are six pump manufacturers all producing the same product range 

of vertical. submersible and centrifugal pumps. One of the firms 

dominates the industry in terms of the series and sizes of pumps 

offered within a particular range and in the volume capabilities it 

possesses. Investment in a computer controlled foundry section at a 

cost of C£1.5 million has given the company flexibility in both batch 

size and moulding pattern. The automatic foundry yields costs and 
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quality benefits over the previous. labour intensive. systea. Higher 

quality casting results in less rework. throughput time is increased. 

delivery times reduced and econoaies or scale ensue. 1be tira now 

has a potential capacity or 15.000 units per annua as opposed to the 

6.000 units per annua prior to the investaent. Its strategy is to 

expand up to its capacity by competing on both price and quality in 

the dc::mestic and export urkets or the Middle East. 

Aaong the Compf.JlY'S other assets are five CNC aultipurpose lathes 

providing the -chining tlexibi li ty to cater ror the range of 

discharge heads md bowl •chining required for t.t.e complete product 

range. "Jbese usets lir.ited with the C.C. foundry provide a strong 

foundation ror flexible manufacturing which the company intends to 

coaplement with a CAD link-up in the near future. 

The voluae/price/quality strategy being pursued by the company poses 

a significant threat to the other aanufacturers. While some do not 

see theaselves as possessing the ability or the inclination to 

counter the doainant fira. they are nevertheless exposed in 

product/aarket teras because or range siailari ties. Others who 

exhibit 'wrong-size' characteristics by having a significant 

investment in volume - but auch less than that required to compete 

ror dominance - are raced with both product range and pricing 

problems. 

The dominant fira itself is not entirely secure in the robustness of 

its longer tera strategy since its push down the aarginal cost curve 

aay not be possible unless it abandons certain product series within 

its range in order to obtain substantial econo11ies or scale • 

In order to bring some rationalisation to this sub-sector and embark 

on a niche sti·ategy. the two central issues that need to be addressed 

are the use or the investaent casting facility in the dominant firm. 

Nemitsas. and the duplication of the produ~t ranges between firms. 
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In our view. it vill be so.e tille berore Nemi tsas can hope to aai<e 

full use of its castins capacity. At the ..ent. the other firas in 

the sector are importing their castings - often of a lower quality -

froa abroad. nus llllkes no sense either for the Cypriot balance or 

paymP.nts. or for the extemal cmpetitivity of the Cypriot !"iras 

t"ewselves. It is wt desirable that same wy be found for the 

sector as a whole to uke use of the new fCK."lldry at reasonable 

prices. 1bis would contribute to the OYe&-heeds or Nemtsas. and 

reduce imports. It would also provide the saaller firas vi th a 

•bowl• which requires less rework after casting and consequently 

reduces the direct costs or aenufacture while ensuring a better 

quality product. 

Similarly. we recmmend that Nemtsas consider specialising on a 

saall range of products. concentrating on developing a 11&.rket 

reputation for high quality. high efficiency products as they are 

currently in the process of doing. · At the saae tiae. the other 

c<>11panies should likevise be encouraged to specialise in those 

products transferred by Neai tsas. thus increasing batch sizes and 

reducing direct costs. 

In order to further strengthen the sector. the governaent should 

contribute to the financing of a CAD CAM link between the investment 

casing facility and CNC aachiDP.s. At the moment. Neaitsas is one of 

the firas in the sector vi th CNC aachines. Other firas should be 

encouraged to invest in thea. and thereby allow thea to 118ke use of 

the CAD CAM link. Such government support should be aade conditional 

on the adoption of the two aspects or the rationalisation strategy 

with respect to the use of the foundry and the fira specialisation of 

product range. 

A CAD-CAM facility would en&~le all firas to focus on the design of a 

specialised product ranee with existing distribution channels being 

used to develop the •arket for the newly designed and upgraded 

products. For Neaitsas in particular, the CAD facility would allow 

thn to seriously pursue a product development programme aimed at 
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It will be soae tie before Nc_ait. as can hoi"~ to •alee ful! use of its 

casting capacity. At the .oaent. the other firms in the sector 

either use other local foundries. or they i•port tlaeir castings -

often of a lower quality - froa ab1-oad. Where thE= iatter happens. it 

aakes no sense either for the Cypriot balance ~; payaents or fer the 

external competitivity of the ~ypriot firms theaselves. Solle firms 

are now trying to set up their own foundries in Cyprus. For the 

s•aller firms this offers no ready remedy. unless they can 

collectively invest in a high quality foundry of the Nemitsas 

standard. What would be most economic from the viewpoint of the 

sector as a whole would be for Cypriot puap producers to make use of 

the Nemitsas foundry at reasonable prices. 1bis would contribute to 

the overheads of Nemitsas. and reduce imports. It would also provide 

the smaller firms with a 'b<Nl' which requires less rework after 

casting and consequently redt.ces the direct costs of manufacture 

while ensuring a better quality prcduct. 

Similarly. we recommend that Nemitsas consider specialising on a 

small range of products. concentrating on developing a market 

reputation for high quality. high efficiency products as they are 

currently in the process of doing. At the same time, the other 

companies should likewise be encouraged to specialise in those 

products transferred by Nemi tsas. thus increasing batch sizes and 

reducing direct costs. 

In order to further strengthen the sector, the government should 

contribute to the financing of a CAD CAM link between the investment 

casing facility and CNC machines. At the moment, Nemitsas is one of 

the firms in th'! sector with CNC machines. Other firms should be 

encouraged to invest in them, and thereby allow them to make use of 

the CAD CAM link. Such government support should be made conditional 

on the adoption of the two aspects of the rationalisation strategy 

with respect to the use of the foundry and the firm specialisation of 

product range. 

l 



A CA:)-CAM racility would enable all firas to focus on the design of a 

spe...:;;alised product rsinge with existing distribution channels being 

used to c!evelop th~ aarket fer the newly designed and upgraded 

products. For Nemitsa.s in particular. the CAD facility would allow 

them to seriously pursue a product develc,pment programme aimed at 

developing new hygienic pumps for the growing food processing, 

biotechnology and pharmaceutical aarket development in Europe and if 

possible. this should take place with a European distribution 

partner. 

A CAD/CAM facility should also enable product diversification to 

become a major plank in the firm's long term business strategy, and 

facilitate substantial import substitution. Product areas that 

should be considered in such a programme include the following: 

- valves, ball valves, pumps (all hygienic). plug valves and 

lobe valves 

- gears and worm screws 

- motors 

- couplings 

- compressors 

3.3.2 Solar Heating 

Substantial potential exists for market development in the solar 

heating sub-sector. In particular, there are good possibilities for 

export growth. A strategic focus based on joint venture co-operation 

with firms in t:he Southern Mediterranean, the Middle East and sub

Saharan Africa, could enable substantial export growth. 

The market leader has approxim~tely 35 per cent of the ma.Aet. This 

firm, together with two other large firms, share 66 per cent of the 

domestic market with the ~emaining 34 per cent being taken by ;o or 

so small companies. 
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In the doaestic aarket. quality could be substantially improved by 

the extension of standards. At the aoments soae standards do exist 

for aanufacturing and efficiency testing. But they are not 

obligatory. nor are they coaprehensi ve. The MCI Extension Service 

runs a testing laboratory. though it has faced some technical 

problems in testing. We reco-end that the MCI should extend and 

make more effective the quality standards for solar heating. and 

should provide the resources necessary to ensure the effective 

working of the testing laboratory. The introduction of quality 

st!Uldards •ay produce Goae rationalisation in the industry in terms 

of the number of suppliers. However. this will be offset by the 

benefits in being able to advance the product technology. The 

introduction of standards will also ensure proper installation 

services and appropriate back-up for the consumer. an important 

feature of the sub-sector which presents considerable expansion 

opportunities. 

The larger companies are well placed to pursue a strategy 

encompassing product design and development. particularly when the 

field is widened to include other water and energy products. The 

existing product technology with heaters is good. The main strategy 

weakness :i.s in the area of marketing. From a technology point: of 

view. solar heaters present few problems for competitors ~ishing to 

enter the market as they are easily copied. The key to longe~ tenn 

competitive advantage and market develop111ent with solar heaters lies 

with the servicing aspect associated with the purchase of the 

product. 

The cost 01' solar heaters represents a substantial investment by the 

purchaser (approximately C£300 for a 40 gallon tank).Moreover it is 

the type of product which can cause considerable antagonism from the 

consumer in the event of failure, i.e. there are particular ti1'1es 

when heavy reliance is placed on the system. The market.iug 20Lr1:1tegy 

should be based on the potential anxieties of product failure and 

aimed at selling the customer insurance through the back-up service 

rather than just selling a product that is a low cost water heater. 
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------------- ---- ---- -

By developing this marketing strategy - linked to continued product 

quality development - the firms in this sub-sector can sustain market 

development over a prolonged period. Indeed. such a strategy (based 

on selling the concept of insurance) can create market share in spite 

of the fact that these products may be technically more 

sophisticated. 

Export-. marketing opportunities exist in Spain. Southern France. 

!taly. Yugoslavia. Malta. Bulgaria and Rumania. Similarly. 

Commonweal th countries could provide excellent export markets. In 

spite of the fact that firms in the sector have had products copied 

by India. Jordan and Spain, a competitive advantage based on a 

comprehensive service s.:.rategy could result in substantial export 

growth in these countries. 

Such a strategy would involve courtesy calls to customers outside the 

agreed service dates; twenty four hour call out service for breakdo~n 

work and regular product mailing informing customers of anj· 

improvements to their system on the basis of the most recent research 

and development. 

A further marketing strategy could be to offer the systems on a 

central or lease basis. In countries where the capital outlay was 

prohibitive, the systems c~uld be acquired through a rental 

agreement. with the emphasis on gaining customer loyalty over 

extended periods. This strategy would also facilitate easier sales 

in the replacement market. which. over the lon~er te~m. will 

obviously become worth more in revenue terms than the original 

eq11ipment market. 

As part of an export strategy, we recon111end that the government 

should establish a solar heating export loan scheme. Exports to 

specific countries could be based O'l te. hnolo~ transfer with loans 

supplied by the government to fund th·~ li:':encing agreement. In such 

situations, the Cyprus tinn would mafotain direct control over the 
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• 
marketin« and sales/service support functions through its own 

distribution channels in these countries. 

An important part of such an export strategy would be a much greater 

emphasis on product design. Solar heaters are consumer products. and 

current aodels could be greatly enhanced (not least in the 

environaental impact of the tanks} by investment in design. We 

re~nd that the govermient contribute on a .atching basis to a 

Solar Heating Design Consultancy Fund allied to upgrade t:he design and 

finish of solar panels and water tanks with a view to increasing 

export competitiveness and the environmental impact of solar heating 

within Cyprus. 

3.3.3 Aluminium Extrusions 

Cy;>rus has one of the most up-to-date extrusion plants in Europe, 

based in Limmasol. It has great potential for servicing the naeds of 

the indigenous construction. insulation. refrigeration and heating 

and ventilating industries for aluminium extrusions. 

However. the plant faces serious competition from Greek imports which 

appear to be subsidised. For example: 

Greek al11minium plants enjoy prefere:.&tial prices from mining 

companies in Greece who have been given extended rights by the 

Greek Government on condition that Greek extrusion manufactures 

enjoy preferential prices for aluminium billets. 

Greek energy costs are lower. 

Greek exporters of extrusions enjoy 15-20% on the FOB value of 

their exports in the form of a "subsidised interest" to avoid 

EEC restrictions on direct subsidies, i.e. if they export. the 

government gives special financing arrangements interest free to 

cover working capital needs. 
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imported mill-fi~ish profiles are 15% cheaper because extrusion 

plants in Greece buy and pay in Drachmas i.e. all transaction 

costs are in same currency because they buy raw material billets 

from plants in Greece and the Drachma has been devalued by 15%. 

most extrusion plants have already written off t..'leir assets. 

while Muskita is burdened with high depreciation costs and 

interest. 

Cyprus ranks among th~ best outlets for Greek extrusion exports and 

Greek producers have every incentive to undercut locally produced 

extrusions. 

Government action is needed to ensure that total demand for aluminium 

extrusions is largely satisfied by the local firm. This will require 

the continuation of the current policy, (a) of price control. with 

strict monitoring by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and {b) 

of protection to ensure that the local producer is not undercut. by 

subsidised imports. Durfog the first phase of the Customs Union the 

quotas for oversees imports are due to be increased, but not to a 

point which will seriously threaten local production. The government 

should, however, argue for the continu~tion of quotas during the 

second phase of the Customs Union within the context of the strategic 

development of the sector. 

The substantial capacity existing at Muski ta also provides 

opportunities for exports. We recoanend that the government provide 

interest relief linked to export sales for aluminiU111 extrusions. 

Jluski ta sha·•ld develop distribution channels in both the Middle last 

and European markets and thi• should be done in conjunction with the 
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sector institution and the Export ProK>tion Organisation and involve 

public contributions to the relevant overheads in the first two years 

to cover the costs of establishment in overseas markets. 

3.3.4 Switchgear 

The switchgear sub-sector has grown principally on the export market 

to the Middle East. The downturn in the Middle East, together with 

foreign exchange difficulties has seriously curtailed the switchgear 

market and has forced the producers to diversify. 

One path of diversification is in the product development and 

production of control mechanisms associated with energy conservation, 

and encompassing solar heaters, space heating, heating and 

ventilating equipment and sensors. This path builds on their 

expertise in electrical circuitry and testing, applying existing 

know-how to new applications. It also contributes to the development 

of Cypriot capacity in the energy conservation secto.~ which ~e 

recommend else~here in this report. 

A second diversification option is the production of Printed Circuit 

Boards. This is a more risky alternative. There is certainly likely 

to be a long-term market for PCB's in the Middle East and in 

Mediterranean counties, notably in Yugoslavia, Greece, Spain, Saudi 

Arabia and the Gulf States, though it will take some time to develop. 

In the shorter term, producers would have to look to Western Europear. 

markets, which would have the advantage of providing experience for 

Cypriot firms in establishing themselves as quality producers in this 

field. However, given current capacity, Cypriot producers would have 

to aim for the fast turnaround, high quality premium markets, and 

here Cyprus's location is a disadvanuge. Premium customers for 

PCB's in Europe require day to day contact with the manufacturers for 

design and rapid delivery purposes. 
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To be successful, it will be necessary to establish in the first 

instance a licensing and aarketing agreement with a Western European 

PCB producer. We \Dlderstand this is envisaged. This will provide a 

aeans for close contact with tt.e aarket, and also be a aeans of 

learning design, production and aarket skills in this area. 

We would also recamaend that any new PCB facility in Cyprus should be 

based on the Solder Wrapping Technique (SWI') to facilitate the 

production of a PCB from an e1ectronic drawing using CAD equipment. 

Establishing a facility based on SWI' production rather than standard 

P'I1f (Plated Through Hole) circuit boards reduces the turnaround time 

from design to the production of the PCB to between 7-10 days. 

Although we believe this is a Iisky diversification path. we 

nevertheless think it should be supported on the grounds of 

industrial strategy. In addition to its long term potential, the PCB 

facility would strengthen the Cypriot energy conservation sector in 

parallel with the production control facility. What will be needed 

is banking support which will stick with the project through any 

early difficulties that are a necessary part of the learning process. 

3.3.5 Refrigeration 

The mPrket for commercial refrigerators and water coolers in the 

Middle East will continue to grow. Although there is competition in 

the region from India and Italy, together with possible encroachments 

from Japan (allied to their move to penetrate the air conditioning 

market), the geographical location of Cyprus provides Cypriot firms 

with an advantage in the heavy large unit market. 

We recoaaend that f il'ml'. in this sector consider specialising in the 

production of large C01111ercial units, aiming to establish a 

competitive position in this niche by an emphasis on design, quality, 

reliability and service. 
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At the moment the products are robustly aade. but in our judgement 

would benefit from value engineering and investment in design. There 

is also a need - following a comai taent to specialisation - to 

upgrade the production processes to enable large batch production. 

an6 the adoption of flexible aanufacturing systems based on CNC 

aachines. 

We believe there is a long tera potential for Cypriot industry in 

this aarket. but that it will need considerable restructuring. and a 

long tera financial comaitaent from the banking sector. in order to 

introduce the modern production capacity and niche aarket orientation 

which is necessary for the potential to be realised. This sector is 

one which will particularly benefit in the process of restructuring 

from access to joint design advice and CAD systems. as well as f1-om 

incentives to introduce advanced flexible equipment. We recommend 

that if the industry wishes to follow a strategy aiaed at the 

coaaercial refrigeration market. the government should support it 

directly and through the public financial institutions . 

3.3.6 Automotive filters 

70% of the domestic market for automotive filters is currently 

supplied by Cyp~iot producers. High tarriffs discourage imports and 

encourage the manufacture of an extensive range of products to meet 

local demand. There is a serious lack of specialisation. with more 

than 1. 000 different products being produced locally. This has 

i1111ediate consequences in the small length of runs. and the size of 

finished stocks. 

The coming in to force of the Custom l'nion will have very serious 

effects on this sector. The European market is dominated by firms 

such as FRAM. Fiat and General Motors. It is difficult to see ho~ 

the local producer could withstand the dealer discounting and 

distribution pressures which these major firms would introduce in an 

open market. 
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We l'eCOlllmend that the goven1m1ent give serious consideration to 

providing adequate transitional protection - in the event of the 

Custc.s Union - to give time for the industry either to diversify or 

to develop an export oriented specialisation in filters. At the 

aoaent the Cypriot producer has achieved SOile success in European 

export aarkets, on the basis of selling saall quantities of filters 

to boost the stocks of European wholesalers ar.d retailers. We 

~ that the Export Prcmotion Organisation contribute to the 

f'unding of market research to identify products fora the range which 

could fora the basis of longer tera ll&rket development in the 

F.uropean and domestic 1Mrkets. The study should also investigate the 

possibility of a licensing agree11ent with a F.uropean producer. to 

provide the basis for business development. 

Investment in flexible manu!acturing systems at this time would only 

be prudent if a joint vgnture, licensing agreement and niche market 

strategy was effectively pursued. 

3.4 Cross-sector policy 

For some initiatives, the appropriate level of action is that of the 

sector. Both the enterprise consortia and the Strategic Planning 

Council will be responsible for developing the detcil of this part of 

the strategy. In this report we will comment on four areas of 

initiative: raw material stockholding; the development of technical 

competence;research and development, and the system of capital 

incentives. 

3.4.1 Raw Material Stock-holding Strategy 

The ratio analysis from the sample highlighted the raw material stock 

holding problem. Raw material stocks did not match the levels of 

activity of the firms. Indeed, the levels of raw material stocks 

possibly dictated the operating process or making from stock direct 
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to custe>11er when output would hove been more economically achieved by 

aaking frc,a source direct to customer. 

The high raw aaterial stock holding reflects. in the first instance. 

the geographical situation of Cyprus in relation to the steel stock 

suppliers of Europe and elsewhere. Bulk orders are placed to reduce 

prices and ainimise the freight costs and number of deliveries. 

However. the raw aaterials stock position also reflects the lack o: 

cooperation in the sector in an area of business which tends to be 

neglected in the fraaing of strategies. 

The high "fixed" overdrafts of many firms in the sample can be partiy 

accounted for by the financing costs of ra• material stocks. These 

financing costs have become hard core borrowing as a result of the 

inability of firms to match raw material stock utilisation with 

output activity. This in turn has led to stock obsolescence. 

To counteract the disadvantages of Cyprus's geographical location we 

recoaaend that the Goverrmient and industry jointly finance a 

feasibility study on a raw material sourcing company to serve the 

steel stoclcholding needs of the sector. Firms would draw materials 

from this source in relation to their order books and output 

requirements. thus keeping stockholding costs to a minimum. \\e 

suggest that the steel stockholding company should be owned by a 

consortium of firms in the industry and should sell at world prices 

to local firms. The government either directly or indirectly should 

finance the working capital requirements of the stockholding company 

on an interest relief basis for an initial five year period. A firm 

in the sector which currently imports large quantities of steel stock 

aaterials could be used as the vehicle for this proposal enabling the 

start up of such a venture to take place immediately. In addition to 

considering the financial and broader economic benefits to be derived 

from the project, the feasibility study should consider the 

experience of other similar projects that have been operated 

successfully, for example those in India. 
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3.4.2 Raising technical competence 

The strategy outlined in this rePort requires an upgrading of t:i<ills 

and technical know how. In soae instances it is a question of 

updating skills, developing aultiple skills. or retraining. 

others completely new skills will be required. 

In 

In pursuit of the sbove and in support of the approach contained in 

the Lathwood. Procopides and Kyriacou report. we recoaaend the 

following: 

1. The ITA in conjunction vi th the metal industries sectoral 

institution, should continue to identify tile skill needs of firms and 

workforces. with respect to the new strategies being adopted at sub 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

sector and firm level. • 

2. The ITA should continue to encourage the educational 

institutions and training centres to tailor courses to .eet the • 
specific future needs of firms engaged in the llOVe to flexible 

specialisation. The courses should cover design. llall&getment. 

production techniques, work •thods, quality control, 11arketing. 

computer and CAD skills. • 

3. The ITA should consider providing grants to fil"llS in order to 

finance the costs of cover or disruption resulting from personnel 

secondments to training establishments either overseas or in Cyprus. 

4. The Mtal industries sector institution in consultation with 

the Ministry of Labour should seek to attract Cypriots working 

abroad, and where appropriate taporary expatriates, to provide key 

technical •kills to fiiws developing new technole>SY processea, 11e>re 

intensive .. rketing, and pl'Oduct develos-ent. 
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5. The metal industries sector institution should CCJ11Plement the 

uork of the ITA in encouraging its limber firm to provide more 

systematic training progr~ for their emplorees. 

6. Two annual scholarships should be provided to encourage the 

study of CAD/CM in appropriate institutions abroad. 

3.,.. 3 llanagerial Skill 

It is iaportant that the upgrading or skills includes the issue of 

.anagement. In part it is a question or aanageaent possessing 

technical competence. The technical institutes in Geraany. and the 

technical colleges in France have been important factors in raising 

the technical skills of industrial aanageaent as well as the skilled 

workforce. This is in striking contrast to Britain. At the sa:ie 

time there is the question or aanagement skills themselves. which are 

particularly important for a fragmented in~astry like that in Cyprus. 

1bese skills should include not only the technical skills of 

production control. aarketing. financial systems aanagesent and so on 

- but also the skills of co-operation. both with other firms and with 

the workforce. The lack of aanagerial specialisation is one of the 

greatest potential drawbacks of a small firm industry. One answer is 

to have some of that skill provided at the consortium level. Another 

is to place an emphasis on raising the general level of managerial 

skill throughout the industry. 

end that the ITA, in conjunction with the enterprise 

consortia, develop a unacement training course appropriate to the 

metal working industry, and establish criteria by which to Judce the 

crowth in the level "' 11anagerial competence in the sector over the 

next five years. 
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3-'·' Research and Development 

1be substantial extension of a research. developaent and design 

capacity is an urgoJlt requireaent for the strategy proposed. We have 

suggested that a CAD bureau be established as part or the enterprise 

consortia. and that the consortia further develop a comron R&D 

racility. It may also be appropriate to extend the racilities 

available at the Higher Technical Institute. and we end that 

the lll'I be asked to consider the feasibility of this after 

consultation vi th the industry. 

What is necessary froa the governaent end at this point is to adopt a 

clear policy of R D ' D support to the sector. This would include 

the following features: 

a) the establishment or a aetal working research and development 

fund. and a fund for encouraging the adoption of CAD and CAM 

equipment in the industry. 

Funds in both cases should be provided on a 50: 50 basis with 

the firms concerned. 

The combined size of the funds should be set initially at 4% 
of gross sectoral output. which would indicate a sum in 1986 
prices of C£3.4 aillion 

b) The funds should be tarreted at: t.he larger aanufacturers, on 

the condition that they would s1.:b contract work to smaller 

firms and involve them in prod'lct development at an early 

stage. 
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c) the emphasis of the support should be adaptation to the market 

need rather than high tech development for its own sake. When 

high tech solutions are justified, funds should be provided on 

a co-operative basis say in developing a flexible 

•anufacturing systems base. This would ensure a measure of 

standardisation between firms, and their compatibility with 

COllm<>n Computer Aided Design facilities and flexible 

•anufacturing systems. 

d) Attention should also be directed at the state of the art 

skill centred CNC machine tools and flexible manufacturing 

systems which are being developed in Denmark, Germany and 

Britain, under the impetus of the innovations associated with 

the University of Manchester Institute of Science and 

Technology. Developments along these lines would ensure that 

the adoption of modern metal working technology acted as a 

c<>11plement rather than a substitute to the development of a 

skilled engineering workforce for the sector. 

e) R&D aid should not be considered as a specific sum going to a 

specific company concerned with making a leap forward through 

high technology projects. The government should not gamble on 

the success of individual firms but attempt to raise the 

overall level of competitiveness across the sector, which 

through time will hopefully generate its cwn successes. 

Industrial policy encouragement and subsidisation of cooperative 

research, undertaken by the Government, will allow smaller firms more 

scope for specialisation and to benefit from higher levels of 

research output than they could have sustained themselves. This can 

enable a technical competitive lead to be sustained in the specialist 

product areas. Cooperative schemes reduce wasteful duplication of 

effort. Research and Development is one of the best examples of 

externality, and it is almost certainly S\,Jbject to economies of 

scale. As such it is likely to be a source of market failure which a 

sector atrategy can, at least potentially, rectify. 
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We re~nd that the Government establish a Research and Development 

Fund. and a New Technology Acquisition Fund for the metal working 

sector. on the lines outlined above. and within the context of the 

sector strategy developed by the Strategic Planning Council. 

3.4.5 Incentives 

We are of the view that the systea of capital allowances is not well 

sui~ed to the process of restructuring required in the metal products 

sector. It has encouraged too heavy a fixed investment in some cases 

at the expense of investment in the key areas of product development, 

design. marketing. training, financial control and so on. A more 

balanced approach is needed, in part through the establishment or 

special funds such as the Research and Development Fund and the Se~ 

Technology Acquisition Fund outlined above, and in part through a 

modification of the capital allowances scheme. 

We therefore recamend that the system of capital allowances be 

80dified over the next few years with assets attracting only an 

annual writing down allowance of 25 per cent after a certain period: 

e.g. asset purchased on or before: 

Allowance 

31 May 1987 100% 
Year to 31 May 1988 75% 
Year to 31 May 1989 50% 
Year to 31 May 1990 25% 
1bereafter: annual writing down allow 25% 
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SUMMARY OF RECXl9'ENDATIONS 

1. The strategy for the sector should be developed upon the basis 

of the principles of flexible specialisation. This involves: 

niche marketing 

iaproved product design 

increased specialisation 

automation of flexibility through CAD and CAM. 

technological adaptation 

improved product and quality contr~l 

2. Firms within the sector should establish one or more consortia 

to undertake on behalf of their members any or all of the 

following functions: strategic planning. co-ordination. 

overseas marketing and market intelligence. the r~eration of a 

CAD bureau. and organising of training programmes. as well as 

assisting in the obtaining of finance. It is also recommended 

that members of the industry visit one of the Italian metal 

working consorzia to gain first-hand knowledge of how such co

operative institutions are run and what they achieve. 

3. The government should adopt a programme of strategic planning 

and support for the metal working sector. An appropriate body 

(such as a Sector Strategic Council) should draw up, as part of 

the metal working ~ector strategy. clear guidelines on how the 

public sector can co-ordinate its activities in support of the 

sector, particularly with respect to: strategic planning, 

implementation; links between the metal working sector and 

public and private customers: export promotion: and the 

provision equity and long term loan funds through the 

Development Bank. The body should also establish procedures 

for monitoring performance by the public sector institutions 

cc;ncerned. 
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4. In the pumps sector. ways should be found for the firms in the 

sector to aake full use of the new foundry at reasonable 

prices; as 1' as to agree an increased enterprise 

specialisation c,_ ·..1utput. 

5. lb~ government should contribute to the financing of a CAD CAM 

link between the inve!'tment casting facility and CNC machines 

in the pump sector, as well as encouraging investment in CNC 

machines. Such government support should be made conditional 

on the adoption of a rationalisation strategy by firms within 

the sub sector. 

6. 1be Minis try of Commerce and Indus try should extend and make 

more effective the quality standards within the solar heating 

sector. and provide the resources necessary for the efficient 

working of the solar heating testing laboratory. 

7. The government through the Export Promotions Council should se~ 

up a Solar Heating Export Loan scheme and a Solar Heating 

Design Consultancy Fund as a means of encouraging product 

improvement and exporting of these products. 

S. The government should continue its policy of support for the 

strategic development of the aluminium extrusion industry. by 

relevant protection and with strict price control. 

9. The government through the Export Promotion Organisation should 

provide interest relief linked to export sales for alumir.ium 

extrusions. 

The Export Promotion Organisation should also consider 

providing a contribution to the relevant overheads of firms in 

the aluminium extrusion industry seeking to export, at least 
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ror the first two years. 

10. The development of a PCB facility in Cyprus should be adopted 

as a priority within the sector strategy. linked in to 

diversit"ication in the switchgear sector. 

11. Firas within 

specialising 

the refrigeration sector 

in the production of 

should 

large 

ret"rigeration uni ts. vi th an emphasis on design. 

reliability and service. 

consider 

commercial 

quality. 

12. The Government should consider providing adequate transitional 

protection for the air filters sub sector in the event of entry 

into the Customs Union and that the Exports P1omotion 

Orgnaisation should contribute to the funding of market 

research to identify products from the range which could form 

the basis of longer term market development. as well as to 

identify potential 

producers. 

licensing agreements with European 

13. The Government and industry jointly should finance a 

feasibility study on a raw material sourcing company to service 

the steel stockholding needs or the sector. 

14. The metal industries se.:toral institution should contir.ue to 

identify the skill needs ~; firms and workforces. with respect 

to the new strategies being adopted at sub sector and firm 

level. 

15. The ITA should continue to enco~rage the educational 

institutions and training centres to tailor their courses to 

meet the specific future needs of firms engaged in the move to 

flexible specialisation. The courses should cover design, 
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16. 

aanagement. production techniques. work aethods. quality 

control. aarketing. computer and CAD skills. 

The ITA should consiJer providing grants to firms in order to 

finance the costs of cover or disruption resulting from 

personnel secondments to training establishments either 

overseas or in Cyprus. 

17. · The Metal Industries sector institution in consultation with 

the Ministry of Labour should seek to attract Cypriots working 

abroad. and where appropriate temporary expatriates. to provide 

key technical skills to firms developing new technology 

processes. more intensive marketing and product development. 

18. The metal industries sector institution should complement the 

work of the ITA in encouraging its ~ember firms to provide more 

systematic training programmes for their employees. 

19. Two annual scholarships should be provided to encourag~ the 

study of CAD/CAM in appropriate institutions abroad. 

20. The ITA in conjunction with the enterprise consort~a. should 

develop a management training course appropriate to the met:al 

working sector anJ establish criteria by which to judge the 

growth in the level of managerial competence in the sector over 

the next five years. 

21. The Government should establish a Research and Development Fund 

and a New Technology Acquisition Fund with initial joint 

resources of C£3.4 million. 
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22. The lrl'I in conjunction vi th the industry should consider the 

establishaent of a metal products R&D facility. 

23. The system of capital allowances should be aodified in order to 

establish a balance between government incentives to the 

software as well as the hardware needs of the sector. 
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'lbis Strategy for the Knowledge Intensive Sector in Cyprus is in four 

parts. The first addresses the increasing science-content in 

production. pointing to its growing kncwledge-intensity and its links 

with high per capita incomes and sustainable growth. Section 2 is 

devoted to an assess11ent or aajor trends in the world economy in this 

sector. highlighting five developments - the rise of information 

technology and the new service industries; the introduction of 

electronics-based systemic technologies; post-electronics 

technological change. especially the biorevolution; and the growing 

importance of biotechnology. Attention is also paid to the 

increasingly important role being played by venture capital. All 

these developments are relevant to strategy formulation in the 

knowledge-intensive sector in Cyprus. Section 3 surveys the 

knowledge-intensive sector in Cyprus and discusses the evidence of 

such activities in manufacturing firms using local technology, 

manufacturing firas using fo1•eign technology. Business Services 

{including computing and the offshore sector). the telecommunications 

sector. the tertiary education system. some government departments 

utilising such technologies and the availability of venture capital. 

It also considers existing policies which bear a relation to the 

knowledge-intensive sector. The last section maps out a strategy for 

the short and aediua future of this • .-ctor; it also identifies a 

nuaber of policies which are of long-term significance. 

Four basic principles underlie the identified strategy. The first of 

these concerns the type of policy intervention which is proposed -

instead of the more readily-recognised physical infrastructure 

required for the production and transport of goods, the knowledge-

intensive industries require a knowledge-intensive infrastructure. 
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The second principle concerns aarket orientation. Cyprus' two main 

neighbouring rivals in knowledge-intensive activities - Israel and 

the Lebanon - are effectively rlebarred from much of the regional 

market. Therefore the major target for exports in the short-to

aedium run is considered to be the regional market. However. based 

upon the experience of other exporters of knowledge-intensive 

services. it is difficult to envisage such a strategy succeeding 

without its prior development in the home market. The third 

principle underlying the future development of this sector concerns 

the illportance of education and training. Guided high-level 

education abroad is part of the identified policy-response for all 

knowledge-intensive sectors. as is the enhancement of local research 

and development capability. The final principle underlying strategy

formulation in this sector concerns the question of monitoring 

performance. Where relevant. a series of monitoring programmes are 

recommended. allied to the selective identification of Earket niches 

by a combination of local and foreign consultants. 

The identification of ~uitable market-niches and the specification of 

the recommended polici~s is undertaken in relation to the four major 

trends identified in faa global economy and enumerated above. 

Information Tedmology and the New Service Industries. 

The primary function of the strategy suggested for this sector is to 

facilitate its external operations. especially in the regional 

market. The sectoral strategy identifies three sets of opportunities 

- in professional s;ervices, in water management and in energy 

services. 

l. The Professional Services Sector 

Many types of professional services face a saturated local market (eg 

accounting. construction) or a highly competitive foreign market 
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(especially construction). At the strategic-planning level, 

therefore. this suggests the opportunity for four major initiatives. 

The first is based upon a local technical capability - computer 

software - and the second arises in relation to the enhancement of 

international communications (under which is subsumed the offshore 

sector). 

(a) Computer Software. 

A twofold strategy is suggested for this sector. The first 

concerns the development of Greek-based software since there 

exists a unique opportunity in this area. beginning in Greece 

itself but then targeting expatriate communities in other 

countries. This will require the translation of existing 

software into Greek. a process which has already begun in at 

least one of the Cypriot software firms. The major problem 

with this strategy is that of selective marketing. Therefore 

the Export Promotion Organisation should also make its 

facilities available to the software industry. Some form of 

coordination within the industry is also essential. and this 

is most likely to be successful if organised through some 

combination of subsidies and firm-contribution. 

A second aspect of the software strategy relates to the 

computerisation of the state sector. This is especially 

important in parts of the state which deal with international 

matters. such as trade and communication. However there is 

also a general need to upgrade the efficiency of government 

departments with some possibility of future exports of the 

software which results. 

(b) The Offshore Sector. 

Cyprus already has a large number of attractions to offshore 

firms. In addition the local branches of international 

accounting firms are prohibited from ~perating abroad and 

therefore actively market the attractions of Cyprus abroad. 

Given this. there does not seem much need for the government 
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to become actively involved in this process of marketing. 

Instead the government can usefully undertake two major sets 

of policies. The first priorit:,• should be to ensure that the 

telecommunications sector is encouraged to invest in the 

latest technology and to keep ahead of future developments 

such as :!:SN (integrated services network) and ISDN 

(integrated services digital ne~~-ork) which are widely 

believed to be essential for sophisticated transmission of 

data. It also involves the enhancing of international 

telephone services where. despite major improvements. calls 

to the Gulf and to Europe are often disrupted. Attention 

should also be placed upon the frequency and destination of 

air-connections. where there may be some need to make 

marginal improvements despite the fact that Cyprus is 

reasonably well-served already. A second important role for 

government is that of regulation. Cyprus - aiming at high 

value added service operations of international credibility -

cannot afford to allow shady enterprises to locate on the 

island. Therefore some form of regulatory mechanism ought to 

be instituted or the existing one in the Central Bank needs 

to be improved. Since a number of local accounting firms are 

aware of these problems, they too should be incorporated into 

this regulatory system. Finally. there is a tendency to 

govern this sector through a bewildering series of minor 

regulations. Instead of this P unified legal code might be 

introduced which sets out these issues in a clear manner. 

Failing this it might make sense to set up a "one-stop 

firms can shopping" 

determine 

off ice 

the 

responsibilities. 

where 

full 

prospective 

range of 

offshore 

opportu11i ties and 

The second component of activity flowing from Cyprus' 

location. stability and international communications 

comprises journalism and international conferences. The 

policy interventions required here are marginal, with 

particular emphasis placed upon the marketing of the island's 

attractions. But it reinforces the necessity of ensuring 
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that both the telecom:nunications an~ international air

connections are aaintained at the highest standards. 

2. A Strategy for Water llanagement 

The locational opportunities for developing and marketing a 

comprehensive capability in water management (from collection. 

through storage. distribution and measured application) are clear in 

relation to the Middle East and Gulf region in which the water 

constraint is very se\·ere. Moreover if the wider region is 

considered - that is sub-saharan Africa - then the opportunities 

become magnified. What is significant about this water management 

capability is that it covers the supply of both professional services 

and manufactured outputs. 

Cyprus has a great deal to offer in this integrated picture of aater 

management. Despite these clear opportunities. the government has 

made it difficult to meet demand for these services in the region by 

putting severe obstacles ir. the way of government officials working 

abroad. The first and easy response to this institutional blockage 

would be to relax these constraints on government officials working 

abroad. 

More substantively we propose that a Water Management Agency be 

established to seek out these foreign opportunities and to coo~dinate 

inputs ~rom all the relevant Cypriot parties. In the first year its 

funding should be 80 percent government and 20 percent industry. 

falling progressively to 20 percent government and 20 percent 

industry in the fifth year 111'ith the remainder being self-financed. 

The major difficulty fa::ing this proposed strategy concerns foreign 

exchange and budgetary constraints in many of the potential markets, 

especially in sub-saharan Africa. Therefore it :night be necessary in 
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the future for this Water Management Agency to provide concessionary 

finance on terms similar to that provided by competitors. 

3. Energy Services and Products 

A decision has been made to establish AREC. Whilst this is a 

positive step we believe that too few resources have been devoted to 

it. There are. moreover. additiorial export opportunities which arise 

out of its efficient operation. What is required is to refocus the 

agency to incorporate the export of services. to force an increase in 

the pace of change and uJgrade the technological expertise which is 

being de\•oted to these activities. For a coherent strategy to emerge 

we believe that five major sets of changes will be required 

(a) An agreement should be reached ~ith two of the 

foremost rene\\"able energy institutions in the .,.orld, 

one in Israel (\\"hich has both great expertise and 

similar environmental conditions) and one probab:y in 

the USA. For an annuc.l retainer - say of S30,000 -

AREC should be provided with an annual state of the 

art repnrt on developments in the renewable euergy 

field, or a selected s~bset of these (perhaps solar 

energy). The government should also second 

postgraduate students to these same institutions for 

study. 

(b) it is proposed that representatives of user-industries 

be added to the Management Committee of AREC. 

( i.:) AREC should begin to :~unction as a Consul ting Agency 

on Energy Conservation, with a fiuancial package 

similar to that proposed above for the Water 

Mana&ament Agency. Once the Consulting Agency has cut 

its teeth on meeting the needs of local industry, it 

should be induced to begin to sell its services abroad 

to the region. 

(d) A special budget should be provided .,.hich will 

facilitate industrial R&D on energy conservation 
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wi t;hin Cyprus. To facilitate this. some mechanism 

should be established whereby this will be subsidised 

in the early years. 

(e) AREC should reinforce its intended role of certifying 

quality standards. and in order to induce local firms 

to collaborate. this should be linked to assistance 

with export-marketing provided by the Export Promotion 

Council.. 

Policies to Facilitate the Adoption of Appropriate 

Electronics-Based Automation technologies. 

We have considered the possibility of recommending the establishment 

of a science park in Cyprus, but after careful thought have rejected 

the idea. Instead we believe that it makes more sense to identify 

niches in which Cypriot technological capability exists and i..-hich can 

be strengthened (such as solar water heaters and higher value added 

pumping systems). Three infrastructural-institutional policies 

should be adopted to furth!?r the development of indigenous 

technological capability in manufacturing. 

(a) Local purchasing policies. There is ~n fact already a 

similar policy concerning the utilisation of local 

c~unterparts by foreign consultants working to 

government contracts. This is a useful and important 

e policy which should be thoroughly implemented and 

extended in an analogous manner to the selective local 

purchasing of high-technology products produced in 

Cyprus which have reasonable expectations of meeting 

• 

• 

• 

global standards at some date in the medium-term . 

(b) An incentive scheme should be introduced in Cyprus in 

relation to a specified list of consul ting services 

(especially with respect to inventory- and production

contro1), enabling automation technologies and design 

skills to be developed. This will also have the 

effect of consolidating design capability on the 
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island and forging linxs between them and local 

industry. 

{c) There is a need for purpose-built 'intelligent' 

buildings of the sort which are now very common in the 

USA and Europe. This could be combined with a sharing 

of some key functions and technologies which 

indiviclual firms are unable to afford on their own. 

It is importeant that a developmental role be included 

in the provision of these services with a management 

geared to this end. 

In addition to these institutional and infrastructural aspects of 

policy to encourage knowledge-intensive manufacturing enterprises, it 

is also advisable to consider a strategy around the development of 

pumping systems. The aim of this strategy should be to deepen value 

added by aiming to move into the development of higher value added 

pumps and pumping system. 

Preparing for the Biotechnological Revolution 

Biotechnology is likely to be the heartland technology of the future 

with a wide range of potential applications, especially in the 

"industrialisati·:>n of agriculture". Any strategy of dynamic 

comparative advantage must take this important factor into account, 

especially in the planning of long-run education and R&D. Despite 

the growing problems which these types of development pose for a 

small-island econol!ly such as Cyprus, there are also positive 

opportunities which can be grasped. 

There are three major biotechnology-based nichE.!s which Cyprus could 

exploit. Each of these buiids upon already-existing initiatives, is 

based upon opportunities in the regional market, relates to skills 

under development on the island {especially at the ARI, the one 

research institution of international excellence in Cyprus) and 

suggests a framework for the development of long-run expertise. 
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(a) Fish Faraing. The general attractions of fish-farming are of 

course enhanced in ecologically poor regions such as the Eastern 

Mediterranean. Fish farms need round-the-year attention and are 

_argely based upon a combination of commitment and experience. There 

is already a sea water fish farm in the Akrotiri Base and the CDB has 

spent some time in trying to generate local partners for an expanded 

joint venture. Three policy responses arise from the identification 

of fish-farming as an area for specialisation. 

The first is to go ahead with the existing fish-farming venture. The 

second policy implication is to invest in the training required for 

Cyprus to become a regional leader in this field. And. thirdly. at a 

future date when the first two steps have been completed. it will be 

necessary to develop a wider programme which includes the promotion 

of fish exports as well as the sale abroad of fish-farming expertise. 

(b) Animal Husbandry. Cyprus has an effective capability in the 

general area of animal husbandry. especially in relation to animal 

management. nutrition and breeding. Were Cyprus to have an excess 

supply of this breeding stock there would be little difficulty in 

marketing it abroad in the region. Specialisation in animal breeding 

therefore offers major possibilities, not just with respect to import 

substitution but also in relation to the exports of both live animals 

and breeding services. 

For this opportunity to be grasped a number of steps need to be 

taken. First, for the animal breeding programme to advance, 

additional PhD level expertise is required with respect to dairy 

cows, swine, poultry. sheep and goats; additional technical staff 

will also be required to back-up these researchers. Second, once the 

needs of the local market are met, a purpose-built boat will be 

required to transport the animals. Third, there will be the need to 

develop some form of executing agency which will market the animals 

and the technical services abroad. 
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(c) Fertigration involves the controlled distribution of inputs to 

individual plants ("hydroponics in the soil"). Through the 

activities of the ARI &nd the Ministry of Agriculture. Cyprus has 

developed an internationally-recognised capability in this field. 

But for this sector to be expanded competitively. the follo~ing steps 

will be required. First there is the need for expanding the research 

cadre. Second. there is an immediate potential for a productive lir.k 

between the ARI. one or more of the local software ho11ses and t.<1e 

firm manufacturing electronic displays. Third. one of the protlems 

of utilising local inputs is the poor quality of much of the plastic 

piping used in irrigation systems. Quality standards sho11ld 

therefore be set and. as in the case of SWHs. access to subsidised 

expert marketing should be linked to the attainment of certified 

standards. And. finally. a consulting capability should be 

established to promote the export of fertigration technology and 

knowhow. similar to and linked with the animal breedi ~.g programme 

discussed above. 

The ARI has a critical role to play but it is constrained in this by 

a freezing of recruitment as part of a general ban on all further 

government employment. It is also constrained by the same problem 

facing the Water Development Dept and other government agencies. 

notably the great difficulty found in allowing staff-officers to work 

abroad. As in the case of the proposed Water Management Agency and 

AREC these problems could be resolved to a large extent by developing 

a consulting capability which would lead the ARI to generate some of 

its own income by selling its institutional services, initially 

within Cyprus and subsequently in external markets. 

Venture Capital 

~be relative abundance of capital on the island should not be 

confused with its uneven distribution and there is clearly some role 

to be played by the provision of venture funding. Therefore two 

proposals are suggested. First, the CDB should be allowed to assume 

a more developmental role in this respect and should thus be relieved 
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of some of its current performance-criteria which inhibit the 

development of venture capital activities. Second. a special loan 

facility should be provided by the Central Bank to the commercial 

banks at a reduced rate to facilitate the development of venture 

capital loans. 

Roni toring 

The monitoring of the strategy for the knowledge-based sector poses a 

particular difficulty in that unlike other sectors on the island, 

there is much less local capability available to determine whether 

the appropriate niches have been targeted and whether progress is 

proceeding at an acceptable level. Consequently some form of 

monitoring system should be developed which is allied to institutions 

abroad. This can be linked to market-surveys undertaken by 

specialists. Such links are likely to be relatively costly in 

relation to those in other sectors; but the cos ts of ignorance in 

fields ""here the kno""ledge-base is changing so rapidly are e\·en 

greater. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are soae sectors in which Cyprus has an already established 

industrial presence. notably those which have featured in earlier 

sections of this Industrial Strategy. In general these sectors have 

utilised labour-intensive technologies. es~cially in the garments. 

furniture shoe and metal working industries. Rith their comparative 

advantage being based upon cheap la'bllui· and standardised products (a 

phenomenon which we ha"·e loosely referred to as Fordism) these 

sectors have become increasingly '-'Ulnerable to foreign competition in 

external markets. And as protection agains~ European producers falls 

with accession to the EEC it is certain that they lllill also face 

significantly higher le\·els of co:npeti tion in the domestic market. 

Of course this problem ,,.ith global competition is not confined to the 

Cyprus economy. and it is instructi\·e to note that three major 

strategies have been adopted in other countries i..hich ha\·e found 

themselves in similar circumstances. The first is to fight the 

competitive pressure by trying to make Fordist technological systems 

even more competitive - nften this im:ol ves pressures to reduce real 

wages since labour costs in this mode are crucial to competitiveness. 

A second alternative is to attempt to "dematurise" these mature 

sectors by making the transition to flexible specialisation; this 

strategy has been discussed in detail in earlier chapters in which we 

laid out a programme of policies for each of the five major sectors 

repres.:.. "'ted in Cyprus. However a third strategy has become 

increasinf;ly popular. especially following its successful pursuit in 

Japan and South Korea. It involves a_carefully thought out programme 

of "marching through the sectors" - that is, of moving into areas 

which are increasingly intensi\·e in technology. information and 

knowledge. 
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In pre\·ioas decades of industrial development the identification of 

technology •i th kno..-ledge and information "'ould not ha\•e been 

automatically accepted. For example. many of the large-scale 

production-Hr.es introduced in the heyday of Fordism might have been 

technologically-intensive. but this might not necessarily have meant 

that they t..-ere either especially science-based. or that they im·oh·ed 

the intensive coordination and manipulation of information. But 

there has been a qualitative change in the nature of technical 

progress in the past decade c: so which has meant that any policy of 

"marching through the sectors" must necessarily involve the 

simul :aneous transition to knowledge- and inforaation-intensi\·e 

ac ti\'..: ties . 

Knowledge-intensity in productio!l is not ah•ays eas~· to define; no::

is it possible to define a clear distinction ~tween those secto::s 

1io·hich are kno110ledge-intensive and others "'hich are not. Yet the 

gro\dng science-based information-intensi ty1 of production is an 

historically important phenomenon and should not be O\·erlooked in 

policy formulation. especiall~· that 11\hich is focussing on long-r;.::-. 

dynamic comparati\·e ad\·antage. As '.'-lytelka obser\·es. 

" .. knolllledge inputs ha\·e become increasingly more salient 
in the contemporary process of capital accumulation and its 
attendant mode of consumption. If \\e include in kno1dedge 
not only research and de·>elopment but also design. 
engineering. ad\·ertising. marketing and management. then 
present trends suggest that kno\\ledge inputs may be 
displacing capital, land and labor i}s the primary defining 
feature of the production process .. " 

In this part of the Industrial Strategy •e shall consider the 

prospects for developing a range of these kr.owledge-based industries 

in Cyprus. However, unlike the earlier sets of analyses on the 

existing sectors (where it .... as possible to highlight concrete 

oppor~unities for change based upon a modific<1tion of "hat alt·ead;: 

exists), in the kno .... ledge-intensive sector it is necessar~· to operate 

in much more speculative mode. In part this is because the time-

horizon required to mo\'e tok'ards ne .... arE:as of specialisation is 
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necessarily longer than when industrial restructuring is involved. 

But it also reflects the inherent uncertainty in new areas of 

specialisation. for if they were easily identified there would 

already be a string of existing producers. 

1.1. Growing Knowledge-Intensity of Production 

Most of the technological developaents in the traditional industries 

which have doainated the aajor industrial economies had their origins 

in the nineteenth century. building on craft skills in production. 

The developaent of foraal schools of engineering and the subsequent 

systematic application of science to production resulted from the 

development and expansion of the cheaicals and other process 

industries in the second half of the last century. As the scale of 

production has progressively increased in aany of the pioneering 

industrial sectors such as textiles. steel and energy so have they 

thus becoae increasingly science-based in nature. The exceptions 

have been industries which for various reasons were inherently 

difficult to mechanise. Thus both the shoe and garments (but not 

textiles) sectors reaained craft-based and small scale since their 

aaterial inputs were limp and this effectively precluded 

aechanisation. In other cases - for example parts of the food 

industry. some engineering sectors and the furniture industry -

deaand (and thus the scale of production) was often too variable to 

allow for effective mechanisation. It is perhaps no surprise to find 

that it is these exceptional and non-science based sectors which ha .. ·e 

risen to proainence in Cyprus over the past two decades • since they 

have all involved activities in which scale economies are slight. 

This growing science-based nature of industrial technology in the 

scale-intensive sectors has in recent years come to be supplemented 

by the application of automation for the first time to the 

exceptional sectors noted above. The reason for this has been the 

develupment of the new inherently flexible electronic technologies 

which will briefly be considered below. 
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As a consequence of the above-mer-tioned factors there are important 

differences in the sectoral intensity of R & D. Considering the 

orientation of R & Din Japan and the USA for example (Table 1). the 

share of R & D in value added is such that all of the sectors in 

which Cyprus possesses a comparative advantage are way down the scale 

of research effort. 

The upshot of these historical developments has been the growing 

importance of Research and Development in industrial competitiveness. 

As can be seen from Figure 1. whilst R & D is not a sufficient 

indicator of dynamic comparative advantage (witness the position of 

the USA and the UK as high R & D spenders but relatively poor 

economic performers3). it is clearly a necessary element. A second 

factor worth noting is that although the large economies tend to 

spend a greater proportion of GNP on R & D. it i!> the medium and 

small OECD economies who have tended to increase the proportion of 

their Gross National product going to R & D. And. thirdly. it is 

evident that three of Cyprus's main regional neighbours and potential 

competitors - Greece. Portugal and Yugoslavia - are relatively poor 

performers in R & D expenditure. This has important implications for 

future industrial strategy on the island. 

One final factor worth bearing in mind is that the science content of 

technology has become so intense that no economy - ~ven the USA which 

accounts for over liO percent of all OECD R & D - can continue to 

concentrate on all sectors. Some speciftlisation is essential, as is 

acknowledged by the OECD in the case of Japan 

"The Japanese pattern of specialisation is the best 
adapted to foreign trade. Especially since the first 
petrol shock, Japan has committed itself to fast growing 
industries (electronics, computers, scientific 
instruments, machinery. motor vehicles) and has 
progressively given up its 'niches' in mature industries 
(textiles, footwY,r, leather, tobacco. furniture. non
ferrous metals)." (OECD.1986, pl3). 
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II 

DEVELOPMENTS IN KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE SECTORS IN 
111£ GLOBAL ECONCllY 

Before we proceed to an analysis of what already exists in the 

knowledge-intensive sectors in Cyprus - or what may exist in the 

future - it is necessary to preface the discussion by providing an 

overview of the major changes occurring in relevant world technology 

in this area. For any strategy which Cyprus might wish to adopt will 

inevitably be heavily conditioned by what is happening in competitive 

sectors in other economies. Therefore it is necessary to consider 

briefly five areas of activity - four are based upon technological 

developments, and the other concerns institutional issues of finance 

and organisation. Each of the elements of the industrial strategy 

mapped out for this sector in later stages of this chapter relates to 

these emerging trends in the knowledge-intensive industries of the 

global economy. 

2.1. Information Technology, Convergence and the New Service 

Industries. 

The balance between workers involved in direct production and those 

involved in indirect act~vities has shifted overt years such that 

in many modern automobile plants, for example, less than half the 

workforce is directly engaged in produc:::ig cars. There are a variety 

of different types of indirect a~tivit;es, but in one way or another 

most of them involve the manipulation of information. One form of 

information is the specialised knowledge embodied in technology, but 

there are other bodies of relevant data such as that concern~ng the 

nature and extent of markets, information on work-in-progress and 

inventories of finished goods. knowledge about sources of material 

inputs, information on the labour force, and so on. 
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Since the proportion of indirect workers - predominantly manipulating 

information - has tended to increase over the decades it is no 

surprise that the share of information workers in the workforce has 

also risen in most economies. Figure 2 shows the extent of this 

increase for JIOst of the world's richest economies in whict between 

1950 and 1975 the share of information-workers in the labour force 

generally increased by J10re than 50 percent. In many of the more 

advanced economies almost half the labour force now devotes itself to 

the manipulation of information. 

Following the onset of the Industrial Revolution the ma~or thrust of 

technical progress has been in the mechanisation of the work done by 

direct labour. so that the transition to a labour force of indirect 

workers (that is, tc an "lnfor.mation Economy" as it is often kno~n} 

has threatened to slow down technological progress and thus to push 

up economic costs. However, the recent development of 

microelectronics technology has for the first time allowed the 

systematic automation of many information-processing tasks and this, 

as will be shown below, is having a dramatic effect in reinvigorating 

productivity growth. But the very nature of this ne~ 

microelectronics technology is such that it is forcing a process of 

technological convergence between industries which were previously 

separate. This is because it operates through digital logic, in 

which interrupted flows of electricity (or, perhaps in the future 

light) become the medium through which information is not just 

processed, but also transmitted. Thus it is that the 

telecommunications industry is converging with the information

processing industry, and both are perhaps also coming tc. be close!y 

allied to the broadcasting industry. The phrases used to describe 

this form of convergence - informatics, informatigue or telematique -

provide a graphic image of the process which is underway. 

Coincident with the transition from direct to indirect labour in 

manufacturing has been a ceneral tendency for the service sector to 

grow in relative size, and for that of the manufacturing sector to 

decline. This has been an especially important phenomenon as per 

capita incomes rise. It is important, however, to note that there 
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are a variety or types or services, and <-ihich one expands depends 

upon both the structure of the econ011ies involved and the policies 

which are being pursued. At one end or the spectrum are the 

unskilled-labour intensive services, such as domestic services end 

parts or the tourist industry. In general these services are 

associated with low-income co\Dltries, although it is worth noting 

that the revival or gross eaployaent in the USA in the early 198os 

vu largely associated vi th the growth or low-wage service 

activities 5 At the other end of the spectrum are the emerging Value • . 
Added Network Services {VANs) which involve the sale of information 

over the teleco11munication system and are considered by many 

observers to be the growth-industry of the future. , Clearly, these 

services are quintessentially knowledge-intensive, reflecting also 

the phenomenon of technological convergence noted above. Another, 

and perhaps the predominant type of service activity is that which is 

related to the production and distribution of goods in the 

manufacturing sector, referred to generally as Business Services . 

There are a wide range of Business Services, ranging from the 

shipping and insurance sectors to the various types of professional 

consultancies which are indirect inputs into production, such as 

civil engineerir.g, accounting and legal services. These latter 

professional-skill based services have become increasingly important 

in modern manufacturing and infrastructural activities. It is 

predominantly this latter type of service on which we will focus in 

the strategy which will be mapped out below . 

The experience of those industrially advanced countries which have 

witnessed the relative growth of these manufacturing-related services 

has been that there is generally a crucial link between an ability to 

service the needs of a domestic industry with that of an overseas 

industry. Thus it is also sometimes argued that the export of 

services must necessarily be linked to the export of manufactures . 

But whilst this argument has some basis to it, it tends to be more 

applicable to larger economies and probably reflects one of the 

determiner.ts of successful service-exports, rather than the sole 

determinant. Indeed there have been some important exceptions to 

this rule of thumb, such as when a country exports human skills as 

migrant labour and lives off the remittances. This has been an 
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important phenomenon in the case of Cyprus. but even more so in 

Jordan and India (where migrant remittances are the single largest 

source of foreign exchange). Successft;l though tt.is policy might 

have been in some countries though. it is fraught with danger. As 

the global (and Cypriot) construction-sector is learning to its cost, 

reliance on an external market which is experiencing diminishing 

incomes er which has c01tpleted a large progr&1111e of infrastructural 

investments requires a particularly flexible response. 

Two important lessons can thus be learnt from the experience of 

developing the service sector in other economies, particularly those 

#ith high per capita incomes. The first is that if an economy is to 

see an expanded role for the export of services, these services will 

almost always be linked to sP.rvices first developed and made 

available to the local market. There is thus a synergy between local 

and foreign markets. Secondly, the export of services without some 

form of complementar.1 manufactured exports will be wlnerable to 

long-term erosion of market shares. As a UK House of Lords Select 

Committee Report on Overseas Trade concluded, 

" .. valuable though the services sector is, the 
Committee consider that growth still depends primarily 
on manufacturing and they doubt how much further 
services can be expected to continue to substitute for 
manufacturing. There a number of reasons for this. 

First, the services sector is very dependent upon 
manufacturing.... A second reason is that the value 
added in manufacturing exports is some three times 
greater than that in services. . . Further. service 
industries like tourism which are only slightly 
dependent on manufacturing will not be able to make up 
for a loss of manufacturing" (House of Lords Select 
Committee6Report on Overseas Trade, Volume 1, paras 92-
3. 1985 ) 

Both these sets of conclusions are based upon the experience of 

industrially advanced countries which are not only richer than 

Cyprus. but also much larger. It may be conceivable for a country 

the size of Sri tain to have substantial exports of manufactures to 

service, but the same may not be true for a small and underpopulated 
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island economy such as Cyprus. Yet it is important to be informed 

about the significance of these factors so that when Cyprus begins to 

aap out its own concerted strategy for the export of services. this 

is done in the full knowledge of the pitfalls which it is facing. 

2. 2 llicroelectronics. Automation end the hlportance of Systems in 

Production. 

Although there has been a general increase in the pace of 

technological change over the past few centuries a few major 

developments have been key. These "tech11ological revolutions" ha\·e 

been so important they are one of the main factors accounting for the 

recurrence of global economic booms and depressions. such as those 

which occurred in the 1870s and ~e 1930s. and that which is 

currently racking the global economy. Examples dra~n by the 

historians are the steam engine. the railroads. the steel industry. 

the internal combustion engine and. now. the microelectronics 

revolution. 

As was mentioned above. one the major reasons why the application of 

microelectronics to production has become so important in historical 

terms is that for the first time it allows the mechanisation of the 

information-processing activities which have become central to 

production. As a consequence. the electronics industry has made the 

t~ansition from its narrow origins around the development of 

computers to a series of subsectors which have come to be of growing 

importance. These include consumer electronics (e.g. TVs. hi-fi). 

office automation (e.g. word processors, personal computers, stock

control computers), machinery (e.g. Computer Numerically Conti·ollej 

machine tools, Computer Aided Design, industrial robots, automatic 

testing equipment, programmable sewing machines) t.nd miiitary 

products (e.g. radar). By the mid-80s, the electronic~ industry had 

grown to an annual global turnover exceeding S150bn and was second in 

size only to the automobile industry. Whilst in recent years many 

economic 11ectors have been experiencing a declining real market, 

those industries applying electronics to production (and thereby 
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reducing costs and product lead ti rJeS, and inct·easing quality) 

continl'e to operate in healthy markets. 

The role which microelectronics can play in enhancing competitiveness 

and increasing flexibility is documented in each of the sectoral 

case-studies considered in earlier chapters of this Industrial 

Strategy. Equipment incorporating this technology is, in general. 

cost-effective and provides an important component of the transition 

to flexible specialisation. There is, however, an i~portant 

characteristic of this ~echnology which needs to be borne in mind as 

a general tendency informing industrial strategy formulation in all 

sectors, including the knowledge-based ones, and this relates to the 

sYstemic characteristics of electronics technologies. As we noted 

above, since the core of electronics technology is the interrupted 

flow of electricity, these control devices blend ea: k'ith the 

transmission of power and information; hence the phenomenon of 

com.·ergence. One of the consequences of this is the systemic synergy 

beti\een different electronics equipment. If individual machines ar~ 

controlled by electronically controlled digital logic systems, they 

are Vl~ry easily linked together. This means that the gains fro1;i 

linking two or more electronically-controlled machines are generally 

far greater than the sum of the productivity gains realised for the 

separate machines. Hence the growing importance of CAD!CA~ (computer 

aided design/computer aided manufacture) and other forms of Computer 

Integrated Manufacturin; (CI~). 

1is growth of systemic synergies is not confined to linked 

machinery, but is reflected in a much wider tre;;d towards systems in 

product and process development. For example, some years ago 

automobile assemblers would buy window glass from one manufacturer, a 

window minding mechanjsm from another, the windo\\ handle from a third 

supplier, the window fascia from a fourth, and so on. No\\ auto 

assemblers buy \\indow-winding systems - incorporating all of these 

previously separate items - from a single supplier \\'hose skill in 

large part arises from the ability to put all these sep<11·a t e 

components together into a system. Similar trends are to be found in 

other sub-assemblies of the automobile industry (eg complete 
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dashboards. transaission systems) as well as in many other sectors 

such as the garaents firm. where the Italian firm Benetton has been 

able to put together an integrated. electronically-controlled system 

which stretches froa the cash-register to the design-terminal. 

A further feature of this s&11e process of systeaic-development is the 

growing importance of "life-cycle cost" calculations7 in investment 

decisions. especially in technologically-complex areas. This assumes 

systemic proportions in two senses. First. it includes the costs of 

the whole production and consumption cycle in which the costs of 

•aintenance and termination are considered in tandem with initial 

investment costs. And. second. it raises the problem of system-

balancing in which optimisation between various points in the 

cperating and production cycles are key to life-cycle performance. 

These considerations have become especially important in large 

infrastructural investments as well as in process plant and expensive 

snd costly durable goods such as aircraft. 

2.3. After the Microelectronics Revolution. 

Although in any one period of history there will be a dominant 

technology finding application in many spheres. there will also 

necessarily have to be a series of supporting developments in other 

sets of technologies. For example, the application of motor power to 

lathes in the nineteenth century meant that the cutting tools could 

run •uch faster. This necessitated the developmt!nt of he.rdened forms 

of steels since those which had previously been utilised were unable 

to withstand the f~rces generated in faster cutting. Similarly, as 

the llicroelectronics revolution sweeps its way through many sectors 

there will be a necessary process of ancillary technological 

de~elopment which poses new problems and opens opportunities for new 

activities. At the same time, of course, there will also be 

opportunities opening in sec~ors unrelated to microelectronics or its 

applications. Since these offer potential opportunities for Cypriot 

firas it is helpful to obtain some overview of these emergfng areas 

of specialisation. 
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One list of identified opportuniti~s is that provided by Europe's 

largest venture capital firm to guide its operations (Table 2). As 

can be seen whilst some of these sectors are clearly related to the 

applications of electronics. others are not. In a similar vein Table 

3 comprises or a list of new sectors identified by the Japanese 

Ministry of Trade and Industry (MITI) as being 

(i) some way from commercial development. but with clear 

commercial possibilities already visible 

(ii) somewhat risky. given their distance from commercial 

exploitation. and 

(iii) having wide~pread r~percussions by affecting the processes 

and products in many other sectors. 

Again. in this Japanese list of Next Generation Base Technologies, we 

can observe sectors which are closely related to the application of 

microelectronics, sectors whose development is spurred by demr:nds 

placed by the application of microelectronics (i.e many of the 

materials technologies) and a sector which comprises of a new set of 

technologies which are reckoned by many to represent the 

technological revolution of the future, namely biotechnology. 

The biotechnologies are thus identified as an area of widespread 

future application. F'or a variety of reasons, including the fact 

that they relate centrally to agricultural technologies in which 

Cyprus already has a demonstrated capability, there are re:ason2 to 

believe that technological niches exist in biotechnology for future 

Cypriot activities. These specific niches will be discussed in later 

sections, but here it is useful to map out some of the major general 

trends in biotechnology which are currently emerging. 
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"Biotech.~ology is perhaps best defined as the manipulation 
of living organisas in order to alter their characteristics 
in some fashion. to encourage them to produce some desired 
product. or to use them as a cOllponent of a broader 
production process. In this sense it is very old indeed. 
fer such a definition encompasses traditional plant and 
animal breeding as well as the f enaentation of such 
products as beer. cheese and yogurt. But whereas the 'old' 
biotechnology depended largely on selection to obtain 
desired results. the 'new' biotechnology uses a"l enhanced 
understanding of the 11<>lecular constitution of Organisms to 
achieve directed alteration at the cellular and 11<>lecular 
levels" 

{Buttel Fll. Kenney M and Kloppenburg J. 'From Green 
Revolution to Biorevolution: Some Observations on the 
Changing Technological Bases of Economic Transformation in 
t!1e Third World'. Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
Sept 1985) 

These biotechnologies include recombinant DNA and tissue culture and 

look likely to affect. both the industrial and agricultural sectors. 

In order to avoid covering unnecessary terrain, we will briefly 

consider only the major agricultural applications since these are 

likely to have direct relevance to Cyprus. Moreover they are also 

probably closer to commercialisation. 

areas of epplication. 

There are thus three major 

(i) Plant genetic manioulation and breeding 

(ii) Animal applications of embryology and genetically 

engineered products. and 

(iii) The use of genetically manipulated organisms to pr~1uce or 

substitute for agricultural products. 

Whilst many of these biotechnological applications are inappropriate 

for a small island economy such as Cyprus, there are nevertheless 

clear possibilities of specialisation and these will be identified in 

the latter stages of this strategy for the knowledge-intensive 
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sec tors in Cyprus . Such technological developments mey also ha\·e 

important indirect effects on the Cyprus economy - for example by 

producing synthetic substitutes for Cypriot products - and these. 

too. require aonitoring. 

2.4. The Institutional Context for Innovation 

The growing science content in technology has necessarily •ade the 

process of invention increasingly specialised. Ir, some cases this 

occurs within the R&D divisions of firas. but ir,dependent research 

institutions and universities have also come to play a major role in 

the search for new products and new ways of making theill. The 

transfer of these original ideas into the commercial world - that is, 

the process of innovation - has often become increasingly problematic 

as the scientific content of technology has increa5ed. 

It must be said that there is no unique "best" manner of facilitating 

this process of innovation and the appropriate institutional 

mechanisms will of course vary not only across sectors. but also 

between countries and over time. For example. it would appear that 

the most innovative firms in the USA and the UK are new. start-up 

ventures. The existing large firms are often too bureaucratic. too 

slow and too staid to take advantage of the new opportunities ~hich 

have opened up. Thus the pioneering Apple personal computer was 

invented and first commercialised in a garage by two "dropouts", and 

a host of similar stories can be drawn from other new, technology

intensive sectors. By contrast in Japan and Germany the pioneers of 

new products and processes have continued to be the same large firii:s 

which ha-,,e long dominated these economies. The reasons for these 

differences in behaviour are in part cultural - one distinguished 

observer argues that the consensual decision-making process in Japan 

means that whereas the process of decision-making is slower in Japan 

than the USA, the process of implementation is much more rapid. 8 But 

in other respects it also refl~cts historical factors since in both 

Germany and Ja?an the senior positions in industry have tended to be 
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occupied by engineers. "'hereas in the USA and the l'K it is the 

accountants who ha\•e triumphed in the hierarchy. 9 

Cyprus does not confora easily to either of these stereotypes. 

Whilst in one sense its cultural affinities are closer to those of 

Europe than Japan. the ccnsensual legitimation of social decisions is 

llOre akin to that of the Japanese and German models than to the 

conflictual modes of the USA and the UK - witness the quite unusual 

pulling together of all sections of the society in the post-invasion 

period. Ne,rertheless. partly because of the strong cultural affinity 

"'ith ~estern Europe. partly because so many of its educated 

population ha,-e been trained in the UK and the USA. partly because of 

the plethora of small firms on the island and partly because of the 

strength of the family as an industrial institution. it is pl'obably 

more rele,·ant to fashion Cyprus's i:mo,·at i \·e experience in the 

European mould than that of Japan. 

This. therefore, thro~s the focus of attention on t~o institutional 

characteristics of the American and British economies. The first is 

the role played in inno\·ation by venture capital and the second is 

the extent to .,.hich ne~ technology-intensive ventures ha,·e Deen 

facilitated bj.· the establishment of science. techno-parks. 

In the context of ne\I( knmdedge-based industries emerging from the 

determined efforts of highly-skilled indi\·iduals "spinning-off" from 

the larger electronics companies and the university system, access to 

finance has often coi;;e to be seen as a critical problem. ·. ne key 

aspect of this financial input is that it has been speculative and 

not based upon invPstments protected by security; if the project 

fails most of the financial input is simply lost. It is this type of 

finance which is kno"'n as Venture Capital. Yet. it is the bitter 

experience of many venture-capital firms that the prodsion of 

finance to support a bright technclogical il:· a is much too nar1·01\· an 

input fol' any reasonable measul'e of succE:: ., . 

important than finance alone is the 111anagc1·ial capabili tiE:~ of th..: 

new entrepreneurs; and this must be alliEd to the p0tential fN· 
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finding real asrkets. Thus after an ir.itial flirtation •ith 

technologically innovative ideas. the venture capital firns have come 

to put prior importance on •anageaent and aarkets before even 

assessing the technology. Where aanagement does not exist. one of 

the priaary t83kS Of the venture capitalists is to introduce it. 

Thus. as Figure 3 suggests. there are typically likely to be a number 

of phases in the development of these new venture-capital financed 

firms. each of which will have particular aanagerial and financing 

problems of its own. And. characteristically. it is only when the 

enterprise is well into production that a profitable balance-sheet 

will emerge. To keep the rate of return up in the face of these 

initial losses and the general problem of risk and uncertainty. the 

venture-capitalists will try to avoid swamping the new concern •ith 

cash; this also has the function of keepin~ the managerial team lean 

and on their toes. 

Particularly in the USA these venture capital firms ha ... ·e come to play 

an important role in the development of the kno•ledge-intensh·e 

sector. And in the process they have often been enormously 

profitable. They now represent big business, as is evidenced in 

Table Zf. The USA, with 550 venture-capital firms involving an 

investable pool of some S20bn clearly dominates. followed by the LK 

and Canada. 

One of the useful sets of information which emerges out of a focus on 

the venture capital industry - which is essentially investing in the 

tE-chnologies of the futur:-e - is that it provides a window on what 

these emerging areas of sectoral specialisation may be. Table 5 
confirms the observations made earlier that the major focus of 

pr~sent technological development was in the electronics-related 

territory, but that future specialisation is likely to also 

incorporate biotechnologically related innovations. 
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Closely associated with the developaent of venture-capital financing 

for new firas has been the developaent or science/techno parks. The 

origins or this are to be found in the early spin-off of academics 

from Stanford University in California (including at an early stage 

the founders of Hewlett Packard. nov one of the t«>rld' s major 

coaputer coapanies) • After the Stanford experience the idea spread 

rapidly through the US university systea. including the clustering of 

firas around llIT in Boston and the Science Triangle in the south 

east. After a while it was not just the universities which spawned 

the new ventures. but large firas such as IBM and even in some cases 

the space programme and the defence industry. Coincident with this 

early transition fro11 an exclusive focus on the university system. 

the private sector also caae to be involved in the provision of 

purpose-built industrial accommodation. 

From the USA the idea of these science parks ha3 spread to ~estern 

Europe. In the UK it began with the Cambridge University science 

park and rapidly spread along the M4 corridor with purpose-built 

industrial sites being provided by local authorities and the pri'l.·ate 

sector. A string of technoparks - modelled on the South Bar.k 

Technopark are also 'Oeing planned in London. France has developed 

a similar conurbation of new industries around Lyons and other 

European countries are also taking steps to implement the idea of 

science parks. Finally. perhaps of greatest long-term significance. 

Japan is in the process of constructing a whole city which will be 

devoted to the development of science-intensive production. 
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Ill 

11IE EXISTING KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE SECTOR IN CYPRUS 

In 118.PPing out the extent or the knowledge-intensive sector in Cyprus 

it is helpfu: to begin with an exploration or four categories of 

activity aanufacturing utilising d<>11estic technological 

capabilities. aanufacturing using foreign-technology. professional 

services and the offshore s~tor. In soae cases this aay involve 

enterprises which aake an intensive utilisation of scientific 

knowledge throughout their activities as well as in their products; 

in other cases this aay involve particular science-intensive stages 

in their production process. 

In addition to these four subsectors of activity. it is also 

important to provide 8!1 overview or the telecommunications industry. 

the uptake of computing technology on the island. the tertiary 

educational system. some governmental departments involved in R&D and 

the policy environment in which knowledge-intensive investments are 

being considered and made. The availability of venture capital is 

also an issue of relevance. The reasons for focussing on these sets 

of activities should be clear from the preceding discussion en 

developments in the knowledge-intensive sectors in the global 

economy. 

In the course of preparing this industrial strategy for the 

knowledge-intensive sector, 32 different institutions were visited, 

some of them on multiple occasions. or these 9 were off-shore 

companies. 8 provided services to both local and foreign markets, 3 

provided services only to the local market. 2 llanufactured high

technology products, 7 were branches of Government, 3 were involved 

in education and training and 1 was a development bank. Clearly the 

short time-span available for enquiry can provide only a cursory 

outline of these activities in Cypruo. Whilst some details may need 

to be revised (especially with respect to some of the professional 
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services which were not adequately investigated). we are confident 

that the general trends which are highlighted here are accurate. 

Before proceeding to this discussion it is worth noting that there is 

unfortunately no aeasure or Cyprus's allocations to R & D. either in 

individual sectors or in aggregate. Given the nature of its 

industrial sector and the absence of a :.miversity. it is almost 

certainly very low. Only the Agricultural Research Institute (and 

perhaps parts of the Ministry or Agriculture) appears to have a 

systellatic progruae which can in any aeaningful sense be described 

as either Research or Development. On the other hand. where the 

island probably scores well is in its potential for these types of 

activities. since it is widely recognised that its population is in 

relative teras. highly educated. 

3.1. Knowledge-Intensity in the Manufacturing Sector 

In the aanufacturing sphere there is little sign of domestic 

technological capability. It could be said that the two or three 

firms manufacturing and exporting pumps and those three or four large 

aanufacturers producing solar water heaters represent the systematic 

application of science to production. Yet the pump manufacturers are 

really only producing designs copied from abroad many years ago - for 

example. no efforts have yet been made at finite element stress 

analysis or group technology in organising production. And although 

Cyprus has the highest ratio of solar water heaters per capita of any 

economy in the world th~ · designs are merely copies of imported ones 

and lag behind the frontier in efficiency. 10 

The absence of an adequate design capability - one of the prior 

conditions for domestic technology - on the island is well-known and 

is documented for individual sectors in other chapters of this 

Industrial Strategy. The case is exemplified by the plight of one of 

the high-tech service firms on the island. It is owned and staffed 

by two PhD's, one of whom studied in the UK and subsequently worked 
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in what .ias then the world's premium Computer Aided Design research 

institution; the other graduated from a prestigious American 

university in chemical engineering. They have been almost: wholly 

unsuccessful in getting any commissions at all from local industry. 

Their experience has been that manufacturing technology is wholly 

craft-based, rather than involving the application of formalised 

scientific principles. Local workshops are reluctant to work from 

plans and prefer to muddle through on the basis of past uncodified 

experience. In recognition of this problem the CDB has recently 

employed a PhD-level expert in CAD/CAM. However he is still at a 

preliminary stage in developing contacts with local industry. 

We visited one fledgling firm which is struggling to make its way in 

the application of microelectronics to the presentation of 

information. It is staffed by two foreign-trained electronics 

graduates and its experience will be recounted below in the 

discussion of venture capital. It represents perhaps the only 

example in the island of the development of indigenous knowledge

intensive technological capability in manufacturing and whilst on the 

verge of growing from infancy to childhood, its path remains 

obstructed by the absence of a high-technology culture on the island 

and, as with the design-consultants mentioned above, a generalised 

distrust of local technological capability. 

Whilst the picture of manufacturing industry depending upon domestic 

technological capability is thus slight, there is a little more 

evidence of the utilisation of knt4ledge-intensive foreign production 

technologies. But here, too, the picture is somewhat gloomy. In the 

garments, shoe and furniture industries - each of which is having to 

compete in increasingly competitive foreign markets - recent years 

have seen the acquisition of a number of items of computer-controlled 

machinery. Yet this has been relatively modest by international 

standards - there is, for example, no computer aided design, grading 

or cutting machinery in either the garments or the shoe sectors. 

Whilst sophisticated elements of technology such as automated 

warehouses, automatically guided vehicles and flexible manufacturing 

will not be suitable for Cypriot industry systems for many years, 
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there are other elements of new technology which could be ga:. ··.illy 

applied. But there is little evidence of this. In the engineering 

industry there are probably only around 6 co1:1puter numerically 

controlled (Cf\C) machine-tools on the island. There is no computer 

aided design (CAD) terminal in Cyprus at all and no Apollo/IB~l/Sun 

type engineering wJrkstation; the nearest to this is an emulator at 

the Cyprus Development Bank which is not suitable for serious 

utilisation. No electro-discharge machinery (EDM) or electro

che1t :cal machinery (ECf.1) exists. There is also no e\•id ''1Ce of the 

application of any CAD package for either design or even the lesser 

tasks of parts-programming or drafting. It is important to note. 

here. that these are all important elements of modern manufacturing 

technology without "hi ch lead-times cannot be shortened. production 

cannot be made flexible. costs cannot be reduced and international 

quality standards cannot be met. 

The picture is not one of unremitting glc.o:;;. though. The CDB has 

recently appointed a specialist in CAD;CA~I. The largest pu:i.p 

manufacturer has recently installed a modern imported foundry and is 

beginning to develop a liaison with the COB expert to facilitate the 

parts-programming of its machinery via a CAD terminal. From there it 

is a relatively short step to utilising the terminal for design. 

There is a firm making a limited number of printed circuit boards 

(pcb's) for the telecommunications agency and the COB is exploring 

the prospect of making multilayered, double-sided pcb's under 

subcontract for a British company. A new modern foundry is being 

installed (at a cost of £1m) to manufacture items under Japanese and 

American licence for export to the EEC. Yet there remains a long 

path to entering the modern world of 01anufacturing by applying 

knowledge-intensive tPchnologies to production. Given the context of 

entry to the customs union there cannot be a great deal of time to 

make the necessary adjustments. 

The situation is slightly better in relation to the utilisation of 

computerised management and production scheduling teclmolog~·. As is 

evident from the chapters on garments and shoes in this lndustri'-11 

Strategy a re~ firms in these sect\.H·s hF.1\·e begun to make use of su.~!. 
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information-systems to increase productivity. The largest pump 

manufacturer is also an active user of such technology, having had 

much of its software written in Cyprus (see below). 

3.2. Knowledge-Intensity in the Service Sector 

The service sector has a number of components to it. one of which is 

loosely termed as the Business Services sector. This comprises six 

subdivisions. each of which is knowledge-intensive and related to 

professional skills. These are legal services; accounting, auditing 

and bookeeping; aata processing; engineering, architecture and 

technical services; advertisir.g and market research; and a series of 

ancillary professional services. 

As can be seen from Table 6 these business services have grown more 

rapidly (in terms of employment, that is) than all services, which 

have in turn grown more rapidly than all manufacturing. 11 The value

added per worker in the business services sector (Table 7) has bee1. 

consistently lower than that in the manufacturing sector which is not 

surprising given the higher fixed capi :..al assets in manufacturing. 

But what is significant is thet during the 1970s this gap in value 

added/job declined markedly as the knowledge-intensity of these 

business services increased. Figure 4 shows the distribution of 

individual elements of this business service category from which it 

is evident that the accounting, legal and civil engineering 

subsectors are the most important. Thus in this sense - that is when 

contrasted to manufacturing - Cyprus has seen something of the same 

transition to knowledge-intensive services as have the major 

industrially advanced economies. 

Most of these services are used by other enterprises on the island. 

There are however two major exceptions. The first of these is a 

large construction firm12 which at the height of the Middle Eastern 

market had a turnover ex=eeding Sl.25bn; it is now considerably lower 

than this. The second example is a market research and cons:.il ting 
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fil'll. active in the near east and Africa. employing around 250 people 

in Cyprus of whom about 50 are professionals. In addition there are 

a limited nuaber of other business service firms (e.g. two software 

houses and two engineering consulting firas) which have sold services 

abroad. 

lbe significant feature of these two successful enterprises is that 

they have both established offices abroad and this is considered a 

prerequisite for success in this area. For example. one of the 

island's smaller civil engineering firms has been for work in the 

Gulf area. Despite extensive personal contacts - tile major mmer 

worked in the Gulf for a number of years - and the investment of 

around £35.000 in touring and tendering. they had managed to obtain 

less than £4.000 work. Another factor limiting the export of these 

types of services is that when linked to international partnerships 

(especially in the accounting area). they are confined by agreement 

to the island. 

It is this restriction which has led some of the local accounting 

firms to actively induce foreign customers to locate on the island. 

In one case a book listing Cyprus's attractions was produced at a 

cost of £100. 000 and circulated globally. with an emphasis gi veil to 

distribution in the middle-eastern region. For this and other 

reasons there has been a steady expansion in the number of offshore 

companies registered locally (Figure 5), although most of these were 

dormant. Thus of over 4,095 registered offshore companies in 1987, 

only 560 could be considered 'active'. Most of these were very c~all 

and the largest 15 accounted for around 400 jobs out of the 

registered total employment of 2,002 in 1986. 13 A survey of 23 of 
14 these companies conducted in 1983 found that the major reasons for 

locating in Cyprus were 

- its geographical location (78%) 
- international communications (70%) 
- telephone services (43%) 
- telex services (35%) 
- the low cost or living (30%) 
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- tax incentives (30%). and 

- the use of the English language (17%) 

The total inflow of foreign exchange associated with offshore 

companies more than trebled from £35m in 1982 to £20m between 1982 

and 1984, but because of the low tax rates the income tax generated 

(£2. lm corporate tax and £1. 7m income taxation on foreign nationals 

in 1984) was insubstantial. 

3.3. Tertiary Education and other Higher Level Training. 

There i£ a long and ongoing debate on the island on the question of 

11<he ther a university should be established. In addition to tl.e 

politic al pressures fa\·ouring a university, ther·e a1·e also four majol· 

tee hnical reasons in its favour. First, it would allo\,; for thE: 

guiding of study to meet the needs of Cyprus's economy. Seccndly, it 

gives the opportunity to tap the natural abilities of poorer membe1·s 

of the society who are currently unable to obtain scholarships for 

lvreign study and whose parents are not rich enough to finance these 

studies independently. Thirdly, it will provide a climate of 

intellectt>al and technical discussion on the island i.:hich will 

contribute to a general upgrading of Cypriot technological 

capabilities. And, fourthly, it will provide a pool of local 

academic and technical skills i.:hich can be dI"awn on by local industry 

for advice. The major argument against the establishment of a 

university is that \\he ~eas Cyprus cari at present choose to send its 

students for the best education abroad, a loca:L university may become 

either partisan to a particular viewpoint or be mediocre in quality, 

ther~by actually lowering the quaU t/ of technical cadre on the 

island. Moreover. it is argued, tha~ although at present nothing is 

being done to stream foreign studies into particuler areas, there is 

no reason w~y this could n0t be done so in th2 future. 

Whateve:· ~r.r~· 111edts of the c<1St.: fc1· the estab11s!.11.i:::: 
,. 
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tertiary educRtion by the island's population . In relation to 

population Cyprus has one of the highest number of tertiary-le·•el 

graduates of any country. It does, ho"'ever, have thI"ee 

characteristics which are worth noting and arc rElevant to the 

development of a knowledge-intensive sector. First, a large 

proportion study in five countries - of the 8,448 Cypriots studying 

at tertiary level abroarl in 1983. for example, 4,918 were in Greece, 

846 in the USA, 773 in the UK, 695 in France and 535 in \-:est 

Germany. 15 Second, of these studying abroad, the largest single 

category (approximately 18 percent) w&s engineering and technology, 

with 14 percent in the social sciences and 13 percent in business 

studies. And, third, the most highly educated Cypriots remain abroad 

largely because "of the absence of oppoI"tunities domestically. Sc?r.e 

examples illustrate this latter point. we interviewed a Cypriot with 

a PhD in Hydraulics from a prominent British university who had 

returned to the island to work and had been unemployed for fifteen 

months despite extensive job-search; the engineerir1g desig;: 

cons~ltants discussed above as well as the CAD/CA~ expert at the CDB 

felt themselves to be in something of a technological vacuum; 11<e 

intervie,,.·ed three postg1·aduate Cypriot physicists manufacturin; 

personal computers in a London science park ,,.-ho expressed greot 

interest in returning home but felt that there ,,.-as a lack of 

::>pportuni t~· in Cyprus . 

In addition to these 3tudents studying abroad Cyprus also possesses 

its o"'·n tertiary level institution, the Higher Technical Institute. 

The HTI was established in 1968 and currently has around 640 students 

admitted to a variety of technical courses. 16 It is striking that in 

1984 38 percent of their graduates were in civil engineering, with 27 
percent in electrical engineering, 20 percent in mechanicel 

engineering and 15 percent in marine engineering. This reflects two 

features . The first is the historical construction boom in the 

region and on the island; this has however come to an end and there 

is now on aLute over~upply of civil engineers on the market. But it 

&lso reflects the impressiv2 dynamisr.i of the HTI ,,.·hi.ch has rapidly 

expanded its production of electrical engineers in response to the 

technolog1cal developments discussed above. 
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Although the HTI lends itself as a proto-kno110ledge-intensi\·e 

institution on the island it has hitherto failed to obtain the 

requisite level of support w!lich it needs to make a transition to 

this status. For example. in 1986 the total equipment bujget for R&D 

in the HTI wa& derisory. in the region of only £4.000! This was 

despite repeated requests for equipment which in 1986 were £70.600 

for mechanical engineering. £8. 000 for electrical engineering and 

£70.500 for civil engineering. As a measure of this equipment

starvation the HT! has to send its st\;dents to local firms to use 

their CNC equipment during slack periods as it has no NC equipment of 

its own; the principles of Electro Discharge Machining and CAD are 

taught. but there is no equipment for the students to undertake 

practica~ -o. 

~e will return to this problem in our recommended industrial strateg~

below, but to show that it is not an isolated case. the experience of 

the Agricultural Research Institute (ARI) is perhaps equally 

striking. The ARI is probably the research institution of excellence 

on the island. In so111e areas - such as fertigration - it has an 

international reputation and many of its staff are offered ad\"isory 

posts abroad of a consulting and sabbatical nature. Yet due to the 

blanket freezing of all government app0intments, the present staff is 

ageing (now an average of 44 .rears) ar .. ; little renewal of cadre is 

occurl'ing, let alone expansion into new target ted areas. In o 

carefully documented five year plan the ARI has eppealed for the 

appointment of 17 new scientists. especially at the less costl~· 

junior level. Yet these requests for specialisation remain blocked 

by the general government ban or. new employment. 

It can be said, therefore, that in relation to tertiary level 

education and research, the island possesses great pot~ntial which is 

not being explcited. There lire three major reasons for this. In the 

first place no attempt is apparen~ly being made currently to direct 

foreign students even those studying on state-allocate:d 

scholarships into important grew th areas. Second, the local 

tr~ining inst~tution is effectively starved not only of an R&LJ 

budget, b·;t als0 of the equipment nee:Jed to train its students. 
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Third. despite an excellent past record. the major local research 

institution is being allowed to drift into a lower league despite its 

o~n recognition of the need for corrective policies . 

3. 4. The Use of Computing in Cyprus 

We have seen above that the electronics industry hes been key to the 

recent growth of the industrially advanced countries and ~hat it is 

the building block of the Information Technology which is likely to 

dominate most economies in the future. We have also seer. that 

insofar as the incorporation of electronics in equipment in Cyprus"s 

manufacturing sector is concerned. the picture is bleak. Yet in the 

important area of COII'puting ancl information-control. the performance 

of the Cyprus economy is considerably superior. This is not in the 

manufacture of information-processing equipment, but in relation to 

its utilisation and the writing of tt.e sof'tware required to make it 

useful. As an indicator of the growt!1 in utilisation of this 

electronic data processing equipment it is instructive to see the 

trend of imports of all office automation equipment (Fig 6). This 

rose from virti:ally nothing in late 1974 to almost £6m in 1985, \\ith 

the share! of electronic equipment becoming dominant(illustrated in 

Fig 7 by the declining share of type\\'riters in the total). 1985 ~<1i' 

something of a tailing-off of this rapid gro\\'th and this. as "'e sho!~ 

see, possibly suggests a measur~ of maturity in the ma1·ket, " si1:.i:m· 

phenomenon to that occurring in other countries . 

No coherent puulic survey has yet been made of the computer indu!.try 

in Cyprus, and since it is so important a building block for the 

knowledge-intensive sector it is worth trying to get a measure of 

what currently exists. It would appear that there are 8 mainframe 

computers on the island of which five are NCR and 3 are IBM. Tlie 

mini-computer population is in the region of 234 (some of them are 

more modern 32 bit s11pel'minii:;) of \\'hich just unde1· one-half are ~Cfi 

~ith a further 30 percent supplied by DEC and ju~t over 10 percent by 

IBM. The micro-computer (i.e personal computer) population is around 

1,000, of which approximately 40 percent are IB~I. 30 percent are i-a1· 
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Eastern IB~I clones and around 20 percent are r\CR. The total 

replacement value of this stock of computers - mainframe. mini and 

micro - is in the region of £11-12m. 

Most of this computer hardware was utilised in the private sector and 

the home (around 40 percent). with the banks coming next in 

impo~tance (25 percent) followed by the governm~~t (20 percent) and 

the software and supplier industry accounting for the remaind~r. 

Within the private sector itself, it is not certain how these 

machines are distributed across sectors. However, one measure of 

computer use is the distribution of computing machines operators. 

(see Table 8}. Of the 268 operators recorded in the 19s:. 

Registration of Establishments, 44:~ "'ere in the finance. insurance. 

re3l estate and business services se~tor, 31:~ in trade, restaurants 

and hotels, arid only 13~~ in mam1facturing. Of the subsectors 

most important ~as "'holesale trade ~ith 24~ of the total. 

While the micros are used with little local back up, the mainfrarr.e 

and mini computers require softl!.'are. Some of this is imported, b~t 

software is also provided within firms using the computer eq~i~~ent 

and by the soecialist soft~are industry. 

In total there are around 450 trained soft1,·are \<\Titers in Cyprus, 

approximately haif of whom are members of the Cyprus Computer 

Society. 17 Most of these must be employed in firms utilising 

computers since our survey of the software sector on the island 

e.ccounteri for onl~· 105 employees. (l8) The total turnover in this 

~oftware sector was in the region of £1.lm in 1986, having 

experienced rapid growth over the past 5 years; in the case of one 

of the leading software houses, for example, the annual growth rates 

were 8.3% in 1981, 57.3% in 1982, 116% in 1983. minus 13.4% in 1984, 

21.6~ in 1985 and 23.2% in 1986. 

The question which now confronts the island hardware importers a1~d 

software suppli~rs is whether this growth can be maintained in th<.-
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future. and if not. what is to be done about this. Tt re are signs • 

as many fit'IDS in the industry reported. that the frenzied growth of 

the past few years is slowing. as is also illustrated by the slowing 

of imports illustrated in Fig 6. Various estimates have been made on 

penetration. One importer undertook a survey of 218 of the largest 

organisations in Nicosia. excluding governaent. banking. insurance 

and hotel. Of those with a turnover exceeding £1.Sm. 40 out of 90 of 

already had mainframe or minicomputers. Of those with a turnover 

between £.Sm and £1.5m, 35 out of 130 also possessed cnmputers. It 

concluded therefore that around 35 percent of the private sector 

within Nicosia was already computerised. Other importers broadly 

shaI·ed this view. agreeing that the major market in the future lay in 

go\•ernmen t ,,.hi ch is barely computerised. Finally, these judgements 

were corroborated by the software industry. in 1orhich the larges-:. 

firms were being forced abroad for expansion since the local market 

was becomin& increasingly competitive and had lost its impetus. 

Indeed one of the largest soft\\are firms \.ent so far as to desci·itt: 

the local market as being saturated. which is almost certainly an 

overstatement. 

-
This picture represents a story with both positive and negative 

featurer. On the positive side the burgeoning local market has 

allowed the entry and specialisation over the past fe...: years of 

around 4-5 competent soft,,.are houses. They have cut t~.eir teeth on . 

and been funded by the requirements of local users. However on the 

negative side this is reflected in a gradual saturation of the market 

for locally written software with increasing pressures on tL·::: local 

sector to venture into the very competitive foreign markets . 

3.5. The Telec0111Dunications Sector 

The fundamental underpinning of the trend towards convergence noted 

in an earlie;r section arose from the fact that the same technology 

can be utilised for both processing and transmit ting information . 

Sinc.:e information is becoming an increasingly important constituent 

of production - especially in the knowJ edge-intensive sector - the 
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telecommunications industry has become a vital part of modern 

industrial str&tegies. The barrieI·s to entry in the production of 

this technology are enormous - in the region of Slbn to de\•elop a 

switch and a f.irther SlCOm annually to update it. So it is clearly 

not possible for any Crpriot firm tc enter the industry as a 

supplier. But what is vital is the provision of modern 

telecommunication services which are pervasive, give reliable access 

to a wide variety of countries, are appropriately priced and provide 

the technical capability to switch information around 

internationally, both in written and verbal forms. 

The Cyprus TelecolD!llunications Authority (CYTA) has performe.i 

admirably in the post-invasion period. After struggling to catch-up 

with the growing demand for lines as the population was resettled, in 

1985 CYTA was. for the first time. able to reduce the numbeI' of 

applications awaiting installation. The waiting list for telexes h~d 

already reached its apex a year earlier. At the same time the 

quality of services had been consistently improved 11.-i th the 

proportion of com:ersation handled by automatic exchanges rising fro:n 

91.5 to 95.3 percent bctt>een 1981 and 1985. The total number of 

conversation-minutes almost doubled between 1980 and 1985 (Table 9l. 

showing a consistent increase in phone-utilisation. International 

c~lls accounted for just over two-thirds of total phone-utilisation. 

although this proportion has fallen slightly between 1981 and 1985. 

Data-flows have also been improved with a total of 388 modems being 

installed by the end of 1985. 

In the light of thP.se achievements it might seem churlish to list 

some of the criticisms made of the authority by many of its users. 

but since it is such a key infrastructural techno~ogy it is important 

that its strengths and weaknesses be known. The major complaints 

registered during the course of our conversations were as follows 

(a) Costs on international calls are too high. (CYTA responds by 

pointing out that the 20 percent tax on thPse calls was impo~ed 

by the government and not itself). 
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(b) Foreign calls &re often interrupted and have to be redialed . 

This is especially the case on calls to the Gulf. 

( c) Difficulty is experienc~ in get ting thro1.:gh to Cyprus from 

abroad. 

(d) There is a need to liberalise the supply of equipment to be 

connected to telephone lines. For example no hands-free phoues 

are allowed and aevices cannot be installed to persona: 

computers which would make them useful as telex L3Chines . 

(e) The administration of the telephone system is bureaucratic and 

it is of~en difficult to get requests seen to. even th·1ugi• t!"'.e 

technical capability exists . 

Nevertheless. despite these adverse comments, telecomn:unications 

facilities in Cyprus are superior to most of those :i.n the region. ..i. 

survey of 23 offshore companies in fact found that satisfaction in 

this area (an overage of 4.7 on a scale of 1 to 5) was the highest 

for any of the factors encountered by these firms. But mo~·e 

important than these often petty complaints is ~he question of the 

speed with which CYTA 1s mo\·ing to embrace the ne~ electronic 

communications technologies. Despite a number of failed deadlines 

the first intra-island packet-switching lines have not been opened 

and the first electroni~ swi~ches were only installe~ in 1986 . 
Nevertheless. by early 1987 32,000 lines {almcst 20 percent of the 

total) were digital and the plan is to increase this to over 50 
percent by 1990 - it is one of the advantages of smallness that it is 

possible to move rapidly to the adoption of new technologies. CYTA 

also plans to introduce c~llular car-radios in 1988. So the agency 

remains forward thinking and, broadly ~peaking, does seem to be 

gearing itself for the needs of an Information Society . 
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3.6. Venture Capital in Cyprus. 

The importance of the venture capital sector in the ~~A. the UK and 

other industrially advanced countries ... as highlighted in Section 2 

describing developments in knowledge-intensiv~ sectors of the global 

economy. In our interviews in Cyprus some respondents argued that 

given the absence of an overall savings constraint in the economy 

there was no need for a venture capital sector to be created. Such a 

response however stands in danger of confusing the macro with th~ 

micro - what may be true for the economy as a whole may not 

necessarily be true for individual entrepreneurs. The relatively 

recent displacement of a significant number of the island's people 

from their historic homes has also meant that there is a sizable 

group of individuals ...-ho have no access to the fixed residential 

securities which com·entional lenders require. Moreo .. :er, many of 

these people have shown the requisite skills reqJired to obtain 

scholarships abroad (since given their displaced status their 

education is more likely to be based upon performance than on family

wealth} and are thus ideally suited as technology-intenshe 

producers. Many of these points are graphically illustrated by the 

experience of one of the first technology-intensive manufacturing 

enter.prise~ to be established on the island. 

The firm w.as begun by t .. o electronics engineers returning to Cyp·us 

from abroad, one from France and the other from the t.:S:\ (where, 

incidentally he had the right of residence). They had come from the 

north of the island and their families 1i0ere not able to set them up 

in business in Cypru~. so initially both worked as salesmen of office 

equipment. They met whilst working for the same firm (in fact they 

had gone to secondary school togethe1) and decided to go into 

business together. After some thought they set on the idea of 

designing and manufacturing electronic displays, having considered 

and discarded a variety of other electronics-based products. Having 

no resources of their o .. n they used the go·:ernment · s loan scheme fo1· 

unemployed p;raduates and borrowed £12,000, using around half to 

purchase component supplies (which they had to bu~· in minimum 

quantities, thereb~· holdir.g excessive quantitie~ of stuck). The:y 
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applied to various banks for additional funds for product development 

but were hampered by the absence of security - they knew that there 

was absolutely no venture capital on the island. This in:!. tial 

problem was alleviated by one of the owner's brother-in-laws "ho 

decided to put up £3.000 for a small share of the equity . 

But despite working intense hours with only minimal pay and 

struggling to get the product working perfectly. more funds were 

required to complete development. None of the banks. including the 

CDB. were prepared to loan them capital without either obtaining 

security on the loans and/or an unacceptably high share of the equity 

of the enterprise. At this crucial stage they were sa\•ed by the 

first sign cf risk-taking behaviour they had encountered. One of 

t~1eir old school fri!"nds - also an engineering graduate - had been 

i.orking for the Popular Bank and had seen their proposal for funding. 

He judge::! the th"o founders to be on to a good thing and to ha·;e a 

high level of technical competence and thus decided to lea\·e the bank 

and put in .£10,000. giving each of the major partners 28 percent of 

the equity. The firm now possessed the three requirements ~hich 

would have satisfied the ventur~ Cdpitalists discussed in the first 

section of this chapter - the technology, the market (since the final 

output was protected by tariffs) and a strong finc.ncial manage~· 

conversant with marketing. Production has just begun in the most 

primitive of workshops and the cash-flow is beginning to look 

heal thy. The enterprise is now on its feet and looks likely to 

survive even after the protective tariffs are reducec . 

A number of relevant conclusions follow from their story. First as 

manufa::turers of reasonably high technology products which they had 

designed themselves. they are probably unique in Cyprus. Second, 

they encountered an a·.rersion to risk-taking, especially in relation 

to finance. Third, their experie~~e proximates in many ways to that 

of the design er.gineers who were discussed earlier in this chapter. 

And, finally, they probably represent the t.ip of an iceberg since 

there are probably a large number of un- or. underemployed graduates 

who find themselves in similar situation. 
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3.7. Existing Policy towards the Knowledge-Intensive Sector 

Defining knowledge-intensity in the loose and schematic way sketched 

out above, it is useful to try and sketch out the policy environment 

which at present governs their expansion. We have already noted that 

there is effectively no venture capital on the island, either in the 

private ban.king system or in the Cyprus development Bank. There are 

three sets of government policy which relate to the knowledge

intensive sector and which could be seen as incentives for its 

expansion. 

The first of these relates to the Ministry of Commerce and Indus tr~·· s 

ability to provide ~ 10 year tax holiday for all investments which 

produce new products. This holr.'ever does not relate specificc.lly ~o 

the knowledge-intensive sector and as presently framed probably acts 

as something of a disincentive as it only relates to manufacturing 

rather than to the pro\•ision of services. The second set of 

potentially rele\·ant policies relates to the capital and accelerated 

depreciation allo1-:ances. Again this is not speci fie to tlit:: 

knolr.'ledge-intensive sector and relates to all industry. Moreo\·er, 

insofar as these new industries make intensive use of human rathe1' 

than physical capital, they are if anything discriminated agair.s t 

rather than encouraged. The third and final potentially rele\·ant set 

of policies towards the knowledge-intensive sector is that attemptir.g 

to attract the offshore firms, that is, trying to make Cyprus into a 

locale for regional coordination. The attractions of these policies 

are substantial and have indeed led to the location in the island of 

a number of offshore firms of this type. They employ professionals, 

utilise the telecommunication system intensively and have significant 

linkages with many of the island's business services firms. Yet, 

once again, the extent to which knowledge-intensive firms have b~en 

favoured by these policies is almost accidental since the policy 

itself is aimed at a wider target of foreign capital in gene1·al. 

We therefore conclude that there is little evidence t~at the Cyp~us 

government has recognised the importance of this sector's potential 
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contribution to the econor.. or of the importance -:-f technology-

intensive activities within existing sectors. It. is therefore 

necessary to recognise the need for a strategy which emphasises 

dynamic comparative advantage. Yet. as 1o1e have seen from the 

experience of other countries. it is only when these have been fully 

integrated into the thrust of government strategy that sustained 

economic growth can be assured. It is for this reason. therefore. 

that our attention turns to the mapping out of a strategy for the 

expansion of the knowledge-:· ensive sector in Cyprus . 
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IV 

A STRATEGY FOR THE KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE SECTOR IN CYPRUS 

Providing a coherent industrial strategy for the knmdedge-intensive 

sector involves a different procedure and generates different types 

of problems to those arising in strategy formulation in other 

sectors. Thus. for example. defining a path for the garments 

industry is clear-cut. It is possible to work with existing firms 

who can be encouraged to collaborate where this is appropriate. The 

problems of the industry are widely-known. some of the ne\\' equipme1:~ 

is already on the island and it is possible to establish clea:· 

opportunities for product development in the short run. 

The knowledge-intensive sector differs from this picture in a nurnter 

of important ways. In the first place the time horizons invoh·ed art'" 

considerably longer. For example when we sketch out a strategy fci:· 

the application of biotechnolog~·, we will point to the need to make 

long-term investments in high-level training; it will be the mid 

1990s before the PhDs have returned end passed through the 

apprenticeship of practical experience. Another character is tic of 

this sector is that it is heterogeneous. In time. ar.d with luck at>d 

careful planning, some of the identified areas might become a foc~l 

point for growth, becoming sectors in themselves. Thu!:> while it 

might make sense to group the embryonic activities together in f• 

single sectoral grouping at the early stages in their development, it 

will. metaphorically speaking. often be a matter of combining apples 

and oranges rather than producing a single crop. A further 

characteristic feature of the knowledge-intensive sector is that many 

of the emerging specialities cut across existing sectors and 

institutions. In part this is due to the systemic features of modern 

technological progress (as in the case of the pumping-system strategy 

mapped out below), but it also reflects a much wider phenomenon in 

which .it is the common concern with information in a pal'ticular arers 

which lead~, to specialisation (as in tht" wateL· st1·ategy outll 11t:d 

belo.w). Finally, al though the deve:;.opment of this scc!.01· off'c:1·s 
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aajor opportunities. it is fraught with uncertainty - hence the 

significance of ventu~ capital in its development in other 

countries . 

For these and other reasons it is impo~tant to treat the ldentified 

knowledge-intensive areas for specialisation in a tentative light. 

They are aerely suggestions of areas which bear looking at. based 

upon discussions with Cypriot residents and a knowledge of what is 

occurring abroad. There can of course be no substitute for a aore 

detailed investigation by experts in each of these areas. integrated 

~ith coordinated strategic thinking within the Cyprus economy . 

Four key principles underlie the formulation of a strategy which is 

designed to develop not only the kno•ledge-intensive sectors 

themselves. but also the •Jtilisat;ion of knowledge-intensi,:e 

technologies and procedures in other sectors. The first of these 

concerns the type of policy intervention which is proposed. In 

manufacturing industries these have traditionally been geared towards 

the manufacture of commodities and involve incentives to purchase 

capital equipment. to encourage the development of manual skills and 

to protect local producers against imports. Few of these measures 

are relevant to this sector. Instead of a physical infrastructure 

for the production and transport of goods, the knowledge-intensi,.-e 

industries require a knowledge-intensive infrastructure. This means 

e continuous investment in people which may be more important than 

that in physical capital. It requires public support for research 

and development as well as institutions which encourage interaction 

betwedn highly skilled individuals and groups. It requires a 

corporate philosophy which recognises the importance of indirect 

inputs into production, especially those concerned with specialised 

information. And it also requires the develop of an informational 

infrastructure - sometimes referred to as the "highways of the 

future" - if the intranational and intemational synergies offered by 

the convergent technologies are to be captured . 
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The second principle underlying the development of strategy towards 

the knowledge-intensive sector concerns market orientation. It is 

possible to identify four broad marketing strategies - the home 

market. the regional market (the Eastern Mediterranean basin. the 

Middle East and the Gulf States), the EEC and the rest of the world. 

In this context it is important to note that Cyprus' two main 

neighbouring rivals in knowledge-intensive activities - Israel and 

the Lebonon - are effectively debarred from much of the regional 

•arket. Therefore the •ajor target for exports in the short-to-

medium run is considered to be the regional •arket, in soae cases 

distinguishing between the East~rn Mediterranean and the Gulf 

markets. However. based upon the experience of other exporters of 

knowledge-intensive services. it is difficult to envisage such a 

strategy succeeding without its prior development in the home market. 

The strategies proposed for the various kno11tledge-intensi\:e 

industries are therefore first pitched at the home market and then at 

the ~e~ional market. 

The third principle underlyir.g the future development of this ector 

concerns the importance of education and training. Human resources 

lie at the centre of this sector's operations and these require 

targetted inter~entions to ensure the long-term development of 

relevant skills. In some cases this will require the reinforcemer.t 

of training facilities on the island. as is suggested in the case of 

the other sectors included in this Industrial Strategy. But the 

knowledge-intensive sector req1<res addi:ional investment in much 

higher level skills than can be provided on the island and this will 

also require attention to be given to the direction of students 

studying abroad, to their subsequent reintegration into the economy 

and to the maintenance of ongoing -:ontacts with relevant foreign 

research bodies. 

The final principle underlying strategy-formulation in this sector 

concerns the question of monitoring performance. The growth of 

knowledge-intensive activities depends critically upon developments 

in these industries in the global econoniy. Precisely because the 

technologi!S utilised are at the edge of the global knowledge-
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frontier it is particularly important to keep abreast of global 

developments. not just to monitor their progress and direction. but 

also to ensure that the evolving Cypriot strategy is appropriately 

focussed. Few or the relevant aonitoring capabilities will be 

available on an island econoay with a saall population such as 

Cyprus. despite its relative depth in education. Therefore. where 

relevant. a series of •onit~ring programmes are recoaaended. allied 

to the selective identification or •arket niche"s by a combination or 

local and foreign consultants • 

In Section 2 we considered four areas of development in the global 

economy which are relevant to the knowledge-intensive sector. These 

were information technology and the growth of the new service 

industries; microelectronics. automation and the importance or 

system£ in production; post-microelectronics technological 

developments; and the development of risk-t:>ased venture capital. 

(Naturally these four sets of issues are not exclusive - for example. 

enterpr~.ses may often both utEise electronics-based systemic 

automation technologies and be risky at the same time). The strategy 

~tich is outlined below follo~s the same basic ~ 1 ~ssification except 

that some or the anticipated sectoral specialisations will naturally 

c~t across these four categories . 

4.1. Information Technology and the New Service Industries. 

As was evident ~n Section 3 discussing the knowledge-intensive sector 

in Cyprus, the island is well-served with respect to the service 

sector in general and to Business Services in particular. Tne 

primary function of the strategy suuested for this •ector is 

f'herefore to facilitate its extemal operations, especially in the 

recional •rkat. This sugests the adoption or proposals geared 

towards the development of specific components of this sector. These 

include two Professional Services which are already to be found on 

the island (computer software and the offshote sector) and two which 

require relati,ely new activities (water management and 

services) 
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4 .1.1. '!'he Professional Services Sector 

In an earlier section of this chapter (see Table 5) we observed that 

the Business Service Sector consists of five major areas of 

professional servic~s - legal services; accounting. auditing and 

bookeeping; data processing; engineering. architecture and technical 

services; and advertising and market research. Solle of these were 

incorporated within Cypriot fin!: whilst others are located in the 

offshore sector. 

Cyprus is ""ell-served in all of these areas of service activity and 

in some cases - notably ch·il engineering and market resedrch - it 

has performed admirably, especially in the adjacent regions of the 

near east and Africa. As we observed earlier, the prerequisite fo 

success in these ser\·ice sectors is that the exporting firms should 

have operating offices in these regional markets. 

In all of these sub-sectors - ~ith the possible exception of computer 

software - the domestic market is well-served and indeed most of the 

offshore firms interviewed remarked spontaneously upon ~he high 

calibre of the Business Service sector in Cyprus. In the main ttiey 

.. ere referring here to the accounting and legal professions. But tr.e 

Business Service sector in Cyprus is often also highly competi ':i ve. 

This is especially the case in the civil engineering market \IOhere 

there are increasing signs of structural unemployment of highly 

qualified people. It is has also become a problem in recent years 

for the computer software industry. despite some years ~r rapid 

growth (see earlier discussion). Tne problem therefore is that for 

the share of this knowledr'!-intensive sector to inc.rease, it will be 

necessary to identify foreign markets. 

This is not easy. The construction and civil engineering markets in 

the region have proved to be~ disaster area in t"ecent years. 19 The:y 

have fallen in aggregate and have also become considerably more 

competitive in nature. The prospects for the legal services sector 
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are also soaewhat gloomy since both the local and regional aarkets 

are in general well-served. Moreover regional aarket tend to be 

particularistic and local offices are almost certainly a necessity. 

Accounting services on the island are siailarly well-developed. but 

aore importantly. this is a sector in which the international 

consortia have coae to be doai.nant. ·i'hese consortia operate by 

establishing partnerships with the best local firas who are then 

prohibited by agreement: fraa opening offices in other countries in 

which the international consortia nave established similar 

agreements. So precisely those firms which have the technical 

capacity to operate in foreign aarkets are excluded from exporting 

ser-~ices. The advertising and market research sector is well

established overseas and the existing firms are almost certainly able 

to take advantage of new opportunities which may arise withou: the 

need to establish a sectoral strategy on their behalf . 

At the strategic-pla.~ning level. therefore. this suggests the 

opportunity for '>nly t11>0 policy initiatives. The first is based upon 

a local technical capat.ili ty - computer software - and the second 

arises in relation to the offshore sector . 

(a) Computer Software 

We have already surveyed the development and growing maturity of the 

Cyprus software sector. To recap briefly, it is one in which 

computer diffusic~ is widespread. in sharp contrast to the laggardly

upuke or computerised equipment in the manufacturing industries. 

This predominantly applies to the private sector. however, and the 

computerisation of government activities remains slight. The rate or 

growth of the market for computer software is beginning to tail-off • 

however, and a similar pht.momenon is occurring with respect to the 

software industry. However in its earlier stages the local market 

was sufficiently large to allow for the development or 3-4 software 

firms which although small by global ~tandards, were able to develop 

certain niches in the market. Some or these software packages were 
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specific to the needs of particular local users. but others had 

generic applications in other firas and sectors. 

On the basis of this synergistic relationship between local users. 

iaported hardware and local software firas. two or three software 

firas have begun to venture abroad. One has built up a large 

proportion of its turnover in the Gulf and Middle East. predoainantly 

in the hotel sector. Whilst it claias to be aaintaining its aarket 

share. it suffers froa the general decline in infrastructural 

investaent in the region. Consequently it is beginning to look to 

wider horizons. notably in Europe. Another fira aade a series of 

software sales to West Africa - selling to. and through. the 

expatriate Cypriot co•uni ty - but the foreign exchange problems in 

these markets have also led it to consider sales to Eurcpe. A third 

firm is on the verge of selling specialised business software to a 

British client. based on expatriate contacts in the UK. 

Three important s ... ·ands stand out in this story. First the lo::a! 

market is both slowing and becoming competitive so domestic firms are 

being forced to turn to external markets for growth (and probably 

also for profits). Second. the declining maricet for hotel-based 

software in the Gulf states is forcing a reorientation to South 

Eastern Europe (especially Greece). and. third. the expatriate 

community provides an important tra.~smission belt for sales. We can 

add to this a fourth factor. which is that in the same way that 

pl'l,ximi ty to local users was key to the development of the local 

software industry, so personal contacts with potential users are 

vital. Thus either customers are obtained on a word-of-mouth basis. 

or carefully targeted marketing is essential. Generic software 

advertising for software firms as small as those in Cyprus is 

uneconomic. 

All this •u11ests the adoption of a twof~ld strategy in this sector. 

The first concerns the development of a "Greek strategy" to the 

software industry. The logic is es follows. Many users of sortwa1·e 

see it as an exter.sion or the written wo1·d, and indeed or language in 
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general. It provides many of the saae functions. including not only 

the storing of information. but the hiding of information. This 

latter characteristic is often an important attribute for business in 

general. and expatriate com.uni ties in particular. Moreover. the 

linguistic roots which Cyprus can touch are auch larger than that of 

the island"s own expatriate population. and the Greek motherland is. 

relatively speaking. undereducated. Therefore a unique opportunity 

is opened or addressing this Greek-based aarket. beginning in Greece 

itself but then targeting expatriate coaaunities in other countries • 

This will require the translation of existing software into Greek. a 

process which has already begun in at least one of the Cypriot 

software firas • 

The aajor problem in this Greek-based strategy is not its 

identification - since there are people on the island "ho ha"·e 

recognised the same opportunity - but that of selective marketing . 

This can be extremely expensive for a small firm for. as one of them 

related. the cost of flying to Athens and then spending three days 

trying to generate industry contacts is too expensive for a small 

firms. Therefore the ~port Promotion Council should also make its 

facilities available to the software industry. This should take the 

form of identifying sectors in Greece and particular expatriate 

communities and in assisting Cypriot firms to ma1·ket their services 

in a comprehensive manner. This latter point arises because the 

small number of local firms already compete in the local market and 

are seemingly unable to pool their marketing resources spontaneously. 

Some form of coordination is essent~al, and if this is linked through 

some ca.bination of subsidies and firm-contribution (as has been 

sunested in other knowledge-intensive sec-cors). it is more likely to 

be successful • 

A second aspect of the •oftware strategy relates to the 

ca.puterisation of the state sector. Whilst in some cases 

computerisation is well-advanced and effective (eg information on the 

offshore sector). in many of its divisions there is little P-\'idence 

of the n~w technology, despite the fact that it is becoming mandatory 

in activities where accurate and up-to-date data is requi~Pd at short 



notice. This is especially important is parts of the state which 

deal with international .. tters, such as trade and ~ication. 

But given that •any of the state's services are indirect inputs into 

production, high cost and poor quality make international 

c011petitiveness difficult for other sectors·20 

Examples of the usefulness of such co•puterisation are easily found. 

The Planning Bureau's macro-econo•ic model has to be restricted in 

scope because of insufficient computing capacitYi because of the 

absence of suitable information technology there has been a tendency 

not to coordinate applications for the offshore sector (even though 

the data base on the firms t~emselves is computerised). It is also 

possible that if effectively computerised, some of the soft~are can 

be marketed abroad, particularly to other countries which have 

similar policies to Cyprus (as in the case of exchange control). 

(b) The Offshore Sector 

Another possible extension of the business service sector is that in 

the general area of international communications. The most important 

existing component of this sector are the offshore enterprises. 

Cyprus already has a large number of attractions to offshore firms. 

Its tax regime is very liberA121 and it is ~ell-placed 
internationally. The availability or good business infra~tructure 

and skilled labour is also advantageous. As a consequence a number 

of foreig'l firms have begun to locate their operations in Cyprus. 

The policy question is what can be done to expand the number of these 

firms and to ensure that the linkages which are created are maximised 

and advantageous to the local economy? 

One of the interesting features of the restrictions placed upon the 

Cypriot accounting industry by virtue of its international links is 

the inability to operate abroad. This has led to a market response 

by one of the largest accounting firms to induce foreign firms to 

locate in Cyprus as a way or circumventing these restl'ictions - if 
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you cannot go to the market. bring the industry to your own 

territory. This has led the. to actively market the attractions of 

Cyprus abroad and given this. there does not sees.l auch need for the 

government to become activel.F involved in this process of marketing. 

Instead the government can usefully undertake two major sets of 

policies. 

The first is to ensure that Cyprus maintains a continual investment 

in COllllunications infrastructure. especially those which focus upon 

the transaission of knowledge. Thus the first priority should be to 

ensure that the telec:oai.Jnications sector is encouraged to invest in 

the latest technology ar.d to keep ahead of future developments such 

as ISN {integrated services ne'b«>rk) and ISON (integrated services 

digital networks. 
22 

which is widely believed to be essential for 

sophisticated transmission of data). It also involves the enhancing 

of international telephone services where. despite major 

improvements. calls to the Gulf and to Europe are often disrupted. 

Attention should also be placed upon the frequency and destination of 

air-c-onnections. where there may be some nE:ed to make marginal 

improvements despite the fact that Cyprus is reasonably well-served 

already. 

As important as though these infrastructural improvements are -

facilitating not just the location of offshore firms. but also 

expanding the spin-off - a much more important role for government is 

that of regulation. The problem of controllfog an inherently mobile 

sector is problematic and there are indeed soir:e who might argue that 

it is the very absence of control which leads to the location of 

offshore firms in Cyprus. But this is to ignore the differentiated 

nature of these offshore firms. The following extracts from a recent 

edition of the premium busine:;s-newspaper in Europe illustrates some 

of these undesirable tendencies. 

"Shares'sting that netted £100m" 
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It has become the largest fraud to have been exposed in the 
past half-century. according to international regulators. 

The high-pressure telephone selling of shares of negligible 
value at massively inflated prices is estimated to have 
caused small investors around the world losses of £200m in 
1985 alone. 

One of the two largest operators ... was shut down by the 
Dutch authorities last spring and [the] managing director 
was subsequently arrested. 

After three attempts on [the managing director's] life by 
underworld figures [in Canada] - the :ast led to the 
blowing up of his car - [the managing director] decided to 
diversify overseas . 

. . . He is now also linked with companies in Panama and 
Cyprus ..• " {Financial Times, 31 January 1987.) 

Cyprus aiming &\; high value added service operations of 

:international credibility - cannot afford to allow this sort of 

enterprise to locate on the island. It is not merely that the image 

of cars blowing up is politically disruptive. but more importantly 

that it is bad business, especially in the long run. The dubious 

operators are fly-by-night and are prone to moving to other locations 

with little notice. 23 It is also likely to make the more respectablP. 

firms in this sector less likely to locate in Cyprus. Therefore some 

for11 of regulatory mechanism ought to be instituted or the existing 

one in the Central Bank needs to be improved. Since a number of 

local accounting fil'lllS are aware of these problems, they too should 

be incorporated into this regulatory system. 

A further minor aspect of offshore activity - a complaint of one of 

the largest firms - leers some attention and relates to the tendency 

to govern this sector through a bewildering series of minor 

regulations issued by the tax-office, customs and excise, Central 
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Bank. and so on • Instead of this a unified legal code might be 

introduced which sets out these issues in a clear manner. Failing 

this a "one-stop shopping" office should be established where 

prospective offshore firms can determine the full range of 

opportunities and responsibilities • 

Another sector taking advantage t·f a combination of Cyprus' 

geographical location and its relatively s .. ronf' international 

communications is that of international journalism and international 

conferences. Both thrive on proximity to a relatively hostile zone 

for foreign personnel and on the island's relative tranquility. Much 

already exists in this area of activity and has seen some success in 

the location of some journalists and the utilisation of local 

conference facilities by TNCs for their regional subsidiaries. The 

policy interventions required here are marginal. with particular 

emphasis placed upon the marketing of the island's attractions. But 

it reinforces the necessity of ensuring that both the 

telecommunications and the international air-connections a~e 

maintained at the highest standards . 

4.1.2. A Strategy for Water Management 

It is in the nature of island economies that wat~r is a constraint, 

especially in relatively arid or mediterranean climatic regions. To 

some extent the severity of this constr~int diminishes with size. and 

the fact that Cyprus is the third largest island in the Mediterranean 

has meant that, relatively speaking, the problem of water 

availability is manageable. Nevertheless over the years the 

agricultural sector has had to grapple with the problem of water 

supplies. This became especially important after 1974 when the 

agricultural sector found itself relying totally on rain-fed systems. 

The response was to greatly expand the resources put into both water 

collection and water management. For a small economy such as c~ .. prus 

- especially for one attempting to replace lost infrast1·ucturP such 
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as ports and airports - the ~xpendi tures involved ha\·e been enormous. 

Fig 8 illustrates that for much of the past 12 years ~ater 

develop~ent took a siGOificant share of total government development 

expenditure, culminating in 1986 with a ~hare exceeding 40 percent. 

Much of this - as in the South Conveyor Sct.eme - involves scarce 

foreign exchange, some of which is provided through foreign aid. 

Whilst these investments had a high cost in budgetary terms and at 

times probably also impinged upon investment in other sectors, 24 they 

were not without benefit. Cyprus will soon have a well-developed 

system of irrigation which places the agricultural sector 

advantageously in competing with other southern Europear. producers 

who face a much more severe water constraint. The development of 

this irrigation infrastructure also provided ar. important multiplier 

effect and helped to mai- ::ain a high level of economic activity. 

especially in the early 1980s when s.:>me of the export markets began 

their do~nturn. In doing so it led to the development of a local 

technological capability ~hich now opens opportunities for the sale 

of these ser\·ices abroad. The fact that the major investments in 

Cyprus are no~ complete lends an added importance to our suggested 

strategy of trying to market water development services in external 

markets. 

The context in which this strategy is identified is largely regional, 

although it does also reflect import technological characteristics. 

The locational opportunities are clear in relation to the Middle East 

and Gulf region :.:.n which the water ccnstraint is very severe. The 

fact that the major potential supplier of services (Israel) is 

disbarred ~rom the region for political reasons only serves to 

emphasize the gap which exists. Moreover if the wider region is 

considered - that is sub-saharan Africa - then the opportunities 

become magnified. This region has been gripped by drought for some 

tjme, is becoming the focus for global aid-concentration and 

irrigation is being fnrced on to the agenda by the inability of many 

African coi;ntries to r'eed their populations. The technologi~al 

factor putting water development more clearly on to the policy agenda 

in many countries is the growing scientisation of agricuJ. ture, of 
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which biotechnology is a major component. The consequence of this is 

that agriculture is increasingly coming to take on the 

characteristics of manufacturing - weather is becoming less important 

(through irrigation and environmental control through greenhouses>. 

as is the iaportance of aarginal lands (t.hrough the development of 

new seed varieties). The net effect is to reduce the variability of 

agricultural production over time and over space and for this to 

proceed. the careful control over water is key • 

This control over 11;r.ter has many aspects to it. It includes the 

hydro!ogical identification of water-resources in both surface and 

ground deposits. These water deposits have to be controlled and 

1raarshalled; they L -so have to be transferred to areas in 110hich they 

can be of use. Making effective use involves discriminating 

application. Consequently, because both infrastructural investments 

and utilisation patterns are involved, the control of water fits 

closely into the previously identified trend towards "lifetime cost" 

considerations in investment decisions. But perhaps most important 

of all is the significance of getting the 110hole system in balance. so 

that bottlenecks at one point do not clog up the complete cycle • 

Cyprus has a great deal to offer in this integrated picture of water 

management . The Water Development Department has had extensi\:e 

experie11ce in the identification of resources and the design of dams 

and irrigation infrastructu~e. Its Director is on the Board of the 

Mediterranean Water Instit.ite in southern France and many of its 

staff have been off,.red short and long term contracts abroad. At the 

construction end Cyprus possesses one of the worlds largest 

construction companies with extensive experience in the region. Its 

past concentration on building is threatened. however. by the virtual 

collapse of these projects in the Middle East and Gulf so it. too. is 

looking for new areas of specialisation. In regard to water 

management the ARI has built up an international reputation 

threatened locally only by the Israelis who are barred from many of 

the potential markets. Cyprus also possesses three firms with a long 

history of exporting water pumps precisely to those regions which now 

auggest themselves as market~ for water management. In addition to 
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these existing capabilities it is likely that in the medium term a 

number of other Cypri .>t firms will develop relevant expertise and 

products and even that some of the existing firms may expand their 

operations. What is significant about this water aanagement 

capability is that it covers the supply of both professional services 

and aanufactured outputs. confiraing our earlier observation that we 

are witnessing a breakdown of the conventional barriers separating 

sectors - the emphasis is on the ~tem. 

So the opportunity exists for putting together a package of services 

and marketing them in the Gulf region and Africa. Curiously. despite 

these clear opportunities. one of the major constraints in the past 

has been institutional rather than technological. The government of 

Cyprus - for good reasons anxious to ensure that domestic needs are 

met first - has made it difficult to meet demand for these services 

in the region by putting severe obstacles in the way cf government 

officials working abroad. All requests have to be directed to the 

Council of Ministers for approval, even when the officers concerned 

have leave in hand. They are also limited to one year abroad with no 

possibility of renewal. 

The first and easy response to this institutional blockage wou!d be 

to relax these constraints on government o~ficials working abroad. 

It should be possible to expand the opportunities for state officials 

to work abroad, thereby simultaneously providing fc-reign exchange 

revenue and reducing domestic graduate unemployment by recruiting a 

pool of technical skills to take the place of those undertaking 

consultancy. 25 But this is only a partial response to a more 

substantive opportunity which should instead be confronted in a more 

determined manner. We are proposing therefore that a Water 

Management Agency be established to seek out these foreign 

opportunities and to coordinate inputs froaa all the relevant Cypriot 

parties - the Water Development Dept. the construction industry. the 

machinery manufacturers, the ARI and the Ministry of Agriculture. 

Its task should be to offer systemic services to clients, 

incorporating all of the elements of water management sketched out 

above. 

so 
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The Water llanagellent Agency should be an independent body with its 

own budget. In the first year its funding should be 80 percent 

government and 20 percent industry. falling progressively to 20 

percent government and 20 percent industry in the fifth year with the 

re88i.nder being self-financed. The point of this fora of financing 

would be 

to sti•ulate response by industry in the early yes.rs by heavily 

subsidising initial costs 

to maintain state finance in the medium term so that the 

government retains a vested interest in ensuring that the 

system works and to allow it to ensure that domestic needs are 

also being caterec for 

to maintain a long-term role for ir:dustry finance to ensure 

that the needs of many producers are kept in mind 

to ultimately make the institution work for a large proportion 

of its money to avoid bureaucracy and inefficiency . 

There are a number of factors which suggeH that this would be an 

opportune time to set this policy initiative • motion. In the first 

place some of the major water development projects will begin 

tailoring-off in three years time and by 1992 most of the large 

schemes will have been executed. A highly qualified and experienced 

staff will therefore be underemployed. A second positive feature is 

the collapse of the building-construction market in the Middle east 

and the Gulf which has led the largest Cypriot construction firm to 

actively seek out new opportuniti~s. Thirdly. the pump-manufacturing 

market is becoming more competitive and in line with the flexible 

specialisation strategy underlying this report, the existing 

manufacturers are beinr encouraged to move into higher value-added 

niches which include pumping systems and micro-hydro plants. 
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The major disadvantage facing this strategy concerns the foreign 

exchange and budgetary constraints in aany of the potential aarkets. 

especially in sub-saharan Africa. This aeans that in SOiie cases 

systeas-designers and contractors who are linked to aid agencies and 

concessionary foras or finance are favoured. How significant an 

obstacle this aight be to a Cypriot consortium is WlClear but it 

llight i,.. necessary in the future for this Water llanagement Agency to 

provide concessionary finance on teras siailar to that provided by 

competitors. To be set against this is the fact that a water 

manage11ent capability of the sort we are suggesting - covering the 

full spe· "\Ill of activities - is relatively new and as yet the market 

is probab:y not very competitive. 

4.1.3. Energy Services and Products 

Since the early 1980s the government has begun to take active steps 

to try and reduce energy utilisation on the island. The context is 

one in .. hich the world Bank has off~red programme support in allo~ing 

the economy to respond to the series of increases in oil costs. The 

drop in oil-prices in recent years has not led to a reduction in 

effort since clear opportunitiPs for cost reduction have been 

identified and there is .. idespread expectation that oil-pri\..es will 

resume their gro~th in the early 1990s. 

A number of possible ways exist to reduce the cost of oil to the 

economy. These include the development of a variety of renewable 

~nergy devices. Foremost amongst these are solar water heaters in 

which Cyprus has hitherto excelled. Local manufacturers rapidly 

cc-pied the innovating Israeli firms in the 1960s and Cyprus now has 

the highest rate of penetration of any country in the world. This 

accounts for more than 90 percent of all individual houses (excluding 

apartments. hotels and office blocks where t~e penetration is lower) 

and amounts to a saving of ju1t over 9 percent of all electricity 

demand. But the potential exists for other types of renewable 

devices of which wind-power is probably the most commercially 

attractive. Other possibilities such as mini-hydro. bio-gas and (in 
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the longer run) solar ponds also suggest possibilities for energy 

subs ti tut:: on. 

However. attractive as though the renewable energy prospects aay be • 

these opportunities are dwarfed by the potential savings to be 

realised from energy conservation. '· recent study (undertalren by a 

joint French-Cypriot te&11) estiaated that given the progress already 

aade in the installation of SWll's. the likely savings between 1984-88 

froa energy conservation would be almost 100 times that arising from 

renewables. More specifically. whereas it was anticipated that 

renewable ene~gy would yield some S0.7m. the likely savings arising 

from energy conserv&tion would be $68m. with a further S14m being 

generated by the conversion of oil burners to coal. 

This observation is not confined to Cyprus. In the US the market for 

energy conservation services rose from SSm in 1981 to over S400m in 

1985 and it is estimated that the potential European market for these 

services could eventually be in the region of S52bn. What is 

significant and what creates the opportur.:ty for Cypriot firms in 

this area is that the energy conservation industry is a new one. The 

US. as the figures above show, has only just mo"·ed into the area and 

in Europe there exist only about 10 serious energy conservation 

companies. 26 

A number of sectors have been identified as providing large returns 

to energy conservation, grouped into those using high temperature 

processes (the refinery. the cement industry, the brick industry, the 

mining sector and the fertiliser industry), those in which 

electricity is the major source or energy (engineering, garments. 

footwear and construction) and those in which electricity and low 

pressure steam are involved (food, beverages and bleaching and 

dyeing). Of these 60 percent of the gains are to be derived from the 

two cement plants, one of which is still using the ~utdated semi-wet 

process. The rest of the gains will be fairly evenly spread 

throughout industry and will arise from a combination of improvements 

in daily operations27 and new investments. 
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The response to these various initiatives concerning renewable energy 

has been to establish a new Applied Renewable Energy .entre (AREC) 

under the aegis of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. This is 

currently being built at the HTi.. involving some funding from the 

World Bank. AREC will have a nuaber of functions which will include 

the assessaent of renewable technologies. the suggestion of 

incentives to encourage use. the dissemination of information. the 

promotion of R&D and the arbiter of standards. 

The idea behind this centre - backed by a report of admirable 

competence is sound. It suffers however from two major 

disadvantages. In the first place there is an element of window

dressing in the new AREC. since its staffing will be rather similar 

to the existing team in the MCI with only one or two ~ngineers to be 

added to the present establishment of 6, and a further 3 technicians 

to be recruited. Second. because it is in the civil service it faces 

some constraints on the flexibility of its operations. For example, 

in the case of SWH's there is a long history of debate on the island 

about the question of quality of insulation. But as yet the Ah~C has 

no clear plans of mechanisms which might be used to either induce or 

actually force local manufacturer~ to adopt these higher standards. 

Nevertheless there does exist a climate of a~areness conce~ning the 

potential savings and the embryo of an executing agency. \\hat is 

required are steps to refocus efforts to incorporate tue Gxport of 

services, to force an increase in the pace of change and upgrade the 

technological expertise which is being devoted to these activities. 

Thus for a coherent strategy to emerge - and one which will permit 

the sale of technological capability abroad - we belie\.·e that five 

major sets of changes will be required. These are 

(a) The AREC centre is too modest; the additional two engineers and 

three technicians will only begin to touch the problem. 

Therefore the following two steps are proposed. First, an 

agreement should be reach~~ with two of the foremost renewable 

energy institutions in the world, one in Israel (which has both 
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great expertise and siai.lar envil'Oll9ental conditions) and one 

probably in the USA. For an annual retainer - say of S30.000 -

AREC should be provided with an anr.ual state of the art report 

on developaents in the renewable energy field. or a selected 

subset of these (perhaps solar energy}. Second. and linked to 

these two institutions, the govenment should second 

postgraduate students to these same institutions for study. 

Use can be aade of the scholarships available to the Governaent 

to focus educational development in this aanner. It should 

also be possible to se~d technicians or faculty froa the HT! to 

the same institutions for smbbaticals so that they can keep up 

with the state of the art in their fields. 

(b) The present Manqe:.em: Committee of AREC is as follows 

Director general. MCI 

Head. Energy Services. MCI 

Project Manager. AREC 

Director. HTI 

Director. ARI 

Head. Meteorological Services. Min of Agric and Hin Resources 

Director. Electro-Mechanical Services. Min of Com and ~orks 

Director. Dept of Town Planning and Housing 

Representative of Planning Bureau 

Representative. Electricity Authority. 

None of these are dra .. "n from the industrial sector. This is 

key since the underlying pr~~ise to our policy proposals is to 

force AREC to develop a symbiotic relationship with industry. 

So, coupled with the suggestions on financing (see below). it 

is proposed that representatives of user-ind&AStries be added to 

the Mana1eiment Committee of AREC. 

( c) AREC should be1in to function as a Consul tine Agency on Energy 

Conservation, with a financial pacJcace similar to that proposed 

above for the Water Mana1eunt Acency. Initial funding should 

be 80 percent government and 20 pe1·cent industry. with the 
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shares falling to 20:20 after five years and the rest being 

self-financ~. For its contributions. participating industry 

should be allowed preferential access (say at reduced 

consulting fees) - this will induce thea to participate. Once 

the Consulting Agency bas cut its teeth on meeting the needs of 

loe&l industry. it should be inducecl to begin to sell its 

services abrom to the region. The fact that the pins froa 

conserv~tion so significantly outweigh those fi."'Oa new 

technologies in Cyprus suggests that in the less-sophisticated 

regional enterprises. energy utilisation vill 

cha~acteristically be even aore inefficient. 

(d) The R&D functions of AREC are complementary but largely 

separate froa those conc£rning conservation. A special budget 

should be provided which will facilitate this NJ>. In the 

early years this will require the purchase cf equipment (as is 

already intended in a •odest way in the existing pro:x-s:tl 

"here. for example. a supermini computer will be purchosed). 

Bu: later it will require collaboration with industry. In 

order to induce industry to invest in NJ>. some mechanism 

should be established whereby in the early years. this will be 

subsidised. Every attempt should be made to emphasise the 

developgental aspects of R&D and to prohibit the establishment 

of the 'British syndrome' where technological capabilities of 

excellence remain in the laboratory. 

( e) There exists a -rket for the export of Cypriot ~e energy

related equipment. The obvious example ia that of SWHs. but 

wit is also recommended diversification into aicro-hydro. In 

addition other possibilities are likely to emerge (for example 

evacuated solar collectors and sophisticated greenhouse 

controls). especially when the postgraduates begin to return 

from studying abroad. The problem with the existing producel's 

- common as we have seen to all •anufacturing sectors in Cyprus 

- is the low emphasis given to quality. Therefore AREC should 

reinforce its intended role or certifying quality standards, 

and in order to induce local firms to collaborate, this should 
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be link£d to assistan~e vi th export-~~ rketir:.; provid~ by the 

Export Proaotion Organisation. In this case assistance will 

only be gh-en with external aarketing if certified quality 

standards are .-et - in time this c:an embrace differential 

standards being linked to differential subsidies on export 

pro.>tion. 

"-2. llicroelectronics. Automation and Sptems in Production. 

It is possible to differentiate the manufacturing sector in tenns of 

firms utilising predominantly local technology and those dependir.g 

upon foreign technology. This is an important distir&ction since very 

different - albeit not necessarily exclusi~e - policy proposals flo~ 

from the decision to focus attention on strategies designed to 

transfer technology arad those aiming to develop local technological 

capabllity. For example. one pos!:ibility suggesting itself to the 

kr.JWledge-intensive sector in Cyprus is thet adopted by one of the 

most successful techno-parks in the UK to expand the transfer or high 

technology from the USA. 

~hat it has done has been to target a number of science.'techno parks 

in the USA. especially those outside of the traditional mainstream . 

Thus the silicon-valley area is excluded as are the science parks 

surrounding Boston. Instead the:· :1ave identified a number of major 

universities in north and south California and reached the following 

pattern of collaboration. The common type of enterprise in these 

science parkes is high-technology based and comprises of small 

venture capital financed firms. Al though the products which are 

being manufactured are often very innovative, it is in the nature of 

these firms that they are unable to market the output globally . 

Therefore the London techno-park has reached an agreement whereby a 

proportion of the equity of the UK venture (say 25 percent) is given 

to the American innovator in exchange for the technology and for 

exclusive marketing rights in Europe. What the American firm gains 

is a large and rapidly crowing market which is essential if these ne~ 

products are to set the standards for the industry. 28 What th'! 
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;:>;;.·\tl.St fi:-a gc.~·ns is access to foreign technology at the leading 

edge. The :.cle of the i.011don techro-park is to identify thE: 

collaborative insti~utions and sui~able technologies in the US end to 

link these together wi~h buddir.g entrepreneurs in the UK. most of 

whoa are highly educated. 

We have considered the possibility of recomaending this type of 

approach in Cyprus. but after carerul thought have rejected the idea. 

The aajor reason is that for this strategy to work two critical 

factors are required. The first is a large local aarket in which the 

enterprise can establish its operations before launching into Europe. 

This is because aarketing costs in Europe are high (especially in 

terms of skilled labour hours) and can only be funded by ini tiaJ. 

resources generated in the local market; the same is true for 

adaptations which may have to be made from American to European 

standards. The second factor is the access to highly skilled 

entrepreneurs which the London techno-park manages by virtue of its 

links to a major polytechnic and its location in one of the 

intellectJal capitals of Europe. Whilst Cyprus possesses a large 

potential group of this sort. few are in the island and a chicken

and-egg situation pre·.-ails. Without these two major inputs it is 

unlikely that the American partners will be prepa~ed to utilise 

Cyprus as a production base for Europe. 

In these circumstances it makes more sense to conceive of niches in 

which Cypriot technological capability exists and which cP.n be 

strengthened. One potential area is that of SWHs which has been 

discussed above. But there are others. What we suggest is the 

establishment of four infrastructu:al/institutional policies which 

might be adopted to further the development of indigenous 

technological capability in manufacturing. 

{a) The earlier discussion of the fledgling microelectronics firm 

manufacturing electronic display£ pointed to the potential which 

a local purchasing requirement would have provided to 

consolidate the firm's growth. Briefly. this involved the 
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installation - (for a few thousand pounds) of a temporary 

electronic arrival/departure display system. pending the 

thorough-going aodernisation of the airport. This illustrates 

the potential offered by clle adoption of such policies. 

there is in fact Bl.ready a siailar policy concerning the 

utilisation of local counterparts by foreign consultants working 

to government contracts. this is a useful and important policy 

... ich should be thoroughly implemented and extended in an 

analogous manner to the selective local purchasing of high

technology products produced in Cyprus ""1ich have reasonable 

expectations of meeting global standards at some date in the 

lledium-tera. 

(b) The second involves the introduction of incentives to encourage 

the adoption of new electronics-based technologies. Many 

countries have introduced policies of this sort in the 

recognition that this set of technologies provide key 

facilitating capabilities for local industry to meet the demands 

of global comp1-:tition. and specifically to move to the 

flexibility required in the industrial strategy we are sketching 

out in this report. The UK. for example, launched a numt:>er of 

schemes. each geared to the adoption of a particular set of 

technologies such as CAD, robots and flexible manufacturing 

systems. The scheme was one in which feasibility reports 

undertaken by a government-approved list of consultants would 

have 50 percent of their costs subsidised; and investments in 

this new equipment would benefit from a further subsidy of 33 
percent. A llOdified scheme should be introduced in Cyprus in 

relation to a specified list of consul ting services, enabling 

automation technologies and services and design skill•: this 

will also have the effect of consolidating desisn capability on 

the island and forging links between them and local industl')'. 

Some modifications on the systems utilised in other countries 

are necessary though. The relative absence of a savings 
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(c) 

constraint in Cyprus. coupled with particularly generous 

capital-depreciation allowances has meant that some firms have 

attempted to try and "buy" competitiveness by acquiring 

expensive equipment rather than modernising their production 

control and organisational frameworks. This point emerges 

particularly clearly in relaticn to inventory control in the 

sectoral studies in other chapters of this Ind~strial Strategy. 

Therefore it is proposed that the financial incentives be 

limited to the following aajor areas 

consulting services to establish the feasibility of 

utilising electronics-based automation technologies 

- design technologies 

- inventory and production control computers and software 

- selective items of hard~are identified by the sectoral 

working groups being recommended for all of the other 

sectors. 

There is a need for purpose-built 'intelligent' buildings of the 
/ >, 

sort which are now c0111110n in the tJSA and Europe. This could be 

combined with a sharing of some key functions and technologies 

which individual iirms are unable to afford on their own. ~or 

example, the joint use of a computer, shared word-processing and 

joint purchasing of inputs to obtain low prices. Such a project 

would have the additional benefits of providin1 what economists 

call "external economies of agglomaration", thar. is of 

complementing each other's needs. For example, we h1we •~en 

that the electronic displays firm was forced into p~oduci~C its 

own poc,r quality pcb' s, but there is obviously also a role to 

play in joint purchasing. It would also be • sood idea to 

include a developmental role in the provision of these services 
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with a .anage.ent geared to this end. At key points the 

displays Cira could have benefi tEd from sound business f".dvice. 

It could also obtain help in marketing. perhaps through links 

with the Export Promotion Council which might establish a 

separate division to try and meet the marketing problems of 

high-tech companies. Another feature of developmen~al 

assistance aight be an initial subsidy of rents. 29 Once a 

number or firms are operating using local technology, the 

prospects then arise or seeing what prosper.ts arise in utilising 

foreign technology for sale in Cyprus and the EEC. Finally. it 

is probably desirable that the 118nagement of this techno

building visit similar institutions abroad before they decide on 

the final pattern of operation and arrangements can easily be 

made for some form of prelim!.nary training in techno-park 

management at relatively low cost. 

In addition tc these institutional and infrastructural aspects of 

policy to encourage knowledge-intensive manufacturing enterprises, it 

is also advisable to consider a strategy around the development of 

pumping systems. To appreciate the potential for this it is 

necessary to go back to two aspects of global technological 

development considered in the first part of this chapter, namely the 

trend towards systemic technologies and the link between domestic and 

foreign markets. 

Cyprus already has three major pump manufacturers, one of whom 

dominates. Not only do they produce for the local market but they 

also have a long history of export, especially to the Third World. 

The product being exported is a discrete piece of equipment which is 

generally integrated in a water delivery system by someone else. The 

aim of this strategy should be to deepen value added by aiming to 

move into the development of higher value added pumps and into the 

pumping system as a whole. There a:..·e a variety of opportunities 

which are opened in this way. An example which can be cited ce:ncerns 

the emergent micro-hydro technology. 30 The reverse-pump turbine in 

this is similar to the design of an existing water pump and is indeed 

often sup)llied by pump-manufacturers. But the pump itself is only 
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part of a larger system and has to be optimised to the design of the 

electricity delivery system and local demand. The principles here 

proximate to the broader ideas mapped out earlier in the suggestion 

of a Water Management Agency, incorporating the design of the whole 

cycle of end-use as well as the physical technology it.self. The 

•arket for these aicro-hydro plants is still saall, in the order or 

around 100-150 per ann\111 outside of China. (In China some 10,000 

micro-hydro systeas are installed each year). Partly because this 

market is sti:l in an embryonic fol'll no major producer do.~inates it 

and the opportunity is open for Cypriot firms to fill a vacuUll in 

this area. 

Linked to the Water Management Agency, the use of' the pump-testing 

facility at the HTI, the prior construction of a small number of 

micro-hydro plants in Cyprus (.-hict. have already been identif'ied in 

pre,:ious studies) and the improvement in design technology at the 

pump manufacturers, there is thus perhaps a real opportunity for 

higher value added pumping products. Once this opportunity is 

identified and explored, an attempt should be made to widen this 

strategy to incorporate other more complex pumping technologies 

including those for the food and chemical processing industries. 

Higher technology pumps and pumping systems - based upon an extension 

of the activities of the most substantial existing exporters of 

manufactured engineering goods - should thus become a focal point for 

development. 

4.3. ~reparing for the Biotechnological Revolution 

In the discussion of biotechnology at the outset of this chapter on 

global developments in the knowledge-intensive sector, we noted that 

biotechnologies have been utilised for centuries, such as in the 

baking and brewing indut.ries. What is new about the latest round of 

biotechnologies is that they are increasingly science-intensive. 

Ar.other important feature of the industry - about which there is 

perhaps more debate - is that they it is likely to be the heartland 

technololY of the future with a wide range of potential applications. 
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Any strategy of dynamic comparative advantage must take this 

important factor into account, especially in the planning of long-run 

education and R&D • 

The stakes in the biotechnology industry - which is, in fact, still 

in its embryonic phases - are high and the entrance barriers are 

increasing. For exuaple, in the seeCi-area the intemational chemical 

companies have begun to monopolise seed-stocks leaving little 

opportunity for non-chemical firms let alone the small enterprises of 

Cyprus. Take as an example the potat".l, one of the major export crops 

of Cyprus . 

"The ubiquitous potato has immense potential for further 
development through the new biotechnologies, although some 
of the more ambitious challenges might take 20 years to 
bring to the market. 

At present, 
potato best 
dehydrated 
foods .••• 

the food industry simply selects ~hichever 

matches its requirements for chips. crisps, 
forms and other fast-growing convenience 

[A recent] study found wastages of 50 per cent in chip
making, about 70 per cent in making crisps, and more than 
80 per cent in making dehydrated products. 

The new techniques would tailor potatoes to provide the 
shape, size, flavour, texture and integrity and nutritional 
content appropriate to each process. 

[The report] cites p1·ogress in re-engineering the tomato 
into fruit more valuable to the food processor ... " 
(Financial Times 27 January 1987) . 

Despite the growing problems which these types of development pose 

for a small-island economy, there are also positive opportunities 

which can be grasped. Moreover, it is also important that Cyprus 

develops a capability to monitor relevant techr1ological and 11arket 

developments to ensure that at some future date it has the capacity 

to respond appropriately. In this spirit we believe that there are 

three major biotechnology-based niches which Cyprus could exploit . 

Each of these builds upon already-existing initiatives, is based upon 
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opportunities in the regional market. relates to skills under 

development on the island (especially at the ARI. the one institution 

of international excellence in Cyprus) and suggests a framework for 

the development of long-run expertise. 

animal husbandry and fertigration. 

They are marine biology. 

(a) Fish Farming. The eastern Mediterranean. for a variety of 

reasons which include the problem of pollution destroying much 

of the marine food-chain. is not a fertile producer of fish. 

In the case of Cyprus. for example. the local market for fish 

was 4 .148 tonnes in 1984. of which just over one-half was 

imported. Moreover. were more fresh fish to be available at 

an attractive price. local Jemand would be even higher. This 

problem is not confined to Cyprus but affects the whole of the 

region, including neighbouring Greece with its large tourist 

population. 

Commercial fishing via boats is energy-intensive and, 

moreover, is often unpredictable. So, in line with the 

general tendency for food production to become industrialised 

(something which we noted is likely to be reinforced with the 

biorevolution), fish production is also moving to a controlled 

environment and fish-farming is becoming increasingly 

important. The trend began with high value added products 

such as shrimps and is now moving towards more common items 

such as bream. The general attractions of fish-farming are of 

course enhanced in ecologically poor regions such as the 

eastern mediterranean. 

There are two sets of basic skills involved in fish farming. 

The first is science-based and relates to the process of 

genetic-breeding. This is an embryonic area and the barriers 

to entry are not yet overwhelming. The second set of skills 

required are those which are of a managerial/o~erational type. 

Fish farms need round-the-year attention and is largely based 

upon a combination of commitment and experience. 
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Froa the environaental point of view Cyprus is not the best 

site for fish-breeding. Although there are suitable areas for 

fish faras, they are liai.ted in nuaber and the tourist 

industry coapetes for the best sites. But there is good 

quality water - a sine qua non for fish-faraing - and the 

prospects of successful developaent do exist. Interestingly, 

the lEi'&elis who are faced with even 11<>re substantial 

environmental problems. are aanaging to far11 and export fish 

products. in their case aiaing at the high end of the northern 

European consuaer •arket. Some preli•inary steps have already 

been taken to develop fish-far11ing on the island. There is 

already one sea water fish fara in the Akrotiri Base and the 

CDB has spent so•e time in trying to generate local partners 

for an expanded joint venture. The Fisheries Dept is linked 

into the FAO MEDRAP regional fisheries development programme 

and is familiar with aodern developments. 

Fish-farming thus represents a clear opportunity for Cyprus. 

especially if it makes rapid and decisive steps to start the 

long process of learning. With the exclusion of the Israelis 

from the region it is ;>ossible that the island can in time 

become a significant regional exporter not just of fish. bJt 

also of farming knowhow. Three major steps are required to 

activate this policy. The first is to go ahead with the 

existing fish-farming venture. The project offers an internal 

rate of return of 15.4 per cent and if account is taken of the 

longer term investment in this sector as a whole. then it 

clearly merits investment. The second policy illplication is 

to invest in the training required for Cyprus to become a 

regional leader in this field. This will require sending 

managerial and operational staff to other countries fo1· 

practical training as well as guiding some of the students 

going abroad into relevant areas of study, especially into the 

genetic breeding end of the educational spectrum. And, 

thirdly. at a future date when the first two steps have been 

completed. it will be necessary to deyelop a wider prograane 

which includes the pro110tion of fish 'exports as well as the 

sale abroad ot fish-farming expertise. ' 
' 
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(b) Ani•al Husbandry. Cyprus has an effective capability in the 

general area of aniltal husbandry. especially in relation to 

ani•al aanageaent. nutrition and breeding. Through the ARI it 

is also developing expertise in the knowledge-intensive sector 

of reproductive physiology. This is reflected in an active 

market for locally-produced breeding stock. which has a auch 

higher value added than ordinary aniaals destined for 

slaughter and consuaption. In fact the island now produces 

around 50 percent of its breeding requireaents. 

Were Cyprus to have an excess supply of this breeding stock 

there would be little difficulty in marketing it abroad in the 

region. This reflects the fact that in some areas Cyprus is 

not far behind the global technological frontier. For example 

with regard to cows. the Israelis ( from whom a large part of 

Cyprus' s stock is derived) are probably the global leaders. 

followed by the UK and Holland. Cyprus then matches the best 

of the following pack. The local market is served by a 

combination of the private sector end the Ministry of 

Agriculture. Together with ARI' s capabilities. this 

represents a good base of local knowledge to build on. 

Specialisation in animal breeding theref~re offers major 

possibilities. not just with respect to import substitution 

but also in relation to the exports of both live animals and 

breeding services. For this opportunity to be grasped a 

number of steps need to be taken. First. the freezing of 

recruitment by the ARI is a clear obstacle to progress. For 

the animal breedinc procr..-e to advance, additional PhD level 

expertise i• required with respect to dairy cows, swine, 

poultry. sheep and aoats; in addition additional technical 

•taff will be required to back-up these researchers. 

Facilities will be required to enable foreign travel, and 

perhaps also sabbaticals by the r•search staff. Clearly these 

appointments can not be •ade immediately and have to be 

operationalised by directing study abroad in particular areas, 

a policy which we have suggested in other sectors. Second, 
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once the needs of the local market are met, a purpose-built 

boat will be required to transport the ani-ls. At the aoment 

this is one or the aajor obstacles to exports. Third, there 

will be the need to develop some fol.'la of executing agency 

YU.ch will -rltet the an~s and the technical services 

abroad. We will return to a discussion or this consul ting 

service below. 

(c) Fertigration. Fertigration is an acronym derived froa the 

words fertiliser and irrigation. It involves the controlled 

distribution or both inputs to individual plants ("hydroponics 

in the soil"). To some extent this technology has developed 

to meet the needs or countries which have a great scarcity of 

water since traditional agricultural techniques make fairly 

indiscriminate use of both ~ater and fertiliser. However it 

also reflects a common trend ~hich we have observed above by 

which agriculture is becoming increasingly industrialised. 

This involves the reduction of variability in output and a 

diminished role for geographical location.31 

Two major technological problems face the sector. The first 

is to further optimise the distribution of these inputs by 

carefully monitoring soil, climatic and plants conditions and 

here the difficulties lie in the realm of sensor technologies 

and software. The second major problem is to develop a suite 

of recipes which are carefully tailored to individual 

environments and crops and the ARI is now turning its 

attention to citrus. Together with Israel and Southern 

California, Cyprus is amongst the world leaders in this 

technology, especially with respect to horticulture. 

The virtue of choosing this sector as a niche for

specialisation should be clear. There already exists local 

capability; it lies in the knowledge intensive high value 

added domain of flexible specialisatiofa; the technology is 

utilised locally; there is spin-off to local industry (plastic 
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irrigation pipes and computer software); and there is a ready 

market abroad which is not monopolised by external producers. 

But for such a strategy to function effectively the following 

steps will be required. First there is the need for expanding 

the research cadre the ARI. which is aware of the 

opportunities in this sector has identified plant nutrition 

and soil fertility (PhD level with backing technicians) as 

areas for further specialisation. As in other areas this will 

require ~-ding postgraduate studies abroad. with sabbaticals 

and foreign visits by research staff. Seconcl. there is an 

1-ediate potential for a productive link between the ARI. one 

or more of the local software houses and the firm 

manufacturing electronic displays. This would lead to the 

further development of sensing tec~nologies and software 

enabling the optimisation of inputs to the plants. 3Z Third, 

one of the problems of utilising local inputs is the poor 

quality of much of the plastir. piping used in it·rigation 

systems. Quality standards should therefore be set and, as in 

the case of SWHs, access to subsidised export marketing should 

be linked to the attainment of certified standards. And, 

finally. a consul ting capability should be established to 

promote the export of f ertigration technology and knowhow, 

similar to and linked with the animal breeding programme 

discussed above. 

In these latter two areas of specialisation - animal breeding and 

fertigration - the ARI has a critical role to play. As noted abov~. 

it is constrained in this by a freezing of recruitment as part of a 

general ban on all further government employment. However it is also 

constrained by the same problem facing the Water Development Dept and 

other government agencies, notably the great difficulty found in 

allowing staff officers to work abroad. This is an especially great 

problem for the ARI since its staff is in great demand for foreign 

assignments. These assignments would contribute to the island's 

balance of payments and would also generate useful experience and 

thus reinforce Cyprus's technological strength. As in the case of the 

proposed Water Management Agency arid AREC we believe that these 

problems could be resolved to a large extent by developing a 
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consul ting capability which wo&ild lea~ the ARI to generate soae of 

its own incoae by selling its institutional services. initially 

within Cyprus and subseq~tly in external aarkets. A foraula could 

be develC>pe\l in which government funding is iaportant in the early 

years. is IUlintai.ned at a moderate level (say 20 per cent) once the 

service is established and is partly financed by local industry (in 

this case perhaps to include plant breeders. plastics producers and 

software houses). As in the case or the Water Management Agency and 

AREC it is essential that the consulting group should work noraal 

business hours rather than govenment hours. partly to aove from a 

civil service 11entality and partly to fit in with the working hours 

of its domestic and foreign clientele. 

4.4. Venture Capital 

~e have already documented the absll!nce of venture capital on the 

island. ~hilst at the same time noting the important role played by 

this sector in other countries' knowledge-intensive industries. The 

relative abundance of capital on the island should not be confused 

with its uneven distribution and there is clearly some role to be 

played by the provision or such funds. 

It ~ould appear that left to their own devices the commercial banks 

will be reluctant. to introduce such loan facilities. Given the CDB's 

performance-requirements. it too is reluctant to lend funds without 

good security. although it is aware of the potential for this type of 

loan-facility. Therefore two proposals are suggested. First. the 

CDB should be allowed to usme a .,re developMntal role in this 

respect and should therefore be relieved of some of 1 ts current 

perforunce-criteria which inhibit the development of venture capital 

activities. Second. a special loan facility should be provided by 

the Central Bank to the ~rcial banks at a reduced rate to 

facilitate the develol)llent of venture capital loans. Such loan 

activities should not however be seen as a purely financial 

arrangement since there is abundant evidence from elsewhere that the 

banks also need to assume a quasi-developmental role. 
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- . 5. lloni toring 

The 900itoring or the strategy for the knowledge-based sector poses a 

particular difficulty in that unlike other sectors on the island. 

there is auch less local capability available to deteraine whether 

the appropriate niches have been targeted and whether progress is 

yproceeding at an acceptable level. Consequeatq ..-e form of 

..aitorinc sptem should be developed Ydcb is allied to institutions 

abroed. 1his c.n be linked to mubt-survep undertaken by 

specialists. Such links are likely to be relatively costly in 

relation to those in other sectors33; but the costs or ignorance in 

fields where the knowledge-base is changing so rapidly are even 

greater. 

Soae suggestions have already been aade with respect to the Water 

Manageaent Agency. the Energy Services sector and the Biotechnology 

sector for the payaent of retainers to leading-edge institutions for 

which an annual state-of-the-art survey is produced. These should be 

suppleaented by consultancies and surveys to aonitor the foraulation 

of policy responses as well as their execution. For example. it aay 

be that a niche exists in the computer softwar~ industry for software 

destined for small hotels. Not only can this only be determined 

through a survey or such hotel establishments in Cyprus. but the 

feasibility of extending this to the external market is also a 

subject for informed expert opinion. Siailarly a survey needs to be 

undertaken on the extent or computerisation in the state sector. the 

pay-off froa increasing its pace and the subsequent prospects for 

marketing the software and organizational iaproveaents abroad. 34 

Analogous procedures should of coi.lrse be adopted where relevant for 

the other knowledge-intensive sectors identified in this report, or 

others which may emerge in future. 
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KNOWLEDGE BASED INDUSTRIES 

StJlllARY OF RECOIENDATIONS 

1. Inloiwatian Technoloa and the Nev Service Industries . 

(a) Computer Software 

1.1. A strategy should be adopted to encourage the development of 

Greek-based software. 

1.2. This software should first be •arketed in Cyprus. then on the 

Greek •&inland and subsequently to Greek expatriate 

e c01111unities worldwide. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1. 3. The Export Promotion Organisation should make its facilities 

available to the software industry. 

1.4. Some fora of coordination within the industry is also 

essential. This is most likely to be successful if organised 

through some combination of subsidies and firm contributions. 

1.5. The computerisation of the state sector also represents an 

opportunity for software development. 

1.6. If relevant. the software developed for the state sec.:tor 

should be exported, with assistance from the Export Promotion 

Organisation . 

( b) The Off shore Sector. 

1.7. There does not seem much need for the government to become 

actively involved in th~ marketing of Cyprus's offshore sector 

abroad. 

1.8. The telecommunications I 

should be encouraged to invest sector 
I 

in the latest digital and data-transmission technology . 
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1.9. Despite aajor iaproveaents intemational telephone services 

could be enhanced. especially on calls to the Gulf and to 

Europe. 

1.10. The Offshore sector requires better regulation. either through 

an iaproved version of the existing Central Bank systea. or 

via the introduction of a new Regulatory Body which will 

include representatives froa the private sector. 

1.11. A unified legal code should be introduced to govem this 

sector. Failing this a •one-stop shopping" office should be 

introduced. 

1.12. International joumalis• and intemational conferences are 

targetted for expansion. The policy interventions required 

here are aarginal. with particular emphasis placed upon the 

marketing of the island's attractions. 

(c) A strategy for water management 

1.13. Government Officials should be given more freedom to work on 

contract abroad. 

1.14. A Water Management Agency should be established to seek out 

foreign markets for the collection. storage and controlled 

delivery of water. It should also coordinate inputs from all 

the relevant Cypriot parties. both in the private and public 

sector. 

1.15. The Water Management Agency should be jointly financed by the 

state and private industry. In the early years the state 

would assume most of the financial burden. but after five 

years the private sector would be responsible for eighty 

percent or its operating costs. Some revenue will be derived 

from the sale or services abroad. 
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• (d) Energy Services and Products 

1.16. Too few resources have been devoted to AREC. Its efforts also 

e need refocussing to incorporate the domestic sale and export 

of energy-conservation services. 

1.17. An agreement should be reached with two of the foremost 

renewable energy institutions in the world. For an annual 

~ retainer AREC should be provided with an annual state-of-the

art report on developments in the renewable energy field. or a 

selected subset of these (perhaps solar energy). 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1.18. AREC should begin to function as a Consulting Agency on Energy 

Conservation. with a financial package similar to that 

proposed above for the Water Management Agency. 

1.19. A special budget should be provided which -.ill facilitate 

industrial R&D on energy conservation within Cyprus. 

1.20. AREC should reinforce its intended role of certifying quality 

standards. and in order to induce local firms to collaborate. 

this should be linked to assistance with export-marketing. 

1.21. 

2 . 

2.1. 

2.2. 

Students and AREC and HTI staff should be sent abroad in a 

guided programme of post-graduate study. if possible at the 

two institutions providing state-of-the-art reports to AREC. 

Policies to Facilitate the ftdoptio, of Appropriate 

Electronics-Based Automation technologies. 

We have considered the possibility of recommending the 

establishment of a science park in Cyprus, but after careful 

thought have rejected the idea. The major focus of strategy 

should be on the further development of indigenous 

technological capability in manufacturing • 

Local purchasing policies - currently intended only for the 

utilisation of consulting services - should be strengthened 

and extended in a judicious manner to high-tech manufacturing 

firms . 

An incentive 

relation to 

scheme should be introrluced in Cyprus in 

a specified list of consul ting services 
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(especially with respect to inventory- and production

control). enabling automation technologies and design skills. 

2.4. There is a need for purpc . . .1ilt "intelligent" buildings of 

the sort which are now couoa. in the USA and Europe. 

2.5. It is advisable to consider a strategy around the development 

of pumping systems. 

3. Preparing for the Biotechnological Revolution 

3.1. Biotechnology represents a major opportunity for future 

development, but many of the gains are likely to be in the 

longer-term. 

identified. 

Three major biotechnology-based niches are 

3. 2. Fish Farming. Three policies are recommended to strengthen 

this activity. 

- go ahead with the existing fish-farming venture. 

- invest in the training required for Cyprus to become a 

regional leader in this field. 

- at a future date when the first two steps have been 

completed. it will be necessary to develop a wider 

programme which includes the promc. ti on of fish exports 

as well as the sale abroad of fish-farming expertise. 

3.3. Animal Husbandry. 

- additional PhD level expertise is required with respect 

to dairy cows, swine, poultry, sheep and goats. 

- additional technical staff will be required to back-up 

these researchers. 

- at a future date a purpose-built boat will be required 

to transport the animals. 

- some form of executing agency will be required to market 

the animals and the technical services abroad. 

3.4. Fertigration. 

- there is the need for expanding the reseai-ch cadre; 

these have been identified by the ARI. 

- there is an immediate potential for a productive link 

between the ARI, one or more of the local software 
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houses and a local firm manufacturing electronic 

displays. 

- one of the probleas of utilising local inputs is the 

poor quality of auch of the pl as tic piping used in 

irrigation systeas; efforts should be aade to rectify 

this by linking quality to assistance with export 

promotion. 

- a consulting capability should be established to promote 

the export of fertigration technology and knowhow. 

3.5. As in the case of the proposed Water Manageaent Agency and 

AREC these problems could be resolved to a large extent by 

developing a consulting capability which would lead the ARI to 

generate some of its own income by selling its institutional 

services. initially within Cyprus and subsequently in external 

aarkets. 

4. Venture Capital 

4 .1. The CDB should be all..,wed to assume a more dP•:elopmental role 

and should thus be relieved of some of its current 

performance-criteria which inhibit the development of venlure 

capital activities. 

4.2. Second. a special loan facility should be pl:'ovided by the 

Central Bank to the commercial banks at a reduced rate to 

facilitate the development of venture capital loans. 

5. Jlonitoring 

5.1. 

5.2. 

Some form or syste• should be introduced to monitor the 

performance or individual knowledge-intensive sectors. Since 

local expertise is thin, this is most likely to involve 

foreign specialists. 

This monitoring can be linked to market-surveys undertaken by 

specialists. 
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5.3. In the short-run it is suggested that such specialist surveys 

be conducted to deteraine the feasibility of the software 

strategy with respect to its Greek-orientation. its sale to 

the state sector and the possibility of selling software to 

the saall-scale hotel sector. 
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1. Of course knowledge has always been important in production. 
However we are witnessing a transition to an increasing 
foraalisation or this knowledge within scientific principles of 
procedure and discovery and in tbis sense we can loosely ref er to 
"science-intensity" and "knowledge-intensity" as interchangeable 
phenoaena. 

2. L K Mytelka. 'Knowledge-Intensive production and the Changing 
Internationalization Strateeies of llul tinational Firas' • in J A 
Caporaso (1987). A Changing Intemational Division of Labor, 
Boulder. Lynne Rienner Publishers and Landon, Frances Pinter. 

3. The relatively poor performance of these two econoaies is in part 
explained by their large investaents in Defence-related R&D. 

4. "Nevertheless", continues the report. " no type or industry has 
been abandoned, hence its spectacular surpluses for all three 
categories." 

5. Indeed, it is precisely for this reason that some observers have 
seen the recent growth or parts of the service sector in the USA 
as a aeasure of its relative technological decline. 

6. The Report continues this last comment in an illuminating manner: 
"As Lord Weinstock colourfully l>Ut it, ' .•• what will the service 
.industries be serving when there is no hardware, when no weal th 
is actually being produced. We will be servicing. r·.::-esumably. 
the production of wealth by others. We will supply the Changing 
or the Guard, we will supply the Beefeaters around the Tower or 
London. We w!ll becOlle a curiosity". This obviously have wider 
implications for the extent to which Cyprus proposes to rely on 
its tourist sector as a source of income growti. in the future. 

7. ·-_1is is sometimes referred to as a "cradle-to-grave" philosophy. 

8. See R Dore, 'The Social Origins of the Will to Innovate'. 
Technical Change Centre, London, 1984. 

9. See a well-known article fro• the Harvard Business School by 
Hayes and Abarnathy, 'Managing our Way to Industrial Decline', 
Harvard Business Review, 

10. For exaaple, the typical solar water heater in Cyprus produces 
about 1.050 KWH p.a. compared to bench testing of new heaters in 
France of 1,440 KWH p.a. (SEMA-MATRA/DINOS KITI'IS, 1985. Vol 4 
p19). In some sense it aay be considered unfair to compare the 
averap SoOd SWH in Cyprus with the best in France. However, 
since Cyprua bu such a well-developed industry it micht be 
thousht that its products would be near the technological 
frontier. Additionally, there is a long history of debate 
between the MCI (Energy Group). the HTI and the industry about 
the thickness or insulation to be utilised in the heaters. The 
industry is still resistant to moving to the recommended 
thicknesses. 

11. Althoulh in 1eneral the quality or statistical data in Cyprus is 
high, there appear to be a series of substantial unexplained 
chance• in the figures for the service sector. It is not 
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unc01111on to find. when cOllparing year-to-year data. revisions on 
previously published figures which •ore than double the entries 
for previous years. For soae reasons this is especially true for 
the data-processing figures. For exaaple. the figures published 
in 1985 for value added in this subsector in 1984 were £380.000; 
these were revised in the 1986 census to £880.700. an increase of 
132 percent. 

12. In 1986. when its billings were substantially lower than the 
height of the booa. this coapany was the 37th largest 
construction fira in the world. 

13. Of these just over half were expatriates. and of these 
expatriates alaost one-hrlf were Lebanese. 

14. MEMRB. 1986. 

15. This excludes the 967 studying in Turkey. presumably all from the 
occupied zone. All figures from UNESCO Statistical Yearbook. 
1985. 

16. These courses are all of three years duration and provide an 
intermediate level education. With a further 2 years they obtain 
a B.A. in engineering and approximately one third of the HTis 
graduates proceed to this level. 

17. Estimate provided by Cyprus Computer Society. 

:8. It is interesting to note here that the Dept of Statistic's 
estimates of employment in the software sector was 264 in 1985 
(see Table 5). We have no way of accounting for this variation. 

19. This is reflected in the performance of one of Cyprus' 
competitors in the international industry, South Korea. 
billings rose from S2.5bn in 1976 to S13bn in 1981 and in 
falling thereafter to S6.5bn in 1984 and S4.7bn in 1985. 

major 
Its 

1982, 

20. Much as high cost steel inputs put American automobile 
manufacturers at a cost disadvantage. 

21. Even though one study found this to be only the sixth most 
attractive feature cited by firms favouring Cyprus as a point of 
location. The others regarded as more important (ranging from 
the aost favoured) were geographical location. internationa~ 
communications. telephone services, telex services and the cost 
of living. 

22. There is no clearly accepted definition of either of these two 
types of transmission systems. But basically the ISN disitises 
narrow band-width information through the use of modems whilst 
ISON involves the more intensive utilisation of digitised 
information carried via broad band-width fibre-optics cables and 
is consequently able to carry much more information of a better 
quality. 

23. We interviewed one firm in the financial services sector which 
had left it~ Dutch base and set up in Cyprus - packing all its 
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data base 6l'ld computers into a few large boxes - within less than 
two weeks. 

24. Although it aust be said that froa the late 1970s savings have 
not been a aajor constraint in Cyprus. 

25. Of course in the short run this would be difficult as new 
recruits would be unable to fill the places of the best and aost 
skilled who have been offe~ secondaents abroad. But this is a 
aanagerial problea since a cadre of substitutes could be built up 
over tiae and in the interia it will require aanageaent to ensure 
that not too aany people would be working abroad siaultaneously. 

26. All figures from EEC. Thi.rd Party Financing Opportunities for 
Energy Efficiency in the European Comaunity. Brussels. 1987. 

27. As a point of reference it is estiaated that these will account 
for between 20 and 30 percent of all savings. 

28. For exuple. compare the experience of the Japanese videotape 
recorder aanufacturers who have set the standard around VHS and 
the failure of the technically excellent Phenomenon system which 
failed to achieve critical mass. 

29. The displays firm was paying £0.28/sq m./month versus the 
existing rate of the first purpose built buildings in the 
Industrial Estate in Nicosia of £0.31/sq m/month. 

30. Modern micro-hydro plants have been shobn to be profitable in 
many Third World economies operating on a head as low as 4m and 
producing as little electricity as lKW. Al though definitions 
differ. micro-hydro plants go up to around 200KW before they 
merge into the mini-hydro category. The cost of a micro-hydro is 
around Stg£1.000/KW of which around 40-50 percent is the turbine. 

31. There is even talk in biotechnological circles of growing coffee 
trees in Scotland. 

32. In fact the ARI has already appealed to the FAQ for support to 
buy a computer since government cuts have ruled such purchases 
out. No reply has yet been received to this request. 

33. Market reports in the high-tech sector often cost in excess of 
Sl0.000. 

34. Such a survey has been undertaken since the preparation of this 
report in con.,ection with the preparation of a Master Plan for 
the Introduction of Computers and Information Technology. This 
survey showed that the Cyprus gov~rnment had spent C£3 million on 
centralised software systems since 1969, and had computer 
hardware valued at C£2 million 
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Figure 3 

Profile of a Collpany Startup by Venture Capital 
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Table 1 

R ~ D u a 2!r<:entaGe of value added1 1980. 

USA Japan 

Seeton in which CYDrua has 
!!ii!! oom>a.rative aclvantaca 

Voocl. cork and furniture 0.6 O.C 

Tntile•. footwear and l•ttaer<•> 0.2 0.7 

Foocl. drink and tobacco o.a 1.4 

llachinery aclwling cmputen 2.3 3.0 

and ina~u 

Sectors in which CYPrua bas 
low CClllPU'&tive advantage 

Electrical-electronic group 12.3 8.2 

Chemical group 6.2 7.5 

Motor vehicles 14.3 6.7 

~uters 21.8 6.9 

(a) This includes the textile sector in which Cyprus is poorly
represented and which is more science intensive than the garments 
sector in which Cyprus is well-represented. 

Source: Adapted from UNIDO, Industrx in the 1980s: Structural 
Change and Interdependence, 1985. 

Table 2 

List of Nev Technological Niches identified bx Europe'• 

largest venture capital firm. 

Microelectronic• and semiconductor applications 

Automation• •Y•tems 
Proc:•••iftCJ technol09ies 

Advanced material• 

BiotechnolOCJY 

Health care 

Source: Interviews. 
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Table 3 

The Japanese Next Generation Bue Technologies Developnent Progrune, 

and the Resources Devoted to it (Sterling£> 

Electronic Devices 

SUper-lattice el..-nt• 22 

'l'bree-climensional integrated circ:uiu 24 

Integrated circ:uit• fortified for au-. condition• 22 

Nev llaterial• 

Fine ceramics 

High efficiency separation membranes 

Conductive polymers 

Highly crystalline polymers 

High grade alloys under crystal growth control 

Composite materials 

Biotechnology 

Bio-reactors 

Large-scale stable oils 

Recambinant gene engineering 

35 

27 

13.5 

16 

22 

30 

30 

13.5 

27 

Source: R Dore, The case of Technology Forecasting in Japan: The 
Next Generation Base Technologies DevelORl!l!nt Progranne, 
London, Technical Chanqe Centre, 1983. 
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Table 4 

Estimated Size of International Venture capital Industrx 

Total no of f illl8 Venture capital pool (Sm) 

USA 550 20,000 

Ult 110 4,500 

canac1a 44 1,000 

Japan 70 850 

France 45 750 

Netherlands 40 650 

• Gumany 25 500 

5"den 31 325 

Norway 35 185 

Denmark 14 120 

Ireland 10 100 

Australia 11 50 

Source: Financial Times December 8 1986 

Table 5 

Distribution of us Venture capital bx Industrx. 1985 

' of canpanies \ of investment 

Connunications 14 16 

Computer-related 35 35 

Other electronic•-related 13 14 

Genetic engineering 3 5 

Medical/Health 11 10 

Energy-related 2 1 

Con•waer-related 8 7 

Indu•trial automation 4 .. 
Indu•trial product• .. 2 

Other 6 6 

Source: Financial Time• 8 December 1986. 
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• • • 

in U. .. ,,_ ~ice Sector-

1916 1977 1978 1919 1980 1981 1'82 ·- 1984 I,., 
._...,~ices 53! 518 622 667 712 740 IOO .. "° 1046 

Accounting, auditing, ti a~ ing 245 ., !!() 380 439 519 61?1 791 814 •1 

n.t.• pr ocwning 28 40 60 80 102 108 125 1• 194 ... 
Engi .... ing,..-chit.cture and 592 412 !ml 629 710 7IO .,. '" .. 1100 

t.-:hnic.1 -.Nices 
~•t.i•ing ..t ..-ks r•H d• 81 102 12! 145 168 169 217 24! 279 -._, .... SerYices n • c 152 126 122 140 205 257 SIO ., .... ., 
Total ._inns 5w'¥i099 1411 1603 1808 20U 2316 ZIBJ Z8IO s.4 !780 4JD8 

CID 

~ Tot.I •I I 9erYie99 18070 19207 20667 22081 2!654 2623' 28MO 11216 1«114 9"81 

.. i·...S ..-Yices - X •ll ..-ViCM 7.81 8.35 8.1!5 9.24 ••• 9.7! '·" 10.46 10.94 ll.!4 

. ,,, ~ ' .,..._acu..-1"11 ~au# •• 28541 3201!5 !1572 51897 !9m4 41735 42«11 4a2D 4392 43'77 

63.16 M.• 57.94 sa.21 M.!I 62.11 n.a n.n 78.116 .... 

Source: Republic of ~ru•, Dept of ltat1•ttc•, Bu•tne•• Ser•tc•• 8ur••1• • ladu•trtal ltatl•tlc• lur••'• 



T.t>l• 7: U.lu. Added in the ._i,... Srvice S.Ctal"' <'000> 

1976 1977 t978 1979 ICJIO 1'81 1'82 1'8! , ... .... 
L9CJAl services 608 880 1074 1!61 1713 2226 2764 '515 4574 5497 

Accounting,..titing,boalce.pirtg 402 470 670 1142 lr.IO 2300 2900 5790 4823 6137 

O.t• processing 18 129 217 306 !82 500 65! •1 1211 1604 

Enginew' ing, .-chi t.ct"9 ..t Mot 686 891 114!5 1-4 2546 2900 '!790 4355 5!83 

t-=hni~l _.-vices 
~ising ..t ..-tcet. ~ 79 122 188 374 545 615 - 1122 t479 1839 

8usilWSS §iaryices ft e C 244 . 8 ~3 ~3 752 10!8 1409 14J80 2482 5189 

\0 Tot•l Business Services 19165 214!5 3393 4831 7026 9025 11614 14998 l89ft4 23649 

~ Tot.•1 E91pl~t. in 8usarmss 5--Yice 14ll lf.03 taoe 204t 2336 25155 2860 5a4 3780 4305 

u.1..- Rdbd/Jab 1~3 1"88 1877 2!67 5008 5555 4061 4595 ~17 5495 

U.lue Rddad/Jab in .._.,,ct\ring 219!1 ~55 !0!57 31~ 3611 !Cl87 4406 47!7 :528'5 

UR an ...,-yic.-AIA in ...,J.-:t.ur"ing .63 .63 .61 -~ .85 .l'J .92 .97 .95 

Tot•l •11 services 20289 26755 3!6!57 46!09 60287 7818! 109127 127127 1608» lcr.l020 

Bus1ness·....-vices .. X •II _.yices 9.69 9.!52 to.~ to ... ., 11.6!5 11.44 10.64 lt.75 ll.79 12.13 

- - - .. A • • • 



Table 8 

Distribution of computing machine 
operators by industry 1985 

Industry No. of operators 

Wholesale trade 
Real estate and business services 

Financial institutions 

Food, beverages and tobacco 

Insurance 

Transport and storage 

Retail trade 
Restaurants and hotels 
Building contractors 
Paper, print and publishing 
British sovereign bases 

Metal ore mining 

Textiles, clothing footwear and leath~r 

~oo~ and furniture 

Chemicals, petroleum, rubber and plastic 
products 

Metal products and machinery 

Total 

All Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 
and Business Services 

All Wholesale and Retail trade, 
Restaurants and Hotels 

All Manufacturing 

68 
62 

48 

19 

18 

15 

12 
9 
8 
7 
4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

288 

128 

89 

37 

Source: Registration of Establishments 1985 
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'l'abl• 9 

Minutes of Conversation (thousands> 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

llational 1.111 1.385 1.73"& 1.M5 2.165 

International 2.641 3.054 3.715 4.312 4,495 

Tot.al 3.752 4.439 s.449 6.247 '·"° 
' International 70.4 68.8 68.2 69.0 67.5 • 

aource: Maptecl frma era AmNal Report. 1985. 
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1'be aia or this study is to project the effects of the Custoas Union 

and a productivity enhancing Industrial Strategy for the Cyprus 

ec:cJll09y. The 10-sector model and data base currently in use in the 

Planning Bureau provided the starting point for an extension or the 

llOdel and data base to 15 sectors. Key additional data required were 

sectoral tariff data a.~d an updated 88Jlufacturing input-output table. 

The extended data base permitted the inclusion of 6 manufacturing 

sectors in the aodel. 5 or which covered the mission's sector case 

studies. 

1he aodel used a new computer programme designed to achieve 

flexibility or data management, model size and model formulation on 

the available personal computers in the Planning bureau. It is kno•n 

as a Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) model because it includes a 

large nuaber of relationships which are responsive to price and 

income changes. 

1he tariff data was used to update the estimates of effective 

p~otection on import substituting and export industries, that is to 

say the protection on t.'iat portion or the value of a product added in 

Cyprus. The results confirmed the widespread view that there is high 

protecticm in the import substituting sectors. particularly in 

Textile and Wearing Apparel. Leather and Leather Products, Wood and 

Wood Products. This was underlined by the finding that in all three 

industries. there was negative value added at world prices. This 

11eana that. tor the activities covered, it would be cheaper in terms 

or the direct foreign exchange cost to import the relevant finished 

products than to buy the necessary imported materials to produce them 

in Cyprus. 
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1be model was used for four projections froa 1984 to 1991 and 1996. 
1be likely developments in the Cyprus econ011y wider current policies 

were eabodied in the Base Projection. Three economic policy 

alternatives were then examined to assess the consequences of the 

Custoas Union, an Industrial Strategy. and the Industrial Strategy 

and Customs Union c011bined. 

In considering the results of the model the following points should 

be kept in mind: 

(i) the assessment of the prospects of the Cyprus economy in the 

main report is based on an analysis of Cypriot statistical data. The 

model is presented as an independent exercise which throws light on 

the statistical analysis by highlighting certain relationships within 

the Cyprus macro economy. It is not intended as an instrument for 

making short term forecasts. 

(ii) Cy.->riot growth over the last decade has been primarily demand 

led. On the supply side the most important factor has been labour. 

The model reflects the above in the significance accorced to demand, 

and to the labour constraint - the latter being important for longer 

term forecasts. 

(iii) The following were disaggregated at the sub-sec tor level : the 

input-output coerficients; the labour coefficients; value added 

shares; tariff rates and Armington elastici •v estimates. There is 

incomplete disaggregation of non-competing input coefficients, 

productivity projections, export price projections, and export demand 

projections. The incomplete disaggregation is largely the result of 

the lack of adequate data, and as a result the model is necessarily 

limited in its capacity to produce robust detailed sub-sectoral 

projections. However, this does not seriously affect the macro 

results and the changes in resource allocation associated with the 

policy experiments conducted - which are the questions on which the 
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exercise concentrated. 

(iv) There were no available perpetual inventory estimates of the 

capital stock. Instead we had to •eke indirect estiaates as 

described in Appendix 3 of this report. In spite of the liaitations 

of these data, and of the assumptions we were required to •eke, the 

overall aacro projections and the alternative policy estimates are 

not unduly sensitive to them. 

(v) Throughout the report, the results of the model are presented 

by rounding the nuaerical results to the first or second decimal 

place. The results should, however, be interpreted as giving only 

orders of magnitude of the quantitative dimensions of the operation 

of the economy captured by the model. 

In sum the simulation model is necessarily limited by the model 

assumptions and the quality of the underlying data. The model is 

nevertheless useful in highlighting the elements to which the long 

run performance of the economy is sensitive. The model is less 

robust in the detailed sectoral projections than in the overall 

growth performance. The orders of magnitude of the changes in the 

macro and sectoral projections arising from the Customs Union and the 

Industrial Strategy are likely to be more reliable than the detailed 

Base Projection itself. 

Bearing the above in mind, the principle macro findings of the model 

projections were: 

(i) Base Projections: GDP will grow at slightly over 3.2% pa to 1991, 
weakening to a growth of 1.6% pa to 1996. 

The principle reasons for this poor performance are: 

stagnant export markets, 
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- a declining growth of tourist inCOlle, 

a loss or the benefits of favourable oil prices on costs. 

As a result or the projected slow growth of income, foreign capital 

and total capital requirements will also grow slowly, particularly 

after 1991. 

(ii) Customs Union: The entry or Cyprus into the Customs Union is 

likely to slow national growth further. Up to 1991, GDP grows at a 

little over 2.8% pa, declining to 1.2% pa by 1996. Compared with the 

Base Projection, GDP declines by 2.8% by 1991 and 4.8% by 1996. 

The principle reasons for the negative effects of the Customs Union 

art!: 

the loss of dynamism in the economy through increased import 

penetration and a lowering of the multiplier effects on autonomous 

spending in the economy such as that of tourists, 

- adverse terms of trade effects of export expansion as export prices 

are cut to compensate for the loss of domestic market shares. 

(ii) Industrial Strategy: A productivity increasing Industrial 

Strategy is likely to have major positive effects. With productivity 

in manufacturing sectors growing at nearly 2% pa more with an 

Industrial Strategy (a conservative estimate), the GDP growth rate 

increases to 5.4% pa up to 1991 (up by 16% compared with the Base 

Projection) and by 4.5% pa by 1996 (up by 33% compared with the Base 

Projection). 

One consequence of the productivity growth is an improvement in 

competitiveness leading to an expansion in exports, especially in the 

period after 1991, and in import substitution. Another consequence is 

a rapid increase in the rate of growth of foreign capital to nearly 

6% pa up to 1991. This is required to finance the general increase in 

the rate of growth rather than the direct investment requirements of 
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the Industrial Strategy. 

(iv) Industrial Stategy and Customs Union Combined: Up to 1991. GDP 

grows at nearly 5% pa to a level which is 12.2% more than in the Base 

Projection. By 1996. GDP grows at 4.2% pa to a level which is over 

27% above the Base Projection. 'lbus the negative effects of the 

Customs Union are 80re than outweighed by the positive effects of the 

productivity enhancing Industrial Strategy. However. the Customs 

Union brings with it increased competition from imports in the 

aanufacturing sectors. 

llanufacturing Sectors 

When the Customs Union is introduced without the productivity 

improving Industrial Strategy and compared with the Base Projection. 

the most heavily protected sectors. Textiles and Wearing Apparel and 

Leather and Leather Products. are severely hit by foreign 

competition. imports increasing by nearly 50% and over 100%. 

respectively by 1991. By 1996. imports increase by over 100% and 

nearly 200%. respectively. compared with the Base Projection. In this 

case. output also falls by 13% and 29%, respectively by 1991 and by 

30% and 50%, respectively by 1996, coapared with the Base Projection. 

However. when the Customs Union is combined with an Industrial 

Strategy, the output declines are llUCh less. especially in the cas~ 

of Textiles and Wearing Apparel. Thus, compared with the Base 

Projection. output declines in Textiles and Wearing Apparel and in 

Leather and Leather Products by just over 3% and by nearly 19% in 

1991. respectively, and by 7% and just over 34% by 1996. These 

industries are therefore much better able to withstand the effects of 

the Customs Union with a productivity enhancing Industrial Strategy. 

The other sectors are still able to grow substantially compared with 

the Base Projection. The output or Food, Beverages and Tobacco is 46~ 

sreater in 1996 compared in the Base Projection; Wood and Wood 
' Products output is 7% greater than in the Base Projection; Metal 
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Products and Machinery output is 28% greater than in the Base 

Projection; Other Manuractures and Mining output is nearly 36% 

greater than in the Base Projection. 

Sensitivity Tests 

11-e sensitivity tests or the aodel t.·howed that the rate or growth was 

highly sensitive to exogenous shocks such as oil price changes which 

afrect import costs, and changes in the non-oil teras or trade. It 

was also sensitive to the projected rate or growth or tourist income. 

e!'>pecially after 1991. It was less influenced by changes in the rate 

of growth of export aarkets or by increases in wages above the market 

clearing rates. In the latter case, the main e ··r.ects were on the 

level of employment rather than the overall rate of growth of the 

economy. The dominance of the Industrial Strategy over the Customs 

Union was not altered by changing the estimated elasticity of demand 

for exports. 

Conclusions and S...ary of Recamendations 

In conclusion, it is clear that a productivity increasing Industrial 

Strategy would significantly enhance the growth prospects of the 

Cyprus economy. The Industrial Strategy would help facilitate the 

lldjustment of the most heavily protected manufacturing sectors to the 

Cusic- Union and would help protect the growth of income from 

uncontrollable •hocks such u oil prica changes. 

The re~tions of the report focus• on the need for policy 

........ rs to have •trate1ically located economc policy mdel• .. an 

acce••ible tool vi thin the Plannina Bureau and available for outside 

users in other aovel'11118nt depart.llents, in the business C0111W1ity and 

in the trade unions. Specifically, the Report recommends the 

enhancement of the economic policy making capacity in the Planning 

Bureau through the hiring of additional qualified personnel and by 
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incorporating the aission' s aodel into their work pro:;ramme. The 

flexible a."ld user friendly nature of the aodelling software could 

facilitate the wider use of econuaic policy aodels in both the macro 

and industry sections of the Bureau. 

The Report recomaends a progr811111e of aodel development work on three 

inter-related fronts: 

- a series of seainars on economic policy aodelling to cater to the 

needs of research economists, government ministries, the business 

community, and the trade unions. 

~ series of one week training courses on the use of economic 

policy aodels for policy aakers ilild research economists within 

government ainistries 

- a series of research projects to develop end extend the economic 

policy models. 

It is also reccmnended that attention be given to the statistical 

requ; -~nts of econamic policy .:>delling, and to the development of 

a mor~ strategic perspective on the interaction between economic 

policy questions being asked, the information required to answer 

these questions, and the processing of the information obtained. 
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I 

1.1 Terms of Reference 

'l'he aim of this study is to project the effects of the Customs Union 

and a productivity enhand.ng Industrial Strategy on the economy of 

Cyprus. This aim is more formally put in the terms of reference for 

the simulation study, which were 

( i) The priir.ary purpose of this Consultancy is to simulate the 

effects on the Cyprus economy of alternative scenarios of the 

competitiveness of Cyprus industry. This will either be done 

by using the input-output model currently being constructed in 

the Planning Bureau, or through the use of a model which is 

approximately equivalent 

(ii) Primary iterations are to consider the impact of various 

assumed pattern~ of innovation in the targeted sectors on 

- the balance of payments 

- the growth of output 

- employment 

- capital requirements 

(iii) Data points are to be provided not only by the sectoral 

consultants but also by the Planning Bureau. It is hoped that 

the Planning Bureau's data points will be available .... ' 
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Some guidance on the considerations to be taken into account in 

considering the competitiveness of Cyprus industry are elaborated in 

the terms of reference for the sectoral studies: 

(i) To detel'lline the competitiveness of Cyprus industry in the 

•ajor •arkets in Europe with respect to price. product quality. 

design capabilities. product flexibility and production lead 

times 

{ii) To determine the competitiveness of Cyprus industry in the 

local market as tariffs and other forms of trade restrictions 

are lcwered on goods of EEC origin.' 

1.2 The Modelling Strategy 

In order to fulfill the terms of reference for this study. it was 

essential that the model be capable of dealing with a disaggregated 

manufacturing sector. On arrival in Cyprus, it quickly became clear 

that the Planning Bureau's model could not easily be ada..,ted for the 

task at hand. Not only was the model too aggregated to deal with the 

case studies within the manufacturing sector, but it could not be 

further disaggregated using the Planning Bureau's computing 

facilities. Since there were no other models available which could 

be adapted to our purposes, there was a choice between 

- aggregation of some of the other sectors in the existing 

Planning Bureau model to make room for a disaggregated 

treatment of manufacturing sectors 

- switching computing facilities and disaggregating the 

Planning Bureau model 

- building our own model. 

The first option was not possible given the heavy work load on the 
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one aodeller in t.'le Planning Bureau. It was also felt that this 

would involve an unacceptable degree of aggregation of the non

aanufacturing sectors. requiring a great deal of effort with very 

little benefit. 

~ second choice was rejected not only because it t«>U.ld have over

stretched Planning Bureau personnel. but because a switch to a main

frame co.puter without direct access froa the Planning Bureau would 

mean that. without significant expense required to install a tel'llinal 

in the Planning Bureau. the Mission's aodel could not be incorporated 

into the work of the Planning Bureau. In as much as one of the 

Mission's aias was to develop a flexible aodel which could run on the 

available Personal Computers at the Planning Bureau and receive data 

from the spreadsheet programmes in use both in the Planning Bureau 

and in the Statistics Department. it did not seem wise to revert to 

reliance on a main-frame computer. 

In view of the above considerations. it was decided that a new model 

should be built using the Planning Bureau's Social Accounting Matrix 

(SAM) data base and model formulation as a starting point. For the 

most part. the mission's model was built on the same lines as the 

Planning Bureau's model. differing mainly in the degree of 

disaggregation. the treatment of protection and the length of the 

time horizon considered. The choice of the third option was possible 

given the availability of a new flexible modelling programme called 

ASAP for use on Personal Computers such as the standard IBM XT and AT 

11achines available at the Planning Bure9u. 

1.3 Problems Encountered 

Solle or the difficulties encountered in building the Mission's model 

were exacerbated by the constraints imposed hy the pre-arranged work 

programmes of the Planning Bureau and the Statistics Department 

clashing vi th the Mission'• own timetable. However, not all of the 

problems described below could have been resolved through better co-
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ordination between the work of the aission and the relevant 

Government Ministries. 

The aajor hurdles which had to be over-coae in building the aission's 

model were: 

(i) obtaining the necessary data to disaggregate the aanufacturing 

sector of the existing SAM. 

(ii) pl'eparing updated tariff data at the required level of 

aggregation 

(iii) estimating and incorporating a Linear Expenditure System (LES) 

in the model 

{iv) modifying the ASAP programme as necessary to deal with the 

particular data transfer and data management problems 

encountered. 

The development of the model, its data base and its use in the work 

of ct.is mission form the substance of this report. There is a great 

deal of scope for improving the capacity of the Planning Bureau and 

Statistics Department to the needs of economic policy modelling. It 

is hoped that one of the main contributions of thia report to the 

Government or Cyp1us will be to assist in this process by providing 

the basis for flexible data management and economic policy modelling 

on standard PC's. The full development of these possibilities will 

require a more strategic perspective on the role of economic policy 

modelling, the policy questions to be addressed, and the information 

required to answer these questions. 
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1.4 1be Purpose of Econoaic Policy llodelling 

1be purpose of having a disaggregated econoaic policy llOdel of the 

whole economy in the work of the aission is to focus quantitative 

attention on 

- factcL"S which influence the implementation of an a 

Customs Union and Industrial Strategy in a quantitative 

fashion 

- the sensitivity of the behaviour of the llOdel econe>11y to 

key BSSUllJ>tions and paraaeter estiaates. 

It also facilitates 

- the rapid adding up of the wider economic effects of the 

sector strategies 

- the analysis of the consequences of external shocks on 

the economy which directly and indirectly affect the 

manufacturing sectors for which an Industrial strategy 

has been developed. 

For example. changes in Cyprus ' principal export markets a.,d in the 

wider international economy affects the competitiveness of the Cyprus 

ecooo•y. Technical change, particularly in the main export sectors 

influences the international competitiveness of the Cyprus economy. 

Changes in economic policy particularly with reference to protection, 

are also potentially important for the competitiveness of the 

•anufacturing sector. Changes in the terms of trade facing Cyprus, 

such as oil price changes. also have significant effects on the over

all perforaance of the economy. In all of these cases. the model can 

be of assistance in establishing the quantitative orders of magnitude 

of the effects of different exogenous shocks and policy packages. 
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1.5 1be Data Base 

A pre-requisite for generating such an econocay-wide aodel is a data 

base and aodelling fruevork which can be quickly adapted to the 

pul'p('ses in band. Both a.tatisticians and planners in Cyprus have had 

experience w1 th servicing .W. ti-sectoral llOdels. as in the case of 

the work of Bell and Devarajan (1982). llore recently. experience has 

been developed in the asse-bly or the data base. aanaging coaputer 

hardware and software and training personnel for the running of a 

C.'.:lmJ>Utable general equilibriua llOdel (CGE) aodel within the Planning 

Bureau. 1bi.s aodel was originally developed by Devarajan (1986) for 

aacro policy consistency planning; fuller details of this aodel have 

been described in Dyaiotou-Jensen (1987). 

The Cyprus CGE aodel and the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) data base 

are at an early stage in their developaent. and have not been 

extended for use in other types of policy aodelling. The computer 

software is based on a CGE aodelling package called GAMS which has 

been developed and supplied by the World Bank. For simplicity. the 

existing Cyprus CGE aodel will be referred to as the GAMS model. It 

was this aodel and data base which pro.,i.ded the starting point for 

the work described in this report. What was required for the Cyprus 

Industrial Strategy Mission was a version of the GAMS model in which 

•anufacturing could be treated in a disaggregated fashion to model 

the proposed sectoral development strategies rather than as a single 

sector as in the present GAMS model. 

There re1aain important areas where the capacity tc respond quickly to 

new and disaggregated data requirements or model formulation is 

lacking. For example. the 1981 Input-Output table with a 

disaggregated aanufacturing sub-sectors was not available at the time 

that this Mission began. Nor was work on the tariff data sufficiently 

well advanced for use either in up-to-date effective protection 

calculations or for use in a policy aodelling framework. The data 

base for the GAMS model. which was assembled in a spread-sheet. stil~ 

has to be transferred manually to the GAMS software for running the 
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CGE aodel. Finally. the GANS and the related HERCULES softwaN do 

not perai.t sufficient disaggregation for the purposes of this Mission 

on the available Personal Coaputer or PC"s in use within the Planning 

Bureau. This report is therefore concerned with both the likely 

ecc:mcmy-vide effects of the sector industrial strategies described 

elsewhere in the -.in report. as well as with extending the 

statistical base and computer software to ll8ke more tiaely economic 

policy aodelling available to policy 118kers • 

.1.6 1be Structure of t.ae Report 

Section 2 .1 of this report provides a description of the CGE aodel 

developed during the course of this Mission. The associated coaputer 

software used to •anage the data base and solve the model is called 

ASAP (see Evans. Lucas and Thomson (1985)). For simplicity. the more 

disaggregated Cyprus Industrial Strategy aodel is referred to RS the 

ASAP aodel in order to distinguish it from the existing GAMS model. 

The disaggregated SAMU (U for updated aanufacturing input-output 

table included in the SAM) data base which encompasses the 5 broad 

aanufacturing sectors of the economy covered by the case studies is 

described in sections 2.2 and 2.3. including a preliminary updating 

of a disaggregated manufacturing sector in the 1981 Input-Output 

table and the assembly of tariff data. 

1be length or the time horizon considered in this r'!port is a medium 

to long run period or 5 to 10 years. a consider&tion which has 

iaportant illplications for the treatment of the capital stock and 

household expenditure discussed in section 2.4 and 2.5. 

Section III discusses the application of this data base to the 

conventional aeasureaent or effective protection and examines the 

illplications or possible changes in tariff policies such as the 

proposed Customs Union with the European Community within this 

context. Section 4.1 sets out the alternative economic policy 

packases considered in the report. The exogenous variables, parameter 
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esti•ates and Base Projections are described in section 4.2. 'lbe way 

in which the Custoas Union and Industrial Strategy was modelled is 

described in sections 4.3 and 4.4. 

In section 5.1. the •aero effects or the alternative economic policy 

experiments are described and the detailed effects on the 

•anufacturing sectors are described in section 5.2. Some sensitivity 

tests which were carried Odt on the model are described in section 

5.3. 'lbe recomaendstions or this report are set out in section VI. A 

mathematical statellent of the model can be found in Appendix 1 and of 

the effective protection measures can be found in Appendix 2. 'Ille 

data sources and estimates of the exogenous variables are described 

in Appendix 3. 
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II 

THE ASAP ID>EL 

2.1.1 Background to <XE llodels 

'1be central difference between the present-day CGE models and the 

earlier input-output and linear progruaing aodels is that they 

incorporate a large number of price-responsive relationships. The 

advantage of this approach to policy aodelling is that it allows for 

far greater flexibility in the way in which the economy is modelled; 

it is not necessary to rely exclusively on fixed proportions 

essuaptions which characterise input-output •odels. or a judicious 

coabination of fixed proportions and perfect substitutability 

assumptions which characterise linear programming models.(1) 

The CGE •odels inevitably place a greater burden on the data 

requirements. They may also invite the modeller to over-estimate the 

i11portance of those aspects of economic behaviour which can be 

readily aodelled such as profit maximisation. competition and market 

clearance and undP.restimate the importance of less-well understood 

:>rocesses particularly aarket imperfections. institutional and 

organisational aspects or the real economy. The way in which such 

aspects of econoaic behaviour are incorporated into the economic 

policy analysis depend in part on a series of judgements which are 

inevitably aede when aodelling an economy. This is particularly 

1-portant in projecting the aagnitude ot technical change. 

1be advantages ot CGE models is their flexibility and the requirement 

that the judgements which often implicitly dominate policy making 

aust be aade explicit. These advantages far outweigh any 

disadvantages which might flow from the onerous data requirements. It 

ia the aodelling tlexibility and sensitivity of the COE models to 

these judgements which is their strength. The potential of the CGE 
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llOdels can only be fu,.,_y realised if the data base and aodel size can 

be easily altered for the purposes at hand. It is for this reason 

that so auch stress was placed on the suitability of the aodelling 

software for use on Personal Coaputers so that the strength of the 

CGE models for econoaic policy exper:iaents can be aore fully realised 

in the context of available computing facilities within the Planning 

Bureau. 

2.1.2 1be Use of CGE llodels 

Devarajan (1986. Section I) sets out in some detail the questions 

which aight be answered with the help of a CGE model. and the 

particular questions which the Cyprus GAMS model is designed to 

answer in the short and medium run. 1bese questions include 

- consistency planning 

- fiscal policy 

- foreign debt 

- export competitiveness 

- wage policy 

- structural change. 

1be ASAP model is able to help answer these questions in the medium 

to long run. However. the main focus of the policy experiments 

conducted with the ASAP model was trade policy and an industrial 

strategy. 

2.1.3 How the ASAP Model Works 

1be typical CGE model is based on a set of supply and demand 

relationships for each commodity produced in any particular year. 

Each year in the model is connected through investment behaviour and 

the projection of exogenous variables or parameters. For example, 

some components of demand and supply such as government current 

expenditure and the supply of labour are often projected exogenously 

or outside of CGE models. If government current expenditure were to 

be determined endogenously within the model, it would be necessary to 
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include a new functional relationship which specified how government 

current expenditure behaves. One possible (though not necessarily 

plausible) functional relationship would be to set government current 

expenditU-""e as a fixed proportion of Gross Doilestic Product (GDP). 

Siailarly. some of the parameters of the model which govern behaviour 

within the aodel such as the productivity of capital and labour will 

change over time; and these must be exogenously projected as well. 

The growth characteristics o:f the model depend on the interaction 

between the exogenous determinants o:f demand and supply. technical 

change and the :flexibility of response o:f the model to price and 

income changes which affect behaviour over time. In the case of the 

ASAP aodel as used by the mission. the aain exogenous elements are 

world prices. tourist expenditure. the growth oF export markets. 

technical change. the labour supply and government current and 

transfer expenditure. Productive investment is determined by the 

rate of growth of the capital stock. 

A key linkage between the supply and demand relationships in a given 

year is th~ income and expenditure or institutional accounts of thE 

economy. All relationships in the model are governed by typical 

economic variables such as prices and incomes. Consider f o ... • example 

the factors which determine the level of exports in the ASAP model. 

Demand for exports from each sector is determined by a downward 

sloping export demand curve. Exports are determined for each sector 

by the degree of price competitiveness of the individual sector and 

by the exU.Tit to which the sector e::"tOrt mukets are growing. Price 

competitiveness will be governed by likely changes in competitors 

prices in export aarkets. and by changes in the cost structure of the 

exporting industry. The latter will be affected by the cost of 

intermediate inputs, by wages, by exchange rate. by protection 

policy. and by the responsiveness of the sector to changes in the 

cost of various productive inputs. Most importantly, export 

competitiveness over time will depenG on the exogenously given rates 

of technical change within the aector such as the radical technical 
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change encoapassing both product and proc'!ss ter.hnology rec01111Dended 

in this report. The rate of growth of export •arkets will be 

determined by the general growth vr decline of particular .:.xport 

aarkets such as the Middle East aarkets. and by the effectiveness of 

both aarketing and product developaent in increasing the share of 

exports in particular aarkets. These determinants of exports can be 

illustrated vi th the help of a standard demand diagru shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

The quantity of exports is aeasured on the horizontal axis and -:he 

price of Cyprus exports relative to competitor prices are measured on 

the vertical axis. The export demand function traces the 

responsiveness of exports to changes in the relative price of Cyprus 

exports to competitors, and the position of the export demand 

function will be governed by the size of the export markets. 

The shape of the export demand function is assumed to be governed by 

a constant price elasticity of export demand. (2) Once an estimate 

has been made for the price elasticity of demand, the exact position 

of the export demand function is determined by the requirement that 

the P-Stimated function must be consistent with the base year of the 

•odel. in this case 1984. 

Thus, the estimated export demanci !"!mction for 1984 passes through 

the point B given by the observed base year fob price of Cyprus 

exports relative to competitors, OA and base year export quantities 

OC. For projections beyond the base year, the position of the export 

demand function is assumed to shift in line with the rate of growth 

of export marketu and competitors export prices are also exogenously 

projected. The model determines endogenously the fob price of Cyprus 

exports which in turn determines the amount of exports which can be 

sold at that price. 
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Figure 2.1: Export De•and Function 
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Consider exBJDple the year 1986 when there was a drastic f&ll in 

the size of Cyprus' principal Middle Eastern export markets due to 

the collapse of oil prices. In this case, the export demand function 

shifts inwards to the function labelled 1986, as shown in Figure 2.1, 
and the only way that 1984 export volumes could be maintained is ily a 

fall in the fob price of Cyp:r-us exports relative to cc.mpeti tors to 

OD. If domestic cost structures are such that there is no change in 

the fob price of Cyprus exports relative to competitors, then the 

1986 export deiaand will fall to OF in line with the decline in export 

aarkets. 

2.1.4 'lbe ASAP ane GAJllS Plodels - Similarities and Differences 

The ASAP model has the same basic structure as the GAMS model. the 

main modifications arising from the need to facilitate the analysis 

of the Customs Union an~ an Industrial Strategy in the medium to long 

run. These differences are reflected in: 

(i) 1be level ot risaggregation. 

The disaggregation of the manufacturing sector was required to permit 

the identificaticm of 5 of t!le 6 sectors studied by the Mission. 

These 5 ma.~ufacturing sub-sectors are the main activities which 

receive protection end which are central to an Industrial Strategy. 

(ii) 1be analysis of protection. 

The main incidence of protection in Cyprus is in the manufacturing 

sector. The analysis of protection required disaggregated informaUon 

on the tariff struc~ure on competing and non competing imports in the 

present situation and for alternative trade policies such as in the 

proposed Customs Union. 
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(iii) lledi.. to long run analysis and the treatment of capital . 

The analysis of the Customs 'Inion and an Industrial Strategy in the 

aedium tu long run required a aooified treataent of capital in the 

ASAP aodel. Instead of projecting the size of the capital stock 

employed in each sector and allowing the aodel to determine the rate 

of profit as in the GANS aodel (which is appropriate in the short 

run). the ASAP model takes as given the long-nm rate cf profit and 

the total capital requirements for each sector are determined 

endogenously within the ASAP aodel. However. this projected capital 

stock is only used in the aodel to provide a proxy for projecting the 

rate of growth of investment . 

{iv) Medium to long run analysis and household expenditure . 

The GAMS model at its present stage of development assumes that 

household expenditure patterns do not change in the short and medium 

run. The inclusion of a Linear Expenditure System (LES) allows the 

ASAP model to take into account medium and long-run changes in the 

composition of household consumption as household income grows . 

(v) The projections of technical change. 

The key aim of an Industrial Stratagy h to accelerate the rate of 

adoption of new technologies which permit flexible specialisation and 

radical technical change. In bot~ the CAMS and the ASAP models, the 

amount of technical change is assumed to be d~termined outside of the 

model or exogenously. The analysis of technical change by the mission 

goes beyond the standard ecunoir.e~ric analysis based on statistical 

accounting of past technical change. The sector case studi~s consider 

technical change in the context of a wide vari~ty of sector specific 

product and process technologies, of fir111 size and industrial 

s true tu t'e . 
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Each of t..'l.ese specific characteristics of the ASAP model end the 

assumptions end judgements which inform it are discussed in greater 

detail below. 

In addition to being able to address the saae set of questions as t.he 

GAMS llOdel in a aediUll to long-nm context, the ASAP aodel is 

designed to assess the direct iapact of the Customs Union end of an 

lndustr.ial Strategy on manufacturing sector 

- output 

- employment 

- exports 

- import subs~itution 

- total capital requirements 

- thE economy wide impact of these changes 

as required in the terms of reference. The ASAP model takes as 

exogenous the possibla outcomes of sector strategies, particularly as 

they affect productivity and market responsiveness, and analyses the 

impact of these changes on structural change, export competitiveness 

end foreign debt. Each of these sets of changes are affected by, and 

have implications for, macro policy. 

2.1.5 The Projections and Policy Experiments 

Both the GAMS and ASAP models use 1984 as the base year. Giv~n 

estimates of the exogenous variables and paramet3rs, the models are 

used to provide estimates of the endogenous variables for later 

years. The ASAP model solves directly tor 1991 for a given set of 

projections of ·~he values of the exogeni:>us variables over the period 

of' the 5th Emergency Plan, tak~.ng into account the known values ('If 

th9 exogenous variables for 1985 and 1986. This iw done because the 

ASAP model is designed for medium to long~run projections. In 
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contrast. the GANS aodel is aore suited for short to aediWD run 

projections and is used to estiaate values of the endogenous 

variables for 1986. The year 1986 then becomes the base year for 

estiaates of the values of the endogenous variables for 1991. In the 

case of the ASAP aodel. the tiae period for the projections is 

extended beyond 1991 to 1996 to incorporate some of the effects of a 

possible accession to a Customs Union with the EEC • 

The aost illportant use of the ASAP aodel was to co~duct a series of 

policy experiaents in which the values of some of the exogenous 

variables and parueters are varied to see how the aod~l economy 

responds to policy changes such as the sector Industrial Strategy and 

changes in external compe~itiveness induced by accession to a Customs 

Union with the EEC. These policy experi?:tents can only establish 

orders of aagni tude of the likely responses to policy changes and 

state of the world changes, a point which should be borne in mind 

when interpreting the model results. The e7.tent to which the model is 

helpful depends more on the extent to which the model ~apture3 some 

of the strategic aspects of the economy and its behaviour (whether 

incorpor~ted endogenously within the model or introduced exogenously) 

rather thar. on the detailed accuracy of the projections themselves. 

The key results of the policy experiments are checked for sensitivity 

to the estimates of the exogenous variables and para.G1eters which are 

most important in producing the results. In the case of the ASAP 

model, the performance C'f the economy is particularly sensitive to 

the dynamism of large expenditure items such as tourism. the t~rms of 

trade, and the particular types of technical change which might be 

introduced • 

The central diffe~ences between the Cyprus GAMS and ASAP models stem 

from the different questions asked. 'nlese are reflected in the data 

base used, i;i the variables incorporated, in the choice of exogeno•·s 

and endogenous variables. These issues are addressed in the next four 

sub-sections. 
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2.2 1be Disaggregation of llanufacturing 

Whilst the starting point for the data base of the ASAP aodel was the 

11-sector 1984 FINAlSAM constn·cted in the Planning Bureau in 1986 

for the year 1984, this data base had to be considerably extended. 

2.2.1 How Auch Disaggregation 

The sectoral disaggregation within aanufacturing was chosen so that 

five of the six sector case study sectors were identified, shown in 

Table A3 .1. The disaggregated Manufacturing sectors are far from 

homogeneous, somewhat blurring the relationship between the sectors 

of the SAMU and the case studies. For example, the Leather and 

Leather Products secto... is dominated by the case-study sub-sector 

Footwear, and it was on this ground that the more aggregated Leather 

and Leather Products sector was used for the SAMU and the ASAP model. 

However, it would have been desirable to distinguish between 

Footwear, Leather, and Other Leather Products, particularly for the 

analysis of the effects of the Customs Union. However, further 

disaggregation of the Manufacturing sector for the ASAP model would 

have greatly increased the data requirements, particularly in regard 

to the input-output inforiration. The chosen degree of disaggregation 

reflects our judgement of the best compromise between desirable 

disaggregation and the cost and time required to achieve it. 

2.2.2 Valuation Conventions in the SAMU 

In constructing the 1984 SAMU, the same valuation conventions were 

used as in the FINALSAM 1984. This corresponds to the factory door 

or producer price valuation of domestic output. lntenaediate and 

final demands on the domestic aarket are valued at aarket or 

purchaser prices. Competitive imports and production for the local 

market combine as imperfect substitutes into composite commodities'. 

The closeness ot substitutability in use for the composite 
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cO!lllllodities is governed by what is known as the Armington elasticity; 

perfect substitutes have an Araington elasticity of infinity whilst 

perfect complements have an Armington elasticity of' zero. 

Roughly speaking • the relationship between the degree of 

substitutability and the Araington elasticity is: 

degree of substitutability Armington elasticity 

high substitutability aore than 6 
low substitutability less than 3 
medium substitutability between 3 and 6 

2.2.3 1be Method of Disaggregation 

The 1984 FINALSAM was used to provide bench-mark totals for the 

manufacturing sector as a whole. Disaggregation of outputs • 

:::ployment. value added. j_ntermediate input use. imports and exports 

were obtained from standard statistical sources with th£ help of the 

Planning Bureau. The manufacturing input-output coefficients were 

obtained by up-dating the preliminary manufacturing Input-Output 

Table for 1981 provided by the Statistics Department. The updated 

input-output coefficients were obtained using the standard RAS method 

(see Bacharach. 1970 for a discussion) . 

The great advantage of using such mechanical routines as the RAS 

method for obtaining a set of consistent estimates of the input

output disaggregation for 1984 is that they permit one to use the 

best available information in a cons is tent fashion. However. the 

quality of the disaggregated SAMU depends critically on the quality 

of the underlying disaggregated information . 

2.2.4 1be Quality of the Disaggregated Data 

At present, th~ 1981 Input-Output Table is being estimated in terms 

of producer prices and with no disaggregation of the trade and 
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transport aark-ups or aargins. It was therefore not possible to 

convert the Input-Output Table back into purchaser prices. in line 

with the valuation convention used in the source data. Further. the 

input-output flow aatrix is in teras of locally produced inputs. 

Iaported inputs competitive with locally produced inputs which 

coabine with siailar locally produced inputs are only si • .>wn as totals 

and cannot be coabined with the relevant disaggregated local inputs 

to foI"ll the required input-output coefficients. 

competing imported inputs are only shown as 

Siailarly. non

totals without 

disaggregation to separate fuel froa non-fuel non-coapeting iaports. 

From the perspective of the aodeller. it is difficult to justify the 

use of local inputs as the relevant technical input requirement used 

in production where the same or very similar inputs are also 

available through imports. The relevant technical input-output 

coefficients are those for local and competing imports on the one 

hand (the composite commodity). and for non-competing imports on the 

other. In principle. the choicu between local and competing imports 

for intermediate inputs will not be governed by technical 

considerations but by economic considerations such as relative prices 

and product characteristics. For thls reason. the economic modeller 

~Jst analyse how this economic decision is ma1e in choosing between 

domestic and imported sources of supply. This analysis can only 

proceed if the ::3levant technical coefficients are available in the 

first place. 

The mechanical RAS method had to be used to obtain the input-output 

flows consistent with a purchaser price valuation of 1984 
intermediate usage of the composit~ commodity required for modelling 

purposes. This procedure is rather bizarre since the initial source 

material for intermediate input usage obtained from the Indusl ".'ial 

Census is for disaggregated inputs valued at market or purchaser 

prices. It means that the normal discrepancies between the input

output coefficients arising from changes in relative prices and 

technical change are compounded by disc?.·epancies due to measurement 
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error. Clearly. it "°'11.d be 11Uch better to have the row estimates of 

the 1981 input-output flows so thst the a'Xleller could estiaate the 

input-output flows and coefficients accol'\.ii.ng to the particular 

economic policy aodelling exercise. As soon as aore accurate input

output inf'oraation is available. the 1984 SAMU can be quickly re

estiaated. 

2.3 Tbe Analysis of Protecticn 

A second area of aajor iaportance in the ASAP aodel is the analysis 

of protee;tion in aanufacturing. This is especially iaportant since 

the height of protection varies enoraously within aanuf~cturing and 

between aanufacturing and the rest of the economy. Thus the analysis 

of the effects of entry into a Custoas Union on resource allocation 

within maaufacturing and in the economy as a whole requires detailed 

information on the protective structure within manufacturing. 

2.3.1 1be Treatment of Protection in F~.VI 1984 

In the construction of the 1984 FINALSAM. tariffs enter as a part ~f 

government revenue associated with competing import and non-competing 

imports. No other aspects of the structure of protection, such as 

import licenses or controls, appear in the SAM. However, when basing 

an economic aodel on the SAM, it is i•portant to give consideration 

to the way in which protection data in general can b'! incorporated 

into the accounting framework. 

2.3.2 Accountinc for Tariff Protection in a SAJll 

The tariff revenue is the amount of the relevant impor~ valued cif 

multiplied by the cif tariff equivalent of specific import duties or 

the ad valorem tariffs themselves. It is straight forward to obtain 

an estimate of the height or the average tariff from the SAMU by 
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dividing tariff revenue by the cif value of iaports. This is the 

iaport-weighted aeasure of the average level of the tariff in each 

iaporting category. 

The iaport weighted tariff is not always a good aeasure of the height 

of a protective structure. For those items where protection is high, 

it is likely that the iaports will be low but that there will be a 

large lmOUllt or domestic production. Conversely, for those items 

where tariffs are low, there will be a higher level of iaports. 

Thus, the higher the level of protection, the lower will be the 

iaport weight assigned to any par·o:icular tariff sub-category within 

an aggregate iaport CQ8Pf!ting sector. This iaparts a downward bias 

to the measure of the average height of the tariff. Ideally, the 

higher the tariff, the higher will be protected domestic production; 

the aeasure of the average height of the tariff structure should 

attempt to capture this effect. 

The standard way in which the average height of the tariff is 

calculated in the protection literature is to use either a domestic 

output weighted measure of protection, or a domestic market supplies 

weighted measure of protection. It is widely accepted that either the 

output or murket supply weighted measure gives a better estimate of 

the average height of dom.astic prices above world prices than the 

import weighted tariff. However, this cannot be so readily done 

within the SAM framework. As soon as the import-weighteci tariff is 

dropped in favour of, say, an output weighted tariff, the whole basis 

of valuation in the SAM and the estimation of government revenue 

breaks down. 

In principle, mi output weighted tariff can be incorporated into ~he 

SAMU using a dWDJDy account to adjust for the over-estimation of the 

tariff revenue and revaluing competitive imports in line with the 

output-weighted tariff. However, the tests of the ASAP model 

.:eported in section IV were carried out u11ing the import-weighted 

tariffs since it was net posaible to re-value competing imports in 
I 

the SAMU in the time available. Whilst there is •~me compensation 
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for the under-estimation of the height of tariff protection through 

the estimation procedure used for the Araington elasticities 

described in Appendix 3, these measureaent difficulties should be 

borne in aind when interpreting the results reported in section V . 

2.3.3 Nan-Tariff Protection in a SAii 

In principle, the tariff equivalent of direct controls or 

restrictions can be appra.ximately estiaatecl by direct observation of 

the •llfference between the domestic and cif prices of restricted 

c01111odi ties. In teras or the SAM valuation procedures, a second 

dummy account could be added to allow for the premium over world 

prices accounterl for by the protective structure. However, since 

there is no information available at present on the protective effect 

of non-tariff barriers, these effects cannot be incorporated at the 

aoment. 

2.3.4 The lleasures of Protection Used 

The tariff data for import-competing industries prepared for the EEC 

negotiations cover around 2/3 of domestic industrial production. The 

matching total domestic output figures are for 1984, so that it 

proved possible to calculate the average domestic import and output 

weighted tariff for the present situation and for the proposed 

Customs Union for the six aanufacturing sectors identified in the SAM 

by blowing up the sample averages for each sector to the sector 

totals for 1984 • 
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2.3.5 Protection of Productive Inputs 

In the absence of the disaggregated competing and non-competing 

imports by sector of use and by iaport sector of origin. it is not 

possible to obtain an estiaate of the tariff on productive inputs. 

However. in order to capture some of the ertects of biases in the 

pattern of iaport duties according to sector of use. only the import 

levy was applied to non-coapeting iapo1·ts used in domes tic 

production. investaent or by tourists and other foreign bases and 

embassies. Any draw-back on these duties when the non-competing 

imports enter into export production is assumed to be taken into 

account in the structure of export subsidies. 

2.3.6 1be Estimated Levels of Protection 

The resultant estimates of the 1984 tariffs on manufacturing compared 

with earlier estimates by Demetriades (1984) are shown in Table 2.1, 

and the estimated manufacturing protection at the level of 

aggregation used in the 1984 SAMU is shown in Table 2.2. Other 

tariffs on traded inputs are measured using the import weights 

directly from the 1984 SAMU i11 the effective protection calculations 

discussed in the next section. 

It can be readily seen from Table 2.2 that the output weighted tariff 

TX is much higher than the import weighted tariff TM for 1984. 

However, at a lower level or disaggregation 88 shown in Table 2.1, 

this result doee not always hold. Also, the nominal tariff& have 

increased between 1967 and 1984 for final goods such 88 Clothing and 

Footwear, but declined in some of the commodity groups which produce 

intermediate product& such 88 EJ :ictrical Machinery. It can also be 

seen from Table 2.2 that the roushly estimated tariffs on non

competins inputs into domestic production, TMN, are much lower than . 
the tariffs on final goods. As noted above, this is not a result 
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arrived at by detailed analysis of the tariff data. but is based on 

the judgement that all of the pressures within the business community 

and government have tended to increase protection on final goods and 

to lower it on producer goods. The final two columns shown in Table 

2.2 are for the estimated export subsidies which cover part but not 

all of the export rebates paid to exporters using protected imported 

aaterials. and also the estimated external tariff should Cyprus go 

into a Customs Union with the F.2.C. 

2.4 Capital Stocks in the lledim to Long Run 

Within the GANS model. the rate of profit on the capital stock in 

each sector is determined. but profitability has no role in 

determining the sectoral inve~tment allocation. This is suitable for 

short-run analysis. but is less satisfactory fer the medium-run. In 

effect. it is assumed that the planners know what the desirable 

sectoral allocation of the capital stock is. and the government has 

available to it the necessary policy instruments, for example grants 

and subsidies. to achieve the desired investment pattern . 

The ASAP model makes the opposite polar assumption. The model 

projects the growth of gross profits in each sector, and the long-run 

demand for capital in each sector is determined endogenously, given 

the exogenous determination of gross real rate of profit set at 10%. 

The necessary investment required to satisfy the overall rate of 

growth of capital in the economy is determined by setting the rate of 

growth of the base year investment equal to the rate of growth of the 

total capital stock. By this means. a rough allowance is made for 

overall investaent. However. there is no explicit mechanism 

connecting this to the sectoral investment requirements to total 

investment by commodity due to the data deficiencies discussed in 

Appendix 3 . 
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2.5 Household Expenditure in the llediwa to Long Run 

'Ibe aost important aspect of changes in pattern of consumer 

expenditure over the aediua to long run are the income effects. 

These can be captured through a Linear Expenditure System (LES) which 

can be estimated from expenditure survey data. Thus, the estimat~s of 

the Engel elasticities or income elasticities for various sub-groups 

of comaodities in the 1984 Household Expenditure Survey provided the 

bc..;is for estimating the paraaeters of the LES incorporated into the 

ASAP model. The resultant estimates of the income elasticities of 

demand are shown in Table A3.4. 
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III 

Eff'ECTIVE PRO'J'ECTION 

3.1 'l'be Usdulness of the Et':tective Protection Calculations 

'1be various measures ot the height or the protective structure 

discussed in this section capture the partial equilibria effects of 

the existing structure of protection on resource allocation in both 

illport substituting and export activities. F.stimates or the partial 

equilibriua effects or a change in traie policy to a Customs Union 

with the EEC are also reported. These •easures or the protective 

structure for 1984 facilitate a comparison with the earlier study of 

etf"ective protection by Deaetriades (1984) and provide a useful 

background to the general equilibriua policy experiments with and 

without a Customs Union using the ASAP model. 

3.2 lleasuring Effective Protection 

The concept of effective protection has a long history in the trade 

policy literature. It aeasures the extent to which value added is 

raised above world value added by a protective structure. In 

focussing on value added protection rather than nom:nal protection, 

it takes into account the effects of tariffs on inputs as well as on 

outputs. Since there is typically escalation in the structure of 

tariffs, with low protection on productive inputs and much higher 

levels of protection on Ot.tputs, the rates of effective protection 

are uauall7 llUCh hi&her than the no11inal rates of protection. As can 

be .een tram Table 2 .1, such an escalation is present in the 

structure of protection in Cyprus. 

The easiest aeasure of effective protection to apply is the Balassa 

aethod which .. aumes that all the benefits or the protective 
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structure accrue to the protected trading sector and not to any of 

the suppliers of non-traded inputs. However. it is often the case in 

highly protected econOllies that valued added at world prices is 

negative. so that the standard aeasures of effective protection need 

to be interpreted with great care. Negative value added at world 

prices can arise in both homogeneous productive activities and for 

the typical aggregates of hetercgeneous productive activities which 

ll&ke up a typical industry. It is si.Jlplest to explain how the 

phenomenon could arise for the homogeneous activity. 

3.3 Negative Value Added at World Prices 

'=<msider the case of a d011estic industry producing cars from imported 

kits. The direct foreign exchange costs of the activity are composed 

or the cost of the kits. the costs of imported machinery cmd other 

inputs such u energy. It is quite possible for the direct fl. ~ign 

exchange costs of the inputs used to be greater than the cost of 

iaporting the finished car. 1be cost of the components in the kits 

will often be auch greater than the cost of the same components 

installed in a finished car on an assembly line. 1be utilisation of 

both imported machinery and energy may also be inefficient so that 

the total foreign exchange costs of the direct trac!ed inputs is more 

than the cost of the directly imported car. The same phenomenon can 

arise when several different activities are aggt"egated into a single 

industry. 

3.IJ llftuuring the Effects of Olanc.tng the Protective Structure 

As a result of the problem of negative value added, it is more useful 

to measure the extent to which domestic unit value added changes with 

a change in the structure of protection. This measure does not s~ffer 

from the problems of a negative denominator, and is more readily 

interpretab: e from the point of view of the policy maker who is 

typically interested in partial rather than total removal or 

protection. The likely impact of such a change on resource allocation 
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and welfare is als~ facilitated by the measure of domestic unit value 

added changes. 1be saae measure can also be applied to assess the 

iapact on unit value added in export production froa a change in the 

structure of protection. Since it is typical for industries in Cyprus 

to have a highly protected llpc>rt coapeting sector and a competitive 

export sector. usually producing different cmaodities within the 

saae industrial categories. it llllkes sense to have a comparable 

calculation or the change in unit value added for both coaponents of 

each industry. 

3.5 The Results 

The detailed results of the effective protection calculations are 

reportK in Tables 3 .1 and 3 .2. and the results are su.arised in 

FJ.gures 3.1 and 3.2. 

For a 11atheaatical statement of each measure of protection. the 

reader is referred to Appendix 2. 

It is api..srent from the detailed results in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 that 

tbere are several industries for which there is negative value added 

lit world prices. This means. for exB1DPle. that in the shoe industry. 

it would be cheaper to import finished higher quality shoes than to 

Dpc>rt the leather and other traded inputs usP.d to •ake comparable 

shoes locally. 'nlis aakes it iapossible to use the standard measure 

of ef.fective protection in a comparable way for each industry. It is 

for this reason that it aakes llOre aense to follow the results of 

c:hanpa in domutic unit valiJe llldded which would be induced by a 

change in the protection structure. These results are sU1111arised in 

Piprea 3.1 and 3.2. Figure 3.1 ahowa the level of nominal protection 

(1111asured with output ;,eights) on import substituting activities, the 

% chanie in unit value added which would be induced by the complete 

removal of tariffs and export subsidies in import substituting 

activities and ~xporting activities. For example, it can be seen from 

Fipre 3.1 that Textiles and Wearinc Apparel has average 
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nomnal tariff on iaport substituting activities of well over 50%. 
Removal of this protection would lower doaestir: unit value added by 

over 15()%. On the export side. the changes in domestic unit value 

added induced by the removal of protection show that there would be a 

boost to exporters vi th the full eliaination of the effects of 

protection on their traded inputs. only some of which are captured in 

the present export rebate scbeses. Pina:.ly. the estillates of the 

change in domestic unit value added which would result froa the 

proposed Customs Union shown in Figure 3.2 show the extent to which 

illport competing industries and exporting industries will be hurt by 

the Customs lhlon. t•king into account the proposed changes recorded 

in the tariff change estiaates. 

It would be tempting to conclude. on the basis of the change in unit 

value added calculations. that all of the iaport c<>11peting production 

in the aost highly protected industries. Textiles and Wearing 

Apparel. Leather and Leather Products. and Wood and Wood Products. 

would be eliainated by the removal of protection. It would also seea 

to follow that there would be 1-ediate welfare gains to the economy 

froa such a aove which would rar outweigh the losses or incoee to the 

firas and workforce employed in the industry. However. such a 

conclusion does not follow froa the effective protection or change in 

value added calculations. 

First. it is not possible to draw strong conclusions about the 

rest>UrCe re-allocative ef'fects of' the removal of protection from 

1188Surecl effective protection without taking into account the general 

equilibriua responses in the e<:onamy which would follow from such a 

c:banp. For exuple. in the case of' Leather and Leather Products 

cited. there aay be a f'all in veges and a devaluation or the exchange 

rate which would be sutticient to allow some or the indW1try to 

survive without protection. In this cue. the •uured negative value 

.&ted at world prices would be positive when all protection was 

reaoved. Since the •uured unit velue added at world prices is 

aaall (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2). it is not hard to iaagine a cut in 

wapa and a devaluation of' the exchange rate sufficient to reverse 

the sisn or value added at world prices. 
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Second. it is not possible to 88ke any precise statements about the 

resource re-allocative effects or the re110val of tariffs froa the 

•asure of effective protection. It is only possible to conclude 

that. oo average. output would decline in industries with high rates 

of effective protection. 1bis reinforces the first point. that no 

p~-1.se state!lents can b.? ll8de about the rescurce re-allocative 

effects of tbe l'ellOVal or protectioo from the effective protection 

measures. 

Finally. the measures or effective protectioo refer to aggregate 

industries in which there is considerable product differentiation. 

Thus. it is possible that some or the d011eStic industry would survive 

t!-.e removal of protection provided that the daaestically produced 

goods can only be illperfectly substituted for by iaported products. 

3.6 Effective Protection and the ASAP Jlodel 

Allot.her way of looking at the change in unit value added estiaates 

shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 is that they record the initial iapact 

effects of the changes described which are fed into the ASAP aodel 

when aaking policy option experiments. Thus. given the high levels 

or tariff protection. it would seem that changes in the protective 

structure aay have iaportant effects on resource allocation in the 

economy. Even with the type of radical technical change possible 

with the illplaentation of en Industrial Strategy which aight 

in~~ease the rate of growth of total factor productivity by 2-4J per 

year. it would between 5 end 10 yeara: for the 110re highly protected 

industriea to pin through technical change u much u they lose fro11 

protection on the illport substituting aide. However, if the sue rate 

er technical c:hanp takes place on the export side, the effects would 

bts llOre draaatic aince there is not the sue need for the radical 

technical change to offset the losses fl'Oll the removal of protection. 

In so rar u ttl\; sector stratesie• are directed towards enhancing 

export performance. the benefita to Cypriot e>.porters froa the 

reaoval of protection to exporters i• ••all C09pared with the likely 

bfmefita trva iaprovf:d C011P9titiveneH through a policy of radical 
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technical change. The balance or the effects or an Industrial 

Strategy and the reaoval or some protection through the Customs Union 

can be assessed in the context of the policy exper.iaents with the 

general equilibriua ASAP aodel described in the next section. 
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IV 

SEITlNG UP 1HE ECONCllIC POUCY EXPERDIENTS 

lt.1 1be Altemative Ec:onomlc Policies 

The ASAP aodel vas used to generate projections ror the whole econoay 

ror the ;years 1991 and 1996. The purpose or including the 1996 

projections vas to tacili tate llOdel nms vi th a Customs Union c<>11ing 

in over a 10 year period. 

The policy packages considered were: 

(i) The Base Projections llodified to allow for entry into a Customs 

Union. with halt of the tariff adjustaent taking place by 1991 

a:1d the remainder by 1996. 

(ii) Base projections aodified to consider the effects of an 

Industrial Strategy with a •ajor acceleration in the rate of 

teclmical change in •anufactures. 

(iii) Base Projections modified to allow for both a Customs Union and 

an Industrial Strategy. 

If .2 Exocenous Variabl~ Md P_._.ter Eatillates for the Bue 

Projection 

The values or the exogenous variables and par..etera for each year of 

the Base Projections were esti•ated aa follows. For 1991, the values 
were baaed partly ~n the projections currently being used for the 5th 
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Faergency Plan by the GANS aodel. taking into account the direct 

observation of the values of aany of the exogenous variables to 1986. 
'l'he aost important variations froa the Planning Bureau projections 

&I9 as follows: 

(i) Tourist Bwpec-df ture 

Over the period 1983-6. tourist expenditure grew at an average rate 

of 9.llJ pa in real tens. and in the initial nms of the GAMS aodel. 

tourist expenditure has been projected to grow at 10% pa to 1991 in 

te1"9S or dollars. Since M>rld prices were also projected to grow at 

around 4% pa over the saae period, this reflects a projectc..od real 

rate of growth of Tourist Expenditure of around 6% pa. However. there 

are grounds for believing that this rate of growth is too large 

beyond 1991. 

'l'he rate of growth of tourist expenditure is aade up or two divergent 

tren&. - the rate or growth of the number of arrivals. Lnd the 

average expenditure of each tourist whilst in Cyprus. The former 

lretf froa 620.727 arrivals in 1983 to 900.727 arrivals in 1986. an 

annual average rate of 13.2% pa. The latter declined from £CY249.3 
to £CY225.1 in 1986 (measured in 1981 prices) an annual average rate 

of -3-3% pa. The World Bank has suggested that the number of 

arrivals will reach a llediua ter11 ceiling of 1.o40.ooo by 1991, 
impl)'ing an annual average rate of growth or 3% pa from 1986 to 1991. 
If per tourist expenditure continues to decline, there will be no net 

srowth in tourist expenditure fl'Oll 1986 to 1991. However. there is 

alrelld7 9098 evidence that the ceiling will be exceeded. This, 

cmbined with efforts to at least hold per tourist expenditure 

constant and the powth or expenditure on foreign bases and 

embusies. suggests that a base projection of the real growth of 

tourist expenditure of 4.5% pa froa 1986 rather than 6.0%, on top of 

a srowth of 10% pa in 1985 and 1986, would be an appropriate base 

projection. The rate of srowth ot tourist and other foreign 

expenditure from 1991 to 1996 was set at 2.5% pa. If anything, these 

projections will be on the high side especially for the period for 
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1991 to 1996. 

(ii) Government transfers to households 

After rises of 1~.9% and 16% in 1985 and 1986, the GANS model assU11es 

thr.t government transfers to households will grow at 11. 5% pa i.-i real 

teras to 1991. Given the lack of dynaaisa in the economy and the 

t.'n'eat of rising uneaployment. it is likely that there will be 

pressure for governaent current expenditure to increase aore rapidly 

than present Planning Bureau projection. Taking this into account, 

government current expenditure is projected to rise at 6% pa to 1996. 

It is ass\llled that government capital transfers will grow at 4.0% pa 

i:i real terms, rather than sharp declines as assumed in the GAMS 

aodel. However, it was assumed that the governaent current transfers 

to households sre brought u.~der greater control than current 

government expenditure and assumed to grow of 4.0% pa after 1986, in 

line with other transfers. 

(iii) Substitutability of Dalles tic Goods and Cc:mpeting Iaports 

The degree of substitutability of domestic goods and competing 

imports (the Armington elasticity) is one the most sensitive 

paraaeter estillates used in the aodel projections. However, in the 

absence of est:illatea of disaggregated illport demand functions for the 

Cyprus econo11y, the GANS •odel uses an across the board estimate of 6 
for the Arllincton elasticity. 

As cliacuaaed in the aain report, direct estimates of the likely 

:lapact of the Customs Union were made on the basis of the case 

studies. These estimates took into account new sources of foreign 

competition, the ~~gree of product differentiation, non-tariff 

protection and the structure of each manufacturing industry. The 

Arminston elasticities estimates in the range ~f 2 to 24 are £hown in 

Table A3.4. In the case of a1riculture, the Armington elasticity was 
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set at 2. given ta"le high level of non-tariff protectio.'l in this 

sector. This range of estiaates straddles the GAMS llOdel estimate 

of 6 . 

{iv) Export market growth 

'lbe rapid rate of growth or export aarkets or between 2% pa and 4.5% 
pa between 1984 and 1991 used in the GANS llOdel does not reflect the 

reality of a aajor collapse of lliddle Eastern export aarkets of 

around 25% between 1984 and 1986. In view of this. export aarkets 

were essuaed to recover 10% of the loss to 1986 by 1991 and 

thereafter to grow at 2% pa. This aeans that any net growth in 

exports up to 1991 is achieved in the base projections by changes in 

the degree of price competitiveness • 

(vi) InvestJlent growth 

'lbe GANS model effectively treats all investment as exogenous. Whilst 

th!s makes sense for short and medium run consistency projections. 

the assumption is not appropriate for longer run projections. Thus. 

household investment in housing was assumed to grow from 1984 in line 

with projected household inr;ome whilst enterprise and government 

investment is assuaed to r:ow from 1984 levels in line with the 

srowth of the capital stock • 
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(vii) Household expenclitun 

At the present state or developaent or the GANS aodel. all consumer 

expenditure is assuaed to be spent on goods and service!lt in the sue 

proportions as in 1984. Whilst this aey be an acceptable first 

approximation for short and ecliua run projections. this is not 

acceptable for the longer rwl. On the basis of the esti.aated incOlle 

elasticities of deaand for various categories of consumer expenditure 

reported in the 1984 Consuaer Expenditure Survey. it. is possible to 

estiaate the paraaeters of a linear expenditure systea. 'lbe adjusted 

estiaates of the incoae elasticities of deaand for the sectors or the 

ASAP aodel are reported in Table A3.4. 

(viii) Labour Rarket 

The labour market could be •odelled along the lines of the GAMS model 

with endogenous increases in the wage over and above increased in the 

minimum wage. That is, any increase in the demand for labour over and 

above the aarket clearing wage is translated into a wage rise. Any 
fall in the demand for labour is translated into unemployment. For 

present purposes. a 11arket clearing wage was assumed for 1984 levels 

of unemployment. Whilst this may aean that the model does not pick up 

increased unemployment in the Base Projection for white-collar and 

professional workers, it does not have a great deal of impact on the 

projections because of the Cobb-Douglas production function. With an 

elasticity of substitution between capital and labour of 1, any rise 

in the wage of a particular akill category is off set by a decline in 

employment vhilat the total uount paid in wages atays the sue. 

(ix) Technical Change in the Bue Projections 

T!1e atylised tacts about the combined effects o! both product and 

proceaa innovation when measured as technical change suggest that, 

althoush there aay be marked change& in the strut'ture of the int1ut-
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output coefficienu in the process of growth and structural change, 

the total input to gross output ratios do r.vt change very auch over 

ti.Ile. In contrast, the labour to gross output ratio tends to fall 

draaatically whilst the changes in the capital to gross output ratios 

can go in either direction. 

In the absence of detailed empirical investigation of technical 

change in Cyprus. •t?e estiaate of the rate of technical change used 

in the present GAMS aodel in part reflects these stylised facts in 

that the interllediate to gross output ratios are held constant. 1be 

GANS model aakes the siaple initial assumption that the rate of 

technical change is 2% pa for both capital and labour inputs in all 

industries except agriculture. which is assumed to have a zero rate 

of technical change. 'Ibis estimate of the rate of technical change 

based on the modified stylised facts is also taken as the background 

starting point against which the sector strategy of radical technical 

change is assessed. 

(x) Terms of Trade 

One of the major departures from the GAMS aodel were the exogenous 

terms of trade 83sumptions • '!be GAMS model assumes a declining 

exogenous terms of trade for the economy to 1991 when estimated using 

approximate 1984 trade shares. 'Ibis assumption implies a sha&:'J) 

decline in the exogenous terms of trade from 1986 to offset the 

actual iaprcwaaent in the teru of trade between 1984 and 1986 of 

over 6%. clue largely to the decline in the price of oil. 

The aission's view was that oil prices would recover to about 70% of 

the 1984 prices by 1991 relative to the price of industrial country 

aanufactures. 'Ibis projection of oil price changes. combined with the 

usumption that industrial country manufactured export prices would 

srow at 2% pa. implies that the price of non-competing imports into 

C)'Prua will srow at about .7% pa to 1991. .rhereafter, it was assumed 

that oil prices would move in line with industrial co1•ntry 
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aanufactured prices so that the price of non-coapeting i11POi-ts is 

projected to rise at 2% pa to 1996. 

Competitor export and competing import prices were assuaed to grow at 

2% pa in line vi th the price increase assuaption for industrial 

country aanufactures. except for 4 sectors. In the case of 

agriculture. there was no variation in the assuaptions aade in the 

GANS aodel of a 15% decline in agricultural export prices tQ 1986 

followed by no change. In Textiles and Wearing Apparel. Leather and 

Leather Products. and Wood and Wood Products. there is strong 

coapetition froa illports due to a falling effecti·1e price of 

differentiated products due in part to design. product and process 

innovation. so the competitive illport price for these sectors was 

assumed to have no change to 1991 and 1996. On the export side or 

these sectors. a 1% pa growth of competitor export prices was assumed 

on the grounds that there was some but less intense effective price 

competition because of the continued importance of Middle Eastern 

markets. However, in practice, some of the domestic productivity 

improvements are passed on to foreign customers in the ASAP model so 

that in the Base Projections, the endogenous fob price of exports 

fall by about 1% pa relative to competitor exports. Thus the combined 

endogenous and exogenous effects approximately add •Jp to a 2% pa 

decline in the fob export prices in these sectors. 

The complete set of values for the exogenous variables and parameters 

chosen for the base projections reported are set out in Table A3.4 

togethel' with some small variation in tax rates. 

IJ. 3 Jlodellinc the Custom Union 

In setting up the policy experiment to project the effects of a 

Customs Union on the model economy, it has been assumed that there 

will by two types of effects operating in addition to the projections 

of exosenous variables and parameter estimates for th~ Base 

Projection. The first effects will come from a chBnge in the price of 
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competitive imports due to a lowering of import tariffs and 

improvaent in export profitability due to the effects of lower 

competitive import prices an input costs; on the negative side, it is 

assuaed that exporters will experience soae loss due to the re.oval 

or export subsidies. partly offsetting the gains rroa cheaper inputs. 

It is assumed that one half or the Customs Union tariffs and export 

subsidies come into place by 1991. end the remainder by 1996. Second. 

in some or the 11&nufacturing sectors. the capacity to service export 

aarkets will be affected by the loss or protected domestic aarkets. 

It is not possible to capture thesf! effects on the production side of 

the model. This is because the ASAP llOdel treats production for the 

domestic aarket and export aarkets as perfectly substitutable. This 

undesirable feature of the llOdel could be aodified by including a 

Constant Elasticity of Transforaation function between production for 

the dmestic aarkets and exports along the lines of Dixon et al. 

(1982). However. in the tiae available. it was not possible to 

introduce such a functional specification into the ASAP llOdel. One 

way or aaking sme allowance for this effect would be to assume that 

the direct estimates of the lccis of output with the Customs Union 

also :laplied a loss of capacity to service export aarkets. It was 

assuaed that the export delland functions :lu the aanufacturing sector 

would shift in line with the estiaated direc": -~fects of the Customs 

Union on output in one of the sensitivity test. of the llOdel. 

It was assuaed that the Custoas Union w:fll have no effects on the 

growth of export llU"keta or on the rate of technical change. Export 

industries already face the coapetitive pressures of the world 

arket. and it is difficult to see vhat additional technical change 

ailht result trm increas& ccmpetition. On the iaport competing side 

where the •Jor effects of increued co.petition will be felt. there 

98¥ be a once-and-for-all increase in technical 4fficiency as firms 

close down those lines which race increased i•Port competition. but 

it is difficult to think of ways in which this aight be measured. To 

this extent. the Policy exper.:laent projecting the effects of the 

Customs Union aay understate a Possible benefit. 
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Although Cyprus is very small in relation to her trading partners. 

the Customs Union aa,y alter the teras or trade. This aay be the case 

tor differentiatei aanufactured products especially those sold in the 

EEC. In the lliddle Eastem aarkets. there aay be soee aonopoly power 

in the distribution network for there to be a less than perfectly 

elastic demand curve for exports. '!bus. to the extent that there is 

increased pressure to export to all aarkets within the Customs Union 

to offset ·-.e loss of emploYE11t in illport coapeting activities. the 

Custoa lhnon aa,y induce adverse teras of trade effects. With the 

possible exception of the effects of increased illport competition on 

technical change. it llOUld ses that the effects of the Custoas Union 

will come froa a balance between the effects or the change in the 

structure of protection vbi.ch will iaprove efficiency. end any 

adverse teras or trade effects. 

It.I& llodelling the Industrial Stratea 

4.4.1 11us Procluctie;o vs nexible Specialisaticn 

The key to the aission' s approach to the understanding of technical 

change is that the aicro-~lectronic revolution which is now 

draaatically affecting both product and process technologies all over 

the world requires for its successful introduction a change in the 

Nlations within firms and between thea. For example. aass production 

on asseably lines which reap large econoaiea of scale from purpose

built ll&Chinery requires a heavy concentration of tech."'lical knowledge 

and initiative in th& hands or a relatively few skilled workers and 

aanageaent who control what is produced and how. The assembly line 

workers play a relatively passive role in the productive process 

itaelt but often have confiictive relations with aanageaent arising 

tram their attempts to achieve 80N control over the conditions, pace 

and remuneration or their work. 1be organisation or marketing is 

pared to the dominant need to promote and sell those commodities 

which can be cheaply produced by aus production methods using 

purpose-built aachinery. ln contrast, the micro-electronic revolution 

per11its the use of 80re flexible 1eneral-purpose machinery to produce 
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specialised products which are aore closely linked to differentiated 

seg11ents of the 8U'ket. 

"1be successful illpleaentation of these new aicro electronic 

tedmologies requ:Lres within the fira that workers gain new 

teclmologi.cal skills tor aulti-tasked work and greater control over 

their llOrk process. It L.so requires auc!l aore specialisation and 

co-operation between firas to realise econoaies of scale in the 

acquisition or produe;t. process and llarket infomation and the 

development of new skills by the workforce. 

lf.lf.2 1be Industrial Strategy. Olnventional Economic Analysis and 

the ASAP llodel 

In the context of an econoay such as Cyprus. the central role of an 

Industrial Strategy is to find co-operative ways in which the scale 

econoaies in the acquisition of technological and aarketing 

inforaation and in training can be realised by the small firms which 

prevail in the econoay. In effect. the problem is to find sectoral 

and ecooomy wide institutions to carry out the fwictions of the head

office of a large fira which has adapted to the new flexible 

specialisation. 

Whilst the econollics of flexible specialisation can be stated in 

conventional terllB. these considerations and the associated economic 

policiea required ror their .iaplementation are entirely absent from 

the tec:hnical specifications of a COE model. Therefore the only way 

in which these considerations can enter into the llCdel projections is 

through the exogenou9 variable and parueter shi!ts in the the 

ec:oaomc policy experiments deaisned to sillulate some of the effects 

on an Induatrial Strategy. and throulh the interpretation of the 

aodel results. 
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--~-3 'l'be Industrial SU.tea Policy Expermmt 

lbe sector case studies provide an important source of infol'll8tion on 

the extent to which it is possible to accelerate the overall rate or 

technical change in 118mlfactures. In spite or the considerable 

variation in the structure or each sector studied end the twes or 

process and product inncwatiCJDS which could be illplaented, it is 

striking that a general view merges rrm the case studies that the 

order or magnitude of accelerated technical change possible given the 

illplaentation of an Industrial Strategy is between 2% pa end 4% pa 

applied to all inputs and treating product innovation as an 

enbanc:e.ent or the Wlit price of the product. This iaplies a total 

additional technical change of just over 10-20% pa up to 1991, and or 

between just over 20% and nearly 50% pa up to 1996. In addition, the 

view emerged that, with atte~tion to aarlceting and product 

innovation, the rate of growth or export aarkets could expand at 

comparable rates. However, in the Industrial Strategy policy 

experi.llents, only accelerated technical change was introduced and 

sensitivity tests were conducted on the effects of additional export 

aarket growth. 

1be policy experiaent to simulate the Industrial Strategy assumes a 

aodest increase in the rate of illproveaent in the productivity of 

capital and labour in aanufactures of 1% pa and 2% pa for 

interaediate input coefficients. Roughly speaking, the interaediate 

input coefficient usage reflects the require11ents for working 

capital, in contrast with fixed capital which is taken into account 

in the capital input coaponent of the llOdel. This USuaed increase in 

the rate of technical cbanp is modest compared vi th the possible 

orders ot aqni tude of accelerated technical c4anp discussed in the 

Hctor cue studies. Insofar as it usumes a hisher rate additional 

technical c:hanp for the interaediate input coefficients or working 

capi tel rather than tor fixed cap:I tel and labour, it reflects the 

judpment of the HCtor 1tud1.ul that there are iaediate and 

substantial productivity illprovaents which can result from better 

or1ani1ation of production ot exi1tin1 products. It ia also assumed 

that the Industrial Strategy baa no iamediate impact on the rate or 
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growth or access to export markets. reflected in the assuaption that 

there is no increase in the rate of shift of the export demand curve. 
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v 

The Projections 

5.1 1he llacro Effects ot Alternative Policy EKperiJments 

1be results presented in Section V should be interpreted in t.he light 

of the caveats noted earlier. Attention is drawn to the sensitivity 

of the results to the consequences of particular assumptions and data 

lia.i. tatioos. 

5.1.1 Tbe Base Projection 

The ASAP llOdel was used to generate! projections for the whole economy 

for the years 1991 and 1996. Two esot:rt.s of the projections should be 

borne in aind when interpreting the results. First. each set of 

projections provides an estiaate of levels of activity and rates of 

growth of various econoaic aggreg:ites over tiae. Second, each set of 

projections can be compared at any point in tiae for a given set Qf 

changes in exogenous variables or paraaeters. Thus. once the 

exogenous variables and the paraaeters were chosen for the Base 

Projections. these paraaeters and exogenous variables were varied to 

exaaine the effects of the 3 different policy packages, the Customs 

Union (CU). the Industrial Strategy (!S) t111d the Industrial Strategy 

coabined with the Custoas Union (IS&CU). The Base Projections to 1991 

and 1996 and the •cro effects or the policy experiments are set out 

in Table 4.1 and in Figures 4.1 to Figure 4.6. 

It is 1-ediately apparent fro11 the aacro results of the Base 

Projection that the coabination of exogenous variables and parameters 

interact with the endogenous variables to produce a picture or a 

sluggish econoay up to 1991 and a deterioration in economic 

perforaance to 1996 with declining real wages. 

The aain features of the 1991 Bate Projection are 

- GDP grows at just over 3.2% pa 46 
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real wages increase by 8% from 1984 to 1991 and household 

consumption grows by this ..oont plus the increase in emplo,.aent and 

transfers. Since real wages grew by about the .- ~t between 

198'1 and. 1986. the results i11ply no growth in real; wages fram 1986 

to 1991. 

- exports grow at under 1.5% pa in volme terms and slightly less in 

value tel'llS. 

c:mpetitive :lllports grow at just under .4% pa implying a slight 

increase in over-all :Import substitution. 

non•ccmpeting illports (not ~ in the ....ary results) grow in 

line with GDP. 

- foreign debt grows at just under 3% pa 

- total capital requirements grow at slightly less than the over-all 

rate of growth of emplo)'ment of 1.8% pa. 

From 1991 to 1996, the projected economic performance is weak. The 

main features of the projection from 1991 to 1996 are: 

- GDP crows at just over 1.6% pa 

real wages decline by 4% and aggregate household consumption 

increases by only 1.8% pa, made up of the growth of emplO)'llent and 

aw.fen le•• the ref'l wage decline. 

- exporb pow at Just over 6% pa in volme te!WS and sliptly less 

in value ters. 

- ecmpetinc iaporta continue to pow at Just over .4% pa. 

- non-comreting illporta grow in line with GDP. 

- foreicn capital requirements decline by 2.3% p~. 
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- total capital requirements decline by just over .1% pa 

The three aost iaportant causes of the projected poor perrot'llance or 
the econoay are: 

(i) the loss of dynaaia in the growth of tourist expenditure 

coapared with the early 1980's. As already noted, the high rates of 

growth or tourist expenditure of around 10% pa experienced in the aid 

1980's have given way to a projected rise of only 4.5% pa froa 1986 
to 1991 and 2% pa thereafter. 

(ii) It has been projected that export markets will hardly recover 

to the 1984 levels over the whole of the projection period. The 

export growth that does take place is at the expense or a lowering of 

the unit cost of exports relative to competi~ors exports of about 1% 

pa for Textiles and Wearing Apparel, Leather and Leather Products and 

Wood and Wood Products. For other non-agricultural exports, the 

projected decline in the unit value of exports relative to 

competitors is about 2% pa. In the case of Agriculture exports, 

there is a 15% terms of trade loss because of the collapse in 

agricultural prices between 1984 and 1986 with no recovery of 

agricultural prices projected. 

(iii) 1he projected rates of change of world prices imply that the 

favourable teras of trade effects of the oil price fall between 1984 

and 1986 will have run out by 1991. 

The projected rate of improvement in capital and labour productivity 

of 2% pa 1• not enoush to overcome these adverse trends and provide 

the d1na1•• in the economy in the early 1980's, described in the 

main report. In fact, there are ground for believing that some 

aapects of the Base Projection are optimistic. 
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As noted in Section 4. 3. the present foraulation of the ASAP aodel 

assuaes that production for the local aarket can be switched to 

export aarkets without cost. This means that. in the context of the 

general equilibriua requireaent that the work-force be eaployed vi th 

unemplo)'llellt at 1984 levels. the Base Projection suggests that there 

will be sme increase :1n exports and continued iaport substitution. 

However. as noted :1n the Min report. it is unlikely that exports 

will grow above 1984 levels b;y 1991 and iaport penetration vill 

increase. 

It should be reaeabered that although there are SOiie ways in which 

the Base Projection does not accuratel) capture the mission's view of 

the likel;y perroraance or the economy to 1991 and 1996. the main 

insights to be obtained froa the ASAP aodel do not come just from a 

particular set of projections but from the over-all set or policy 

experiaents and the sensitivity tests which can be conducted with the 

llOdel. 

It is against the background of the pessimistic Base Projections that 

the 11&Cro effects of the two aajor policy options. the Customs Union 

with the EEC and an Industrial Strategy leading to accelerated 

technical change should be considered. 

5.1.2 The Custma Union Projection 

The ASAP aodel captures three types or effects of a Customs Union on 

the model econmy. 

(i) The direct effects on iapc;rt substituting local production of the 

loss or tariff protection, and on exporters from a loss of export 

1ubsidies. 

(ii) 1be 1.ndirect benetit8 to iaport •ubstitutinc local production 

and export. troa a chance in the price ot competitive im90rts due to 

a lowerin1 ot import tariffs on productive inputs.(3) 
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(iii) In SOiie or the aanufacturing sectors. the capacity to service 

export urkets will be severely arrected by the loss of protected 

dc:.estic aarkets. In a sensitivity test, it was asswiaed that the 

direct estiaates of the loss or output with the Customs Union also 

implied a loss or capacity to serviCP. export aarkets. 'nlat is. it was 

uSlmed that the export delland functions in the unufactW'ing sector 

would shift in line with the estiaated direct effects or the Customs 

Union on output. 

The siaulation or the proposed CustOllS Union shows a decline of the 

projected perfol"llance of the economy coapared with the Base 

Projection. 11le principal aacro effects in 1991 and 1996 shown in 

Table 4.1 and in Figures 4.1-4.6 are: 

- GDP pows at just over 2.8% pa to 1991 and by 1.2% pa to 1996 . 

Compared with the Base Projection, GDP declines by nearly 3% by 1991 

and nearly 5% by 1996. 

- :real wages rise by .6% pa to 1991 and decline by just over 1.1% pa 

to 1996. Compared with Base Projection, real wages decline by just 

over 3% pa by 1991 and by just over 7'/. pa by 1996. The fall in 

overall c:onsmaption (compared with the Base Projection) is cushioned 

in both periods by transfer ~ts which increase their relative 

iaportance with the Customs Union. 

exports crow by 2% ~ to 1992 and by 6.5J pa to 1996. CClllpared 

with the -· Projection. eaporta incnae by neftrlp If% :in volume in 

1991 an4 by nearly 6.5% in 1996. 

- competing illports cros by 1.4% ~ to 1991 and by nearly 2.2% pa to 

1996. Cmpand with the Bue Projection, competins iaports increase 

by 7-5% :ln 1991 and by over 22% in 1996. 

- non-c:mpetf.ns illporta continue to crow in line with GDP. 
I 

- fOl'e:llft capital l'eqUi1'998nt.9 Cl"OW at 2.5% pa to 19~1 and by 2.2% 
pa to 1996. Compared with th• Bue Projection, toreisn capital 
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requireMntsclecU.ne by .5% in 1991 but increase by nearly 2% in 1996. 

total capital require11e11ts grow by 1.6% pa to 1991 and fall by 

nearly .1'% pa to 1996. Q:mpared vith the Base Projection, total 

capital requirements decline by Just 1% in 1991 and by 1.8% in 1996. 

1be finding that aost of the econollic indicators worsen with the 

Custoas Union requires soae explanation. 

1be standard argwaent for lowering protection is that, by increasing 

the efficiency of the operation of a fully eaployed econoay through 

the reduction of tariff protection, there will be substantial gains 

in consumer welfare. However, at a given exchange rate. the Customs 

Union leads to an increase in net i.l!port penetration, thus lowering 

the level of economic activity generated by the given levels of the 

exogenous variables. It is this change in the aultiplier efiact of a 

given level of exogenous expenditure which underlies part of the 

explanation of the lower level of activity, employment and 

consumption with the Customs Union. There are also powerful negative 

terms of trade effects. 

In Table 4. 2, the export structure and terms of trade effects are 

shown for 1996 for Agriculture, Manufactures and the Rest of Exports. 

Compared with the Base Projection, the unit value of all exports 

declines by about 2% with the Customs Union in 1996. Similar but less 

powerful effects operate in 1991, because only 50% or the tariff 

reduction is assumed to be in place by 1991. Since the exchange rate 

and the price of competing and non-competing imports remain 

unchanged, this implies an overall teru of trade loss of about 2%. 

Off setting this loss tc some extent is the lowered foreign and total 

capital requirement. If the economy were constrained by the 

availabili t.y of capital, rather than able to obtain all capital 

1'6quireaents at a fixed rate of return and fill any d011estic savings 

saps by borrowins on th- •4~~ld aarket at a fixed exchanse rate, there 
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would be a lower rate or profit and 11n increased level of output. It 

is not possible to tell whether such a positive output effect would 

be sufficient to outweigh the teras of trade loss and the effects or 

ilacreased import penetration on the overall llultiplier effects or the 

exogenous injections into the eCXJDOay. but in principle this would be 

possible. 

'1'be simulation results tor the Custou Union need to be interpreted 

with caution. llDM!ver. 'for tbe purpose ~ cantnsting tbe effects of 

'the Custims Union with the Industrial Strateg. it is the .-all 

absolute she ot the over-all effects of the Custcms lkdan tilbicb is 

more Dport:ant than the direction ot cbange in the -cro economic 

variables. 

5.1.3 Industrial Strategy Projection 

The Industrial Strategy Projections shown in Table 4.1 and in Figures 

4.1-4.6 illustrate the draaatic effects of accelerated technical 

change. 1be ll8in features or the aacro effects are: 

- GDP grows at 5.4% pa to 1991 and by 4.5% pa to 1996. GDP increases 

by nearly 16% above the Base Projection by 1991 and by 33% above the 

Bue Projection by 1996. 

- real waps grow at 3.8% pa to 1991 and by 3.0% pa to 1996. Real 

wages increue to 20% over the Bue Projection by 1991 and by just 

over lf5% b,- 1996. 'lbe overall rise in consumption is a little less 

tbM the cmbined effects of tbe risinc real wee and powt:h in total 

empio,-tt. reflec~ il •lower nte of powth of non-vace income 

~.lpUWI with wee f nccme • 

- mspol"U pow at 2.2% pa to 1~1 and by 19.1% pa to 1996. ca.pared 

with the .... Projection, exports incnue by over 5% in wlme in 

1991 ..,,. bF over 10% in 1996 • 
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- cmpeting imports grow at .06% pa to 1991 ancl by .26% pa to 1996. 
Calpared with the Base Projection. competing illports fall by over 2% 
in both 1991 ancl 1996. 

- nm-cmpeting imports caatinue to grow in line with GDP. 

- ~oreign cepital requirements pow at 6% pa to 1991 ancl by .2"J pa 

to 1996. Cmpuecl with the Base Projection. foreign capital 

requi~ts increase t., aver 22% in 1991 ancl b)' nearly 39% in 1996. 

- total cepital requirements pow at 3.2% pa to 1991 mid by 1.9% pa 

to 1996. Calpared with the Base Projection. total capital 

require11ents increase by over 10% in 1991 and b)' over 23% in 1996. 

Whereas accession to a Customs Union would require a series of price 

adjustllents to trans fora the initial iapact of increased iaport 

penetration into long-tera efficiency gains, the productivity 

enhancing Industrial Strategy has ilalediate effects given that 

everything else in the llOdel econo11y remains unchanged. Collpared 

with the base projections, the rate of growth of gross output 

increases by 2/3 and real wages rise at over 3% pa in both periods. 

1be contrast between the Base Projections and the Industrial Strategy 

Projections is aost aarked in the period after 1991 when the 

daapening effects of the loss of oil terms of trade improvement and 

slow growth of tourism begin to take effect. leading to a decline in 

econollic perforaance and declining real wages. 

1'be aqnitude of the response to the Industrial Stratel)' requires 

some explanation. One of the central MSsapa froa the sector case 

•tucli• i• that there i• considerable scope for iaprovaent in the 

productivity of all inputs. Since the aanufacturing sectors all hove 

a relatively saall value added to srosa output ratios, the iapact of 

the additional technical change covering all intel'llediate inputs is 

larp. 

Only a ••all part of the druatic transformation of the economy is 
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reflected in increased exports to 1991. This is partly because no 

additional growth of export aarkets vas assuaed as a result of the 

Industrial Strategy. in spite of the fact that an important part of 

the technical change is in product development with associated 

policies to increase the rate of gro-t1th of export aarkets. Export 

gl"Olftb ple.ys a auch more illportant role in the period froa 1991 to 

1996 • 

Other effects include increase iaport substitution and an expansion 

or the clmestic market as wages rise. In fact, the rate of growth of 

skilled wages to 1996 increases froa 2. 7% pa in the Base Projections 

to 6.2% pa with the Industrial Strategy. Thus, part of the 

explanation for the initial lack of export response to the Industrial 

Strategy is the rise in wages induced by labour scarcity • 

5.1.~ The Custaas Union and Industrial Strategies Combined 

Table 4.1 and Figures 4.1-4.6 summarise the results of the Industrial 

Strategy and Customs Union combined. The aain features of the aacro 

effects are: 

- CDP grows at nearly 5% pa to 1991 and b)' 4.2% pa to 1996. Compared 
with the Bue Projection, GDP falls b)' 12.2% in 1991 and b)' 27.2% in 

1996 • 

ral .... P'OW by 2.9% pa to 1991 and by 2.5J pa to 1996. 
Collpared with the Bue hoJection, real wees are 13. 3% peater in 

1991 md 331 peater in 1996 . 

- exports P'OW by 2.2J pa to 1991 and b)' 8. n pa to 1996. Compared 

with the .... P1'0Jection, exports an 5.11 hicber in 1991 and 18.9% 

biper 1n 1996. 
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- competitive imports pow at .n pa to 1991 and by 3.5s pa to 1996. 
Callpared with the Base Projection. competitive imports are 2.,% 

higher in 1991 and 19% higher in 1996. 

- nan cmpeting Uports continue to grow in line with GDP 

- 'orei&n capital requirements grow at 5.1J pa to 1991 lln4 by 2.2% 

pa to 1996. Callpared with the Bue Projection. foreign capital 

requinments an jmt over 151 sreater in 1991 md nearly 38S creater 

in 1996. 

- total capital require11mts grow at 3.1J pa to 1991 and by 1.9% pa 

to 1996. Cmpared with the Bue Projection. total capital 

requil"ellellts an 9.6S greater in 1991 and nearly 28S higher in 1996. 

These results show that the adverse effects of the Customs Union on 

econoaic growth are swaaped by the positive effects of productivity 

enhancing Industrial Strategy. 

5.2 The Effects on llenufacturing Industries 

5.2.1 '!be Effects of the Custms Union on llanufacturing 

Tbe effects ot the Cusu.s Union on aanufacturing industries are 

shown in sreater detail in Table 4.3. 1be aa1n results of the Custou 

Union Projection on aanufacturiftC. excluding the effects of lhe 

decline in the export capacity u a reault or the Customs Union. 

were: 
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- wU positive output responses in Food, Drink ..S Tobacco and 

•tai Pzoducts an4 llacbfne17 ..s neptive output responses in the 

z fnfnc '~acturinc sectors. 

- positive uport zesponses in all but Teztiles and Wearing Apparel. 

- 1Dcz a nell t.p,rt ..-trauan :In all sectors ucept Food. Drink ..i 

Tollecm. 

- .. apl.oJwat response mtcb claseq airron the output response. 

'1be -111 effects of the Customs Union in 11&Dufacturing are 

concentrated in Textiles and Wearing Apparel. in Leather and Leather 

Products and in Wood and Wood Products. Each of these industries shoti 

an estiaated decline in output of up to 14% relative to the Base 

Projection by 1991 and of 14% to 20% by 1996. In both Textiles and 

Wearing Apparel and in Leather and Leather Products. the Custoas 

Union projections show an increase in imports compared vi th the Base 

Projection penetration of nearly 50% and over 100%, respectively. by 

1991 and of slighUy 90re than 110% and 18o% by 1996. respectively . 

Tbe estiaated effects of the Custolls Union are rather less than the 

di.rect effects estillated in the aain report. 'nlis is partly because, 

in a general equilibriua context. there are soae indirect effects 

which offset the initial direct effects . 

Tbe pneral equilibri\111 effects are beat illustrated in the case of 

Wood and Wood Products, where the combination of aareption effects, 

a aall illport price chanp utillate bued on the illport weipted 

taritt. and a relatively hiper wap to output ratio meant that the 

effects or the riae in wapa end other price changu ai..ost offset 

the direct effects. In Textiles and Wearing Apparel and in Leather 

and Leather Products, ai•ilar but le•• powerful offsetting forces are 

at .orlc. The raainina anutacturina sectors have output changes of 

lea• than 1<>1. 
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These resW.ts ignore en .iaportent aspect of the likely response or 

individual aanufacturing industries to the Customs Union. naaely the 

effect or the loss or protection on the capacity to service export 

markets. When rougbly accounted for by en inward shift in the export 

deNnd curve equivalent to the es~ted direct effect or the outpUt 

loss. the output losses in Textiles end Wearing Apparel. Leather and 

Leather Products end Wood and Wood Products is between 131 and 28% in 

1991 end 30J end 50J in 1996. In these industries. the estimated 

effects of the CUstms Union •tch auch 11e>re closely the estimated 

clirect effects discussed in the aain report. 

'lbus. the aain transition costs or joining the Customs Union would be 

bom by the Textile. Leather and Wood firas and workers employed in 

these industries. Any benefits froa the Customs Union thrc!.lgh 

increased efficiency would be widely dispersed in the rest of the 

economy through the benefits of cheaper productive inputs and a 

lowering in the cost of consU11er goods. In fact, the effect of the 

Custoas Union on the overall pt"ice level is to cut the rate of growth 

or the consU11er price index over 3% by 1996 or less than .3J pa. 

However. as alt"eady noted in section 5.1.2, the adverse teras of 

trade effects and the loss of dynaaisa in the economy froa increased 

iaport penetration out weighs these efficiency effects. 

5.2.2 The Effects of the Industrial Strategy on llanufacturing 

In contrast to the Custou Union, the effects of the Industrial 

Strategy are druatic. The results shown in Table 4.3 illustrate 

powerfully the virtuous eff'ects or policies which enhance the rate of 

technical progress, compared vi th changes in trade policies which 

affect price efficiency. At best, a change in trade policy has 

concentrated coats end highly dispersed potential benefits froa 

enhanced price efficiency so that there will always be some losers 

who uy or aay not be eo11penaated by those who gain. 
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The aain projected effects or the Industrial Strategy on 

aanuCacturing industries were: 

- increased output or all -.mtacturing industries by between 5J and 

32% ~ the Base Projections by 1991 and by 10% to 35% in 1996 

- inc1'eased exports over tbe Base Projections :ln four ot the 

~.cturinc sectors 

- a sharp ~all in lllports in three or the ~acturing sectors 

- emplofment effects ..Uch llirror the output effects 

Whilst the overall impact or the Industrial Strategy is to increase 

output and exports. and to increase import substitution, Wood and 

Wood Products is an an exception because or the difficulties 

encountered in measuring the Araington elasticity already discussed 

in the Customs Union case. Wood and Wood Products has the same 

benefits of accelerated technical change with the Industrial 

Strategy, but offsetting effects of the rise in wages has aore impact 

because of a higher labour intensity. Since the Arllington elasticity 

is very high, this means that import substitution increases greatly • 

5.2.3 The Effects of a Custcms Union and the Industrial Strategy on 

Jlanutacturing 

The final projection shown in Table 4.3 is tor the combined policies 

ot a CU.toas Union and the Industrial Strategy. The effects on 

manufacturing output, exports, iaports and employment can be 

sumarised: 

- the positive output effects ot the lnduatrial Strate&;' are not 

a1V&)'9 powerful enoup to off•et the necative effects ot the· Custons 

Qdon in 1991. By 1996, the over-all position ot manutacturinc is 

.illproved ...._ compared with the Bae Pl'Oje~tion in spite of the 

-..ping effects ot the Customs Union without an Industrial Strateo. 
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- the export perf omance in all eacept one manutacturing industry is 

enhanced cmparec1 with both the Bue Projection and the Industrial 

Strategy cue 

- biport penetration la increased :ln four out of the six industries 

cmparec1 with both the Bae Projection and the Industrial Strateg. 

- empla,_.it c:ban&es follow close!¥ the cbanps in output. 

1bese general observations are exemplified in the case or Textiles 

,\Dd Wearing Apparel and Leather and Leather Products. Coapared with 

the Base Projection. these industries show a decline in output by 

1991 in spite of the benefits or the Industrial Strategy and no 

account of the loss of the capacity to export with the loss 

protection. In contrast. by 1996. these industries produce at a 

higher output than in the Base Projection. but not by auch. The 

increased exports in these industries are aore than offset by the 

increase illport penetration with the Customs Union in 1991. Only by 

1996 is it projected that the beneficial effects or the Industrial 

Strategy outweigh the JWgative effects or the Customs Union. 

'lbus. in ~. the effects of the Industrial Strategy on 

unufacturing offsets the .-.ping effects of the Customs Union by 

1996. 

5.3 Sensitivity Teats 

5.3.1 Exopnoua Term of Trllde Effects 

A atrikinc aspect of the results reported is the aenaitivity or the 

model econo11y to the exopnoua teraa of trade assumptions. Thus, one 

of the aenaitivity teats wu to re-run the Base Projection with an 

iaprovnent in the exopnoua teras of trade of • 7% pa operating on 
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the price or non-coapeting iaports. equivalent to over .4% pa 

iaprovement in the exogenous te1'11S or trade over the projection 

period. 

1be effects ot the improved te~ ot tnde have a marked Uipact on 

the rate ot powtb ot GDP up to 1991. incl'eainc the mnual rate of 

pawth t., over .6J pa. llowever, the effects between 1991 and 1996 are 

much stronger, increaslnc the rate ot growth of GDP frm 1.63% pa to 

2.8% pa. Cansidering the size or the tel'llS or trade iaproveaent of 

over 6J between 1984 and 1986, the importance of the tel'llS of trade 

USU11Pticms in the mediua to long run growth projections is clear. 

5.3.2 Increuinc the Growth ot Tourist Income 

When the rate of growth of tourist income is increased from 6% pa to 

1991 to 8% pa, and from 2% pa to 1996 to 8.0% pa the performance of 

the eCOllOlly iaproves aarkedly. In relative terms. this is m: .;h 

greater after 1991. The rate of growth of GDP increases from 3.2% pa 

in the Base Projection to 3.8% pa to 1991, and from 1.6% pa to nearly 

2.1% pa in 1996. 

In both periods, the rate of growth of ~e whole ece>nm1Y varies by 

abc.ut -5% pa with each 2% pa chance in the rate cf crowth of tourist 

eapendi ture. or in elasticity of overall crowth to tourist 

eapendi tul'e of • 25. 

5.3.3 Accelerated Growth of Export llarlcets 

A third •ensitivity teat was conducted on the asswaed rates of growth 

ot export aarket• in the Industrial Strategy projections. 'lbus, when 

the rate or srowth or export aarketa was assumed to be 2% pa from 

1986 to 1996, the rate ot crowth of GDP up to 1991 increased from 

5.44% pa up to 5.64% pa. For the period 1991 to 1996, the rate or 
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growth or GDP increased rroa 4. 5% pa to 4. 75% pa. Thus I al though 

there was some e~fect on the rate of growth of GDP, the increased 

rate of growth of manufactured e· · '"t urkets did not have u large 

effect on over-all economic grc. - , as the illprovement in tourist 

incaM. 

5.3.lt Increased Elastici~ of Demand for Exports 

It was argued in section 5.1.2 that adverse endogenous terms or trade 

effects played an iaportant role in the Customs Union projections 

which showed a significant decline in GDP and the other •ain 11acro 

economic variables. The sensitivity of the results to the elasticity 

or demand for exports was therefore tested by doubling the 

elasticities from 4 for manufactures and 2 for the rest to 8 for 

aanuractures and 4 for the rest. 

The effect or the increased elasticity or demand for exports on the 

rate of growth of GDP can be summaris&:I as follows: 

- for the Base Projection, the rate of growth of GDP to 1991 
increased from 3.25% pa to nearly 4.5% pa, and to 1996 tht! rate of 

growth of GDP increased from 1.63% pa to 2.6% pa. 

- for the Customs Union Projection, the rate of growth of GDP to 1991 
increased froa 2.83% pa to over 4.2% pa, end to 1996, the rate of 

growth of GDP increased from 1.2% pa to 2.8% pa. 

- for 1991, the Customs Union Projection implied a decrease in the 

rate of growth of GDP of .25% pa COllJ>ared with the Base Projection, 

but for 1996 the rate of arowth of GDP increued by over .2% pa 

compared with the Base Projection. 

- for the Industrial Strategy Projection to 1991, the ~ate of ,rowth 

of GDP increued from 5.44% pa to 6.45% pa compared with the Base 

Projection. For 1996, the rate of srovth of GDP increued from 4.5% 
pa to nearly 5.2% pa compared with the a ... Projection. 
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- the introduction of the Custoas Union and the Indus trial strategy 

increased the rate of growth of GDP for 1991 fl'Oll nearly 5J pa to 

nearly 6.6J pa compared with the Base Projection. For 1996. the rate 

of powth of GDP increased from 4 .2% to 4. 9% pa compared with the 

Base Projectian. 

To ~. the Industrial Strategy still dominates the Custoas 

Unian in teru of the impact an the rate or growth of GDP. but the 

increased elasticity or demand for exports reversed the sign of the 

teras of trade effect in 2 out or the 4 cases. '1'hus. the over-all 

results are not affected by the across the board increase in the 

el..Uci~ of demand for u.p.Jrts. However. it is obvious that changes 

in the industry pattem of the elasticities of deaand for exports 

would have a significant effect. It is also true that the aodel 

economy. particularly exports. are more responsive to relative price 

changes. 

5.IJ The Demand For Capital 

The highest rate of growth of the foreign debt is in the projections 

with an Industrial Strategy. 1be reason for this is that, given the 

hip proportion of non-coapeting imports, any policy which makes the 

econoay grow faster will increase the aaount of foreign borrowing at 

a eonatant exchanp rate. For this reason, the rate of growth of 

foreign capital i• closely related to the rate or growth of the 

econom.y u a whole. 

The other •ide ot coin is that the capacity to Hrvice increased 

toreip bol'l"OWinl is increued when the rate of' srowth ot the economy 

18 hip and l•• aubject to the illpact of' exogenous changes such as 

the tenu ot trade. Siailarly, domeatic capital requirements grow 

l'OUlhlY 2% pa l••• tban the rate of' srow~ or GDP on account of the 

uaUMd productivity improvaenta. 
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VI 

6.1 General .... 

Bconmic policy •eking. even in a mll econoay such as Cyprus. can 

be considerably aided by the sta.,tegic location or econmi c polic· 

models within the intonation gathering and policy aaking systel:. 

Models are no substitute for research or judgement. but should be 

seen as an accessible tool both within the Planning Bureau and for 

users outside the Planning Bureau in other govemaent departaents. in 

the business comaunity, and in the trade unions. 

In order to meet the above requireaents. the economic policy models 

and their information systems aust be flexible, updatable and user 

friendly. Economic policy aodels are always built to answer a 

particular set of -.•aestions • This i111>lies that the policy •akers 

theaselves llUSt be able to ask the kind of questions which the models 

are designed to help answer. Technical staff are also required to be 

able to run, aodify and update the models. It is crucial that the 

whole process, from the foraulation of the policy questions. to the 

inforaatic,n gathering necessary to answer these questions, to the 

running, 80dification and developaent of the aodels, be in the hands 

of Cypriots. 

The exiatine Planninl Bureau llOdel, bueJ on the CAMS system and 

desipied for macro policy purposes. ...ts some or the above 

requirements. Its infonation bue. the 1984 FINALSAM. was pnerated 

entirely within the Planninc Bureau ( fd th considerable assistance 

frora the Department of Statistics). It can be run and have minor 

llOdifications made within the Planninc Bureau and is being built into 

the policy formulation process for the preparation of the 5th 

Faerpncy Plan. However. the size limitations on the operation of 
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the l1AJIS llOdel when used with the standard MSDOS operating system. 

the lack of full integration of the aodel to a flexible and easily 

updatable inforaation systea, the under-resourcing or the technical 

staff capable of running and llOdifying the llOdel. and the limited 

integration with the policy ll8king process. place serious liai ts on 

the use of the GANS model for econollic policy purposes. The 

follow are based upon this assessment of the 

present situation. 

6.2 Altemative Ways o~ Achieving Jlodelli.'"lg Flexibility 

Greater flexibility in tel'llS of aodel size could be achieved with the 

existing GAMS systea by discarding the standard MSDOS operating 

system for all inforaation gathering and modelling work. This would 

pave the way for the eventual incorporation of Jle 35 sector input

ou yUt table under construction into the Planning Bureau's modelling 

activities. It would mean discarding the existing IBM AT PC !or use 

on the GAMS model and using a Macintosh or equivalent PC and 

operating system so that the GAMS pro(;r81D1De could be used to run much 

larger •odels. Such a choice would immediately create compatibility 

problems with existing statistical work carried out in both the 

Pla."llling Bureau and within the Department of Statistics using 

spreadsheets based on the MSOOS operating system. 

An altemative would to incorporate the ASAP •odel and operating 

prograae along side the existing GAMS model for use within the macro 

section. '1be ASAP procramme could then be used for running the 

aission 's model. and because of its user friendliness, could also 

play a aajor role in data aanagement (which cannot easily be carried 

out within a spreadsheet procramme) and for other modelling work. 

This would not require the purchase of an additional PC, but could be 

run on existing IBM XT or other PCs available within the Planning 

Bureau. The operating speed of the ASAP procramme could be increased 

by a minor upcrading of the I8M XT to include a Mathematics Co

Procesaor, but this is not essential. The ASAP mo~el data base uses 

the Super-Cale 3 •preadsheet, which is also widely used within the 
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Statistics Departaent. 'l'he 1984 FINAL~~ is set up with a Lotus 

spreadsheet. but this can be readily transferred into Super-Calc-3 

for use by the ASAP programme. 

It is ~eel that the ASAP progr~ and model be incorporated 

into the tK>rk of the -cro section. and that the available 1111 XT pc 

be upgraded with a llaths Co-processor. 

6.3 Technical Staffing 

At the present time. there is only one Planning Officer familiar with 

the GAMS aodel and capable of running and •odifying the model. .Not 

only is there a considerable over-load on this Planning Officer for 

model development and up-dating, but there is no other Officer within 

the Planning Bureau familiar with the operation of economic policy 

models. This means that there is no Officer who can be called on for 

discussion and assistance with the typical conceptual, mathematical, 

programming, empirical and interpretive problems which arise in the 

day-to-day modelling work. 'l'he reliance on visiting experts for this 

function is far too great. Moreover, if the economic policy modelling 

work is to expand to manage and run the ASAP model with its greater 

sectoral detail, there is a clear need for an additional Planning 

Officer to work on economic policy models. 

It i• therefore recommended that an additional penon be recruited to 

tK>rk with the ASAP model alone side the existing QAJllS model. This 

person could be 808t usefully located within the -cro section. 

6.4 Sector Jlcdelling 

It is frequently necessary to undertake more detailed sectoral 

modelling, u in the case of this Miasion which focused on the 

manufacturing Bector. Should the ASAP model be incorporated into the 
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work or the ucro section. there will be an imaediate benefit to the 

work of the sectoral divisions of the Planning Bureau. llOSt 

1-ediately for the manufacturing sector. Even vi thout creating 

sectoral sub•llOdels which could be incorporated into the ASAP w.>del. 

there would be an 1-ediate use to both the econoaic policy aodellers 

and to the sector specialists if the latter could becoae faailiar 

vi th the specification of their sector vi thin the ASAP aodel and to 

work interactively with the aconoaic policy aodelers. Given the user 

friendliness of the ASAP prograaae, it should also be possible for 

sector specialists to be able to develop a capacity to aodify and run 

the llOdel with alternative sectoral specifications and projections. 

It is ~ed that the sector specialists be given the necessary 

training to became familiar with the way in which their sector is 

spt.cified within the ASAP llOdel so that they can play a 11e>re 

constructive zole in the day to day 90dification and management of 

the llOdel. and eventually to be able to run and modify the model 

themselves. 

6.5 llodel Developaent 

An intensit"ied programme of llOdel development vi thin the policy 

aaking process will require action on three inter-related fronts. 

First. a series of seminars on the present GAMS model and the ASAP 

aodel should be organised with a view to meeting the needs of several 

different audiences. These seminars would have to cater to the needs 

ot research economists and policy &alters within Government ministries 

to fW. liarise them with the present levels of development of policy 

modelling in Cyprus. to potential users of economic policy models in 

the business community and the trade unions, and to provide a forum 

for the discussion of the priorities for model development. 

Second, a series of one week training courses for research economists 

such u the sector specialists within the Planning Bureau who are 

actively involved in using information or results from the economic 
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80dels, end for policy uket'S who need to leam how to use the 

econoaic aoclels as a policy making wol, should begin as soon as 

possible. 

'l'hird, given the priorities for llOdel developaent, a series of 

research l'roJects should be undertaken to develop and extend the 

capacity or the econoai.c llOdels. 

cm the basis of the experience of this llission, it is ~eel 

that the most urgent research priori ties for m>del develC>Jlmellt 

include 

(i) The incorporation of a linear expenditure system (LES) within 

the GARS model and improvement of the specification of the LES 

sptem in ASAP model. 

(ii) The inclusion of a constant elasticity of substitution 

production function in both the GARS and ASAP models 

(iii) The inclusion of a constant elasticity of transformation 

function between production for the domestic market and for 

exports in the ASAP model. 

(iv) The full specification of inventory holding in both models 

(v) The endocenous detel'llination of :lnvest.nt by •ector of use in 

both the GAJllS and ASAP models, tak:lnc particular account of 

the need to be able to quickly transform behavioural 

characteristics of the aoclels f 1'0ll short to •dium to long-run 

aoclea of operation 
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(vi) 1be inclusion of nan-tariff protection in both the ASAP end the 

GAllS mdels and the incorporation of the output weighted 

tariffs 

(vii) The identification of the complete range of govenment 

-istmce to enterprises, particularly in relation to 

depreciation allowances end export rebates. 

6.6 Statistical Requirements 

Attention has already been drawn to the need for a aore strategic 

perspective to be taken on the interaction between the economic 

policy questions being asked. the inforaation required to answer 

these questions, and the processing or the information obtained. It 

is recc:mmended that urgent attention be given to the statistical 

needs for economic policy modelling including: 

(i) 1be provision of input-output tables which ~ive :fully 

disaggregated information on the break-down of inputs into 

competing and non-campeting c:aaponents. and of the trade and 

transport aargins paid on those inputs. 

(ii) The UH of the above input-output infonaation in the utiution 

of the tariffs. subsidies and rebates on all procluctive inputs 

in cunent production. and in :lnvataent. 

(iii) The qwmtification of non•tuiff protection and the extent to 

which such foms of protection raise domestic prices above 

world pricu. 
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(iv) Tbe identification of the complete range of government 

assistance to enterprise. particularly in relation to 

depreciation allowances and export rebates. 

(v) 'lhe prevision of 90re diuggrepted inforation frca the 

llousebold Incoae md Eapenditure survey to facilitate the 

estJmation of the US QStell for bausebold expenditure, and up

to-date ini'o~tion on the c;ov•i tion of tourist upendi ture. 

(vi) The incorporation of the available estimates of capital stocks 

using the perpetual inventory method into the estimation of 

base-year cepital stocks and into the estimation of the long

run capital-output -trix. 

(vii) The sptellatic collection of case-study and time-series 

estimates of sectoral rates of technical change. 

In relation to recommendations (i). (v) and (vi). the aost important 

requireaent is the utilisation and re-direction of on-going 

statistical work. Only recOllaelldations (ii)-(iv) and (vii) require 

aore basic statistical work to be undertaken. In all cases. an 

essential re-orientation or the statistical work towards servicing a 

flexible economic policy aodelling is the autoaatic provision of up 

to date information at the user-determined levels or disaggregation 

in a fora which can easily be used in a spread-sheet progrume. 
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1 T,ypically. a cmbination of fixed proportions and perfect 
substitutability produce what is smetilles called 'flip-flop' 
behaviour in l tnear progrwing models. nus arises because of the 
all-or nothing cmbinaticos of perfect substitution and no 
substitution. For a discussion or so.e of these issues. see Evans 
(1972). 

2 It WCNld be possible to use other functional fons tor the export 
demand lunctian. For example, it aay .a sense to have a functional 
fora llb:lch bas an increasing elasticity of response. In this case, 
tor relatively Dall cbanges in export prices, the response would be 
aucb Daller than for a auch larger increase or decrease in export 
prices. In the latter cases, the response of export_ delland to price 
changes would correspond mre closely to the mll country assumption 
used in trade theory where it is usually assumed that uall cowitries 
can aport as auch as they choose without affecting their export 
prices. 

3 Due to the unavailability of separate estimates of input tariffs, 
there is no account taken of sme cases of increased cost of 
productive inputs Vi.th the Custou Union. 1bis is particularly 
iaportant for Textiles end Wearing Apparel. 

4 See Krueger (1982) end Lucas (1983). 

5 In principle, is would have been possible to make SOiie adjustaent 
for relative price changes, but this was not done at this stage. 
Once estimates of the 1981 lnput-OUtput table is obtained using the 
desired valuation conventions, it would aake sense to incorporate an 
adjustment tor relative price changes. 

6 I • grateful to Sherun Robinson for advice on this point. See 
also Dervia, de Mello and Robinson (1982). 

7 'Die experience of the accession of Spain and Portugal to the EEC 
suggest that there aay be a considerable uount of trade diversion. 
To the extent that this also happens should Cyprus join a Customs 
Union with the EEC, the estiaated tariffs with the Custou Union will 
be over-stated and no account will be taken or the increased cit 
price of diverted inputs troa the EEC. This over-estimate or tariffs 
on account of trade diversion works in the opposite direction to the 
downward biM in the illport weighted tariffs, but it ia illpossible to 
know tbe extent to which the two errors will cancel out. 'lbe failure 
to account for it over cit price changes means that the welfare costs 
ot the Cuatma Union will be understated. 

8 Whilst this is a UHtul starting Point, it could easily be llOdified 
if mre infonaation were available on the pattern of technical change 
by industry. Thia aay lead to a aodification of the uaU11Ption that 
the sue rate of technical chanp applies to the value added shares 
in service u well • to aanufacturing. and to the very bleak view of 
technical chenp in qriculture. In the latter case. the typical 
rates or technical chanp experienced in agriculture in a wide range 
of teaperate countries hu been close to i.he rates observed for the 
&anufacturi~ sectors for llOSt ot the pe>st-war period. See Evans, 
(1987). 
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TABLE 2.1 

llOllDW. PRO'l'ECTIOH 1967 ARD 1984 

POOD 

BEVER.AGES 

'l'OBICCO 

TDTILES 

CLO!llDIG l POO'ftllWt 

LEATHER l LEATHER PRODUCTS 

OOD l 1IOOD PRODUCTS 

FURNITURE 

PAPER ' PAPER PRODUCTS 

amMICALS ' CIEMICAL PRODUCTS 

RUBBER ' RUBBER PRODUCTS 
ROH METAL KIME PRODUCTS 

llETAL ' METAL PRODUCTS 

llACHDIERY ElCCL. ELECTRICAL 

ELECTRICAL MAafIHERY 

TRANSPORT EQUIAIENT 

llISC£LLAN!OUS 

OUl'PUT 
WEIGHTS 
n 1967 

13.8 

29.3 

281.9 

40.0 

45.0 

15.5 

15.8 

41.6 

17.8 

37.5 

23.2 

16.5 

18.8 

13.7 

31.8 

20.9 

29.9 

DIPORT 
llEIGHTS 
!II 1984 

17.39 

204.37 

173.99 

65.67 

69.70 

30.64 

1.01 

62.76 

14.21 

4.06 

19.33 

13.17 

5.74 

6.05 

13.59 

25.35 

33.97 

74 

OU'fPOT 
WEIGHTS 
ft 1984 

20.93 

70.08 

173.99 

53.86 

71.93 

55.66 

.98 

62.76 

12.86 

9.05 

19.61 

13.63 

10.65 

6.59 

10.48 

15.23 

78.98 



TABLE 2.2 

• NOMINAL PROTECTIOll. 1984 TARIFFS 

IMPORT OU'l'PUT NOH-COM- EXPORT CUSTOMS 
WEIGHTS WEIGHTS PETING SUBSIDIES UM ION 

IMPORTS • 'Ill TX not TE TXCU 

AGRIOJL'l'ORE 2.89 2.89 2.63 .00 2.89 

1000. BEVDIGES ' 
!OBACCO 29.76 58.08 2.63 -.OS 37.28 

n:xTILES & DARING 
APPAREL 46.15 75.07 2.63 -5.41 9.69 

LEM'lll!ll ~ LEA'l'llER 
PRODUCTS 50.71 59.12 2.63 -1.92 5.87 

1IOOD & 1IOOD PRODUCTS 13.61 32.55 2.63 .00 3.20 

METAL PRODUCTS ' 
MACHINERY 10.42 12.57 2.63 -.25 4.10 

..1THER MANUFAC'l'ORING 
' MINING 10.89 18.02 2.63 -.29 4.24 

ELECTRICITY .00 .oo 2.63 .00 .00 

CONSTRUCTION .oo .oo 2.63 .oo .00 

TRADE .00 .00 2.63 .00 .oo 

RESTAURANTS & HOTELS .oo .00 2.63 .oo .oo 

TRANSPORT .oo .oo 2.63 -3.57 .00 

FIRANCE .oo .oo 2.63 .oo .oo 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION .00 .oo 2.63 .00 .oo 

omD SERVICES .oo .00 2.63 .00 .oo 
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TABLE 3. 1: EFF 1. • l/E PROTECTION ( IMPORT WEIGHTS) 

ALL TARIFF PROTECTION 

AGRICULTURE 
FOOD. BEVERAGES ' TOBACCO 
TEXTILES ' WEARING APPAREL 
LEA'fttER ' LEA'fttER PRODUCTS 
WOOD Ii WOOD PRODUCTS 
METAL PRODUCTS ' MACHINERY 
O'ftlER MANUFACTURING Ii MINING 
ELECTRICITY 
CONSTRUCTION 
TRADE 
RESTAURANTS & HOTELS 
TRANSPORT 
FINANCE 

- - PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
O'ftlER SERVICES 

UNIT EFFECTIVE 
VALUE PROTECTION 
ADDEO 
1IORLD 
PRICES 

VAWM EPRM 

.47 
-.24 
-.07 
-.01 

.26 

.23 

.12 

.59 

.70 
• 76 
.66 
• 73 
.82 
.82 
.as 

-.02 
-100.63 
-619.74 

-4149.95 
33.23 
34.34 
68.65 
-7.98 
-4.76 
-1.13 
-3.71 
-2.13 
-.18 

-1.15 
-1.01 

The symbols used are as follows: 

UNIT CHANGE CHANGE 
VALUE VALUE VALUE 
ADDED ADDED ADDED 
DOMESTIC IMPORT EXPORTS 
PRICES SUBSTITUTES 

VA OVAM DVAEM 

.60 .01 4.18 

.20 -73.13 15.77 

.32 -76.41 -S.91 

.31 -71. 71 18.02 

.37 -17. 71 10.20 

.30 -19.95 5.8o 

.20 -3o.sa 9.37 

.35 13.32 13.32 

.51 6.56 6.56 

.68 1.26 1.26 

.53 4.64 4.64 

.59 2.62 -3.38 
• 77 .19 .19 
.75 1.26 1.26 
.79 1.09 1.09 

VAVM: unit value added at world prices, import-weighted tariffs (M). 
EPRM: effective protection (Balassa method). import weighted tariffs. 
VA: unit added in 1984. 

• • 

CUSTOMS UNION 

CHANGE CHANCE 
VALUI VALUE 
ADDED ADDED 
IMPORT EXPORTS 
SUBSTITU'l'!S 

DVAOI DVA!CM 

.96 .96 
26.69 3.94 

-63.09 -10.95 
-66.01 12.61 
-14.54 6.80 
-14.10 1.18 
-22.45 1.37 

8.02 e.02 
3.90 3.90 

.59 .59 

.13 .13 
1.19 -4.82 

.08 .oa 

.64 .64 

.62 .62 

DVAM: ch~nge in unit value for import substituting activities import weighted tariffs. 
OVAEM: meas~re change in unit value to export activities, import weighted tariffs. 
OVACIC: change in unit value added for import competing activities with the customs Union, import 

weighted tariffs. 
DVACEM: change in the value added for activities with the Customs Union, import weighted tariffs. 

• • 
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TABLE 3.2: EFFECTIVE PROTECTION (OUTPUT WEIGHTS) 

ALL TARIFF PROTECTION CUSTOMS UNION 

UNIT EFFECTIVE UNIT CHANGE CHANG! CHANGE CHANG! 
VALUE PROTECTION VALUE VALUE VALUE VALUE VALlJi.:.. 
ADDED ADDED ADDED ADDED ADDED ADDED 
WORLD DOMESTIC IMPORT EXPORTS IMPORT EXPORTS 
PRICES PRICES SUBSTITUTES SUBSTITUTIS 

VAWX !PRX VA DVAX DVA!X DVACX DVAECX 

AGRICULTURE .48 -2.58 .60 2.08 6.94 3.45 3.45 
FOOD" BEVERAGES & TOBACCO -.32 -155.88 .20 -165.02 28.61 -55.06 14.08 
TEXTILES & WEARING APPAREL -.15 -451.61 .32 -116.14 -3.13 -104.40 -8.36 
LEATHER Ii LEATHER PRODUCTS -.03 -1694.20 .31 -90.88 25.23 -84.71 19.16 
WOOD & WOOD PRODUCTS .19 114 .34 .37 -45.71 21.86 -42.71 18.21 
NE'l'AL PRODUCTS & MACHINERY .22 43.26 .JO -27.40 8.12 -20.79 2.83 
OTHER IWftJFACTURING Ii MINING .08 175.99 .20 -59.36 13.70 -50.86 4.61 
ELECTRICITY .61 -12.07 .35 20.74 20.74 15.69 15.69 
CORS'l'RUC'l'IOH • 71 -7.17 .51 10.04 10.04 7.49 7,49 
TRADE .76 -1.67 .68 1.87 1.87 1.23 1.23 
RESTAURANTS & HOTELS .67 -5.63 .53 7.18 7.18 3.16 3.16 
TRANSPORT .74 -2.90 .59 3.64 -2.44 2.22 -3.86 
FINANCE .82 -.25 • 77 .26 .26 .16 .16 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION .82 -1.57 • 75 1. '72 1.72 1.12 1.12 
O'l'HER SERVICES .es -1.59 • '79 1. 73 1. '73 1.29 1.29 

The symbols used are as follows: 
VAWX: unit value added at world prices, output-wei9hted tariffs (X). 
EPRX: effective protection (Balassa method), output wei9hted tariffs. 
VA: is unit value added in 1984. 
DVAX: cha"9• in unit value added for import substitutin9 activities, output weighted tariffa. 
DVAEX: change in unit value added for export activities, output weighted tariff•. 
OVACX: change in unit value added for import competing activities with the custom• Union, output 

weighted tariffs. 
DVACEX: change in unit value for export activities with the customs Union, output weighted tariffa. 
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:& •.. .uE 4 .1: MACRO PROJECTIONS TO 1991 AND 1996 

1984 1991 1996 

BASE BASE CUSTOMS INDUSTRIAL INDUSTRIAL BASE CUSTOMS INDUSTRIAL INDUSTRI 
YEAR Pr.OJEC'l'ION UNION STRATEGY STRATEGY & PROJECTION UNION STRATEGY S'l'RA'l'!GY 

CUSTOMS CUSTOMS 
UNION UNION 

GDP £CYM 1984 1335 1670 1623 1935 1874 1811 1724 2409 2303 
\ DIFFERENCE BASE PROJECTION -2.81 15.87 12.19 -4.81 33.03 27.20 
" GROWTH PA 3.25 2.83 5.44 4.96 1.63 1.21 4.48 4.22 

EMPLOYMENT 1984 WAGE UNITS 797 909 909 909 909 1013 1013 1013 1013 
\ GROWTH PA 1.88 1.88 1.88 1.88 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 

AVERAGE WAGE 1984•100 100 108 104 130 122 104 96 150 138 
\ DIFFERENCE BASE PROJECTION -3.24 20.38 13.29 -7.17 45.09 32.94 
\ GROWTH PA 1.07 .59 3.79 2.89 -. 77 -1.14 3.01 2.46 

...... 
<»HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION 829 1060 1033 1213 1176 11!59 1112 1506 1445 

\ DIFFERENCE BASE PROJECTION -2.56 14.43 10.94 -4.05 29.90 24.66 
\ GROWTH PA 3.57 3.19 5.59 5.12 1.82 1.50 4.43 4.22 

EXPORTS• VOLUME 363 401 417 410 422 538 573 593 640 
\ DIFFERENCE BASE PROJECTION 3.92 2.22 5.09 6.47 10.15 18.92 
" GROWTH PA 1.45 2.01 1. 77 2.17 6.04 6.55 7.63 8.69 

COMPETITIVE IMPORTS. VOLUME 296 304 327 297 311 310 379 301 369 
\ DIFFERENCE BASE PROJECTION 7.51 -2.12 2.40 22.37 -2.84 19.0S 
" GROWTH PA .37 1.41 .06 .71 .41 2.16 .26 3.48 

FOREIGN CAPITAL 1984 PRICES 115 141 137 172 163 126 128 174 173 
\ DIFFERENCE BASE PROJECTION -.47 22.12 15.25 1.99 38.79 37.66 
\ GROWTH PA 2.99 2.51 5.97 5.10 -2.30 -1.27 .24 1.24 

'l'OTAL CAPITAL 1984 PRICES 4410 4967 4917 5505 5444 4916 4828 6051 5986 
\ DIFFERENCE BASE PROJECTION -1.00 10.84 9.62 -1. 79 23.10 21.76 
\ GROWTH PA 1. 11 1.57 3.22 3.06 -.15 -.36 1.91 1.91 
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'l'ABLB 4.2: EXPORT STRUC'l'URE AND TERMS OF TRAD! !PRCTS: 1996 

SECTOR BASE CUSTOMS INDUSTRIAL INDUSTltIAL 
PROJECTION UNION STRATEGY STRATEGY 

' CUSTOMS UNION 
AGRICULTURE: 
VOLUME £CYM 1984 10.46 11.47 7.25 7.99 
VALUE !CYM 1996 12.43 13.32 9.45 10.16 
UNIT VALUE BASE•l~O 100 98 no 107 

MNUFACTUUS: 
VOLUME £CYM 1984 265.03 285.20 378.79 413.46 
VALUE £CYM 1996 276.87 292.52 162 .11 386.58 
UNIT VALUE BASE•lOO 100 98 92 89 

REST: ...., 
VOLUME 262.49 276.11 206.53 218.32 

'° VALUE £CYM 1996 238.56 244.54 211.59 217.43 
UNIT VALUE BASE•lOO 100 97 113 110 

TOTAL: 
VOLUME £CYM 1984 537.98 572.79 592.57 639.78 
VALUE £CYM 1996 527.87 550.39 583.15 614.17 
UNIT VALUE BASE•lOO 100 98 100 98 



TABLE 4.3: PROJECTIONS TO 1991 AND 1996: MANUPAC'rURIB 

1984 1991 1996 

BASE BASE WE cu cu IS IS IS&CU IS&CU BASE BASE cu \.."U IS IS IS&CU IS&CU 
YEAR GROWTH GROW'l'H GROW'l'H GROWTH GROWTH GROW'l'H GROW'!H GROW'l'H 

\ PA ' BAS! ' PA \ BASE ' PA \ BASE \ PA ' PA \ BASI \ PA \ BASE \ PA ' BAii \ PA 

OUTPUT £CYM 1984 

FOOO,DRINlt & '!'OBACCO 199 255 3.61 2.67 4.00 10.78 S.14 14.56 5.65 297 3.14 5.07 3.61 27.84 6.13 36.04 6.74 
TEXTILES ; VURING APPAREL 122 135 1.49 -8.54 .20 21.84 3.07 -1.98 1.20 147 1.28 -20.60 -1.04 28.11 4.68 5.70 3.35 
LEATHER ; LEATHER PRODUCTS 45 48 .84 -14.30 -1.35 32.24 2.66 -2.12 .54 55 1.90 -11.38 1.67 33.10 6.02 4.82 4.08 
1IOOD & 1IOOO PRODUCTS 58 62 .77 -3 :g .31 S.55 1.08 6.10 1.63 69 1. 70 -14.29 -.08 10.46 3.99 -2.07 .76 
llETAL PRODUCTS & MatINBRY 78 111 S.16 • .JO 5.21 11.98 6.92 13.73 7.11 132 2.55 .80 3.69 25.99 5.99 29.49 6.31 
OTHER MANUFACTURES ; MINING 268 420 6.60 -2.31 6.24 20.83 9.15 16.34 8.93 503 2.62 -4.25 3.27 35.09 6.52 33.09 6.51 

C» 
0 

EXPORTS £CYM 1984 

FOOD, DRINK & 'l'OBACCO 38 53 4.86 7.58 5.96 13.29 7.87 33.44 9.27 75 5.16 12.68 8.30 54.48 12.51 76.75 13.5 
TEXTILES & WBMING APPAREL 61 62 .16 -2.58 -.2~ 12.77 1.51 -2.04 -.14 72 2.19 ·6.93 2.15 25.65 5.89 18.96 7.1 
LEA'ftmll ; LEATHER PRODUCTS 23 23 .26 11.57 1.84 -1.42 1.63 19.83 2.89 29 ~.16 26.0, 7.03 25.24 7.20 54.48 9.8' 
1IOOD & 1IOOO PRODUCTS 1 1 .25 16.03 2.40 -16.10 -.14 16.37 2.44 1 4.54 30.18 8.89 -2.77 6.38 28.53 8.5 
METAL PRODUCTS & MAalINERY 15 20 4.03 8.00 5.18 1.66 5.42 20.69 6.86 28 5.13 13.26 8.28 25.96 10.24 46.03 11.4 
OTHER MANUFACTURES ; MINING 34 46 4.23 4.43 4.87 21.62 7.85 33.68 8.64 60 3.95 6.92 6.07 66.60 11.46 80.70 12.1 



FOOD. DRINX & TOBACCO 
TEXTILES & WEARING APPAREL 
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 
WOOD & MOOD PRODUCTS 
METAL PRODUCTS & MACHINERY 
OTHER MANUFACTURES & MINING 

FOOD,DRINK & TOBACCO 
TEXTILES & WEARING APPAREL 
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 
WOOD & 1IOOD PRODUCTS 
METAL PRODUCTS & MACHINERY 
OTHER MANUFACTURES & MINING 

DY: 
CU: customs Union 
IS: Indu·strial Strateqy 

1984 1991 1996 

BA.SE BA.SE BASE CU CU IS IS IS&CU IS&CU BASE BASE CU CU IS IS IS&CU IS&CU 
YEAR GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GR1 

36 
16 
6 

16 
48 

us 

24 
27 
10 
17 
17 
35 

\ PA \ BASE \ PA \ BASE \ PA \ BASE \ PA \ PA \ BASE \ PA \ BASE \ PA \ BASE \ PA 

IMPORTS ECYM 1984 

35 -.40 -7 .02 -1.43 3.94 -.88 -10.97 -2.04 34 -.80 -12.62 -2.34 -7.60 -2.00 -20.03 
22 S.17 46.SS 11.07 -32.49 S.01 42.85 10.66 28 3.32 111.39 12.64 -5.18 3. 79 112 .14 

9 6.32 109.53 18.17 -58.84 4.10 93.02 16.80 12 4.01 186.21 12.46 -30.20 1.28 203.84 
31 9.81 
43 -1.57 
77 -5.59 

26 1.01 
26 -1.06 

9 -1.61 
15 -1.67 
20 2.56 
46 4.06 

3.53 10.35 16.35 12.77 11.63 11.55 32 .SS 24.67 4.59 31.39 2.54 54.63 
.15 -1.55 1. 77 -1.30 .32 -1.52 37 -2.14 4.00 -2.25 -2.31 -3.80 • 83 

7.50 -4.61 -31.61 -9.65 -22.43 -8.96 65 -2.34 21.25 -.91 -Sl.56 -11.01 -41.34 

EMPLOYMENT £CYM 1984 WAGE UNITS 

4.34 1.62 
-7.32 -2.12 

-13.34 -3.60 
-2.30 -2.00 

1.69 2.81 
-.99 3.92 

-5.87 .75 3.42 1.49 
8.01 -1.04 -10.63 -2.63 

18.29 -1.26 -10.30 -3.12 
-4.79 -2.68 -2.30 -2.00 
-.70 2.70 3.76 3.10 
6.80 4.90 5.64 4.88 

28 1.11 8.21 2.31 
26 .02 -18.61 -2.54 
10 .61 -16.56 .10 
15 .28 -12.43 -1.78 
22 1.31 3.24 2.15 
~~ 1.40 -1.11 1.ao 

1.26 
4.00 
9.SS 

-a.as 
2.46 
8.S6 

2 .19 10. 38 
.79 -12.45 

2.21 -12.21 
.16 -17 .17 

2.14 7.38 
2.SO 8.97 

-3. 
13. 
lS. 
1. 

-2 • 
-8. 

2. 

-2. 
2. 
2. 

IS&CU: Industrial StratecJY & CUatoms Union 



TABLE A3.l 

SEC'l'ORAL DISAGGREGATION 

1984 SAMU FIRALSAM 1984 ISIC 

NO SEC'l'OR ABBREVIA'.ION 

1 AGRICULTURE AG R 1 

2 FOOD, BEVERAGES & TOBACCO FST 3 31 

3 TEXTILES & WEARING APPAREL TAA 3 321,322 

4 LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS L&LP 3 323,324 

5 WOOD & WOOD PRODCUTS W&WP 3 33 

6 METAL PRODUCTS & MACHINERY MP&M 3 38 

7 OTHER MANUFACTURING & MINING OM&M 2 ' 3 34,35, 

36,39 

8 ELECTRICITY EL 4 

9 CONSTRUCTION CONS 

10 TRADE TRA 5 

11 RESTAURANTS & HOTELS HOT 6 

12 TRANSPORT TRP 7 

13 FINANCE FIN 8 

14 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PUB 9 

15 OTHER SERVICES SER 10 
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TABLE A3.3 

CAPITAL S'l'OC'ltS, 1984, 1986 AND 1991 

RA'l'E OF PROFIT CAPITAL S'1'0CICS 
CY£M 

1984 1984 1986 1991 

AGRICULTURE .15 207 250 316 

FOOD, BEVERAGES ' TOBACCX> .065 232 211 170 

TEXTILES ''llARDG APPAREL .065 176 160 129 

LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS .065 57 51 42 

1IOOD & WOOD PRODUCTS .065 71 64 52 

-TAL PRODUCTS & MACHINERY .065 105 96 77 

-.L"HER MANUFACTURING & MINING .065 305 277 225 

ELECTRICITY .5 22 41 108 

CONSTRUCTION .1 192 178 158 

TRADE .1 923 902 849 

RESTAURANTS & HOTELS .1 294 316 339 

TRANSPORT .3 176 295 454 

FINANCE .1 1295 1393 1472 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION .1 6 9 14 

OTHER SERVICES .1 141 140 136 
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'!'ABLE A3. 4: EXOGENOUS VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS 

1. PARAMETERS 
ASAP MODEL* GAHS MODEL 

(I) ARMINGTON ELAS'l'ICITIES 

AGRICULTURE 2.0 6.0 
FOOD, BEVDAGES Ii 'l'OBAct'O 2.0 6.0 
TEXTILES & 1IEARD1G APPAREL 5.7 (3.8) 6.0 
LEATHER Ii LEATHER PRODUCTS 13.0 (11.6) 6.0 
1100D Ii 1IOOD PRODUCTS 24.3 (8.4) 6.0 
METAL PRODUCTS Ii llAallNERY 4.4 (3.4) 6.0 
OTHER MANUFAC'l'URES & MINERALS 1.7 (3.1) 6.0 
TRANSPORT 2.0 6.0 

(II) PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND, EXPORTS 

AGRICULTURE & MD'UFACTORES 4.0 5.0 
REST 2.0 5.0 

(III) ADJUSTED INCOME ELASTICITIES, LINEAR 
EXPENDITURE SYSTEM 

HOUSEHOLD TYPE & INCOME GROUP RURAL URBAN URBAN 
LOW HIGH 

AGRICULTURE .26 .25 .23 
FOOD, BEVERAGES & TOBACCO .26 .25 .23 
TEXTILES & WEARING APPAREL .85 .82 • 77 
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS .85 .82 .77 
WOOD & WOOD PRODUCTS 1.26 1.21 1.13 
METAL PRODUCTS & MACHINERY 1.26 1.21 1.13 
OTHER MANUFACTURES & MINING 1.26 1.21 1.13 
ELECTRICITY .37 .35 .33 
CONSTRUCTION .48 .46 .43 
TRADE .oo .oo .oo 
HOTELS & RESTAURANTS 1.62 1.56 1.46 
TRANSPORT 1.47 1.41 1.32 
FINANCE 1.62 1.56 1.46 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 1.62 1.56 1.46 
OTHER SERVICES 1.62 1.56 1.46 

NON·OOMP!TING IMPORTS 1.26 1.21 1.13 
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• 
2 • BASE PROJECTIONS \ PA 

• 1984-l~dl 1991-1996 

(I) TECf:NICAL atANGE BASE* CAPITAL & LABOUR 

AGRICULTURE 0\ 0\ 

• REST 2.0\ 2.0\ 

RADICAL ncHNICAL CHARGE MANUFACTURES 

ADDITIONAL CAPITAL & LAOOUR 1.0\ 1.0\ 
INTERMEDIA'IE INPUTS 2.0\ 2.0\ 

• REST ()\ 0\ 

(II) GROWl'H IN EXPORT MARICETS -15.0" 2.0\ 

(III) WORLD PRICES 

• COMPETITOR EXPORTS 

AGRICULTURE -2.1\ 0\ 
MANUFACTURES 1.0\ 1.0\ 
TRANSPORT 2.0\ 2.0\ 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2.0\ 2.0\ 

• REST 2.0\ 2.0\ 

COMPETITIVE IMPORTS 

AGRICULTURE -2.1\ 0\ 
TEXTILES & WEARING APPAREL 0\ 0\ 

• LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 0\ 0\ 
WOOD & WOOD PRODUCTS 0\ 0\ 
REST 2.0\ 2.0\ 

NON-COMPETING IMPORTS .1\ 2.0\ 

• (IV) FACTOR RETURNS 

RATE OF PROFIT 10.0\ 10.0\ 

(V) GOVERNMENT CURRENT EXPENDITURE ' 
CAPITAL TRANSFERS 

• GOODS & SERVICES 6.0\ 6.0\ 
CURRENT TRANSFERS TO HOUSEHOLDS 7.0\ 4.0\ 

TO ENTERPRISES 0\ 0\ 
TO & FROM FOREIGN 

GOVERNMENTS .9\ .9\ 

• CAPITAL TRANSFERS TO HOUSEHOLDS 4.0\ 4.0\ 
ENTERPRISES TO 

GOVERNMENTS 6.0\ 4.0\ 
GOVERNMENTS TO 

ENTERPRISES 6.0\ 4.0\ 
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(VI) O'l'HER TRANSFERS 

LABOUR TO ' FROM FOREIGNERS 
CAPITAL TO ' FROM FOREIGNERS 

(VII) 'l'OURISTS ' FOREIGN BASES 

(VIII) LABOUR SUPPLY 

PROFESS I ORAL 
WHI'l'E COLLAR 
SlULLED BLUE COLLAR 
IGIUaJL'ftJRAL 

(IX) DCWllGE RATE 

(X) PERSONAL TAX RATES 

RURAL 
"RBAN LOWER INCOME 
.. aBAN UPPER INCOME 

4.0\ 
4.0\ 

6.0\ 

4.1\ 
2.8\ 
()\ 

-1.2\ 

()\ 

10.5\ 
10.16\ 
17.22\ 

4.0\ 
4.0\ 

2.0\ 

5.1\ 
2.7\ 
0\ 

-1.6\ 

0\ 

10.5\ 
10.16\ 
17.22\ 

•The items in brackets are the Armington elasticity estimates using output 
weighted Tariffs. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DIE ASAP 1D>EL ~IFICATION 

Al. .1 The ASAP Jloclel in Words 

A1 .1.1 1'he Demand and Supply of Cc r cdi ties 

The easiest way to view the aodel or an economy is to think about the 

way in which the deaand for goods and service<'. are built up in any 

given year, and then to examine the ways in which thes~ commodities 

are produced. Domestic demand for goods and services are satisfied 

by two types or commodities. 

(i) Competitive imports and production for the local market combine 

as imperfect substitutes into the 15 different types of composite 

commodities listed in Table 2 .1 which are measured and sold at mar'·et 

or purchaser prices. The closeness of subs ti tutabili ty in use for 

the composite commo<;ities is governed by what is known as the 

Araington elasticity; perfect substitutes have an Armington 

elasticity of infinity whilst perfect complements have an Araington 

elasticity of zero. 

(ii) There are a large number of imported commodities which are 

specified as non-competing since there is no competing domestic 

production. 'lbe non-coapeting imports therefore enter directly into 

into productive or person&a. conauaption, only requiring local 

transport and trade services to brin1 them froa port to sit4! of final 

use. 

There are five types of commodity demands identified in the model. 

(i) productive consumption or intermediate inputs of composite 
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comaodities and non-coapeting iaports. (ii) households demand for 

cOllposi te cOllllOdi ties and non-coapeting illpo1 fer personal 

consU11ption. (iii) Government current exper~diture which is entirely 

spent on composite coaaodities. (iv) investment demand from 

households (aainly for housing). enterprises (productive investment 

in fixed capital}. govemaent investaent. in infrastructure. and 

enterprise deaand for inventories. (v) Tourists and personnel on 

foreign bases and in the diplomatic services are identified as a 

separate final deaand category. 

The export of goods and services is obviously an important source of 

final demand, but these demands do r,ot enter into the supply and 

demand relationship for the composite commodity. Rather, dome,. · ·-: 

production in the 15 sectors (which have a one-for-one correspondence 

with the commodity classification and are measured at producer 

.:es) are used in several ways. (i) they satisfy the demand for 

commodities sold to the local market where they are combined with 

competing imports to make up the composite commodity. (ii) they meet 

the demand for transport and trade services for all domestically 

produced and imported commodities. (iii) domestic production meets 

the direr.t demand for exports. 

Tile long-run supply side of the model allows for domestic production 

in the 15 sectors, using intermediate inputs. fixed capital which is 

fully mob·· '! between sectors, and four different skill categories of 

labour; professional; white-collar and technical; blue collar; and 

unskilled agricultural labour. At present in the ASAP model, there is 

an implied demand for capital at a given long-run rate of return. The 

level (11' investment is projected by using the rate of growth of the 

aggregate capital stocks as a proxy for the rate of growth of 

investme~it. Strictly speaking. the investment requirements in 1991 

and 1996 should be related to the increment in the capital stock 

taking into account the capital coefficients, capacity utilisation 

and depreciation rates. In fact, the estimated capital stocks could 

not be used for this purpose since no reliable estimate2 ~f capital 

coefficients were available. The estimated total capital stocks were 

bBSed on the gros_ returns to capital and an assumed gross rate ol 
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profit of 10%. For this reason. the estimated capital stock can only 

be taken as a rough proxy for the true rate of growth of total 

capital requireaents. 

The 1991 and 1996 investllent requirements were based on a projection 

of the 1984 levels of investaent. However. 1984 investaent was at a 

peak. about 11% higher than the average of the 1982-84 levels. 

Further. the rate of growth of output in the first half of the 1980's 

was very 1111ch higher than in the base projections. Since the rate of 

growth of investaent and the rate of growth of the capital stock will 

only be the same in steady state growth. the projected levels of 

investment are likely to be overstated on both counts. On the other 

hand. the assumption of Hicks-neutral technical change between 

capital and labour. also assumed by the 'JAMS model. understates the 

investment requirements for growth since the evidence from other 

countries suggests that Harrod-neutral technical change between 

capital and labour fits the measured technical change more 

accurately. On balance. the upward and downward biases in the 

projected investaent requirements described are likely to entirely 

offset each other. 

The domestic supply of commodities is generated by a split level 

production function. At the lower level, the four types of labour and 

fixed capi~al are combined to produce net output or value added. This 

is epecified by a Cobb-Douglas production function. The value added 

output can be thought of as an input into the higher le·1el of the 

production function where the value added input combines in fixed 

proportions with intermediate ilsputs of the composite commod.i ty and 

non-competing imports to produce gross outputs. 

The production function in the AS/.P model implies a long-run 

elasticity of substitution between generP.l capital and labour of· 1 

(the Cobb-Douglas production function). There is some controversy in 

the literature about the appropriateness of this assumption for 

medium and long-run economic policy experiments.(1) 
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It would be preferable to use a constant elasticity of demand 

production function with an elasticity of substitutior. between 

capital and labour significantly less than 1 at the lower level of 

the production function. This formulation is different from the 

Cyprus GAMS llOdel at the tiae of this study. It operated in a short 

run fruework, in spite of the high elasticity of substitution 

iaplied by the exogenous 'guestimate• of the sector-specific capital 

stocks. These sector-specific capital stocks are projected for each 

sector for aach ye&r and the iaplied investaent deaands which were 

deterained through a aatrix which specifies the share of each type of 

coapoeite comaodity in the sectoral capital stocks. In this case, the 

sector-specii''ic rates of return to capital are endogenously 

determined, but it is assuaed that these sectoral re.tes of return 

have no influence on the pattern of investaent deaand. 

It is assumed that production for the domestic market and for export 

is perfectly substitutable. This is not a good assumption for sectors 

where there is considerable product differen~iation ~tween 

domestically sold and exported commodities. Ideally, a constant 

ela.~ticity of transformation function could be specified to allow the 

modeller to introduce as a parameter the degree of substitutability 

between supplies for domestic and export sale. 

Al.1.2 The Rest of the World 

All supplies which are not produced domestically are obtained from 

the rest the world at a fixed prices and a fixed exchange rate. For 

both competitive and non-competitive imports, it is assumed that 

Cyprus is a price-taker so that all commodities supplied by the rest 

ot the world are perfectly elastic in supply. These imports are 

financed from two basic sources: commodity exports and transfers 

between institut:l.ons in the Cyprus economy and the rest of the world, 

particularly for.·eign private and public capital inflows and invisible 

exports through. tourism and the expenditure on foreign bases. For 

commodity exports, ia it is usumed that exporters face less than 

perfectly elastic demand schedules. The remaining foreign exchange is 
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supplied by net transfers between the four aain sets of institutions 

identified in the aodel. households. enterprises. tourists (including 

foreign bases and embassies) end government. and the rest of the 

world. It is ass'Ulled that the ualler institutional transfers are 

given exogenously. whilst for the purposes of projections, the 

perfectly elvtic supply of foreign exchange aight be assuaed to be 

financed by foreign savings in the fora or the inflow of capital from 

the rest of the world to enterprises end to the governaent. 

Al.1.3 The Institutional Accounts 

The incoae and expenditure acco\Dlts of the institutions provide a 

picture of the circular flow of income in the model. There are three 

types of households. naaely rural. low incoae urban and high i.Iicome 

urban. Their income is obtained from the sale of labour set"Vices of 

different kinds, their ownership of capital. and from intra

institutional transfers of various kinds. The income so generated is 

spent on current consumption of composite commodities and non

competing iaports, invested in housing. and taxed or lent to the 

government. Household current conslM!ption expenditure is specified by 

a Linear Expenditure System (LFS). 

Ent•?rprises obtain their income from their ownership or capital and a 

number of saall exogenously specified intra institutional transfers. 

Enterprise incoae is spent on a saall number of exogenously specified 

in~ra-institutional transfers plus taxation and investment. Their 

investment, spent on composite commodities and non-competing imports. 

is financed by their own internally generated savings, some by 

borrowing froa households, by government allowances, and the residual 

by a capital inflow from the rest ot the world. 

Governaent income is generated from income tax on households and 

enterprises, frOll net indirect production and excise taxes on locally 

sole' com.modi ties, from tariffs on competitive and non-competitive 

imports, from net export. taxes on export production, and from net 
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exogenously specified intra-institutional transfers. Governaent 

savings on its current account net or expencli ture on goods and 

services {spent on composite comoclities only) and on transfers 

contribute to the finance or its investaent programe. Governaent 

savings on the current accowit net of capital grants to households 

and enterprises is supple11ented by foreign borrowing to finance the 

govemaent investment progruae, spent on composite comaodities and 

non-cc::mpeting imports. 

Finally, tourist and other foreign incoae, which is exogenously 

specified, is spent on the composite ~ties, non-coapetir.g 

:iaports, directly employed labour in bases and foreign eabassies and 

a very B110unt of indirect taxation. 

Al.1.IJ Price Fomation 

The final diaension of the aodel which requires elaboration is price 

formation. In line with standard CGE modelling practice, it is 

assumed that there is •axi•ising behaviour in both households and 

enterprises. This assumption combined with the assumption of 

constant retums to scale, no identified extemalities and perfect 

competition, permits the generation of competitive pricing 

relationships in both consumption and production. 

The demand for the four types of labour is governed by the 

requirement that the marginal revenue product of labour employed is 

equal to the wage. Similarly, implied demand for capital is governed 

by the marginal revenue product of capital at the exogenously 

specified rate of profit. 

The assumption of maximising behaviour Rlso permits the derivation 

from the Armington function of a set of •&rginal conditions govern 

the relationship between the relative price or competing imports and 

the price of domestically produced coaodi ties, and the proportions 
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between the dmestic and competitive illport coaponents of' the 

cmp...~ite cae90dity. For non-coapeting i11POrts. doaestic prices are 

given by the world prices paid for the iaports plus tariffs. excise 

taxes and the trade and transport .argi.ns. The doaestic price of 

competing illports is sillilarly deterained. 

11l£ influence of the price or cmpeting imports on the price of 

dmestically produced substitutes is aovemed by Araington function 

as described above. For exports. the fob supply price is deterained 

by domestic producer prices plus trade and transport aargins plus net 

export taxes and subsidies. Export deund is governed by the 

daaestic supply price relative to the competitor prices in the export 

aarkets. given the constant elasticity of deaand function for 

exports. 

Al .1. 5 1be lloclel AsS1..,tioas and the Real Economy 

In teras of the operation of the real economy. the aodel assumptions 

should not be taken literally. For exaaple. the level of skill of 

the labour force. the productivity of capital and aaterial inputs. 

and the social and institutional arrangeaents which govern the 

organisation of work are taken as given at any point in tiae. To the 

extent that these relationships change. they aust be introduced 

exogenously into the aodel. It is assuaed that the input-output 

coefficients are relatively fixed but that there is sufficient 

flexibility in the use of aachinery (possibly through excess 

car-acity) tor a considerable variation in the uount labour which 

aight be profitably applied as relative prices change. Solle of this 

variation in the use of labour with an existing capital stock might 

reflect changes in the level of capacity utilisation. It is also 

assuaed that, for the policy changes considered. the existing capital 

stock and investment over the period from the base year to the 

projection year can be re-allocated to acCOlllDOdate for the changes. in 

the use of capital. This assumption is plausible for the sector 

strategy policy changes since much of the productivity improvement 

can be achieved through organisational chance and re-direction o~ 
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existing levels or invest.ent. 1be invesment require11ents for 

induced growth which flows through to the rest of the ~. or for 

the aajor changes in trade policy which are considered are captured 

through the relationship between the aggregate cepi ta1 stock and 

over-all investment. Clearly there is scope for additional work to 

specify the connection between sectoral invesment allocation. 

investllent deund and the rate of profit. In the case or llajor 

changes in the organisation or work which affects productivity. the 

nature or the products procluced encl technical change. it is assUlled 

that these are iutroducecl into the llOdel exogenously. 

Al.2 The llatbellatical Specification of the ASAP llode1 

1be exposition of the 80clel uses the notation of the ASAP progrBJ1ae 

used for computation of the llOdel. 'lbe cmaand 'let' specifies that 

a sequence of ntrix operations are to be perforaed. The aatrix 

product operation is indicated by the syabol ( : ) • The standard 

arithaetic operators (•.-./) act in an element by t.leaent fashion 

between two aatrices. The arithmetic operatora (*.-) for 

11Ultiplication and raising to a power also operate in an eleaent by 

eleaent fashion. The symbols ( • , J, ! ) are for three unary operators 

transpose, aatrix inversion and diagonalisation of a row or a column 

vector. The comaand 'open n filename' associates the logical unit 

nU11ber n with the specified file naae. The c01111and 'repeat n • check 

.001' allows iteratic:-.s to be perforaed by directing that a set of 

coannds in a file associated vi th logical unit n be perforaed a 

times unless the scalar variable check has reached the value of . 001 

when me iterations will atop. 1be comaands C80Ve and reaove copies 

columna or rows. respectively, trm one aatrix to another. Thus 

'caove absorb absorb& activities acta' will compare each integer in 

the aet 'activities' with the integers in the St;t 'acta'. If any are 

found to be equal. the associated column of the 11&trix 'absorb' is 

copied into the colUllO of the aatrix 'absorba' indexed by that 

integer. The command works in a siailar fashion for 'remove' . The 

c0111Dands 'row' and 'colUllO' perform the arithmetic operations (+,

• • .i) combining the elements or each row (column) of a matrix with 

the corresponding elements of a row (column) vector. The command 
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'beedingl' inserts the label which follows to label output indicated 

by the CCIM'and 'print(n) aake activities cm90dities' which prints to 

n dec.iaal places the aatru Mite using the label defined by the sets 

'activities' end 'ocHodities'. The syabol I indicates a unit .. tri.x 

of any desired dimensions and 1 is a row or columi vector of any 

desired diwen.sions. 

let Q c W+C+G+Zh+Zg+Ze+F 

where Q 

w 

c 

G 

Zh 

Zg 

Ze 

F 

let W • a:X' 

is a (15xl) vector of composite cmmoclity supply aade 
up of competitive iaports and da.estic supplies, 
measured in purchaser prices. 1be coaposi te comaodi ty 
is defined in equation (23) below. 

is a (15xl) vector of interaediate demands for the 
coaposite cc::maodity 

is a (15xl) vector of private household consumption 
demand for the composite comaodity 

is a (15xl) vector or government consuaption deaand 
for the c<>11posite cOllllOdity 

is a (15xl) ve-:tor or household investaent demand for 
the composite comaodity 

is a (15xl) vector of governaent investaent deaand for 
the composite comaodity 

is a (15xl) vector of private investaent deaand for 
the COllPOSi te COll80di ty . 

is a (15x1) vector of tourist and other foreign deaand 
such as bues for the co.posite cOllmOdity 
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where a is a (15x15) -trix or interaecliate input-output 
coefficients aeasured in 1984 purchaser prices 

and x is a (1x15) vector of doaestic output aeasured in 1984 
purchaser prices 

( 3) labour deuncl 

let L • (1/w)!:alphal:(Pn•va•x)! 

let Uc "" L:l+Lt 

where L is a \4x15) -trix or labour deaand in domestic 
production measured in wage units 

w is a ( 4x1) vector of aoney wage rates 

alphal is a (4x15) aatrix of labour shares in value added; 
also the exponents of labour inputs into the Cobb
Douglas production functions 

Pn is a (lx15) vector of the price of net output as 
defined in equation (20) below 

va is a (1x15) vector of the ratio of value added to 
gross outputs 

Lk is a (4xl} vector of total labour demands measured in 
wage units 

Lt is a (4xl) vector of demand for labour on British 
bases and foreign embassies aeasured in standard wage 
units 

Equation (3) is derived from the first-order conditions of the Cobb

Douglas production function as set out in Devarajan (1986) and 

Dymiotou-Jensen (1987) under conditions of profit 118Ximisation and 

perfect competition. 

(4) deund for capital 
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where r is a (lx15) vector gross returns to sector-specific 
capital stocks 

alphak is a (lx15) vector of gross shares of capital in value 
added 

K is a ( lx15) vector of sectoral deaand for capital 

Equation (4) is derived from the first-order conditions of the Cobb

Douglas production f\mction in an exactly analogous fashion to 

equation (3). 

(5) production function 

let X • Cx(exp(l:log(L.alphal)))*K.alphak/va 

where Cx is a lx15 vector of constant terms in the Cobb-Douglas 
production function 

(6) household taxable income 

let Yh • thetalh:((w•i.Jc)+Yfl*er-Ylf'•CPI) 

let Yh • Yh+thetakh•(r:K'•Yfk*er-Ykf'*CPI) 

let Yh • Yh+thetahh:Yh+thetaeh*Ye+Ygh*CPI+Yfh*er 

where Yh is a (3xl) vector of household taxable income 

thetaij ia an (ixj) matrix of coefficients mapping the 
transfer or income from institution i to institution 
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j; i.j•h.e.g.f.l.k 

h is household type h 

e is enterprises 

g is governaent 

f is the rest of the world 

1 is labour category 1 

k is capital 

Yij is the transfer of income from institution i to 
institution j; i.j•h.e.g.f.l.k 

er (scalar) is the exchange rate CYL/foreign exchange 

Ye (scalar) is enterprise incoae 

CPI (scalar) is the consumer price index using current 
(Paasche) weights (define in equation (21) below) 

(7) household disposable inccae 

let YDh = Yh'*(l-(l:thetahh)-thetahe-1b) 

where YDh is a (lx3) vector of household disposable income 

is a (lx3) vector of household taxation rates 

(8) household consumption 

where Ch 

sh 

is a (1x3) vector of household consumption demands 

is a (1x3) vector of household savings out of 
disposable income 

(9) tiou.ehold consumption deund8 
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let Pcan s Pwcmn*(l+Tcan+Tecmn+l:1111n)•er 

let CD= (Beta+(l/P)!:guuaa:(Ch'-Bh')!) 

let C = CD:l 

where Pean is a (1x3) vector of doaestic purchaser prices of non
coapeting iaports directly into household consumption 

Pwcan is a (lx3) vector of world prices of non-c011peting 
iaports directly into household consumption 

Tcan is a (1x3) vector of tariffs on non-competing imports 
directly into household consumption 

Tecmn is a (lx3) vector of excise duties on non-competing 
imports directly into household consumption 

mmn is a {15xl} vector of trade and transport margins for 
non-competing imports 

CD is a {15x3) matrix of composite commodities entering 
into household consumption 

Beta is a (15x3) aatrix of minimum levels of consumption 
from the linear expenditure system 

P is a {15xl) vector of pvrchaser prices of the 
composite commodity 

gamma is a (15x3) matrix of marginal consumption 
coefficients out of supernumerary income defined by 
the linear expenditure system 

Bh is a (lx3) vector of supernumerary income defined by 
the linear expenditure system 

C is a (15xl) vector of total composite commodity 
demands by hcuseholds 

Cmn is a (lx3) vector of non-competing imports directly 
into consumption in purchaser prices 

Betamn, 
g&1111amn are (1x3) vectors of parameters defined in the same 

way as Beta and gamma 
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(10) households investment 

let Zh = Zh_BASE9(1+gc/100)).(n,.vear) 

where Zh_BASE is a (lx15) vector of base year household investaent 

gc is the annual % rate or growth or growth or consuaer 
expenditure 

nyear (scalar) is the nuaber of years since the base year 

Note that there are no household investaents in non-competing 

imports. 

(11) household savings and investment 

let LENDH = sh:YDh'•Sgh*CPI-P:Zh 

where LENDH (scalar) is the total lending of households to 
enterprises and government 

Sij (scalar) is total real transfer of savings from 
institution i to institution j 

(12) enterprise inccme 

let Ye•(thetake*(r:K'•Yfk*er-YkfttCPI)+thetahe:Yh•Yce*CPI)/(1-thetaee) 

(13) enterprise savings 

let Se • Ye*(l-l:thetaeh-Tent-thetaef-theteee) 
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where Se (scalar) is the savings or enterprises 

Tent (scalar) is the rate or tax paid on enterprise inc09e 

(lll) enterprise investment 

let 7.e • 7.e_BASE*(l+gk/100)-(nyear) 

let Zean • Zelln BASE*(l+gk/100)-(nyear) 

where 7.e. 
Ze_BASE are (15xl) vectors of enterprise investment in 

composite commodities in the current and base years 

Zemn. 
Zelln BASE 

(scalar) are enterprise investment in non-competing imports in 
the current ar.d base years 

gk is the annual % rate of growth of the aggregate 
capital stock 

(15) enterprise savings and investment 

let Sfe • (Pzemn•Zelln+P:Zc+Segt'CPI-she*LENDH-Se-Sge*CPI)/er 

where Pzemn (scalar) is the doaestic purchaser price of non
COll{leting illports in enterprise investment 

she is the share of household lending which goes to 
enterprises 

Pwzemn (scalar) is the world price of non-competing imports 
into enterprise investment 

Tzemn (scalar) is the tariff on non-competing imports into 
enterprise investment 
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• 

Tezemn (scalar) is the excise tax on non-c011peting imports 
into enter,rise investment 

( 16) domestic producer prices 

let Plln a Pw11n•(1+Tan+Tean+l:1111n)*er 

let Px s (Pn+P:a+P11n•1111)/(l-Ti) 

where Plln 

Pwmn 

Tmn 

Teinn 

Px 

mn 

Ti 

(scalar) is the domestic purchaser prices of non
COllpeting imports into domestic production 

(s_~ar) is the world price of non-competing imports 
into domestic p!'Oduction 

(scalar) is the import-weighted tariffs on non
competing imports 

(scalar) is the ~xcise tax on non-competing imports 

is a (1x15) vector of domestic producer prices 

is a (lxl5) vector of non-competing import 
requirements in domestic production 

i~ a (1x15) vector of production taxes 

(17} domestic output prices 

let Pd=Px/(1-Tde-{l:md)) 

where Pd 

Tde 

~d 

is a (1x15) vector of price£ of domestically sold 
commodities 

is a (1x15) vector of exci~e tax~s on domestic sales 

ls a (15x15) matrix of margins on domestic sales 

(18) com9etidve imports prices 
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let Pa=Pw*(l+Ta+Tea+(l:mm))*er 

where Pa is a (1x15) vector of prices of competitive imports 

Pw is a (lxl5) vector of world prices of coapetitive 
i.llports 

Ta is a {lx15) vector of import-weighted tariffs on 
coapetitive imports 

Tea is a ( lx15) vector of excise taxes on compet:ing 
imports 

- is a (15x15) aatrix of aargins on c011peting imports 

(19) price of camposite o:-=idity 

let P = (delta-sigma•Pm-(1-sigma)+(l-delta)-sigma*Pd-(1-
sigma))-(1/(1-sigma)} 

let P=(l/Cq)*P 

where delta is a (1x15) vector of the distribution parameter of 
the und~rlying constant elasticity of substitution 
function defining the composite commodity 

sigma is a (1x15) vector of elasticities of substitution 
between competing imports and domestic sales or 
Armington elasticities 

Cq is a (1x15) vector of constants defining the Armington 
functions 

Equation (19) is the price aggregation implied by the constant 

elasticity of substitution function defining the composite commodity 

(20) Price of net output 

let Pn s Px*(l-Ti)-P:a-Pmn*mn 

where all variables are as previously defined 
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(21) consmier price index 

let CPI= (P:C+Pcan:Cmn')/(Po:C+Pcmno:Cmn'} 

where Po,Pcmno are the base (1984) values of the variables P and PCJDn 
as previously defined 

(22) ccmpetitive illport shares 

let • = {Pd/Pm)-sigma*(delta/(1-delta))-sigma 

where m is a (lxl5) vector of ratios of competing imports 
{less re-exports) to competing domestic sales; m is 
non-zero for agriculture. mining, aanufacturing and 
transport 

Equation (21) is derived from the first-order conditions obtained 

when it is assumed that users of the composite commodity, made up of 

the imperfectly substitutable competir.g import and domestically 

produced commodities, minimise the cost of reaching a given level of 

utility when the composite commodity is used in consumption or a 

given level of output when used as a productive input. 

(23) daaestic output share 

let d • (1/Cq)*(delta•m·co-rho)+(l-delta)).(l/rho) 

where d 

rho 

is a (1x15) vector of shares of domestically supplied 
commodities in the composite commodity 

is a (lxl;) vector, each element of which is defined 
by (1-sigma)/sigma 

(24) export demand 
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let E=Ce*(Pe*er/(Px/(1-Te-ae')) )•etae 

where E is a (1x15) vector of exports aeasured in 1984 cif 
prices 

Ce is a (1x15) vector of constant teras in the constant 
elasticity export deaand function 

Pe is a (1x15) ~ctor of prices of exporters competitors 

Te is a (lx15) vector of export taxes (rebates) 

ae is a (15xl) vector of aargins on exports 

etae is a (1x15) vector of elasticities of the export 
deaand functions 

(25) tourist income and expenditure 

let YDt=Yt*(l-Tt*er)-(l:{w*Lt)) 

let F=gammat*YDt 

let Fmn=gammatmn*YDt 

where YDt 

Yt 

Tt 

{scalar) is the net tourist income available for 
expenditure on commodities 

is total tourist income in terms of foreign exchange 

is the r~te ~f taxation on tourist income 

gammat is a (15x1) vector of tourists consumption expenditure 
spent on composite commodities 

Pim (scalar) is the tourist expenditure on non-comydting 
imports 

' gammat•n (scalar) is the share of tourists consqmption 
expenditure spent on composite commodl~ies 
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(26) govenment inccme 

let Yg = Th:Yh+Tent•Ye+Tt•Yt+Yfg•er+Tc•(P:C)+Tk•(r:K'+Yfk•er-Ykf*CPI) 

let Yg • Yg+(Ti•Px/Pxo):X'+(Tde•Pd}:D'+(Ta•Pw):M' 

let Yg = 
Yg+(Pwgmn•(Tgan+Tegmn)•er)•Zgmn+(Pwzean•(Tzemn+Tezemn)•er)•Zemn 

where Yg 

Tc 

Tk 

Pwimn 

Timn 

Teimn 

i 

(scalar) is government income 

(scalar) is the value added tax rate 

(scalar) is the capital tax rate 

(scalar) is the world price of non-competing imports 
into expenditure by institution i 

(scalar) is the tariff rate on non-competing imports 
into expenditure by in~titut~on i 

(scalar) is the rate of excise tax on non-competing 
imports into expenditure by institution i 

is •c,t,g and e for consumers, tourists, government 
and enterprises 

(27) government expeilditure Md •avinp 

let G • Oexo 

let Sg • Yg-(l:Ygh)•CPI-Y1e•cPI-P:G-Ygf*CPI 

wnere Gexo ia a (15xl) vector of current government expenditure 
on the the composite commodities 
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Sg (sce.lar) is govenment savings 

(28) govemment investllent 

where Zg. 
Zg_BASE is a (15xl) vector of government investment in 

c011posite commodities in the current and base years 

Zgmn. 
Zgmn BASE 

- (scalar) is government investment in non-competing 
imports in the current and base years 

(29) government savings and investment 

let Sfg = (Pgmn•Zgmn+P:Zg+(Sgh+Sge)•CPI-Sg·shg*LENDH-Seg•CPI)/er 

let Pgmn = Pwgmn*((l+Tgmn+Tegmn+l:mmn)•er) 

where all the variables are as previously defined, except 
Ppn,Pwpn, Tpn and Tepn, which follow the analogous 
definitions for the aame variables for other 
inati tutions 

(30) balance ot pa)'Mnts 

let Sf • (Ylf:l)•cPI/er+Ykf• Ygf+thetaef*Ye/er+Pw:M' 

• 
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let Sf ~ Sf+Pvzemn•i.e.n+Pvtmn•Fmn-(l:Yfl)-Yfk-(l:Yfh) 

let Sf• Sf-Yt-Yfg-(((Px/(l-Te-11e'))•E):l)/er 

where Sf is foreign .:~vinp and all other paraaeters and 
variables are as previously defined 

(31) ckmestic market supplies md imports 

let M • a••o 

where D 

M 

is a {15xl) vector of doaestic •arket supplies valued 
at purchaser prices 

is a (15xl) vector or c<>11petitive imports into 
domestic supply valued at purchaser prices 

(32) suppl)' and disposition 

let mdt • I+md 

where •dt is a (15x15) rake 1111trix transforming activity outputs 
into domestically supplied commodities 

let DDEMANDPd • a 

let DDEMANDPd • 0 
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colUllll DDEllAND • DDEllANI>Pd*Pxo 

where Dl>EllAND is a (15x15) matrix or da.estic aarket sales aeasured 
in base year producer prices 

let Jlcif • ll*Pv 

let lllDEMAND • a 

let lllDDIAND a: 0 

where Meir is a (15xl) vector of imports into dOll~stic supply at 
cir prices 

llMDEMAND is a (15x15) matrix of total aargins required for 
coapetitive imports 

let MNMARGC = mn• ( (Pwcan•Clltl): 1) 

let llNJIARGZg • man•Pwpn•Zpn 

let JINMARGF • 111111•Pwtmn•Fmn 

let MNMARGX • 111111• ( (Pwmn•mn) : X' ) 

let llNICARG r JINMAROC+MNMARGZg+MNMARGZe+MNMARGF+MNMAROX 

let XDEMAND • ( ( DDEMAND+JIMD.EMAND) : 1) ' +MNMARG' + E 

let Xcheck • (X-XDEMAND):(X-XDEMAND)' 
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let deltaX • X-XDEJIAND 

where llNMARGj is a (lx15) vector of total margins required for non
competing aports; j•C,Zg.Ze.F and X 

!INMARG is a (lx15) vector or total aargins required for total 
non-competing iaports 

XDEMAND is a (lx15) vector of demands for dollestic output 

Xcheck (scalar} is the sua or squared differences between 
supply can demand 

deltaX is a (1x15) vector or absolute differences between 
dmestic supply and delland 

.. 
( 33) labour market and CCP"'Odiey market clearance 

let UN c Ls-Lk 

let UNr = (UN/Ls)•100 

let Ln = Ls•(l-UNn) 

where Ls is a (4x1) vector of the labour supply measured in 
wage units 

Ln is a ( 4x1) vector of labour supply with the base year 
levels of unemployment 

UNr is a (4x1) vector of unemployment rates 

UNn is a (41) vector of base year unemployment rates 

let X • XIIF.MAND 

return 

The model i• solved iteratively for the equilibrium levels of output, 

consuaption, investlM:lnt, 1overnaent expenditure, exports, inputs, 

income cOllllOdity prices and W&l9• for 1iven values of the exogenous 

variables. 
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APPE.tmIX 2 

'DIE MEASURES OF EHECTIVE PROTECTION 

"lbe following ..-arises ~ aeasures or effective protection used in 

section I& of this report. The notation is as set out in APPENDIX 1, 

except vavm and vawx, Pa and Pwx, llWll and awx, 11nwa and anwx, which 

r·efer to unit value added at world prices, world prices, coaposite 

coaaodity input-output coefficients, non-COllJ>8ting import 

coefficients, resper.tively, estiaated using import and output 

weighted tariffs, respectively for 1984 . 
• 

(1) EPRM (Effective Protection to import substituting activities. 

Balassa aethod, import weights) 

let EPRM = (lOO*(Tm-Tm:awm-mnwm*Tmn)/vawm)' 

(2) DVAM {Evans, change in domestic unit value added in import 

substituting activities, import weights) 

let DVAM • (100*(0-Pwm*Ts+(Pwm*Tm) :a+(Pwmn*Tmn*mn))/va)' 

(3) DVAFJI (Evans, change in unit value added to exports, import 

weights) 

let DVAFJI • (lOO*(Te+(Pwm*Ta):a+Pwmn*Tmn*mn)/va)' 

(4) DVACM (Evans, change in unit value added in import substituting 

activities with a Customs Union, import weights) 

let DVACM • (lOO*(Pmw*(Txcu-Tm)+(Pw*(Tm-Txcu)}:a)/va)' 

(5) DVAECM (Evans, change in unit value added in export activities 

with a Customs Union, import weights) 
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let DVAECM = (1oo•(Te+(Pwm•(Ta-Txcu)):a)/va)' 

(6) EPRX (Effective Protection to iaport substituting activities. 

Balassa method. output weights} 

let EPRX .. uoo•(Tx-Tx:aw-1111wtttram)/vawx) I 

(7) DVAX (Evans. change in domestic unit value added in import 

substituting activities. output weights) 

let DVAX = (100•(0-Pwx9Tx+(Pwxttnt) :a+(Pwmn*Tmn•mn) )/va)' 

(8) DVAEX (Evans, change in unit value added in export activities, 

output weights} 

(9) DVACX (Evans, change in unit value added in import substituting 

activities with a Customs Union, output weights) 

let DVACX = 1oo•(P-a•(Txcu-Tm}+(Pwx•(Tm-Txcu)) :a)/vao 

(10) DW~X (Evans, change in unit value added in export activities 

with 4 Customs Union, output weights) 

let DVAECX • uoo•(Te+(Pwx•(Tm-Txcu}) :a}/vax} I 

1 See Krueger (1982) and Lucas (1983). 
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APPENDIX 3 

DATA SOURaS AND JllE'DIODS 

A3.1 Tbe SAllU Data Base 

The starting point for the data base of the ASAP aodel was the 11-

sector 1984 FlNALSAM constructed in the Planning Bureau in 1986 for 

the year 1984. The 1984 FINALSAM was aggregated to 10 sectors for the 

purposes of running the GAMS aodel. Unfortunately, the 1984 ~INALSAM 

treats aanufacturing as a single sector in both the activity and 

COllllodity classification. asking it unsuitable for use in this 

Mission where five of the six sector case studies covered Eore than 

2/3 of the manufacturing sector. The sixth case-study sector, the New 

Knowledge-based Activities. was not included because the activities 

identi;ied for this case study do not conform to any readily 

identifiable statistical categories. Thus the first major data 

requirement for the ASAP model was the estimation of a SAM in which 

the sectors of the case studies were identifiable. The sectoral 

disaggregation within aanufecturing was chosen so that 5 of the 6 

sector case study sectors were identified. Following the convention 

used in the FINALSAM 1984. the same classification was used to 

identify producing sectors as for commodity groupings. The 

disacgregation chosen, shown in Table A3.1, was slightly different 

from the 1984 SAMU (U for updated SAM)in that the very small sector 

Mining ~as included vi th Other Manufactures to form Other 

Manufactures and Mining. 

In constructing the 1984 SAMU, the same valuation conventions were 

used as in the FINALSAM 1984. This corresponds to the producer price 

valuation of d011estic output and its use i~ sales to the local market 

and for exports. The producer price definition is very close to that 

used in the 1981 Input-Output table. Ho~ever, the intermediate and 
' 

final demands on the domestic market are' all based on a composite 
' commodity made up ~r domestically pro~uced goods and competing 
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illports. Thus, competitive iaports end production for the local 

aarket c011bine as iaperfect substitutes into the 15 different types 

of coaposite COllllOdities which are aeasured and sold at •arket or 

purchaser prices. 'Ibe closeness of substitutability in use for the 

coaposi te comaodi ties is govemed by what is known B2t ~.e Arllington 

elasticityi perfect substitutes have an Araington elasticity of 

infinity whilst perfect c011Pleaents have an Araington elasticity of 

zero. The sector case studies provided crucial information to assist 

in •akin& the judgement required to specify the value of the 

Araington elasticity in the constant-elasticity of substitution 

function which defines the composite commodity. 

The 1984 FINALSAM was \:Sed to provide control totals for the 

manufacturing sector a.; a whole. In the key area of obtaining a 

disaggregation of the manufacturing sub-sector input-output table, 

column control totals of intermediate inputs used in domestic 

production were obtained from the Industrial Statistics. In the case 

of the row totals of intermediate input usage, these were obtained as 

a residual after all items in final demand were disaggregated for the 

manufacturing sectors. This sectoral disaggregation for final demand 

activities was obtained using the 1981 input-output proportions. 

Disaggregation of the employment, import and export totals were 

provided by the Planning Bureau. The final input-output flows and 

input coefficients for 1984 were estimated using the standard RAS 

technique (see Bacharach (1970) for a discussion of the RAS 
technique). The whole of the disaggregated 1984 SAMU was built as a 

part of the modelling data base. This data base was then transferred 

to the ASAP program where the final assembly of the 1984 SAMU was 

carried out. The complete 1984 SAMU is shown in Table A3.2. 

The sreat advantage of using such Mchanieal routines as the RAS 

aethod for obtaining a set of consistent estimates of the input

output di&acsregation for 1984 is that they permit one to use t.he 

best •vailable information in a consistent fashion. Given that the 

basic data was all assembled in the £p~eadaheet, any n~w or u~ated 

information can be accessed by the ASAP progra11i, incorpbrated into a 

re-estimated 1984 SAMU and be ready for re-e11timation o!' the ASP..P 
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model in a -tter of ainutes. This said, the quality of the 

disaggregated SAMU depends critically on the quality of the 

underlying disaggregated inforaation • 

1be key CQllllCJOeJlt Jn obtaining the disaggregPted 1984 SAMU was the 

preU•in&17 estimates of the 118Dufacturing input-output flow table 

for 1981 provided by the Statistics Departllent. Unfortunately, these 

preJi•inary estillates are far from ideal. Both the 1984 FINALSAM and 

SAMU work with a producer price valuation of the domestic outputs 

tram the supply and the demand side and a purchaser price valuation 

of all interllediate and final deaands for the composite comaodi ty. 

'lbese valuation conventions are different froa those being used in 

the 1981 Input-Output Table. At present. the 1981 Input-Output Table 

is being estiaated in terms of produceT' prices and with no 

disaggregation of the aargins to readily facilitate conv2rsion to 

purchaser prices. Further, the input-output flow aatrix is in terms 

of local inputs with total competing and non-competing iaports being 

shown as separate rows or inputs • 

Prem the perspective of the modeller, it is difficult to justify the 

use of local inputs as the relevant technical input requireaent used 

in production where the sue or very similar inputs are also 

available through iaports. The relevant technical input-output 

coefficients are those for local and competing illports on the one 

hand (the composite comaodi ty) , and for non-cmpetiDg imports on the 

other. In principle, the choice between local and competing imports 

for intermediate inputs will not be governed by technical 

considerations but by economic considerations such as relative prices 

and product characteristics. For this reason, the economic modeller 

-...t analyse bow this economic decision ia aade in the course of any 

analysis which is concerned with the iaport content or dollestic 

economc activities. This analysis can only proceed it the relevant 

technical coefficients are available in the first place. 

'!he availability of only prod•1cer price local intermediate input 

flows with only •1cre1ate •argin• and aarecate esti•ates or the 
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competing end non-competing imports posed a serious difficulty for 

the ASAP 90del.. It aeant that the aecbanical RAS aethod bad to be 

used to obtain the input-output flows consistent with a purchaser 

price valuation of 1984 interllediate usage of the composite cOlmOdity 

required for modelling purposes. This procedure is rather bizarre 

since the initial source -terial for intemediate input usage 

obtained from the Industrial Census is for total inputs valued at 

aarket or purchaser prices. To obtain the producer price valuation 

of these inputs. margins. non-competing and competing inputs are 

estiaated and subfracted to give the intermediate flows of local 

goods in producer prices. In effect, this procedure l:ad to be partly 

reversed by mechanical rather than by direct estiaation in order to 

obtain the desired intemediate input flows for the 1984 SAMU. It 

means that the no~ discrepancies between the input-output 

coefficietits arising from changes in relative prices and technical 

change are compounded by discrepancies due to aeasureaent error.(2) 

It is difficult to assess bow good the disaggregated SA.'4U input

output flows for 1984 are. In effect, the RAS procedure re-allocates 

competing imports and aargins across the rows of the 1984 input

output now estiaates as a constant proportion or the local inputs. 

These proportional adjustments across the rows are consistent with 

the assumption used in the CGE aodel that the aargins and the share 

of competing iaports in the composite comaodi ty is the sue in all 

uses. However, a second set of adjustaents aru aade by the RAS 

aethod to ensure consistency of the intermediate usage with the 

totals of the colums. This introduces a second set of aodifications 

to allow for the (correct) observation tJiat the aargins and the 

competine import usage is not proport~onal across the rows. Clearly, 

it would be auch better to have the raw eatiaatea nf the 1981 input

output nows so that the modeller could choose how to aodel the 

foraation Of the COllPOBite comodity CiVen the beat available data 

set. For this reason, the eatiaatea of effective protection reported 

in section III should be interpreted with an added degree of caution 

bearinc in •ind the assumptions that bad to be aade in order to 

cbtain the input ·output eo11ponenta or t:be 1984 SAMU. The greot 

advantace with tl.e data base set-up is that, as soon as 11<>re accurate 

input-output infor11ation is available, the 1984 SAMU can be quickly 
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re-estiaated • 

A3.2 Tariff Data 

In tht: construction of the 1984 FINALSAll, tariffs enter as a part of 

government revenue associated with competing and non-competing 

imports. In so f'ar as export taxes and subsidies, and rebates to 

exporters of customs duties paid on inputs are also recorded, they 

appear as a single entry in the government revenue row. No other 

aspects of the structure of protection, such as iaport licenses or 

controls, ftPPE!&r in the SAM. However, when basing an econOllic aodel 

on the SAM, it is iaportant to give consideration to the way in which 

protection data in general can be incorporated into the accounting 

fraaework • 

Consider first the tariff inforaation recorded. Since the tariff 

revenue is the aaount of the relevant uport valued cif aultiplied by 

the cif' tariff equivalent of specific import duties or the ad valorem 

tariffs themselves, it is straight forward to obtain an estiaate of 

the height of the average tariff by dividing tariff revenue by cif 

iaport values. This is the iaport-veiGhted measure of the average 

level of the tariff in each iaporting category. This measure of the 

height of the tariff coaponent is consistent with the valuation basis 

of the SAM, vhere all 40lle8tic distribution of imports is valued at 

purchaser prices ie the cif value of imports plus tariffs, excise 

taxes and trade and translJ(>rt margins. 

The import weighted tariff is a poor measure of the height of a 

protective structure. For those iteas where protection is hish, it 

is likely that the imports will be low but that there will be a larce 

uaount of domestic production. Conversely, for those items where 

tariffs are low, there will be a hia:her level of imports. Thus, the 

hilher the level ot protection, the lower will be the weisht assigned 

to any particular tariff sub-cate1Qry vi thin an a1cre1ate import 

competinc sector. This is exactly the apposite to what the measure of 



the average height of the tariff is designed to aeasure. Ideally. the 

higher the tariff, the higher will be protected domestic production: 

the aeasure of the average height of the tariff structure should 

attempt to capture this effect. 'The standard way in which this is 

done in the protection literature is to use either a domestic output 

veigh;.ed lle8Sure or protection, or a domestic market supplies 

weighted 11e&Sure or protection. Neit!-.cr measure is ideal (there is 

no such thing as an ideal price index) but it is widely accepted that 

either the output or market supply weighted measure gives a auch 

better estillate or the average height of domestic prices above world 

prices. Both measures or the height or the protective structure are 

used in the trade policy literature, and can be incorporated into 

standard aeasures or effective protection. However, this c&nn0t be so 

readily done within the SAM fraaework since as soon as the iaport

weighted tariff is dropped in favour of, say. an output weighted 

tariff, the whole basis or valuation in the SAM and the estiaation of 

government revenue breaks down. 

As far as I aa aware, there is no discussion of how to incorporate a 

aore adequate aeasure of the height of a protective structure :.11to 

the SAM fraaework. ( 3) However, this can quite easily be accomplished 

by incorporating a set of dummy accounts into the SAM. 'Thus, when an 

output-weighted tariff is used to aeasure the amount of the tariff 

revenue, the excess of this aaount llUSt be subtracted from government 

revenue through a negative entey associated with the dumiy government 

account. This ne1ative entry into the dummy govemaent account can 

also be thought or M the revenue generated by the dUllay rovernment 

account necessary to pay iaporters or final use1s the excess over the 

actual tariffs paid tor compet~ ng imports iaplied by the output 

weighted tariff. In the 1984 SAMU, this exr.ess is shown as being 

repaid to iaporters or competinc iaports, so that the final valuation 

ot competing iapcrts i• at the cit plus import weighted tariff 

valuation. 

Altematively, compecin1 imports could be re-valued at purchaser 

prices reflectin1 th• estimated O'Jtput weighted tar1 Ifs, with the 

subddy rerlectins the difference between the output. weighted and 
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actua1 tarirrs paid being paid as a direct subsidy to all final users 

or the cms,etL"lg import. In the 1984 SAMU, iaport;s remain valued at 

their cif plus iaport weighted tariff rates since it is auch easier 

to read the SAii as it reflects the actua1 valuation or imports in the 

accounts. llowevel", when using the output weighted tariff in the ASAP 

moc1el.. i.t is a straightforward •tter to show cmpeting imports 

valued at cif prices plus output weighted tariffs, with the dually 

subsidy being allocated to the domestic users or competing imports • 

1be second major probl• ror the estimation or the height or the 

protective structure arises from tbe wide n.np of illport licences. 

iaport controls and voluntary restrictions which play an increasingly 

important role in the structure or protection throughout the world, 

and in Cn>rus as well. In principle, the tariff equivalent o! direct 

controls or restrictions can be estiaated by direct observation of 

the difference between the do-.aestic and cif prices of restricted 

~ties. In teras of the SAM valuation procedures, a s~cond 

dumy account can be added to allow for the premiua over world prices 

r-counted for by tbe protective structure. In this case, the rents 

so attracted will be paid for by domestic users and appropriated by 

either the illporters or domestic producers of the relevdllt items. 

However, since there is no inforaation available at present on the 

protective effect of non-tariff barriers, these effects cannot be 

i.ncorporated at the 110ment. 

In order to capture the diversity or the structure or protection. it 

would be desirable to have separate estiaates of the output weighted 

tariffs on competing iaports b7 sector of use, and for non-competing 

illporta by sector of use ior a 6 sector disagcreption of 

aanufacturinc fnr the ll08t recent year possible. Compilation of 

tbne data require the •tchfnl Of tariff ClU5ification Vi th the 

production statistics, an exercise which requires the classification 

or inputa into iaport compedng mid non-ca11petina aub-c011ponents. 

1be cmpetinc domestic output averap tariffs could then be 

calculated by sector of use for the present situation, beat taken u 

1984 as a base year for consistency ~ith the SAM data base. and for 

the situation which will be approxiaated by a Custom• Union with the 
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EEC. the u.jor alternative tariff structure under consideRtion. 

1be tariff data for illport-cmpeting industries prepared for the EEC 

negotiations cover arc;und 2/3 er domestic inch.wtrial production. 1he 

•tching total domestic output figures are for 198'1. so that it 

proved possible to calculau the average domestic output weighted 

tariff for tbe 6 llallufacturing sectors identified in the SAii b.v 

blowing up the saple averages for each sector to the sector totals 

for 198'1. 1be calculation or the output tariffs for the present 

situation. end for the .,.t likely negotiated outcome of the Customs 

Union. would ideally use a wrld price for a homogeneous c~ ty. 

However. this is not the case. 

'Die procedure adopted for measuring the height or the present tariff 

structure was to use iaport wights in the process of aggregating 

individual tariff items JP to a level of aggregation fer which it was 

possible to estiaate competing domestic production. 1bereafur. 

output wights wre used in the process of reaching the final output

veighted measure of the tariff structure. 

In the case of estiaating the likely height of the tariff after 

ac;ession to a Custoas Union with the EEC. the heterogeneity of each 

unufact:uring category posed additional probleas. If each industry 

were in tr.t producing hmopn&ous comodi ties, it would uke sense 

to USla!e that EEC suppliers were above wrld prices ie that the 

dittorence between the ~ External 'f aritr and the tariff on 

iaporta !roe the EEC repruented the difference between pre and post 

Cuatou Union prica in external trade tor ~rus. 1be relevant 

taritt rates tor 18ports rroa outaide or the EEC atter J<>ir.inc the 

pl'()flCHd Custou Union woulcl then be tbe EEC General tlU"itt. 1be 

errect or Joinine the Cuatou Union would then be estiaated by 

comparing tl'Mt existinc Cyprus tariff structure with the EEC General 

Ex~mal Tarirt. applyine the sue dollesdc output veilhts to lleU\;re 

the heipt of Cyprus t.arifts after t.'le Custou Union. 
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However. the cCIWldi ties identified are not homogeneous. and it will 

not always be the case that EEC suppliers will be exporting at prices 

above world prices. as measured by the EEC general tariff. This will 

be the case where .illports alr-eady coming from the EEC are in fact the 

least-cost or world-price sources of supply, in which case, the 

relevant height or tariff for Cyprus is the EEC tariff. Hence, there 

is a case for an i.llport weighted average tariff hased on the 

historical illport weights using the EEC tariff for imports fr.om the 

EEC and the CcJ 1 •on F.xtemal Tariff for imports froa outside of the 

BBC giving a weighted average or the tariff for each import sub

category which is likely to prevail after the proposed Custom Union. 

The average height or tariff after the Custom Union is then 

estimated by attaching the average import weighted tariffs on each 

sub-category to arrive at the doaestic output weighted tariff for the 

Customs Union. In effect. this procedure assumes that all iaports 

from the EEC before the Customs Union are in fact at world prices and 

that there will be no trade diversion as a result of the Customs 

Union. (4) For those cases where there is no estiaate or the iaport 

weights, then inforaal knowledge or trading patterns was used to 

assign either the general tal.1.ff or the EEC tariff as the one 

relevant to the principal source or supply. 

Where there are binding iaport restri.ctions as well as tariffs. it 

will be necessary to assume the reaoval of these restrictions will 

have the aa.e effects on the average t&riff change as discussed 

above. 

llore serious probleu arise with the intel'88diate input tariffs 

because or the prevalence of exeaptions and reliefs of duty. In this 

cue. using the induatey averap heig.'it of protection is likely to 

over-eatiaate the height or input tariffs. and therefore 

undereati•ate the uount of protection being given by the tariff 

structure. However. in the absence or the disaggregated competing 

end 110n-C011P9th1 i11pe>rta by sector or use and by import sector or 
oripn. it is not poaJible to obtain an estimate or the tariff on 

productive inputs. However, in order to capture some or the effects 

ot biases in the pattern of import duties e.ecording to sector cJf use. 
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only the iaport levy was applied to non-c<>f'Peting imports used in 

dcaestic production. investaent or by tourists and other foreign 

bases and embassies. The resultant estiaates of the 1984 tariffs on 

aanufacturing compared with earlier estimates by Deaetriades (1984) 

are shown in the text Table 2.1. and the estiaated unufacturing 

protection at the level of aggregation used in the 1984 SAMU is shown 

in Table 2.2. Other tariffs on traded inputs are aeasured using the 

iaport weights directly froa the 1984 SAMU in the effective 

protection calculations discussed in the next section. 

It can be readily seen froa Table 2.2 that the output weighted tariff 

TX is auch higher than the iaport weighted tariff TM for 1984. 

However. at a lower level of disaggregation as shown in Table 2.1. 

this result does not always hold. Also. the nOllinal tariffs have 

increased between 1967 and 1984 for final goods such as Clothing and 

Footwear. but declined in so•e of the cOlmOdity groups which produce 

intenaediate products such as Electrical Machinery. It can also be 

seen froa Table 2.2 that the roughly estiaated tariffs on non

competing inputs into domestic production. TMN. are auch l~wer than 

the tariffs on final goods. As noted above. this is not a result 

arrived at by detailed analysis of the tariff data. but is based on 

the judgeaent that all of the pressures within the business community 

and government have tended to increase protection on final goods and 

to lower it in producer goods. Clearly it would be desirable to have 

this confirmed with empirical analysis. The final two columns shown 

in Table 2.2 are for the estiaated export subsidies which cover part 

but not all of the export rebates paid to exporters u.ing protected 

imported •aterials, and also the estimated external tariff should 

C)fprus go into a Customs Union with the EEC. 

A3.3 Technical Qange 

1be stylised facts about the combined effects of both product and 

proceH innovation when •aaured as techl'ical chance suggest that, 

althoulh the~e ••Y be •Sliced chance.a in the structure of the input

output coefficients in the p1·oceas of crowth and structural chance, 
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the total input to gross output ratios do not change very auch over 

tiae. In contrast. the labour to gross output ratio tends to fall 

draaatically whilst the changes in the capital to output ratios can 

go in either direction (see Carter (1970. ch 13)). In the absence of 

detailed empirical investigation of technical change in Cyprus. the 

estimate or the ra·i;e or technical change used in the present GAMS 

model in part renects these stylised facts in that the interaediate 

to gross output ratios are held constant. However. rather than 

introduce labour saving technical change as the aajor source of 

productivity illprovement. the GANS aodel ukes the simple initial 

assumption that the rate or technical change is 2% pa for both 

capital and labour inputs in all industries except agriculture. which 

is asSUlled to have a zero rate of technical chsnge. This estiaate of 

the rate of technical change based on the aodified stylised facts is 

also taken as the back-ground starting point against which the sector 

strategy or radical technical change is assesseci.{5) 

'lbe sector case studies provide an iaportant source or information on 

the extent to which it is possible to accelerate the over-all rate of 

technical change in manufactures. In spite of the considerable 

variation in the structure or each sector studied and the types of 

process and product innovations which could be implemented, it is 

striking tl'.at a general vie~ emerges that the order of magnitude of 

accelerated technical change possible is between 2% pa and 4% pa 

applied to all inputs and treating product innovation as an 

enhanceaent or the unit price of the product. This implies a total 

additional technical change of just over 10 - 20% pa up to 1991. and 

of between just over 20% and nearly 50% pa up to 1996. In addition. 

the view emerpd that. with attention to aarketing and product 

innovation. the rate ot srowth of export markets could expand at 

comparable rates. Clearl7 there is auch scope for analysing the 

iapact of such a larp chanp in the aanufacturing sector on the rest 

or the economy and exploring the implications or possible bias in 

technical change. However. at tnis stage of the development of the 

ASAP •odel and its data base, it was felt that it was only 

appropriate to use the case study information to provide an estimate 

of the roulh orders of aaanitude of the add:!.tional technical change 

which •ilht eaer1e from an Industrial StrateJY. 
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A3-~ 1be Arllington Elasticities 

One of the aost difficult paraaeters to estiaate for the ASAP aodel 

is the elasticity of substitution between local production and 

coapetitive iaports. These elasticities are known as the Araington 

elasticities in the literature are widely used in single country CGE 

aodel• (see Dervis, de Melo and Robinson (1982, section 7.2). In the 

GAMS llOdel. an informed judgeaent based on the stylised facts learned 

froa empirical studies or illport demand functions was used to set the 

Arllington elasticity for aanufactures to 6. The sector studies of 

Cyprus aanufacturing industries provided an ideal opportunity to aake 

a aore inforaed judgement about the size or this param.?ter for the 

sectors covered. 

The estimated direct effects or the Customs Union on manufacturing 

sector output, based on th~ sector case studies. These estimate~ take 

into account the changes !n the structure of protection with tt.~ 

Customs ~nion, the characteristics of each sector in import 

substituting and export activities, and the likely sources of import 

competition after protection changes with the Customs Union. 

Two types of effects were identified in the estimated direct effects 

of a Customs Union. first, the changes in the structure of 

protection would affect the degree of import penetration in each 

sector. Second, export activities would be indirectly affected 

depending on the extent to which the firms cross-subsidised exports 

from the import-competing side of their activities. In each case, the 

sector consultants aade a judgement about the capacity of the firms 

in each sector to respond to increased competitive pressure. In the 

cue of Textiles and Wearin1 Apparel, it wu jucl1ed that the firms 

would be in a stron1 enouJh position to respond favourably to the 

increased competition, but in Leather and Leather Products, it was 

jud1ed that a number of tirms would not be 6ble to respond favourably 

and would th~refore 10 bankrupt. 
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Taking doaestic sales as constant and using the 1984 outputs. imports 

and exports. the output changes and iaplied export changes shown in 

the aain Report were translated into changes in the share of imports 

in total doaestic supply. The changes in the coapetltive iaports to 

local production for cloaestic sales were Ulen combined vi th the 

changes in illport prices arising frcm th"~ change in protective 

structure reported in Table 2.1 and 2.2 to give an aa:.;: elasticity 

estimate of the Araington elasticity. This was clone for both the 

import and output weighted tariffs. and the results are reported in 

Table A3.4. Since the ASAP aodel projection5 reported in section V 

use both import weighted tariffs and Araington elasticity estimates 

based on the iaport tariffs. the output weighted Armington elasticity 

estimates are shown in brackets in Table A3.4 • 

It is readily apparent from the Armington elasticity estimates shown 

in Table A3.4 are highly sensitive to the import versus output 

weighted tariff estiaates. 'Ibis is particularly true for Wood and 

Wood Products. where the output weighted tariff is over twice the 

size of the import weighted tariff. Given the large difference 

between the import weighted and output weighted estimate of the 

Armington elasticity in this sector, it is not surprising that, in 

the ASAP runs reported in section V which use import weighted tariffs 

and Armington elasticities, the ger.eral equilibrium effec:ts of the 

fall in wages associated with the Customs Union almost completely 

offset the loss or tariff protection associai;ed with the Custoins 

Union. 

A3.5 Capital Stock 

At the time of the preparation of the data base for the ASAP model, 

the eatiaation of the base year capi~al atock for the GAMS model 

proceeded by making exogenoua.. estimates of the rate of profit for 
' 

1984 and used the sro .. returns to capi~el troa the FINALSAM 1984 to 

arrive at the i•plied capital atocka. Capital •tocks so derived were 
' 

then ~rojected for 1985. 1986 and ~991 using a combination f>f 

projected aectoral sroaa investments and averace sectoral rates or 



depreciation. Gross investaent for the whole econoay by sector of 

origin of the investaent was estiaated using a 1984 capital ratrix. 

The relevant data for the 1984 ASAP aodel cate~ries are set out in 

':'able A3 • 3. 

It can be seen from Table A3.3 that the assUlled rates of profit vary 

enoraously between sectors. Further. the sectoral investaent targets 

are translated into a progruae of investaent in different types of 

capital goods based on a aatrix or investaent proportions estiaated 

for 1984. It is difficult to assess the quality of the investment 

proportions aatrices. or the extent to which sectoral i.."lvestaent 

targets can be iapleaented through available government policy 

instruments. However. aore worrying is the fact that 'these estimates 

of capital stocks for 1984 are '.ased on the ad hoc estimates of the 

rate of profit by sector without much empirical evidence. For these 

reasons. the estimates of the capital stocks are only used as a proxy 

for projecting the rate of growth of investment. 

Greater confidence in the quality or the base year capital stock 

estimates would be achieved by drawing on the perpetual inventory 

estim~tes of the capital stocks which are available in the Statistics 

Department. These estinates of the base year capital stocks have now 

been incorporated into the GAM5 aodel. but they were not available in 

time for the work of the mission. In view of the weakness of the 

preliminary investment data shown in Table A3.3. it was decided that 

it would be bette:...~ to by-pass the tr91\Sformation of the implied 

demand for capital at the sectoral level into the demand for 

investaent itoods and to usuae that the bundle of investment goods 

projected could be transf oraed into tl'.ese implied demands. The 

implications of this assumption are discussed in the context of tJ"te 

projection results reported in section V of the aein text. 
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A3.6 Parameter Estiaates and Exogenous Variables S.-arised 

1'he estiaates of the exogenous variables and parametP.t'S used in the 

projections together vi th the source of the estiaates are shown in 

Tables A3.4 below. Insofar as the particular projections and 

paruaeter estiaates are cruclal to the aodel projections, these are 

discussed in section V of the aain text • 
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